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ABSTRACT 

Toxin is an  Integrated unit of 37,000 spIndio»,   1254  looms and a 
finishing unit of a capacity to finish about 7,000,000 meters per 
annum« 
Th€ object of our feasibility study and recommandât Ions Is to Im- 
prove the quelIty and to cut down the cost of nroductlon. 

1. S f I N « !  * « 

a. Building î    Although It Is old but It can live for another 
40 to 50 yoars more.    Because the roof Is too 
high and constructed on saw system without any 
atmospheric control so It needs another low celling 
In case of adopting air conditioning systom. 
The span Is short and not convlnlent to store 
the recommended ring frames. 
Comparison has boen made  In case of replacing 
the existing machines by new ones between using 
the existing building after modernization and 
putting on In a new building and the rosult  Is 
In favour of the- new building   If  financing  li 
not an obstacle. 

b. Machines  :    All  spinning machines of this factory arc old and 
obsolete and cannot be run for a  long time with 
the exception of  II twist frames which can bo 
modernized.    Recommendation  Is given tc replace 
the old and obsolète machines with now modern 
ones  In a period not longer than 4 years otherwise 
this factory will  face difficulty from the  local 
competition. 

2. W I A V I M 0 

a. Building  t    About 1100 looms are equipped  In a similar build- 
ing I Ike that of the spinning and 120 looms are 
•quipped in a new building but also without air 
conditioning system, 

b. Machines :    Although all machines, preparation equipments and 
looms with the exception of the 120 new automatic 
looms are old but It can run for another number 
of years on condition that the spare-parts needed 
and some of them are urgently required will  be 
provided.    The factory has only 2 Franz Müller 
old and obsolete winding machines which have to 
be replaced by new ones.    It has also an old sys- 
tem wooden sizing mixing equipment which has to 
be scrapped. 
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a. Bullding t   Is new and up to date. 

b. Machín«* :   Mostly arc new and modern.   The regain part 
either old and needs modernization or old and 
obsolete and needs replacement.    The factory 
Is not balancing and the flow Is not satisfac- 
tory.     It was,  before our assistant, fn trial 
condì "Hon but now It starts production. 

4. The main problem In this factory besides the old obsolote ma- 
chinery as described   In the previous paragraphs  Is the short- 
ed In knowledge of all  lovels of labour forces  In par+lcular 
the managerial levels. 
A complete programme of training and upgrading  is required. 

5, Fcr the same reason the maintenance Is not adequate, parts 
are short so that the conditions of machinery are unsatisfac- 
tory. 

6, The technological  principios arc not followed so our technical 
assistance and the  stock of parts are of great  Importance. 

7. The result of all the above mentioned problems  Is low quality, 
high cost and low sales prices of the factory products. 
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tHTMNUCTIOM 

1. The purpose and the »cop« of the present r^pct covers spinning, 
weaving and flniihlng units for the púrpoM of i 

I. to folio« up the Implanentatlon and th« result of the pre- 
vious rehabilitation programme drawn by tha ax UNIDO tex- 
tlla advisor on management In 1969 

II. to study tha conditions and th« problems which have been 
created since the previous Investigations, see the  new 
problems which have been appeared specially those due to 
the conditions of the machines and to give the necessary 
recommendations. 

2. Summary description of previous Investigations. 
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs some technical and ma- 
nagerial recommendations have been given by the ex UNIDO textile 
advisor In management in Indonesia. The most Important of them 
are : 

I. to provide the factories with adequate stock of parts. 

II. to put a maintenance programme for the different machinery 
(both I and II to overcome partially the problems created 
by the old and obsolete machinery specially In the spinning 
and oreparatlon of weaving). 

III. a little Increase In the revolution per minute of the 
spindles of the ring frames which scope with the condition 
of the factory machines. 

IV. to Increase the working hours In the ring frames  to 168 
hours a week Instead of 120 hours which were prevailing at 
that time and keep the preparation of the spinning as It 
was because Its production was enough to feed the ring 
frames after Increasing the working hours. 

V. to change the construction of some of their material pro- 
ducts which have a finer count In weft and coarser count In 
warp by adopting the contrary In order to Increase the pro- 
duction. 

VI, to unity some of their similar articles to decrease the 
number of their products. 

VII. to bleach the black jean before dyeing to Improve the qual- 
ity and to benefit from the Increase in length by using 
some of their Jigs which were Idle. 

3. Description of the present Investigation. 
The present investigation as It Is described below shows that 
although many of the previous recommendations have been fulfill- 
ed but there are some of them still suspended. 
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Among these the shortage of the parts which causes «»ore deteri- 
oration In the conditions of the machines so the quality specially 
In spinning becomes worst and creating production problems In both 
the weaving and finishing. 
Some recommendations and some technological advices with recommend- 
ations of replacing the old and obsoleto machinery which not enable 
the factory to compete In the local market to be replaced by new 
ones. The details of these Investigations and recommendations 
wilt be seen In the main text as drawn by the three members of our 
Special Fund Project team of experts. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Government Officials, Ministry of 
Industry Textile Department, Institute of Text I le Technology 
Bandung as well as the Board of Directors of Pinda Sandang with 
the management and the staff of Texln factory who assisted by 
providing Information, advice and facilities In preparing this 
report. 

4. Main Text, 
The following arc the reports drawn by the three members of the 
UNIDO team of experts In the UNDP Special Fund Project INS-7I/53I. 

They are :  I. Mr.  A.E.Curran, the Spinning technologist expert. 
His report is on page   9 to 32 

2. Mr. T.Hoshlyama, the Weaving technologist expert. 
His report Is on page 33 to 54 

3. Mr.  J.CM. Bennett, the Finishing technologist 
expert. 
His roport Is on page 55 to 76 
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l-t fUHNMY Of UMMl COWITI0M 
Thlt report It the result of observations made during my visit to 
Tega I  »7th March 1972 to 22th March 1972. 

I-I HI »tory of the Mil 
The plant «»at ettabllshed In 1938 by §n Independent Dutch company. 
Two notable extensions to the original plant took placa, on In 1941 
and tho other In 1952. __...- 
During oerly I960 th« plant «at handed ovar to the Provincial Go- 
vernment end It under the authority of tha Textile Corporation of 
Central Java,   Plnda  Sandang DJatong. 

1-2 Type of N1U 
Tho plant, being one of the largett factor let In indonetta, la a 
fully Integrated unit consisting of Spinning, weaving and Finishing 
planta. ^   , 
The aplnnlng mill has a total of 37,000 Ring spindles, producing 
yarn of 20a, 32t and 40t Engllth countt, part for weaving and part 
for outside »alo». 
The Weaving mill has 1,330 looms producing cloth for presetting in 
their own Finishing plant t.e. bleaching, dyeing or printing. 

Financie! condition 
The profit for the financial year 1970 we»   Rp. 97,533,621,-- 
( $235,027 ) which was eouol to 6.8t of the total cost 
Rp.1,015,496,930,-- which considered very low Investment In Indone- 
tta. 

1-J location of the Nili 
Tegel  is a small town on the north coast of Java, situated In a 
central position 72 kilometers from TJIrebon and  165 kilometers 
from Samarang.   The site of the plant Is Jutt outside the town end 
about I kilometer from the tea. 
The estate It quite large and In addition to the plant buildings, 
contains a number of staff dwelling houses, together with guest 
house and club house, with outtlde facilities for staff recreation. 
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M AjtoMpkirk Conditi©** 

At Java it a tropical  (»land, It hat a climat« which tends to be 
«arm and humid.    Consequently the dotar a plant it tltuated to the 
toa, th« higher tendt  to bo the molature content of the atmosphere. 
In addition, Java has rather a long rain period and therefore   the 
tendency is for the humidity to be up In the 80* R.H. region for 
long periods of time, whilst daytime temperatures tend to be   bet- 
ween 80° and 90°F. 

!•$ In tuch conditions air conditioning with regrlgeratlon could be 
considered to be assentiti, but even without this, better processing 
of textiles can take place under the   conditions which appertain In 
these coastal districts by Improving the other working conditions. 

1-0 »M0UCTI0N 

!-l The plant at present is working on a four-shift system for seven 
days per week.    This is quite recent Innovation recommended by ex 
UN100 toxtlle advisor on management, but results   already show quite 
an appreciable  Increase In productivity. 

t-t The counts (English system) produced are 20s, 32s and 40s In both 
warp and weft, whilst 42s and 24s have been produced  In the past to 
provi te a twofold yarn for warp In the hand weaving  Industry. 

t-1 Production In equivalent 20s Ne yarn counts (mr.Curran's conversion 
from productions given by the mill of each type of count) 

1968 - 12,900 bales (each 181  kgs.) 
1969 - 13,678 " M "      " 
1970 - 15,331 " " * 
1971 - 17,864 » "      ' 
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5-0 WILDtMS 
1-1 Spinning mill constructed In 1937/8 - In quite good sound condition. 

Malls constructed of brick to a height of 3 1/2 meters, above which 
is a line of corrugated asbestos sheet. Above this, to a height of 
6 motors Is a line of windows and above this again Is an incline 
section of roof which Is broken by a second line of windows In ver- 
tical plane, followed by a second of roof rising to the apex, which 
It 15 meters above floor level, giving a good air space within the 
building. 

|-t The roof girder structure Is of steel and timber  In very sound con- 
dition, easily lending Itself to the support of a false colling, 
which would be necessary If air conditioning were to be   considered 
at some future date. 
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JO Floor»,which are cement, are quite good In general, except for some 
parts around the Carding area, where the sliding of silver cans has 
caused shallow depressions to be made. Dividing walls separate the 
various stages of process, although the Card room Is In the same o- 
pen aroa as the spinning frames, this area being only partially 
divided. 

yk Lighting does not conform to normal spinning mill standards, there 
being Insufficient lights over the work areas on the flyer and ring 
frames. The wiring appears to be a temporary nature. 

I-S Air ConditionInf. There Is no air conditioning In the Building and 
consequently no control over temperature and humidity. The space 
Inside the building Is so large that atmospheric changes will be 
slow and also because the building Is high, heat generated by 
plant will rise away from the processing levels. 
As statod above, the building will readily lend Itself to the 
fitting of a false celling and this can be positioned In such a 
and at such a height that one line of windows could be left below It. 
But It has a problem that the span Is only 15 meters which will not 
allow to erect one ring frame much more than 380 spindles what Is 
consider short for the ring diameter of I 3/4" which Is genorally 
this case. 

1-1 »Ire lou lament and Sprinkler Installation Is of a very good s+and- 
ard. Sprinklers are fitted and follow the roof line, whilst a fire 
pump and sprinkler supply pump are primed and ready for Instant use, 
being automatically activated by any drop In pressure on the 
sprinkler I Ines. 

1-7 Mort Flow. To some extent there are restrictions to free movement 
of material caused by the old low draft systems In use on the ma- 
chines. Crossing of flowpaths also takes place due to the same 
reason. 
Slubber 0.6 Hk Is restricted to 1.9 and 1.75 Mk. 

J-l Intermediate frames; whilst slubblng 0.55 Hk Is restricted to l.25Mk 
Intermediate, 

y$ From Intermediate frames to Ring fremos there are three hanks, 1.9 
Mk to 40s counts; 1.75 Hk to 32s, and 1.25 Hk going to 20s counts, 
all English count system. 
Normally the range of counts could be done from one common hank, 
which would prevent mixed roving and the crossing and *>xtra trans- 
portation within the process. 
Plant Description - see Mr. Curran's report dated April 1st 1972, 
section 13 paragraphs I to 27. 
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t-OPROIlEMS 

^-1    These are caused mainly by old machines which have been badly main- 
tained, especially cards and speed frames (flyer), and which can be 
described as  In a run-down condition.    Some of the fault here Is 
due to a shortage of spare parts. 
The quality of the work Is far from satisfactory; too much nep   and 
very Irregular roving, having thin places and making a weak yarn. 
Maintenance  Is not satisfactory. 
Operatives In some cases lack a sufficient knowledge of their jobs, 
and much more training  Is nocossary. 

*-l   Training and augmentation of the staff  Is necessary to develop   the 
full potential of the department.    There Is an Insufficient number 
of capable staff on the plant. 

The greater part of this Is obsolete.    Some conversion work could 
take place»  particularly  In the Blowing Room and Cards.        However, 
the recommendation would bo for new machinery. 

k'k   Cards are In very poor condition;  some would be converted to   Seml- 
High production conditions,  but this would be expensive.   It would 
be botter to think in forms of  new cards. 

*-$   Drawing frame are   of very eld design and quite definitely obsolete. 
They have old drafting systems, small dimension sliver cans, run at 
slow speeds and are  In poor condition. 

è-é $p—à trams also have old drafting tystems, although their bobbin 
size are reasonable. The frames are In poor condition and require 
a great deal of work; advlco would be for new frames. 

k-7    Ring Spinning fronts      91 machines,  half of which have small  spindles 
and rings for tho spinning of direct weft to the loom shuttle.    This 
system Is now obsolete and as the frames have old drafting systems and 
are In poor condition, replacement should be seriously considered. 
At the same time,   It should be remembered that any replacement here 
would also  Involve the purchase of Weft winding machines,  but these 
would give better conditions at the loom so gains would  be observed 
In both 5plnnlnq and   weaving. 

*-•   Tht ranalnlng warp spinning framts    are also In poor condition and 
have obsolete drafting systems, small rings and short lifts. 
It would require large capital expenditure to put them  In good order. 
So it  Is recommended to   think    of   thalr raplacamant. 
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S-0 CONCLUSIONS 

5-1 Air Conditioning 

The best advice would be for replacement of all the plant and the 
equipping of the building with air conditioning.    A false celling 
could easily be suspended at a height of 3.50 meters.    This would 
leave one  line of windows below the ceiling.      Lighting could   be 
fitted  into the celling but protruding by about 40 mm.      Air con- 
ditioning distribution trunks would be above the celling, with the 
diffusera only protruding below the ceiling.    It should be    noted 
that additional  sprinklers would be required for the area    below 
the ceiling.   Here again piping would be above and only the nozzles 
protruding below the celling. 

5-1 toy Widths end King Fronts 

A point to be noted  : the bay widths are  15.50 meters ( 50 ft, ). 
This means that the ring frames would only have a 44 ft, front 
roller, whilst the textile machinery makers allow a maximum of 50 
ft.    This means that with a I 3/4" diameter ring 2 3/4" gauge the 
frame will  be restricted to 384 spindles per machine (   Instead of 
a maximum of 436 spindles ).    For a mill of 37,000 spindles   96 
frames would be required.    At present the mill  has 91  frames. 
However this  Is no problem, for with a complete new modern    plant 
It is estimated that the building could contain 50,000 to 60,000 
SD indi es of ring spinning and Its preparation machinery. 
This means an extra cost for the ring frames has to be calculated 
with extra cost processing cost for this section. 
This leads to restrlctly the cost of    repairing    the existing 
building with the additional amount to ue paid for the ring frames 
duo to It shorten In largest and additional processing cost     for 
the same reason and the result Is In favour of recommending but on 
new suitable building of the finance of the building will    not be 
on obstlcal.     if such recommendation approved narts of the prosont 
running building can be used as laboratories. 

1-0 LAMMATORV 

•"I The laboratory should receive and be  located In a better position 
than that which It occupies at present.    There  Is Insufficient 
control work done.    More equipment is required and some   control 
over the atmospheric conditions to give some firm and dependable 
measure of control on tests.    Both Spinning and Weaving  laboratories 
could be combined In   one  building adjacent to both those sections 
and to the Preparation Department.    It would then be worthy of   an 
air-conditioned room   to  be In the charge of a technologist and 
where the new young graduates could receive mill training before 
being placed  in supervisory and management positions* 
( See Mr.Curran's report dated 1st April,  1972, section 4-0   Para- 

graphs    I to 5 ). 
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7-0   MTAILS OF PROJECT 

7-1   The building was erected to houM the various sections of the 
spinning plant.    As It was not intended to air condition or give 
other mechanical  aids to the atmosphere,  it was given very spacious 
proportions,  particularly In regard to height, 

7-1    The machinery  Is old, especially with regard to technology ( See 
Appendix for detalted lists of machinery ). 

7-3    The main problems are as follows  : 

1. The quality of the work is not satisfactory. 
2. The development of the available machinery to Improve processing. 
3. The maintenance of the plant   Is not satisfactory and In some 

cases the operatives lack knowledge of their Jobs. 
4. Training of some operatives'   skills Is necessary. 
5. Training and augmentation of  staff  Is required   In order to 

develop the full potential  of the department. 

7-*    These problems will be discussed during the course of this report, 
together with our recommendations. 

7-5    Me recommend that the futuro development be divided Into phases. 

6. Phase I.    To work to Improve the condition of the existing 
machines and to obtain maximum production consistent 
with yarn qua I Ity. 

7-4    7. Phase 2.    This will of necessity  Involve capital, expenditure. 
I.  Changes In the Blowing Room plant to Improve. 

(a).   Blending. 
(b).   Quality of opening. 

7-7 2.  Changes In the Carding Section to Semi High Pro- 
duction Carding, or direct High Production 
Carding (the choleo being a matter of cost). 

7-1 3.  Changes In the Drawing Section by reo lacement of 
old technically out-dated machines. 

4.  Replacement of old two-passage Flyer frames with 
modern frames. 

7.IO 5.  Replacement of old small package Ring frames with 
modern high draft machines. 

*.|l 6.  This would  Involve the installation of pirn winding 
machines In the Preparation Department to replace 
the Direct Weft spinning frames. 

Phase 2 will be subdivided to take place over two or 
three years In planned phases. 

7-f 
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7-|t 8. Phase 3.   To Install an air conditioning system In the building 
for atmospheric control.   Cost requires a quotation 
from a suitable engineering company. 

7-15 9. Finally there are the various appendices concerning machinery, 
production, technical procedures and quality control. 

MOILMS      D I S C U S $ E 0 

•-0   VAU* «MMTV   : 

•-I     10. There Is a general comolalnt that the quality of the yarn Is 
poor, very nepoy, dirty, too hairy, and weak, duo to thin 
places. 

•-1 These In my opinion have been substantiated and emanate from 
the  condition  of the following  : 
1. Blowing room plant, 
2. Blending of waste with cotton. 
3. Poor condition of Carding. 
4. Poor Drafting. 
5. Other technical considerations    I.e. theory of  hooked 

fibres, condensing of fibres  In drafting systems, clearances 
of yarn and travellers,   lack of control of atmospheric con- 
ditions. 

•"J     lit Organisation of Department. 
It would appear that this Is not done to the best advantage. 
The systems  In use are old-fashioned and do not tako ?iny 
advantage of modern techniques,  I.e.  such methods as block 
creating, organisation of operatives  Into group working,  etc. 

9-0    DCVILOPHIKT Of IXI ST IM PUNT 
f-1     The problem In the Blowing Room  Is stringy laps.   This  Is mainly 

due to ovor-beatlng,    particularly on the Piatt line, but also due 
to feeding too much waste Into the mixing and, further,  by high 
moisture content of materia!. 

S-l     Action can be taken to reduce the waste feed down to about 5%, 
It Is suggested that a good pre-mlxlng be made on the floor, or 
alternatively a creel be made to unroll  bad or rejected  laps 
directly on to the lattice.    The raw cotton Is then fed on to the 
lattice and waste sliver and other typos of waste placed on the 
top of raw cotton.    Waste to bo used in this way should bo strict- 
ly controlled by the  Supervisor   so that equal  and even amounts 
aro fed. 

f-J      To cut down the number of striker cylinders In the Howard & 
Bui lough triple opener the centre section could be removed and 
the first and last sections then connected. 
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f»k  On  looking   Into Beater settings  It was found those were too wide. 
Standard settings were given to the mill staff and these should be 
strictly adhered to - too wide settings cause stringy  laps. 

J-f   It was noted that the moisture content of the raw cotton aftor 
test was about 9 to \0%. This Is too high and I would suggest that 
during the wet season the bales bo kert fastened up until r^oulred; 
In the dry season the bales could be opened for twelve hours before 
use. Beating on this niant would be better at moisture contents of 
about 1%, The fibres would be lively and open more easily, whereas 
they now Me "dead" and  Inert, 

•/•é   Klrshner beater  In the Piatt scutcher would give a combing action 
and make a  smoother lap.    Theso could  be lurchasotf "rocondltlr   ¡d" 
from England, 

CARDI M 

f-7 > "To card welt  Is to spin well" - an old Lancashire maxim for ill 
staff to remember and put Into practice. 

f»i   Her6 much can be done by the staff which has been left undone for 
a  long time,  I.e. Grinding of wire and care of cards  In general. 

f-J   Much of the wire  Is damaged and apart from those recently re- 
covered all   Is In poor condition. 

f»IO A concentrated effort must be made by a skilled operative Grinder 
to get all  the wire back  Into condition.    Both Quick Traverso and 
Dead roller grinders must at all  times be covered with sharp emery 
fillet.    Quick traverse rollers require the fillet to be changed 
between 140 to 160 hours of use.    A long or Dead roller grinder 
requires the fillet to be changed after four months. 

f-ll I  stress the above becauso on examination of Quick travers rollers 
working on a Cards during my visit I  found these were not grinding 
at all.    They were badly sot and the ornery fillet was both worn 
and  loaded with dirt.    I  asked the operative grinder to examine the 
rollers and listen to the sound from the roller, which Is the way 
to set the rollers to the cyllndor doff er and flats.    He,  however, 
bad no Idea of his job.     It will  be essential   for a good technical 
man to show and train these Grinders. 

t-!I ftwwrti Condition of Cards 

Attention should be given to all the settings and a check made by 
the staff to see that the Card Setter   Is doing his work correctly. 
Dottor combs, Flat combs and Phi I Upson brush combs all require 
attention.     It will take at least six months of concerned effort to 
get these cards  Into condition,   and many will  have to be recovered. 
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9*1}   Not« for the Staff * Th« metallic wire requires to be ground very 
tightly by a special stone after periods of 
about 9 months* working. 

Draw   freme» 

9-U Some advantage here can be gained by converting the drafting system 
from Its present three-zone gearing to one of two zone, the middle 
rollers being neutral.    This will give more even draft to tho 
silver.    Back zone draft will  be 1.5, front zone 4.0, total 6. 
Slight variations can be made to this by the back being a  little 
higher.  If necossary   say   1.8. 

9-ltAII top rollors should be checked so that their surfaces are level 
and true.   Weighting should be checked to see that all weights are 
being used.    If found  necessary, a  little more weight can be 
appllod, but this loads up the bearings and will  take more horse- 
power to drive the frame. 

flyer   f rim 

rIMIubbirt 
Tho biggest fault h*re  Is soft bobbins, caused by  Insufficient warps 
round flyer presser. 

9-11 A point to note - a soft bobbin hos an uneven surface and thus ten- 
sion on roving  Is always varying, varies botwoen bobbins ond on 
every bobbin.    A hard  bobbin has ¿in even surface and thoro'-e.-...  +ho 
tension bobbins Is even and   In this way a standard lifter wheel  and 
a standard builder wheel can be used.    It Is a mistake to think that 
a soft bobbin eases tension - the reverso  Is the case. 

9-18 Try six   spindles working on one frame, two each end ind two  In the 
middle.    Put three turns on pressor arm and then after your lifter 
and builder wheels until  the correct winding Is found. 

9-19 Tho machines are old    but  can be run much better by little extra care. 

Intermediates 

9.20 Hero again Is the same problem - soft bobbins. 
To assist In making a  hard  bobbin try 6 spindles as above.   You will 
note the hole on the top of the flyer Is small  - drill this out 
smooth and make as big a hole as the tlyer will  take.    Tho.i,  with 
throe turns round the pressor    arm, change the builder and lifter 
wheels to give the correct winding tensions.    You will  note tho twist 
Is all  put Into tho    roving from the nip of the rollors to the top 
of the flyer, thus the roving Is stronger at that place and will  net 
break. 
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9-11  Drafting  : this  is 4 over 4 rollers 3-zone - again try two-zone 
drafting as at the Draw Frames. 

9-22 These changes require courage on the part of  the technical man, 
but If only six spindles are run on a frame until everything runs 
satisfactorily, then   no  harm  Is done or waste accumulated. 

Ring Frames 

9-23 There appears to be very little which can be done on these machines 
as they,   like the speed frames, are old and well-worn.    Only 
attention to ma Into I nance, spindle and ring centreing, polishing of 
rings, changing of travellers at the end of their  life, etc.    will 
ensure getting the best out of the plant. 

10-0   TRAININO 

10-1    In my opinion, more training  ts required at operative, mandur staff 
levels.    Remarks have already been made regarding the neglect some 
plant.    This,  I  feel sure,   Is mainly due to lack of training and 
knowledge.    Also In this connection I think there  Is a shortage of 
skilled staff and a lack of aportunlty for the staff to Increase 
their skills and knowledge. 

10-2    In a large mill   It is a good thing to have a department for the 
training of operatives and also staff.    This can be done by amal- 
gamating the Technical  Department with a Training Department.    One 
section of this would have short machines available to train 
operative skills and would consist of a Card,  two passaqcs of Draw 
Frame (each of only two deliveries), a 20 or 30 spindle speod frame, 
with both a silver and a bobbin croel   but of   Intermediate frame 
gauge, and also a 40-splndle    Ring Frame.    Here, under the care of 
Instructor, the operatives can be taught their skills.    Here   cilso 
the mandurs can be trained to know the machine mechanism   and what 
Is required of them In their duties.    Also  In such ? r.ec+'on tech- 
nical training can be given to the Supervisory staff.    In a    sapa- 
rate section the Department could also contain all  the testing 
equipment for the spinning and weaving departments. 

10-J The whole Department would be under the care of a trained techno- 
logist. He would set up the programme of training and of testing 
and bo under the direct control of the General Manager. (Note: The 
same department could also be training and testing for the Weaving 
mill). 

10-4 The man In charge would have his staff of permanent Instructors for 
both spinning and weaving and In addition to this would have an In- 
take of student trainees direct from Technical College. Thoy would 
have two fines of training - one being technical development on the 
machines In the centre, together with testing equipment, and the 
other to be sent  Into the mill   with definite ohjrvrls   In vlov,   !.e, 



checking of  settings, Blowing and Cards,   settings on drafting  sys- 
tems on   the   various frames, etc.    Supervisory routine tests, 
carrying out special   Investigations for the Manager, and other 
projects which would be devised for them.    They would also  be    the 
main force  In dealing with quality control within the mill     <     but 
not dealing with day-to-day routine records ).    I have emphasised 
this point as  It Is essential that young men entering the mill  re- 
ceive a definite training and not be merely thrust Into a  position 
of supervision without any experience or opportunity to gain expe- 
rience of the technical aspects of a spinning (or Weaving)     plant. 
I considere the lack of such faci I Itles to be one of the major 
causes of   Inefficient plants and staff  who, because of their     lack 
of knowledge,  fear to give their best personality to their work. 

10-5   A training and testing department as envisaged would be  set up    In 
a separate building close to and easily accessible from both the 
spinning and weaving departments. 

11-0   BALANCE OF KANT 

11-1    At the. time of my visit, the plant was running with counts 40s,32s 
and 20s warp yarns and 32s, 20s weft, with a yarn production of 
approximately 6,100 warp and 4,160 kgs.  weft In 24 hours.     Whilst 
the Draw Frames are In reasonable balance, it Is noted that    there 
Is quite a   lot of  »mused capacity from both the Slubbers end   Inter- 
mediate Frames.    In actual running fact,  the speed frames do    bal- 
ance,  but with Improved runnlnq conditions, as suggested   in a  pre- 
vious paragraph, the efficiency of  the speed frames would   Improve 
and they would then have an excess production. 

11-2   The efficiency of the mill   is generally  low, which Is to  bo expect- 
ed with the direct    weft SDlnnlng and the general conditions,   I.e. 
see Blowing Room and  Card   reports. 

12-0   V0AK FLOW 

12-1    In general  this Is quite good.    Due to the restrictions   Imposed by 
the drafting systems   in  use there  Is a fair amount of movement,as 
for example Slubber 0.6 Hk.  is restricted to 1.9 and 1.75 Hk. on 
Intermediate, whilst the 0.55 Hk.    Stubbing flows to 1.25 Hk. on 
Intermediate frames.   Between Intermediate and Ring frames  wo have 
three hanks - 1.9 Hk. going to 40s counts; 1.75 to 32s and   1.25 
going to 20s Ne count.   This applies to both warp and weft  spinning 
frames. 
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IJ-0   MAINTENANCE 

13"1    On the Blowing Room plant and on the Cords the maintenance was not 
satisfactory.    On the Opening plant twelve months'   running   should 
be divided so that every machine has a major overhaul  overy     four 

•nonths,   i.e.  3 times por year, whilst every two months all bearings, 
particularly ball  bearings, are cleaned and repacked with grasso. 
At the same time beater settings,  etc. to be checked and re-set If 
necessary.    Card malntenace  Is even more critical  - tho flexible 
cloth Ine requires far more care and   It Is essential  that the Grindors 
really do thetr work.    I find the periods Detween grinding too long 
and In addition tho work Is not being done effectively. 

IJ-I   Maintenance on Draw Frames,  Speed frames and Ring  frames  Is done 
at reasonable   Intervals, but such things as flyer straightening and 
resetting of   spindles on Ring frames Is not up to standard. 

!*-0   FUTURE DEVELOPMENT    Of TE6AL MILL 

14-1    fVobably every technically-trained  person who has been to Tegal  has 
boen of the opinion that very little can be done with the existing 
machinery and  that the whole plant should bo replaced with   modern 
machines.     I   am of the same view and consider the whole spinning 
plant should  be replaced within tho next four years; therefore un- 
der this section my suggestions for such a programme wll I  be mode. 

U-l    The buildings are In good condition and would readily lend   them- 
selves to the   installation of an alr-condltloning system. The 
celling would  need to be under-drawn and a conven tont nos It Ion for 
this false eel I Ing would be at a  height of approximately 4 metres 
from the floor   level, which would   leave part of the lower  line   of 
glass windows within the room.    Tho sprinkler system which Is now 
following the   line of the roof would remain, but would require   an 
additional   system SOT so that the  nozzles protrude through i lie 
celling to protect the plant and material. 

U-2 Lighting which can now be considered as Insufficient would need to 
be replaced, and this could bo conveniently set flush or protrud- 
ing from the celling, but should be set as to provide lint - free 
surfaces. 

14-J    Trunklng for air distribution would be above the celling, whilst 
tho air dtffusers protruded to tho room below. 

\k*k    Some form of   Insulation would be necessary and this would be placed 
on top of the false celling. 

14-5    It Is suggested that the Blowing Room also be Included   In any plans 
for alr-condltloning, as tho correct conditioning of the raw stock 
before processing Is of some Importance, 
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|4-7   The following conditions ara thoso generally sought for In Cotton 
Spinning - 

Blowing Room   50 to 55)6    R.H. 
Card "        50 to 55$    R.H. 
Spinning "       55 to 65$   R.H. 

14-8   With the present uncontrolled conditions, the raw stock and the 
yarn process have quite high variations In moisture content. 
These can result In weakness of the yarn, poor weavablllty   and 
finally a failure In the processing department to obtain the 
correct cloth dimensions. 

14-*   Spinning Plant 

During the past few years the textile machinery manufactures have 
made considerable technical progress and can offer high production 
machines which, whilst requiring a minimum of operators,    require 
high technical skills,  both electrical and mechanical.    On    the 
other hand, they have also developed good plant of a conventional 
dostgn which, whilst being capable of  hl^h productions,   Is *lrr< 
capable of giving very good level yarns and high regularity     and 
quality.    It Is this latter type of plant on which Togal     should 
concentrate. 

14-10 Blowing ROOM 

The opening plant is out of date, particularly In the blending 
section and the Scutcher ê Lap Forming section,   Some machines, 
such as the Porcupine Openers and Hopper Feeders, could be retained, 
but the remainder are outdated and should be replaced.    To give a 
composite plant, all  would be replaced. 

14-11 Cards 

These are out of date production-wise, whilst the small patters 
Roltor Cards arc In a poor condition.    However, the Pl*tt Cards, 
and some    Ingolstadt, are capable of  being converted to Senti High Pro- 
duction conditions.    To do this the following would be necessary: 

14-11    I. New wire on cylinders, doffer, flats and taker-Ins of metal- 
lic or self-stripping flaxlble wire. 

14-11    2. Dynamic balancing of Cylinder and Doffer. 

14-14   3. Bell or Roller Rearing fitted to Cylinder, Doffer and Takor-ln. 

14-1J   4. New Steel shafts to be fitted to cylinders. 

14-14   S. Flat seating to be re-ground; flexible bends to be examined and 
re-ground If necessary. 

14-17   Ä.New lightweight balanced doffer combs with ball bearing boxes. 
Alternatively, roller stripping for doffer web, or the Varga 
stripping system,   Including Cross Rolls. 
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lVll   7. New Collars for 18, 20 or 24 Inch diameter silver cans, 
42 Inches high. 

11*19   8. Ntw motor for Increased speeds. 

I*>t0   9. Fitting of slow doffer motion for placing up, (incorporated 
In Varga system). 

Ie-2I 10. New und er casing s   (or  existing,  It   In good condition) to be 
treated to give Improved smooth surface*. 

••vît II. Fitting of dust removal system to all cards, with a central 
station section and filtration plant. 

1*>ÎJ Such conversion will enable productions of high Quality sliver at 
a rate of  12 to 13 kilos per hour, Varga system 16 to 17 kilos 
per hour. 

1*-2* At the list is long the work Is costly, but no more than 40 Cards 
would be required - 32 Cards with the Varga system. 

14-39 However,  It «III probebly be found that the difference In the cost 
of converting 40 or 32 Cards  Is very little  In difference to the 
cost of new High Production Cards, which are capable of productions 
In the roglon of 28 or more kilos per hour, requiring only 22 Cards 
to meet the present productions. 

•raw Franta 

Ik-H Her© machines are available with one delivery or two, running at 
speeds of up to 460 metres per minute on one delivery, or 250 
metros per minute each delivery on two-delivery machines.  To meet 
the production required only 12 first and 12 second passage deli- 
veries would be necessary. I.e. 6 machines I** passage and 6 ma- 
chines 2nd passage. 

•••17 Again, one can only advise replacing the   Slubbers and Intermediate 
frames with new machines. Very  little progress has been made in 
this section by the machinery manufacturer, but It  Is tha practice, 
by the use of high draft systems, to use only one passage of speed 
frame,  I.e. can-fed Intermediate machines. There are a numbor   of 
refinements In the engineering.  Including Improved flyers, easier 
doffing, single shaft bobbin and spindle drives, all of which add 
up to a more efficient productive machine, giving a good quality, 
regular and level roving. 

mm r« 
1%-tl It is here that the maximum advantage can be gained over the exist- 

ing plant. A ring frame of I  3/4 Inch diameter ring, with a 7 or 8 
Inch lift, would be capable of handling the full range of counts 
at a spindle speed of 10,500 rpm. to 13,900. 
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I5TO   THf FOLLOWING SPINNING PKOOUCTIOM PLANS AM INCLOSED 

lf-1    I. Production of the existing mill. 
!S*1    2. Modorn plant showing an equal production to that of tho existing 

mill but using only 50 ring frames against 91 at present. 

ISO    '• Production of exI»tino mill 
This Is 10260 kgs In 24 hours. 
92 Cards are used 
24 Draw frames 
10 Slubbers ( Platts double driven  12 ) 
23 Intermediate frames 
91 Ring frames 

The total number of operatives are approximately 750. 
End breaks on spinning frames are very high varying from   36 to 
142 per 1000 spindle hours, this of course due to weak pieces Ä 
nop. 

1§-%    2. «odern plant same production M tho prosont spin plan   10260 kgs 
In 21 hours. 

22 High Production Cards 
12 Draw Frames 2 passages 6 First passage, 6 Second passage 
8 Speed Frames each 90 spindles 

50 Ring Frames each 436 spindles. 

Operatives could be out by 1/3 whilst the yarn would be of  high 
quality,  low end breaks good regularity & minimum of nep. 

IJ-5    The above machine specifications are suggested as they will cover 
economically both semi automatic and automatic cone winding and yet 
are Ideally suited for the Roto Coner type of winding. 

IJ-4    The bay sizes In the mill will not allow machines of a maximum 
length of Ring frame.    Generally the machinery manufacturer will 
allow a fifty feet length front roller,   I   3/4 Inch ring will  be on 
a 2 3/4 Inch gauge    50 ft.  Is 200 spindles each side.   Your bay 
width  Is 15.45 metres,   I.e. 50 feet.      Allowing 3 ft. "off end 
alley", 3 ft. headstock and Pneumafll box, comes down to a 44 ft. 
front roller.    192 spindles each side, 384 spindles per frame. 

IS-7    With a 2" Inch diameter ring, the textile machinist will require 
• 3 Inch gauge for tho maximum speeds, so this would limit tho frames 
to 332 spindles per frame.   This would tend to rule out 2 Inch ring 
as being uneconomical   In comparison with tho I 3/4 Inch ring. 

14-0   JUSTIFICATION F0* NEW PLANT 
10*1    To Justify tho replacement of the plant by now machines tho follow- 

ing points are reiterated. 
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16-2   Although lap regularity Is reasonably good, the Blending, Opening 
and Lapping Is far from satisfactory.   With Carding the whole plant 
is In very poor condition.    Nearly all the Cards require the wire 
covering to b* replaced within a short time.   Many parts also re« 
quire attention. 

16-)   Draw frames are old and out of date and this also appi tes to Flyer 
and Ring Frames. 

16-*»   Yarn strength and regularity are very poor and detrimental to good 
weavabillty at the looms.    Direct weft must be of good quality to 
be of any economical advantago. 

Textile machinery manufacturers are no longer prepared to supply 
spare parts for old plant.    In this respect difficulties   can   be 
expected to Increase. 

«6-5 

16-6 

16-7 

Plan 2 leaves a whole bay for the Installation of Combing and ex- 
tra spinning capacity. 

Labour for plan 2 would be reduced by approximately 1/4 to 1/3. 

17-0   MMStlNft Of NtV PLANT 

17"1    It Is assumed that any new plant would still have Scutchers   with 
lap ends.    This, however,  is not necessary as the system of direct 
feeding to Cards Is well advanced technologically.    The advantage 
of a lap end is that lap stocks can be used as a buffer in case of 
breakdowns, etc. 

17-2   The method is important boca uso If  laps are to be used the present 
scutchers (Platts) may be fitted with automatic  lap doffers   and 
the scutcher fitted with Klrschner beaters.    Blenders may be added 
to tho feed end and  in this way tho Piatt line could koep in   pro- 
duction.    The Retter and Ingolstadt would require new scutchers and 
automatic lap ends. 

17-J    Alternatively,   If direct food to the Cards, then  It would p-chabtv 
be necessary to scrap all the Blowing Room plant, as the cotton 
must bo In suitable  condition for feeding through trunklng   and 

shutes.    One would,  in any case, advocate a complete new plant. 

17*4   Changeover of plant In Carding is quite easy as one high production 
card requiring little more space than an ordinary card, thus quick- 
ly replacing a number of cards, making space available for further 
erection of new Draw frames, Speed frames and new Ring frames 
without loss of production. 

I7»}   This also applies to the Draw Frames, but in this area the phase I ng 
out of old frames must be in line with phase!ng out of old slubbers. 
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17*6 Slubbers and inter» will phase out with the Ring frames and to 
this end the following Is suggested : 

17-7 Phase I. The removal of Howard & Bui lough weft ring frames, 
followed by the Reiter weft ring frames, but the pro- 
gramming of this will dependo« the purchase and e- 
rectlon of new Pirn Winding machines. 

17-1 Phase 2. Reiter Warp spinning ring frames, followed by Howard 
& Bui lough warp frames. 

17-9 Phase 3. Ingolstadt weft spinning frames, followed by the 
Ingolstadt warp spinning frames. 

17-10 Speed frames would keep pace in each phase, together with the 
draw frames. 

17-M 

17-11 

11-0 
11-1 

Attention should be drawn to the extra space made available by 
the Introduction of high production Cards and Draw Frames, and 
the possibility of introducing more capacity In machinery. 
New Ring frames will give additional production therefore It 
will be an advantage to ro-oqulp this mill and at a latter date 
increase the number of frames to give additional production. 

Mo would also urge the consideration of having a Technical and 
Training Department, as described earlier In this report. 

I should like to express my appreciation of the assistance 
given to me at Textile Texln by Mr. T.S. Hadlbowo, Jr., Mr.Mu- 
krl, Spinning Dopt., Chief Technician, Mr. Kashlr from the 
Preparation Department, who acted as my counterpart at the 
plant, and to Mr. Llek Suparll, of tht Institute of Textile 
Technology, my personal counterpart. 
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19-0   LIST 0» tXISTIM PUNT 

lf-1    Blowing RMM Pleat 

Contisti of two lines of production 

I. Manufactured by tat tor 1930 and additional machines manufactured 
by Inopiatadt 1952. 

a. 18 ft. Feed Lattice (to Bale Breaker) 
b. Bale Breaker. 
c. Hopper Feeder 
d. Porcupine Cylinder Opener 
e. Vertical Stack Beater 
f. Crlghton Opener - not connected 
g. Two way Distributor to : - Scutcher Lines. 

Aelter Lina Ingolstadt Line 

h. Hopper Feeder h. 1st Hopper Feeder 
I. Two-bladed Beater I. 2nd Hopper Feeder 
J. Three-bladed Klrachnor J. Three-bladed Beater 

Lap end. k. Three-bladed Klrschner 
Beater L'ap End 

19-1   2. Manufactured by Piatt Bros. 1941. 

a. 18 ft. Feed Lattice (to Balo Breaker). 
b. Bale Beater. 
c. Porcupine Beater. 
d. Two Crlghton Openers (not In use). 
e. Triple Opener manufactured by Howard & Bullough Ltd.,   1941, 

and consisting of  : 
Two 24 Inch diameter Striker Cylinders; 
One 18 Inch three-bladed beater. 

f. Two-way Distributor feeding two scutcher lines, 
each consisting of  : 

g. Hopper Feeder 
h. Three-bladed beater. 
Lap end. 

|f»|       Also In the room - One Rowing Mäste Opener (Reiter, 1938); 
Shirley Institute Breaker and cage manufactured 
by Howard & Bullough 1941.   The purpose of this 
machine Is to break Into fibres ring frame under 
clearer waste. 
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Card   Room 

I9-*   Cera* «eahlnee 

29 Card« manufacturad by Ral tar 1939/40.    Small pattar« having 82 
fiata. 
Stivar Can alfe 10 Inch diameter x 36 Inchaa high. 

30 Carda manufacturad by Ingolstadt 1932.    Standard alza having 
106 fiata. 
Silver Can alza IO Inch dl omoter x 36 Inchaa high. 

41 Carda manufecturad by Platt Broa 1941.    Standard alza having 
106 fiata. 
Slivar Can Stza 10 Inch dl amatar x 36 Inchaa high. 

19-5   Drawing 'rauta 

»9-é   Reiter 1938 - 

6 machInes Ist pasaaga, each having 9 deliveries, 6 slivers per 
del I very. 

6 machines 2nd passage, each having 5 deliveries, 6 silvers per 
delivery. 

Silver can size 10 Inch diametor x 36 inches high. 
Drafting system 4 rollers over 4 rollers In three zones. 
Electric stop motion  on broken allver or roller lap. 

19-7   Ingolstadt 1932 - 

2 mochines 1st passage, each having 5 deliveries, 6 slivers per 
delivery. 

2 machinas 2nd passage, each having 5 deliveries, 6 sMvers per 
del(very. 

Silver can size 10 Inch diameter x 36 Inches high. 
Drafting System 4 rollers over 4 rollers In three zonas. 
Electric stop motion on broken sliver or roller lap. 

19-1  Howard ft Bui lough 1941 - 

4 machinée I at passage, each having 2x4*8 deliveries. 
4 machines 2nd p   sage, each having 2 x 4 • 8 deliveries. 
6 al Ivers fed to each del(very. 
Sliver can size 10 Inch diameter x 36 Inches high. 
Drafting system 4 rollers over 4 rollers In three zones. 
Electric stop motion on broken 4 sliver or roller lap. 

19-9   Fìyer Fn 

19-10 Stutters 

19-11 Retter 1938/40. 

6 machines each of 60 spindles, gauge 4 spindles In 19 1/8" (9 1/2") 
Bobbin size 10 inch lift 6 Inch diameter 
3 over 3 roller drafting. 
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lf-ll Ingolstadt 1952. 

3 machines «ach of 60 spindle», gauge 4 spindles in 20 1/2" (10 1/4") 
Bobbin size 10 Inch lift 6 Inch diameter. 
3 over 3 roller drafting, 

If-lf-Howard & Bullough 1941. 

4 machines set in 2 double drlvo each 50 spindles. 2x2x50 • 
Total 200 »plod I es. 

Gauge 4 spindles In 17 3/8" (8 5/8") 
3 over 3 roller drafting. 

If-It Internad late Frasât 

IMI Reiter 1939. 

12 machines each 126 spindles, gauge 6 spindles in 19 1/2" (6 3/6"). 
10 Inch lift x 4 3/4  Inch diameter. 
4 over 4 roller drafting In 3 zones. 

If-1* Ingolstadt 1952. 
5 machines each 126 spindles, gauge 6 spindles In 18 7/8" (6 3/8"). 
10 Inch lift 4 3/4 Inch diameter. 
4 over 4 roller drafting in 3 zones, 

19-17 Howard & Bullough 194). 

6 machines each 142 spindles, gouge 6 spindles In 19 1/2" (6 3/8"). 
10 Inch lift 4 3/4    Inch diameter. 
4 over 4 roller orafttng in 3 zones. 

19-11 Ring Spinning Frames 
19-19 Weft Spinning 
lt-20 Rol tor 1939 - 6 machines Fixed speed motors 

1940 - 10 machines Variable speed motors. 
Each having 444 spindles, 6 Inch  lift I   1/4" (32 mm) ring dia. 
2 1/4 gauge. 
Tape spindle drive,  Le-blan Roth single apron drafting system, back 
top roller self weighted, 1st and middle top rollers "ddsd" weighted, 
pencil roller on nose of apron.    Plain spindle Inserts. 

19-11 Ingolstadt 1952. 
12 machines, each having variables speed motors, 444 spindles, 6 Inch 
lift 32 mm. ring (I   1/4") dia. ring. Gauge 60 »p. (2.38').   Tape 
spindle drive, ball  bearing Inserts to spindles, Lo-blan Roth 
single apron drafting. Back top roller self weighted, 1st and 
middle top roller "deed" weighted, pencil roller on nose of 
apron. Pneumafll broken end thread extraction. 
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II machines each with 444 spindles, 6  inch lift, 32 «MI. (I 1/4") 
d lame tor ring, 2 1/4" gauge.    Spindle tap« driver plain inserts to 
splndlo bata. 
4 over 4 rollar drafting system, front roller "dead" weighted, 
other linos salf weighted. 

19-23   Warp Spinning 

19-1*   Reiter 1939/40. Var labio Speed Motors. 

15 nach I no* each with 400 spindles, 6  Inch lift 38 mm (I   1/2") dia. 
ring, gouge 84 mm. (2 1/2").    Tape spindle drive, le-blan Roth 
slnole apron drafting, salf weighted top back roller, "dead" weighted 
ist and middle top rollar, pencll'rol lar ,on nose of apron. 

19-11   Ingolstadt 1952. Variable Speed Motors. 

22 machines each with 364 spindles, 7   Inch lift, 44 mm.  (I W) 
rings, tape spindle driva, ball bearing Inserts to spindles, Lo- 
blan Roth singly apron drafting, back top roller self weighted, 
1st and middle rollers "dead" weighted,  pencil roller on nose of 
apron.    Pneumnfll  broken end thread extraction. 

19*11   Howard a Bui lough 1941.      Fixed Speed Motors. 

8 machines each with 364 spindles, 7   Inch lift, I  3/4" ring, 2 3/1" 
gauge. 
7 machines each with 400 spindles, 6   Inch lift, I   1/2 Inch din, 
ring, gauge 2 1/2". 
All having tap« drive spindles, plain   Inserts, SKF ton arm weighted, 
single apron drafting. 

19-17. ftlftf Doubling F rami 

.    .    Ingolstadt 1952.       Variable Speed Motors. 

6 machines for dry doubling. 8 1/2 Inch lift, 54 mm. dia. rings, 
90 m. gffuge, single   rollar delivery,  four deck craal. Tapo spindle 
drive, rollar baarlng spindle Inserts. 
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AYiunx 2 

Por      TXXIN     TEOAL 

PLAN 

SPIN PLAN OF BUSTING PL A 

Machine« 

Hank 
Roving 

or 
Count 

Ends 
into 
One 

Draft 
Front 

Roller or 
Spindle 
Speed 

Twist 
Multi- 
plier 

Turns 
per 

inch 

$ Waste       i 
Allowance 

i-' 

Finishing Scutchers 

Carding Bnginees 0.12 5 

?.^t Pas- Draw Frane Reiter 
Ingolstadt 
H ft. B 

0.12 6 320 rpm 
350 rpm 
36O rpm 

1 

2nd Pat. Draw Frane 0.12 6 

Slubber Reiter 0.6 1 5.0 570 rpm 0.95 0.736 1          i 

Slubber H & B 0.6 1 5.0 64O rpm 0.95 0.736 1 

Slubber Ingolstadt 1   0.55 1 4.6 600 rpm 0.95 0.705 1 

Speed Intermediate Reiter 1.9 2 6.35 800 rpm 1.05 1.446 Ï 

Speed Intermediate H k B 1.75 2 5.58 830 rpm 1.05 1.32 \ 

Speed Intermediate Ingolstadt 1.25 2 4.55 800 rpm 1.05 1.173 I 

Ring Spinning Frames Warp Reiter 40 21 98OO 3.42 22.2 1 

Ring Spinning Frenes Ht B 32 18.3 9600 4.1 23.2 1 

?.ing Spinning Frames Ingolstadt 20 16.0 9700 4.3 19.2 1 

Ring Spinning Frames Weft 
Reiter k Ingolstadt 

32 18.3 9800 3.55 20.1 1 

Ring Doubling   Frames H * B 20 2 16.0 |86O0 3.6 16.1 1    1 

I    SECTION   1I 
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PLAN    1 

bsTING PLANT P30DUCTI0K 

Waste 
ullowance 

i 

Weight 
in 

Process 
Per 6   • 
hrs.lba 

Production 
per machine 
Delivery or 
Spdl per Öhrs 

Hks.      Lbs. 

3390 

3904 
1050 

Calculated 
Machine 
Efficiency 

% 

13.6 

14.7 
12.6 

113 
122 

105 

ditto 

3700 

ditto    ditto 

7.5 12.5 

3700 

3200 

70 
70 
70 

65 

9.0 15.0 

ê.è 16 

6.25 

7.0 

65 

65 

60 

60 

7.55 

39* 

26*0 

1802 

5.95 0.149 

5.26      0.164 

6.6       0.33 

4.65     0.145 

60 

35 

3o 

30 

60 

Calculated Number    Quantity tr;¿ 
of Machines Particulars  cf 
Deliveries or 
Spindles 

4 finishing 
scutcher 

1245 5.1       0.255 60 

92 

6x5 deliveries 

2x5 deliveries 
4x3 deliveries 

Ma chi r;-3 3   Pre 
pesei. 

11,73« 
24 hA 

Swindle Frapies Totsl LPindl--3 
% x 5 

50 x 4 

60 x 3 

T7Ï 

200 

130 

126 x 12 

142 x 6 

126 x 5 

400 x 15 

364 x ¿ 
400 x 7 

1514 

352 

r\n 

6O00 

1¿ tu 

364 x 22 
m 'i*- 

444 x 16 
444 x 12 

i 444 x 11 

aood 

Kí^    . K   ^ -"Vi.    3 

12 ¿ú   

1-5 o 

" 310C 

7104 
534a 

2460 

4dd4 1700 

I    SECTION  2      I 
IO26O kç3.24 hra. 
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FLAN    2 

A SPIN PLAN FOR THE RECOMMENDATION OF 21,000 5 i 
50 RING FRAMES EACH WITH 436 SPINDLES 

TO GIVE THE SAME PRODUCTION AS THE EXISTING  . 

For        : TEXIN TEGAL 

MACHINES 
Hank Roving 

or 
Count 

Ends 
into 
One 

Draft 
Front Roller 

or 
Spindle Speed 

Twist 
Multi- 
plier 

Turns 
per 

inch 
6 Waste 
allowance 

Weigh 
in 

Proct : 
Per tf: 
(Lbs) 

Finisher Scotchera 15 oss/yd 
465 gramma 
per meter. 

Carding Engines 0.14 1 40 rpm 
Doffer 

3 -   i 

(7 

1st Pas.Draw Frame 
».na f ia.  Draw Frame 
Lap Former 
Comber 
Drawing Frame3 1st Passage 0.14 200 meters 

per min, 
720 ft. 

j '+ 

(71 

Drawing Frames 2nd Passage 0.14 200 meters 
per min. 

720 ft. 

à 
(71 

High Draft Speed Frame 1.1 1 1200 1.2 1.25 1 16' 
(35- 

High Draft Speed Frame 0.9 1 900 0.95 0.35 1 lbV 
(39-' 

Ring Spinning Frames 40s 13500 4.1 26.0 1 y 
(£. 

..ing Spinning Frames 32a 13500 4.0 22.6 1 (2." 
i¿' 

Ring Spinning Frames 20s 12500 4.0 17.9 1 (39. 
17 

Ring Spinning Frames 

Ring Doubling Frames i 

Ring Doubling Frames 
L. \ 

«    SECTIIN   1I 



32 
COMMENDATION OF 21,000 SPINDLES 
::ACH WITH 436 SPINDLES 

AUCTION  AS THE EXISTING PLANT. 

Date 

  

Turns 
per 

inch 
% Waste 
Allowance 

Weight 
in 

Process 
Per 8Hrs. 
(Lbs)  kgs. 

Production per 
Machine 

Delivery or 
Spdl.  per 8Hrs. 

Hks          Lbs 

Calculated 
Machine 

Efficiency 

Cs. 1 culate i Number 
of Ik chines 

Delivery or 
Spindles 

Quantity 
ani Fjvta- 
culcrs  cf 
Machines 

3600 
(7920) 

90 2 Scutchers 
1 Opening Line 

3 3430 
(7656) 

)eo 90 ¿¿ Card3.                ¿¿ Vi ~h  ?rcdi 
Single DeliveTV        Caris. 

_        .__....     ,,-.*' ^ 

— —  

1 
-                          ..        1   -. 

y 3 ¿fiO 
(712C) 

99.0 70S SO 6 Machines            j   ^Hirh Prci. 
ei.eli 2  deliveries    i¿ deliveries 

I      Cans  I8"x +2 

2 3*40 
(7100) 

99.0 708 80 •   6 Machines 
e..tch  2   it. li ve ri; 

Hirh Prod, 
s    '+.¿ Deliveries 

1      Gans  io"x 42 

' • 1.25 1 1600 
(3510) 

11.45 10.4 75 4  Prames  each 
90 Spindles 

IO i vea  li.'t 
5i-  bebe-in 

i i :: , 
'; 0.85 1 lSOO 

(3960) 
11.85 13.2 70 <+ Frames  each 

90 Spindles 
10 inch  Iifti 
5¿lí  bobbin 

aia. 
¿6.0 1 377 

(828) 
7.6 0.19 92 10 Frame3  each 

436 Spinales 
I?«  di;- .fe? 
2Í"   Gl'ire 
7"  lift. 

22.6 1 (26 30) 
1205 

8.7 0.272 92 22 Frames each 
436 Spindles 

!?'•  dia.Jíin? 
2¿w  Gauge 
7M lift. 

17.9 1 (3920) 
1780 

10.45 0.5 90 18 Frames ea :h 
436 Spindles 

13" dia.Ring 
2i»  Gauge 
7" lift. 

_ J 
i 

í 
i ___________ L      _,     „  ,.,      .,. _ 

I    SECTION   2     | 
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V E A V I N « 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This ts the summary of the mill condition before end no«, my 
performance« programme and prospect of the future, 

t. BATE » rtRIOO* Of NY Fl IL© OPERATION 

f arrived in Indonesia on December 3,  1971 from Japan via Vienna, 
and visited this milt on the following days. 

(I)    23, December,  1971 -       I day 
<2>    17-21, January,   1972 -       5 days 
(3) I -   5, March,  1972 5 days 
(4) 30 April &  I May 1972 -       2 days 

Total 13 days. 

J. lENfAAL CONilTION Of THE HILL 

J-l   History of the Kill 
It was established by some Dutch familles as a private 

textile mill before the Independence, and now It Is under "PIode 
Sendang DJoteng" - the Provincial Government Textile Industry 
Corporation of Central Java. 

f-t   Typt of the Nili 
it Is one of the biggest Integrated mill   In Indonesia 

consisted of spinning, weaving and finishing. The spinning mill 
has total  37,056 spindles and produces the raw yarn 20s - 40s 
for the weaving and the yarn for market,  the weaving mill has 
at present  1,254  looms Installed and produces the raw cloth for 
the finishing mill, and the finishing mill  has bleaching, dyeing 
& printing processes. 

3-3   Financial Condition off tho mill 
The profit during last one year Is Rp. 97,553,621   ($235,027) 

and this  Is equivalent to 6.8* of total  cost Rp.  1,015,496,930. 
This mill   Is not operated by seIf-profIt system, but under the 
budget control of the Provincial Government, they cannot freely 
utilize this profit for their reinvestment to this mill. 

4. MATHER CONDITION, ACCOMMODATION ft MACHINERY Of WEAVIM 

o»t   Weather Condition for Woovlnt 
Averagely speaking, this location of the seaside town    In 

Central Java Is not so liad for weaving - the temperature Is wr 
low and the humldltt Is not so much Insufficient, which varie* 
from about 55$ In the dry season up to B5% In the rainy soason. 
But the fluctuation of humidity during one day and one year Is 
not so small that the air conditioning system Is advisable with 
construction of lower eel IIng. 
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*•!   tit« ft fciMdlni 
It Is situated  In Togal, Central  Java and a little distant 

from Java Sea,  surrounded with vast rice field and has much 
sufficient space for extension of the building. 

The building Is of simple tropical construction without &lr 
conditioning system and has very high roof with side ventilation 
/holes through which outside air comes very freely Into the mill. 

*-)   Ntchlmry fer Process 

k-y\   CHMM Windln« Wachlr» 
U>    teetona Rote-Conor.  1949 - 1951  (6" Traverse, 750 yds/m) 

100 drum /s   x   4 sets » 400 drum 

This has stop motion, silt gauge i. bobbir, conveyor 
etc., but the maintenance was not so sufficient that 
some of the stop motion were not operated and almost 
all  silt gauge were not adjustable due to the rust 
when  I vlsltod this mill  at first. i ; ... 
The spindle bearings on the cradle are all worn away 
and the horizontal vibration can be seen very much 
to cause the run-out cheese  In the next process. 

(2) Frani MCI 1er Cone Winder.  1938 A 1951 
(4  l/2w 4 4 3/4" Traverse, 350 - 600 yds/m). 

100 d/s    x   4 sots    »    400 d 
»0 d/s    x    I  set      »      50 d 

Total 450 d. 

This has no stop motion, no adjustable silt gauge 
at present, the vibration of winding cheese Is very 
much - vory obsolete. 
Abolition and replacement rather than partial modern- 
isation  Is much desirable. 

(3) from filler QT Type Cone Winder,  1936 

(4  1/2" Traverse.   135 - 235'yds/m). 

100 d/s    x    I set   «    100 d 

The condition Is Just the same as the above 
paragraph (2). 

4*9-1   firn Windln« Mtdilfw 
Murata Automatic Pirn *flnrt«r, Typ« No.   100,   !970 

<2" Travers«, 4,500 r/«). 

4 spl/s   x   25 sets    «    100 spi. 

Good condition. 
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(I) 

(2) 

(i) 

(2) 

Mtralng Machine 

ScMafhortt Orum Driving warper. »936 A 1952. 

: Four 
I  21 1/2" d x 54" 
: 24" d x 54" 
: 250 - 400 yds/m 
: Magazine Creel Typ«, 560 peg x 2 
: Electric type, Detectors are on the 
Creel Bars. 

: Abrasion Steel Band on the Beam Sides 
: None 

No. of Sat 
Drum 
Beam 
Yarn Spaed 
Creel Stand 
Stop Motion 

Brake System 
Rewinding System 
Normal condition. 

Schlafhorst Direct Driving Warper Type EZD. 1957. 

No. of Set 
Drum (For Diameter 

Feeling) 
Beam 
Yam Speed 
Creel Stand 
Stop Motion 
Brake System 
Rewinding System 

Except stop motion, condition ts normal. 

: Two 

: 20 1/4" d   x   54" 
: 24» d   x    54" 
: 300 - 1,200 yds/m 
i the same as (I) 
: Not «quipped 
t Hydraulic direct system 
: None 

Site Mixing lauIamant 

Kañamaru New System. 

Small Cistern (for PVA & Fat) 
Big Cistern 
Automatic High Pressure Cooker 
Feed Tank 
Automatic Control Panel 

Normal condition. 

Old Svstam. 

Wooden Cistern 
wooden Feed Tank 

Very obsolete. 

One 
Two 
One 
One 
One 

Two 
Two 

%-J-J Siting Machina 

(I) Sucker Hot Air Type Slzer. 1936. 1938, 1951 

No. of Set t Four 
Warper*s Beam Stand » Passivo Letting - off 
Size Feed & Boiling 

System : Cavity Box Typo 
Immersion Moll : One 
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(2) 

Squeezing Roll    t Two Pain - Copper & Flannel, Dead 
Weight System 

Temperature Regulation 
for Size Liquid 
Drying Chamber 
Yarn Speed Change 

System 

Max. Yarn Speed 

Unautomatlc 
: Hot Air Type 

» P.I.V (1936, 1951 i 
Cone Drum (1938) 

i 60 yds/m. 

The gear pump for cavity boxes Is now all broken, the size 
liquid Is poured directly Into size box. This gear pump 
should be repaired. 
The automatic controller for the moisture content of sized 
yarn Is recommendeble. 

Hlbbert Hot Air Type Slier, 1941. 

No. of Set       : One 
Almost same as (I). 

<3> Kanawaru Unit Heater Type Slzer, 1971. 

Ito. of Set 
Warper's Beam Stand 
Size Feed & Boiling 

System 
Pre-Molsturlng Roll 
Immersion Rol I 
Squeezing Roll 

: One 
: Passive Lettlng-off 

: Cavity Box Type 
: One Pair of Rubber-Covered Rolls. 
t One Stainless Steel Roll 
s Two Pairs (Upper Rolls are Rubber- 
Covered). 

Temperature Regulation 
for Size Liquid   : Automatic 
Drying Chamber    : Unit Diagonal Heater Type 
Yarn Speed Change 

System  : DS Moter 
Max. Yarn Speed   : 120 yds/m 

The mechanical condition Is very new and good. 

•j-J-4 A.!.»• • V.T.M. 

(1) R.I.M. 

They have no Reachlng-ln Machine, but 23 Mot. of primitive 
wooden Reaching Frames for helper. 

(2) W.T.M., Utter »Knotex" 

The maintenance Is not so sufficient that we can tee many 
mlsa-knottlng, especially double knot. 
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k~yi 100« 
(I)   Tovoda Gill Automatic Shuttle Change Type. 36" R/S,  1970 

(2) 

No. of Loon 
Shuttle Box 
Picking Motion 
Lettlng-off Motion 
W.S.M. 
Weft Fork 
Weft Feeler 
Beam Flange DI amo ter 
Present Speed 

120 usts 
I   X   I 
Side Lever System, Undor Pick Type 
Positive 
6 I Ine , Mechanical 
Mechanical 
Mechanical 
20» 
165 r/m 

Kind of Cloth at Present : 42" Width Shirting 

This Is universal for light, modlum & heavy cloth. All of 
them are In good condition. 

Suzuki Ordinary Loom. 50" R/S. 1936 - 1961 

840 sets 
I x I 
Side Lever System, Undor Pick Type 
Positive 
4 line,    Mechanical 
Mechanical 

:   160 r/m 
Kind of Cloth Produced at Present  : 42" Width Shirting 

The maintenance condition at present Is rather poor, but 
these looms are never obsolete, all of them are being 
operated now. 

(3)   TEXIN-Made Ordinary Loom. 30" R/S.  1964 - 1966 

No. of Loom 
Shuttle Box 
Picking Motion 
Lettlng-off Motion 
W.S.M. 
Weft Fork 
Present Speed 

64 sets 
I x I 
Side Lever System, under Pick Type 
Negative 
None 
Mechanical 

:  130 r/m 
Kind of Cloth Produced at Present : 36" Width T-Cloth & 

Shirting 

The maintenance condition at present Is almost the same 
as the above paragraph (2), 

<4>   Suiukl Ordinary loom. 70" R/S. 1940 

No. of Loom 
Shuttle Box 
Picking Motion 
Lettlng-off Motion 
W.S.M. 
Weft Fork 
Present Speed 

No. of Loom 
Shuttle Box 
Picking Motion 
Lettlng-off Motion 
W.S.M. 

: 230 sets 
: I x I 
: Side Lever System, Under Pick Type 
» Negative 
: None 
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Weft Fork        : Mechanical 
Present Speed      : 120 r/m 
Kind of Cloth Produced at Present 63" T-Cloth. 

All of them are now In very poor conditions, but they can 
use them for more long yoars If thay maintain them more 
carefully and with supply of sufflclont spare parts. 
76 looms are now stopped duo to the spare parts shortage. 

4-1-8 Cloth Inspect Infl equipment 
25 Sets of Inclined table with feeding Ä rolling device 
without transparent lightning glass for cloth Inspection, 

*-* Tasting Apparatus, Workshop, Bollar s Ganer«tor 

M-1 Tatting Apparatus 
Ordinary and old-type sets of single yarn tester, twist 
counter etc., without sizing material tasting apparatus 
nor abrasion tastar for raw 4 sized yarn. 

*-*-2 Workshop for Veevlrwj 

Drilling M/C one 
Gr I nder one 
Primitive Lathe one 
Furnace one 
Vise three 

Almost all of them are obsolete, replacement by new equip- 
ments are necessary. 

a-e-}   loi lar 
(1) German-made Automatic Pakcage Bol 1er        one 

12 t/H 

(2) Indonesian-made Ordinary Type Boiler        one 
21 t/H 

Seemed In good condition. 

*-*-* ftefwrator 

(1) HEEMAF, Germany 
1,300 KVA 

three 

(2) HEEMAF, Germany 
600 KVA 

two 

Seemed In good condition. 
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All of the raw yarn for weaving are produced In this »pinning 
»ulti and brought Into the weaving department In the stato of warp and 
weft bobbin. 

The quality of this raw yarn cannot be said good at present. 
The mechanical factors of yarn, for example, tho breaking 

strength & elongation of s ¡."»gl e yarn is rather normal, lut the 
appearance Is very Inferior - uneven (cf. Uster [if  for 20* Is 18.9, 
and for 32s Is 22.6 and especially very nappy). 

Because of this much nap, the sizing process needs to be moro 
Improved In such a way that the covering of yarn Is completely done 
more than usual. 

Tho yarn p reduced by TJ11atJap Spinning Mill, which Is one of 
the best quality In Indonesia, Is going to be woven In this TEXIN 

ivlng for comparison of the productivity. 

I. MAVÌ« PM6UCTI0M 

Generally speaking, when we want to know the change of weaving 
productivity, we need to grasp the amount of production oer one actual 
operated loom, taking the cloth kind Into consideration. 

These 'actual operated looms' are the number of looms which can 
be got by subtracting the stopped looms due to the marketing «situation 
and planned overhaul, etc. from the total number of Installed looms. 

Actually, In this mill when the yarn price Is high, the Head 
Office Instructs frequently to sell the yarn directly without weaving, 
for this reason sometimes many looms are stopped Intentionally. 
We cannot understand the trend of weaving efficiency unless we consi- 
der this fact. 

But, so far In this mill they have not recorded precisely the 
number of stopped looms due to the reason above mentioned, I cannot 
know the productivity per one actual operated loom, but only know 
simply the total produced yard;; and pick1; of each kind cloth In the 
past time. 

The last three years productions are shown In the mxf  table. 

^y. Item 

Vear\ 

Annual Total Monthly (Av./Total) 

Yards 1,000 Picks Yards 1,000 Picks 

1969 12,235,994 25,967,463 1,019,666 (100) 2,163,955  (100) 

1970 12,484,529 27,386,680 1,040,794  (102) 2,282,223  (105) 

1971 12,818,203 29,089,369 1,068,183  (105) 2,424, IH  (II?) 
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The thrae months production In thlt yaer aro shown comparing 
with the same months of last three ytars In the next table. 

Month & "ISar-U^ Yards 1,000 PI ck& 

1969 

January 1,191,581 (100) 2,512,959 (100) 

February 1,011,694 (100) 2,260,160 (100) 

March 1,055,255 (100) 2,353,715 (100) 

1970 

January 1,070,672 (  90) 2,264,910 (  90) 

February 823,538 (  82) 1,742,993 ( 77) 

March 1,133,787 (107) 2,399,311 (102) 

1971 

January 1,237,693 (103) 2,763,897 (110) 

February 1,091,024 (108) 2,570,563 (114) 

March 1,362,337 (129) 3,045,416 (129) 

1972 

January 916,495 ( 77) 2,058,016 (  82) 

February 975,868 (  97) 2,193,017 (  97) 

March 1,266,505 (120) 2,826,246 (120) 

In tha former table, we can see the annual  productions have 
been  Increased during these three years (In yards 5% and In picks 
12$),  but the reason for this fact cannot be clearly understood 
whether due to th« technological   Improvement or due to the Increase 
of operating looms under the changing marketing condition and spare 
'parts shortage, etc. 

In the latter table, we can see the big fluctuation of product- 
Ion between the same months during these four years, and, Just the 
same) as the former table, we cannot understand the real reason of 
this variance. 
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I. KMOHM. OMMMIATION IN WU¥I« 

eH   Protect t«i 
I-1-1   »reeeretory production 

Function Number of Person 

Second Ass. Manager 1 

Production Section Officer 3 (1x3 shifts ) 

Foremen 

Minding 4 (1x4 Groups ) 

Warping & Sizing 3 (1x3 shifts ) 

Drawing 1 

Total 8 

Operator 

Winding 264 (66 x 4 Groups) 

Pirn Winding 29 

Warping 36 (12 x 3 shifts) 

Sizing 36 (12 x 3 shifts) 

Drawl m- In 66 

W.T.M. II 

Total 431 

Othera 

Cleaner 4 (1x4 Groups ) 

Oiler 4 (1x4 Groups ) 

Doffer 12 (3x4 Groups ) 

Bobbin Cleaner 16 ( ', x 4 Groupe ) 

Weft Mislaid Opener 47 

Scalo Man 4 ( 1 x •- Grocps ) 

Service 15 

Total 102 

Total 343 
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M-t   Nasvlne; Proá«ctlon 

Function                                  Number of Person 

Ass. Manager for Preparation & Weaving 1 

Second Ass. Manager 3    <  i  x 3 shiris  > 

Ass. Section Off leer 18    (6x3 shifts ) 

Administration 9(3x3 shifts ) 

Foreman 78    (26 x 3 shifts ) 

Operator 

Piece Rate Wage 631 

Monthly Salary 35 

Fellow 13 

Reserved 7 

Total 686 

Total 795 

1-1   MaIntanane« 

eVt-1   rraaaretory Maintenance 

Function 

Maintenance Section Officer 

Máchenle 

Total 

Number of Person 

24 

23 
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••M  Usavi na III Intentile« 

Ui 

Function Number of Parson 

Second Ass« Manager 1 

Section Officer 1 

Ass.  Section   Officer 1 
Administration 5 

Mechanic 27 

Shuttle Maintenance 6 

Oiler e 

F e 1   low 10 

Peon i 

Cleaner 

Roen < 

Lamp 4 

Fan 5 

Lavatory 1 

Total 14 

Total 80 

|V|   Totti Nraonnel 

Function 
\                 1 

Number of Person      j        ¿ 

Production 

Preparatory 545                   ! 38 

Weevlng 795 r;5 
  ,.—• 

Total 1,340 93 

Maintenance 

Preparatory 25 1.5 

Weaving 80 5.5 

Total 105 7 
-4 

Grand     Total 1,445 .       ,00      ¡ 
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9.  lOTTlI-HICK OF LOW «WOUCTIVITY,  INFERIOR OJMLITY t HltH COST 

When I visited    this mill for th« first time   on December 23«  1971, 
tht weaving efficiency was only 52* In Toyoda G  III 56" R/s shuttle 
change Automat I dooms (1970), and 54* In Suzuki & Tex In Mad« Ordinary 
Looms (1936 -  1966), however on« weaver op«rat«d only 2 - 6 looms. 
In weaving mills, generally speaking,  If the productive efficiency is 
low, the quality of cloth is naturally very inferior at the samo tine, 
and the production cost Is reversely very high. 
As a matter of fact, the cloth quality was then very Inferior,    and 
numbers of workers were too many, causing the cost to be very high. 
I checked all of the raw yarn, production process of preparation and 
weaving condition of warp beam & weft pirn, training situation   of 
worker and mechanical condition of all machineries. Then I found that 
all of these factors are very Inferior and full  of defects and results. 
Also I discussad th« technological  problems on the spot with product- 
Ion managers and understood that they are well educated In their 
universities &  Institutes, etc., but they had no opportunity to be 
systematically trained on the spot, so they have not sufficient 
practical knowledge and experience. 

10. m SOLUTION WAV FOR iOTTLE-NfCK, ACTIVITY I EFFECT 

10-1   Solution way 

As above mentioned already  In the previous chapter,  I felt at 
first the necessity of making the production managers to under- 
stand the unseparabll Ity of   Improvements of both the production 
quality and the productive efficiency In the weaving industry, 
and I discussed with them and explained this matter very minute- 
ly. Then  I want Into th« mill accompanying them to point out the 
problems and explain how to solve these one. 
I told and promised them that If you are very cooperative with me 
and follow all of my suggestions, you can definitely raise your 
productivity and, at the same time.   Improve your quality to very 
much extent without spending any money. 
Also I  explained that actually at present you have so much to do 
In your present condition and with your present machinery and 
accomodation without buying new ones, you can do and have to do 
them in this way. 
The solution way is very simple and  it Is never complicated, 
only to train th« workers, to maintain and adjust the machinery 
and finally to get th« superior warp beams and waft pirns that 
Is all, nothing else at present stage. 

10*1   My activity 

I visited this mill totally four times and surveyed the various 
conditions, demonstrated how to do, trained them. 
I believed It very necessary & Important to give the form of 
written document as soon as possible for each of my visit, 
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otherwise, due to the différence and difficulty of  language, 
sometimes they cannot understand my suggestions and discuss Ions, 
etc., and  I gave them already two times - first, total  pages of 
18, and second 22 pages one, they have appreciated them very 
much and now they are following them very willingly and pleasant- 
ly. 

10-3   Iffacts of Hy Activity 

The weaving efficiency has been raised since my first visit 
to this mill   In January  1972, but as mentioned already  In chapter 
6, the real productivity per one actual operated  loom cannot be 
calculated due to the lack of data & records In this mill. 

However, there are two weaving sections in this mill  — on© 
consists of newly Installed Toyoda Shuttle Change Automatic Looms 
(120 looms) and the other of old ordinary looms (1,134  looms). 

The former Toyoda Looms are so new and automatic that they 
want and try to operate them as many and long as posslblG under 
any kind of marketing condition. 

For this reason,   If we separate the productions Into the 
two ways (one for Toyoda and the other for old ordinary looms), 
we can grasp the real  trend of productivity being undisturbed 
by the factor of marketing, etc. 

The next table shows these two productions. 

^S îfc Toyoda Looms Other Looms Total 

Year Yards l,0OOPIckt Yards 1,000 Picks Yards 

1,164,926 

1,000 Picks 

2,605,263 May 28,396 72,062 1,136,330 2,533,201 

1971 

Jun. 37,089 93,464 1,080,961 2,413,353 1,118,070 2,506,817 

Jul. 86,129 217,045 1,121,440 2,523,180 1,207,569 2,710,225 

Aug. 78,703 198,329 876,722 2,010,303 955,425 2,?08,632 

Sept, 95,927 241,736 859,498 1,944,742 955,425 2,186,470 

Oct. 81,683 205,841 591,853 1,338,949 673,536 1,544,790 

Nov. 102,758 258,948 802,536 1,758,603 «905,294 2,017,551 

Dec. 100,784 204,897 817,569 1,839,600 918,353 2,0?',:?7 

1972 

Jan. 109,175 275,118 807,320 1,782,898 916,495 2,058,016 

Fab. 135,006 340,220 840,860 1,852,797 975,868 2,193,017 

Mar. 164,463 414,444 1,102,042 2,411,802 1,266,505 2,826,246 
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Yds. 
200,000 

150,000' 

100,000' 

90,000 

Monthly Proemilo* In Toyed» Avtowtlc Loon 

(120 looms) 

Moy  Juno July Aug. Soot. Oct. Nov. Dtc. Jon.  Feb. Mar, 

1971 1972 
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That* Toyoda looms began to be operated In May  1971,  tha 
operated loom numbers were gradually Inertes«* and finally In 
July all of tha 120 looms ware wholly undtr operation. 
Thalr production reached tha peak of 102,758 yds.  In November, 
but In December It was a  little down 100,784.yds., and   In 
January 1972    109,173 yds.,   In F*bruary 133,008 yds., and March 
164,463 yds. 
This shows that during thre© months from November  1971  to 
January 1972, tha production was between 100,000 and  110,000 
yds. an4 that was a paak In this mill, but, aftar my activity, 
In February It was 35$ up and   In March Ut up. 

Tha cloth quality has also naturally baan Improved at tha 
sama tima, tha dafacts of cloth have decreased. 

This affects has originated from the cooperation with the 
mill sida, they ara now In good effort to ralsa tha efficiency 
of Toyoda Automatic Looms up to 90t constantly and that of the 
other old ordinary looms up to 80$. 

10-3-1   COM VlrwJIna t warp Inf 

I). All of these operators are row using "Boyce's" 
leaver's Knotters,  and every day 10 of all  these 
knottars are overhauled and maintained by a  special 
mechanic. 

2). Silt gauges of Leesone Roto-Corner have already 
been overhauld and adjusted wholly they are now 
cutting & cleaning the defects of raw yarn. 

3). Cheese Simultaneous Change System In the Warper's 
Creel  is being done  In every warping machino. 

4). By the above mentioned actions, now the quality of 
cheese has been much  Improved, and eventually the 
quality and productivity In the warping has been 
raised so much,   In the past time they could produce 
only one warper's beam pw one shift, but nov they 
produce three beams  (3-tlmes productivity),  wtilch 
Is causing the higher efficiency and quality   In 
weaving process at the same time. 

10-1-1   SHIna 

They are following my suggestion for size mixing  process 
as wall as sizing process • sizing materials ore very 
carefully mixed and sufficiently boiled, and the pene- 
tration of size liquid   into the yarn body  Is being done 
much better than before. 
Tha flange space of weaver's beam Is adjusted one by one 
In the way of my suggestion to avoid the selvedge yarn 
breakage - this will   be done completely within a  few 
month.    After that we can expect more Improved weaving 
efficiency. 
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10-)-)   »Ir* Wiping 

W«ft bunch yarn for Toyoda Automatic Looms are now 
lncr««sed and the doubl« pick yarn at the shuttle 
changing portion on th« cloth has ba«n dacr«as«d. 
Th« vol um« of yarn per one pirn Is also Increased 
to rais« the weaving efficiency. 

10-H    tfMVfflf 
Training of the weavers   is   being done,  low «fflcl«nt 
«•avers are now called  by the managers and foreman, 
and trained Individually. 
MB I nt«nanc« method Is now gradually being systematized. 

10-)-$   Others 
Many n«w actions aro now b«lng done b«sldes the aboVe 
mentioned. By snap-reading m«tbod, every process effi- 
ciency  Is observed 3 times  In every shift, the reason 
of  lo« productivity Is surveyed, and all of these shifts 
are computet I ng each other to Increase their production 
very k««nly. 

11. ttKCTATIO* III rotimi 
11-1   My Principi« • HiHotoaby 0« »«habilite ti on of *»«vlr»| Hill 

In spinning & w«evlng mills, generally speaking, production 
efficiency should be raised at first, and when this efficiency 
reaches a certain level, the speed-up of machinery (If possible 
and proper mechanically) and  labourer-rational Ization should 
be done secondarily. 
After these machinery speed-up and  labourer-rationalization, 
the production efficiency cones down naturally.  So we have to 
try to raise the efficiency again under this new condition. 
And when the efficiency roaches a certain level, again we can 
raise the machinery speed and rationalize the laboror number. 
This above mentioned circulation should be carried out In this 
order. And finally, when production-efficiency, machin«ry-speed 
and laboror-ratlonallzatlon arrive at satisfactory and maximum 
level under th© present machines A accommodations, they need 
and should consider the purchase of new machinery & accommo- 
dation. 
The engineers who cannot carry out these steps and  have no 
ability to utilize the present machinery cannot be entitled  In 
requesting new machinery and accommodation. 
This is my fundamental principle and philosophy on rehabilita- 
ting weaving mills especially  In the developing countries, 
because thos« countries are generally not rich and they cannot 
afford the hug« and nonurgent expenses. 
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U-t   lapeeutlon In Futur« 
According to my fundamental principle & philosophy just 
mtnSonS in the ta»t paragraph, thl s ml. .has nearly succeed- 
ed  In the first step and they are, of course, still trying to 
rtlsî the saving eff Icloncy up to 90*.  So, at prosont, wo 
cannot urgently exoect the spood-up of machinery and the 
r^lcfJlzation of   labor-power, however.   In the very near 
ïuturTwe"an expect thesïTtwo alements  Improved, and moreover 
next raising of efficiency undor high-speed machinery and 

ÎfmfnîfoneS^^dy. the production managers In this mill aro 
Î^SaJaïtïva with me and keen to Improve their product,v - 
ïy, I caTexpect the rehabilitation & development of this mill 
In the near future. 

Il-J   Additional **taitloi» to tha Mill » Me»4-0fflce 

n-3-1   To ftaliwtltwj «Ml 
I). Improvement of yrr\ Quality. 

A» mentioned alroady, the yarn of this mill  Is poor  In 
Its appearance uneven and nappy. Especially the nap 
needs to be urgently decreased for raising weaving 
efficiency. 

2). Modernization of Ring Spinning Frame. 

At present, al I of weft yarn for SuzukiIJ J««£J»*> 
looms are supplied  In the small  weft pirn directly 

ÎSÏ.'Siîî'Hnj *P«•"* frames should b« modern I,ted 
\7iT\Trg. rlnl ones In order to spin the big bobbin, 
«Men  »s wound  Into cone In winding process and then 
into weft olrn by pirn winder. 
lils H done tor improving both the spinning 4 weaving 
efficiency and also the quality of cloth. 

lW-t  Te WMVIIWJ «IH 
I). Replacement of Frani MDMtr Cow Winder. 

A. mentioned atready, Franz MuMer Conawlnd^ar^ 
.11 obsolete and they need to be ^^f^JTcr 
This I« a.so related with the Increase demand for 
winders mentioned  In ll-3-l-<2). 

2).  Increment of Pirn Winder. # 

Related with il-3-l-<?> again, the number of Murata  100 
pirn winder should be Increased. 
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11-}-)   Te Nt**Offlca 

They need more to try to simplify the number of cloth 
kinds and to decrease the frequency of cloth kind change 
In order to raise the weaving efficiency and to minimize 
the production cost. 
More profitable kind of cloth In the market should    be 
studied. 

11. NECESSARY «MM* Of BOTH COM ft PIRN WINDERS AFTER WtAVINS EFFICIEN- 
CY Mitt* • mm SPINNIM FRAME HOMMMZED 

As mentioned  In 10-3 already, now they are expected to raise their 
weaving efficiency up to 90f for Toyoda Automatic Looms and 80Í   for 
Suzuki & TEX IN Ordinary Looms. 
When they have attained this high efficiency, the yarn need  Is, of 
course, raised and some preparatory machines become Insufficient. 
The warp-peckageratIon of weft »nail  bobbin in the ring spinning 
process Is under consideration as mentioned M-3-I-Í2). 
Related with these two reasons,  and due to the obsoleteness    and 
necessity of replacement of Franz Müller Cone Winder mentioned    In 
4-3-l-(2) & (3), the purchase of  both cone & pirn winder is necessary 
as fol lows : 
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12-1   tcharfiilaJ Maavfng •reduction * Yam Nata- 

Sí 

Efficiency of Suzuki 

TEX IN 
Blue 64 

TEX IN 
Blue 70 

T.K.E LSG,  1 LSG,   II 
Keper 
(Drill' 

Total 

Cloth Kind Shirting Shirting Shirting T-Cloth T-Cloth Drill - 

WldthxLength 
(Inch x m) 

42 x 46 42 x 46 42 x 46 63 x 46 36 x 46 55x36 - 

Density/Inch 66 x 64 76 x 70 76 x 66 66 x 60 60 x 60 66x60 - 

Yarn Count 32s 32sx40s 32s 20s 20s 20s - 

Yarn need/ 
piece (kg) 

2.58 
X 

2.56 

3.00 
X 

2.25 

3.10 
X 

2.75 

6.05 
X 

5.65 

3.48 
X 

3.24 

4.47 
X 

4.05 L  

Loom Kind 
Suzuki 

& 
TEX IN 
50" R/s 

Toyoda 

56" R/s 

Suzuki 
& 

TEX IN 
50" R/s 

Suzuki 

70H R/s 

Suzuki 
& 

TEX IN 
50" R/s 

Suzuki 

70"R/s 

r 

r/m of Loom 160 165 160 120 160 120 - 

Mechanical 
flower/Loom/Da y 

(m) 
76.2 71.8 74.0 61.0 81.4 65.8 - 

No. of Loom 400 120 204 144 300 10 1,178 

Total Product* 
lon/Oay      (m) 

(at 80*) 
24,400 

(at 901) 
7,740 

(at 80*) 
12,100 

taf 80*) 
7,010 

(at 80*) 
19,500 

(at 70Í 
¿60 

) 
7..,.0 

-   do    •- 
(piece) 

530 166 263 152 423 13 1,549 

Yarn 
Need 
/Day 

(kg) 

Warp 
(32*) 
1,370 

(32s) 
505 

(32s) 
715 

(20s) 
920 

(205) 
1,475 

(20s) 
58 

5,143 

Weft 
(32s) 
1,360 

(40s) 
378 

(32s) 
725 

(20s) 
860 

(20s) 
1,370 

(20s) 
53 

4,746      I 

Total 2,730 883 ¡1,540 1,780 2,845 III 9.889 

Total Yarn Noed/Day :    2C 
32 
4C 

)S     4,1 '36 kg 
'75 kg 
578 kg 

»s   4,1 
i 

Total 9,889 kg. 
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12-2   HtcMMry Mo. of COM W Aftar Islrnilnf Roderai »et lo* 

-^__         Count 
Item                 »___ 20s 32* 40s Total 

Necessary yarn/Day   (kg) 4,736 4,775 378 9,889 

Yarn Speed                (y/m) 500 500 400 - 

Mechanical Power/Drum/ 
Oay                               (kg) 

16.2 10.1 6.5 - 

Efficiency                    ($) 60 60 60 - 

Actual Production/Drum/ 
Day                               (kg) 

9.7 6.1 3.9 - 

Necessary No. of Drum 488 782 97 1,367 

Necessary No, of Machine 
(100 d/mechlne) 

4.9 7.8 1.0 13.7 

^ 

Ordinary type Roto-Conor  Is rocommendabfe then fully automatic 
one In this country, 

11-3   HtCMMry Urn Winder 

^¡t^r^*—^Si^ü 20s 32s 40s Total 

Necessary Yarn/Day 
(kg) 

2,283 2,065 378 4,746 

Spindle             r/m 6,000 6,000 5,000 - 

Yarn Speed   . (y/m) 400 400 330 

Mechanical Power/ 
Spl/Oay             (kg) 

12.9 8.1 5.3 

Efficiency f#w#) 70 70 70 - 

Actual Production/ 
Spi/Doy             (kg) 9.C 5.7 3.7 - 

Necessary No. of 
Spindle 

254 367 102 723 

Necessary No. of 
Machine (*) 

2.3 3.3 25.5 
r 

Abbot Type 
Quii ler:5.6 
Murata'100 

25.5 

(*> 
No.  Of Spi 
/machine t 

Abbot Type 
Qui 11er j 

110 spi. 

Murata'lOO 

'", spi. 

(*)(•) 
Yarn speed 
and E   of 
both Abbot 
i Murata* 
It the same 
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It-*  Necessary NM rwrchese Nuttr of ftoth Com I Pirn Winter 

(1) Oofie Winder UPO drums/machine). 

Necessary No. of fischine (•) 14 
Present Machine I-)  10 
Abolition (•)    6 

Necessary Now Purchase 10 machines (1,000 drums) 

These 10 machines are ordinary Fteto-Coner, not automatic 
ones, 

(2) Firn Winder. 

Necessary No. of Spindle (+) 723 
Present No. of SplndlG (-)  100 
(Murata1 100) 

623 spi.*  M0 spi/machina 

• 5.6 «•   6 machinas. 

These 6 machines ere Abbot Type Automatic Qui Mors. 

il. concimi« 
Thera are so much problems to be solved  In order to réhabilitât« and 
develop this weevlno mill    as well as   the other ml Ms    In Indonesia, 
but the production managers of this mill are very cooperative with me 
and also they are very keen to Improve their mill, and already   they 
have carried out the first necessary step and have attained vary good 
results which,  frankly speaking, wore not expected by anybody at first. 

Me can expect the brilliant future of this mill   In not only high pro- 
ductivity but also In good quality and low cost, If they faithfully 
follow my coming suggestions in the same as before and now. 

•-ajt- 
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F I N I S H I N 6 

SUMMIT 

This report It the results of observations mad» during four visits   to 
Teoal   i 29-11-1971    -   3-12-19"/1 

13-12-1971    - 17-12-1971 
20-12-1971     - 23-12-1971 
7- 2-1972    - II- 2-1972. 

The building Is very Impressivi and can be used to develop   a fine modern 
finishing plant.  A short history Is Included   In the report. 
The machines are a mixture of old and new, and the Stork Rotary Printing 
machina Is the key machine around which production must be based. 
( see appendix for detailed list of machinery ). 

The main problems are as follows : 
1. The quality of the work Is not satisfactory. 
2. Mow to develop the best use of the available machinery, this Is   the 

problem of production. 
3. The machinery Is out of balance thus limiting production and   causing 

bottlenecks. 
4. The work flow Is complicated. In the second stage of our recommend- 

ations this will be Improved. 
5. The maintenance of the equipment and th€ knowledge of the machines aro 

unsatisfactory. Methods to Improve are Indicated. 
6. Training and augmentation of staff ore required In order to develop 

the full potential of Tex In. 
Tha problems are discussed seriatim together with recommendations. 
|to recawwend that the Future development of Toxin be separated Into   throe 

•HAM I 
7. To work to approach the limit of the Fametex production of 7 millions 

metres per annum, 4 teams 3 shifts working 24 hours 7 days 350 days 
a year at 70* efficiency against less than I million metres a year at 
present. , 
This can be achieved without major expenditure at a cost of approxi- 
mately     S 75,000. 

•NAM M 
S.   In this phase wnlch  Involves capital expenditure on bleaching   and 

finishing equipment we approach the limit« of the Stork Rotary Prlnflns 
«chine potential of 21,000,000 metres per annum approximately cost 
S 485,000. 
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MASI IM 
9. Wa suggest «achinas for • mova Into the polyottor blond field   «Men 

sam from various prognostications to bo a cartaio futura develop*** 
approximately cost t 450,900. 

10. Finally thera ara tho various   eocendlces   concornlng   «ochinory, 
production, work flow and technical procoduras. 
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II. There is a general complaint that tha printed cloth quality is 
unsatisfactory. Particular complaints are about the general dullness 
of the fabric end about too thick black outlines. 
In my opinion the woven cloth   of Tex In    Is vary dirty and nappy and 
this may have a beerlng on the complaints. 
Ths process routine   as at präsent   gives an Insufficient   scour and 
bleach as denoted by the poor absorbency and uneven bleaching before 
printing. There Is Insufficient Inspection at the end of the various 
processes and chemical tasting Is limited. 
There Is no quality control and we recommend that analytical chemist 
be appointed to work out chemical test procedures. 
Tha laboratory  Is insufficiently equipped. 
Tha practice of half drying cloth is wrong It encourages mildew 
growth and uneven cloth In bleaching. 

Finishing. 
We suggest that the final sizing on the finished cloth be adjusted 
and that they use a lighter weight on the calender in ordar to avoid 
an undue papery handle. 

PftHfflM PJMtlTY 

12. The printing technique and design teams In my opinion are   satisfac- 
tory. The only system used at the moment Is pigment printing.    This 
Is cheap and effective and not too difficult, for one can see faults 
Immediately. 
With the Installation of the baker steamer It will  be possible   to 
print reactive, naphtol, and even vat styles. Theso will require 
washing off after soaping   after steaming   and    In consequence   will 
reduce the production. In this case It will be necessary to add    and 
open width washing machine. 

Mo» la fat tha east ata of existing machines 

13. This Is a production problem. 
Ths present production as estimated amounts to lets than I million 
metre a year.    The estimated capacity   of the Rotary Screen Printing 
machine working 4 teams 3 shifts 24 hours 7 days a week 350 days   a 
year   at 70* efficiency, Is 21,000,000 metres per annum. 
But due to tha limited production of the present machines the optimum 
quantity which can be produced depends upon the Parnate* stenter which 
wa estimate about 7 ml 11 Iona metres per annum ana the Phase I of our 
plan we propose to base our calculations on this figure   (see graph). 
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Tha present product run it j 

Singe - 80 mpin 
Deslíe wash Ropo-o-matlc - 23 mpm 
Scutch cylinder half drying - 25 mpm 
Foulard bleach H-CL two passes - 40 mpm « 20 mpm 
Spin ovcr-nlght on 4000 metres & 
Bleach down Rope-o-matlc - 25 mpm 
Scutch cylinder half dry - 25 mpm 
Famatex Stenter - 40 mpm 
Big batch on Foulard - 60 mpm 
Print - 40 mpm 
Bake on Sulphur Black cylinder - 22 mpm 
Size at cylinder Famatex - 15 mpm 
Calender - 40 mpm 
Make up. 

From this routine  It can  be seen thnt th*.  same machino   Ir used      In 
some cases twice and  In the cast of the Foulard throe times. Looking 
at the work flow diagram shows the complications. 
When the new steamer baker comes Into stream at a speed of 40 mpm 
this will  rolcase cylinder drying capacity.  It Is now at the docks 
Djakarta. 
To Improve this flow and also which  Is as  Important, to  Improve the 
Quality which Is not good, we propose and recommend a thrae   phase 
programme. 

MttSt  I 

Object  : To develop slowly the output to tho production of the 
Famatex stenter which a key machine running 2 passes at a 
production of 7,000,000 metres a year with better quantity. 

Method we recommend  : 
a. Maintain the present bleaching method,  but develop alkaline Kler 

and Jig boiling to the maximum which according to our estimate Is 
approximately 3,000,000 metres a year Kler 

2,940,000 metres a year Jigs 
this  leaves a shortfull of I million metres a year to be process- 
ed as now but of   inferior quality. 
It  Is probable that one passage on the Foulard for bleaching will 
now suffice and the quality will  bo  Improved. 

b. Mo recommend that the deslzed cloth should be washed off on   the 
sulphur black range or In the Klor or at tho Winches   In order to 
free the Rope-o-matlc from excosslve double runs. It Is   also 
recommended that the Rope-CHiwtlc ordinary wash off run be speeded 
to 60 mpm still retaining the bleaching run at 25 mpm. 

c. It will be necessary as production Increase tc extend the bleach- 
ing spin rotation units. 

d. It  Is essential to  Improve the condition of the squeeze mangles, 
the cylinder driers and the driers themselves. 
We estimate that  If these measures are carried out,  the drying 
capacity will be  Increased by at least  10$. 
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e. Tho winches are not    now used. Modernization could be considered for 
cost of say $ 7,500 which would enable them to be used for scouring 
or blotching or washing off. Otherwise thoy should be sold. 

f. We recommend     the purchase of an open width washing machino   to 
follow the erection of  the steamer cosi' approximately % ^0,CCC. 

This phase will develop  Into 3 shifts 4    teams working apart from the 
singer,  calender, printing machine, and steamer bake which will work 
less and measures must be planned with this In view. 

During phase I    there would bo time s 
1. to study the market 
2. to gain experience In production and quality and printing 

styles 
3. to Initiate a training programme for staff 4 workers 

And finally  It  Is Inexpensive (see graph). 

PHAtl  II 
In this phase we would approach the potential capacity of the Rotary 
Screen Printing machine 4 teams 3 shifts 24 hours day 350 davs at 
70* efficiency of 21,000,000 million   metres per annum. 

The   undermentioned steps could be taken as fol lows : 

I. Modify the Famatex Stenter by adding two more heating 
sections plus chain and batching gear speed 80 mpm cost   $ 40,000 

II. Establish a rope scouring and bleaching range based on 
2500 kg heated J-box plus basic sections of saturators 
and washers and pits approximately cost $20^000 

III. Cylinder drying machine 2 stack 12 cylinders plus 
squeezing mangles * J0'2°S 
Cylinder Drying machine plus squeezing manjle $ 30,000 

Iv. One conditioning clip machine $ 50,000 

v. Aux 11 lar y equipment 
sewing machine 
great batch stands 
trucks 
Inspection * * 75,000 
plant Installation * 40,000 

less machinery scrapped $485,000 

•NAM  III 
In our opinion and that of UNIDO forecast the demand for polyester - 
cotton blends will  Increase and It may be wise to provide for process 
Ing these fabrics.  In I960 It Is estimated that 25* of consumption 
will  be blended divided  Into 56% dyed and bleached, 447 printed. 
Me estimate that with this additional machinery the production would 
achieve 28 million   metres a year, and   Improve cloth flow and layout. 
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of which 21,000,000 could be printed 
3,000,000 dyad 
4,000,000 b I «ached 

at least a third of the printed cloth to bo polyester cotton blend. 

The undermentioned steps could be taken as follows t 

Mercerlser chain or chalnless 45 mpm $ 125,000 
Heat sotting stenter $ 125,000 
Additional  steam bol 1er or hot oll boller i 30,000 
Baker a hot flue $ 37,500 
Sanforlser $ 100,000 
Auxiliary equipment $ 33,000 

Total                                                                  Approximately $ 450,500 

14. The machine» cm beclatsif led as old and modern, and a detailed list 
Is glvan Appendix. The old machines apart from the Calender can be 
rated as obsolescent, but with Improvements can be of use until 
finance Is available as detailed  In the phase 11. The modern machines, 
the printing machine, Rope-o-matlc, Kler,  Jigs are good but a modifi- 
cation is required on the Famatex stenter,  a key machine, to make It 
a productive drying and stenter I ng machine.  The question of maintenance 
Is discussed under separate heading. 
The reasons for the mixture of old and new machines Is historical, 
and In bound up with established sulphur dyeing range and tho reduc- 
tion In the Dutch Grant. 
The management of this unbalanced and old machinery Is a very difficult 
problem causing bottlenecks and  Inferior quality. 
A phased programme of rehabilitation Is recommended In the report. 
The extra ordinary complicated work flow  Is the results of ad hoc 
planning and any Improvement will  have to awelt the Implementation 
phase II. For technical considerations see Appendix, 

15. There Is the problem of work flow. This Is due to the unbalance 
machinery and means that some machines have to be used two or three 
times. 
A modern factory Is usually designed on the straight or U-flow system 
and as far as possible one machine, one process. This will be 
approached In the second phase of rehabilitation (see diagram of work 
flow). 

NMtfTMMICI 
16. Many of the problems here stem from old obsolescent machines. 

There Is alto a lack of liaison between the works engineer and the 
line staff. 
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This starts from lack of expori «nee. There must be diagrams of 
machinas with work speeds, temperatures, services, graduated lavéis 
and capacities available. 
A record of dowf» time should be kept and an attempt made to organise 
planned maintenance. 
Leaky doll heads on the cylinder drying machines and Inefficient 
water squeeze mangles are on« obvious need at Texln. 
Tho water supply to many machines Is Insufficient, and the practice 
of keeping hydrogen peroxide  In old metal  drums Is Inadvisable. 
The line staff and tho engineer should work hand  In glove is a tewv 

TtAltl« AND AUaWMTATIOH Of STA»? 

I?. The staff ere keen and Intelligent and wall versad In book knowledge 
but are short of practical experience. 
If the works Introduce the four teams throe) shifts 24 hours working 
some more technicians will  be required and more workers.   Texln are 
already training workers and more will have to be dona. 
Bleaching dyeing and printing  Is not so labour Intensiva as spinning 
and weaving, but the technicians need to be walI experienced. 
The technical   staff should be experts In the running and knowledge 
of al I the machinery. 
The Tentile Inatitute In Bandung should provide more technical    cum 
engineering training on modarn machinery. 
A training manual should be completed, and as tar as possible staff 
should bo helped to visit othor works and laachlnery exhibitions. 
The wage system does not encourage Incentive working. 

SUA* MMMCft 
18. There are two oil package staam boilers, producing 5000 kg of steam 

9 atmospheres. Another boiler may bo required, hot oil circulation 
to be considered. 

If AT I II 
19. The water has bean analysed by I.T.T., and seems fairly satisfactory 

tor bleaching, dyeing and finishing proceas work, not tor staam 
production. With the use of modern synthatlc detergenta, the need 
tor fully softened water, la not so vital  for dyeing processes. 
The supply of water needs anamination. During of my visit the supply 
•earned to be weak. All finishing process«» need copious quantities 
of water.  It may be necessary to provide a water softening plant If 
there Is a switch to  polyester blends. 

MATfKIAl NMM.IM 
20. A start has baen made with big batching equipment,  I.e. up to 2000 m 

and the possibility of developing this, aboutd be kept  In mind. 
Little provision has baen made as yet for chemical feed stations, 
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with external bulk chemical storage tanks, and piped supplies. 
Thera aro no fork lift trucks for handling of  large loads, and    In- 
consequence there Is a great deal of man power required, 

I f F I H I II T 

21 • There Is no provision for the troatment of effluent. 
The central and perimeter drains flow Into a ditch, which presumably 
enters the local river. 
So far there has been flow of effluent to cause any difficulty. 

22. PHASE I 

I. appoint an analytical chemist, Institute   quality control and 
Improve laboratory. 

II. rehabilitate the water squeeze mangles and cylinder driers and 
winches. 

III. purchase an open width washing machine. 

PHASE II 

Iv. modify the Famatex stenter by adding 2 heating sections, 
v. establish a rope scouring and bleaching range, 

vi. replaco the cylinder driers by two new modern machines. 
vil. purchase a conditioning clip machine 

vili.  Install a baking machine 
I». addition necessary ancllary equipment big batch stands  inspection 

machine etc. 
x.  Initiate training for staff and work people and eneourago Unison 

between line management and engineer. 

PHASE III 

xl. pur che so mercer I ser,  Install  boat setting stenter. 
xll. additional steam boiler, 

xlil. baker or hot flue sanforlser additional equipment. 

23. My counterpart Mr. RasJId has accompanied me on my visits and has 
assisted  In the scouring and bleaching trials. We have surveyed *ll 
aspects of the works together and he has been present at My discus- 
sions and talk» to the staff. He Is Intelligent and anxious to learn. 

NHN0M Of IHPW¥IO WOftKI« PUT INTO PiACTICI 

24. a. The processes were all analysed and examined and our first proposal 
was to utilise the small klor to give the cloth a through scouring. 
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This Is now being carried out and has resulted In Improved absorben- 
cy and more level  bleaching with cleaner cloth (see Apoendlx). 

b. The washing off after scouring process and doslzfng has been  increas 
ed fron 25 metres a minuta to 60 metre«; * minute. 

c. The difficulty of obtaining a fino print line was overcome by    the 
recommendations of using thicker printing paste and lower squeeze 
pressure. 

d. Recommendations were made for Improving calender maintenance end 
reducing the weight of nip pressure. 

e. A Jig mercertsatlon trial was carried out with the aim of Improving 
lustre. 
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AfffMIK    I 

1. I. To obtain the maximum absorbency for the printing of cotton fabric, 
It It essential to employ caustic soda or other strong alkali scour 
under high temperature conditions. The actual method   chosen   will 
dopend upon the efficiency of the machines chosen     and   the 
characteristics of the cloth,   I.e. cleanliness and grada of cotton 
and density of  structure. 

II. The Texln cloth contains much  Impurity, and the present method of 
double Impregnation of  hydrogon peroxide at the Foulard, revolving 
on large batches over-night, and the thorough hot washing    In the 
Rope-o-matlc,  nevertheless falls to give sufficient absorbency and 
does not clean the cloth adequately,  for the best printing    and 
finishing results. 
The great danger with hydrogen peroxide bleaching Is tha catalytic 
damage that can be caused by the presence of metallic residues left 
In the cloth.  So far,  I  understand that little damage    has    boeri 
observed. 

III. There ha3 been established at Toxin, a small  high pressure klor   of 
600 kg. capacity for the  Intention of scouring,  but because of  lack 
of experience this has not been used.   I  have been able to Instruct 
the staff   In  Its use yet even If this machine  Is utilised, the smell 
capacity and  lack of washing facilities will  decrease the already 
small production. The Rope-o-matlc washing machine  Is the only 
machine as such  In the department, and    It Is the main bleaching 
apparatus receiving the batches of peroxide padded cloth that have 
stood over-night. 
This kler    working seven days a week    would bo able to scour only 
84,000 metros. 

2. From these considerations, It can be clearly seen, that at Texln, the 
scouring and bleaching of the cloth Is a major rrob I em to be grapnlcd 
with. 

3. At present time, there sra systams available for scouring and bleach- 
ing cotton cloth. Th«yhave bean tested and tried  by long experience 
and comprise, discontinuous or batch;  semi-continuous; and continuous; 
and those three systems can be either open width or In ropa form. 
The oldest method  Is the discontinuous rope It Is  Interesting    that 
Texln was originally planned on this routine although the system now 
Is a pad roll open width process, with rope form deslze. 

The current work flow Is follows; 
Singe with desiring agent In quench tank; 
Cloth allowed to stand ovor-nlght for the starch to be digested; 
Wash off   In Ropo-o-matic,  In rope form; scutch under mangle; semi 
dry on cylInders; 
Two Impregnations In hydrogen peroxide at foulard;  big batch; 
Stand and revolve ovtr night; 
Wash off  In hot water down Ropa-o-matlc; scutch; semi dry cylin- 
ders; 
Dry completely to width on Famatex; 
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Mako Into large batches on Foulard; 
Print and finish. 

The traditional way which differs from Texln process Is as follows : 
Singe with desizlng agent In quench tank; 
Rope wash and pile Into high pressure kler for long boll In sodium 
hydroxide; 
Rope wash and acid sour Into pits; 
Rope wash and bleach with hypochlorite In large cisterns; 
Rope wash and antl-chlor Into cisterns for scutching and drying. 

It has to be noted that there aro no cisterns at Texln for cloth 
storage or delay. 

This process has the advantages that once the Installations have been 
built and established. It Is cheap to run as far as chemicals are 
concerned, It has nreat flexibility with width and weights of cloth, 
and the bleached cloth Is of good colour and absorbency. It requires, 
however a certain amount of technical skill and experience In control 
and testing, and rather more men than the methods to be detailed. 

4. Modern practice Is to scour and bleach In open width on semi continuous 
and continuous ranges, polyester cotton blends and dense cloths 
especialty. 
In these ranges the cloth Is processed at open width through various 
washing compartments and high pressure autoclaves, or reaction chambers 
which subject the fabric to caustic soda at high temperature for 
several minutes, wash, and Into further reaction chambers where 
bleaching with hydrogen peroxide or sodium chlorite take» place." "lore 
washing chambers and the cloth Is finally squeezed and dried on 
cylInders. 
There  Is semi continuous process, where the cloth Is saturated    with 
caustic soda,  batched on large rollers and spun for several  hours  In 
a steam heated container or steam cottage, washed, bleached on    a 
continuous range with hydrogen peroxide, washed, and cylinder dried. 
There  Is no doubt that these continuous and semi continuous scouring 
and bleaching range have many advantages. They can process cloth at 
very  high speeds, over  100 metres a minute, and they are designed for 
largo productions. They are  Inflexible to some degree  In widths    and 
are most suitable for standard fabrics. Many polyester cotton blends 
arc treated on this ranges. Their groat disadvantage Is the vory high 
capital cost. 

3. The semi or continuous rope scouring and bleaching process depends on 
the building up of a range according to the production required,  the 
characteristics of the cloth, and the finance available;  from the 
three basic units, washers, chemical   saturators, and J-boxas. 
The sa tura tor    applies the chcmlcTls,  the washers rossore n?-Lur?U+y 
by removing the chemicals, and the "J" box applies heat or process 
delay. 
It  Is a simple system planned around the heated storage chamber    or 
"J" box originating from the Gantt plier, which can hold  1500 - 3000 
kgs. cloth previously saturated with chemical. The chemical can be 
either caustic soda or hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorite. 
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6. 

The capacity of the "J* box and the time required for reaction determine 
the speed of production. For oxample with Toxin cloth weighing    I kg 
for 10 metres and a "J" box holding 2000 kgs with a 2 hours stay at a 
temperature of 210V, the speed of delivery would be 150 metres   per 
minute. Ranges can be built up Into one, two, three, and to five "J" 
box stages with tho required washing machines and saturators. 
The minimum range would consist of saturator, two washes and a "JH box 
but the cloth would need two passas, the MJ" box being changed from 
caustic soda to hydrogen peroxide. 
A two "J" box range plus ancillary washers and saturators would enable 
cloth to be scoured and bleached In a continuous run. 
This systems has many advantages;  it is flexible; occupies the minimum 
of space and has a good lay out.  It Is economical to work; simple and 
straight forward to supervise; and can be easily extended If product- 
ion Increases. The quality of the scouring and bleaching is satisfac- 
tory for dyeing and printing and It is easy to alter and change the 
flow line for differing standards which may be required. 
It Is comparatively cheap to Install and can be developed in instal- 
ments. 

In vlow of the foregoing explanations and considerations,  I recommend 
that Tex In consider the   installation of a two stage continuous rope 
scouring and bleaching units plus storage pits, scutcher, and modern 
cylinder drying machino  as  the following schematic drawing. "J" box 
capacity 2000 kgs. 

"J" Box win J" Box 

CZ3 li£>O0lk)O 
wash sa tur wash   sa tur wash Pit       Scutch   Dry 

?• It Is recommended that similar plant should be examined  In operation 
and a short list of suppliers assembled. The relevant fabrics could 
then be processed on the machines and tested for standard requirements. 
The financial analysis of the réhabilitât Ion can be estimated. 

8. Printing. 
If  It Is the opinion of Texln that they will more Into better cloth 
constructions like poplin and polyester blends it may be wiser   to 
Install open width scouring and bleaching range but this would cost 
In the region of $ 900,000, open width washing would also be   pre- 
ferable. 
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AffWOIX ] (hlstorlent) 

Twin, an Integrated textile factory   spinning,  weaving and finishing.   Is 
situated at the Eastern of Tegel town In M Iddi« Java. 
It is owned by the Provincial Government of Central Java   and    It Is 
controlled by Perusahaan  Industri  Daerah "SANDANG" Djawa Tengan. 
It contains 37,072 spindles and 1244 looms and a  finishing   department 
which  Is not yet completed. 
The factory was established  In 1935, by the former Dutch Government 
seized by the Japanese In  1942, and under the Indonesian Proc*amatlon of 
Independence on 17 August  1945 It was taken over by the Government of the 
Republ Ic Indonesia. 
In 1947 It was returned to the Dutch, but In accordance   with the 
Instruction of the 4*h Provincial Military Authority It was finally taken 
by th* Indonesian Government on Aprtl 2,1959, and so remains to this day. 
The spinning and weaving departments are well established, and the main 
business Is selling grey cloth for Batik trade. 
There  Is no tradition of bleaching, dyeing and printing at Texln although 
for many years, there has been a small  plant set up for the dyeing    of 
Sulphur Black on a 90 cm cotton cloth 66 x 60,  20'S x 20'S. 
This dyeing machinery was housed  In the weaving factory, but quite recent- 
ly It was transferred to the new finishing department. 
The finishing department consists of a large modern building 135 metres 
long, 40 metres wide, of two bays, with central   piers,    and   opon 
ventilation above the windows.  It has a hard concrete tiled dustless floor 
with central drainage, overhead strip lighting,  and overhead piped water, 
and steam services. 
The building of the finishing department commenced  In 1965 with the encou- 
ragement of Japanese credit and advice,  but unfortunately because   of 
financial problems, the plans were shelved and changed. 
On the 17+n June 1968 The Dutch Government offered a grant of 3,000,000 
Guilders, and  It was decided by Texln to establ Ish   ' a complete Rotary 
Printing finishing department In the new building, but again, because the 
financial aid was reduced,  the plan was not comnletod. 
At the present time the building contains a heterogeneous collection of 
machinery some old,  some now, and duo to the changes of policy and 
financial stringency, there  is no regular economic production flow or 
balance. 
The works Is operating on an ad hoc basis of trials and training with a 
genoral manager, plus bleaching and dyeing assistant, a printer    plus 
design staff, a maintenance engineering, and about eighty people working 
one shift, and paid time wages. 
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HOW PHASC  I 

tettarne Toula Proemilo* ear tk Hoars 
•t 701 tff Ulency 

day, 7 •*¥* JO weeks 

Meek Year 

Slf»ge 60 mpm 423,360 21,066,000 mpy 

Kl«r   600 Kg 1200 kg a day e. 33 mpm 58,800 2,940,000 mpy 

Winch«« (3) 450 kg a day 3. 1 mpm 22,000 1,100,000 mpy 

Jigs <6> 900 kg a day 6. 2 mpm 44,000 2,200,000 mpy 

Wope-o-matlc Math and second 
run bleach 

60 mpm • 25 mpm 
16*6 mpm 123,460 6,209,000 mpy 

Cy »Inder 1 Dry after wash 
and bleach 

23 
• 

• 25 mpm 
12.5 mpm 86,200 4,410,000 mpy 

Foulard Double 
Impregnation 

50 mpm 
• 

• 50 mpm 
25 mpm 776,400 8,820,000 mpy 

Spin 4 stands 20,000 
m por 24 hr« 

l ^ mpm 96,000 4,900,000 mpy 

ftOpe-O WBtlc Bleach run 17.5 mpm 123,480 5,174,000 mpy 

Cylinder 2 12.5 mpm 86,200 4,410,000 mpy 

FamatoK weft straighten 
Ing r\tn 12 runs) 

4.. mpm 
m 

• 40 mpm 
20 mpm 141,120 7,056,000 mpy 

Print 60 mpm 423,360 21,068,000 mpy 

••I« new steamer bake 
to be erected 

40 mpm 282,240 14,132,000 mpy 

Sulphur Black Cylinder 3 tit« 
or dry 

25 mpm 176,400 8,820,000 mpy 

Famatex final stenter 20 mpm 141,120 7,056,000 mpy 

Calender 60 mpm 423,360 21,068,000 nipy 

Make up and Inspection Number to be arranged. 
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Departemen P«rIndustrian 
INSTITUT   TEKNOtOGI TEKSTIL 
DJ I. DJendral A.Yanl no.318 
TI I p. 7214. Bandung. 

AI e«et kowat i INTITCKS 

Kepada / Addressed to : 

TEXIN, Togal 
C/o Mr. John E.H.BCNNETT 
Export UNIDO 
318, DJ I. DJend. A. Yanl 
BANDUNG. 

No.   : 623/1.1.2.3/72   Tyo© : PS/1 s/MS. 

SUJMT TANOA PÇNDUOJIAN 
(Testing   Certificat«) 

No.  548/LK/72 

W.O. No. : 550/LK/Sqr. 

Dengan llsan/surat/wlth directly order 

No.   : 

Tanggal/Date : February 15,   1972 

TJontoh/Sampfes i 3 (throe) 
places of cotton plain fabric 
made by TEX IN. 

DI ter Ina tgl./Date received  : 
February 13,   1972. 

No. Test -  Items Test   -   Results 

1. 

2. 

Code of samples 

Wettability test 
(minutes*, second ") 

Original Samples 

Scoured 

5' 
( poor ) 

Bleached 
one run 

< good ) 

Bleached 
two runs 

5' 
( poor ) 

Tembwsan i 

1. Dltdjenteks. 
2. A r s I p.- 

Bandung, February 21,  1972 

INSTITUT TEKNOiOGI TEKSTIL 
For the Director of Ftesearch 

and Development, 

ttd. 
P. SOEPRUONO, S. Teks. 

l-toad, Evaluation i Standardization Unit 
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MUMM PA SHIFT MUSC 1 ESTIMATED 

SCOURING AND BLEACHING ADMINISTRATION 

Singling 2 -  1 girl Office 4 

Deslxlng 2 Maintenance 3 3 

3 Jig 6 3 Chemist 1 

2 Kler 2 Assistant Lab. 1 

2 Winches 

1 Scutch 

2 Cylinder 

2 

1 

2 

Supervisor 
Technologist 

Ganara 1 Manager 

4 

1 

3 

2 Foulard 2 14 6 

2 Sulphur Black 2 

2 Aux II tarlts 3 

18 23 -  1 

PRINTING FINISHING • MAKE UP 

Daslgn 

Screen 

Colour Mtchen 

Rotary Screen 

Steamer baker 

Auxiliaries 

5 

3 

I 

4 

2 

2 

17 

Total     66 - I girl 

4 teems   3 shift • 120 

Administration   14 

Masher 2 2 

Famatex 3 3 

Cylinder 2 2 

Ca 1 ender 2 

Monfort 1 1 

Plaiting 2 2 

Rolling lnspect!< yn 4 

Cloth carrier 2 

Baling 2 

Stamping 2 

Papering 4 

Auxiliarle» 2 

28 10 
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SUMMARY RfCOMMENQATtONS » CONÇU» IONS 

SPHMIM 

In considering all the facts, the recommendations would bo : 

1. To completely re-equlp tho Spinning Department of this mill. 

2. Tho  machinery  to consist of modern but conventional plant, 
capable of running at high speeds. 

3. To  Install air conditioning to the existing building. 

4. To  Install an efficient  lighting system. 

3.    To  Install a false celling at a height of approximately 4.0 
motors. 

Alternatively to the abovu work on the old building  . 

6. To oroct a new building for the Spinning Mill, this to be 
built propared for air conditioning. 
The   argument In favour of this  Is that a modern plant Into 
an old building always presents some difficulty.    In this case 
the Ring Frames aro to be Installed at right angles to the 
old machines, resulting  In wasted space between and undor the 
roof valleys :    See floor plan. 

7. Tho new Installation of machinery would consist of 21,800 
spindles to give the same production as the existing 37/65 
spindles.    See Spin Plans. 
Estimated cost of work as suggested on old 

building 34,000,000 Ru. 
Cost of new building (prcp;ired for the 

Installation of air conditioning) 106,840,000 Ru. 
Estimated cost of new plant 2,500,000 Ru. 
Estimated cost of air conditioning 

old building 80,000,000 Ru. 

Vlth r«f«reoc« to t»* existing plant, the following recommendations 
were given with a view to Improving both quality and production. 

UOVI« AN» OfWINS HAUT 
1. That the waste ney^r excoeds 5% and a consistent percentage 

fod all the time. 

2. As overbeatlng  Is taking place to remove one section of the 
Howard & Bui lough Triple Opener. 

3. To check and correct boater settings In all machines: they 
were too wide, causing stringy laps. 
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4. Kirschner boaters to be fitted In the Scutchers to give a 
smooth lapt 

5. More   attention to be given to cleaning and maintenance. 

CMDIK8 

1. To give much mor© attention to grinding of the wire at super- 
v I sory I eve I. 

2. To see that the Operativo Grinder knows his Job and does It In 
a competent   manner. 

3. To see that the Grinding rollers and the Emery Fillet are In 
good order. 

4. To give good effective maintenance and settings to the cards. 
J. Many of the Cards require new wire fillet, 

1. To convert the 4 over 4 roller graduated drafting system to n 
two-tone system, having a neutral  lone between second and third 
rollers. 

2. To check top synthetic covered rollers and to grind true those 
which are hollow or ridged. 

3. To check the weights to see that all are In proper position so 
that the weight comes on to the roller correctly after using the 
wolght relieving motion. 

wto (on Ftm) rumi 
1. To give attention to making a hard and firm bobbin by drilling 

out the top of the flyer, taking two or three turns of the roving 
round the presser arm, and fitting the correct lifter and builder 
wheels,  and running the cone belt  In Its correct winding position 
on the cone drums. 

2. To change the 4 over 4 roller graduated drafting system to a 
four roller two ione system, as on the Draw Frames. 

3. Checking and straightening of flyer legs and presser arms. 

4. To check top synthetic covered rollers and to grind true those 
which are hoi low. 

RIM Hunts 

1. Give attention to correct oiling and maintenance. 
2. Centring of spindles to rings. 
3. Cleaning and polishing of rings. 
4. To check top synthetic covered rollers and to grind true those 

which are hollow. 
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1. To give more attention to training and re-tralnlng of operativ«». 

2. The letting up of a Technical and Training Department In con- 
Junction with the laboratory. 

3. Tho training of Technical staff, particularly new entranti,  Is 
strongly recommended. 

4. The pod It Ion of the prêtent testing equipment  Is very poor. 
It Is recommended that a now laboratory be set up between thn 
spinning and weaving departments, doing test work for both 
sections on a routine and special test basis. 

5. That allied to this be a practical quality control section. 
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W E A V I H « 

1. Understanding the following principles are recommended. 
As weaving Is a labour Intensive Industry, the training of 
labor forces Is the key point, and the quantity A quality 
of production are Improved simultaneously. 
There exists so much margins for  Improving this mill with- 
out spending extra money. 

2. Raw yarn needs to bo more Improved especially In unevoness 
and nap. The yarn produced In TJIIatJap Spinning Mill, a 
sister factory to Tex In, needs to be used. 

3. In cone winding, the knotting apparatus should be used, stub 
catcher and stop motion are to bo adjusted and utilized. Due 
to obsolescence of Frans Muller winders, the  Increase of 
weaving production and the replacement of spinning machinery 
In future ten now winders need to be Installed. 

4. In pirn winding, the unit volume Is to be Increased, the 
bunch yarn for automatic  looms are to be lengthened. 

5. In warping, all cones In the creel  should be changed simul- 
taneously, all yarn tensions are to be controlled uniformly. 

6. In sizing, mixing process should be carried out more care- 
fully,  size liquid Is to be supplied  Into cavity box and 
circulation between this and size boxes should be done, size 
liquid needs to be boiled more  longer and hotter. Squeezing 
roll   Is to be covered by synthetic rubber and yarn moisture 
controller  Is advisable. The viscosity and pH should be 
checked and controlled. 

7. In drawlng-ln, every three exhausted beams tied by W.T.M. 
should be cut end drawn by human hands. 

8. In weaving,  survey on the loom stop frequency, period and 
reason should be done, and the analyzed data are to be fed 
back. Weavers need to be trained to amend the defects of 
beam. Specialists for smashed yarn tying, defective cloth 
loosening and cop Insertion at automatic looms should be 
separately appointed. Beam flange space for plain weave 
should be three Inches wider than that of drawing In on 
rood. Spare parts need to be ordered properly. Maintenance 
is to be done more systematically. Maintenance Is to be done 
more systematically. Air conditioner  Is recommendable. 
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NNISMIM 

1. The finishing department at Texln Is a new venture with the 
usual difficulties of starting a business. 

2. The machinery Is a mixture of old and new and Is   unbalanced 
with poor work flow. 

3. Because of   Inexpérience the quality of the work Is unsatis- 
factory.   Instruction has been given In Klor scouring, de- 
slzing, print definition and Improvement has resulted as 
can be seen from the figures of currant production. 

January 1972 • 25,338.50 metres 
February 1972 « 80,630.25  " 
March 1972 « 78,838.75  " 

These are produced by one shift and would  Increase further 
but the present system of marketing Is by contract. This 
will  persist until market policy  Is stabilized. 

4. The maintenance and knowledge of the machines are unsatis- 
factory. 

5. Training and augmentation of staff ar« required especially 
In the laboratory. The present staff have good theoretical 
knowledge but lack practical experience. 

6. From these conclusions It Is recommended a three phase 
development programme Is Instituted. 

To approach   the limit of the Famatex Stenter production 
of 7 million motres per annum with 4 teams 3 shiftworks 
24 hrs a day, 7 days a week at 10$ efficiency, as against 
the figure of   less than I million nôtres at present,   tn 
this phase the present machines are modified and a new 
washing machino purchased. Cost approximate US$ 75,000. 
During this phase there will be onnortunlty. 

a. To study the market. 
b. To gain experience In production and quality and printing 

styles. 
c. To Inltlato a training programme   for staff and works and 

to recruit a works chemist with adequate laboratory 
facilities. 
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To approach the I Imtt of the potential production of the Stork 
Rotary Printing machino of 21,000,000 metres/plus 3,000,000 dyed, 

a. Increasing the capacity of the Famatax by adding two section 
heaters. 

b. establishing a scouring anc! bleaching range plus    auxiliary 
equipment at approximate   cost at US$ 485,000. 

PhtM     III 
We suggest In this phase that with the trend towards polyester 
blond*cloth prognosticated by Werners and ourselves that suitable 
machines are bought at an approximate' cost of US$ 450,000   In 
addition to machines requires as In phase II. 

7. From the beginning of the    first phase It  Is recommended that the 
maintenance is Improved by the Introduction of a      preventive 
maintenance programme and that there  Is more liaison between the 
lino management and the engineering section. 
It Is also recommended that suitable training señamos fur snff 

* and workpeople are Inltlatod  In consultation with   I.T.T. Bandung. 
i 

t 
I 
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INTRODUCTION TO SPANAR HUD AT I«T«T. MARCH 30. f 972, 

1 • TMi w*a the firtt of a serlos of iMdnart to be organiaed by UNDP- 
UNIDO Spedai Fund Project (SF/INS 71/531), for the Textile Industry 
Riabilitati on and Development in Indonesia, 

2* It was sponsored by the Director General Textiles Mr, Safloen end 
organised by the I.T.T. Bandung «here it took piece harch 30, 1972. 

3« The subject was » How to Improve Productivity in Weaving and Finishing " 
and two papan were given, one by the UNIDO Weaving Export Hr. T.Hothiyama, 
and other by the UNIDO Finishinf Expert Mr, John E.H. Bennett. 
The papera were delivered in Ingllih and written copiée in English and 
a translation in Xndoneaian wert given to those attending. Copici of those 
are attached, 

ii« There were approximately a hundred portons present and they included 
muten of the Oovernmnt Textile Department, staff from I.T.T, and 
UNDP and UNIDO officiali including hr. Morvan the Aatlttant Resident 
Representative» ¡Ir. Nils Ram Eric »on UNIDO Regional Advisor and ¡fc% 
Blydcnstcln the Textile Advisor in Indonesia. 

5, The seminar was opened by Mr. Siagian the Government Director of the 
Textile Industry at 09.00 hr» • who introduced the Project Ikmager and 
hii team of speakers. 
The Project îfcnager followed with a talk where he stated that the 
object of the seminars was to spread at widely as possible the retultt 
of the observations and recumm.ndatloni of .the teem of experts. 
He stressed that the textile industry in Indonesia was ycry widespread 
with over a thousand factories and to it was impossible to deci with 
each factory individually.    Several factories hod been chosen for par- 
ticular attention by the team and he hoped that those would próvido 
good examples of progreti for the industry.    In this and similar seminars 
the opportunity would be given to introduce to a larger section of the 
industry the results of the Investigations which wore being made. 
The team of experts was not yet complete, and experte were coming on 
Management, costing, training and Maintenance. 
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6« Director Goner«! for Textile! closed the opening ceremony by 
encouraging those present to concentrate on improving the efficiency 
of the industry.   Ho concluded by thanking «DP and UNIDO for their 
valued assistance end help, 

7« After this opening talk tote attending were divided into a weaving 
group and a finishing group with numbers of thirty fix and thirty 
one respectively. 
The progrnmrne was as follow i 

10.00-13.30   1. Weaving 
Chairman   i Wlbowo Hoordoko 
Speaker     t T»Hoihiyttna 
Reporter* t Mallkus/nomy Amavi 
Secretary i Soonoko 

2. finishing 
Chairman    i Scntosa 
Speaker      i J«£«H« Bennett 
Reportero i Rasjld/Apendl 
Secretary i Supaman 

13*30 • U.30 Brook for lunch 
1l»*30 - 16*00 Disousslon 
16.00 - 16.30 Coffee Brook 
16.X • 17*00 Cloüng of Sopdnar by Mr. S&agUn 

The papero were well received by attentive audiences and many questioni 
wore asked.   There were in foot more questions than the tine available 
and so it is recossnonded that the next seminar to take placa in August 
1972 should lost for two days instead of one day. 
After the seminar the tern and senior I.T.T. staff were entertained to 
dinner by the Director General.   It was the general opinion that the 
seminar had been a success.   This was confirmed by the counterparts 
who had translated so well the papers and the questions. 

8. Much of the success of the lesinar was due to the excellent organisation 
and cooperation of the Government officials and the staff of I.T.T. 
and the Project Manager thanked the Director Clonerai and the Director 
of I.T.T, for their support. 

Bandung, March 30, 1972. 
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2. LECTURE 

1* IimtODUCTIOM 

This it s summary of my speech in the seminar uhi eh wat held for 
textile engineers by UIJIDO Project on March 30, 1972 in Bandung* 

In thia seminar, I had only 3 hours and 30 minutes for my speech 
•o I limited my tópica very narrowly only on tho purely ani practical 
ly technological problema on the spot, which are very eagerly and 
urgently requested by the engineers in thia country. 

It ia   of   courte   very neceasary to retor   to the importance of 
administration   and marketing etc«, but on the above mentioned ground, 
I poatpened them to the next opportunity« 

2. SPECIALITY OF TEXTILE INDUSTRI 

In comparison with the other industries, textile industry has a 
apedality of let our intensive one, which means that both the quanti- 
ty and the quality of production depend not only on the equipment but 
also on the labourers themselves« In this point, textile industry is 
basically different from an equipment industry, for exemple, chetai cal 
industry« 

SPECIALITY OF VJLAVINO L-ftUSTRY 

One ring spinning frame of 1*00 spindles does never be stopped 
only by one single yarn br akage, but the other oil 399 spindles con- 
tinue to produce 399 yarns« 

In contrast to this spinning process, one loom of, for example, 
total $,000 ends is stepped completely only by one single warp break- 
age, that means the other U,999 ends are all stopped without any pro- 
ductive activity« This difference between the spinning and weaving 
cannot be overemphasised« 

In other words, it is not so easy to raise weaving production, 
because no single yarn breakage is permitted tc continue the weaving 
production, you should try not tc break even only one warp out of 
total $t 000 ends in order to improve the weaving productivity, no 
other efforts can raise production, for this reason the demand for 
quality of both the raw yarn Itself and the werp beam is very strict 
and scvarc» This boari is produced by the above mention»cî labour in- 
tensive process of preparation, whose quality is mainly decided by 
the activity of labourers. 



It. IKSEBHRABILITT CT IMPORTAUCE CT BOTO THE QUALITY AKD TH1   QUANTITY IN 
IIEAWHO »6M3TO  

If one warp it broken, the loon and production is completely 
stopped, and at the suae timo, the yarn breakage causes definitely 
the cloth defects, for instance, warp falling, weft bar etc. In the 
ease of weft bre&lage, situation is the sane as warp« While e loon is 
continuously operated, the production is continued and no defects is 
caused besides some exceptions« This means nobody can raise weaving 
production without cloth quality improvement and also good cloth 
quality is attained only by good weaving productivity. 

Anyway, all improvements of the production, quality and cost in 
the weaving depend upon only the decrease of yarn breakage in the 
process - it is never any exaggeration at all, every well-experienced 
weaving technologist in the world agrees with this point« 

5. liJOKTAUCI Of RAW YARN 

In emry industry, the qui ity of raw materials is yzty impor- 
tant - it is needless to say« But especially in the weaving industry 
this oan never be overemphasised» If there is only one inferior warp 
amone the total $,000 ends, all the other U$999 ends are completely 
stopped in the loom - the criminal is only one single thread, 

/>11 well-experienced weaving technologists In the world under* 
stand that more than 6Cf> of loom stoppage reasons are due to the de* 
feets of raw yarn. 

6« KffOftTi^CX Cf HtfcPiJUkTORY mù(Xìb 

We con see so many yarn breakage due to the defects of prepara* 
tory processes, for example, ntLs-knotting in winding, insufficient 
and unfit siting, waste • yarn, slack warp and fly waste-fiber etc« 
Without improving this Inferiority in the preparation, nobody eon 
avoid the stoppage of looms and, at the same time, degradation of 
cloth quality. 

Moreover, we can see many mills who arc degrading their own pre- 
paratory processes • it is tremendously nonsense and ridiculous for 
them who con have, generally speaking in this country, only rather 
inferior quality yarn to make it more inferior in their own process- 
es« For instance, the yarn way in front It in the rear of slit gauge 
or slub catcher in the cheese winder is sometimes bent, scrubbed and 
made more nappier by the s4ge of slit gauge, this yarn way should, of 
course, be straight through the silt gauge] the yarn way has sometimes 
mry sharp scratches to cause the unnecessary quality degradation and 
breakage. 

Once I saw a production manager of weaving mill who told me that 
the raw yarn quality in his adii was so inferior that he could not 
raise his weaving efficiency. But when I visited his mill to survey, 
I found that the inferior raw yarn were being "made more inferior by 
his own processes"• 

Another mill manager once told me, "We have no sufficient capi- 
tal to import and install the up-W-date nachinua, for this reason we 
cannot have a high weaving efficiency!, But,   according to my survey. 



the efficiency of 1970 - made loom va« about 2% loner than that of 
'¡91(0 L 1960 - mode one«. The reaaon la that the raw yarn and the pre- 
paratory process for both of then la Just the aans - wearer»• bean 4 
woft pirn are of the same qudity - but the trainine of weaver la 
norc insufficient in 1S70-»ade looms than in 19*40 4 1960-cKide ones. 

Thia        ,r-   the   doe'-i-vti ii.ijxrtr.ncc cf preparati ry proceas and 
also „raining of workers. 

7.   IjffORTANCE OF MAINTENANCE 

In the case of insufficient 4 improper maintenance of machinery, 
ycu rrill never bu able to rd.se your proc'uetivity and quality. 
It seems   needleas   to   emphasise this importance, but still now many 
mills neglect this problem and, In the end, they cannot get good pro- 
ductivity. Because when new machines are Installed by skillful mecha- 
nics,   ©Tory part   of   them   can be operated wry well, so ercry body 
docs not feel the neoessity of maintenance, neglects It   for   a   long 
time and does not order the spare parts«   After that   many   parts   of 
then become   out of order and the efficiency comes down very quickly, 
but they have not trained their mechanics,   not established maintenance 
system and not ordered   the necessary spare parts,    so they cannot do 
anytttn£ to recover this miserable situation - la this stag», ¿hey say 
"We have no money to buy new machines, for this reason we cannot raise 
our efficiency". 

For avoiding this unhappy situati en, from the beginning and from 
now we need to be very careful of N Maintenance ". 

Generally   speakLnf,   there   are three kinds of machinery mainte- 
nance as follows i 

a). Adjustment Maintenance 4 Oiling 

The   important moving parts of the menine should be adjusted 
and oiled periodically with the help of necessary gauge or scale», 
and the worn spare parts need to be replaced by the new ones« 
Otherwise the moving   parts   will be in the wrong position after a 
long time motion, and its action will be inaffective« 

For example, the picking motion should be measured by scale 
and adjusted; picking bowl, bush, nose, stick, cheek-strap 4 pick- 
er should be checked and replaced if necessary» and the stop posi- 
tion of shuttle in the box should be measured and adjusted« 

b). Me parati on 

When some portion of machine is out of order or broken, they 
should be quickly repaired without any delay. 

For this reparation, you need to have statistics of necessary 
spare parts per one month or one year etc. and to order then In 
advance peri odie ally to the Machine Companies concerned« 

c). Preventive Maintenance 

To avoid the accident and damage of machine and to lengthen 
the life of machine, this preventive maintenance is essential« 
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Fop «cample, every loo» should be checked, maintained and 
oiled every beaming tine in the pointa which cannot be done during 
weaving, and especially every fix month« it should be done in »ore 
wider range. The complete overhaul of loo« need* to be done cn.ry 
3-5 years according to the condition. 

8. IMPORTANCE OF C1EANIUQ 

Cleaning in the spinning & weaving milla la very important for 
good quality & efficiency, not for giving nice impression to the 
gueata who visit there. 

Especially fly-*aste causea the yarn breakage and preventa the 
improvement of quality and efficiency ao much» 

The preparatory processes where the bobbin, cheese, beam and 
machines are covered with much fly-«aste oan never produce any good 
warp beam nor weft pirns, and they can never raise their weaving 
efficiency in the end. 

The fly-waste has to be removed and cleaned periodically by the 
operator themselves and specially appointed cleaner«, Of course, it 
is the best way to do this by some up-to-date equipment like vaccum 
cleaner, but you can clean by hand«,   fans, bamboo bars and brooms etc. 

The importance of cleaning in the preparation as well as weaving 
cannot be overemphasised by anybody« 

*. IMPORTANCE OF TRAINE» 

Still now almost all key works in weaving mills aro dono by 
human hands, for example, in the winding process cone bobbin is rota- 
ted and the yarn is traversed by the winding machine, but when the 
yarn is broken it ehould be knotted usually by operator, so if he is 
not well trained his knotUng-end is irregular and knotting-point is 
not sc tight and the tension of the yarn by his hand is not so suffi- 
dent as to avoid the slack werp - all of these defects will cause 
the degradation of weaving efficiency in the end. 

Anyway,   I    can   emphasise   the importance   and   neceaaity of the 
training of workers   much more than that   of up-to^iate machinery ins- 
tallation   according   to my about 20 years long experience on the spot 
of weaving. 

10, IMPORTANCE OF TESTING 

Tour mills are of course not institutos, nor colleges, no» univer 
sities, so you need not install various kinds of expensive and compli- 
cated testino apparatus. 

But you need at least to test the quality of row è sised yarn* 
the nature of siiing materials, viscosity, pK-value 4 temperature of 
aise liquid. 

For this reason, the following apparatus should be purchased and 
installed in your laboratory or the spot as follow» i 

(* ) Single lorn Tensile Tester (Test Span t 50 cm) 
(2) Abrasion Tester fer ¿üicd ïaru 
(3) Chemical Analisatlon Apparatus 

Vlsco-Cup & Stop «/etch 
pH-value Test Paper 
Thermometer 
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All of thorn ore not to expensive, you can   very easily buy then, 
and they oro very much useful for improving your productivity« 

11 • IMPORTANCE OF SURVEY ON THE SPOT BY PRODUCTION HAHAOEH HIMSELF 

A production manager • I neon the " top " technologist in the 
udii - it always very busy and he cannot to easily find the time for 
survey on the spot, but still he needs and has as frequently as 
pcsslble te do it by himself• Only from the survey list by his fellow 
men, he cannot minutely understand the real reason and situation of 
low weaving efficiency and reason of loon stoppage, so he cannot take 
the most proper action for improving it« And rise during his survey 
on the spot, he can observe the worker's activity and maintenance 
condition etc« to get rory useful information for the Improvement« 

12. HCU TO IHPROvE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY IN THE WEAVIMO IflLL 

If ycu have completely understood the above mentioned principisi, 
the means of solving problems will be naturally come uut as follows I 

STEP Mo« 1  i To Orcsp Your Weaving Efficiency by Snap-Reading 

The mill manager himself needs to go inside the weaving 
spot ano* gc through all looms to count the   number   of working ones in 
the morning, afternc.cn and nighttime    as   many time   as possible, and 
calculate the efficiency percentage« 

STEP No, 2 t To Qrasp the Absolute Frequency of Loom Steppage 

He select! a gre up of about 20 loom at random and 
stands up near the group for one hour to observe how many times each 
of the looms are stopped by warp and weft reasons Individually« 

STEP Wo« 3 i To Qrasp the Reason of Loon Stoppage 

He goes through all of the looms as STEP No« 1 and ob- 
serves the reasons of ell stopping looms itemi singly. 

STEP No« k » To Qrasp the Period of Each Loom Stoppage and Weaver's 
Activity 

He standi up on some places in the weaving and watches 
the stopping looms about how many minutes each of them Is let alone 
without the' weaver's action, this survey should be done as many times 
cs possible« 

STEP Mo. 5 t Tc Analyse the Above Mentioned Data 

Ho orders   his   fellowmen to calculate and make list   of 
all the above mentioned data gained by his own survey on the spot« By 
this   list he can understand what the real bottleneck ter lew weaving 
efficiency Is. Probably he will be much surprised at the fact that the 
main   reason   of   low   weaving efficiency cornos from the     Inferior 
beams and weaver's dull and irrational activities« 
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STEP No, 6 i To Train the Weaver and Appoint Spedai Worker« for 
Swashed Xarn Knciting, Defective Cloth Loosening and 
Weft Cop Insertion for Automaiic Leon" 

i) To Train the Weaver 

Weavers should act not only quickly but clso rationally, 
Hany of the weavers are at first engaged in knotting oo»- 

plicatodly broken loom, letting the other on» • yarn broken 
loom rione, in this case, of course, they need to cone to the 
simple reasoned stoppine looms and start them, than to the 
more complicated ones* 

Anyway, they need to be again trained to be careful of 
all their other looms, even while they are doing onething for 
their one loom, to maximise the loom efficiency. 

ii) To Appoint Special .forkor 

For getting high loom efficiency, we need to shorten the 
loom stopping time as little as possible, so the weaver needs 
to concentrate his activity to start, the stopping loom as quick 
ly as possible. To spend much time for knotting smashed yarn,"* 
for loosening defect cloth on the loom, and also for inserting 
weft cop to the shuttle in the case of automatic shuttle chango 
loom etc. are all nonsenso for the weaver, they should be done 
by special worker, 

STEP No, 7 t    To Improve the Sizing Process 

Not only the size   recipe    itself,    but    also   the   sise 
mixing process should be very carefully   considered,    r.nd needless to 
say about size materials themselves« 

The   raw   yarn in Indonesia   is generally very nappy, so 
the complete covering by string   size    film   should bo made around the 
yarn body against the shedding   and pseding   abrasion    on   loom,   and 
also it should be well penetrated into the yarn body, otherwise     thai 
size on the surface will bw removed down on the fleer in vain. 

In textile industry, there are two kinds of sizing-warp sizing 
and finishing sizing. The purpose for those two si zings is quite dif- 
ferent, warp sizing is done for ¡¿ivin^, the raw yarn the increment   of 
tensile strength and protective ability for abrasion - mechanical aim, 
but finishing sizing for woven cloth is given   for   commercial aim fop 
ni au looking and proper weight etc. 

This tapioca is very good material for finishing sizing, because, 
the pasting is very easy,    it   has   bright luster and also it is very 
cheap. 

But for warp sizing, this Tapioca cannot be said a good material, 
the reasons arc as follows s 

(1 ) The adhesivo powor is low, 
(2) The visacfity is   not   stable    and comes   down -very   quickly 

during boiling and after boiling, 
(3) The dry film is not strong. 
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(It) itoisturo absorption is toe big, and when the humidity is 
toe high in the weaving process the abrasionprcof ability 
comes very speedily clown and the sized yarn becomes too 
soft and nappy, 

(5) The acidification after pasting is much hißbar than the 
other natural starches, and the viscosity cones duwn so 
quickly. 

(6) The penetrating ability inte the yarn body- is low, the size 
romains only on the surface of the yarn and is removed very 
easily by warp shedding and beating motion of reed. 

In England, once they used this Tapioca for warp sizing when the 
other starch became very expensive in 1903, but the weaving efficien- 
cy came extremely down, afterwards they have never usod Tapioca for 
warp sizing at all - a certain bock says* 

But this Tapioca is one of your domestic products and can be got 
very easily and cheaply, so we need to utilize it as much as possible, 
being very careful of the following points i 

(1 ) Quality of Tapioca is very different according to the 
place of production and season of harvest etc* We need to 
establish the Standard for   material   inspection and check 
Tapioca« 

(2) Boiling hour and temperature should be carefully consider- 
ed than the other starches» 

(3) Penetration is not so sufficient that the weight & number 
of squeezing rollers should be increased« 

(k) Abrasion reducing agent like wax needs to be mixed* 

(5) Wetting agent also should be mixed. 

(6) The old sise, for instance, boiled & prepared one day be* 
fore, should not be used* 

(7) Because of the inferiority of Tapioca itself and the ten- 
dency of size toking-up % fluctuation in wide range, we 
need to give more sizing to the yarn than the other starch 
- at least 1$£ fer shirting-class cloth up to 2$, 

(8) Some portion of Tapiooa needs to be replaced by the other 
better starch, for example PVA, Maize Strirch etc. 

STEP Ho, 8 i To Improve the Warping Process 

If the warper's beam is inferior, the weaver's beam can 
never be superior« To get the best quality wcrper's beam is the 
secret of high weaving efficiency, and to minimise the warper stop- 
page is the secret of the best quality warper's beam. The cheese 
changing system on the creel is, in this point, very important as 
well as the quality of cheese itself« The stop motion and beam break 
ing device need to be very carefully maintained« ~ 
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STEP No, 9   «   To Improve the Winding Process 

As mentioned in STEP No. 8, the quality of cheese 
needs to bo improved for high weaving efficiency« 

The parpóse of this process is net only to wind up 
tig cheese from small spinning bobbin, but also to remove the raw 
yarn defects such as slub, ring fly-waste and weak point of m- 
evennees etc« by slit gauge and proper yarn tension« So slit gauge 
should be definitely adjusted according to the yarn count & quality) 
all yarn way and yarn contact portion need to be checked not to make 
the inferior yarn more inferior by this process itself. 

The knotter should be used to knot the yarn -knot- 
ting by hand & nail is the biggest reason of inferior cheese« 

The    stop   motion   should be also adjusted to operate 
properly,   otherwise    the useless abrasion between   drum and cheese 
will    cause   both   the   degradation   of   raw yarn and the run-out of 
cheese in the warping process« 

STEP No. 10   i To Increase the Winding Quantity per One Weft Pirn 

This increment can raise so nuch the weaving officicn 
cy as well as the cloth quality, in many mills this problem is 
neglected and very thin pirn is used in the shuttle» The proper 
hardness of yarn winding and the winding spiral pitch should bo 
given, otherwise it will bo collapsed in the shuttle during weaving« 
Of course, the shuttle, especially the direction and fixedness of 
tongue, needs to be more carefully maintained and corrected ont; by 
one to avoid the surface touch of bobbin inside the shuttle. 

STEP No, 11    t To Maintain and Adjust the Machinery Periodically 

This should be dene for every kind of machinery in 
the right way preparing the necessary spare parts« 

STEP No« 12    i »tact Action to be Taken 

Until the weaving efficiency reaches 85 - 90$, we 
cannot increase the number of looms per one weaver, and also we can- 
not increase the r/m of loom« At first, we need to raise weaving 
efficiency under the present condition, then we can increase both 
the number of looms per one operator and the loom speed, these steps 
should be done step by step. And finally we arrive at the highest 
weaving efficiency with the present machinery and equipment, then we 
deserve to request the new investment for the up-to-date machines« 
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13.   CONCLUSION 

It is very nonsense onci a big mistake to say that we have no 
money so we cannot inprove our weaving efficiency, almost all the 
above mentioned steps need not money. 

The improvement of weaving mill can be attained only by the 
careful and patient study» training and control« 

Every developed country of toxtile industry has succeeded only 
in this way« 

"There is no royal road in weaving" •    Nobody has magic hc.nds for 
raising productivity of weaving» 

Everybody who has understood the above mentioned principles and 
philosophy and then follows the STEPs Nc.1 - No.12, will be definite 
ly able to improve the weaving productivity tt quality, and naturally 
the total cost will be reduced so mich. 

——ts« 
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DISCOS SION 

i. HMmaactT 
1. Nano 

Representation 
Question 

Ani wer 

i Hr. Surname M,Sc. 
« I.T.T. 

t a. So far   you   haven't   mentioned any about the 
welfare of the weaver/operator. 
What it your opinion in this natter. 

b, Could you explain  more   detail   about " Snap- 
reading " in   weaving   and   in obtaining   ^ • 
numbs? of yarn breakage in weaving Will. 

c. Do you have any standard for t 
1.   Torn breakage for warp (Different number). 
2«   Training of weaver« 

t a« In this time,   the management is said to have 
the social responsibility   on   the welfare of 
workers as well   aa   on   share- holders ( mill 
owner etc«), consumers   and   the regional com- 
munity«    But   without the proper    profit you 
cannot    operate   your   enterprises   and   then 
cannot advance the worker's welfare« 

Also for this reason, you need to improve your 
productivity   in   the mill in order to fulfil 
one of your social responsibility, Just being 
mentioned above now« 
We should try our best to improve and advance 
worker"»e welfare, because it is the most im- 
portant problems, not only from the national 
point of view, but also from the mill manage- 
ment side« If their welfare is poor and 
miserable you can't expect them to be coo- 
perative with you in improving the productive 
ty is not so high you cannot rise their 
welfare due to shortage of good profit and 
capital« Worker's welfare and productivity 
are closely connected and inseparable« 

b. Snap-reading is a method which can be adopted 
as the simplest and the most efficient way to 
measure the productive efficiency of machinery« 
For example, if you are operating 100 looms 
in the mill, and now 6$ of them are working 
and the rest 15 looms are stopped due to yarn 
breakage, maintenance or beam doffing, etc., 
to» mechanical efficiency at this time is 8556. 
To get this value, you need only to go around 
all of these 100 loons and count how many 
are working« 
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Of course,   this   is one of the statistico! and pro- 
bability pre bleus, so the   frequency of the survey is 
the nore the better to raise the accuracy of the ob- 
servation« 
For example, getting the waving efficiency for one 
shift (8 hours), you need to survey at least It times 
in this way and oaloulated the average. 
Still the value is in rough accuracy, because the 
efficiency changes from time to time. But this value 
is sufficient for you to control the mill. We need 
not takt care of the difference of a few prccentage, 
the real minutest value can be known only by the God 
in the Heaven* 

1 • Standard for cotton yarn breakage in Janancáe wea- 
ving mill per one loom per 10 hours t 

- *****   ccmbed^s   x   combed^).. x 38„ ^ 

warp     i 6 - 7, weft   i 5 - 5,5. 
- Shirting carded 16's x carded LL's   „ -flll    . ... 

warp     » 5,5 - 6,   weft t 5,5 - 6. 

2« Standard for weaver training. 
- Explanation for uniform, Break-Tine. 
• Names of Lotm parts and Tods. 
• Explanation & warning for dangerous   portion of 

loom. 
- How to knot the yarn. 
- How to dent   the yarn tc Droper, Heald   wire   & 

Reed. 
• Ccp insertion action. 
• How to start & stop loom. 
- Hew to knot the yarn on the loom. 
• Shuttle change action. 
- How to loosen defective doth & start weaving. 
- How to treat the defective warp. 
• Kind, name and cause of the defective cloth. 
• How to clean the loom. 
• How to go around looms. 
• Exhausted beam treatment. 
• Action for fire 
• Action for electricity stoppage. 
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2« 
Representation 
Question 

Answer 

t   Hr. Bawltro S•Teks. 
*   I.T.T. 
t   a« Could   you explain, how to calculate the loen 

efficiency. 
Is it based on the total working hours or, the 
effective working hours (after reduced by the 
breaking time) or, the machine hours. 
In the matter if mentioned above, is the time 
needed for setting the loom to be counted« 

b. To improve productivity in weaving mill, which 
step should we take at first t 
• to train the weaver/operator cr, 
• to improve quality of raw material or, 
• to improve loom efficiency or, 
- others« 

c. What is the percentage of loom stop caused by 
the weft and warp broken-off as standard, in 
normal weaving udii« 

t   a« It depends upon your purpose & object to uti- 
lise them on the mill control. 

b. At first, you need to train the workers and to 
improve raw material quality simultaneously« 
without   these steps,   you can never improve 
your loem efficiency« 

c. Warp broken-off $% 
Weft broken-off U<M 
Maintenance & others     551 

3« Nome 
Representation 
Question 

t   Hr. SupoJo 
t   Insin Djateng. 
t   • Hon power factor has a vary   important   influ- 

ence on improving productivity« 
What is your opinion about bad mental attitude 
of man power in the mill« 

Answer 

- To over-come such psychological 
should we do besides training« 

aspect,   what 

- In my impression, the man power factor in this 
country is much better than the other many de» 
velopLng countries in Aeia & Africa, which I 
have seen by myself« 
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The horro education by parents and elders is 
necessary cs :icll as the training :.n your mill 
to improve the » bad " mental attitudes of man 
power vrhich you called- 

The " true " incentive vage system needs to be 
much more adopted than now«, 

he Name 
Representation i 

Question i 

Answer 

S» Kunumosudird.jc S0Toks<. 
Insin Basrah Istimewa Jogjakarta, 

a, ïou classi Ty Textile Industry into Labour in- 
tensive , 
What is the minimum limit of labourers in wea- 
ving mills    so   that we   :.n classify   :".t into 
Labour intensive Industry. 
As   a   matter of fact in modern weaving mill, 
one weaver can operate   more than 20 looms, 

b, Coule1 you mention   to us, concerning the mini- 
mum percentage of looms stoppage in Developed 
Countries; because every loom   stopped causes 
less efficiency and productivity. 

a. In Japan, for example, now one operator has 
1*0 - 60 leene in the efficiency of 92 - 9$%t 
but still it is called a Labour intensive In- 
dustry, because both quality & the quantity 
depend upon the operator's action in the pre- 
parations and weaving« 
At present, we textile technologists, need to 
consider only   the modernized mechanical fac- 
tories and need not to involve the handy-craft 
inte our discussion   on the classification of 
various Industries. 

b. It will    S -1% 

5« None t   Mr. Kridoharscjc 
Representation s   Perteksi (Mill Owner Association). 
Question i   a, Could you give us detail of the Job-Organisa- 

tion and Job-Discription of that    every posi- 
tion required in weaving mill that     has 300 
ordinary looms to produce one kind of   cloth, 
for instance« 
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answer 

li. DO you c-tjToa thct one. or other retisene moke 
«efficiency due te over or shcrt of the la- 
bour end lack of Jol-ßiscrlpticn. 

I    It will takes time tc answer this question. 

6. Name 
Representation 

Question 

Answer 

t    iir. Sardi ak.ïeks. 
i    Pinola Sondan^ TeJdn Tc^al« 

t Ont factor thct has influence to the productivity 
is pay. 
What is your ejinicn in this matter     en-1,   which 
system of Pay is suitable for Indonesia tc day. 

i In my impression, the Pay system in Indonesia is 
one kind, of Social compensation. Social Compen- 
sation itself is, of course, ycry necessary and 
incentive system seems to me mere urgent to bo 
introduced. 
For example*, the supply   of su^cr,   oil,   etc, to 
the worker uniformly is the inherittance from ycur 
past difficult and confused times. 

7. Nano t    ¿ir. Achmad Sunaryo 
Representation   i P.Ï, Primissime Jogjakarta. 

Question 

answer 

o. Is it the time for Indonesia tc posses standard 
concerning cloth quality ( e.i. itav   c.   finished 
doth). 

b. Does the standard salary of the operator & su- 
pervisor, etc., oie pond on lo^ m condition, loom 
stoppage per hour« 

*. I think so, but standardisatic n of "loth quali- 
ty is not so simple matter, it is ¡ainstaking 
Jet. 

L. Yes. 

8» None 
Ropresentat ion 

Question 

t    ¿4% Sjukri Effendi 
i    Delimatex Textile Mill. 
t    a, u mill sets the used loom transfèred from the 

other mill   ( • 10 years old  ), 
Do you   think "that   the mill can produce ÌA&i 
quality ani1 hit*h productivity  f fine clith. 
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b. How lent can tho mill maintain the condition 
with thct looms. 

c. Con we rely en that mill for the next futur*-« 

d. Whet should we do for keeping the mill rumine 
voll continuously. 

ê* It depends upon the machinery condition« 
In Japan, 10 years old machine is never said 
• Old ". 

b, âtill now, in Japan we are using 50 years old 
loons with more than 9$ efficiency« 

a« Of course, lut so far as the maintenance is 
properly carried cut. 

d. See the draft of the Seminar« 

9. Hone 
Representation 

Question 

t - 
t - 

t a« Could you ¿iw us comparison factors of effi- 
ciency that caused by i 

- raw material 
- preparatory 
- weaving process 
- man power 
- roc m oondition 

b. ,Ts there any connection   between   optimum   of 
the   salary and labour efficiency) that means 
if the salary is too hich   moreover it reduces 
the efficiency. 

/«•wer i a« Raw material $% 
Preparatory 3Q» 
Weaving process 1CJÈ 
Room condition % 
Man power (this should be included by the 
ether factors)« 

b« The comparison with the other   mills   has   big 
influence on the worker's efficiency morales« 
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II. TECHNOÎ0OY. 

t m Maas 
Representation 

Question 

t ifr» Mukman HoaJim« 
t PJÍ. Industri Sandang Djakarta« 

i a. what is the nonni ago of the accessorial 
as wider mentioned i 

* Roed - Shuttle 
- Picker       - Picking stick« 

( Those are nade in ¿apon J» 

b« What la the distinction between actual running 
percentage known from pick counter and pro» 
duetion efficiency. 

Answer û. Reed 
Shuttle 
Fieber 
Pickint stick 

2 years 
1 year 
1,5 - 2,5 months 
6 - 12 Mentha, 

b. Production efficiency percentage is the func- 
tion cf loen r/m, working hour, production 
cloth length, weft density, if one of these 
faeton is measured in the wrong way, the 
efficiency ia different from that known from 
the pick counter« 

2. Name 
Representation 
Question 

t   ¿fr. Sante so Singan 
t   B.T.N. Textile ¡til« 
I   a. We ore using Sakamoto Loom 1*8". 

In the matcor of weaving the cloth   with the 
following construction t 

warp 
weft 
No.of rood 
picks 

Ii5'a T/C 
l£'s T/C 
eVl* 
70 por inch« 

We would like tc ask you t 
• which is botter used, single or double reed« 
• how oan we surpass the static electricity* 
- hew oan we surpass the floating  yarn   of 

pelin weave« 

b« For sising polyester warp yarn, which stareh 
is better used, Tapioca or Corn« 
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o« Would   ycu   please   explain us,   what   is the 
stenderci of test to measure the viscosity. 

d. Please explain in detail for sití.n¿ method need 
fcr   cotton   and 
siting precess. 

T/C - yarn   with the beam 

Answer t a. Single rc^d is sufficient)   in my   experience 
if the   siainc   is proper for T/C, the static 
electricity dees net Mütter si much, 
floating   ysrn   is caused by •«. many kinds of 
reasons. 
Heald frame setting   pickin^ m tien, shedint 
motion <worp line,sitine),    etc.,   are to be 
checked. 

b, Corn starch is much better than Tapioca for 
its stronL film over the yarn surface and su- 
perior penetration into the yarn bv.dy. 

o. On the spot of the mill, every muasurint ins- 
trument   should   be   simple.   For   viscosity, 
visco-cup is the best. 

d. The stickness of sise to polyester is so in- 
ferior than te cotten, that PVü which is rich 
in it should bo used. 
Also the elongation of polyester fibre is too 
IOTLO, so it should be restricted f<.r weaving, 
this is the most different point from cotton« 
Anyway PV.u-217 & corn starch is the main adhe- 
sive a^cnt in T/C siting at present. 

3- Name 
Representation 

question 

t   tir, Junut Buchari 
t   PojRtâX Textile 1111, Bandunb. 

i a. kit us knew /our recommendation of siting re- 
cipe used for JiO/2 yam ctunt of 6$, toteren 
and 3«ft rayon,    ' 
So far we are net satisfied t.  ¿¡et recipe that 
had   been ¿ven by seme expert from Japan and 
¿/est Germany, 

b. To pre duce Texture filament usinc ordinary 
lotm and filament yarns as warp, whet should 
we do to solve the problem concerned before 
wo ¿et special let.*. 

f 
i 
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Answer t   a. *odpe i 

R/     Corn starch 12£.   k* 
Maconcl B-1? t.5 kt 
(syntactic cil & paraffin). 
Aorilcn 3C     kg 
(synthcthic adhesive agent) 
Marposol T-30 12     kt 
PVA-217 35     kt 
Corgcn-S 1*2 kg 
(water softener a¿ent) 
P.C.P« 0.1 K 

Total t11.8kg 
F.V« 1 ,1(20 liter. 

Actually this recipe is used ft r i 

Poplin   T/C     l^s »ItO'i 

- For siting i|0/2 cf T/R, yeu had botter   in- 
crease water to 2t 000 liter   and   decreasing: 
little of Corn starch. 

b. The production of Texture warp cloth« 

Preparation t 

The   following   three points should care- 
fully considered t 

1 )• Wot to da»ge the elasticity of the yarn. 

2)« Hot to produce   the   shrinkage unevenness 
by tension unevenness. 

3)« To avoid the drop of productivity due to 
the shrinkage or twisting torque« 

for 1 )• Don't ^.ve the extreme tenperature 
and tension. 

for 2). Givo the tension »oro than 0,07 e*/ 
den and keep it constant as much as 
posible, and don't change the wind- 
ing speed. 

for 3)« This is now solved by si sine. 
For this kind of cloth, sitine is 
done for inprovine the productivity 
in the preparatory processes rather 
than weaving process itself« 

Siting is done in hank and then the sited 
yarn is wound into cone cheese and bean« 
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The loo» for long filament and for abort fi- 
bre are    both   useful   for the weaving«   But 
temple and atrip roller ahould be changed in- 
to the suitable ones, and the letting-off mo- 
tion needs to be completely adjusted and the 
warp   tension is advisable to be 0*15-0«25 gr/ 
den. 

li. warne 
Representation 

Question 

t   Hr. Ibnu üaleh. 
t   O.K.B.I. hedari, Jogjakarta« 

i   a« Aooording to the Suggestion of Fir« Hoshiyama, 
we had adjusted loom back-rest down) by this 
way the looms run well enough« But the picks 
per inch decreasing from   62   filling   to 60 
fillings« 
What should we do   to   overcome this missing 
picks« 

b« By the ohan0e of the cloth construction from 
32'a x 32'a to 30's x 36's, can we maintain 
the setting as mentioned above continuously* 

o« Could you give me the maintenance/repairation 
programme the looms. 

Answer a. Only by back r^at dotm, I ccunot understand 
the happening of difference of weft density 
from 62 to 60 picks/inch« 
But if so, you need to decrease the weight on 
the warp yarn sheet,    and   also   adjust   the 
letting-off motion of warp« 

b. This change is only in weft count from 30 to 
36's or 20$ finer«   You   can   continue   the 
setting of back-rest in this way to keep the 
high productivity. 

0« At first you should try your best to raise 
your loom maintenance condition up to usual 
standard« 
But so far as 1 htv« cheoked   your   loons in 
0«K«B.I, mill they are not so old in the true 
sense and you can and need to follow the loom 
maker* • instruction« 

$. Hi 
itepresentatian 

Question 

t   Mr. hlsbaeh Sudur. 
t   P.I.O. Uarut. 

i   a« Gould you explain the best yarn tension in 
every process in preparatory« 
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b. How  auch   the siting agent is absorbed into 
ywn. 

o. What ia the specific cavity of the i 
- Cotton fibre in grey cloth. 
- Cotton fibre in dyed cloth. 
• Cotton yarn after dyed» 
- Cotton yarn after slscd. 

d« What the maximum efficiency   which   oan   be 
achieved byJ|0 years old loomj   and   how mich 
the defoct probably happened. 

e« Would you recommend us the best siting rocipo 
with Tapioce for t 
• Siting ootton yarn 30's count. 
• Siting ootton yarn 50's count. 
- ailing ootton yarn 70's count. 

^a**6* «   »• It is impossible to explain   the   best   yarn 
tension in value, because it should compre- 
hensively considered in the type L speed of 
Machinery, the quality and count of yarn and 
kind of cloth etc, 

1). Winding 

The tension should be suitable for re- 
moving the defective portion of the yarn 
and getting the proper hardness of cheese. 

Maximum draft of the yarn in sitine P*°- 
ocss has to be United within one percent. 
If the yarn tension is too high,   the re- 
aainlnfc elongation becomes   too   low and 
the yarn breakage in the weaving increases 
yory much« 

b« Site taking-up percentage should be moro in- 
creased when the warp & weft density is high» 
er and the warp is finer« It should also be a 
little Increased when the temperature & humi- 
dity is higher* 
For Tapioca sising and for domestic made in- 
ferior yarn the following is the standard of 
site taking up percentage t 
- For coarse construction cloth 6-12J¿ 

HedLun construction doth 10-1 à 
Fine const ruction cloth 1$-2Cfc 
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o« The iriquiter's intonsi on was found to ask the 
yarn diameter, which it a« follows t 

««»••«•••«««•«•»••»•••««»•••••••••"*• •••••••• • 

Count ! Diarootor (inch) 

100'« 
80»s 
60's 
50** 
iiO'a 
30's 
20's 
1C's 

0.00363 
0.00127 
o.ooU»5 
o.oo51(0 
0.00606 
0.00700 
O.OOWtf 
0.01200 

d. Weaving efficiency depends upon not only the 
loom condition, but also the raw-yarn,   pre- 
paratory process and room condition, etc. 
Alio this loon condition depends    upon   the 
paintcnance   much «ore   than upon the simple 
loom age« 
For this reason, nobody can answer this ques- 
tion. 
out if this 1*0 years old loons have been 
Maintained very well with sufficient spare- 
parts, the beam & weft pirn are in good con- 
dition and weavers are well trained etc., you 
can get more than 90# efficiency even though 
in the case of 1*0 looms per one operator. 

e. Recipe i 

H/     - Tapioca 50    kg 
- P.V.Ü.-117 17     k« 
- Softening agent, ex hacncl 

T & B 19 1.5 kg 
• Penetration agent 

ox Teepol °«5 kg 
- .later softener 

ex Calgon-S 0.8 kg 
m Artia-ptic agest, 

•x PCP 0.1 kg 
• pH adjustnen agent« 

ox Soda-ash to |H    6.8 

• tfater t 
- for 30's s*irting 600 ltr. 
- for 50's poplin 500 ltr. 
• for 70»s loan i*00 ltr. 
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HI. OTOüS. 

1. itane t   Mr. Calure S.Teks. 
Repräsentation   i   I .T .T. 
ijuestion i   a. I don't understand yet, your Step wo.2 con- 

cerning 
- frequency. 
- loou grouping, due to the fact   that   va- 

rious branda of loon being operated    in 
some mills now. 

If you don't ndnd it vili be kind of you to 
make an example of problem and doll ver to 
this me-ting, for the shake of mills. 

b. After improving efficiency, which step should 
we take afterward t 

- to increase number of loom/operctor 
- or to increase rtpm of the loom. 

What is the reason to take that step con- 
cerned. 

Answer »   a« absolute frequency of loom   stoppage can be 
said, in the more easy expression, how many 
tines loom stop during a unit hour. 
This is very important factor for controll- 
ing a weaving mill,    because   the   weaving 
efficiency consist of this frequency and a- 
ver&gc stopping period per each stoppage. 
Loon grouping in the survey of this frequen- 
cy should be dono according to   your inten- 
sion on what kind of cloth or loom   you are 
now going to observe the weaving situation. 
If sone cf the brands are,   for   inatr.nce, 

woven by only 10 looms, you may select these 
10 looms only. 

b. It depends upon the condition of operator and 
loon maintenance.   When the speed of loom is 
generally and roughly speaking, nearly 11*5 x 
R/m (75" R/S), 150 R/n (60" R/S), 160 R/ra 
($0" R/S) and 175 R/n (W R/S) already the 
number of looms per one operator may be in- 
creased at first. 

Agreement t   a« Testing is one of the tool controlling. 
But, we are familiar to hear a mill owner 
soys t "I have operated this mill for years 
and earned money without a single testing 
apparatus" • 
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I fully agre to vou that we need patient, 
we noud time to eCaviace them that more mo- 
ney can be earned by the Implementation of 
the mentioned apparatus* 

b. Pitase refer to your point 3,    here wc hr.vo 
the samo view point, that'a t 

- Quality   of   yarn   and preparation mainly 
depend on the activity of labours.    At the 
same time if I may add,   the root source 
not only comes from labourers thorn selves 
but as well as from t 
- The raw material of the yarn,   that   is 

the proper specification of fibres, need- 
ed to spun for the domestic consumption« 

- HumLdifyino problem to   a certain level 
of process. 

- Problem of mill management« 

o* Contexted to the point 6, "urna douanes a* Is 
the main factor of the problem.   It is re- 
quested not only from the side of operators 
but from rail manager or mill owner r.s well« 
How can   operators pic.ee r. broken yarn pro- 
perly without training them, worker conscious 
against the miserable effects of inadequate 
setting of slit gau^c/slub catcher without 
giving the opportunity to loan it, the ope- 
rator spare their time to study without any 
facilities of promotion given by the mill* 
It is of course a matter of financial, per— 
sonnal/human relation etc«, or in   on«, word 
"  Management "• 

Opposition I don *t agree with you, if it is said that Ta- 
pioca Is not good sise starch«   It is not only 
because produced in this country or lush cheap- 
er, but due to the facts   as   the   results' of 
many thesis of graduated students of I.T.T« 
By replacing it to the other starch,   it   is 
natter of cost« 
I agree if you could recommend Tapioca St&bdord 
for Textile needs« 

Suggestion By analysis fabric defect is able to locate and 
to pin point the problem« 
Inspection of fabric defect is very important« 
Standomi dsfcot, if any» should be maintained« 
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2« Nane 
Representation 

Suggestion 

t   Mr. budjr-joto S«Taks. 
t    - 

t   a. The important of trainine« 
So far we havcn*t Textile Hi¿jh school, there 
for I propose it   is better that in Indonesia 
we have to present a number of Textile Hi^h 
Schools mclnly at the centers as quickly as 
possible ! so they are able   to   produce the 
intermediate experts« 
Besides above mentioned, we have to present 
more many Textile's practical traini^, es- 
pecially to each speciality, for instance t 
weaving, spinning, knitting, finishing, etc« 
and its maintenance ( 1 yc r ). It cr.n bo 
excuted   in the local mill« 

b« Importance of testing« 
FLease let mo add some proposai; I think there 
are a quality control system, that is better 
to us* it in the mill« 

Importance of yarn. 
I would like to rerlnd you the importance of 
taking care of the yarn extension percentage 
during process from the preparatory up to 
weaving process« 
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COrtCLUblONS OF THE SEMINAR 
"HOW TO IIIHtOVE PRODUCTIVITY IN .UùKVING" 

HELD AT 
IN¿TITUT¡¿ OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY BhNDlNO 

ON IftRCH 30, 1972. 
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After   considering   the paper    delivered by Mr, T.Hoshiyama a UNIDG 
Weaving Expert, and after discussing the problems    concerning th. condi- 
tion of Textile Industries in Indonesia at this moment, the Seminar ¿jives 
the following conclusion«, 

1 • Productivity of the weaving mill at this moment can be improved by 
cultivating patiently and carefully, in respect of planning and me- 
thods« 

2. It is very important for every weaving technologist to understand the 
specialities and foundamental philosophy of the weaving industry. 

3« Scientific steps for improving productivity should be understood by 
all managers and supervisors, 

lu Training   of the weaver should be conducted intensively and rejularly 
as the operator is a very important factor in determining productivity 
in weaving. 

5» It is very important for the weaving mills to have a minimum testin^ 
apparatus required in the Laboratory. The better the yarn quality, 
the greater the productivity. 

6, The Production ttanager should go on the shop floor daily to evaluate 
the production processes« 

7« The necessity of cleanliness inside the mill to maintain both quality 
and production efficiency will improve productivity was emphasised. 

8. The importance of the preparation process to give a good quality pro- 
duct in order to increase weaving was underlined. 

9» The seminar recommended those concerned, especially Institute of Tex- 
tile Technology in Landung, to examine Tapioca as a starch siae con- 
tinuously} tapioca is provided by domestic production, cheap and easy 
to ¿et.   It has however some serious limitations« 

These conclusions have been made for the benefit of 
Indonesian Textile Industries« 

developing the 

CHiORUyi 
OF Cffi üTivJilNG COiilTTÜb OF 

«¿E^VIUG SLCTIOH, 

( YJID0.J0 hOEftDOKO S.Toks.  ) 
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TEXTILE INDUSTRY REHABILITATION 
K DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME,     UNIDO 
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HOW TO IMPROVE THE PRODUCTIVITY OF A FINISHING WORKS 

, Before I start considering the problems of improving productivity in 
a finishing works I think that it will be a good idea for us to con- 
sider some of the general aspects and difficulties of the science and 
art of finishing, and then to sketch the particular sections of the 
technology and the management functions to which attention must be 
paid if the productivity is to advance. In tho course of this paper 
I can do no more, as I say then sketch the outlines, but I hope that 
from the written copy, which you have before you and the subsequent 
discussion, that some benefit will be obtained to all of us. I apolo- 
gise for not being able to speak to you in your native language yet 
I am grateful to Mr. üasjid for what is I hope a good translation. 

You will notice in my introduction that I used the word Art. 
Finishing   has    always    been   described   as an art and a science, and 
whilst science is catching up, as Lord *elvin said measurement is the 
beginning of science, and we are now able to measure colour differen- 
ces - we still deal with the    unmeasurenble,    tactile assessment, the 
handle of a fabric and the visual assessment, the look and appearance. 
These are basically subjective tests as opposed to objective measure- 
ment, and it is in this area of aesthetic qualities that is the cause 
of so many of the vicissitudes of Finishing industry.    Our friends in 
the spinning   and    the weaving sectors do not have these problems to 
anything like the same extent, they have their problems of course, but 
not aesthetic arguments,    and they arc not so near to the customur. 
It is the dyer and finisher always,    who receives the first attack of 
criticism about the fabric,    and although in the end it may be proved 
to have been the fault of the spinner or the weaver, the finisher has 
had the first   attack and is left with the unhappy feeling of being in 
dock,    of being arraigned.   For example   we   all know the problems of 
variation in spinning and weaving and we always hesitate to criticize, 
nevertheless   the    most ordinary   young   person will not refrain from 
passing   a   confident opinion about a question of colour matching and 
disparage    with    the greatest aplomb,    the    struggles    of the dyer or 
printer. 
Similarly some customer,   may be colourblind,   nnyway   he has usually 
never had   his    eyes tested for colour vision and we ore told thct % 
of the male population has some colour aberration, will criticize un- 
fairly some colour   matching   especially   if   the   market is turning 
against the shade» 
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It is why the   finisher is so anxious that instrumental colour match- 
ing becomes more general;    we shall then be able to work to definite 
toléremeos   like   the engineers.    Not   only   with colour but with the 
question   of handle or feel the finisher chases some illusory quality 
often at groat expense of money and patience. 

These are the important subjective tests.   There rro now an ever 
increasing number of objective tests with which he has to cope, 
I refer to washing tests,    fastness to dry-cleaning,    fastness to sea 
water, swing tests, fastness to weathering and rot proofing,    x*ater- 
proofing, crease-resisting, flame-proofing, moth-proofing;   you men- 
tion it there's a test for it. 
Added to these   difficulties   there   are   the problems of fashion and 
change,   new substrates,    new dye stuffs,   new methods of application, 
new finishes, new demands for anti-soil properties, and finally last 
but    not   least the problems   of    keeping plant occupied and making a 
profit, 

2, Prom this introduction you will agree, I hope, that the problems of 
finishing are many and variable, the permutations and combinations 
expand to the "nth" degree, and it is the number of variables that 
dominate the finishing works, 
I have described what we can call the external variables, the foreign 
policy variables,    we now approach the other sector, the homo ground, 
the internal variables and these are even more imposing. 
The    different substrates, the dyestuffs, the chemicals, the cloth to 
liquor ratios, the temperatures,    the processes, the difforiug machi- 
nes, the pattern, the colourways, and so on ad infinit uro. 
All    these   many factors lead to what is the main point I am going to 
moke    in this paper,    the importance of control and the need for con- 
trol,    and   the place and headquarters for this control is in the la- 
boratory,    I repeat,    the    place,    the key point for control of these 
variables is the laboratory, 

3, Productivity,   and the future economic operation   of the finisher, in 
my opinion, and not only mine, depends upon an efficient works labor- 
atory and around this centre should the works processing be built up« 
A well   equipped   and staffed laboratory   should be the nerve and the 
exchange and the focal point of the wrks. 
Amongst the many duties of the laboratory should be : 
a. Laboratory specifications of corroct details for each Job, 
b,Correlation of laboratory methods with plant operation. 
c. Strict control of all pl^nt processes, 
d. Control of dyes and chemicals and substrates, 
e. Training of supervisory personnel, 
f. Testing-fastness tests, monitoring tests and liaison with ITT. 

I really want to emphasise the factor of laboratory control, for in 
my visits to works in Java, I have found that importance of the labor 
atory is apt to be overlooked. It must be romcmlxred that the labora- 
tory is not an overhead or an on-cost, but a productive cost and vory 
much concerned with productivity. 
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To start trials on large batches of expensive cloth without prelimina- 
ry laboratory experiments Is Illogical and expensive. It is of course 
necessary sometimes to rely upon reputable dyestuff makers for the 
standard and quality of their products but not always; I can give 
many examples where dye s tuff s and chemicals have been below standard« 
One example springs to mind, where we were troubled with a precipita- 
tion of green colour spots of a vat jellow dyestuff on many metres of 
fabric« At the end of a worrying time we found out that the colour 
spots come froia the makers green shading dyestuff, you all know that 
all dyestuffs are standardised by the addition of shading colour and 
this can very like any other dyeing or printing operation. This 
example could have been a very costly exercise without the laboratory 
detective work. 
The other point that I should   like    to make without stressing it too 
strongly or going too deeply into an inportant aspect,   is the oppor- 
tunity in the laboratory for the training of staff.«   Any young clever 
man,    no matter what degrees   he has obtained ct university or I.T.T, 
enters a   finishing works as a new boy»   We say that he is wut behind 
the ears, in other words,    just weaned fresh from the cradle, and he 
or she needs a probationary period,    a time to correlate his knowledge 
obtained at the academic institutes with works practise.    It is net a 
matter of shaving his head or putting   him   to learn the right songs, 
but to get him   trained   in what goes on in a works,   to initiate him 
into bulk production and the problems of productivity. 
That is why it is necessary for him to spend a year or two in the la- 
boratory before launching him with responsibility. Dyeing and printing 
are becoming   more   and more    chemical engineering operations and the 
laboratory   should   be   the    pilot plant with its miniature equipment 
balanced with the works processes. 
Works laboratories will vary in siae, some small, some large and it 
will be necessary to look to I.T.T, as the central laboratory. They 
will also act as an independent authority tc whom disputes can be 
taken« Nevertheless they should be consulted for advice on staff and 
methods and procedures and constant liaison should be encouraged by 
frequent visits both from the works and fron I.T.T, 

k» I could speak for a long time about the laboratory but there is much 
to cover and I will pass on to the next topic which affects productiv 
ity, works organisation. Organisation is a function of management ana" 
must be of interest to all supervisors or technologists who are part 
of the management team. 
Organisation   is   a   matter   of dividing   work amongst   people whoso 
efforts are to be     co-ordinated   for a common purpose,   No one person 
can do everything,    so functions and responsibilities are devided« In 
Indonesia, works as far as I can Judge are organised on the Classical 
system   with   a distinct    chain of command,    Amy style.     Wo have the 
general manager and the various   departments   with   their   respective 
heads,    bleacher,    dyer,    printer one thing that strikes me is that I 
have not yet met a finisher as such,    or anybody going under the name 
of quality controller« 
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This diagram could be said   to   be   a   typical set-up in a moderately 
sisfd plait« 

General Manager 
| I —"* 1 i 

Office Manager       Worka Manager        Engineer        Quality Control 

Chemist     HLeacherHead Dyer or Col ourlât     Finisher     Makeup/Dispatch 

It is essential     in   any   works   to have responsibilities defined and 
specialised as far as possible;   this   is not easy and will vary with 
the sise of the works* 
I should have thought it necessary to have a technical supervisor to 
deal with all aspects of finishing that is, the responsibility for 
the doth after dyeing or printing, the calendering! the stent ering, 
and all the mechanical and chemioal finishing processes, shrinking 
and crease resisting« and the quality control of handle, appearance, 
and dimension. 
In developed countries the finishing technician is an important menber 
of the staff«   He has a keen eye,   good sense of touch   and handle of 
fabric,   and he builds up an extensive library or samples and records 
of finished deliveries» He acts as a qu&ity controller of the finish. 
ed and final product« 

S« Let   us     now   examine a typical process run«   We must assume that the 
routine   has     been worked out by the works manager and the laboratory 
and the relevant documentation established. It is an axiom in finish* 
ing works that the cloth is accompanied   by a document which will in- 
dicato to all concerned the process   details   in sequence«   In other 
words the cloth   batch   should be able to find its own way around the 
works« After grey examination we start with singeing and desi sing. 
The supervisor should be aware of the sise to be removed and simple 
tests should be carried out to see that this is so done. 
The   iodine   test   in the case of starch sises«   It is essential that 
cloth for dyeing and printing is thoroughly desised. It is also essen 
tial that   the   fabric is not left too long in the wet state to avoid 
the danger of mildew«   The next usual process is scouring and bleach- 
ing depending on the substrate. The methods used will vary from batch, 
semi-continuous, continuous, rope or open width« 
There is the question of the scouring and bleaching agents to be used 
and the degree of treatment necessary« 
Chemioal controls may be required and tests and inspection should 
always be routine« It is useless and uneconomic to send goods forward 
tc the next operation unless we are sure that the quality is correct« 
From scouring and bleaching we sometimes follow with mercerising« This 
process improves the lustre,increases the tensile strength of cotton, 
and the affinity for dyestuffs and regulates the weft dimension« 
It is a most important stage in finishing and require great at tonti on 
to detail} the Machine speed, the time of dwell in the caustic soda, 
and the cloth tensions« 
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It is also necessary to monitor the strength and temperature of the 
caustic soda, the washing off, and the frredom of the cloth from cre- 
ases. Samples should be checked for lustre, convolution count, and di- 
mensional stability* We all know that the cotton fibre shrinks     and 
changes from kidney shaped to almost circular in cross section* 

6« The dyeing department is a key process in the productivity of a 
finishing works« It is here that the many variables crowd for attent 
ion* The usual dyeing methods for cotton piece goods are Jigger, and 
padding or foulard, batch, send-continuous, and continuous, cold 
batch pad reactive, continuous pad steam ranges or indigosol ranges* 
Tao dyeing department is the most difficult to manage, for it is here 
that we break bulk and the bleached cloth is split into the various 
orders and shades. Planning and attention to detail is demanded for 
it is the place where the large expenses occur and are incurred* Dye- 
stuffs and chemicals arc very expensive and the dyers have to watch 
that the profits do not go down the drain both figuratively and 
literally* Dyeing, unfortunately brings to light all the previous 
faults inherent in the cloth; the spinning deficiencies, the weaving 
shortcomings, and the preparation weaknesses* The increase in the 
number of variables points to the need for control and attention to 
details is paramount* We can distinguish into a matter of five " H's " 
methods, machines, materials, money and men* The methods must be 

correct, the machines suitable and well maintained with good water 
supplies and drainage with temperature controls and variable speed 
and constant speed devices* 
In Jig processing, the operator is a skilled workman and should be 
trained as such* The weighing and dispensing of dyestuffs and chemi- 
cals is a most important factor in the productivity function, r.nc1 

there should be departure from " bucket and spade " rough and roady 
practises, to more accurate systems* The cloth batches shoul be of 
known weight and containers should be measured and graduated in order 
that cloth to liquor ratios can be standardised, this of cours« re- 
fers especially to Jiggers and winches* The planning of shade runs 
from light to dark to light is necessary in order to prevent undue 
time "down-time", boiling out and cleaning of machines. 
As we move from batch processing to semi-continuous and continuous 
ranges the machine takes over and it is hero that machine maintenance 
becomes a key factor for succesful productivity* The most important 
items to watch here are the rollers to sec that they are balanced and 
running freely in good bearings, and the various pad nipsj are the 
bowls of the same hardness* Pads or foulards are a subject in them- 
selves and their maintenance is very important* They should be ins- 
pected for uneven wear, the disintegration of the coverings may cause 
unevenness of dye pick up* The bowls may deflect under pressure or 
under uneven load and cause shade variation. Shade variations may 
occur because of the different characteristics of the mixture of dye- 
stuffs, in fact continuous dyeing machines are very expensive and 
demand professional planning and attention to detail in order to run 
them efficiently and economically* 
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Host of what I am saying applies equally to printing which is by no 
ture a continuous process or nearly- always so except for the famous 
batik resist system. 
Here again patient examination of the problems such as choice of dye- 
stuff and thickeners ana methods;    the   care   and   maintenance of the 
machines i   cleanliness   and   good   housekeeping,   and the training and 
supervision   of the workers are   the    toy   points of notice. Printing 
hides most spinning and weaving   fault & but the cloth must be absorb- 
ent and freo from lint or loose threads.   Engraved rollers and print* 
ing screens must be thoroughly checked and tested by print-outs« 
Print pastes should be well mixed and freo from impurities and. aggre- 
gates. The viscosities should be checked by a suitable instrument« 
Doctor blades must be well ground and constantly inspected. It is im- 
portant   to care   for the squeegees and records should bo kept of de- 
tails such as type, hardness and profile and pressures. 

7* Moving on to the Finishing department all drying machines, bakers« 
steamers, and washing machines must be kept clean and well maintained« 
There must be keen attention to the cloth as it is processed and ins- 
tant action should be taken vrhen faults are noticed« It is here that 
the good supervisor sets the standard and trains the operatives in 
the right methods« There are no short cuts to good dyeing end print- 
ing efficiency« 
Patient attention to details arc the recipe for success« 
I have mentioned previously the importance of having a technical   in 
charge of the finishing deportment, with its stenters, drying machines, 
calenders, damping and shrinking machines and breaking machines« 
Cleanliness and maintenance of equipment is, if anything, mor» impor» 
tant here than   anywhere   else,    for the cloth is presumably near the 
end of its run«   There should be planning of   the work;   from light to 
dark shades and back again to light«    The characteristics   of all ma- 
chines should be understood, such as speeds,    nip pressures, tempera- 
tures and the need for weft straightening, and moisture control« 
Sometimes automatic moisture control apparatus is fitted to stenters 
and if this is not so it is a worthwhile investment to buy such instru- 
ments« Most cloth is ovcrdried and significant   increases in product- 
ion can be obtained. There are also hand moisture control instruments 
on the market which arc extremely useful«   In   my experience in Indo- 
nesia, not sufficient   attention is given to the factor of cloth con- 
dition and its influence on handle«    In order to get the maximum pro- 
duction from stentors   it is necessary   to   see that the lint screens 
are regularly cleaned,   from   experience I have found that dirty lint 
screens can reduce the efficiency of a stenter by 5C#. 
Calenders should be washed weekly and checked for foreign bodies, such 
as weaving needles etc«, and pieces of metal. During my career it   is 
amasing what   I   heve   found   in   cloth,   needles, spins, screws, and 
pieces    of   the loom«   Anything   that becomes inbedded in a bowl is a 
potential source of damage, and no customer will buy cloth with holes 
in it«   In order to over-come   this problem some works have installed 
magnetic detectors at their   cloth inspection assembly« This device is 
well worth installing like a mine detector in war« 
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There should always be a pyrometer in the works so that the   tempera- 
ture of the heated calender bowl can be checked.   Nip pressures should 
be examined regularly by means of carbon paper. It is also important, 
as I have mentioned, to check weft straightening and width control. 
In   my experience the most returns    and complaints from customers re- 
late to bowed weft, skewed weft, off-grain call it what you will« 
It   is   a most   annoying fault and is often a result of weaving cloth 
with ti ¿ht and slack selvedges. It can also be caused by worn stenter 
clips or too much tension during processing« 
Any good finisher keeps a record of his finishes and builds up a 
library of patterns and data, and he tries as far as possible to re- 
peat the process for similar cloth qualities« 
It is most essential that the salesman or market representative works 
closely with the general manager and the finisher« The market man 
knows the customers wants and the finishes required and should supply 
the works with a constant flow of market intelligence concerning de- 
sign, finish and general knowledge of the business. 

6« The making up and dispatch department are the places where the final 
inspection and checking take place. In the U.K. and U.S«A, it is 
usual to inspect the finished cloth over a board or table and to mark 
the obvious faults with a string or colour tab. Cloth is gradod 
either first, second or third according to the number of strings put 
in for weaving or dyeing or printing faults, this is an arbitary num- 
ber, say first grade pieco no more than five strings in fifty metres. 
All the making-up machines length counters should be checked weekly 
in order to prevent over or under measuring« A loss of % is quite 
common and hinders maximum productivity« From every batch or colour- 
way a piece of the fabric should be selected at random and checked 
for handle and appearance, for pick and width and compared with pre- 
vious deliveries. This is the time to take and cut samples which 
should be kept in plastic envelopes with recorded details of process- 
ing. Income or outcome to be checked. 
The dispatch department is the final operation and good recording is 
essential. 
In my experience   I have known pieces go out without invoices and in- 
voices be    sent   without cloth«    Complete note    should be kept of all 
doth   damaged   and kept   and it is imperative that figures of lengths 
should be,    as   it were audited,    mistakes can occur and usually they 
are against the works. 

9« Another important factor in productivity is works maintenance« 
The engineer or maintenance supervisor is and should be an integral 
part of the management team« 
Dyeing and printing as already stated arc becoming more and more che- 
mical engineering operations anc* there must be complete liaison bet- 
ween the technologist and the engineer, in fact the technologist 
should be engineer oriented and the engineer cloth conscious* 
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Maintenance is a never ending problem« Machines have tc be lubricatoci 
and lubrication is an enemy of dean and stainless fabric. More atten 
tion must be given to planned maintenance and the present system 
which is as far as I can see "breakdown Maintenance" with no spares 
available should be helped to disappear« Planned maintenance is in 
the first instance more expensive but it is the right way. Planned 
maintenance means preventive maintenance and «aintenance programmes 
should be drawn up and the management must insist that the programme 
is carried out» It means a thorough examination of all machines and 
the arrangement of periodic checks, weekly, monthly even yearly and 
regular inspections Just as one must maintain a motorcar or cycle in 
order to got the maximum from the asset. It is a question of organisa 
tion and mutual understanding between the line management and the* 
engineer« The matter of spares Is most important and it should be 
possible to have sufficient without undue expense on the budget« 
Breakdown maintenance is the great enemy of productivity. 
Associated with maintenance is "good housekeeping"« rie must aim at 
having tidy and clean works and departments. The workman take their 
lead from the supervisors or managers and insistence on a clean 
department result in clean cloth« The engineer can set a pood example 
here by keeping odd bits of equipment, tools, and chocks of wood and 
bamboo in the proper place. 

10« Another very important factor in productivity often overlooked is 
that of training, not only of staff but workpeople. In my opinion and 
that many others this especially in the developed countries is 
the greatest untapped source of productivity. Everybody is becoming 
more sophisticated they buy radios and bicycles and they usually 
anxious to cooperate in their work« The more one knows about a job 
the more interesting it becomes and operative must be taught what the 
Job is about, the drill, and the right way of doing it. If they are 
well trained they can be most helpful in preventing faults and help- 
ing to cure them when they occur« If possible there should bo a mem- 
ber of the staff responsible for training and he should produce 
training schemes and training manuals« Staff training should be cen- 
tred around the laboratory, as I have already mentioned, nevertheless 
each technologist or departmental head should make himself r* spon- 
sible for training his section, this means that he must be an expert 
at his Job and able to instruct and run every machine in his depart- 
ment« 
Dyeing and finishing arc not so labour intensive as spinning or weav- 
ing but it is even more essential that he should be a master of his 
craft and an expert at his Job, It is therefore necessary that he too 
should be given every help in keeping up to date, by having access to 
the latest books and magazines and refresher courses, with if pos- 
sible visits to other factories, and assistance in Joining organisa- 
tions. UNIDO and Dr, Oweiss are very concerned about training and a 
training expert is due to arrive shortly. There will be the training 
of top management, middle management, and operatives« 
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The training expert will train the trainees at the factories who will 
train   supervisors to train the operatives« 
Top management training will be done by means of fellowships to other 
countries and by the other experts« 

Production Planning and Control« 
These are of course managerial functions but as every supervisor tech 
nologist is a part of the management team it is essential that he 
should be aware of the importance of these factors in the aim of 
maximum productivity« 
It is a matter of utilising the productivo resources to the best 
possible degree, of matching werk to machines, of method study and 
work measurement* 
There must be records of production and down time and reprocessing, 
in order that faults con be identified and responsibility allocated 
both quality-wise and maintenance-wise« There must be constant detai^ 
ed planning and collection of data« If possible targets should be 
given to every department and frequent meeting should be held to re- 
port progress and hold-ups, 

11» Finally last but not least, there is the costing function. The costing 
department monitors the productivity and is dependent on adequate 
feedback from the various departments and supervisors and engineer« 
It should be responsible for the documentation of stock control both 
receipt and issues, and it should work in close collaboration with 
the wages and pricing sections«» Without accurate costing, a works is 
like a blind man and it is so easy to work herd and yet make no pro- 
gress« 
The department has the Job of giving targets and making budgets and 
projections and measuring real productivity« The significant costs in 
dyeworks and printworks are steam and power, dyustuffs and chemicals, 
wagos and salaries, and maintenance and it is essential that all the 
staff ore aware of importance of economy in all these aspects and cut 
goings« Bound up with these expenses are the great items of wastej 
damaged and downgraded cloth, dyestuffs and chemicals going down the 
drain in excess, menders and cobblers, imperfect goods over bleached, 
underbleached, badly dyed, badly printed - the causes arc mr.ny and 
various but they all lead to waste of steam, waste of power, wr.at- of 
money and effort and productive resources. 
Well that's all for now, I have not dealt with any of thu items on 
great depth but I hope that I have given you enough to think about 
and stimulate you in the search for greater productivity in your 
various works« 

Questions « 

Division into small syndicates in the afternoon where we shall consi- 
der. 
1 « What are the necessary requirements of a good technical supervisor ? 
2« What system of documentation do you think advisable in a finishing 

works ? 
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DISCUSSION 

I. LABORATORY 

Questions Mrs« *urwanti Kusno 
HIM Ismlnln¿,sih 
Mr« Hendrody&ntopo 
Mr« Iman Soetjipto 
Mr« Arlfin h. 

(I.T.T.; 
(I.T.T. 
(I.T.T.; 
(Ditdáenteks) 
(Ratatex) 

1 • Laboratory   equipment necessary used in the unit of the finishing 
works are i 

• colour matching lamp 
• ultra violet and Tungsten lumps 
• balance 
• microscope 
-dyeing pots 
• pH meter 
• washing wheel 
• viscometer 
• strength tester 
• mangle 
- foulard 
-Jig 
• heater 
- baking chamber 
- steamer. 

For larger site unit of finishing works it should be equipped with 
moisture conditioning roen and also a library« 

Mote i   According to     the   audience the number and the cost of the 
equipments arc too big« 

2» The kinds of tests that should be held are t 

a« Bleaching 

b« Dyolng 

c« finishing 

i pH tost 
fluidity test 
reflectance 

t - visual test 
- chemical test 
-pH tsst 
• fastness to light 
• fastness to washing 
• fastness to ironing 
- fastness tc crocking« 

t • appearance 
- pick 
-width 
- washing 

handle 
strength 
shrinkage 
crease resin 
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3« a. There is   no    agreement   about the best instrument fer colour 
matching up to now. 

b* Sowing test is carried out by sewing two pieces of cloth with 
high speed sowing machino and evaluate by visual method. 

lu In order to get the same results as in the laboratory it is 
necessary to have gocd machinery and to weight the chemicals 
properly not only by approximation. 

5* Laboratory facility is used both for testing and training* The 
cost of the laboratory works is less than 1ft of the total cost, 
idi dyestuffs and chemicrls sfruld be analyse first as each 
package night bo different in quality. 

6* It is necessary te empile good d< cumontation to reduce the 
excessive work and cost for the same processes* 

II. QUALITY CONTROL 

Cuestiona » i&ss Isrdningsih 
lit. Iman Soetjipti 
Mr. ürifin H. 
Ifr. P*H. Hunan 

(I.T.T.) 
(Ditdjenteka) 
(Ratatex) 
(G.K.B.I,) 

1. Although each dopartment has its ctm testing section it is 
necessary in large werk to have special people who deal with 
quality control« 

2« To avoid the trouble of the following processes supervisor should 
report the origin and the kino! of the faults* 

3* To obtain the sane product it is neoessary to have attention on 
the pick up and the wet condition of the doth as it will give 
different result even by using the same system or method of 
processes* 

It* It is a good idea that each finisher and technician have a loupe 
to check the cloth construction and to determine the right 
following process* 

5* Each package of the dyestuff and chemical should be tested* 

6* Metal detector is the only apparatus to eliminate the small metal 
carried   by   the   cloth and hence it is important to Inspect the 
grey cloth* weaving and the machine* 
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III. PROCESSINO 

Questions t Mr. Djad^ang Hirawan (P.T.G.) 
Hr. Nansal Chan (Delimatex) 
Mr. ürifin M, (Ratatex) 
¡Ir. P.H. Human (Q.K.B.I.) 
Mr. Ashari (Toxin) 

1» The   finishing   machine for cotton for example an opon Jig and a 
steamer stenter cannot be used for synthetic   fibres* 
Carrier dyeing system may be used with open Jig, but it Kill tako 
longer time. High temperature   heating   cannot   bo obtained from 
steam. 
Pin clipfr synthetic fibre should be a head pin clip, 

2« The   steamer   can be used   for   dyeing and also for bleaching or 
whitening. 

3* Ift roller printing there is no correlation between the depth of 
the engraving and the depth of the shade and it is influenced by 
the washing process. 

lu For scouring, bleaching and finishing each kilogram of the cloth 
needs approximately   1*5 litres of water. 

$• To iiiiprove the lustre   of   the   cloth   printed with pigment it is 
necessary to check the scouring   and bleaching   and have a trial 
on mcrcerisation, 

6. Mercerising   process mcy be carried   out   with   the   grey or the 
bleached cloth and will give the same effect. If it is done with 
the grey   cloth the caustic solution is dirty but the following 
scouring process will be mild. 
Heavy cloth is generally mercerised as grey. It is common la 
Indonesia to use cholnless mercerising unit which gives less 
lustre. 

7* It is emphasised not to use severo! brands of dyestuff. 

8« The moisture content   of the cotton   fabric is about 8$». Dyeing 
and printing need dried but finishing net so dried.   It is better 
to run the cloth through a conditioning room before calendering. 
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IV« OTHERS 

Questions t *%>• Harun Hard Jit o 
Mr» Hadhetû 
1*. Nusjirwan Sedila 
Mr« DJandl Usman 

(P«N, Insan) 
(DitdjonUks) 
(P.T« Sumber Sandang) 
(Ditdjenteks) 

1« To od culate 
units« 

the   production   one   may   use mutor or kilogram as 

2« As approximation   direct   and   indirect   cost   can   be written as 
follows i 

dyes 10ft 
chemicals 1 ($» 
salary/wages 30$ 
steam & power 
maintenance 
profit 255b 
depreciation « 

3« It is difficult to determine an economic size of a finishing 
plant in Indonesia at this moment« A small plant will not yield 
good operating efficiencies and a very large plant is difficult 
tc maintain at full capacity« In the U.K. the usual size was from 
12,500,000 metres per annum to 25,000,000 metres« 
There are now a few plant of operating at 30,000,000 - $0,000,000 
metres per annum« In Indonesia it is essential to try tc work the 
plant 21* hours a day, 7 days a week as capital is mere expensive 
than labour« 

It« The main limiting factors in the finishing plant are the styles 
and market demand. The tendency is now to integrate with spinning 
and weaving production« Capital available is of course always a 
limiting factor« 

5« The equipment in Indonesia is a mixing of old and new.   The now is 
sometimes very good« The way to deal with our data of machines is 
either scrap or modify« Old machinery well maintained can produce 
good finishing work« 

—tS"*" 
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CONCLUSIONS OF THi. SEKLtaR 
»HOw TO IIÍPROVE PRODUCTIVITY III FIHISHING" 

HELD AT 
LJÜTITUTE OF TEXTILE TECHNO] uüY    1WDM} 

ON í-iíiHCH 30, 1972. 

After considering the , aper delivered by hr. John E.H. bennett, a 
UNIDO Expert and after discussing the problems concerning the condition 
of Textile Industries in Indonesia at this moment the seminar has drawn 
these following conclusions, 

1. There is still a possibility to ir.prr vo productivity in the finishing 
plants in Indonesia. 

2. To improve the productivity in finishing works these following factors 
should be fulfilled : 

1). Laboratory facility   in finishing works is very important because 
either the quality or quantity   of   the production can be planned 
through the laboratory works. 
The investment cf the laboratory equipments is large, but in turn 
it can be used as saving   and   moreover   it is only less than one 
percent of the total production cost, 

2). Documentation of the process in detail is very important so as to 
avoid any identical trial in the future and consequently to reduce 
the production cost. 

3). It is necessary to have a good mill    organisation   acceptable    by 
technologists and the engineer   should be combined as an integral 
part of the management team. 

k)* Training should be conducted both for staffs and direct labours. 
Laboratory is the training place for staff. 

5). Dyeing c   Printing departments arc th*   keys of the finishing works 
and oleanliness of the plant and good maintenance of the machinery 
should get attention seriously. 

3. To obtain high   productivity there should be a system in implementing 
thos e above factors effectively. 

The    conclusions   have    been made for the benefit of developing the 
Indonesian Textile Industries. 

OF THE STEEUING COHJTiiiE OF 
THL, FIHIiiHIiG SECTION, 

•J      A '  ---'''- T      " 
N , .  -   v~   - • —• 

( SJJîTOSJ» S.Teks.  ) 
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SUATU USAHA JŒNINQKATKAN PRODUKTIVITAS 

BADA PABRII TEN UN 

1. PENOANTAR KATA 

Tulissn ini merupakan ringkasan dari apa Jang telah saja sampai- 
kan pada Seminar untuk para Ahli2 Tekstil Jang telah diadakan di Ban- 
dung pada tanggal 30 Maret 1972 deh Pro Je k Uíí IDO. 

Pada waktu i tu saja han ja berkenan ber bit Jara sel ama 3¿ djam sa- 
dja, sehingga saja terpakaa membatasi diri pada topiks saja Jang sing 
kat dengan problem teknologi jang praktis dan sederhana, Jang sangat 
diharapkan dan dibutuhkan oleh para Ahli Tekstil disini« 

Tentu sadja adaiah sangat perlu untuk memperhatikan pentingnja 
Administras!, Marketing, dsb.j tetapi dengan al asan tersebut dietas 
terpakaa kamt tunda hai tersebut pada kesempetan lainnja« 

2« KEISTIMEWAAN INDUSTRI TEKSTIL 

Dibandingkan dengan industri2 lainnja, industri Tekstil merupa- 
kan industri jang labour intensive; ini berarti bahwa baik kwalitas 
ataupun kwantitas dari produksi tergantung tidak hanja pada peralatan 
nja tetapi tergantung djuga pada karyawannja sendiri« Dal an hai ini, 
industri Tekstil mempunjai dasar Jang berboda dari industri peralat- 
an lain, rrdsalnja industri Kimia. 

3. KEISTIlffiWAAN PARI IMPIETRI TENW 

Pada sebuah mesin Pintal Jang raendliki 1*00 spindle, tidak akan 
pernah berhenti hanja karena satu benang putua, akan tetapi 399 spin- 
dle lainnja tetap akan mcmproduksi benang« 

Berbeda dengan proses pemintalan ini, sobuah mesin tenun berhen- 
ti misalnja, 5000 benang akan berhenti somua hanja disebabkan put us- 
nja satu benang lusi sadja, ini berarti bahwa 1&99 benang lusi lain- 
nja berhenti tidak berproduksi. Porbedaan antara Pertenunan dan Pe- 
mintalan iniiah jang tak dapat dikesampingkan« 

Dengan kata lain, tidaklah begitu mudah untuk menaikkan produksi 
pertenunanj karena agar produksi purtonunan dapat bord jalan continue 
moka tak sondai benangpun boi eh put us» Saudara haruslah berusaha a- 
gar djangan ada benang jang putus walau sehelaipun supaja produktivi 
tas pertonunan baik« Tidak ada usaha lain Jang dapat menaikkan pro- 
duksi, jang dalam hai ini kobutuhan kwalitas raw-yarn dan lusi pada 
beam sangat penting dan menentukan« 

Sepcrti telah diterangkan diatas, beam ini dihasilkan buruh jang 
digunakan dalam proses Persiapan dan kwalitas dari padanja terutama 
ditentukan oleh aktivitae dari buruh itu« 

li« PENTINOflJA KWALITAS PAU KWAMTITAS FRODUKSI PERTEWUMAN 
DIPISAHKAN 

JANG TAK DAPAT 

Sila sehelai lusi putus, mesin tenun dan produksi akan berhenti 
bereomaan; putusnja benang tentu sodja akan menjebabkan tjatjatt kcdn 
misalnja, lusi hilang, pakan menjilang deb« 
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Dalain hai benang pakan putus, kuadaan akan sama dengan pada lusi 
putua« Apabila meain tenun lantjar, produkaipun akon berdJalan tenia 
don t Jat Jatpun tidak akan terdjadi kot juoli ada aebab2 lain« Itu ae- 
mua berarti tak aoorangpun dapat menaikkan produksi pertenunan tanpc 
perbaikan mutu kain dan djuga mutu kain Jang baik dapat ditjapai ha- 
nja dengan produktivitaa Pertenunan Jang baik, 

Djadi eeriua pcningkatan2 dari produksi, kwalitas dan ongkos di* 
pertenunan hanja tcrgantung pnda berkurang putusnjc. bcnang sulama 
proae8j koadaan ini tidaklah dilebih-aebihkan« Setiap Teknokrat Por 
teminan Jang berpengalaman di dunia aetudju akan hai ini, 

5» HMTINOìUA KWALITAS RAU-XARM 

Pada aotiap industri, kwalitas bahan baku adalah san^at pentingj 
hai ini tidak perlu dikatakan lagi, Totapi industri Pert ominan tcru- 
tama, hai ini tidak akan pernah dapat dikesampingkan, Bila terdjadi 
ada Bchclai bcnang Jang bermutu kurang diantara 5000 bcnang lusi la- 
innja, make somua h99S benang lusi lainnja akan ikut berhenti hanja 
karena adanja aehelai bcnang Jang putua sar'ja, 

Scmua Ahli Teknologi Pertenunan Dunia Jang berpengalanan akan 
mengerti bahwa lcbih dari 60$ sebab bcrhentinja mesin tenun discbab- 
kan adanja tjatjat2pada raw-yarn-nja. 

6. mrriHONjK PROSES PLUSIAPAII 

Kita dapat melihat bahwa tcrlalu banjaknja benang putus disebab- 
kan kesalahan Jang ada pada proses Persiapannja, misalnja sambungan 
Jang kurang baik pada pengolosan, tidak tjukup dan kurang baiknja pc- 
ngandjian, waste bcnang, lusi Jang kendor dan debu2 serat dll. Tanpa 
momperbaiki kekurangan2 pada Persiapan, tak.seorangpun dapat menge- 
lakkan terdjadi meain tenun berhenti dan penurunan kw.J.itas kain peda 
3aat Jang bersamoan. 

Tambah lagi kand dapat melihat bahwa banjak pabrik Jang tul ah 
membuat benangnja mendjadi turun mutunja karena proses Persiapannja 
aendiri« Hal ini adalah sangat luengcdjutkan dan menggclikan bagi me- 
reka Jang mengerti, Pada umumnja di ¿legara ini, terdjadi bahwa bc- 
nang Jang bormutu kurang lebih dibuat kurang lagi ol^h pengerdjc.an 
Jang dilakukannja sondiri« Misalnja djalannja benang dimuka dan di- 
dekat slit-gauge atau alub-catcher pada mosin kelos tidak lurus, bor- 
gerak munggaruk dan menjebabkan lebih berbulu karena audut dari al.it 
gauge; kadang2 benang melalui tjelah Jang tadjam menjebabkan menurun- 
nja kwalitas dan putusnja benang Jang soharusnja tidak pcrlu terdjadi 

Pernah saja tenvd seorang Manager Produksi Jang berkcta kepadc. 
saja bahwa mutu bcnang Jang dikerdjakan di pabrlknja sangat rendan 
aehingga dia tidak dapet raonaikkan efisienai pcrtenunannja, Tetapl 
ketika kand datang keaana untuk survey, saja dapatkan bahwa mutu be- 
nang Jang rendan tel ah lebih dikurangi lagi oleh t jara pengerdjaannja 
aendiri« 

Seorang Manager lain pernah b^rkata pada saja bahwa» "Kaud. tidak 
mcmiliki tjukup modal untuk meng-import dan memaaang mesin Jang up-to 
date, karenanja 1 ami tidak dapat momperolch efisienai Pertenunan Jang 
tinggi». 
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Tetapi dori hosil survey saja, ternata bahwa efisionel Atm 1970, 
2f> lobih rendah dari poda efisiensl Atm th, 191*0 & th, 1960. 

Sebabnja adalah bahwa kclau dllihat dari benang dan proses Per* 
slapon untuk kedua mat jam Atm torsobut adolah sama, beam tenun don 
polot raompunjai kwalitas jang soma; tctapi training dari tukang tenun 
poda Atm th, 1970 lefcah kurang tjukup di banding dongm jan¿ pada Atm 
th. I9I1O& th. I960. 

Dengan dendkian memperlihatkan kopontingan Jang monentukan ada- 
nja proses Persiapan dan training dari pada buruhnja, 

7. FiNTINQNJA PDCLIHARAAM MSSIN 

Dalam hol pemcliharaan mesin Jang kurang tjukup dan kurang bañar, 
Saudara ti dak akan pernah dapat menaikkan   produktivitas dan kwalitas 
Saudora, 

Konjataim pentingnja hai ini tidaklah perlu kand tckankanj tcta- 
pi sampoi kini banjak pabrik kurang memperhatikan persoalan ini Jang 
pada achirnja mereka ti dak dapat memperoleh produktivitas jang sola- 
jaknja, Karena bila mosin2 baru dipasang olch para ahlinja, scnua 
baglan2 mosin tcraebut akan berd jalan 1 ant jar sehingga mereka mcrasa 
tidak perlu adanja pemeliharaan mesin, tidaklah lagi memperhatikannja 
untuk waktu jang lama dan tidak memesan spare-partnja, Sesudah do - 
nákian, scbaglan besar spare-part mendjadi rusak dan ofisiensi dengan 
t jepat menurun sodangkan mereka tidak pernah melatih para ahli mesin- 
nja, tidak pemah mengembangkan t jara2 pemeliharaan dan tidaklah pula 
memesan sparc-^part2nja jang perlu} sehingga mereka tidaklah dapat 
berbuat apa2 untuk nengatasi keadaan jang menjedihkan ini, Dal am ke- 
adaan denikian mereka han ja bcrkatai "Kami tidak mundliki t jukup uang 
untuk mumboli mcsin2 baru, korenanja kamt tidak dapat menaikkan efi- 
siensl kard", 

Untuk menghindari keadaan Jang demikian, dari mula dan mulai sa- 
at ini, kita perlu Pemeliharaan dengan hati2. 

Pada umuranja ada tiga matjam pemeliharaan mesin sebagoi borikutt 

(1) Pengaturan Pemeliharaan dan   frninjakan. 
Pentingnja bagian2 mesin jang borgerak harua diatur dan di- 

beri mlnjak set jara periodik dengan bantuan gauge dan skala, ba- 
gian-bagian jang usang diganti dengan jang baru, Kclau tidak 
demikian bagian2 jang bcrputar tersebut akan berada pada posisi 
jang salah sesudah bebcrapa lama bekerdja, dan gcrakan tersebut 
mendjadi tidak efektif lagi, 

Sebagai tjontoh adalah, gcrakan pemukulan tcropong harua 
dlsotul 2 kali sebulan, kckuatan dan waktu pukulan harua diukur 
dengan tcpat dan diatur; roll pcmukul, bos-pcmukul, hi dung pcrnu- 
kul, tongkat pemukul, sabuk penaban dan picker harua dipcriLsa 
den diganti bila perluj dan posisi toropong waktu berada dikotak 
nja harus diukur dan diatur« 

(2) Reparas!, 
Bila salah satu bagian mesin oda jang rusak ataupun pat ah, 

haruslah segera dipcrbaikl tanpa monundanja, 
Untuk perbaikan ini, Saudara perlu memiliki    Statistik dari 
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panggunaan apara-part2 Jang panting aatiap bulan atau aetiap ta- 
hun deb., dan »emeeannja dulu aetjara pariodlk pada pembuat me- 
sin Jang beraangkutan. 

(3)   Panaliharaan préventif, 
Untuk i»nghindari terdjadinja ketjalakaan keruaakan me- 

tta dan untuk memperpandjang «mur meain, pameliharaan   préventif 
ini parlu aekali« „      .. 

Sebagal tJontoh adalah aetiap meain tenun harue diperikaa 
diaetel dan dindnjaki aetiap pergantian beam ditempat-tempat di- 
mana hai itu tidak mungfcLn dilakukan pada aaat meain bekerdja, 
dan terutama aetiap 6 bulan bal taraebut harua dilakukan untuk 
hal2 Jang lebih banjak lagi. Uhtuk pemeliharaan overhoul meain- 
tenun perlu dilakukan aetiap 3-5 tain» aekoli tergantung pada 
kondiainja. 

8« nmumjk PEMHBRSIHAN 
Pemberaihan di Perointalan dan pertenunan untuk mondapatkan kwa- 

litaa dan efiaienal Jang baik, dan bukan untuk memborikan pondongan 
Jang menjenangkan bagi tanu Jang datang.   

Terutama fly-waate menjebabkan benang putua dan akan mentJegan 
perbaikan kwalitae dan efiaienainja banjak aekoli, 

Proaea2 peraiapan dimana bobbin-keloa beam dan meain2, penuh do 
n*an fly-waate tidak akan pernah borhaail memperoleh beam ataupun pa- 
let Jang baik dan achirnja tidak akan pernah berhaail moningkatkan e- 

" eny-waate diberaihkan dan dihilangkan act Jara poriodik olch ope- 
ratornja dan terutama oleh pekcrdja chuaue Jang ditentukan. 

Tontu sadja djalan Jang torbaik adalah dengan meneeunakan meain 
pemberaih Jang up-to-date aebagai vacuum cleaner, tetapi aaudara dju- 
ga dapat melakukaimja dengan tangán, fane, aapu2 bambú dan djerami, 
dan acbagainja« . . 

Pentingnja pemberaihan di Peraiapan dan djuga di Pertenunan   tak 
•eorangpun dr.p>t n^n¡>s^j;:pingkannje.« 

9. PEMTINQHJ* TRAININO 
Sarcai aekarang kuntji pekerdjaan di Pabrik Pertenunan maaih 

dikerdjakan dengan tangán, miaalnja di proaea pengeloaan, koloa akan 
berputar dan benang digerakkan oleh meain, tetapi bila benang putua, 
naka penjambungan biaaanja harua dilakukan oleh operatori dengan de- 
mikian apabila mereka tidak tcrlatih baik maka aambungan benangnja ku 
rang rata dan tidak begitu kuat dan pula tegengan benang Jang diker - 
djakan tidaklah tJukup untuk menghindari perbedaan tegangan luai, 
Semua tjatJat ini akan menjebabkan menurunnja efiaienai meain     tenun 
pada achirnja» .      . 

Begaimanapun djuga aaja dapat menekankan diaini bahwa betapa pen 
ting dan perlunja latihan dart para buruh, lebih dari pcmaaançn me- 
ain Jang up-to-date j aebagai pengalaman aaja aelama 20 tahun di Por- 
tenunan« 
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10. H3TCIHQMJA DIADAfltN TESTING 

Pabrik Saudara tontulah bukan suatu Institut, Akademi ataupun 
Universitasj dcngan demudan saudara tidakloh perlu memiliki peral at 
an testing Jang ber-matjam2, aahacLi  dan rundt. 

Tetapi se-fcidak2nja saudara mombutuhkan untuk menge test kwali- 
tas raw-yarn dan benang kandjinja., sifat2 al am dari bahan kandji, 
viscositas, deradjat pH dan tcmperatur dari bubur kandjinja. 

Dalam hai ini, peralatan torsebut dibawah seharusnja di boli dan 
dipasangkan poda Laboratorium saudara, Jaitu i 

1 ) Alat pengetest kekuatan benang tunggal (tensile Tester)   de- 
ngan pandjang benang Jang di-test 50 cm, 

2) Alat pengetest tahan gosok untuk benang Jang dikandji. 
3) Alat analysa klrda 
I») Alat pengukur viscositas & stop watch. 
5) Kertas pengetest deradjat pH. 
6) Thermometer» 

Semua alat2 tcrmaksud   tidakloh mahal    dan   saudara akan dengan 
mudan dapat membelinja dan semuanja sangat berguna untuk momperbaiki 
produktivitas saudara. 

11. FEMTINONJA EENQüiiATAiJ LANüSIMG OLEH IlANAGER PRODUSSI SLNDIRI 

Seorang Manager Produksi, Jang saja maksudkan adaiah Ahli Tek» 
nologi Tckstil tertinggi pada pabrik Jang sel al u si buk dan sukar rne- 
luongkan waktunja untuk mengamati längsungj walaupun derdkian dia te 
tap perlu sesering mungkin mengerdjakan pengamatan tersebut sendirl. 

Hanja dengan daftar pengamatan Jang düakukan oleh bawahannja, 
dia tidak dapat mengerti sc4cctJ112nJa sebab dan situasi scsungguh- 
nja efisiensi pertenunan dan berhcntinja mesin tonun t dengan dumi- 
kian dia tidak dapat mengambil djalan Jang torbaik untuk menperbaiki 
nja. 

Dan djuga selama pengamatannja Jang langsung dia dapat monoliti 
kegiatan para buruh, kondisi pcrawatan mesin dab., untuk mendapctkan 
ketcrangan2 bagi perbaikan2 sclandjutnja. 

12. BAQAIMAilA TJARANJA MEMPERBAIKI PRQDUKTIVITAS PAPA PKBRIK TENUM 

Apabila saudara sekarang sudah betul2 mengerti prinsip2 Jang 
diterangkr.n diatas, maka dalam mengatasi persoalan2 sudahlah dengan 
sendirinja akan mengikuti tjara2 sbb. t 

Langkah     pertama 

Ment Jori Efisiensi Pertenunan Saudara dengan TJara Penghitungan Lang 
fcSE£i32i?Iïï* 

Manager pabrik perlu datang sondiri diruang pertenunan dan lang 
trog datang ke mesin2 untuk dapat menghitung djumlah mesin Jong 
djolan, sesering mungkin, poda pagi', sore dan malam hart untuk ke- 
mudian menghitung ¿-age efisienainja. 



Langkah     kedua 
Ment Airi dJumlah froouensl absolut berhentin.1a mesin. 

Manager mendlih sebuah grup dari + 20 mesin Jong dipilih setja- 
pa random dan bordiri didekatnja selâma satu djam untuk mentJatat 
berapa kali mesin berhenti diaebabkan oleh lusl dan Jang dlsebabkan 
oleh pakannja* 

Langkah     ketiga 
MentJarl sebab muaabab berhcrrt.in.1a mosin. 

Manager datang langsung ko mesin2 sebagai pada langkah pertama 
dan mentjatat factor2 sebab berhentinja mesin2, 

Langkah     kcempat 
Mendapatkan waktu berhentinja setiap mesin dan ketdatan tukang tenun 

Manager berdiri pada suatu tempat diruang pertcnunan dan mem- 
perhatikan berapa lama setiap mesin Jang berhenti dibiarkan tanpa 
reaksi tukang tenun. Fengamatan ini seharuanja dilakukan sosering 
mungkln« 

Langkah     kelima 
Manganai laa data2 haill pengamatan teracbut. 

Manager memerintahkan pada bawahannja untuk monghitung dan mem- 
buatkan daftar basil dari pengamatan längs ungnJa # Dengan daftar ter- 
sebut akan dapat dimengerti sebab Jang sebenarnja mengakibatkan ren- 
dahnja efisiensi pertenunannja« 
Mungkin manager akan merr.se horan nungetahvd dari faktc. bahvrr. aebab 
utana dari rendahnja efisiensi diportenunan adalah mutu Jang kurang 
dari beara2 lusi dan ketidak marapuon serta kegiatan Jang iraaionil 
dari tukang tenun« 

Langkah  keenam 

Malaiin tyf fflg foflun dan menundiuk pekerdJa ohuaus   untuk ner 
HA iwtn nrîmi*ar ***** <*«* J aMniffliiiiCEs.^ : 
1 ) Molatiti tukang tenun» 

Tukang tenun harus bekerdja tidak hanja t Jepat tetapl harus 
dapat berflkir rasionil« Kebanjakan tukang tenun terlalu menjibuk 
kan diri pada penjambungan lusi Jang banjak rusaknja sehingga mem 
biarkan ATM lain Jang djusteru hanja sehelai lnslnje aadja Jang 
putua j dalam hai ini tentu sadja mereka lebih perlu datang pada 
ATM Jang berhenti dengan sebab Jang sederhana dulu dan torus men* 
djalankannja lagL, dan baru kemudian pergi ke ATM Jong berhenti 
dengan sebab Jang lebih rumit. 

Dengan kata lain, mereka perlu dilatih lagi untuk selalu bor 
hati-hcti pada semua mesin Jang diavasinja, bahkan meskipun me* 
reka sedang mengerdjakan sesuatu pada aolah satu ATM-nJaj agar 
didapat efisiensi mesin Jang maksimum* 
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2) Henundjuk pokerd;}* chusua. 
Untuk mendapatkan efisiensi   mesin   jang tinoti, kita   perlu 

mempersingkat waktu mesin berhenti seketjil mungkin; Jang bcrarti 
tukang tenun   perlu   mengkonsentrasikan kegiatannja   untuk mendja- 
lankan lagt meain Jang berhenti set jepat mun¿kin. 
Bagi tukang tenun, menghilangkan waktu untuk menjambung lus i Jang 
ruaak, membongkar pakan di mesin dan djuga   memasukkan palet pada 
teropong ATii otomatis dll., tidaklah mungkin   dilakukan sendirij 
untuk itu harus dikcrdjakan oleh pekerdja chusus. 

Langkah     ketudjuh 

mMperbaiki proses pengandjian, 
Tidaklah hanja resep kandjinja sendiri,    tetapi   tjara mcntjam- 

purnjapun   harus dilakukan dengan hati2, dan sudah barang tontu bahan 
kandjinja sendiri, 

Benang (raw-yarn) pada umumnja sangat bcrbulu Jcnb ade. di Indo- 
nesia dengan demikian penutupan Jang sempurna dengan film dari kan- 
dji dengan kuat harus dipcroleh untuk mengetasi penbentukan raulut 

luai dan gosokan sisir waktu penjetekan di mesin, den djuga penetra- 
si pada benang harus baikj kalau tidak demikian kandji dipcrmukaan 
benang akan hilang sia2, 

Pada industri Tekstil dikonal dua matjam pengerdjaan pen^rndjian 
Jcitu kandji benang lusi dan kandji di finishing. Kepc ntin0an kedua 
matJam pengandjian tcrsebut adalah sangat berbeda; pengandjian 

lusi dilakukan untuk menambah kekuatan dan mclindungi ketahanan go- 
sok benang dari gerakan2 mekanik, sedang pengandjian di finishing 
untuk kain2 tenun diberikan untuk tudjur.n perdagangr.n sepcrti tampak 
lebih baik dan berat kain jang memenuhi dsb, 

Bagl finishing, tapioca ini    sangat   baik   untuk   dipakai karena 
raudah dibuat pasta, tjemorlang dan djuga sangat murah, 
Tetapi bagi pengandjian benang lusi, tapioca ini   tidaklah dapat di- 
katakan baik dengan berbagai alasan sebagai bcrikut i 
1 ) De, ja adhesinja lemah. 
2) Viskositasnja tidaklah stabil dan menurun dengan tjepatnje peda 

saut pomasakan dan susudahnja, 
3) Lapisan Filmnja dalam keadaan kering tidak kuat. 
k) Da ja mengisap airnja tinggi, dan bila humidity pada 3aat prosc3 

menenun terlalu tinggi maka tahan goaoknje dengan tjcpe.t menurun 
aehingga benang kandjian mendjr.di sangat lunak dan berbulu. 

5) Pengaaaman sesudah mendjadi pasta lebih tinggi bila di banding ba- 
han kandji alam lainnja, den viscositas turun dengan tjepat. 

6) Daja penetrasi pada benang rendan sehingga kandji hanjr berada di 
sepandjang permukaan benang dan mudah hilang peda sar.t pembentuk- 
an mulut lusi dan pengctckan. 

Di Inggris, mereka pernah memakai tapioca untuk mengandji lusi scwak- 
tu bahan kandji lainnja mendjadi mahal pada sekitar tahun 1?03, teta- 
pi efiaiensi   pertenunan turun   dengan   sangat besar,    dan sesudahnja 
mcreka tidaklah pcrnah lagi menggunakan tapioca untuk raen^andji lusi 
lagi, demikian beberapa buku mengetakannja, 

Akan tetapi karena tapioca adalah aalah satu produksi Dalam We- 
geri aaudara, maka   kita perlu menggunakannja acbanj-t   rnungkin, de- 
ngan hati2 memporhatikan hal2 sbb.i 
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1) Tapioca mempunjai kwalitas Jang berbeda-beda tergantung dari tern» 
pat dihasilkr.n, rauain panonannja deb, Kita perlu mongünbanrjkan 
Standar pemasakan dan pemeriksaan bahannja. 

2) Waktu pomaaakan dan teraperaturnja haruslah difikirkan dengan ma- 
sak-masak dlbandlngkan dcngan bahan kandji lainnja» 

3) Penetrasinjr. tidaklah bugi tu banjak, karenanja pemboratan dan 
djumlah   roll pemerasnja harus dltambah. 

k) Bahan antl gosokan, seperti wax perlu dit Jonpurkan. 
5) Obat pembasah djuga harus ditjampurkan. 
6) Kandji bekas, ndsalnja tclah dimasak schari sebelumnja tidak bo- 

leh dipakai. 
?) Karona mutu tapioca Jang kurang tersebut dan tendensi % age fluc- 

tuasl penjerapan kandji pada benang akan sangat bervarlasij kare- 
nanja kita perlu menambah kandji tapioca lobih banjak tila diban- 
dingkan bahan kandji lainnja« Paling tidak \$% sampai 20¡£ untuk 
kain2 shirting. 

8) Sobaban tapioca perlulah digantikan dengan bahan kandji Jane le- 
bih baik lainnja seperti PVA, kandji djagung dsb. 

Langkah     kedelapan 

Mencerbaiki proses MonE-hani. 

Apabila beam Hani kurang baik, maka bean tenun tidak akan per- 
nah mendjadi lcbih baik» Didapatnja kwalitas beam hani Jang terbaik 
roBrupakan rahasia dari efisiensi tenun Jang tinggi, dan menbuat soriri. 
nimol mungkin berhentinja inesin Hani adalah rahasia untuk ra¿ndapat- 
kan kwalitas terbaik dari beam Hani. 

Si Stirn penggnntian kelosan/cheese pada proses ini sangatlah pen 
ting sulain kwalitas kelosnja sendiri. Poralatr.n pemberbentlan mesin 
dan pondjaga putusnja lusi sangat perlu untuk dipelihara dengan sa- 
n^at hati2. 

Langkah     kose'mbilan 

Maacerbaikl proaoá mérmelos. 

Sebqr almona diterangkan pada langkah ke-8, untuk mendapatkan e- 
ilsiensi pertenunan Jang tinggi maka kwalitas dori kelosan perlulah 
diperbniki. 

Perlunja proses ini bukanlah hanja membuat gulungan Jang lcbih 
besar dari bobbin pendntalon Jang ketjil, totapi djuga untuk menghi- 
langkan tjatjat benang seperti adanja alub, fly-waste dari Pendntal- 
an dan bagian2 Jang lemah benang dsb« j oh h slit gauge dan togangan 

benar. Dengan deitdkian slit gauge tentu sadja harus distel se - 
suoi dengan nomor benang dan kwnlitasnja, semua djalan Jang dilaluL 
don tempat2 Jang bersinggungan dengan benang haruslah diperiksa agar 
tidak terdjadi bohwa mutu benang Jang kurang akan mendjadi lcbih ku- 
rang lagi karena prosesnja sendiri* 
Alat penjambung benang haruslah dlgunakan karena penjambungan dencan 
tangán merupakan sebab ut;.mn rendchnj?. mutu kcloscn« 
Alat pemberhsntian mesin harus djuga distel agar pengerdjaan djalan- 
lantjar, kalau tidak gesekan Jmg kurang baik antera drum dcngan ke- 
losan akan menjebabkan selain berkurangnja mutu benangnja djuga kesu 
karan penguluran lusi di proses mong-hani. 



lengkah     kesepuluh 
ftenmb&h djuwlah gulungan benone: aetiap Pal at, 

Hal lid akan banjak menalkkan efiaienai pertemman selain   kwa~ 
lltoa kainnja   di beberapa pabrik, masalah Ini   cUlupckcn   dan banjak 
digunokan polet Jang boxisi aodikit pada teropeng. 

Koksrasan gulungan banang dan djumlah lilitan benang eetiap 
Bitch harua diberikan dengan balk, bUa tidok desdidan akan men.jg- 
babkan kesukaran di teropeng pada saat penenunan. Tentu aadja padr. 
teropong perlu dirawat lobih hr.ti2 terutwr«. anh dan InavW'-cn i*rl 
pada tplndle untuk mletakkan palet harualah dibetulkan aatu peraatu 
untuk menghindarl terdjadinja sentuhan pemukaan palet pada teropong, 

Langkah     kesebelaa 
Humai dan wan^rUl main get Jara Periodik. 

Hal ini ham» didjalankan untuk lenua main dengan t jara Jang 
benar dala» mnpersiapkan apare-part2 Jang dlperlukan. 

Langkah     keduabelaa 
Tlndakan 4ana diarobil kemudicn. 

Samai efisienei pertenunan mentjapai 85 - 9CÍ, kita belura da- 
pat mnambah djumlah main aetiap tukang tenun dan djuga tidak dapat 
mnamah putaran main« Pertania-tama kita beruaaha menaikkan efiai- 
enai pertenunan pada kondisi aekarang, barulah kita dapat r^mùkkaii 
balk djumlah nealn aetiap tukang tenun maupun ketjepatan me sirria} 
dan hai ini harualah dilakukan aetapak demi aetapak. Dan achlrnja 
kita nantjapal pada efiaienai Jang tertinggi dari pertenunan dengan 
main dan peralatan eekarangj barulah kita perlu neidnta investasi 
baru untuk main2 Jang up to date, 

1J. KESIMPULAN 
Adalah tidak beralaaan dan keaalahan boaar mngatakan bahwa ki- 

ta tidok mendliki uang aehingga tidak dapatlah kita moningkatkun eil 
alenai pertenunan, hampir aemua apa Jang diterengkan diataa tidaklah 
mnbutuhkan uang» 

Peningkatan dari pabrik tenun dapat ditjapai hanja dongan studi 
Jang hati2 dan atibar, latinan dan pengawxaan. 

Semua negara Jang raadju induatri tekatilnja telan berhasil ha- 
nja dengan tjara tersebut* 

"Tidaklah oda djalan iatimewa pada Portenunan". Tak aeorangpun 
msdliki aihir untuk menaikkan produkaiiitas pertenunan. 

Setiap orang Jang telah mngerti dssar   Jang elta¡wi|1cnn d&ataa* 
philoaophy   dan   kemudian mntrapkan langkah   ke 1 - ke 12, tcntulah 
•kan tanggup mmperbalki produkaivitas   dan   kwalitae   di portenunan 
dan audah barang tentu ongkos total akan berkurang banjak. 
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A. hkHhOznm. 

Ñama       • SuTxrno h-flc. 
Utuaan - I,?,T. 

Pertanjaan t a. Sedjauh ini äftudArft bclum   mengulaa   tentang kese- 
djahteraan dari tukang tenun. 
Bagaimana pendapat Saudara dal an laasalah ini. 

b. Saja minta Saudara dapat menerangkan le bin mendetail 
tentang "Snap Reading" di p^rtemman dan t jara hi- 
tting djuwlah benang Jang put vis di abri k tenun. 

c. Adakah Saudara mempunjai standard : 
1. Djw&lah putusnja benang lusi ( dtm¿an   bcrbagai 

nomor benang). 
2. Latinan bagi tukang tenun. 

DJatab i a, rada aaat ini, management dlkatakan mompunjai tang- 
gung djawab social pada kesedjahteraan pegawai so- 
bagaimana halnja kepada pemcgang aaham,    konsumer, 
dan regional comunity. Akan tetapi tanpa keuntungan 
Jang t jukup anda tidak dapat bcrtcrak   burproduksl 
karenanja tidak dapat pula mcnin^katkan kesodjchte • 
raan pegawai. 
Djuga dengan sebab tersebut,  Saudara pcrlu menlng- 
katkan produktivitaa pabrik utìar Saudara dapat me- 
menuhi    sal eh satu kevadjlban sosial aeperti Jang 
akan saja terangkan dibawah. 

Kita harua berusaha   dengan aun&£uh2 untuk muning- 
katkan dan memadjukan keaedjahtcraan pega vai, kare- 
na hai ini merupakan problem Jang   aangat penting; 
bukan han J a untuk kepentingan   naaional sadja tapi 
djuga untuk kepentingan management itu acndirl. 
Bila kosedjahteraan pegawai sangat rend&h dan anat 
menjedihkan, Saudara tidak dapat mengharap pada me- 
reka uxtuk dapat bekerdja sana dal am meningkatkan 
produktivitaa di pabrik äaudara} dan apabila pro- 
duktivitaa tidak tinggi Saudara tidak dapat mening- 
katkan kesedjahturaan mereka karena sedikitnja ke- 
untungan dan modal. 
Keaedjahteraan pegawal dan produktivitaa merupakan 
hai Jang saling erat hubungamja dan tidak dapat 
dlplsahkan. 

b. "Snap reading" adalah suatu tjara Jang dapat dlkem- 
bangkan karena   tcrmudah   dan merupakan tjara Jang 
sangat efisien untuk menghitung affisisnai produksi 
mesin. 
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Sebagai tjontoh, til* Saudara »engerdjakan 100 ATÎ1 
<H pabrik, dan sekarang 8$ ATM aedang djalan aedang 
15 ATM lainnja burnenti karena benang put us, di- 
bongkar ataupun bocanja habla, dll.j naka effielen- 
oy nekanis pad» waktu itu adalah 8556. Ifetuk mumtper- 
oleh angka teraebut laudara hanja perlu pcrgi keae- 
luruh  ntsin2   teraebut    dan menghitung berapa ATh 
Íang aedang bekerdja. 
entu aadja,   hai ini   morupakan maaalah Statistik 

dan probability; olch karcnanja frekwensi darl aur- 
lojr leblh banjak akan letaih balk untuk dapat dipcr- 
oleh haail obaenraal Jang benar. 
Hlsalkan,   untuk nendapatkan efficiency pertemnan 
Jang bekerdja 1 shift (8 djam).   laudara perlu sur- 
vey ae-kurang2nja 1* kali dengan tjara ini dan meng- 
hitung rata2 dari padanja. 
Iteakipun deadkian angka Jang didapat merupakan per- 
hitungan kaaar, karena efficiency akan selalu beru- 
bah dari waktu ke waktu«    Tapi harga teraebut akan 
t jukup bagi laudara dala» nengawaal pabrik. 
Kita tidak perlu banjak nemperhatikan   perbedaan 
peraentaae Jang ketjll,    harga Jang acbenamja per 
detik hanja dapat diketahui deh Tuhan sadja« 

e« 1 • Standar putusnja benang dipabrik2 tenun DJepang 
par ATM per 10 dja* adalah abb, s 

a), poplin if «Habed » ^O's coated x 38. lb# ^ 

pakan aebanjak     -6-7 
luai aebanjak       - 5 - 5è 

b). ahirtlng l^a ocaabgd x ifyooiabed x 38, lb# ^ 

pakan aebanjak 
luai aebanjak 

2. Standar training untuk tukang tenun i 

a. Kfltarangan tentang arti pakaian dinas; waktu? 
iatirahat, dll. 

b. Keterangan dan peringatan2   terhadap taapat2 
Jang berbaha ja pada AT11. 

c. Tjara nenjanbung benang. 
d. Tjara menaaukkan benan& pada lanel,   gyn dan 

aiair tenun« 
a« Tjara nenaaukkan palet. 
f. Tjara acmulai dan awjiaberheatikan nealn« 
g• Tjara nenjaatomg benang di main« 
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h. Qerakao2 alat otomtl»   pntfoti  teropoogt 

1. TJaim\ai*bonfkar kain   Jang  tjatjat dlaeain 
dan swndjalankan noain keafcali. 

J. TJara aengatati tjatjat darl lual. 
k. TonUng «tatjarô,   naam dan aobâbS tjatjatnja 

kain. 
1. TJara laaiaberaihkan «tealn. 
a. Tjara bergerak birputar   walajaid aopandjaag 

ATM 
n. Melajani booK?/l«latan Inai J*ng audah habla, 
o. Mancatati kebakaran. 
p. Melajasi alat2 lirtrik otomatia. 

2. M a M a        t   Faultro S.Taka. 
9mm i   I.T.T. 

i a. fegai«ana tJara2 •Biwnt.ufcan efficiency aeain te- 
nt n- Adelah hai 1^-ut-rt ^rdnáar ai**., ifr+rb 
dáan kerdja, dj««iah dja* kerdja effetti*» (ao<ro- 
dah dikurangi djan iatirahat)   atau   dja*   kerdja 
aeein. ,.«__. ., 
Dale» nal teraebut   apalean waktu2 Jang dibiituhkan 
untuk aetting main pcrlu diporhitungkan. 

b. ttafcuk nenaikkan produktiYitae pertenunan tindakan 
apa Jang harua dilakukan pertaiaa-taM) 

- laelatih tukang tenun/operator, atau 
- MBningkatkan kwalitaa benang, atau 
- mningkatkan efficiency «nain, atau 
- lain-iainnja. 

c. Pada pabrik2 ten» Jang normal, barapa peraonkah 
atandar dari pututnja banang Jang diaebabkan oloh 
pRkan dan oleh luai, Jang »Kìnjobftbkan borhentinJA 
•e ein. 

DJavab i   a. Itu aowua aangat bergantung pada   tudjuon dan pe*$ 
gunaaimja dalan »ngontrol pafcrik. 

b. Pertaam-tawci Saudara perlu nelatih   operator   dan 
•Bidnfkatkan kwalitaa bonangnja bersema-sanaj tan- 
pa tindakan2 ini Saudara tidak akan   pornah   dapat 
amdngkatkan efficiency ATM. 

e. BorhenUnja mcain aebab pakan - ¡«J 
Berhentinja acain aebab Itati - 5g 
Peravntan dan lain2 -   S* 
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3. N a m a 
UtUSan Insin Djateng 

Pertanjaan t   1. Faktor ¡fen Power adalah aangat   penting del am mu- 
nentukan produktivitaa. 
Bagaimana pendapat Saudara dalaní hai ini, ausudah 
Saudara menindjau beberapa perusahaan di Indonesia 
dimana diaanping kurangnja faailitas2nja terdapat 
pula "lientcl Attitude" Jang kurang« 

2« tthtuk mengatasi maaalah paychologis   ini     selain 
training!    duelan lain apakah Jang dapat ditempuh. 

DJawab t   1. Tontang faktor uan Power di Indonesia sebagai pe- 
ngalaman saja di beberapa legara   Jang sedang ber- 
konbang di Asia dan Afrika,   maka Indonesia adalah 
lebih balk. 
Pendidikan runah oleh orang tua dan orang2   Jang 
lebih tua adelah penting disamping training Jang 
dlaelenggarakan dl pabrik2 untuk dapat meningkat- 
tom kelomahan2 attitude aebagai Jang   Saudara ka- 
takan. 

2. Systim "intentif" Jang benar;   perlu dikembangkan 
lebih baik lagi dari pada apa jîing ada sekarang. 

luN a aa 
Utuaan 

t   S.KusumosudlrdJo S.Teks, 
i   Insin D.I. Jogjakarta. 

Pertanjaan t   a. Saudara tolah menggolongkan Industri Tekatil   ae- 
bagai industri Jang labour intensif« 
Berapa djuwlah karyawan   Jang   miniaum «ebngai 
limit pada Pertenunan; aehin^ga laudara dapat meng- 
golongkan sebagai Industri Jang labour intensif. 
Sebagai kenjataannja bahwa pada   Pertenunan   Jang 
modern   aeorang tukang tcnun dapat melajani lchLh 
dari 20 ATII, 

b. Dapctkah Saudara menerangkan   pada kauri, j    burapa 
penenkah minimum mesin burnenti dl   Negarc2 Jang 
berkembang; karena   dalam hai setiap ncsin burnen- 
ti akan menjebebkan menurunnja efficiency dan pro- 
duktivitaa. 

DJaveb t   a« Pada waktu ini di   Djepong,    seorang tukang tcnun 
dapat melajani kO - 60 ATü dei%an efisiensi Jang 
ditjapai adalah 92-9Í&, tapi masih pula Industri 
ini disebut sebagai Labour intensif,   dikarcnakan 
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balk kmlltas   maupun   kwantitasnja naaih tergan- 
tung pada aktivitaa2 oporetor <ü Persiapan dan 
Pertenunan. 
Saat ini, kite ahli2 Tekatil, htm jr. porlu memban- 
dingkannja terhadap Industri2 Ifckanik i lodern lain 
nja dan tidak perlu memasukkan induBtrl2 keradji- 
nan tangán dalam diakusi kita ini dalam mengkla- 
•ifikaaiken indurtri2. 

b. 5 - n 

5» N a m a 
Dbuaan 

Ijawa* 

6. N a m a 
Utusan 

Pertanjaan 

DJawab 

» Kridoharsojo 
i Pertekai. 

Pertanjaan     i 1 Dapatkah àaudara mtmberikan dengan detail Organi- 
saal dan diskripal aetiap djabatan Jan. dibutuh- 
kan olüh Pertenunenj sdaalnja olch scbuah Perte- 
nunan Jang mcmLliki 30C ATM tidak otornatia Jang 
•enghaallkan kain blatju sndja, 

2, ¿>aja Idra üaudara akan sependapat dengan kani bah 
wa aalah satu sebab darl tidak efflsiennja sesue- 
tu perusahaan disebabkan kurangnja tcnegn Jang se 
haruanja dibutuhkan dan tidak adanja Job-diskripai. 

i Ifetuk menerangkan hai ini akan raeraakan waktu Jang la 
na, Kami Idra dapatlah kamL tunda dilain kosempatanT 

i Sardi Bk.Teks. 
i Pinda ¿andang Texin Tegel 

i Salah satu faktor Jang berhubungan   den&an   maaalah 
Soduktivitaa a dal ah soal gadji, 

gairaana   pendapat    Saudara dalam maaalah ini, dan 
•iatim penggadjian Jang mana Jang baik untuk Indone- 
sia pada waktu ini* 

t Menurut kesan saja aiatim penggadjian di Indonesia 
adalah merupakan kompenaaoi sosia!, kmpenaasi aoaicl 
sendiri sebunamja meraeng perlu dan sangat punting, 
tapi ini adalah kcuadjiban remerintah. 
Dipabrik menurut kaai lcbih b&njak sistim i^tentif 
porlu dilakaanakan« Mlsalkan pembagian gula, rdnjak, 
beras dab« set Jara mcrata kepada karyauen adalah me- 
rupakan warisan kesukaran dan kekat Jauan dimaaa lam- 
pûu. 
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7» M a m * 
Utusan 

DJaimb 

AchMd ¿>unaryo 
P.T, Primissima, Jogjakarta, 

Portanjaan    i    a, Mcnurut Saudara adakah   ini   sudan   tiba waktunja 
bugi Indonesia untuk membuat standar tontang tara- 
litas kain (baik untuk kain2 mentah dan Jang sudan 
difinish). 

b, Apakah standar penggadjian dari operator supervi- 
sor dsb. tcrg&ntung pada kondisi mesin dan djumLah 
berhentinja mesin por djam. 

a« Saja kira deadkian,   tetapl   standarisasi   untuk 
kwalitas kain bukanlah soal    Jang ganpang, ini ada 
lah pekordjaan Jang memerlukan ketekunan« "" 

b. Ja, 

6« M a m a 
Utttsan 

Djawab 

Portanjaan    i 

SJukri Effendi 
Delinatex. 

a« Kard meng^unakan mcsin2 tcnun lama   pindahan dari 
pabrik lain (• usia 10 tahun). lienurut laudara da* 
patkah pabrik~ini   memprodusir kain2 halus dengan 
kwalitas dan produktivitas Jang ting^-i. 

b, Berapa lamakah kondisi pabrik ini dapat   dipcrta- 
hankan dongan adanja ATI ¡2 tursebut* 

o. Depatkah kami nK)n¿gantungkan diri pada pabrik ini 
di-*aktu2 Jang akan datang. 

d, ipr^nh Jang harus kaird ldcukan untuk mompertahan- 
kan konUnuitas djalannja produksi. 

a. Ini tergantung pada kondisi mosinnja, Di DJepang 
ATH   umur 10 tahun tidak pernah dlanggap tua« 

b, Sekareng di Djopang masih mengtunakan ATM bcrumur 
50 tahun, dengan effislensi lebih dari °Cf>. 

e« Tcntu sadja, tetapi maintenance harus dilakukan 
•ebagai Jang scharuanja, 

d« Lihat pada paper Sesdnar, 

9« N a a a 
Utusan 

Portanjaan   t a« ûapatkah ¿saudara ncmberlkan faktor2 penbanding da- 
ri tìffisicnsi Jang discbabkan oleh i 
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Djawab 

- haw materiel* 
- persiapan 
- proses pertenunan 
- man power 
- kondisi   ruana. 

b. Apakah terdapct hubungan antere gadji jang optiiwi 
dan labour efisiensií á*n* berarti blla god£ tcr- 
lalu tin&gi melaban »»nurunkan efisienainja, 

a. Row material $5% 
puraiapan 3<*» 
pertenunan 1(£ 
kondisi ruang 5% 
man power (ini harus termasuk factor2 lainnja). 

b**£lbandingkan   dengan   pabrik2 lain sangatloh di- 
pengaruhi oleh efisiensi karyowan dan moral. 

B. TECHHOLOQI, 

1 • ii ama 
Utusan 

Fortanjaan  » 

Nuknan Has Jim 
P«N. Inwn-DJakarta. 
a. Berapakah unsur normal dari accessories sbb.i 

- sisir 
- picker 
- teropong 
- kaju pemukul 

(semuanja buatan Djepang). 

b* Berapa besar perbedaan persentase produksi njatc 
jang dikctahui dari pick-counter dan dari efisien 
•i produksi« 

DJawab a. - Sisir 
. « Picker 

c. - Teropong 
-> Xaju pemukul 

b. 

2 tahun 
1^ - Zk bulan 
1    . i| tahun 
6-12 bulan 

Presentase efisiensi   produksi   adalah   nerupakan 
fungsi dari R.P.1U »«in,   djumlah djam kerdja dan 
lebar kain Jang dihaailkan, total pakan. 
Blla salah satu faktor dari padenja   diukur dengan 
t Jar» Jang salah, efisiensi akan berbeda dengan apa 
Jang diketahui dari pick-counter* 
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2« N a m a I   Stntoso S. 
UtuMn t   B.T.H. 
PtrUnjaan   i   a. to* «ewprodulwi kain dungan »cnggunakan ATM Saka- 

moto lobar l»8 inch. 
Dalam hai menenun kain dengan kowtruksi « 
- benang lusi "1*5'» T/C 
- benang pakan       - tó*» T/c 

- Sisir Ne 6I4/U 
- picks 70/inch 

Dapatkah dudara menerangkan 1 
- apakah letdh baik «enggunakan single reed   eta« 

double reed. 
- ba*aimcnakah kend. dapat mengfttasi static electri 

city* 
- bagaimanakah kami dapat mengetasi floating   yarn 

pada kain an jaman plat« 

b. Ihtuk «»ngandji luti polyester manakah jang lebih 
baik dipakai Tapioca atau Corn Starch« 

o. Kami mohon ditcrangkan bagaiiaana standar t jara me- 
ngetes ti s cosi ta«, 

d. Kami mohon ditcrangkan set jara detail tjara-2 rac- 
ngandji untuk benang kapas dan T/C dengan proses 
beam siting. 

Djanab 1   a. Single reed sudah tjukup. 
lienurut pengelaman saja djika    pentjandjian   tjukup 
untuk T/C electric tidaklah mendjadi masdah. 
Floating yam terdjadi disebebkan banjtJc hai. 
Pemasangnn baiTXf.a/kcjiiran, pukulan teropong, perafeon- 
tukan nulut luai dab. n¿a perlu ditjek. 

b. Corn starch lcUh baik daripad Tapioca untuk mem- 
peroleh 1 api san film jang kuat dipermukaan benang 
dan penetrasi jang lebih balk kedalron benang, 

c. Didalam pabrik- clat2 pengukuran haruslah sederhana. 
tJhtuk mungukur yiscositas,    »oka   cisco-Cup adalah 
jang terbeik. 

d. Da ja lekat kandji ttxhadap polyester adalah sangat 
rondan büa di banding terhadap kapas• Dalam hai ini 
PVA lebih baik dan saharusnja digunakani 
Djuga elongation ¿tripada serat2 polyester adalah 
•angst  tingfci dan sangat berbahaja bagi pertenunanj 
ini adalah perbedaan jang menjolok   bila dibanding 
dragan kapas. 
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Lain deripada itu PVA - 217 dan Corn starch adalah 
adheslTc agent Jang utama Jang digunakan dalam pc- 
ngandjian T/C pada seat ini. 

3. H a m a 
Ut us an 

t   Junus Bucheri 
t   Fanatex, Bandung* 

Pertenjaan t   a. Apakah aeran Rudere dalam hai   reaep pengandjian 
jang digunakan untuk mengandji benang 65£ tetoron 
dan 35& Rayon dengan no, Uo/2. 
Sedjauh ini kamt tidak puaa ataa resep kandji Jang 
diberikan   oleh   bebcrapa   expert da ri Djepang dan 
Djerman Berat. 

b. Uhtuk mcmproduksi Texture filament denken men¿ju- 
nakan nesin2 ATii Jang ada dan nengguneken benang 
luai filament. 
Bagaimanakah aaran laudara aebolum kamt mendapat- 
kan ATM Jang chusus untuk filament. 

Djauab a. Roaep. 
R/ Corn oterch 125    kg 

liaconol B-1Ç 8.5 kg 
(synthetic oil dan parafin) 
Aorilon 30     kg 
(synthetic adhesive agent) 
Marpoaol T-30 12     kg 
PVA-217 35     kg 
Corgon - S 1,2 kg 
(water softener agent) 
P.C.P. 0,1 kg 

Total 211,8 kg 

F.V. 1.1*20    liter. 

Seaungguhnja resep ini digunakan untuk 

Poplin T/C   liO's   x   üO's 
135   x   70 

Ihtuk   siting UO/2 T/R, Saudare lebdh baik 
wnajabah airnja sampal mentjapai 2.000 1. 
dan mengurengi sedikit corn starehnja« 

b. Uhtuk mmprodusir lusi Texture. 

Porsiopan 
Tig« hai herus dllakukan dengan hati2 t 
1, DJangen aunwak elastisites daripade benang. 
2» DJangen membuat ketid&k rotean shrinkage de- 

ngan «emberikan tegangan Jang tidak   rata« 
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3. Berusaha mengataai turunnja produV .'.vitas Jang 
disebabkan olch turunnja shrinkage atari twist- 
ing torque. 

- untuk (1 ) djanganlah Saudara memberikan tempe- 
ratur dan tegangan jang ekstrim pada benang. 

- untuk (2) berilah tegangan lebih dari 0.07 gr/ 
den merubah-rubah ketjepatan pengclosan. 

- untuk (3) 3ekarang telah dapat dihindarkan do- 
ngan pengandjian. Uhtuk memproduksi kain matjam 
ini pengandjian dilakukan untuk meningkatkan per 
siapan dari pada di pertenunannja, 
Pengandjian dikerdjakan dalam bentuk   hank dan 
komudian benang kandjian dikelos   dalam bentuk 
cone dan beam« 
ATM untuk filament dan untuk short-fibre kedua- 
nja dapat digunakan untuk roenenun. Tetapi sum- 
bi dan strip-roller harus dirubah sesuai dungan 
jang dibutuhkan. Dan penguluran lusi perlu di- 
atur benar2 dan disarankan tegangan lusi adalah 
0.15 s/d 0.25 gr/den. 

U, N a m a       t   Ibnu Salch 
Utusan *   O.K.B.I.   Medari Jogjakarta. 
Pertanjoan i   a. Sebagai Jang disarankan olch iir. Hoshiyama, kairl 

telah nenurunkan gandar belakang ATii; dengan t jft 
ra ini ATM berdjalan lantjar. Tetapi picks/inch 
menurun dari 62 mtndjadi 60. 
Bagairaana t jara mengataai kekurangan picks ini. 

b. Dengan merubah konstruksi kain dari 32' s x 30's 
mendjadi 32's x 36's apakah setting ini dapat di- 
pcrtahankan. 

c. Dapatkah saudara memberikan pro-ram maintenance/ 
repairation bagi mesin2 tenun. 

Djawab t   a. 

b. 

Dengan han ja menurunkan gandar belakan saja ti- 
dak mungerti sebab terdjadinja   pcrubahan   tetal 
pakan dari 62 kepada 60 picks/inch. 
Tetapi kalau itu terdjadi    saudara   perlu mengu- 
rangi beban pada gandar melajangnja.   Dan   djuga 
mengatur dengan baik alat penguluran lusinja. 

Perubahan Jang Saudara lakukan hanjalah pada nomer 
benang paknnnje sad ja dari 30» s mendjadi 36 *s atau 
20^ lebih halus. Saudara dapat tetap mempertahankan 
letak gandar belakang tersebut untuk dapat raendjaga 
produktivitas Jang tinggi. 
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Pertama-tama saudara harua berusaha dangen sebaik- 
baiknja untuk menaikkan   kondlsi   maintenance ATM 
saudara sampol atondar Jang seharusnja. Tetapi se- 
perti pada pongotjekan Jang telan saja lakukan di 
G.K.B.I., ATiQ nja tidak dikatakan tua, dan sauda- 
ra perlu raenglkuti petundjuk Jang diberikan oleh 
pembuatnja. 

5. N a m a 
Utuaan 
Pertanjaan 

t MLsbach Sudur. 
* P.T.Q. Oarut. 

a. 

e 

Djavr.b 

Dapatkah laudara   memberikan keterangan berapakah 
besarnja tegangan benang Jang se-baik2nja pada se- 
tiap prosea Pepsiapan. 

b. Berapa besarnja larutan kandji   dapat   masuk pada 
benang» 

c. Berapakah besarnja apecifik gravitasi (B.C.) dori  t 
- Serat kapaa pada kain grey 
- Serat kapaa pada kain tjolup 
- Benang kapaa sudah ditjelup 
- Benang Vnpns coaûdtK'dlkrAd^i, 

d« Berapakah efisiensi Jang maksimum dapat diharapkan 
dari ATM Jang berumur lebih dari 1»0 tahun. Dan be- 
rapakah tjatjat Jang mungkLn dapat terdjadi. 

Dapatkah Saudara memberikan saran roaep pengandji- 
an Jang tcrbaik dengan tapioca untuk : 
- Wengandji benang kapas Ne 30's 
• Mcngandji benang kapas Ne $0's 
- Ifengandji benang kapas Ne 70's 

a. Adalah tidak mungkin memberikan djawaban Jang pas- 
ti terhadap tegangan benang dalam bontuk suatu har 
ga tortinggi karena itu harua dihubungkan dengan • 
type dan ketjepatan mesin, kwalitas dan nomer be- 
nang, dan mat Jam kain Jang dibuat, dsb.nja. 

1. Pengeloaan 

Tegangan harua sedendkian sehin£ga mudah bagi 
penarikan benang2 Jang rusak, dan untuk menda- 
patkan kekerasan Jang tjukup dari hasil kelosan 
nja. " 

2« Pengandjian 

Draft Jang maksimum dalam proses pengandjian ha- 
rua dibatasl sebesar ^%, Bila tegangan benang 
terlalu besar moka elongation benang Jang ting- 
gal mendjadi terlalu rendah   dan   putusnja be- 
nenn ,stil¿aa: proses Portenunan akan moningkat 
sekali« 
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b. Presentase kandji jûng dleerap harus bertambah fal- 
la tetal luai dan p&kan bertambah* dan Mie. lusi 
le bin halus. Ifctuk penfandjian dengan tapioca don 
benang2 haail dalam ncgeri jang benang baik, seba- 
gai standar penjerapan persentase kandji adalah 
aebagai berikut t 
- Ctatuk konstruksi kain kasar 6-12% 
-   » « «  B^diwi    10 - ^s% 
.     n             " n    halus        15 • 2Qb 

e* Perhatian penanja adalah untuk memperoleh diameter 
benang abb.t 
 Ne I Dianeter (inch) 

100*8 
80'a 
60'a 
50'a 
1*0'a 
30's 
20'a 
10'» 

0,00383 
0,001*27 
0,001*1*5 
0,00$l*0 
0,00606 
0,00700 
o,00617 
0,01200 

d. Efisiensi pertenunan tidak tergantung pada kondlai 
ATM tetapd djugc pada benang, prose» Persiapan dan 
kondlai ruang, dab« 
Balan hai kondisi ATH lebih ban jet tergantung pada 
perawatamja daripada honja umurnja« 
Tak seorangpun dapat mendjavab masalah ini» T et api 
baia ATM bcrvnur 1*0 th#, ini dirawat dengan   baik 
dengan tjukup aparo parta, boom luai dan palet da* 
ngan konÜai Jang baik aerta tukang tenun telah di- 
latiti dengon balk, laudara dapat menghampkan   efi- 
alenai lebih dari 90pb, bahkan dolara hai ini deng&n 
aatu orang tenun melajani 1*0 ATìi. 

e« Reaep i 
R/ - Tapioca 50      kg 

- PVA-117 17      kg 
- Softening agent, 

ida« íjaoonol T 1,5   kg 
* B-19 2,5   kg 

* Penetration agent, 
ids« Teepol 0,5   kg 

- Water softener, 
«da Calgon S 0,8   kg 

- Antiseptic agent, 
Mia. PCP 0,1    kg 

- pH adjustment agent, 
Nia. Soda oah.t» pK 6«& 
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»Air i 
untuk 30's shirting 600 liter 

M 50's poplin 500 liter 
M      70»s loan 1*00 liter 

U Nans. 
Utusan 

Pertanjaan    t 

Salura S.Teks, 
I.T.T. 
a. Saja bel urn mengerti apa   Jang   Saudara   tnaksudkan 

step no. 2 dalam hai  t 
- frekwensi 
-pengelompokan ATM, karena adanja kenjataan bah- 

wa pada suatu pabrik terdapat ber-matjam2 asal 
ATM« 

Kami mohon saudara membuatkan tjontoh problematik 
dan menerangkannja dalam   pcrtemuan   ini untuk ke 
pentingan para industriawan. ~ 

b, Sesudah meningkatkan efisiensi apa Jang harus kita 
lakukan kemudian. 
- tenaikkan d Jural ah ATii per operator. 
- Atau menaikkan RFh daripada ATM. 
Apakah alasan saudara dalam hai irá* 

Djawab t   a. - Frekwensi absolut dari   berhentinja mesin dapat 
dibatalkan,   dan   mudah dilihat dengan berapa 
kali mesin burnenti pada se suatu période   waktu 
tertinggi.   Hal   ini adalah faktor Jang   sangat 
penting untuk mengontrol Pertenunan, karena efl 
siensi pcrtenunan terdiri dari frekwensi ini dan 
rata2 waktu berhenti mesin setiap mesin berhenui* 

- Pengelompokan mesin dalam survey fretocenjd. ini 
haruslah dilakukan sesuai denjan perhatian sau- 
dara dan matjam kain atau mesin, dari   situasi 
Pcrtenunan Jang sekarang akan saudara observas! • 

. atla terdapat berbagai matjam AïM misalnja hanja 
pcrtenunan dengan 10 mesin, saudara boleh mend- 
lih hanja 10 ATM tersebut. 

b« Itu sesma tcrgantung pada kondisi   dari   operator 
dan Maintenance ATM-fiJa. HULa   ket Jepatan ATM se» 
t Jara kasar sudah tidak diperoleh i 11S Rpm (lb. 
75")l 150 Rpm (lb 60»)j 160 Rpm (lb 50") dan 175 
Rpm (lb hbn), djumlah ATM per operator lobih baik 
dinaikkan dulu. 
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WaTHQau.i a* Testing »dalah aalah satu alat untuk pengontrolan« Tetapi 
kita lebdh acrlng mendengar pengusaha mengatakan I " Saja 
sudah ber-tahun2 mcndjalankan pabrik ini dan memperoleh 
keuntungan tanpa aebuah alat teating-pun«" 
Saja aetudju aekali pada pendapat Saudara bahwa   kita per- 
lu aabar dan pcrlu waktu untuk me jakinkan mcreka bahwa le- 
bih banJak keuntungan akan diperoleh dengan men£usahakan 
adanja alat2 teraebut diatas, 

b# Kami harap aaudara menengok kembali pada point saudara no« 
3j dalam hai ini kanL sependapat dengan aaudara ataa bebe- 
rapa hai i 
- Kwalitaa dari benang dan Peradapan terutama turgantung 

pada aktlvitaa operatornja. Dalam pada itu bile aaja bo- 
leh »enambahkanj bahwa aumber utazna tidak hanja dari kar 
jawan aadja tapi djuga pada i " 
- Bahan baku dari benangnjaj bahwa apealfikaai aerat Jang 

balk Jang dibutuhkan untuk dlpintal untuk kenaunai Da- 
lam Negeri« 

- Problem pengaturan Humidity- dari prosea -t proaca ut ama, 
- Problem dari ilanagement pabrik« 

o« Calan hubungannja dengan point-6, N Keaadaran adalah faktor 
utama dari probi ematite. Jang ada". 

Hal ini diperlukan tidak hanja dari operator aadja tapi da- 
ri Manager atau pemLlik pabrik djuga« 
Bagaimana Operator dapat memperbaiki benang Jang putua de- 
ngan balk tanpa melatiti morekaj bagaimana operator aadar 
ataa >' '. c akibat keruaakan Jang diakibatkan keaalahan set- 
ting dari alit-gauge/alub catcher tanpa member! keaempatan 
momperbaildnja, operator menghabiakan waktunja untuk bela- 
djar tanpa keaempatan mempromoaikannja« 
Tentu aadja hai ini adalah maaalnh finanaiel, pcraonal hu- 
man relation atau dengan kata lain N Management ", 

0P0S1SI. i     Saja tidak aupendapat dengan Mudara, hila Tapioca dikatakan 
———— bahan kandji Jang tidak baik. Hal ini tidak hanja karena di- 

haailkan di Dalam liegeri atau aangat muran, tetapi karena 
ternjata dari haail thesis para luí usan I.T.Î. 
Dengan meng^antinja oleh bahan kandji lainnja adalah morupa- 
kan naaalah biaja. Saja akan aetudju bila aaudara akan menja- 
rankan Standar Tapioca untuk keperluan Pertekatilan. 

3kR/Jf      t     Dengan anali sa t Jatjat2 kain dapat menentukan dan menctapkan 
nasalahnja« Inapeksi tJatjat kain adalah aangat penting. 
Standar tjatjat djika ada harua di peli hare. 

mm 
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2, W a m a t   Sud ja joto S .Teks, 
ütuoan i 
Sarán       i   a. PerlunJa training. 

äanpai sokarang kita tidak mendliki Sekolah îeks- 
til licnengah, olch karenanja saja mengua ulkan se- 
baiknja kita monjdenggarakan Sekolah Tekstil i'Je- 
nongah di Indonesia, terutama di Puaat set jepat 
mungkin, sehing^a akan dapat diperolch ahli-ahli 
TekBtil iienengah. 
Selain hai terscbut diatas perlu diselenggarakan 
lehih banjak praktikal training untuk tekatil ter- 
utar» untuk hol2 tcrtentu, seperti untuk pemintal-» 
an, pertenunan, peradjutan, penjempurnaan dan t ja- 
ra-tjara perawatannja (untuk 1  tahun). 
Itu bisa diselen¿» arakan dipabrik-pabrik setempat, 

b, Perl unja testing. 

Derilah kami keaempatan untuk mengusulkan sebagai 
tarabahanj saja kirc ada aesuatu aystim quality - 
control untuk sobaiknja dipergunakan di-pabrik2. 

c. Perl unja kwrlitr.s benang. 

iaaja perlu nent,ingatkan aaudara untuk memperhati- 
kan prosentaso extension benang aelama proses da- 
ri persiapan sampai pertenunan* 

—ta—— 
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UPCÍUN HASH 
TJARA2 ìEtflNGKATKiiN PRODUKTIVITÄT PfcltTENlMAN 

30 hâRfciT 1972 
DI INSTITUT TEKNOIOQI TEKbTIL BANDUNG 

Dengan raemperhatikan prua aran tun^gal beserta pendjelaaannja dari 
Ifr. T. Hoahiyaina, Ediert TNIDO <**l»m bidang Pertenunan dan setelah para 
peserta mndiakusikannja dengan «endalam dan dengan mempeladjari masalah 
naaalah Jang erat hubungannja dentari kondisi Industri iertenunan di Indo- 
nesia devasa ini serta mengingat perkembangannja dimaaa mendatangi semi- 
nar dengan bulat dan sepakat telah mengambil kesimpulan aebagai berikut* 

1. Bahm dengan kondisi Jang ada pada Industri Tekstil Pertenunan devasa 
ini, produktivltasnja maaih dapat ditingkatkan lafL dengan usaba Jang 
•ungguh2, hati2 dan sabar aerta pengavaaan Jang lebih baik. 

2« Dengan adanja sifat2 chusus pada Industri Pertenunan, maka dirasakan 
pcrlunja para Ahli Tekstil    chususnja Ahli Teknologi Pertenunan mema- 
hand dan menghajati dasar2 falsai ah Industri ini« 

3. Langkah2 untuk muningkatkan produktivitas setjara iludan perlulah di- 
raengerti untuk dapat diterapkan didalam kehidupan Industri Pertenunan 
sehari-hari. 

li« tiengingat operator merupakan unsur Jang sangat mcnentukan produktivi- 
tas Pertenunan, maka latihan ketrampilan (training)    perlu dilakukan 
setjara intensif dan teratur. 

$• Setiap Pertenunan perlu Mendliki alat2 Testing Jang minimal haros ada 
dalam Laboratoriumnja agar produktivitas dapat didjaga dengan baik. 

6. *«nekankan perlunja pimpinan produkai setiap hari datang sendiri koda- 
lan pabrik untuk dapat aegera mengevaluasi pelaksanaan produkainja. 

7. itonekankan pentingnja kebersihan dalam pabrik untuk raemp Toleh kwali- 
taa dan efisiensi produkai, karona dengan mendjaga kebersihan pabrik 
dapat (üharapkan meningkatnja produktivitas. 

8* Wenekankan pentingnja proses Persiapan,   karena han ja dengan kwalitaa 
Jang baik dari basil proses Persiapannja, akan Haprt dihr.rapkan diper» 
oleh peningkatan produktivitas Pertenunannja, 

9. äesdnar menjarankan kepada semua fihak Jang berkepentingan,   terutama 
kepada Institut   Teknologi Tekstil    untuk tema mengadakan   penelitian 
Jang seltsam terhadap Tapioca   sebagai bahan kandjij   mengingat starch 
ini merupakan produksi I»alam logori Jang murah dan mudah didapctkannja. 

Seldan laporan ini kamt buat, dengan harepan semoga dapat bermanfaat 
bagi perkembangan Industri Tekstil chususnja Pertenunan kLni   dan dimasa 

mendatang. 

\ PANITI* S&INAK 
STEMING ODItlTpiifSJBAßW PBJMUNA* Dil JTf^N BABAI! FERTisM' 

( iflBoJb WÍMDOKO S»Tck>» Y 
 '     KetuZ 

•Wií-^—*-—--^—--*—*^-W 
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TJARA «MHSRBAIKI PRQDUKTIVITAS DAUM fflOSES FINISHING. 

1. Sebelum s«ja mudai mngandarkan soal2 tentang perbalkan produktixltas 
dalsm prosai finishing, saja kira akan lebih balle bila kita bahaa bs- 
barapa segl Jang unum dan kesukaran2 dalam finishing ditindjau dari 
sudut ilmu pengetahuan dan seni. Kemudian disinggung hal2 Jang ohusus 
tentang teknologi dan fungsl2 management Jang seharusnja kita pertia- 
tikan hila produttivi tas akan dimadjukan atau diperbalki. 
Dalam tulisan saja ini saja tak dapat bBrbuat baftjaJc selain msmberi- 
kan garis2 basarnja sadja. Meskipun demikian saja mengharapkan bahwa 
dari copy Jang bapak2 terisa Jang kanudian diikuti dengan diskusl2 
maka akan diperoleh beberapa m&nfaat Jang berguna untuk kita eemua« 
Sebelumnja saja minta maaf bahwa saja tak dapat mesiberikan uroian da- 
lam bahasa Indonesia tetapi Sdr. Rasjid akan menjalinnja dalam bahasa 
tersebut. 

Dal cm pembukaan kata, saja menggunakan kata seni. Finishing se- 
lalu dapat dituturkan sebegai suatu seni dan ilmu psngetahuan. 
Ilmu pengetahuan salaiu sadju ten» saperti Jang dikemukakan oleh 
Lord Kelvin bahwa ukuran adalah permulaan dori ilmu pengetahuan. Se- 
karang kita tel ah dapat msngukur perbedaan verna. Tetapi kita masih 
berhadapan dengan penilalan2 Jang bardas srkan pogangan Jang tidok 
terukur, «aperti pegangan koinj djuga penila!on dengan mata seperti 
kenampekan. 
Pada dasarnja hal2 tersebut dictas adalah udji2 Jang subjektip Jang 
dapat dilawankan dengan pengukuron2 sot jara objoktip, Jang sosungguh- 
nja iwngganbarkan soal rasa Jang seringkali menimbulkan hal2 Jong su- 
lit dalam industri finishing. Dalam bidang2 penántalen dan pertenunan 
hol tersebut diatas tidak didjumpal meskipun meroka djuga mempunjai 
persoalan2nja sendiri tetapi tidak mambitjaraken soci rasa lag! pula 
tidak langsung dengan langganan. Tidak demikian dengan pent jelupen 
dan finishing Jang selalu mendapat ket jaman portama tentang kein, 
meskipun pada achirnja ternjata keselahen tersebut t eri et ok pada pe- 
rni ntcl an dan pertenunan. 
Sebagoi t Jontoh kita telah mengetahui tentang verlasl2 dalam pemlntal 
on dan pertenuanan dan kita selalu segan2 untuk mengkritiknja. 
Sebaliknja orang awom tak akan malu2 mengemukakan pendapatnja tentang 
dolour matching. Demikian pula beberapa langganan Jang mungkin buta- 
warna ataupun tidak pernah memeriksaksnnja, padahal 6? dari paoduduk 
dunia laki2 mempunjai penjimpangan warna, akan mengetjam tentang 
colour matohingnja terutama sekall apabila warna tersebut tidak dapat 
diterima di pasaran« 
Itulah sebabnja moka orang2 finishing san gat menghendaki adanja co- 
lour watching dengan peral atan Jang mungkin dapat bekerdja dengan to- 
leransi Jang pasti seperti dalam meain2. Hal ini tidak hanja pada 
soal warna sadja tetapi djuga pada persoalan pegangan dan rasaj ae- 
orang finishing ment jari suatu kwalitas Jang sempurna Jang mungkin 
dengan akibat mengeluarkan biaja Jang besar dan kesabaran Jang ting- 
si» 

Semua ini merupaksn udJ12 subjektip Jang panting. Sekareng sudah 
terdapat udJ12 objektip Jang selalu bertambah banjak djumlahnja Jang 
harus dlksrdjakan seperti mlsalnja udjl t jutji, udjl mengkeret, udji 
gosok, udji tahan tinar, tahan terhadap dry-cleaning, tahan terhadap 
air laut, tahan terhadap t juatja dan djamur, tahan air, tahan kerut, 
tahan api, all. 

«P 
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Disamping kosukoren2 tersebut diataa terdapat pulû sod mode dan 
perubahan2 rrdsalnja timbulnja serat2 baru, sat warna beru, tjara pe- 
ngerdjaan baru* finish Jang baru, permintoan tontang sifat2 anti- 
kotor, don achirnja adalah soal pabrik supe Ja djolan torus dan mom- 
peroloh laba. 

2* Dalam pembukaan ini Bapak2 mungkln setudju bchwa peraoalon dal am fi- 
nishing adaiah banjak don beranoka, dan djumlah porubahan inilah Jang 
aenondjol dalam pekerdjaan finishing. Hal2 Jcng saja kemukakan diatas 
tadi merupakan perubah2 luar atau foreign policy variables at au the 
home grand variables, dan sekarang kita menindjau pada perubah2 dalam 
jang sebetulnja lebih menampak, raisalnja soal serat2 Jang ber-djenia2; 
sat warna, sat kinda, vlot, temperatur, proses, mesin Jang ber¿beda2, 
patron, «orna, dll. Soal 2 inilah Jang okon se ja tindjau lebih landjut 
dori kertas kerdja saja ini, seperti pentingnja dan perl unja pengon- 
t rolan. Tempat dan pusat pengontrolan ini adalah dalam laboratori un. 
Saja ulangi lagi tempat dan kuntji untuk kontrol dari semua perubah2 
tersebut adalah laboratorium. 

3. Produktivitas dan kerdja orang finishing Jang ekonomis, menurut hcmat 
saja, ter gant ung pada hasil kerdja di laboratorium Jang efision, dan 
dari e an al ah seharusnja segala kerdja bertumpu. 
Suatu laboratorium jang beralatkan   dan   berstaff jang balk merupakan 
urat nadi dan pusat segala pekerdjaan. 
Beberapa tugas laboratorium diantaranja i 
a. Tjara kerdja di laboratorium Jang t^rp.rintji den b^nar» 
b. Hubungan antara tjara2 laboratorium dan kerdja di pabrik. 
o. Pengontrolan jang tegas terhadap semua proses di pabrik. 
d. Pengontrolan terhadap zat warna, sat kinda dan serat2. 
e. Tempat latinan supervisor. 
f. Udji ketahanan, monitoring tost, dan hubungan dengan I.T.T. 
Sajp sungguh2 ingin menekankan faktor pengontrolan dari laboratorium 
ini, karena dalam kundJungan saja di pabrik2 di P. DJawa ini ternjata 
pentingnja laboratorium itu bukannja merupakan suatu biaja. overload, 
tetapL tormaauk biaja produksi dan erat pe «taliannja dengan produkti - 
vitas. 
Memulai part jobean dengan menggunakan kain jang banjak lagi mahal 
dengan tidak melaiui pertjobaan di laboratorium adalah mahal dan tak 
dibenarkan. Tentu sadja kita dapat menggantungkan diri pada zat2 War- 
na jang sudan mempunjai nama balk karena warne, standar dan ' kwalitas 
dari hasilnja; te tapi hai ini tidak selalu akan berhasil. Saja dapat 
memberikan beborapa t Jontoh dimana sat warna2 dan bahan2 kimia berni- 
lai dibawah standar. Suatu tjontoh jang mosih segar diingataa saja 
dimana kamt mndapat keaukaran dengan bintik2 warna hidjau woktu men« 
tjelup dengan sat warna bedjana kuning. Achim ja kami menemukan bahwa 
bdntik2 tersebut disebobkan oleh sat warna hidjau untuk shading, ka- 
rena sudahlah unum, bahwa suatu sat warna itu distandarisir dengan 
penambahan sat warna lain untuk shading seperti apa jang biasa dila- 
kukan dalam pentjelupan atau printing. Tjontoh ini dapat merupakan 
pekerdjaan jang mahal oleh karena tidak meispergunakan pekerdjaan di 
laboratorium untuk mentjarinja. 
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Segi lain Jang hendak saja adjukan meskipun tidak demikian saja tekan 
kan adalah kesempatan untuk latinan anggaran staff didalam laborato- 
ri \m, 
Setiap orang muda Jang baru sad ja sole sai kuliah da ri universi tas 
atau dari I.T.T. komudian terdjun ke pekerdjaan finishing seperti 
halnja anak ketjil. Saja katakan bahwa dia masih hidjau. Ia masih me- 
merlukan waktu pertjobaôn, waktu untuk menjelaraskan pengetahuan Jang 
dia perol eh dari bangku kuliah dengan pekerdjaan praktis. Ini bukan 
haoja merupakan sesuatu Jang patut diketahui sadja, totapi mendidik 
dia dengan latihan apa Jang te rd J adi di dal am tugas tersebut, mo nuntun 
dia dal am produksi Jang besar dan dal am persoci an2 produkti vitas. 
Haka pentinglah untuk dia supaja tinggal di laboratorium solana satu 
due tahun sebelum msmborikan padanja suatu tanggung djawab. 
Bentjelupan dan printing akan ncdju mengarah kepekerdjaan inainjur 
kimla laboratorium kemudian merupakan pilot plant Jang dilengkapi de- 
ngan peralatan Jang kotjil sesuai dengan proses2 di pabrik. 
Luas kordja di laboratorium akan bervarlasi dapat ketjil atau besar 
moka perluloh menindjau I.T.T. sobngai pusat laboratorium. Iicrcka 
wenang diadjak berbitjara dan diminta naschet tontang stai, tjara 
kerdja dan prosedur. Kaka hendaklah didjalin hubungan orat antara pc- 
kerdja dengan I.T.T, demikian pula sebaliknja. 

h. Saja dapat berbitjarc tentang laboratorium lebih pandjang lagi, tcta- 
pi akan saja teruskan tjeramah ini pada topik berikutnja Jang manjang 
kut produkti vitas, Jakni organisas! pekerdjaan. Organisasi adalah 
suatu fungsi dari management dan harus mendjndi perhatian bagi semun 
supervisor dan tcknolog2 Jang berada dalam suatu team management. 
Organlsasi adalah suatu bentuk Jang membagi pekerdjaan diantara orang 
orang dalam usahanja untuk mengkoordinir (mengatur) sesurtu tudjuan 
tertontu. 
Seseorang tidak dapat mengerdjakan segala scsuatunja tanpa membagi 
antara fungsi dan tanggung djawab. Di Indonesia sedjauh Jang telah 
saja lihat pokerd4aan2 diorganisasikan ( diatur ) pada sistim klasik 
(Classical system) dengan suatu rantai penugnean (pcrintah) Jang to- 
gas, sesuai dengan sistim militer ( army style ). Disini ada manager 
utama( general managor) dan beberapa departcmen dengan kepala ' bag ion 
seperti beginn pomutihan, pcntjclupan, pengetJapan. Suatu hai Jang 
mongherankan adalah bahwa saja belura pornah mendjumpai sesuatu atau 
seseorang Jang mengurus seal quality control. 

Diagram berikut ini   dapat disarankan   untuk suatu pabrik dengan 
ukuran sedang. 

General Manager 
i 1 —H 1 

Office Manager     Work Manager      Engineer Quality Control 
(Administras!)     (Produksi) (Teknik) (Evaluas!) 

Chemist Bleacher    Head Dyer or Colourlst    Finisher liako up 
(Ahli Klirda) (Perniitihan)        (Ahli tjelup) (Ahli finish)       Despatch 

(Pengiriman) 
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Pada setiap pekerdjaan porlu adanja spesialisasi tentang tanggung 
djawab Jang sedjauh mungidn; hai ini tidaklah mudah dan akan berraria 
si sesuai dcngan ukuran pekerdjaan. 
Saja berpendapat bahwa disini dipcrlukan adanja aeorong pengawas tek- 
nik (technical supervisor) Jang mengurus aamua haail finishing, Jakni 
bertcnggung djawab terhadap hasil produksi kain setelah pent jelupon 
pent japan, soterika kolender, penarikan deng&n stenter, don semua 
proses finishing set jora raekanika dan klmia, prosos anti mengkeret 
don anti kusut, quality control dari pegangan, kenampakan dan dlmensi 
kain. 
Dinegara-negara Jang tel ah madju ahli finishing merupakan seorang 
anggota penting didalan staff. la mcmpunjai mata Jang tad J«, rabean 
don pegangan Jang senaitif terhadap kain, dan la menjelenggarakan 
perpustakaon Jang lengkap dcngan tjontoh2 dan laporan2 pengiriman ha- 
sil produksi Jang tel ah selesai. la bertindak sebagoi ahli quality 
control (pengendalian inutu) dari hasil produksi achir. 

5. Marilah kita raenlndjau djalpnnja suatu proses tertentu. Kita pengang* 
gap bahwa poke rd Joan rutin tolah diselenggorakan oie h Pimpinan pro* 
duksi, urusan laboratorium don dokumentaai Jang tolah torbontuk. 
Sudah mendjadi tradiai dal am pekerdjaan finishing bahwa setiap kain 
selalu disertai oloh dokumen (order) Jang menundjukkan semua proses 
Jang te rd Ja di set jera t er perint ji dan berurutan. Dengan kata lain un- 
tuk 8v/ti.:;p ^juiil^h k-in harua dengan aendlrinja dapat menundjukkan 
urutan proses Jong horus dikerdjakan. 
Setolah pemeriksaan kain grey, diteruskan dengan prosea pembakoran 
bulu dan ponghilangen knndji. Supervisor ha rus menget Jek hasil perni* 
tungan kandji dengan melakukan pongetesan, ndsalnja dengan pengetesan 
jodium untuk tepung kandji, 
Perlu dlporhatikan bahwa kain ufctuk pent Jolupan dan pent japan harua 
bobas kandji. Perlu djuga diperhatikan balara kalnnja tidak bol oh tor- 
lalu lama berada dalam keadaan basah untuk monghindari batiaja djamur. 
Proses aelandJutnja Jang laaim adalah pemaaakan dan pemutihan bergan* 
tung pada djenis bahannja. Tjara Jang digunakan akan ber vari aai dori 
batch, aemi kontinu, kontinu dal am keadaan untaian atau terbuka. 
Harua dipikirkan pula bah an klMa untuk pemasakan dan pemutihan dan 
derodjat (tingkat) pengerdjoan Jang dlperlukan. 
Pengcteaan dan pengawasan terhadap pengontrolan bahan2 klmia harua di- 
kordj* on setJava rutin. Adalah sia2 dan tidak okonomia untuk memulai 
pekerdjaan berikutnja tanpa dijakini apakah hasil pekerdjaan sebolum- 
nja telah nuunuhi pera jaratan kwalitet Jang ditentukan. 
Dari peaaaakan dan pemutihan kadang2 dilkuti dengan proaea . •atari na 
al. Proses ini raempertinggi kilau, kekuatan serat kapaa, dan aflnitet 
terhadap s*t warne dan mengatur béntuk benang pakan. 
Proaea finishing merupakan tahap   Jang penting maka perlu adonja per* 
hatian Jong besar terhadap   ketjepatan meain, waktu perendamon   dala» 
kauatik soda, dan tegangan   pada kalnnja.    Perlu djuga nwngawaal kon- 
sontrasi   dan temperatur   dari larutan kauatik aoda, pent jut Jian   dan 
pol urusan kain Jang kusut. 
Tjontoh harua diudji terhadap kilau, deradjat konvolusi don stabili* 
tas dimenai* Sebagaimana kitn ketahuL bahwa serat kapaa akan menjusut 
dan penampang melintangnja akan beruboh dari bentuk gindjal mendjadi 
hampir bulat. 

m—mmmmaÈ—m^—+——^—^*———^—mÊmmmmÊÊ*ÊÊÊmmm 
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¿ Bagian pantjelupan «or-piton kuntji projea didalam P******sua- 
tiTpokBrdáAMrrini.hing,    dimana perhatian   harus   lebih   ditjurahkan 
karona banjaknja varia»i2 Jang terdjadi. Tjara peirtjaupan Jong blasa 
untuk kapas   adalah menggunakan Jigger   dan padding atau foulard, se- 
tjara batch, semi kontinu, kontinu, pad batch untuk »at varna roaktip 
din^n. continuous pad steam ranges atau indigoaol rcngea. 
Bagian pentjelupan   merupakan bagian   Jang paling susah   ******** 
karona dibagian ini tumpukan kain Jang telah diputihkan harus dibagi- 
baßi dalam beberapa mat Jam proses don#m boberapa mat JamJ»»*»   _ 
Perlu diadakan pcrontjanaan   dan perhatian setjara terperintji karena 
disinilah tempatnja pengolahan atau proses2 Jang sangat »•*«» »?£• 
Zat varna dan bahan kinda sangat mahal harganja   dan para ahli ^V 
harus mondjaga (mcngusahakan) supaja keuntungan   Jang diperoloh tidak 
menurun balk setjara perhitunßan teoritis   maupun praktis. Tetapi sa- 
Jahenja proses pentjelupan   akan menampakkan tjatjat   pada kain   dori 
pïoSi   Jang tordahulur-eporti tjatjat   dalam Prolan, ke.alatan 
dalam pertenunan   dan kelemahan2 pada pursiapan. Bertambahnja djumlah 
variasi irengakibûtkan adanja pongutamaen   dalam hai Pf^«1^ ¿¡• 
perhatian sampai hal2 Jang ketjil Jang diperlukan. H* ** <^J^tt 

rumuskan   dalam lima " M " Jakni   nethods (tjara), machines   (mesin;, 
materials (bahan), money (uang) dan men (tenaga ^Ja), 
Method (tjara)nja harus botul, machin (mesin)nja harus aosuai dan ter 
polihara baik, dengan sistim ponggunaan air   dart pembuangan air Jang 
baik, dengan pengatur temperatur Jang dapat <u-rùbah2. 

Dalam proses Jigger, pekerdja merupakan <^ fc*^*"*? "JJ 
daknja dilatih setjara chusus. Tukan* tittaog ^V^J^•*2* 
varna serta obat2-an memegang peranan penting dalam fungsi pwi*^ 
ultas moka harualah bergonti dari tjara menggunakan ember dan sekop 
Jakni tjara kasar dan praktis, kepada tjara Jang lebihnteliti. 
Qulun*an kain harus diketahui beratnja dari bak pentjelupan harus di- 
kötahui volumenja supaja perbandinsan vlot dapat distandarkan, hai 
ini berlaku untuk Jigger dan haspel. A        . ^SrdÍSdakaítJontoh varnTdarl varna muda   ke varna tua   dan 
sobaliknja, untuk mentjegah penundaan vaktu, pendidLkan dan pembUas- 

W^£&SS\* proses batch ke semi kontinu dan kontinu, 
moka persoalan boralih pada mosin2nJa, sehingga pemeliharaon mesin 
merupakan faktor pokok dari suksosnja produktives, Jang F*^J»£ 
lu diperhatikan adalah kodudukan rol2 apakah dalam keadaan »eim^g 
dan borputar dsfcgan baik, bacaimana keadaan tjclnh anUr« pad roi 
(padHïip) dan apakah rol2 (bowl) torsebut sama kerasnja. 

Padder ataufoulard merupakan sub Jek Jang «enentukan, «^JW 
peneliharaan nutlak perlu diperhatikan untuk «•nt3e«*hJfe*id*¡!1

rí*f 
• £f varna harus diperiksa apakah ada kerusakan pada lapisan rol kara- 

na akan raenjebabkan pangambUan sat varna ( dye pick up ) Jang tidak 
slfrîtr^Sdak litaSn dan variasi varna djuga timbul apabila ter- 
djadi borfU Jang malengkung pada saat penekanan, P^*»?".^J• 
*ng tidak rata, dan terdjadinja variasi varna karena perbodaan sifat 
dart tjampuran tjat. Sedangkan mesin tjalup konUnu harganja mahal 
Sn msmbutShkan perentJaW dan perhatian Jang taliti supaja dapat 
beroperasi setjara «fisian dan akonosds. 

^—^M-»-^*——^———^-W 
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Kebanjakan Jang saja sebutkan disiai djuga borlcku untuk print- 
ing Jang umumnja setjera kontinu atau sena kontinu, ketjuali tjara 
batìk resist Jang sudan terkenal itu. 
Disini djuga harus ditjurahkan pengamatan Jang teliti terhadap perso- 
ai an soperti   pemilihan sat «orna   dan   pengental, tjora pengerdjaan, 
pcmelìharaan mesin, pembersihan dan pemeliharaan gè dung Jang baik. 
Latihan2 serta pengawasan terhadap pekordja merupokan kuntji Jang ha- 
rus diperhatikan. 

Proses printing tidak memporlihatkan kesalahan Jang terdjadi do- 
lasi perdntalan dan portenunan, tetapi kain harus menjerap dengan baik 
dan bobas dori linter sorta bsnang2 Jang terlepas. Rol2 engrave dori 
soreen printing harus ditjek dengan teliti dan diudji dengan tjara 
print-outs. Pasta printing harus tertjampur dengan baik dan bebas 
kotoran2 &-n butirrn?. Kekentalannjja harus ditest dengan alat ' Jang 
sesuai. Doctor blade haruslah diasah dengan baik dan diperiksa set Ja- 
ra toratur. Perlu diperhatikan daja penekanan rakel dan mentjatat 
dengan teliti djonis, keraa, bontuk dan da Ja tekan rakel. 

7. Langkah selandjutnja pada bagir.n finishing, semua mesin pengering, 
oven pongering, steamer dan mesin pent Jut Ji harus terpelihara dengan 
baik don tetap borsih. Harus ada pengawasan Jong teliti terhadap dja- 
lamvja kain dalam proses dan sc géra diambii tindakan seperlunja apa- 
bila terdjadi keaalahan2. Disini pengaims Jong baik membuat standar? 
dan malatih pekerdja2 dengan tjara Jang betul. Tak terdapat djalon 
Jang memendek untuk mendapatkan efisiensi dalam pentjelupan dan print 
ing Jang baik. Perhatian Jang sabor sompai ke-4etsil2nja merupakan 
sjarat untuk sukses. 
Tolah saja scout dimuka akan pentingnja memiliki seorang ahli (tek- 
nisi) Jang bertanggung djawab dibagian finishing! dengan nesirà sten- 
ter, mesin pengering, calender, mesin pombasahan dan ponJusutan(damp- 
ing and shrinking machines) dan rosin pengurai (breaking machine). 
Disini pombersih&n dan pcmelìharaan al at2 nerupakan hoi Jang lcbdh 
penting daripada di-tempat2 lalnnja, kareno disini kain sudah mende- 
kati achir proses. Pekerdjaan harus dirent Jaiakan dori «orna muda ke 
tua dan kemboli lagi ke warna muda. TJiri2 dan sifat2 senua me sin ha- 
rus difahasd, soperti ketjepatan, tekanan antar rol2 (nip pressures), 
temperatur, kebutuhan akan perlengkapan pelurus pakon dan pengontrol- 
an kolombcban. Kodang2 poda mesin stenter dipasangkan alat pengatur 
kelembabon set Jara oton&tis, dan kalau bel uro oda diandjurkan untuk 
«emboli alat tersebut karena morupakan investasi Jang berharga. 
Hendaknja kein dikeringkan sampai tjukup kering sadja hingga dapat 
diporoleh kenaikan tertentu dalam produksi. Ada djuga alat pengontrol 
kclombaban dengan tangán Jang didjuol di pasaron dan alat ini sangat 
basar kegunoannja. Henurut pengolaman saja di Indonesia, hai ini ku- 
rang mendapat tjukup perhatlan Jakni terhadap faktor kondisi kain dan 
pengaruhnja pada pegangan. Untuk mendapatkan produssi Jang mokslvsi 
pada stentor perlu diawosi apakah lint screen dibersihkan dengan tor- 
atur. Dari pengalaasn, saja manjaksikan bài va adanja lint soreen Jang 
kotor dapat manurunkan efisiensl stent er sampai $($• 

Kalender harus ditJutji seUap sAnggu dan ditjek keadaan luarnja 
seperti adanja djarum osai dari tenunan, dan lempengan2 logan. Sopon- 
djáng pengolaman saja sungguhlah nengherankon apa Jang saja temukan 
dala» kain, seperti djarum2, djepit2, paku2 dan petjahan2 dari alat 
tenun. 

* m        • ' i •     i • i 



Segala sesuatunja Jang inenjangkut peda botd (rol Jang berlapis lunak) 
adalah pen je tcb kerusakan, dan tak seoaangpun »au »»beli tain Jang 
berlubang-d.ube.ng. 

Kan» ada dat2 pironeter solana proas* sshingga tsapsratur pada 
bnä. tal ender £ng panas dapit ditjek. Tekanan nip name diporikaa 
dengan teratur drogan kertat karbon. Seperti toi ah saja aobutkan , 
porlu djuga mengetJek tegangan arah pokan dan pengatur lebar« Menurut 
Íengalanan saja bal2 Jang paling bonjak mendapat tjolaan dart para 

angganan Jaitu adanja pakan Jang nalengkung. Hal ini adalah kesalah- 
an2 Jang aangat mengesaltan dan kercp kali disebabkan korenc hasil 
pertenunan dengan topi Jang tegang dan kendor. Tetapi dapat djuga di- 
aebabkan oleh ftenter clip Jang rusak atau terlalu banjak tegangan 
•elana proses* 

Setiap ahli finish Jang baik aelalu nenbuat tjatatan2 tentang 
hasll finish dan membuat perpustakaan dart tJontoh dan data«, dan ia 
berusaha untuk sedapat mungkin mengulang proses dengan kwlitas kain 
Jang soma« 

Hal Jang panting bahva seorang pendjual atau suatu perwakllan 
untuk penasaran bekordja erat dengan pinpinan unun dan orang finish- 
ing. Mereka harus tahu tentang koinginan langganan dan finish Jang 
dikehendakl kenudian hendoknja solalu nenbert keterangan2 tentang 
tjorak, finish dan pengertian unun tentang perdagangan. 

8. Bagian pengepakan don pengirtnen adalah teapot untuk penortksaan dan 
penget Jetan Jang terachir. Di Inggeria dan Amerika biasanja penertk- 
saan kain* djadi dllakukan poda papan atau medja kenudian menendai to* 
salahan2 dengan tali atau tanda borworna. 

Kain dibert nilai nisalnja kosatu, kedua atau kotiga sasuai de* 
ngan djunlah tali Jang dipasang untuk kesalohan dalan tenun, tjelup, 
atau t Jap, Bdsalnja grade kesatu tidak lobih dori lina tali untuk se- 
tiap 50 noter kain« Semua al at pentjatat pandjang kain dan »sain li- 
pat han» ditJek setiap minggu untuk mentjegah kesalahan pengukuran. 

Kehilangan berat sebanjok SJ. meruvakan hol Jang biasa dan neng- 
halangi produkti vitas Jang naksiinun. Dari setiap tunpukan atau powar- 
noan suatu part/ kain dipilih setjara morata untuk ditjek tentang pe- 
gongen, kenanpakan, pick dan lebar kain Jang »mudian dibandlngkan 
dengan kain Jang telan dikirinkan terdahulu, Sekarang inilah woktunja 
untuk nosetong tjontoh Jang kenudian harus disinpan dalan plastik 
disertai tjatatan2 tentang prosesnja setjara terparintji. 

Bagian pengirinan- adalah pekerdja terachir naka tjatotan Jang 
baik sangat diperlukan, Dalan pengalanan saja, aaja nelihat kain2 ke- 
luar tanpa surat pengántar, dan demudan pula surat2 pongantar diki- 
rinkan tidak dengan kainnja. Tjatatan Jang lsngkap tentang kerusakan2 
kain haruslafc disinpan dan desdidan pula tentang pandjang kain« 
Kesolahan2 dapat terdjadi dari biasanja bertonUngan dengan tjara 
kerdjanja« 

9. Faktor lain Jang penting dalan produkti^tas adalah pekerdjaan pene- 
liharaan. Ahli2 assln atau kepala bagian peneliharaan haruslah nsrupa 
kan bagian integral dari susunan tata laksana. 
Telah dlkemslcakan bahwa pentjelupan dan printing lccdh nendokati pe- 
kerdjaan insdnjur Xinla dan haruslah terdapat hubungan erat antan 
toohnolog dengan ahli2 nesin. 

•X W ^»^—^—^^—*•   1   • p\      • m 
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Kare m pada h&kekatnja sprang technelog harmlah tahu tentang mesln2 
sedangkan ahli hendaklah tahu pula tentang kain.    Pemeliharaan 
adalah suatu resalan Jang tak pernah berachir, Artinja mesin2 harus- 
lah diminjaki t^tapi minjak peiumas sendiri adaiah lector dan nie nodal 
kain. 
Perhatian haru3 ditjurahkan   pada pemeliharaan   Jang berentjana. Saja 
lihat sekcrang meroka   monggunakan tjara "breakdown maintenance"   de- 
ngan tidak ada tjadangan sparo part. Hal ini harus dihilangkan. 
Pemeliharaan dirontjanakari   Jang merupakan tjontoh   Jang mahal te tapi 
dapat ¿ibonarkcui. ¿ o:ncliu¿u*aan Jai g ùirentjanakan bsrai-ti pemGlihara- 
an untuk pontjegahan. Komudian harualah dibuat rentjana2   untuk peme- 
liharaan dan pimpinan mengusahakan terlaksaneh^a rent ¿ana tersebut. 
Ini berarti pengamatan semua mesin2    sot Jara teliti   serta pengaturan 
pengetjekan   set jara bertela, misalnja mingguan, bulanan, bahkan   te- 
hunan dan teratur, sepcrti hálnja pei leliharaan pada mobil   atau speda 
motor agar supaja memporoleh hasil Jang maksimum. Ini soci organisasi 
dan saling pongertian antara bagian tata laksanc dan ahli mcsin. 
Bagian2 da ri no ein ad: .Idi penting   dan   s upa Ja diadakan ponjodiaannja 
tidak dengan mongeluarkan v'aja2 Jang dibebankan pada anggaran. 

Pomeliharaan dengan memberhontikan mcsin adalah bert on tangán de- 
ngan produktivitas. Pemeliharaan mesin2 dapat digambarkan seporti pe- 
meliharaan rumah dengan baik, Kita harus mempunjai tempat kerdja dan 
waktu bekerdja dengan toratur dan borsih. Pakerdja2 akan mongambll 
tjontoh dari supervisor dan anggota2 pimpinan. Tenpat jnng bersih 
aken memberikan kain Jang borsih pula. Ahli musin uapat memberikan 
tjontoh Jang baik dengan tjara manjimpan alat2nja, potongan2 kaju dan 
bambù ditempat Jang betul. 

10. Suatu faktor lain Jang sangat penting dalam produktivitas Jang sering 
kali dilalaikan jaitu soal latihan Jang tidak aadja dilakukan oleh 
anggota staf tetapi djuga oleh pekerdja2. Saja Idra dan demudan dju- 
ga orang2 lain berpendapat bahwa latihan merupakan sumber produktiv.» 
tas Jang besar torutama dinegara-ncgara Jang telah berkembang. 
Sekarang setiap orang bertambah sophisticated, mereka membeli radio 
dan speda dan biasanja ingin bekerdja berH3ama2. Hila seseorang tahu 
tent&ng pekerdjaannja dia akan lebih menjenanginja. Maka pekordja2 
haruslah dididik tentang pekerdjaannja, kemudian dilatih untuk monger 
djakan dengan tjara Jang benar. DJika mereka dilatih baik more'ea akan 
sangat bergunc. untuk menghindari kesalahan2 dan dapat pula meroper- 
baikinja bila te rd Ja di suatu kesalahan. DJika mungkin dibentuk anggo- 
ta staf Jang bertanggung djavjb untuk mengadakan iitihan dan dia me- 
ngatur segalanja tentang latihan torse but. Latihan untuk anggota staf 
dipusatkan dalam laboratorium seperti Jang telah saja aebutkan 
Setiap teknolog atau kepala harus bertanggung Äjawab untuk melatih 
pada bagiannja. Ini berarti bahwa dia merupakan soorang ahli dalam 
bidang pokerdjaannja dan mampu memerintah atau mengcrdjakan setiap 
mesin dibagiannja. 
PentJolupan dan printing bukanlah suatu kerdja jang menggunakan ba- 
njak pekordja soperti halnja pada pemintalan atau pertonunan tetapi 
lobih penting bila ria merupakan ahli dalam pekerdjaannja. Maka djus- 
tru itulah orang finishing harus 3olalu up-to-date dengan mengurapul- 
kan buku2 Jang tcrbaru, madjrlr.h2, kursu82 dan kalau mungkin mengun- 
djungi   pcbrik2 lain, doirdkian pula   minta   bantuan   dari   organisasi 
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UMIDO dan Dr. Oweiaa mnaruh perhatian   tentang aoal2 latinan aeorang 
ahll aoal latihan aegera altan didatangkan, (?) 
Kenudlan akan diadokan latihan2 untuk pinpinan tinggl, ¡tapiñan nene» 
namh don djuga untuk operatoti. 
Seorang ahll tentang latihan   akan mendldlk peaerta2nja   dala» pabrlk 
kaaudlan nareka akan mendldlk para euperriaor dan aohlrnja aupendaor 
teraebut akan mndidlk operator2. 
Latihan untuk plmplnan tlnggl akan diodakan dengan baatoan auatu dina 
untuk keluar negerl dan diberlkan oleh ahli2 Jang lain« 
Perentjanaan dan Pengawaaan Produksl i 

Seoungguhnja rorupakan fungal tata-lakaane. Tetapl karent aotlap 
fdaplnan teknologia merupakan baglan darl keaatuan keglatan tata-Iota» 
•ana mka perlulah untuk menglnaan pentingnja faktorS perentjanaan 
dan penganaaan produkal agar aupa Ja dapat ae-peroleh produktiiltaa 
Jang nakalnum. Hai Ini berpangkal pada penggunaan vumber2 Jang produk 
tlf aedjauh nungkin, penjeaualan aneara kerdja dan maliú, penllaian 
tjara kerdja dan kerdjanja aendiri. Harualah dlbuat tjatatan tentang 
produkal, waktu berhentl dan pengerdjaan ulang, agar aupaja keaalahan 
keaalahan mudah dlamatl dan tanggung djawab dapat dinjatakon dalam 
aegl mutu dan aegl pemeliharaan* Harualah terdapat perentjanaan data2 
aetjara tema -anerue. DJlka mun^kin target2 diberlkan kepada aeaaia 
baglan dan aering dladakan rapat untuk nalaporkan tentang kelantjaran 
dan kematjetan rentJena. 

11. Aohlrnja terdapat fungal bla Ja. Baglan bla Ja menjlarkan tentang pro* 
duktlidtaa dan bergantung pada umpa-balik darl berbogai baglan, au* 
pandaor dan baglan raeain. Hareka bertanggung djawab ataa penguKpulan 
dan penjaapaian bahan2 balk Jang naauk dan Jang dlkaluarkan dan pula 
berhubungan erat dengan aoal upan dan barga« Apabila tldak dikerdja- 
kan perhltungan tala Ja aetjara teliti »oka kerdja klta aepertl aeorang 
buta dan nudah aekall klta bokerdja keraa Jang tldak nenghaailkan 
auatu kenadjuan« 
Baglan ini bertugaa menbuat target anggaran don rontjana dan kemutüan 
manllal produktivltaa Jang njata« Biaja2 Jang pokok dalam pentjelupan 
dan printing adalah uap, tenaga, aat «ama dan aat2 kUla, upan dan 
gadjl dan pula pemeliharaan« Semua ataf hendaklah menjadarl penting- 
nja aoal ekononl dalain aegala audut. 

Fengaluaran2 teraebut diataa dapat merupakan hal2 Jang beaar da- 
la» pellMbahan, kaln Jang ruaak atau turun nutunja, pembuangan aia2 
darl aat warne dan bahan2 aínda, perbalkan darl kaln2 Jang tak aen- 
purna karena terlalu atau kurang penutihan, tjelup atau printing Jang 
djolek. 

Penjebab hal2 diataa adalah banjak dan beraneka, tetapl aenuanja 
akan nanberlkan penboroean pada pe-akaian uap, tenaga, uang, uaaha 
dan aumber2 produktif lainnja. 

Seidan uralon aaja« Saja tldak membahaa aetiap hai «a-pal -ánda- 
la» tetapl horapon aaja bahwa uralan saja ini tJukup aabagal bahan 
peanJdran dan mendorong Bapak2 untuk beruaaha nandapatkan produktlvl- 
taa Jang lebih beaar dalam bidang uaaha Bapak. 
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1• Part jaratan apakah Jang dipwlukan bagl 
balk t 

2« Siiti« dota—nUil apakah   jang Bapak 
flidaidn* T 

•«panlaor Uknik jane 

dalas  pakerdjaan2 4L* 

viri 
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TANJA DJAWAB BTDkiiQ FINISH!)» . 

I* SICTOR LABORATORIUM 

Penano* Nj. Puntanti Kusno 
Mn« IsnLnlngsih 
Sdr« Hendrodyantopo 
Sdr. Inn Soet Jlpto 
Sdr. Arilin H. 

(I»T.T.) 
(I.T#T#) 
(X«f,T.) 
(QLtdJenteka) 
(Ratatex) 

Persoalan Jang disinggung 
1. Instrument laboratori UBI Jang harus dlidlikl untuk ndniiman else uniti 

- Jig 
• Heater 
• baking chamber 
- steamer 
- dyeing pot« 

- colour matching lamp 
- ultra violet 
»'tungsten 
• balance 
- nloroseope 
«—foulard» 

- pH neter 
- washing wheal 
• viscometer 
- strength teater 
- «angle 

Xeindlan untuk Jang be aar 2, dUengkapd dengan condition (moisture) 
room, dan ffi^al.djuaahakpn. ptfH£^ulflJUtaaku2« 

TJatatan t Apa Jang dlkemukakan Mr. Bennett terlalu benjak dan ter- 
lalu beaar investasi Jang dibutuhkan* 

2« Bjenla teat Jang perlu dlkerdjakan, ialah i 

BLaaohlng   t •> pH teat 
- fluidity teat 
- reflectance 

Dyeing 
teat t - visual test a«l« taste 

- chaud cal test* 
.pH 
- fastness to light 
- fastness to washing 
- fastness to ironing 
- fastness to crooking» 

Finishing i - appearance        • width 
- pick            - handle 
- «ashing strength 
orease resin shrinkage 

3* %  Pertanjaan ohuaus mngenai instrusKtnt Jang terbaik untuk colour natch, 
.  lng test - belum ada persesuaian« 

b» Manganai sewing test ialah mtndjahit dua helai kaln disatukan dengan 
high speed sewing Machine. DUihat pengaruhnje set Jara visuil« 
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il. Agar basil Jang diperoleh dalam proses operasi menjanai basii <ü- 
Laboratorium malea perlu adonta équipaient Jang balk dan pealmbangon 
harus teliti djangan henja. dUdra-fcira. 

5* Kegunaan laboratori um diaamping untuk testing, djuge untuk training« 
Ria ja laboratori um biasanja dibawah 1Jfe dar! total pembiajaan. 
Laboratorium dipandang perlu dan dal am pemakaian   dyestuff     dan o- 
bat-obetan kimia perlu ditest terlebih dahulu karona   bei um tentu 
baik, tiap package bisa berlalnan kwalitetnja. 

6. Dokumentaai aebayoi pelengkap laboratorium perlu untuk mengurangl 
pemakaian tenaga & bla Ja untuk process Jang sana« 

II. QUALITY COrtTUOL. 

Penan Ja t Nn. Iandningsih       (I.T.T.) 
Sdr. Iman SootJipto(DltdJenteka) 
Sdr. Arifin M. (Ratatex)' 
Sdr. P.H. Human       (Q.K.B.I.). 

Persoalan Jan,, diainKEun^ 

- vJalaupun tiap2 bagian sudah mempunjai testing section! untuk large 
work, perlu tenagn chusus untuk quality control« 

- Ifcituk mengldndari kesalahan pada tahap2 selandjutnjc, supervisor 
dapat melaporkan asal-uaul/djenis kesalahan« 

- Menurut djenis dan system unit produksi Jang dipergunakan, product 
Jang dihasilkan tidak akan sama, maka untuk memperoleh hasil Jang 
cama a«l. perlu perhatian terhadap daja pick up & kebasahan kain« 

- Sebaiknja tiap finisher k technician perlu mompnnjai loupe, sehing- 
ga konstruksi kain aelalu diketahui   agar dapat ditentukan process 
Jang tepat untuk monjempurnakannja, 

- Tiap package dyestuff dan chemical harus ditest« 

- Alat untuk menghindari terbawanja benda2 metal memang tidak ada 
lain hanja metal detector. 

- iiaka untuk menghindari hai itu perlu dilakukamja iaspeotion pada 
kain grey dan weaving dan mesin ditjek« 

IH. PROCE&ÜlWG, 

Penanja Sdr. Djadjang Hiravan 
Sdr. Nansal Chan 
Sdr. Arifin M. 
Sdr. P.H. Hunan 
Sdr. Aahari 

ÍP.T^O.) 
(DeliMBtex) 
(Ratatex) 
(O.K.B.I.) 
(TexLn). 
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Persoclan Jang diainggung 

- Alat2 finishing untiik cotton sepertl Jigger terbuka, dan stenter 
(uap) untuk mengerdjakan kaln synthetic dapat dlsimpulkan tidak 
mungkln« 
Dengan oarrler system memang   dapat   dikerdjakan pent Jelupan pada 
Jig terbuka tutapd lama«   Dengan uap tidak mungkln diperoleh high 
temperature heater« 
Pin clip untuk kain synthetic perlu berkepala. 

- Penggunaan steamer dlsamping untuk dyeing process dapat djuga di- 
gunakan dalam bleaching/whitening« 

- Pada printing tidak ada korolasi dal aim Ja engraving dengan tua - 
mudanja warne, totapi lebih terpengaruh deh proses pent Jut ¿lam ja« 

- Untuk proses scouring, bleaching dan finishing kira2 dipcrlukan 
hS liter air untuk setiap kilograin bahan« 

- Untuk memperbaikl kilap kaln janj diprint dengan sat warna pigment 
hondaklah diteliti dahulu proses scouring dan bleaching kenudian 
dladakan pula pert Jobaan untuk proses rocrceriaasi« 

* Mercerising Jan** dilakukan baik pada grey ataupun setolah bleaching 
haailnja sama, han Ja hila dilakukan pada grey, caustic akan kotor, 
tetapl akibatnj& proses scouring mendjíidi ringan« 

- Kaln berat biasan ja dimercer sewaktu masih grey« Di Indonesia umura- 
nja dipakai chainless mercerising unit Jang akan memberikan kilap 
Jang kurangt 

- Djangan terlalu banjak brand Jang dipakai pada pemakaian dyestuff • 

- Moisture   • tity 
Dyeing k printing perlu kerlng. 
finishing djangan terlalu kerinf # 
Sebaiknja dilakukan conditioning room »ebelum oU calender» 

IV. ASPEE UlWJi*. 

Penanja i Sdr« Harun Hardjito 
Sdr. iJ&detht 
Sdr« Nusjirwan Salim 
Sdr« DJanil Uaman 

(P.N« Insan) 
(Ditdjenteka) 
(P.T. Sumber Sandang) 
(Ditdjenteks). 

ühtuk raenghitung produksi dapat dalam meter atau kilogram« 

- Untuk manhour direct & indirect cost dibitung t 

dyes 1Qo 
chemicals 1 <$ 
salary/wages 30° 

steam 4 power 2$ji 
maintenance        jjfi 
profit 2% 
depredation 
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Beaarnja finishing plant Jung ekonotrds   di Indonesia sukar cuten- 
tukan. 
Pabarik Jang ket Jil akan memberikan efisiensi   Jang kurang Bedang 
kan pabrik besar sukar memberikan kapasitas Jang penuh. Di Ing¿ris 
ukuran pabrik jang unum adalah neiiçroduksi 12,500,000 meter aaatpai 
25)000,000 meter per tahun. 
Waktu sekarong terdapat djuga Janö berproduksi antara 30-50,000,000 
meter per tahun. Di Indonesia   pentinglah   untuk ment joba bekerdja 
2k djam por harl dein 7 bari per ntLn&u karena modal lebih magai da- 
ri pada pekerdja. 

Faktor2 Jang harus diperhatikan del an finishing adalah tjorak dan 
peraintaan pemaaaran.   Sekarang terdapat kot Jenderungan untuk mome- 
integrasikan dengan pabrik2 penintalcn den portenunan. 
Dolasi hai ini medal Jang tersedia tentu sadja merupakan faktor 
Jang harus diperhitungkan« 

Hralatan finishing di Indonesia merupakan t Jampuran Jang lama dan 
bam. 
MB8in2 baru kadang2 baik, sedangkan metin2 tua Jang dlpelihara ba- 
lk akan memberikan hasll Jang baik pula* 
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UFOIUN KDn äStHMA "HO*/ TO E [FROVE PRODUCTIVITY IN FINISHING" 
TA*K*L 30MiaßET 1572 

DI INSTITUT TEKNOLOGI TEKCTIL EUJUHJö 

Setelah mendengar prasaran dari Mr. John h.H. Bennett, Expert UNIDO, 
dan aetelah diadakan distasi set jara menjeluruh antara pemrasaran dan 31 
peserta seminar, maka sidang mendapetkan hasil2 rumusan sebagai bcrikut  : 

1, ftroductivity pada Mdang industri Finishing masi h dapat ditingkatkan. 

2» Dal«* uaaha peningkatar productivity- pada bidang Industri     Finishing 
perlu dipenuhi faktor aeperti dibawah ini  » 

1). itdanja laboratori um pada perusahaan Finishing diang^ap sangat pen- 
ting karena kwalitaa dan kwantitaa    produksi   dapat direntjanakan 
melalui proses2 dalam Laboratorium.    Investasi alat2 Laboratorium 
adalah tjukup besar, tetapi hai ini dapat untuk penjediaan dimaaa- 
roasa Jang akan datang, sedangkan bea ja jan g mendjadi beban   dalam 
total cost masih dibawah ^%, 

2). Dokumentasi tentan^ proses set jara mendetail sanjat penting, kare- 
na dapat ment jegah berulan nja pekerdjaan pert jobaan Jan¡_, semet jam, 
sehint ta dapat mengurangi beaja produksi  jang akan datang, 

3)» Opfanlsasi perusahaan jan6 dapat dlterina oleh para technolog sa- 
ngat diptrlukan.    Para engineer diikutsertakan djuga set jara inte- 
gral dalam management team. 

it). Trainine   bukan diperlukan han ja untuk para staff, tetapi djuga un- 
tuk para karyawan langsung (operator). 

$)• Dyeing department merupakan kuntji dalam perusahaan finishing,  oleh 
karcna jtupemeliharaan kebersihan dan maintenance jang sempurna per- 
lu mendapat perhatian jang mendalaiti. 

3. Untuk mentjapai productivity janü tin^gi perlu   adanja system penGou- 
naan/pemanfaatan faktor2 tersebut pada ad 2, set jara efektif • 

Seldan laporan ini dibuat dengan harapan semoga dapat bermanfaat bagi 
perkembangan Industri Tekstil, umumnja dan Finishing chuausnja di Indonesia. 

STEERING COíMIT'ÍIüi¡ BAQW FINISHING 

( S*^TU¿U S.Teks. ) 
Ketua. 
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1)    SUPMAftY 

Operations during this period were partly log 1st Ice M y   and 

administrative but mostly technical at explained li* the next 

paragraph. 

|)    ACTIVITICS M* MWLTt 

a.   Signature of plan of operation 

The plan of operation has been signed at the 3r   of April  1972 

Instoad of being signed before Is   July 1971. 

a.   Report Cycle 

Tho first progress report has been drawn the 3 h March 1972 to 

cover the duration from the start <l§   November 1971) up to end 

of February 1972. 

The present progress reporf ( part II ) after receiving the 

st 
official cycle will cover tho period after the end of the I 

progress reports (  Is   March up to the end of July 1972 )   as 

mentioned in the schedule of the reporting cycle. 

The 3r    semi annual report, will start accordingly from l§ 

August  1972, 

e.    fellowships Programme 

It wet scheduled In the plan of operation, that the S3 fellowships 

of6 months each will be trained as following t 

M fellowships in the second half of  1971 

6 in the Ist half of  1972 

13 In the second half of 1972 

3 In the Ist halt of 1973 

Total 35. 
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All the 33 fellowships have been »elected by the Government 

with our assistane«. 

Twenty two of tham the tonus of fellowships haee baa« filiad and 

handed to U.N.O.P. off lea hera, who had sant tham Immediately 

to section for Asia and the far East In Vienna. 

The toons for the 13 regaining fellowships, according to the 

Government of Indonesia Information, will ba handed soon when 

they will be filled by the candidates and approved by an official 

Indonesian member. 

N.B.    There was a   proposal  to sent 6 from the candidates for a 

higher level training and longer period but the Government has 

recently decided to follow the programme as It Is In the plan of 

operation. 

d.   The Survey 

In the plan of operation there Is a survey to determine the long 

term policy of the Tentila Industry In Indonesia.    It «as scheduled 

to be finallased In October 1971. 

It he* been finished and the fInai report had been hended to the 

Government In »«ay 1972.   Coplee of this report ere no« In hind of 

the H.Os., In Vienna, U.N.O.P. In DJelnrta and In the hand of the 

Indonesian Government. 
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The report consists of two volume».   The f Irtt dtal with the 

technical policy and th« second with marketing.   The first I 

describes the conditions of the Riechines in the different textile 

sectors showing the modern, what need modernization and what Is 

obsolete. 

It shows also the actual and potential capacity and a proposed 

growth during ten years ended in I960. 

Tho report stressed on the necessity of training for all  levels 

of power forces.    In tho marketing volume the report deals with 

tho raw material, the future pattern, the demand at present and 

the growth during the period up to I960.    It recommends that the 

local production policy has to be planned to cover about 80Í 

from the total market requirement during the period up to I960 

and to be considered at that level as self sufficient.    In the 

following period Indonesia has to built itself to enter   the 

foreign markots as one of the textile exporting   countries. 

e.   experts 

In the field 

During the duration of this report a spinning technologist 

Mr. Curran has arrived to the f lelu In March 1972 the total 

number of experts in the field are now 3 technologists plus the 

Project Manager   they »re : 

I.    The Project Manager his assignment extended up to end 

of July 1975. 
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M. Spinning technologist Mr. Curran hit Initial assignment 

is for one year up to March 1973. 

III. Weaving technologist Mr. T. Hoshlyama his assignment 

has been extended up to December 1974. 

IV. Finishing technologist Mr. Bennett his assignment has 

been extended up to November 1973. 

f. Experts 

under arrival 

Maintenance engineer Mr. Mellgl who has bean selected and approved 

by both UNIDO and the Indonesian Government will be soon In the 

field, according to the oral Information from UNIDO HQs. 

g. Experts 

under submission to the Government 

During our visit to HQs.  In Vienna last June 1972 we have selected 

from the applications in the recruitment section the following s 

I.    The second spinning technologist from A.R. of Egypt, 

II.    A second weaving technologist on condition that he has 

enough experience  In Jacquard  looms from India. 

III.    A training expert from India an ex UNIDO Expert In this 

field. 

N.B.    All experts under I,   II,  III have been evaluated by 

Mr. Eraneva as mentioned to us oraly by the recruitment 

section and have to be submitted to the Indonesian 

Government for approva I. 

h.    Experts 

under évaluation 

A cost accountant expert from Pakistan Is under evaluation and 

after that to be submitted to the Indonesian Government for approvai, 
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I.   txeerts 

under »election 

I.,An   export for marketing under the management component. 

II. A Knitting technologist under the contultant component. 

From our revision to the files of candidates In the recruiting 

section  In Vienna, we did not find any suitable candidates for 

those two posts. 

Mr. Lo I to promlssed that In a near future he can submit the 

candidates for the two above mentioned posts with qualifications 

as mentioned In their Job dlscrlptlon first to Mr. Eraneva   and 

after for us for evaluation before submitting them to the 

Government. 

Aftor Implementation of the above mentioned agreements all    the 

team of experts Including the consultant component will be filled. 

For comparison between the schedule In the plan and realization 

concerning the experts and other activities, see appendix No,  I. 

k)    TECHNICAL ASSISTAMI 

During the period of this report many technical assistances have been 

given to the textile factories with satisfactory results i 

I.   As mentioned In the progress report pert I that we have agreed 

with the Government to give to the textile industry two kinds of 

assistance   one Is called regular assistance for a number of 

factories to be assisted regularly and to be considered as models 

to others; the second  is called Irreguker or temporary assistance. 
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It happens that som« of the textil« factories face some particular 

problems.     In such a case like this we receive a request from the 

Government to give advice to these factories about the solutions 

of these problems during one or two snort visits, we call these 

Irregular assistances as visits or Inspection. 

2. Members of our teem have In executing the programme to cover the 

fol lowing work    : 

a. Survey 

b. Implementation   and 

c. Following up. 

3. The time to cover all this work In on« factory varies from two 

to six months work, but not continuously, according to the kind 

and volume of problems. 

So we calculate In our programme about three to four months as 

an average for every factory to be assisted regularly or by other 

words three to four factories for the expert every year. 

This beside the Inspection or irregular assistances and seminars 

to be conducted by the experts. 

Below are the technical assistances given during the reporting 

period. 

A. Tegel  TEXIN Spinning, Weaving and Finishing factories : 

A complete survey has been made by the three technologists 

Mr. Curran for spinning, Mr. T. Moshlyema for weaving 

and Mr. John, E.H. Bennett for finishing.   This survey 

has been distributed In May  1972 under the title t 
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Tecímfcal Report part I.   A copy of this report Is 

attached. 

The  implementation has been started In weaving and 

finishing Texln factorlos with a satisfactory result. 

The production In weaving has Increased In quantity 

by about 30$ and  In finishing where the factory was In 

trial condition It is now In production at about 96.000 

metres per week against less than 20,000 pf week at 

the beginning of our assistance. 

The quality In both weaving and finishing has been 

Improved. 

There Is no following up In the spinning waiting for 

the arrival of the second spinning technologist, but 

we do not anticipate   In the spinning any big Improvement 

neither In quantity nor In quality.    This Is due to the 

conditions of the spinning machinery which are nearly 

all are obsolete and need replacement. 

B.    Better utilization of the facilities In the majority of the 

spinning factories In Indonesia. 

This has been reported In en ad-hock technical report 

pert 3   which has been drawn by the Project Manager and 

distributed also In May 1972.    Another copy Is attached. 

In this report the writer has dealt with two problems, 

the first Is the conversion of about 60,000 twist 

spindles, which ere Idle, to ring spindles. 
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The conversion is elastic end the machines   can be 

transfarad from on« casa to tha othar aasaly. 

The sacond Is by using tha suitable cotton fibras which 

anablas soma of th« factorías to dacraass tha T.M.(twist 

multiplier) and  increase the R.P.M. (Revolution   par 

minute).    Both increase th« production over the present 

potentiality by about 251.   Those two advices will enable 

Indonesia to real Is« Its target In production with   a 

reduction In tha number of tha new spindles and   this 

leads also to a reduction In the new Investment.    This 

reduction can be estimated by about 45 millions US $. 

The experiments of this advico has been carried on    In 

one of the spinning factories (Bandjaran Spinning Mill) 

since October 1971 and the result Is satisfactory. 

These advices have been put now in execution   and the 

production of this factory has already Increased  In June 

and July by about I Of and still going up. 

C. G.K.B.I. : This factory Is an integrated one, spinning, weaving, 

and finishing. Recently a following up survey has been 

drawn and a substantial Improvement in productivity has 

been real Izad. 

A statistical report about this factory will ba drawn 

and distributed during the present period. 
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0.    Primary survey hat been mede and the recommandâtIons are under 

Implementation at present In P.T.G. Garut weaving and 

finishing factory, one of the biggest In Indonesia. 

The report with the results will be distributed during 

the present period. 

E.    The following factories have been visited several times during 

the reporting periods by the experts.   Primary reports 

have been drawn but the final with thè results will be 

drawn  In future : These factories are t 

TJItatJap, Bendjaran, Setjang, Lawang, Grat!, Senajan, 

Pardedetex spinning factories. 

Asratex, Pardedetex, Sukur, Samudra, Matraco, Karl 

Slanlpar, Sima, Tlmatex   weaving factories. 

Ratetax, Kamadjajatex, Dellmatex, Indos Inga, Inpeme, 

Ball tax, Radjut OJatlm Surabaja   finishing factories. 

Thaae> factories have been visited and Inspected by the 

members of our team, discussions and Instructions have 

been given to the technical  staff about how to solve 

some of their problems. 

In spinning, we are concentrating now our assistant 

on three factories   they are J TJIpadung, Palembang, 

Bekasl spinning mills, becausa they are In need of more 

effort than the others. 

Our spinning technologist Mr. Curran estimates the time 

required to complete his assistance to every one of 

those factories by six months. 
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F.   Siiti nari«    Two »uccesfull seminars neve been held during the 

reporting period In the Institute of Textile Technology 

In Bandung.   The first was conducted by the weaving and 

finishing experts.    Its subject was "How to Improve the 

Productivity In Weaving and Finishing". 

The participants were the technlcatlons of the weaving, 

and finishing factories. 

The second seminar has been conducted by our three 

technologists In spinning, weaving and finishing.    Its 

subject was on textile education and the participant were 

the lecturers of both the Institute of Textile Technology 

and of the Institute of Technology Bandung.    Copies of 

technical reports part 3 4 3 on these two seminars are 

attached. 

There was during this period two missions Initiated by 

the Directorate General of the Textile Department where 

all the experts have participated In then.    They have 

visited the textile factories In East and Meat Islands 

of  Indonesia to advice them about the solutions of some 

of their Individual problems as well as to study the 

future pattern In these areas. 

The advices given and the results of these studies are 

In technical report part 4, a copy attached. 
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S)   eOVfftNMEIff CONTftlWTION IN CASK 

The Indonesian Government has paid all the three first  Installments 

completely In due time as following : 

Date of Payment Total 

Rp. 5.292.000,— 

" 13.600.000,— 

"     2.029.000.— 

27-9-1971 

28-9-1971 

10-3-1972 

15-6-1972 "    14.732.500,— 

Notes 

First Installment 

Second        M 

To complete the two 

first Installments 

Third  Installments 

Total Rp. 35.653.500,— 

The above payments have been deposited to the credit of the UNOP 

contributions acount No. UNDP 65 with Bank Indonesia  In Djakarta. 

The coming Installment which Is the fourth and last one will be due 

In July   1973. 

I)   WVEANKC*T CWfTHHUTlOSfl IN KINN 

a. Offices   no change In this Item during the reporting period. 

b. Cars    two additional sedan cars nave been provided to the Project, 

the number now ere 5 cars, 4 sedan cars and one micro-bus. 

c. Iqu I patent 

In the Plan of operation It has been mentioned as e part of the 

Government contribution that 36 Items were available In the 

Institute of which  14 items had been supplied under the Dutch 

bilateral grant another 18 Items from Dutch bilateral Grant also 

will   be supplied later.    Two other Items had been supplied under 

the Belgium bilateral Grant and 2 Items will be supplied later. 
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The situation now,  It that til equipment which were supposed to 

be delivered from the Dutch b)lateral Grant have alraady arrlvtd 

to th« Institut« of Textile Technology Bandung, except th« 4 

following Item» which have been cenca I ad. 

Thosa ara t 

No.  I I Laboratory drying and hast tatting unit for 100 cm 

material width. 

No. 2 I Laboratory pressure dyalng unit for 100 cm matar la I 

width. 

No. 3.        I Laboratory steamer for 100 cat matar la I width. 

No. 4.       Shirley - Analyser. 

The following 2 items from the Belgium bilateral Grant still not 

yet arrived. 

Those are : 

No.  I High spaad cotton loom 122 cm. 

No. 2 Loom 163 cm for synthetic yarns. 

Beside there are 16 additional Items have been supplied to the 

Institute of Textile Technology under new Dutch and Belgium 

bilateral Grant» 

Detailed are In annex number 2. 

d. Local Staff 

No change or remark on the local staff component during the 

reporting period.   The situation It still similar at mentioned 

In the progress report part I. 
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7)   U.N.0.P. connu WTI O« 

a. In cash 

I.    He have no details about the U.N.D.P. cash contributions 

which ara generally transfarad by HQs In New York. 

II.    Sallarlas allowances and subsidias which ara paid to axparts 

and staff by U.N.D.P. here, according to U.N.D.P. financial 

sactlon information In Djakarta, amounted to US $ 49,192.00. 

b. In dines 

I.    Nothing yat has baan suppllad from tha equipments to ba 

fI nanead from UNDP   contributions waiting for tha arrival of 

oth«r Technologists to collect tha equipments required for 

tha different  textile sectors within tha budget amount for 

this component. 

II.    Tha vehicle of the Project Manager has been bought by UNIDO 

HQs and It Is   now   in the custom under clearance. 

c. No change In tha other Items of expanses to be financed from the 

UNDP contributions. 

I)    MMLVSIS AM tVAlUATION 

It can ba said that tha Project Is getting tha support from tha 

parties concerned to assure Its success. Tha following are tha 

remarks on this Item : 

a.   There Is a delay In tha start of tha Project, so th«re Is 

different In tha schedule of tha different activities. 
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b. There It a delay In the arrival of the exports to the f told. 

But wo have arranged with HQs, tholr quick arrival. 

c. The major Items of equipments delivered by the Government, 

correspond to tho currant requirement» of Projoct operation. 

<j.   Tho major results   that hava emerged from tho tochnlcal a»»l»tant» 

are Improvement In tho production of soma factor loa plus roductlon 

In tho Inveatment required for the Imp I adontati on of tha Textile 

section according to tha five year» Development Plan (Rapai Ita), 

as roportod In tho attached ad-Hoc end other technical report». 

e. Form of 22 out of 35 fellowship» hava bean »ont to HQs., to 

take the nece»»ary »tops, towards tholr training.    The upgrading 

programme for tho operators In factories bo» I do the supervisor 

will take place Immediately after the arrival of the Training 

Export. 

f. No Important chango either tho »ubttanee or »chedullng of Projoct 

Operation can bo proposed In thl» »tage of tho Project. 

Technical Assistant 

Under Belgium Bilateral Grant beside» tho ll»t of equipment In 

appendix 2. 

There Is a tentile technologist provided by tho Belgium Government 

to assist the Institute In dyeing for two year«. There will bo no 

overlapping between this assistant and our projoct. 
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PLAN & REALIZATION OF THE UNDP - UNIDO SF. PROJECT 
INS - 71/531 IN INDONESIA 

I 

No.        SUBJECTS 

1971 T 

i   5/6»   i    7/8    I   9/10 JJJ/J2 

I. Survty (Overall) j T *-*-+-t 

2. Project Manager 

3. Spinning  I 

4. Spinning 2 

•>  •-*' 

1/2 ..... 

1972 

"vï'T"?/«"! ? 

U. . .. . ^ . 4» — -» - «4 — -4 — •4 — » ^J^JZZ. 

+ 
......f •.•k..4«a.4«>M»« f—w—t—*—r—i—i—' 

'     j      i       i      i      i Ni if" 

4—1—1 
AAAAjAAA* 

5. Weaving 

6. Finishing 

i-~4> -•*- -i- - + -«»-- 4- -h" 
± 

7, Maintenance 

8. CONSULTANTS : 

a. Costing 
b. Training 
c. Knitting 

d. Weaving 

9. MANAGEMENT : 

Marketing 

L-4--Í—-i--¿—•*--!--^— + — .i.v.r-14 
• '    > •i !—t H h 

4-4-+ 
rtxxxxxxxkxx)íxxx) 

!       > 

i      I 

! I 

i       j AAAAAA* 
i       ;   A/JMA/ 

!       !   ÛÀAAA/ 

...p... -j... ^—-f—j—i U4- •t—4—f—r—*--4—4 

4—j 1—j 1—M 
••••*•••*••< 

10. Equipment 

11. Fellowship I     ! 

.i—i 

J..-L 

!    ! t-r 
¡ 

•t 

J 
NOTES 

xxxxxxxxxxxx * 

AAAAAAAAAAAA » 

•*•*•••••••« : 

*) 

Schedule 
Realization or In the field. 
Selected by UNIDO A approved by Government, but not y«t 
arrive to field. 
Selected & Evaluated by UNI00 or FM, but not submitted 
to tho Government tor tnoIr arrival. 
Job description circulated but not yet eve lue ted by UNIOO 
or PM, 
MAY/JUNE 
Selection of Fellowship. 
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ADDITIONAL LIST Of EQUIPMENT FROM DUTCH BILATERAL GRANT 
( ALREAOY AVAILABLE   AT IH ) 

1. I set Tharmohygrograph 

2. I set Shuttle accelerometer and speedometer 

I set Loom timing gauge 

I sot Heald discrepancy gauge 

I set weft unwinding tension meter 

3. I set Wear acceleromoter 

4. 2 sets Monsanto crease recovery tester 

5. I set Package density tester - Vezel   Inst.   (Shore) 

6. 100 pc No.70 solid Carbon electrodes for Fade-O-Meter 

7. 100 pc No. 20 Cored Carbon electrodes for Fade-O-Meter 

8. I set Daylight  lamps set Phil IIps/Hanau 

9. 2 sets Automatic drying ovens 

10. I set Verrasslng oven 

11. 2 sets Mettler Snelwegers (  I  set not yet available ) 

12. I set Bundesman tester. 

ADDITIONAL LIST OF EQUIPMENT FROM BELGIUM BILATERAL GRANT 
( ALREADY AVAILABLE    AT  ITT ) 

X 

V 

1. I Waterbeth type I for high temperature dyeing machine 

2. I Waterbeth type IV A A B 

3. I Centrifugal Hydro extraction Essortmat 

4. I Boxdryer, 
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL  1010a 
lANSI and ISO TEST CHART No   21 
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The object of this report Is to give the results of the work 
ot the two «I»»Ion». 
The first mission visited Ball, Timor, Celebes, Ambon and 
Ea»t Java Province from April  12 - 22 and was composed of 

The Director General of Textile» 
The Project Manager of the Textile Special Fund 
Project 
Mr. John E.H.Bennett - Finishing Expert UNDP 
Mr. Abdul Oanl Adam >   textile Department 
Mr.  Iman SutJIpt© Oemar   )   Official» 

The »econd mission visited Sumatra from April 8-19, 1972 
and we» composed of 

Mr. Santo»»   ) Text|le Department Officials 
Mr. DJumena   ) 
Mr. Wlbowo Director of Research I.T.T. 
Mr. Hoshlvama Weevlng Export UNDP 
Mr. Curran Spinning Expert UNDP 

Report» on these visits by the three experts are attached. 
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REPORTS 

ON THE TEXTILE SPINNING MILLS VISITED DURING 

A FACT FINDING TOUR OF SUMATRA BY A TEAM 

OOMPOSEO OF TWO UNIDO EXPERTS AND THREE MEM- 

BERS OF THE TEXTILE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE 

OF BANDUNG 

Submitted to Or. S. OWEISS 

bV 

Arthur E. CURRAN 

UNIDO Spinning Expert 
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« GENERAL REPORT BT A.E. CURRAN ON 'OS illSSION TO SUMATRA 
BI   A TEAM COMPOSED OF TWO EXPERTS FROM UNIDO AND THREE 
MEMBERS REPRESENTING THE MINISTRI OF INDUSTRIES AND THE 

INSTITUTE OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, BANDING 

1-0  The members of the Mission were as follow« » 

Mr» T. Hoshiyam, UNIDO Weaving Expert, 
Mr» A«E« Curren, UNIDO Spinning Expert, 
Mr« Surianata Djumena, Ditdjenteka, 
Mr« Wibowo Murdoko,   I.T.T. 
Mr« Santosa,   Ditdjenteks. 

2-0  The object of the mission was to examine the cloth avouable in the 
various towns of Sumatra, Palembang in the East, Padang and Medan in 
the Centre, and Banda AtJeh in the Jest.   At the sans tine   it gave 
the IN I DO Experts an opportunity of inspecting the various   textile 
mills in the territory« 

2-1   Conclusions drawn after inspection of the various rails are contain- 
ed in separate reports - from Mr. Hoshiyana for the weaving,      and 
Mr, Curran for the spinning, whilst Mr, Surianatû DJumena,Mr, Wibowo 
and Mr« Santosa will be reporting on the cloth situation on the va- 
rious markets. 

3-0  Routinfi and Dates 
3-1   The first place to be visited (from 7th to 9th April, 1972) was Pa- 

lembang, and here the team split up for the two experts to examine 
textile mills and the others to visit the cloth markets. 

3-2   At Padang, the next place visited (9th to 12th April) there are 
three weaving mills, which the experts visited.   Mr.Surianata DJurao- 
na left the main body of the mission to travel to Bukit Ting£.i, 
whilst the other members again inspected the cloths on the local 
market in addition to visiting the weaving mills. 

3-3   Medon was the next place visited and there, due to the circumstances, 
it was decided to re-arrange the itinerary as llr. Hoshiyama   had to 
travel to Balige, which is one of the main weaving centres« 
Mr« Curran travelled to Siantar with Messrs. tfibowo and Santosa   to 
see the rand spinning plant.   Mr« Djumena, having accompanied Mr .Ho- 
shiyama to Balige, returned too late to go with Mr. Wibowo and 
Mr. Santosa to Banda At Jen« 
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34i   Kevine completed their part of the »Aasion, Mettra, Hothiyaj» and 
Curran returned to Bandung, via Djakarta on 18th April, 1972 &nd the 
remainder of party followed on the 20th April« 

U-0  Market reporta will be subedttod jointly by Mr« Surlanatc.   Djumona, 
Mr« Wibowo and tir. Sunt osa j   Weaving Factory reports by hr« Hoahiya- 
m$ Spinning Hill reporta by Mr« Curran« 
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REPORT HO ,2 
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• PAŒI PALÜlBkNO, Palenbang, Sunatra* 

• TjAikWG 3ANDHN0, Fen&tang Siantcr, Swfttro. 

• T.D. PARDEŒ TEXTILE LTD., Itedcn, Suwatra, 

• FÁRDETE TEXTILE MSTl S PIK NI NO 4c WEAVING PUNT, 

Medan, Svnatra« 
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REPORT OH VISIT TO PAPEL. PALEMBANO. 8th APRIL, 1972 

By A.E. CIHR4H 
IKIDO Spinning Expert, accompanied by the foil owing« 

Mr. Hoshiyama, UNIDO Weaving Expert, 
Mr« Surianata Djumena, Ditdjenteks, 
lir. Wibowo hurdoko, I.T.T. 
Mr. Santosa, Ditdjentoks. 

1-1 

2-0 

2-1 

2-2 

2-3 

3-0 

3-1 

Purpose of visit was to examine the mill and the plant to see what 
assistance would be required by the staff to bring the plant up to 
good efflciont condition of production and quality. 

The efficiency of this nd.ll is quite low, beine *n tnG region   of 
6CÇÈ, the trouble mainly beine due to a shortage of spares.       Five 
spinning machines out of 76 were stopped for major spares, but 
there are also many individual spindles stopped on the remaining 
frames - up to 80 spindles on some frames.   This type of   stoppage 
far outweighs the cost of the spares in lost time and   production, 
so every endeavour must be made to purchase the required parts and 
to get the plant into proper running condition. 
These remarks also apply to the accessories required at the Cards. 
In thi3 section they have no grindstones for sharpening the points 
of the metallic clothing and arc also short of stripping brushes, 
consequently the cards require both stripping and grinding to be 
put into proper order. 
This is a fairly new mill - 1965 - "ir conditioned using refriger- 
ated equipment, so instead of the 60£ efficiency it should be run- 
ning in the order of 9CJÉ, but this cannot be obtained if the spare 
parts are not available« 

¿-a this was only a short visit, it has not been possible to do any 
research work on blowing room plant settings, but tho form of the 
laps from the scutchers leaves much to be desired. A lap should 
bo an homogeneous shoet of cotton, whereas here they are made up 
of tufts and curls of cotton which can be picked from tho sheet 
with ease. The staff has been requested to check all the boater 
settings, particularly those of the Kirschner beater of the 
scutcher, to see if they conform to the manufacturer's instructions. 



Thoy heve also boon requested to moke sono changes to the air inlet 
settings as the fault lies between the mechanical settings   beater 
to pedal roller, grid bars, etc* and the amount and place   of     air 
intake to the beater and cages.   This plant is completely   oncloeed 
in safety lock doors and, thorefore, it is ycry difficult both   to 
re-set and to observe effects with the plant running« 

3-2   Once a satisfactory lap has been obtained, then quite a large amount 
of work is necessary on the Cards«   In the meantime o very effort 
should bo made to have correct settings.   However, without properly 
maintained grinding equipment the Cards cannot give much improvement 
in tho web.   Attention should be drawn to the high value in nop count 
which in some instancoe is 195 against a sot standard of 50.     Even 
tho standard can be considered to   be a high value - 20 would   be 
more reasonable, 

3-3 With Blowing Room and Cards in proper working order and spares sup- 
plied to the Ring frames, there is no reason why this mill should 
not obtain good production efficiencies. 

lt-0   Cottons used   -   20s   Ne Count. 
1»     Middling, 
1"     S.L.M. 
1"     M.L.S. 
UOs   Ne Count. 
1 3/32"   Middling. 
1 1/16"   S.L.H, 

5-0   DEtcflptlon of Basting FUnft 
5-1    Spinning plant manufactured by Textiema, 1965, 

Blowing Room plant - consists of two Opening lines, each having   h 
Blenders, one of which is usod for re-workahlo wastes. 
It Blenders. 
1 Feed Lattice. 
1 Hopper Feoder. 
1 Super Cleaner 

One Opening unit comprising i 
1 Hopper Feoder, 
1st 2U inch diameter Prooupine Beater pair cage«, 
2nd Procupine Beater followed by a fine opening unit consisting oft 

1 Hopper Feoder. 
1 Firne Opener with throe spiked beaters working as a unit. 

This is followed by the Scutcher unit, two of which arc fed by a 
two-way distributor. 
1st Hopper Feeder. 
2nd     • " 
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5-3 

54* 

5-5 

1 Kirachner Beater Scutcher with auto lap doffer. 
Lap weight 16 ois. por yard into 20B Ne Count. 

13 oía.   »     "       "     UOs   »     w 

Carding 
7o Carda having 1UW dia. by (900 ram) high. 
Cylinder diameter     1285 mm. Speed 1Ö0 rpm. 
Doffer          "              665 mm. "     12 «5 rpm. 
Takor-in       "              256 ran. M     1*75 rpm. 
The cylinder and doffer clothing is of metallic wire} the flete, of 
course, sett wire, having a knee.   New flat clothing is     available 
for 60 Cards, as that in use is in very poor condition. 
Card Production 6 Kgs/hour. 
Hanks No 0.12 (for 20s);   0.15 (for uOe). 

Draw Frames 
3b machines set in two passages   17x2« 3b« 
Low production type though of reasonably modern appearanco» 
Drafting h over k rollers set in two sones, 6 ends up in each 
passage) two deliveries per frame« 
Sliver cans 1b inch dia   x   ($00 ram.) high. 
Hanks Ne 0.12 (for 20s);   0.15 (for l*0s). 

Speed Frames 
18 machines each of 80 spindles. 
Drafting h over U rollers set in two sones. 
Frali» particulars - 12 framee 300 mm. lift x 1U0 mm. dia. 

6    "       300 m.   "     x 125 nm. dia« 
Hanks Ne 0.65 (for 20s), spindle speed 600 rpm. 

Ne 1.5   (for ltOs),     " »     600 rpm. 

5-6   Rine Frames - 76 Frames. 
32 of 388 spindles 75 nm.gauge; 250 mmaift 50 mm. 

ring dia. 
16 of 388 spindles 75 mm.gauge; 250 mm.lift U8 mm. 

ring dia. 
28 of Ï20 spindles 70 mm.gauge; 230 mm.lift h$ mm. 

ring dia, 

5-7   jfeSfêtJifi 
Double Apron top arm weighted 3 over 3 rollers. 
Variable speed can controlled motors. 
Travelling Cleaners (not working, short spares). 
Pneumafil broken end collectors. 
Counts 20e Ne 8.500 rpm. spindle TPI 19.1    Range standards 16.7 to 

20.ii. 
UOe Ne 9.500 rpm. spindle speed TPI 2L.3.   Range standards 

2li.3 to 29.7. 
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5-8 Doubling or Twisting Framas 

20 frames (not in use)« 
Each 336 spindles, gauge 85 mu   60 ran«   Ring dia. 

5-9   Cone Winding 
9 machines split droa type, eaoh 80 drum» 

5-10 Hank Reeling 
¿ r^chinesby Croon & Lucko, Germany« 

6-0  Laboratory 
Uster Even-noes tester and recorder« 
Conditioning Oven* 
Wrap Real motor driven 2« 
Analytical Fibre Balance» 
Poar sorter« 
Sheffield ndcronair and shadowgraph« 
Microscope. 
Fibre single strength tester - not working (incomplete). 
Analytical yarn balance« 
Twist tester« 
Quadrant balance - 6 
Hydrostat - not working. 
Black board warp wheel. 
Saco Lowell lap tester« 
Roving warp reel« 

7-0 Both laboratory and ntll have refrigerated air condition« 
7-1 Floors are good but some alight dawa¿c« 
7-2 Building - sawtooth roof construction.   In good condition« 
7-3 Building underdraw, lighting etc« good« 

8-0 
M   Production 5.3U5 tons 20s - 2U hours« 

8-2   Planned 
1.536 
6.915 
1.77U 

liOs 

tons 20s« 
"     life. 

60S efficiency« 
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REPORT ON VISIT ID THE RAMI PLANT AT SIANTAR. SUMATRA, 

on 15th April, 1972 
by A.E.CURRAN, UMIDO Spinning Expert, accompanied by the followingi 

1-0 Mr« Wibowo hurdoko, I.T.T. 
Mr« Sentosa, Ditdjentoks, 

2-0 One of the purpose of our visit was to enable Mr« Wibowo to intro- 
duce the staff to the processing of wild silk fibre« A small quan- 
tity as sample «as taken along with us, but the main tests will be 
conducted after the doli very of a 100 kilo bale which was then in 
transit to the plant« 
Reports on the results of these tests will be made at a Inter date« 

3-0   Problem Discussed 
3-1    The plant started production in 1958 and at that time there was 

rend availablo to maintain normal production«   However, at the pre- 
sent time there is not sufficient rand, grown to meet requirements 
end evidently   no plans in the agricultural policy to step   up   the 
ranount grown.   This is causing the mill groat difficulty and     pre- 
venting the plant from maintaining an economic production plan« 

3-2   In ordor to maintain some production and to meet plant costs, Cash« 
ndlon is being processed froia "top" form through the QUI draw boxes 
and through to the spinning frames, whilst some winding plant is 
being utilised for the winding of cotton yarn into hank fona    from 
cone« 

3-3   The short (waste) fibre section is being used to spin rayon yarn« 
This, however, moans that the Degumming, Softening and Dressing 
sections of the plant are lying idle, except for a small part being 
used for the dyeing of yarn.   It is e great waste to have capital 
plant in this condition« 

li-O   The delegation was met by Mr« J«A«Sitompul, the plant director, and 
Mr« Faaoribu, the mill manager« 

5*0   Description of Existing Plant 
On walking round the plant, the following machines end route of 
processing were tabulated« 
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5-4     The flint consists of 6,000 ring spindles - 1,00 in the long fibre 
soction and 2,000 In the soft (or short) fibre plant«     The lettor 
fibre, incidentally, is that obtained at the Large Filling Machine 
where the long fibre is separated from the short, thereafter   to 
divide into two separate and distinct processes« 

5-2     Stage 1 •   Degumraing i Kier boiling with 10f: solution of sodium hy- 
dro oxido« 
3 kiers having a capacity of 600 lbe per kier« 
Boiling is for o few hours« 

i 650 kgs«   7 hours« 5-3 Stage 2«   Stamping 

5-fc Stage 3«   Washing 

5-5 Stago 1*«   Breakers 

5-6    Stage 5« 

t Roller system« 
6 machines having c. total capacity of 750 kgs, 
7 hours« 

Finishers t Using an oil-based softening cgantj 750 kgs« 
7 hours« 

5-7    From hero the rami proceeds to the Dressing Section« 
5-6    Stage 6*   Two Softening Machines ¡ using an oil-based softening   a- 

gont.   750 kgs« 7 hours. 

5-9    Stage 7« 

5-40   Stage 8. 

Conditioning Room«   R«H, 70 to 
Room temperature 23" to 25WC. 
Capacity 1,600 lbs« 21 hours« 

Coarse Counts »from short 
fibre (waste) 

Small Filling machine« 
900 lbs« 7 hours. 

Flosse 2« 

Fino Counts 
Large Filling Machine 
8 machines 850 lbs« 7 hours« 

Fiasse 1« 

5-11   Stage 9. Clfcular Dresser 
5 machines 850 lbs« 7 hours« 

Fiasse 1« 

5-12   Stage 10« Preparatory Spinning 
Long Fibre Spreader 1st pass, 

tt      n «       2nd   « 
After this stage the present 
plant starts the production 
of the CashwUon from Japan« 

Circular Dresser 
2 machines. 300 lbs« 7 hrs« 

Flosse 2. 
Rayon fibre mixed with ra- 

mi waste. 
70JÍ rami Strippings) 30$ 

rayon« 

Flat Cards 10 machines« 
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5-13   Stage 11 •   Setting Machine. Oro« Frames In two passages, 
900 lbs« for 3 machines, h over I drafting« 
Sliver or tops« 

5-U   Stage 12.   Drawing Machine« Speed Frames, Sliver fed» 
Gill fellers. 
900 lbs« 7 hours« h maohinos. 
"Sets", each HSotH h deliveries, 
with 8 ends up tX each« 
Draw ratio 8 to 12. 

5-15   Stage 13«   Second Passage Drawing. Ring Francs. 
$•16   Stage 11«   Flyer or Roving franz.: 

Drafting by QUI fallers. 
8 frames each with 1*8 spindles. 
Bobbins parallel build. 
Production 150 lbs. 7 hours, per 
frame for medium counts, i.e. No 30s 
(Bast fibre count). 
Olli fallers 36 in working position. 
Single front steel cotton roller, 
synthetic top« 

5*47   Fine Rover for higher counts. 
$*48   Stage 16«   Fine Spinning Section.   Count He 30s. 

Production 990 lbs. 7 hours from 11 framos, each l«0O 
spindles« 
1,000 to 5*000 rpm. spindle speed. 
TPI 9 to 1U, Hod. counts.   Double apron drafting, ver- 
tical sone, approx. 6" long.   Back steel roller, syn- 
thetic covered top;   Front steel roller, synthetic 
covered top roller* 
Staple length 5 to 6N medium; 6 to 8" fine. 
(Cashmilon   Metric Ct« 3U). 

5-49   Stage 17.   Choose Winding.   It machines each 100 drums« 
1,800 kgs. 7 hours production. 

5-20   Stage 18.   Wet Doubling (Twisting). 
5 machines, each 320 spindles) 3,500 spindle speed. 

5-21   Stage 19«   Siselng on to Reels (Hanks). 
(Cellogcn applied cold, yarn runs through funnel of sise)« 
Steaming from below rod. 
15 maohinos.   Production 1,200 kgs. 

6-0    Penerei Rcwto. Building Etc» 
6-1     nie buildings and floors generally ore in good condition«   Eaoh 

department is divided by internal walls« 



6-2   The roof is of "sawtooth" construction, underdrawn, with roof lights 
lot into the ceiling*   There is also one row of windows set high 
into the walls» 

6-3   There is no air conditioning.   R«H. varies between 70 end 9$» 
average 80Ji# 

64*   Tonperatures vary betweon 2$-30°C« day end 27-28 C. night, 
6-5   Elevation 350 metres« 
6-6   Decoration is old and somewhat dirtyi some building repairs aro 

necessary, whilst roadway» arc in urgent need of repair« 
6-7   The plant, especially the ftreparatory Section, is in a poor state 

of maintenance j that which usos water is rusty} machines which are 
not in use   arc still loaded with rani fibre on the needles, etc« 

6-6   i'fuch of the Spinning plant is in need of maintenance, but there is 
a complaint about the lack of spares«. 

6-9   Fiant manufactured by 0«K.K« of Japan« 
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REPORT 

By A.E.  CURRAN, UNIDO SPINNING EXPERT,  ON A VISIT MADE TO 

T.D.  PARDEDE TEXTILE MILLS, MEDAN 

on 13th, 15th and 17th April 1972. 

1-0      fhls visit was made during a tour of Sumatra with the following 
team: 

Mr. Hoshiyama, Unido leaving Expert 
Mr. Surianata Djumena, Ditdjenteks Djakarta 
Mr. Wibowo Murdoko, I.T.T, Bandung 
Mr. San tosa, Ditdjenteks Djakarta. 

The object of the mission was to examine the various textile» 
available on the market in Sumatra and the industry available 
to meet market requirements. 

2-0      Personnel met  : Mr. T.D. Pardede 
Mr. S.R. Napitupulu 
Mr. E. Hard (American Advisor). 

3-0       SUMMARY 

3-1       The mill has many production difficulties, basically due to the 
lack of good maintenance and technical supervision. The techni- 
cal staff laok the necessary skills to make the plant efficient 
and blame the machinery, stating that it is old. Actually the 
plant is of fairly recent manufacture - 196I and 1962, Howa of 
Japan. 
After I had inspected the mill on 13th April, 1972 a meeting 
was arranged with Mr. Pardede for the morning of the 15th. At 
this meeting, which was also attended by Mr. Wibowo and Mr. San- 
tosa, a verbal report was given and as a result I was asked by 
Mr. Pardede to give a lecture to the whole of his technical 
staff, pointing out to them the faults found at each stage and 
to give recommendations for correcting these faults} also to 
discuss during the lecture any modifications which could be 
implemented to improve both quality and efficiency. 

3-2       The lecture commendsdat 10 o'clock on 15th April and closed at 
13.30 p.m. It was   then continued during the morning and after- 
noon of the 17th. A request was also made by Mr. Pardede for 
help from the Institute and UNIDO in getting his mill into good 
condition. He made a particular request for the servioes of a 
Spinning expert for one month, and stated he would be prepared 
to pay all the expenses inourred for such a visit. 
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4-0   QUALITY OP PRODUCTION 

4-1   The yarn quality was found to be poor, having too many weak places 
very irregular and weak in strength. 
Running conditions on the Ring Spinning frames were very bad - 
many ends were broken and spindles stopped, the rollers and clear- 
ers being badly choked with roving waste and laps. 

4-2  Production. 

Due to the above conditions, the production is quite low and the 
estimated efficiency could not be more than 60 to 7C#. Some frames 
were stopped, seemingly for want of spare parts. 

5-0   DESCRIPTION OF PLANT 

5-1   The Blowing Room consists of two Opening lines, each having two 
Scutchers. Blending of cotton takes place on the floor in the 
space between the Blender feed lattices, where six girls take 
handsful of cotton from the bales and throw them into a stack. 
However, as feeding is also taking place from the stack at the 
same time as the girls are trying to build it, it is thought 
that no more than five or six bales are represented in any mixing. 

The Opening line has only one beating point, a Supercleaner, and 
the only other beater is the Kirschner beater in the Scutcher. 

5-2  Previously the plant had a Gamett beater unit, but this had been 
taken out of use on the advice of Mr. Hurd. I strongly agree with 
this advioe as this beater is muoh too fierce for a cotton opener 
and would break many fibres whilst it was in operation. (Such a 
beater should only be used in a low-quality waste plant). However, 
having removed that beater, there is a need for extra beating ca- 
pacity in the line and this should take the form of a Porcupine- 
type beater. 

5-3  Recommendations for this department arei 

1 • To utilise the open space between the Opening: lines for blend- 
ing, and to build two railed enclosures. Then to fill one by 
blending about 15 bales, and to fill the second by a blend of 
15 bales whilst the first enclosure stock is being used to feed 
the Blender lattices. In this way all 15 bales are represented 
in a mixing and the space so utilised does not interfere with 
the work and transport within the department. 

2. To purchase and install a Porcupine Beater into each lino. Good 

second hand ones are easily available in Europe. 
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3. To make use of the vibrating panel in the Hopper Feeder 
(delivery) behind the Scutcher. This delivery is in the form 
of a chute and cotton passing through it should be in the 
form of a column. The vibration given to the ootton will foros 
out the air and thus feed a compact sheet to the beater of the 
Scutcher. 

5-4        Carding 140   Cards, Howa,  1961-2 
64    covered with metallic wire 

76   covered with flexible wire. 

5-5       All the wire was found to be suffering from poor maintenance and 
the metallic wire was so damaged that it is doubtful if it is 
doing any useful work. 

5-6       The flexible wire, although 10 years old, is not too worn but has 
been badly ground* On examining three sets of grinding rollers 
(2 quick traverse rollers per set) I found two rollers to be ex- 
centric and also the discs were looue on the shafts. The other 
four also had discs which were loose on the shafts. These grinding 
rollers should be capable of grinding up to l/l00Cth part of an 

inch and so are a precision grinder. Those at this mill had at 
least 1/64 play on the shaft and due to the die and worm being 
worn, had far too much lateral play. This has made it impossible 
to set the discs to the wire and consequently impossible to grind 
correctly, 

5-7        Bad grinding makes it impossible to get good settings and although 
a claim was made by the staff that doff or to cylinder setting was 
5/IOOO, I quite easily got an 8s gauge in the setting. 

5-8       Recommendations. 
1 > To have the grinding rollers repaired or to purchase new rollers. 

2. To see that the emery fillet on the rollers is changed after 
160 to 200   hours grinding or, better still, once per week 
on 3 shifts. 

3. To see that the Operative Grinder is correotly trained and 
knows how to set the rollers. 

4« Work out a plan for the Grinding of the Cards, so that eaoh 
Card is ground every 180 to 200 hours. This plan should cover 
a six-monthly period and the technical staff see that it is 
followed up. 

5. Make out a programme for the renewal of Card 0lothing. The 
metallic wire is very badly damaged, so those should be re- 
clothed first. The flexible clothing with good careful grinding 
could last a further twelve months. Plan to re-clothe all 
Cards over a period of two years, say one Card per week. 
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5-9       N6te t Muoh has been said by the staff about netallic o Io thins, 
claiming that this is bettor than flexible as it does not require 
grinding or stripping. For this mill, and probably in Indonesia 
in general, where there is so muoh damage to metallic vire (which 
oan only be made good by replacing with new viro) I think flexible 
wire is more servie ab le. A new type of flexible wire is available 
from Amerioa and Europe which requires no more grinding or strip- 
ping than metallic and this should be tried. It is called "Self- 
stripping'1 wire and is being used as an alternative to metallic 
wire on High Production Cards. Conversions to high Production Cards 
have been studied for this mill, and although the mill would only 
require a total of 42 such Cards, the question of economics arises. 
Ro-clothing of 140 Cards would oost approximately £ 72,000 sterling» 
conversion of 42 Cards would cost £ 105,000 sterling. 

5-10     Drawing Frames. 

Howa, Japan, 1961-2 
18 Frames - 9 first passage, 9 second passage. 
Hani: sliver 0,13 Ne. 
Drafting System - 5 rollers over 5. top aro weighted, graduated 
drafting. 
4 deliveries each frane, 8 ends per delivery. 
75 metres per minuto delivery of slivor. 

5-11      Recommendations. 
1. The graduated drafting system has beon oomdeonod by research 

institutes for many years for causing irregularities in the 
sliver, so it is suggested that the back pair of rollers bo 
oonpletely removed, leaving 4 rollers over 4. These should then 
be re-arranged so that there are only two «ones of drafting, one 
at the baok and one at the front, tho middle zone having no draft 
at all,    1.8 in the baok zone and 4.44 front zone are examples 
of draft to use. 

2. .\ number of top rollers synthetic rubber covered the surfaces 
grinding. Ilany are ridged, which causes irregularities. This 
oondition should never be allowed! all rollers should be trued 
up to a fixed grinding programme and never allowed to show signs 
of wear. 

3. Undercloarers require attention.  It is essential that these bo 
kept in good oondition as they assist in preventing roller laps, 
a oondition which is oasily brought about when processing slivor 
in high-humidity conditions. 

4. As the framos are fottod with length measuring motions, 
a measured length of sliver should bo run into the cans which 
oorrosponds to the exact length of a number of roving doffs at 
tho speed frames. This mill thon ©nable to spood frames to bo 
oreoled on a 'block oreoling eyston".  (See   3poed,! or 'Flyor" 
frame seotion of this report). 
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5-12     Spood or Flyor Frames. 

Howa, Japan, 1961-62. 
12 frames, 80 spindles running at 560 rpm. 
Hank roving 0,625 Ne for 20s oounts Draft 4.8. 

0.8     No for 40s oounts Draft 6.2. 
3 rollers over 3 dead weighting drafting system. 
Creeling of silver o ans is by changing one line of oane at a time, 
i*o, 1/3 of total. Slivor left in old oans piooed to now and a num- 
ber" of layers of old slivor laid on the top of the now. This is a 
very poor method of creeling. 

5-13    Reoommendatlons. 
1. These machines run badly and the main reason is that the bobbins 

made on the spindle are too soft. Mr. Hurd has already had one 
attempt to make them harder, hut they need to be harder still. 
This can only be done by Increasing another warp on the pressor 
arm, and by getting the correct lifter and build wheels, xdth 
the drum strap in the correct position. 

5-14 I suggest that a Fitter be sent fron 3andung Textile Institute 
to work on this problen with instruction from inc. 
Soft bobbins cause irregularlM.es in roving by at retching. 
The staff was advised to warp two bobbins froti one frame per 
week, taking each frame In turn.  Then to warp and weigh the 
roving all through the bobbin fren first layer to last and then 
te tabulate the results to see the change in woight every 15 or ' 
20 yarda   of roving. The heaviest yards will be the correct hankf 
light wrappings being stretched roving, 

5-15     2. "Block- Creeling to bo adopted. Hero the sliver in tho Dravdng 
iTane oans represents a givon nunbor of full roving bobbins 
(doffts). At eaoh deff 5 oupty slivor oans are ohanged for 5 
full ones (one sliver oan being oqual to 16 roving bobbins)j 
the ohanging of oans being progressive from one end of tho frame 
to tho other. 
In this way oreoling is only done when the frone is doffing, 
and as there are only a snail nunbor of oans to ohangc at oaoh 
doff it is done quiokly. 

5-16    Having doolded to ohango p number of oans per doff, and knowing 
the length on tho roving bobbin and the draft in the rollers, we 
have i Spindles per fr ¿ae - number of oans to ohango - nunbor of 
doffs required in a oan. Length of roving on a bobbin (yards) x 
number of doffs required in a oan - draft • length required in 
silver oan. 

Example    (Figaros quoted are only estimates) 

^-f^gâ||a-g£jEâBâ   . 16 doffs required in sliver oan 
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5-18 

(Length of roving on bobbin, «ay 0.8 hanks - 672 yards). 

{72 * .16   „ 1754 yarai por «Uvor oan from the Draw Frames. 
6. 2 draft 

3-^7 Ring Frames. 

75 frames, each 400 spindles, 2 inch di. ring, 8 i#eh lift. 
Counts being spun 20s No fron 0.625 Hk. roving draft 32. 

40s No frou 0,8   Hk. roving draft 50. 
Spindle s pood 8,000 rpm. 
Turns por inch 20s weft 16.1 Warp 19.0 

40s woft 22.0 warp 25.2 
Counts X strength 20s 2,400 

40s 2,200 

The following faults voie observed, all of whioh load to bad apiiw 

ning. 

1. Spindles out of oentre. 

2. Bobbin dionotere too large. 

3. Bobbins soft (suspoot nixed travellers). 

4. Pressure on top roller oras varied. 

5. Ring rails out of line. 

6. Lappot mils sticking. 

7. Baok bottom steel roller - slip stiek movement. 

8. Top and bottom rollers vary dirty. 

9. Clearers dirty and ohokod. 

10. B»oken ond oollootor tubos ohokod. 

suoh conditions make it impossible for the spinners to manage 
their work. 

5-19 

5-20 

R.H. 
R.H. 

8$   Touporature 27°C to 33 C, Humidity novor drops bolow 7<f 

Rooonmondations. 
1. The first essential is for good naintenanoe. A 8Ui*able.B^;*V 

should be worked out so that each frano receives the naintenanoe 
required and rooonaendod by the manufacturer, 

2. At prosont a crash naintenanoe scherno should bo put into opera- 
tion, so that itone 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 aro attemdod tp. 

3. For centreing the spfadlos the use of too Pi«« »h?ulJ **%$*' 
tinuod and a full bobbin used, as I advisod vtoilst at the mill. 
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4, All other iteas require extra assistance bo given to tho spin- 
ners, so that the franee aro not allowed to beoomo eo dirty, 

Meohanioal aids should bo usad, such as  : 
a. Having all the spinnors equipped vith a brass piokor to oloar 

laps of rollers easily and quiokly. 
b. Eleotrioally or pneumatically operated neohonioal piokors, used 

by speoial operatives «ho patrol the frenes keeping tho rollora 
free of waste. 

0. Moohoniool overhead travelling blowers which blow off tho dust 
and suok dust and waste fron tho floors. 

d. Good routine 0011001ion of tho waste fron the broken end ool- 
lootor suction boxes. 

0, More effort put into keeping frames and floors olean and tidy, 

f. During maintenanco of a Ring frane, all the gearing should be 
0 leaned and oheoked to seo that it io noshing oorrcetly, par- 
ticularly the roller drive gear. Roller nooks should bo oleanod 
and ohooked to see that tho rollers are in oorrect alignment. 
Undor oloarors and top oloarere fitting oorrootly and froo to 
rofjolve. 

6-0     Laboratory Equipment. 

6«^      This is nomai standard equipment for Honk and Count chocking, with 
the addition of a moisture cvon. Moro attention should be paid to 
tho measuring of regularity and ovon-*ioss, so it is to bo roooooended 
that equipment bo purchased for this, i.e. Saoo Lowell tester for 
Lap regularity and Uster J3ven««K>ns Tester with rooorder yarn regu- 
larity. 

5-2     Tho nain requirement is for good firm technical knoulodge on the 
part of the staff. It is strongly rocoomendod that an effort be nade 
to strengthen the staff in this direction, Tho plant should bo 
oapable of much bettor rosults with tho right technioal know-fcow. 

7-0     Air Conditioning Roooraiondation. 

7-1      Some discussion took plaoo in the mooting with lîr. Pardode with 
roforenoo to air conditioning. Thcro would bo a great advantage by 
a ohillod water (rofridgerated) cooperativo syotom. Ideal oonditions 
for spinning ore 

7«*     Blowing Boon and Carding 50 to 55- H.H. 
Drawing and Speed (flyer) frames 55   R.H. 
Ring Spinning frames 55 to 6$ R.H. 
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7-3     Ibère le doubt about the advantages of having thoso conditions in 
oonparison to the 7C|£ to 9Cf  R.H. oxporlonood at present. 

7-4     To got a spinning nill up into the 9<?¿ offieienoios air conditioning 
is ostential but with this plant there is a lot of work to bo done 
and no air conditioning plant will help unless tho general techno- 
logy is available 
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REPORT 

On vieit to the Pardede Waste Plant on 15th April, 1972 

By A.B. CURRAN. 

1-0        Personnel met Mr. M.J. Harijadi, Manager. 

2-0        SUMMARY 

2-1 This plant uses the waste from T.D. Pardede Textile Mill, together 
with waste from knitting mill and other sources. 
Production efficiency was not good but there was no particular 
urge by the staff to improve this. Out of six Condenser Card sets 
two appeared to be permanently stopped and no particular reason 
was given for this. 

2-2        As is to be expected in a waste plant, the general conditions 
were dirty. Some of the plant was found to be rather primitive, 
particularly the winding of weft in the Weaving Section. 
Maintenance of the plant seemed to be rather poor. 

3-0        SPINNING PLANT 

3-1 The Spinning plant was manufactured by Toregoe, Japan, 1959» and 
consists oft 

Blending and Breakers 
2 knitgoods cutters 
9 waste breakers (Garnett type cylinder) 
4 part-devils 
1 hard waste breaker 

followed by s 

2nd hard waste breaker in the Blending Room. 

3-2        Carding 

6 Condensor Card seta, each consisting of: 
Hopper Feeder 
1st part card, cylinder 5 workers, 5 olearers, 
Fancy roll, Doff er and Comb. 
Lattice Spreader 
2nd Part set, cylinder, 5 workers, 5 olearers, 
Doff er and comb 
Tape oondenser four deck high. 

3-3        Ring Spinning 

8 machines, eaoh 200 spindles; 1300 rpm. Counts 1.3 and 2.0 Ne. 



3-4       After spinning the yarn goes direct to the weaving department, 
the production there being 2,000 pieces (2,100 kgs) in 3 shifts, 
24 hours, 

3-5       Weaving 

This plant consists of: 
Section warper using 34/2 fold unsized yarn. Weft is from their 
own spinning. 
48 looms Hirano Seisakasho Ltd., Japan. 
35 ends per inch,   24 picks per inch. 
Manufacturing low-quality cotton blankets only,  the higher qua- 
lity being woven at the other mill. 

3-6       Finishing 

5 Raising machines 
1 Brushing and Steaming machine, 
then to inspection,  cutting, repairing and packing. 

4-0       FINISHING WORKS 

On the same site is the Finishing plant for bleaching and finish- 
ing of knitted goods, mainly vests. 

4-1       Bleaching 

Kier boiling for 8 hours with caustic soda 
6 Wash jig winches, Haas, Germany 
Batch to bleaching 
1st Washing in rope form 
2nd        "       M      "        » 
Bleaching - Chlorine using J box 
Washing by hand 
Drying (Haas). 

4-2       The material was then transported across the street to the 
Making-up Factory. 
First Section - Cutting the tubes to length for vests. 
Second     "       - Cutting out to pattern 
This is followed by sewing - 300 machines making about 1,500 
vests per day. 
Finally, making-up, inspection and packing. 

4-3       In the some building is housed» 
Tape Weaving - spindle tapes for Ring frames; 8 machines for 
weaving name tags  in tape, these being jacquard loons, narrow 
width, of German manufacture. 
A further section was Hand Printing, printing badges, towels, 
vests and plastic  bags for pre-packing goods. 



5-o  coAoans 
3-1   Few comments oan be passed in respect of these section. The Making» 

up and Sewing appeared to be extremely efficient and very busy; 
the remaining sections more leisurely and by no means efficient. 

3-2 Plant maintenance appeared to be reasonable in the waste spin- 
ning mill, particularly on the Cards, where one Card "Set" was 
in the process of being ground. 
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i.jwnxtMCTion 
I visited this mill on April 18, 1972 along with Mr. Curran, UNIDO 

Spinning Expert, Mr. Santosa, Director of Textile Department, M nIstry 
of Industry, and Mr. Wlbowo, Director of the Institute of Textile Tech- 
nology, Bandung. 

The following Is the summary of my survey, discussion and recom- 
mendation for this mill. 

2   HMLDMÄ 
Wooden and typical saw teeth root one, and It has ^^ »'"*>» 

for ventilation at the top side of the roof, no air conditioner at all. 

J. 
Old SAKAMOTO Cop change Automatic Loom 64   R/S 
New SUZUKI Cop change Automatic Loom with Box 
Loader 64" R/s 

100 Nos 

25 Nos 

Total 

a. PtomCTIO* 

k-\ Cloth Kit* 

125 Nos 

(1) 20 S x 20 s 
52 x 44 

(2) 20 s x 20 s 
Mx IH 

(3) 20 s x 20 s 
60 x 5¿ 

(4) 20 s x 20 S 

x 36" 

x 56" 

x 36" 

x 56" 

(5)    20 s x 20 s 

*-! Amwit oer One Oey 

Standard width shirting 

Wide shirting 

Standard width shirting 

Wide 1/2 Drill 

Wide Mosquito Net 

Total about 6,000 yards of the above mentioned cloths are produced 
every day ( 2 shifts - 13 hours ). 

$• AMI VMN 
All of them are bought from " PATAL " Spinning mill, P?'«"^' 

in paper cone ¿heese and as mentioned above they are all 20   cotton 

ThTorlce Is RP. 75.700.00 per one bale. The raw cotton are all of 
Allein! b!t the yarn quality Is not good and especially very nappy. 
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6. CONE WINOIM 

6-1 Nochlne * Number of Drw» 

Seven MURATA Cone Winders whose total drums are 20 x 7 » 140 d, 
by which the 20 cotton yarn Is wound from paper cone to wooden 
one. 

6-2 lobbtn Pag t Rewinding OaHoonlng 

The bobbin peg  Is too thin for paper cone bobbin, because  It Is 
made and  Installed for the small  hole of ring spinning bobbin or 
wooden cone bobbin.    For this reason    the center   direction   of 
the paper cone on the peg does never point to the yarn guide, but 
It differs nearly 5 Inches and the rewinding ballooning of the 
paper cone  Is very much deformed unsymmetrlcally, which causes 
unnecessary yarn breakage too frequently. 
The setting of the peg bar should be adjusted so that the direc- 
tion may coincide with the yarn guide, and the empty wooden cone 
bobbin needs to be put on the peg, over which the paper cone 
should be put  In order to fix the position on the peg. 

6-3 tilt tauge 
a  All of the silt gauges    are not used at all.   I think the raason 

Is that the raw yarn  Is brought Into this mill   In the state of 
paper cone already wound  In the spinning rail!, so the mill  engi- 
neers don't admit the necessity of cleaning the yarn by cutting 
It at the defective points of the yarn with this silt gauge. 
But this  Idea  Is very dangerous and harmful, because, as  I  will 
mention It  In the coming chapter,   I  found so many yarn breakage 
In the warping process duo to the  Inferiority of the cheese  In 
the warping creel.  So ycu have to,  at first,   Inspect the condition 
of the cone vfndlng process In the spinning mill  whether they are 
using the silt gauge properly to cut and clean the yarn and are 
tying the yarn  In the right way, and then,   If not so,   I guess 
It Is very necessary you need to start to use your s I It gauges 
properly. 
The silt gauge clearance Is recommendable for this mill  2-2.5 times 
than the yarn diameter, because the quality of the yarn  Is  Inferior 
for Instance, 0.5 mm for 20 ,  0.4 mm for 30s, and 0.35 mm    for 
40s etc. 
Anyway, now this mill   Is missing nonsensically the very valuable 
chance In the winding process to clean the yarn, to  Improve the 
cone quality, and finally to develop the productivity and quality 
of weaving. 

6-4 Operator't Action t Necessity of Knot ter 

They are tying the yarn with their fingers and nails, so we   can 
find so many  Irregular and  Inferior  knotting portions - the knotted 
ends are sometimes too short and often too  long, they should be 4 - 
5 mm constantly, the knotted points are not done In the right way 
some of them are double and triple.  They need to use the knotter 
for example,  " Boyce's " or " Todo's " Weaver's Knotter, or more 



simple and cheaper one. «This tnvestment on buying these knotters 
and on training the operators how to use them can definitely pro- 
duce much more profit than the spent money to the mill by deve- 
loping the productivity In the weaving. 
The yarn tension should be given by the hand of operator at the 
time of each start of the cone rotation to avoid the slackening 
Inside the cheese, which causes always troubles In the next warp- 
ing and pirn winding processes. 

7. PIAN WIN0IM6 

7-1 Wochln« t ***»r of Spindle 

28 Murata 0  100 Pirn Winders, whose total spindles are 4 x 28 * 
112 spls. 
They are new and In good condition. 

7-2 Weft Bunch on the Firn 

For the automatic looms, this weft bunch on the pirn Is very 
essential to nvold the dou6lo Mck weft on the cloth at the 
changing point. 
The mill engineers should frequently check the presence of this 
woft bunch remained on the exhausted weft bobbins Inside thé 
empty-bobbin boxes of the looms. 
Generally speaking, for bobbin change system automatic looms, the 
length of the weft bunch should be four times of the denting spacr 
on the reed. 
This weft bunch needs to be given on this pirn winder by adjust- 
ing the bunch builder. 

7-3 VOIWM of th« Pirn 

To decrease the frequency of cop change and to raise the effisi- 
ancy & quality of weaving, they need to Increase the volume of 
the pirn. 
For this reason they have to increase the average of the pirn 
volume, and, at the same time, to decrease the variation of the 
pirn outer diameters, otherwise somt- of them are too fat to be 
Inserted into shuttles. 
The wooden gauges for the outer diameter of the pirn n¿ed to be 
made according to the Inner diameter of the shuttle, and thay 
should be given to the. mechanics and operators of the pirn winder 
to adjust mainly the winding yarn tension and spindle speed In 
uniformity. 

I. V A A P I N 6 

1-1 Hechln« 

Kanamaru's ordinary type drum-driven warper with dropplng-ro!1er 
system and electric feeler stop motion. Yarn speed *as 150 yds/mtn. 



t~2   Cotta entesa chsng« system 

This cheese creel   Is not magazine creel,  but all of the cheeses 
on the creel   are now of different size. 
To avoid the unnecessary stoppage of warper and to get good 
quality beams, all cheeses should be changed at once. 
For this reason, every cheese should be  In the same size - the 
same yarn length    when It  Is finished  In the previous winding 
process. 

1-3   Yarn Breakage 

I  had not so much time and could survey  It only for 414 yds 
warping length at 584 ends and observed 8 yarn breakage,  It means 
that the yarn breakage per 500 ends per   10,000 yds    Is  165. 
This about 20 times of Japanese standard for 20s cotton yarn. 
This extremely more breakage of yarn Is caused not only by tho 
Inferiority of  yarn, but also by the defects both In the cone 
winding and this warping process Itself. 

$-*   Operator'! Action I Necessity of Scissors 

As above ment Ioned already,  the yarn breakage and stoppage Is so 
often - once every 50 yards - that operator's action has more 
Influence- on the quality of  boam,  that  Is to say, on the quality 
and productivity of weaving. 
Spring-type scissors should  bo given to the operators and be used 
Instead of their nails at present, and yarn tension needs to bo 
given at warping start time just the same as In the cone winding 
process. 

9. S I 1 I N « 

9-1   Machine 

Hot air system ordinary type, but squeezing roller Is only one 
pair. 

9-t   f laa Mel pa f Mining Process 

Material Quant 1ty Ratio 

Water 400 L - 

Tapioca  (Adhesive Agent) 40 Kg (for water) 
10* 

CMC   (Som I-Synthetic, 
Adhesive Agent) 

1  Kg 
(for water) 

0.25? 

Kemtex    (Soluble Starch, 
Adhesive Agent) 

1   L 
(for water) 

0.257- 

Total 442 Kg - 
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This size ree Ioe consists of adhesive agents only, they need to 
mix softening one - for example, Maconol EM9 & T (total 3 kg) 
or Animal Fat (3.5 kg). 
I could not observe their mixing process, but they told me they 
boll the mixture for 45 min.,  It should be boiled at least one 
hour. 

9-J   toppfy of lis« Liquid to the machina 

Now size liquid  Is   directly  supllled to the size box. 
But In order to boll   Is sufficiently and to avoid the suddnn 
change of  liquid quality and temperature,  It should be supplied 
Into the cavity box at first then transfered to the size box by 
gear pump - these two boxes should always be boiled. 

9-4   Tamaaratura of Sii« Liquid in Sis« Box 

It was about 35aC only, thoro was no thermometer on the soot. 
It Is extremely too  low, there is no mill   like this  In the world 
which operates the sizing machine at this low temperature 
natural  starch size  liquid for cotton yarn. 
To melt the cotton wax over the cotton fiber In order to promote 
the penetration of size  liquid  Into the yarn body,    and to 
stabilize the viscosity of Tapioca  starch liquid,   It needs to be 
kept nearly boiling during  its operating time - 94°C. 

9-S   Yarn Spaad 

If the yarn speed  Is too low, the size consumption taken-up by 
thy warp  Is so little that the remaining timo of  size  In the 
size box  Is too long,  for this reason the size will  be boiled 
too  long time and  It will  causo too much the degradation of 
viscosity to have the sufficient adhesive power for fiber In the 
yarn. 
And also the low speed causes too much squeezing effects on the 
sized yarn and finally  Insufficiently sized yarn. 
Sometime yarn speed  Is made down due to the low pressure of steam, 
but according to the above mentioned reasons and others, the yarn 
speed should be always constant. The control of  boiler Is,   In 
this point, very Important, 

tO. 0 R A W I H 6 - I H 

All of beams are drawn by hand, which Is done by one pair of two girls. 

II. W I A V I H fi 

li-I Madwntcat Ifflaacy by Snaa-Madlnf 

(1) Old Sakamoto Cop change Automatic Loom, 64" R/s 
77/100 x 100 » 77*. 

(2) Now Suzuki Cop change Automatic Loom with Box Loader, 
64" R/s 13/25 x  100 - 52*. 

(3) Total    90/125 x  100 « 72Í. 
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n-t  Notami—I €«Mëltt«#i 
li-M   ON Sakamoto loam 

(1) 

It seemed very Irregular and different In every 
loom, but average r/m is about 130.    For 64" R/S 
ihuttle looms, the speed In common sense Is 150 r/m, 
but the mechanical condition In this mill's looms 
Is not so good that they should not raise their 
speed up to this point at present, after the main- 
tenance Is Improved thoy can  Increase It. 

(I) Cat Chana« Nation 

For the shortage of spare parts, many of them are 
operated as ordinary looms.    They need   to be care- 
ful of ordering them to the loom maker as well as 
the change motion maintenance. 
I  saw many operators starting the transmlttlng-rod 
motion by their hands when weft pirns are nearly 
exhausted. But I  saw some of them only lack In the 
very simple spar© parts, for  Instance, weft feeler 
or connecting wlru only, they had better collect 
the spare parts from  looms and combine them to 
complete soma change motions,  till  all necessary 
spare parts come from the maker. 

(I) Plcklna Notion 

In this picking motion, the force and timing are, 
of course, the most Important factors. But  In this 
mill, the adjustment of chock-strap (leather-band) 
Is a more urgent problem to be considered and maln- 
taI ned. 
Almost all of them are put In the wrong way-plate 
spring pressure  In both sides should be Just the 
same, but many of them are quite different and they 
cause not only the bad shuttle flying but also huge 
consumption of check-strap, picker,  stick and 
shuttle etc.    As I demonstrated on the spot, they 
need always to control them much more carefully. 

(*) Leosenats * Absence of laits, Nuts and loorInet 

I found many bolts & nuts loosened and also absent 
from the looms especially on the crank-shafts and 
slay-swords.   Thoy are being vibrated and consumed 
very much.    Bearings also are seen to be loosened 
In the crank-shaftt,which need to bo shaDod and 
tightened. 
These maintenance does not require much money, but 
It Is the best way to save the looms from terrible 
wear and tear. 
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(S) Cleaning Condition 

There are so much fly-waste cotton over  looms, they 
absorb oil  from machine and finally the looms are 
very quickly worn. Special   loom cleaners should be 
appointed to clean the looms regularly every day. 

11-2-2     New Suiukl Loom 

(1) Loom Speed 

I was very surprised at their high speed. I measured 
them on the spot and found the average to be 185 r/m 
Sometimes, the loom makers recommend the high speed 
like this for wide space looms, but It can be  real- 
ized only under the condition of good quality yarn, 
superior preparatory process and sufficient loom 
maintenance, etc. 
In your mill, as already mentioned above, these 
conditions are not realized at present, for this 
reason your weaving efficiency Is only 52$  and the 
consumption of picking spare parts are terribly 
much, for Instance, shuttle breakage Is 30 pieces 
per one month and picking stick consumption Is 14 
pieces per three months per only 25 looms. 
Immediately you have to decrease the loom speeds 
down to 150 r/m by making small motor-pulleys, then 
you can definitely get not only the much less spare 
parts consumption, but also the high production. 

(2) NS Type Temple Cutter 

This kind of templo cutter Is very nice for the 
selvedge, but some of them are now not operating. 

(3) Others 

The condition is almost the same as the previous 
Old Sakamoto Looms. 

11-) operator's Action 

They have only two looms por one operator, they are not so busy. 
They should be almost always back side to correct the Irregular 
yarn on the beam  in order to Improve the efficiency. But many of 
thorn are now only standing up  In idleness doing nothing, this Is 
very uneconomical  and they need to be trained  In the above men- 
tioned way. 

11-4 Relationship betwoen Boam-Flanfe Space and Dentina Space on Road 

For plain and twill weave, the beam-flange space should be about 
three Inches (8 cm) more than that of denting on reed to avoid 
the selvedge yarn breakage. This "three Inches" has nothing to 
do with the absolute denting space. 
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The denting space for new Suzuki loom is 156 cm, but some of 
their beam-flange space is only 143 cm - the beam flange Is 
reversely 13 cm narrower than denting. 

It. CONCLUSION 

There are many problems to be solved In this mill as already mention- 
ed above. Especially, decreasing the yarn breakage and stoppage in 
warping process by Improving the cone cheese quality, raising the 
size liquid temperature In size box to promote the penetration of 
size liquid Into the yarn body, and decreasing the speed of new 
Suzuki 64" R/s Looms are the most urgent actions to be carri od out. 
There Is no short way In weaving, If they want to Improve their pro- 
ductivity, every step which I have mentioned and recommended In the 
previous chapters should be done one by one. 
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1. IKTAOOUCTIO* 

I visited this mill on April 10, 1972 along with Mr. Curran, 
UNIDO Spinning Expert, Mr. DJoemena & Mr. Santosa, Director of 
Textile Department, Ministry of Industry, and Mr. Wibowo, Director 
of the Institute of Textile Technology, Bandung. 

The following Is the summary of my survey, discussion and 
recommendation for this mill. 

t. WIUIM 
Wooden and typical saw teeth roof one, and It has wire net 

window for ventilation at the top side of the roof, no air conditioner 
at all.   In one building, all of the preparatory and weaving machines 
are installed. 

•  fflMMR Or  LOOR 
New Suzuki Loom 64" R/s, I 
Old Suzuki Loom 70" R/s, I 
Old Suzuki Loom 36N R/s,  I 

x 4 
x 4 
x 4 

Total 

22 Nos 
16 Nos 
24 Nos 

64 Nos. 

t. rHOMCTION 
All of them are checked and monocoloured sarong whose density 

Is about 60 x 68/1 neh and yarn count 42*/2 x 40*. 

9«   RM« YPRfl 

The warp is American yarn 42*/2 (Rp.   117,500/Bale) and weft is 
Pa I embang yarn 401 (Rp.  112,500/Bale). This American-made yarn Is 
very cheap due to the Government subsidy. They are brought In hank 
state to this mill. The Palembang-made yarn 40* cannot be said In 
good quality,   It Is especially very nappy. 

To avoid the unreasonable competetlon with local production of 
yarn, the Government Is requested by Dr. E.S.M. Owe I ss, Project 
Manager   to decrease the subsidy on the Imported yarn. 
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t. CONE tflNDIM 

6-1   NachIn« f Number of Drum 

(l>    Klryu Machinery Works QT Type Hank-Con« Wlnd«r 

50 d x I machine     * 30 d 
50 d x  I machine     • 50 d 

Tota  I « 80 d 

very obsolet« winders, the trav«rs« cum splits are so much 
worn that th« traverse motion  is terribly vibrated.   Yarn 
guide are all very old and have deep  scratches to make the 
yarn more Inferior.    No silt gauges and stop motions at all. 

<2)    New Murata Hank-Cone Winder,   1970 
20 d x  I machine     * 20 d 

In good condition. 

6-2   Unr«v«1ln| of Men* b«for« Sottlnf Into Winder Cr««1 

After hank-dyeing, these hanks are usually entangled, so the 
operator of cone winder needs to unrav«! them very softly and 
carefully, otherwise the quality and productivity of cone will be 
very Inferior and  low, which cause the weaving efficiency dropp- 
ing    very much. 

4-5   Operator* t Action • Nocet» i ty of Knot ter 

They are tying the yarn with their fingers and nails, so we 
can find so many irregular and  Inferior knotting portions -   the 
knotted ends are sometimes too short and often too  long, they 
should be 4 - 5 mm   constantly,   the knotted points are not done 
in the right way,  some of them are double and triple. They need 
to use the knotter, for example,  "Boyc^s"   or    "Todo's" Weaver 
Knotter, or more simple and cheaper on«. This Investment on 
buying these knotters and on training the operators how to USP 
them can definitely produce much more profit than the spent 
money to the mill  by developing the productivity In the weaving. 

The yarn tension should be given by the hand of operator at 
the time of each start of the cone rotation to avoid the slacken- 
ing  Inside the cheese, which causes always troubles  In the next 
warping and pirn winding processes. 

7. FINN WINOim 

7-1   Ntchliw I Nmibor of Spinel« 
(I)    Leesona Disc   Contact Ahead System Hinder 

20 spi x I machine    »    20 spi. 
18 spi x 1 machino    •    18 spi* 

Total    •    38 sp I. 
Very obsolet« one, all spindles ar« terribly vibrated. 



(2) Klryu Disc   Contact Ahead System Winder 
40 spi. x I machine   • 40 spi. 

Just the same as the previous one. 

(3) Murata    100 Winder 
4 spi. x I machino * 4 spi. 

In good condition. 

7-2 Nicest I ty of Maintenants * Replacement by New Machinery 

These Leesona & Klryu Winders are completely obsoleto, and 
I think now they cannot buy any spare parts from the makers. 
Evon if they could get thorn, they need to buy new complote 
machines In order to Improve tho weaving efficiency. Wo can 
find so many loom stoppage due to the Inferior pirn causod by 
these terribly obsolete winders. 

7-) Necessity of Unification of Pirn Bobbin 

Now they aro using many kind I  size bobbins. It Is nonsense 
and harmful for mill controlling, thesa should be unlflcated 
Into one kind and size. 

I. W A R P 1 H G 

M Machine 

Suzuki Sectional Warper       3 machines. 

1-1   Cone Cheet« Chance Sytte» 

To avoid the unnecessary stoppage of warper and to get good 
quality beams, all cheese should be In the same size - the same 
yarn length when It Is finished  In the previous winding process. 

t. I I I f N • 

Hank sizing  is done by hands In the big pan.    3 Kg, of Tapioca 
only is sized to 4 bundles of yarn (18 Kg).   At least, animal    fat 
(0.3 Kg) should additionally be mixed as softening agent evon If the 
warp Is twisted yarn at prosent. 

10. V I A V I N • 

10-1 Mechanical Iff Iclency by Snap-Heeding 

(1) New Suzuki 64" R/s    1x4 loom 
10/22 x 100 « 45.5$ 

(2) Old Suzuki 70" R/s 1x4 Loom 
7/18 x 100 » 39 f 
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(3) Old Suzuki  36" R/s   1x4 Loom 

6/24 x 100 «    252 

(4) Total 23/64 x 100 «    36*. 

10-2   Mechanical Condition 

They have no warp stop motion at all. 

10-M    New Suzuki i M" A/s 
(0 

It Is about 140 -   150 r/m at present. 
For 64" R/s, It Is normal. 

(2)    Ma Intanaci 

Tha loosening of  bolts, brass bearings aro 
found so many cases.  At  least, when beam Is exhaust- 
ed these should be checked and adjusted, otherwise 
the loom will quickly be worn and the mill   should 
spend so much money to buy many spare aprts and even 
new looms In the near  future. 

10-2-2   Oté Svsukf     70" R/s 

It   Is about 125-135 r/m at present.   It Is too 
low for 70" R/s loom,  you can increase up to 145 r/m. 

(2)    Picking Notion 

This Is 13 1/2" at orasent, but  It Is too 
strong, should be decreased to 10 1/2". For this 
reason, their check-strap and shuttle swell  are now 
too rigid, which cause so many consumption o' not 
only   these sparo parts but also picker *nd plcklno- 
stlck. 

(I)    »Mittle 

The surface Is very rough, which catches the 
weft and breaks It during weaving. This should be 
amended by sand paper. 

Inside the shuttle, weft bobbin  Is rotating 
and not fixed. Tho fitting of bobbin to the holder 
Inside the shuttle should be considered at the 
purchasing time and afterwards. 

(4)    Maintenance 

The loosening of  bearing and bolts are now 
causing the vibration of crank-shaft, rocklng-shaft 
and slay sword, etc.    These should more carefully 
be checked and maintained, but they need to bo 
careful of overtightening by the wrong way. 
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10-Í-S   OU fem* I J*M R/t 

(1) 
It is now nearly 170 r/m, but 150-160 r/m Is 

recommendable for this loom at present mechanical- 
ly Inferior condition. 

(2)    Other« 

Conditions are Just the same as mentioned above. 

10-3   Operator'• Action t Necessity of Treinlnf 

They have only two looms per one operator, they are not so 
busy. Thev should  be almost always back side to correct the 
Irregular yarn on   the beam In order to  Improve the efficiency. 
But many of them are now only standing up  In Idleness doing 
nothing, this  Is very uneconomical  and they need to be trained 
In the above mentioned way. 

n. wtYiiTw/corron MIAVINS 
I was asked about the possibility of Tetoron/Cotton Weavlnq In 

this mill.    The difficulty of T/C Weaving exists mainly In sizing 
process, but so far as they use twisted yarn  I Ike now, even this 
sizing Is not so difficult. Still PVA (217) should be used for T/C 
sizing materials, only Tapioca or the other natural  starches are not 
sufficient for T/C,  to stick each of the fiber more strongly. 

The elongation of T/C yarn Is so much that the tension should be 
controlled more carefully and uniformly  In every process of prepara- 
tion than the case of cotton yarn. 

12. CONCLUSION 

Their efficiency Is now only 36J»,    The training of the workers 
and the practice of maintenance Is the most urgent In this mill. 
And  It I were the mill owner and had some capitals to Invest,  I will, 
at first,  buy new pirn winding machine and weft bobbin, because now 
many loom stoppages are   caused   by the Inferiority of these two, then 
having got profit,   I wl 11  buy cone winding machine. 
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1. HftMMCTIOR 
I visited this illl on April  10 ft »I, 1972 along with Mr. Curran, 

UN 100 Spinning Expert, Mr. OJoemena ft Mr. Santosa, Dlractor of Textile 
Department, Ministry of Industry, and Mr. Wlbowo, Olractor of tha 
Institute of Taxtlla Technology, Bandung. 
Tha following la the summery of my survey, discussion and recommenda- 
tlon for this mill. 

2. BtHllfW 
A concrete building with zinc roof, and open air ventilation 

window at the top side of tha roof. The floor It boarded with wood 
plate. 

5. NUMMI Of LOON 
Chinese-Made 63" R/a shuttle change system Autobotte Loan, with 

16 Heelds Dobby Motion 50 Mot., and without D.M. 28 Nos., Total 78 
Nos.,     Installed in 1964 by Chinese Technicians. 

tj« PMOVCTION 

Only 56 looms out of total   Installed 78 looms were then being 
operated, the rests ware unloaded with beam but gradually being loaded. 
Long time all of them were stopped due to the capital shortage, and 
only one month ago they resumed te operata them. Ordlnery 20* x 20« 
cotton shirting Is woven - 54" & 36", twe kind of width. 

All of these 20» cotton yarn are brought from "Petal"    Spinning 
Mill, Palembang    In the state of paper cone cheese. 
The packing and transportation Is not so good that many of these paper 
cone are crushed end deformed, the yarn ara much damaged. 

6. COW Wl»l*l 

0-1   mee* I ne $ tajamar of »ma 

(1)   Chinese-Made 0JT Type Winder 

100 d x I machine - 100 d. 

(1)   Chineae-mda tote toner 

100 d x I machine • 100 d. 
Both of these winders have stop motion tension device, end silt 
gauge. 
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é-1  Operating Condition t Operator's Actio« 

Thoy do not UM tKoso winder and put the afoovo crushed papar 
conas directly on the warper's creel and pirn winder without 
rewinding. 

All winders are stopped. 

7. MM VIMI« 
(1) Chinese-Made Hecoba-Type Automatic Pirn Minder 

4 spi    x 13 machina     * 60 spi. 

(2) Murata #100 Pirn Winder 

4 spi    x 5 machina       • 20 spi. 

The pirn Is a little soft, they had better wind them harder to 
increase their unit weight for Improving the weaving efficiency. 
The spiral winding number Is 13 per one stroke, which is moderate. 

I. W A ft r I N « 

1-1   Machina 

One Chinese-Made Ordinary Type Drum-Driven Warper with 
Magatine Creel of 630 cheeses. Electrical Stop Motion with Feeler 
on the Front Yarn Guide Bar of Creel  (Schlafhorst Type). 

1-1   Yarn eVeakeoe 

I could survey It only for a very short time on the spot, 
but It seems something like 300 breakage   per 500 ends per 
10,000 yds. (cf. According to the Mill's survey, It Is 230 break- 
ages). It Is more 50 times of Japanese standard. 

•-)  Condition of Cane en Creel 

As already mentioned above, many of the cones are crushed 
and the yarn Is damaged, many yarn breakages are terribly caused 
by this reason. 

The cheese peg Is for the small hole of wooden cone bobbin, 
so a 11 these paper conas are down on the peg and the center 
directions point out to the very different way of porcelain 
guides on the bar. 
This also causes many yarn breakage. The empty wooden bobbin 
needs to be put on the peg at first, then paper cone should be 
on It. 

They are not adopting the magazine-creel cheese change sys- 
tem, but one by one the exhausted cheese Is change by the operat- 
or,    stopping the warper every time.    All of the cheeses are not 
changed at one time, the sizes of these cheeses are all different. 
The full cheese size Is too big In comparison with the creel 
distance (fixed type and unadjustable), for this reason the yarn 
Is rubbing the cheese edge during running. 
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f. t I Z I N • 

f-l   MNMM 

Ont Chinese-Made Ordinary type Hot-AIr Slzer.   Squeezing 
Roller 2 pairs (Sizing Flannel & Calico Cloth), Cavity Box with 
Gear Pump. 

fri   SIM Mela« a Mix Ina »recata 

Matar lai Quantity Ratio 

Tapioca         (Adhesive Agent) 40 Kg. (For Water)           10* 

Water Glass (Adhesive Agent) 4 Kg. (For Water)            \% 

Cramul           (Softening Agent) 4 Kg. (For Tapioca 4   n <%< 
Water Glass)     u,y* 

Paraffin       (Softening Agent) 4 Kg. (       -do-       )   0.9* 

„    ..             (Antl  Friction & 
*aoMn            Weighting Agent) 

4 Kg. (       -do-       )   0.9$ 

Water 400 L. - 

TOTAL 452 Kg. 

I recommend them to Increase Tapioca up to 60 Kg. for 
Improving the taklng-up percentage and also to add 0.4 Kg. of 
CuSO. for mlldewproof. 

They have three mixing cistern made of cement with agita- 
tors. I could not see the mixing process, but they told me 
that they boll   It 30 minutes In the cistern. 

9-S   Tewaintvre of fise lleuld In lite le« 

I found only 550C by glass thermometer.   It Is too low for 
melting the cotton wax over the fiber and also for keeping good 
viscosity of Tapioca starch to prompt    Its penetration Into yarn 
body. The size Is now remained only on the surface of yarn. 

For this reason, we can see many waste sized fibers under 
the front devldlng rods and also In the weaving process - some 
of these fibers are more than 1/2" long. 

This tempereture needs to be always kept nearly boiled 
(94*C)    In the size box. 
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f-*   ClMfttnf • OI sposai,of Old SIM liquid 

I »tired up the bottom of size box with bamboo bar and 
found much old and settled-down size liquid was there. This Is 
very dangerous and harmful for good quality sizing, today's size 
liquid should be thrown away and should not bo used tomorrow, 
because Tapioca's degradation of viscosity for time-pass Is 
extremely high and the stlckness power drops very quickly. 

The tile box and cavity box, of course, need to be cleaned 
at the closing time every day. 

10. MAWIM-IN 

All of beams are drawn by hands of two girls pair, 

II, WiAV lit 

All of these looms are now not automatic but ordinary due to the 
shortage of shuttle change motion spare parts. 

11-1   Hechenlcal fffloncy by Sntp-tetdtnff 

(1) 54" Width Cloth Loom 
21/40 x 100 • 52* 

(2) 36" Width Cloth Loom 
12/16 x 100 - 75* 

(3)    Total  33/56 x 100 59*. 

11-1 Absolute Frequency of loon Stoaeeae 

We surveyed It only for warp breakage on the spot for one 
hour at ten looms group, and found  It 29 times. 

It Is about 6-7 times than Japanese standard. 

11-S MHM of Loom Stoppage 

I surveyed It on the 31 stoppages as follows t 

R   E  A S 0 N No. * 

W
ef

t  
   

 1
  
 W

ar
p 

Smashed by Shuttle 1 

Simply Yarn Broken or Yarn Absence 9 32.3 

Total 10 

13 Yarn Exhausted 

Yarn Broken 5 58.0 

Total 18 

Maintenance and Repair 3 9.7 

Grand     Total 31 100 
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The IM in reason for warp breakage Is the Inferiority of 
beams du« to mainly tht warping and sizing process   as already 
mentioned, and for watt stoppage Is, of court«, du« to th« lack 
of automatic shut* I« chang« mot ton. 

II-* 

11-5 

It was 155-160 r/m and rathar high for 63" R/s looms In 
tha bad condition at mantlonad In tha following paragraph, 
maximumIy 150 r/m Is racoamandabla. 

Mechanical Condition 

(1)   »lattina Nation 
Tha plate-eprlng pratturas In tha both sidas of check- 

strap ara not tha tama, ona sida It much stronger than 
another, which cauta the wrong shuttle flying and extreme 
consumption of spara parts - check-strap, picker, stick 
& shuttle, etc.   At   I demonstrated It on the spot, this 
should urgently be adjusted. 

The top of picking-stick Is much worn and hollowed, 
which causes alto tha wrong shuttle flying   -   these worn 
stick should Immediately be changad. 

(1)   Front Snap tiare * Mutt te Tap tuard 
Almost all of them are broken and welded. This break- 

age Is mainly caueed by the wrong flying of shuttle   as 
already mentioned and the wrong tatting of these parts. 

Once thete thin cast Iron parts are broken, the wel- 
ding In the right direction Is very difficult, and   the 
Irregularly welded parts cause again the wrong shuttle 
flying to happen the next damage of those parts. 

(1)   Uaaenlni of tolta, Nutt ft searings 
These are vary frequently found In their looms. 

Periodical check and adjustment Is ettantlal to lengthen 
the life of loom.  It doet never cott much money. 

11-t   Relationship   between tath faeces af team-FI enge and Drawing 

For plain weave, tha beam-flange apace ehould be about 
three Inches (8 cm) mora than that of drawing on the reed to 
avoid the selvedge yarn breakage.   This "three Inches"   has 
nothing to do with the absolute drawing «Pace. 

In this mill, the drawing space for 36" width cloth is 
38 1/2", but the beam-flange spaco Is now 31" (the différence 
12 1/2"),    the latter thou Id Immediately be narrowed to 42>. 

For 54" - width cloth, the drawing apace Is 56 1/2 , but 
the beam-flange space Is now 61" - the difference Is 4 1/2 , 
which need not be amended so Immediately. 

Is 
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n-7  «Baratar's Aetlen 

It It nitor better then the othtr mills m Indorsila. But 
^•^•^"••^^ ff fcittori and denting-pln (which have already given 
to thaw) should mora ba trained. 

It. CteftUftlON 

Contacting tha Chinata loom maker. In any way thay naad to gat 
the spara parts of shuttla change motion. Baca UM of tha absence of 
those parts, thay are now losing   much weaving efficiency. 
».i   H* ****** * transportation method of paper cone cheese from 
Wjmoang to this mill should ba Improved Immediately In order to get 
900<^ .I..." afttr th,i ¡Wrotmrnnf,  If tha contents of paper coned 
yarn Is still   Inferior   -   for Instance, bad knotting and unremovtng 
of slub yarn, ate.  In the Palambang spinning mill, they need to re- 
wind them Into wooden bobbin. 

Anyway, to decrease tha yarn breakage and stoppage In the warplnq 
process Is tha essence for getting beam and for Improving the efflcleñ 
cy of weaving. ' 

The sizing recipe, temperature and boiling hour of size liquid In 
the size box naad to ba changed as already mentioned above. 

Following all these recommendations, thay will definitely be able 
to Improve their productivity, because their machineries are still new 
•t present. 
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t. iimtNiiartoN 
I vitlted this mill on April II,  1972 along with Mr. Curran, UNIDO 
Spinning Export, Mr. DJoemena & Mr. Santosa, Director of Textile 
Department, Mlnlatry of Industry, and Mr. WI bono, »Director of the 
Institute of Textile Technology, Bandung. 
The fol owing Is the summery of my survey, discussion and recommenda- 
tion for this mill. 

2. MHLUM 
Wooden small building with open window for ventilation at the top 
side of tho roof.  In this one building, all of the machines are 
Installed. 

Suzuki 64" R/s,  1x4 16 Nos. 

k, PMWCTfON 

Checked Sarong of   42>^ * $*       50" width. 

2 shifts x 7 H   «14 H/day operation. 

jm e)    s^s^mw   vt^ss^w 

The warp Is American-made 42V2 end weft Is Palembeng-mede 20», both 
of which are brought Into this mill  In the state of paper cone cheese. 
The later   cannot be said good one, especially It Is very nappy. 
They are at first wound   Into  hank, then hank-dyed and wound to cone. 

t. CMfltt VIMINI 

4-1   Naehlne l Master of Orna 

(1) Klryu Machinery Works 0T Type Hank-Cone Winder 
50 d x I machine   * 30 d. 
Very obsolete one. 

(2) Bandung-made Split Drum Type Hank Paralel Cheese Winder. 

50 d x 2 machines » 60 d 
50 d x I machine   • 50 d 

Total MO d 

The drum shett are terribly vibrating, no stop motion & 
silt gauge at all. 
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t-t   Unravel Int of Nat* safere Saettai lata Wlnser Creel 

After hank-dyeing,   these hanks art usually entangled, to the 
operator of winder needs to unraval them vary softly and care- 
fully, otherwise) the quality and productivity of cheese will 
be very Inferior and low, which cause the weaving efficiency 
dropping vary much. 

7. rIMI VIMINI 
(1) Murata!100 Pirn Minder 

4 spi. x 3 machines • 12 spi. 
(2) Unknown Maker Disc Contact Ahead System Pirn Winder 

20 sol. x I machine   • 20 spi. 

•.WARP I H « 

One Wooden Itoma Mede Sectional Warper. 
This Is driven by hymen power. 
The yarn breakage Is vary few, so the beam quality Is good. 

9. S I 1 I N I 

No sizing at all for 42*/2 warp at present. 

10. MMNM - IN 
Old ft new beam was being tied by human hands one by one. 

n. W I A V INI 
11-1   ftesatiilesl Iff Ulenty by anae-aoedlns 

14/16 x 100 • 881 (One operator has one loom only). 

11-1   Neentnleal Condition 

(1) Usa Se»«* 
It Is very Irreguler tor each loom, from 124 r/m up to 
140 r/m,  because they Imported only looms without motors 
and afterwards they collected them dornest leal ly. 

(2) Ns I ntenanca 
It Is rather  better  than the other mills In Sumatra. 
This mill   Is a very smell end primitive one, but every 
kind of control seemed good. 
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(I)   Mletlenshle between leem-Henfe tese* end Dating-Width 

For plain weave, tht beam-flange space should be about 
three Inch««   (8 cm) more than that of drawing on the reed 
to avoid the selvedge yarn breakage. 
This "three Inches" has nothing to do with the absolute 
drawing space. 
In this mill, the drawing space Is 53 1/2", but the beam- 
flange space Is now 55" only, the latter should be 57M. 

11. MAM or fm IM MINI 
As above mentioned already, they don*t site the 42V2 warp at present. 
But the mill manager asked me about the sizing by PVA. I agreed It 
and recommended htm to use 3* of PVA end 0.3* of animal fat against 
yarn quantity. PVA Is soluble In cold water and deslilng Is unneces- 
sary In this »III, »o even In this mill they can use It very easily. 
But of course, this size Mould should be boiled at least 30 minutes 
before sizing. 

IS. COHCUWOH 
Thlsmlll   Is very small end some of the machine» are primitivo, but 
the mill controlling Is   rather better, so the weaving efficiency Is 
higher than the other mills In Indonesia. 
This efficiency will definitely be better after following my sugges- 
tions above mentioned. 
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I. 

I visited this mill on April  13,  1972 along with Mr. Curran, 
UNIDO Spinning Export, Mr. DJoamena & Mr. Santota, 01raetor of Textile 
Department, Ministry of   Industry,  and Mr. WI bowo, Director of the 
Institute of Textile Technology, Bandung. 

The following Is the summary of my survey, discussion and 
recommendation for thlsmhl. 

i. tin t wnjiM 
This site is a very huge one, where not only the integrated mills, 

but a church, hospital, women's dormitory and staffs' houses are there. 
The building Is an ordinary one with high roof. 

I«  MMItH Of LOOM 

(1) Sakamoto 64" R/s 1 x 1    Loom 21 Nos. 
(2) Ch 1 nese-Made 63" R/s 1 x 1    Loom 10 Nos. 
(3) Chinese-Made 52" R/s 1 x 1    Loom 15 Nos. 
(4) Mirano Blanket Loom 

with Dobby Motion 75" R/s 1 x 4 42 Nos. 

Total 88 Nos. 

a. WWHICTI0H 

(1) |gf * ^   x 36"      Standard  width shirting. 

(2) 54>/|;
x
x

R
4j

t9f   x 165 cm x 195 cm   Rayon Blanket 

Weaving operation i 2 shifts   (10 H x 2 « 20 H). 

.     un Mfjjn 
iß 0    •ejp^w    »a^a^ew 

All of them are produced In this spinning mill and brought hare 
In 9" length ring bobbin. The full ring bobbins are found only 10*, 
all of the rest 90* are oddy figured - this means the terribly high 
yarn breakage and trouble In the spinning process. In fact, I found 
averageI y 83 idle spondles per one ring frame on the spinning spot 
- 20.6* spindles are Idle (Some of them are due to yarn breakage, 
others to the absence of parts, etc.). 

At the same time, as a matter of course, the quality of yarn Is 
terribly Inferior - uneven, full of stub and nap. 

•ÄP—i»*^—»i»»1—i«*iii»«^*W 
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*. com mmm 
1-1   Ntdilnt I IMaair of trim 

(1) Hirst« tote Conor 

20 d x 2 machine • 40 d. 

Tin plat« mada split gauges ara there, and all of them ara 
wldaly and obllqualy opanad. 

Stop motions ara exlstad thara but unaffectlvaly. 

(2) Nwrete Noto Conor 

110 d x 6 machinas « 660 d. 

Saw-teeth slub catchars ara thara, but opanad about 3 m/m 
and obliqua. 
Stop motion ara axlsted but unaffactivaiy. 
TansIon washer's numbar are not uniform. 
Tha vibration of cona is very much. 

(-2   lilt teufe 

As already mentioned above, these sltt gauges and slub 
catchers are completely unused.    If they have a true intension 
to improve the weaving productivity, they have to be more 
careful of tha usage of these devices. 

Cone winding process exists not only for winding ring 
bobbin yarn into cone bobbin for warper's creel, but also for 
cleaning the raw yarn by cutting tha defective portion with 
these gaugas and catchers - this Is a foundamental common sense 
of weaving. 

For the Ir Inferior yarn, the clearance of silt gauge 
(blade type)  Is recommendable to be about 2.5 timos of the yarn 
diameter, for Instance, 0.5 mm for 20 , o.4 mm for 30s, and 
0.35 mm for 40s, etc. For saw-teeth slub catcher, 0.1 mm should 
be added to the above mentioned clearance for each yarn count. 

t-S   fto» Notion 

This is also very Important to avoid tha unnecessary 
rubbing of cheese surface against drum which causes both the 
degradation of yarn quality Itself and the traverse-out of 
cheese. 

Some of them are not operated due to the shortage of spare 
parts, but the others can be easily repaired and adjusted, at 
least the latter should Immediately be made effective. 

*•*   too» In Na a Rewind Inf lei loon I ne 

The center direction of ring bobbin needs to coincide with 
the yarn guide to make the rewinding ballooning of ring bobbin 
symmetrical  for avoiding the unnecessary yarn breakage. 
Each bobbin peg should be adjusted one by one in this point. 
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M   Operator's Action • Necessity of Knotter 

They ara tying the yarn with their f Ingars and nails, so 
«any irregular end Interior knotting portions are found - the 
knotted ends are sometimes too short and often too long, they 
should be 4-5 mm constantly, the knotted points are not made In 
the right way - some of them are double and triple. 

They need to use a knotter, for  Instance, "Boyce's or 
Tode's" Weaver's Knotter.    This Investment can definitely pro- 
duce much more profit by  Improving the productivity In weaving. 

At the time of each start of cone rotation when the cone 
touches the drum, the yarn tension should sufficiently be given 
by the operator's hand In order to avoid the slackening inside 
the cheese, which always causes trouble In the next warping and 
pirn winding processes. 

7. PIMI WIMOIM 

Murata!100 Automatic Pirn Winder. 
4 spi. x 6 machines   • 24 spi. 

All of the automatic bobbin supply device are disappeared and 
nothing remained. 

•-1   Machine 

One Kawamoto Ordinary Type Drum-Driven System Warper with 
Turn-Over Type Cheese Simultaneous Change Device Creel* 

I» 2   Yarn trattiate 

About every four yards, yarn breakage or cheese exhaustion 
causes the warper stoppage. This high frequency can never produce 
good quality beam and It drops very terribly the weaving effi- 
ciency at last. 

I»!   Cone Cheese Chance tyite* 

As already mentioned above, this warper Is equipped with 
nice simultaneous cheese change system, but they don't utilize 
this one and the sizes of all cheeses are different and not the 
same   -   every cheese is used till  It  Is completely exhausted 
and warper  is stopped at each this time. 

The sizes  of  all full cheese when doffed In the winding 
process should be Just the same, and they need to be changed at 
once after some number of beams are warped. 
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M   Relative Petition of Cheese on »eg end porcelain tufo« on lar 

The central direction of cone on the peg doos not point to 
the porcelain guide on the bar, so the unwinding ballooning of 
cone Is not symmetrical and It always rubs the edge of cone. 

The distance between the cone cheese and the porcelain 
guide can be adjusted In this kind of warper,  It should be done 
so that even at full cheese time the unwinding ballooning may 
not touch the cone surface. 

1-5   Operator's Action ft Necessity of Scissors 

As above mentioned already, the yarn breakage and stoppage 
Is so often   -   once every 4 yards   -   that operator's action 
has more influence on the quality of beam, that  Is to say, on 
the quality and productivity of weaving. 

Spring-type scissors should be given to the operators and 
be used  Instead of their nails at present, and yarn tension 
needs to be given at warping start time just the same as In the 
cone winding process. 

9. I I Z I N 8 

9-1   Hechln« 

One Kawamoto Hot Air System Ordinary Type, with only One 
Pair Squeezing Roller. 

9-2 tlie Recipe • Mtxlnf Process 

Material Quantity Ratio 

Mater 500 L. - 

Tapioca    (Adhesive Agent) 75 Kg. (For Water) 
15* 

Chine Clay  ^¡»J*"* Ä Antl 1        Friction Agent ) 1.5 Kg. (For Tapioca) 
2* 

CuS04     (Antlaeptlc Agent) 0.2 Kg. (For Tapioca) 
0.27* 

Formalin   (Antlaeptlc Agent) 250 cc (For Tapioca) 
0.33* 

Glycerine  (Softening Agent) 100 cc (For Tapioca) 
0.13* 

Ramasheet  (Softening Agent) 1,000 cc (For Tapioca) 
1.3* 

Total 578 Kg. 
L—   . 
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I could not SM this mixing process on th« spot, but th«y 
told ma th«y boll th« mixing size liquid for 30 minutes oniy In 
the mixing cistern. 

They have only one small clay-pan upstairs and one mixing 
cistern downstairs. 

f-| Tempere tur« of Sit« Liquid In Sii« Box 

It Mas about 50-60*C only, they had not a thermometer on 
the spot at all. This Is too low, so the size Is never boiled 
sufficiently and Its colour Is very white and dull, never bright. 
It shows an Insufficient boiling for geratlnlzatlon of Tapioca 
starch and causes the extremely poor penetration of size liquid 
Into the yarn body. For this reason, I found so much fly-waste 
of sized fiber on the spot of weaving. 

This temperature should Immediately be raised up to about 
95°C. 

The cavity box also needs to be utilized for boiling the 
size liquid sufficiently, now It is idle. 

9-4 Tenti on of Yarn 

I have never seen the high yarn tension like this mill's. 
To decrease the yarn tension during sizing Is one of the 

essences for Improving the weaving efficiency. 
In the weaving process, the warp yarn is very strongly 

shocked by shedding and beating-up motions, for this reason the 
sized yarn needs to hold the sufficient elasticity, otherwise 
It will Immediately & frequently be broken. But If you give 
high tension to the yarn in the sizing process, the elongation 
Of raw yarn cannot be remained - this breaking elongation per- 
centage of size yarn should be at least 4-5f>. 

It. tf t A V I N • 

10-1 Moshtnlcal IffIcloncy by Sfiao-ftoftélnf 

(1) Shirting 
13/32 x 100 » 40.6$. 

(2) Blanket 
Many times all of these blanket looms are stopped due 

to th« shortage of weft supply. At one time when the weft 
supply Is sufficient       10/34 x 100 « 29.5*. 

10-1 ftochontool Condition 

Mechanical condition of all looms is terribly nonsense, 
for example, check-straps for Sakamoto and Chinese-Made loom 
are disappeared, even weft fork is also taken away. 

I have no word to comment on the weaving In this mill. 

m T 
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IO»I   Operator's Attimi 

They have only two shirting looms per on« operator, they 
are not busy.   They should be almost a I «ays backtId« to corrsct 
the Irrtgulsr yarn on the beam In order to Improve the efficien- 
cy, but now  many of them are only standing up In idleness 
doing nothing   -    this   Is very uneconomical and they should be 
trained In the way above mentioned. 

II. CftKUMtON 

The technical situation of this mill is terribly nonsense. 
If they have a real Intension to level up this mill, they have to 
study the problems on the spot more eagerly and try to absorb more 
practical knowledge from others more humbly. 
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1. INTMOUCTION 

I visited this mill on April 14, 1972 along with Mr. DJoemena, 
01 rector of Textile Department, Ministry of Industry. 
Bai Ige Is a small town situated about 250 Nn South-East of Medan, 
and it is one of the weaving Industry centers in South Sumatra. 
There are many small weaving mills In this townm and this "Karl 
SIanI par" Is the biggest one. 

I. tUIUIM 
Concrete building with zinc roof, the floor is cemented. 

}• HUMOW Of LOOM 

I). Suzuki 
2). Sakamoto 
3). Sakamoto 
4). Sakamoto 

36M R/s       (1938) 
3«" R/s        (1955) 
44" R/s, Cop Change Automatic (1955-1962) 
64M R/s, I x 4  (1955-1972) 

5). Bandung-Made 66" R/s with Dobby Motion (1962) 

Total 

10 Nos. 
5 Nos. 

33 Nos. 
25 Nos. 
50 Nos. 

123 Nos. 

4. PMOUCTION 

Checked Sarong, Matting, Drill, Shirting and Mosquito Net, etc. 

9 a   RMV   TMnn 

American-made 42s/2 & 50S, Pakistan-made 20s & 30s. 
Sometimos they use Pardede Mill made yarn, but they told me this 
yarn Is expensive and Inferior In quality. 
American yarn comes In the state of paper cone, and Pakistan one In 
paper cone   and  hank. 
For groy cloth, the above mentioned paper cone is directly used in 
the warping, for checked cloth the grey yarn Is reeled to hank   by 
man-power ree I er and hand-dyed than wound to cone. 

$. COM vmm 
a-1   Machine ft Hunker of 9rm 

Murata Roto Coner,  1962   20 d x 4 machine   • 80 d. 
Stop motion & silt gauge are completely equipped. 
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é-I   Operator's Action t Noces»Ity of Knotter 

They are tying the yarn with their fingers and nails, so we can 
find so many Irregular and Inferior knotting portions - the 
knotted ends are sometimes too short and often too long, they 
should be 4 - 5 mm constantly, the knotted points are not   done 
In the right way, some of thorn are double and triple. They need 
to use the knotter, for example, "Boyce's" or "Todo's" Weaver's 
Knotter, or more simple and cheaper one. 
This Investment on  buying  these knotter s and on training the 
operators how to use them can definitely produce much moro 
prof t than the spent money to the mill  by developing the pro- 
ductivity In the weaving. v v 

The yarn tension should be given by the hand of operator at the 
time of each start of the cone rotation to avoid the slackonlnq 
Inside the cheese, which causes always troubles In the next 
warping and pirn winding processes. 

7. NUN WINDING 

I. ¡J«;ata#IOO Automatic Pirn Winder   4 spi. x 5 machines - 20 spi. 
ÎL^U!?? automatic Pirn Winder 4 spi. x 7 machines • 28 spi. 
The bobbin chuck Is too  big  for the bobbin, the bobbin vibratos 
Terribly, smaller chuck should be made even from wood by hand. 

One Kawai Sectional Warper with 504 ch. creel. 
As above montioned already, for groy cloth, the paper cone Is direct- 
ly ¡UT*     II8 "arP|n9' *° evorY chee*e on the peg is downward not t 
TO point out to the direction of porcelain guide. And also some of 
This paper cone   ore crushed during transportation, these should be 
rü°?ÜV       *ooden con* bobb,n» or at least, empty wooden bobbin 
should be put on the peg and then the paper cone should be on It to 
avoid misdirection. 

I. I I I I N « 

M   Ms*Mno 

One Kanamaru ordinary typo sizar, but squeezing roller Is only 
one pair. Now they cover this upper squeezing roller only with 
cotton ih Irti ng cloth, but, of course, sizing flannel should be 
covered at first on this roller to givo the good squeezing, 
effect. " 



9-1   tía« Roela«, NUIno onë Slilnf Process 

Material Quantity Ratio 

Water 200 L. - 

Tapioca       (Adhäsiv« Agent) 8 Kg. (for water) 
4* 

Size C (BASF-Made, Adhesive 
Agent) 4 Kg. (tor water) 

2$ 

Total 212 Kg. - 

This size ree I pa consists of adhesive agents only, they need 
to mix softening one - for Instance, Maconol B-19 í T (total : 
0.8 Kg.) or Animal  Fat (I Kg.). 
I  could not observe their mixing process, but they told me they 
throw and mix the size materials directly Inside the cavity box 
of   sizing machine,  because the mixing equipment  is not Installed 
there. 
Thoy boll the mixture about 50 minutes at 80*C. 
The cavity box should be used for pre-heatlng and  its contents 
(size liquid) needs to be continuously circulated during sizing 
to and from the size box by gear pump. 
To melt cotton wax over cotton fiber for promoting the penetra- 
tion of size liquid  into the yarn body, and to stabil Iize the 
viscosity of Tapioca starch, they need always to boll the liquid 
at nearly 94-C during sizing. 

10. W I A V  I II « 

10-1 Mo*honleet Iff Icleney by 

57/90 x 100 • 63.3*. 

Inf 

10-1 »ochan i cal Condition 

CD    Loosenln§ ft Abtöne« of Oolt, Nut ft »earInf 

This can be found very frequently on the looms, systematic 
maintenance should be done to avoid th« quick wear and teer 
of      looms and to Improve the weaving efficiency. 

(1)    »lekInf Motion 

They had not understood the Importance of the motion of 
check-strap, this is th« essence of loom motion. 
As I demonstrated on the spot, they should adjust It In 
order to got a good shuttle-flying. 



Titty are now using check-straps meda from old rubbar tira, 
tha friction between this end plate-spring  In tha holdar 
Is vary différant from ordinary leather-made one, so   the 
motion Is very unreasonable for absorbing the shuttle 
running energy. 
Of course, the force & timing of picking motion Is the most 
Important, two mechanics should be appointed and trained 
especially for this picking motion maintenance & adjustment 
only. 

tO-3 Operator's Action 

They have only two looms per one operator, they are not so busy. 
They should be almost always backside of  loom to correct and 
amend the irregular yarn on the beam in order to improve the 
efficiency. 
But now   many of them are only standing up in Idleness doing 
nothing, they should be trained in the above mentioned way. 

11. CONCLUSION 

This mill cannot be said to be satisfactorily managed and controlled 
yet, but tha mill manager Is vary eager In getting  Improved efficien- 
cy and he Is studying very di I (gently and keen to absorb practical 
knowledge from others, so I can expect this mil I wl 11 be much 
Improved In future. 
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1.   MffMltfCTIO» 

I visited this mil) on April   17, 1972 along with Mr. Djoemena, 
Director of Textile Department, Ministry of   Industry. 
Ttw following Is the summary of my survey, discussion and recommenda- 
tion for this ml II, 

i. Minolta 
Concret« building with  low roof and cement floor - ordinary one. 

1. NUMMI Of LOON 

I). Sakamoto   I x 4 with Dobby Motion, 44" R/s. 
2). Sakamoto Cop change System Automatic, 64" R/s. 
3). SuiuM       1x4    64" R/s 

Total MO Nos. 

e. rHOOUCTIO* 

I). 36" width   20« x  16»   grey honey comb - appearance cloth. 
2). 42" width   20» x  16»   grey shirting. 
3). 50" width   42»/2 x 50» checked sarong. 

About half of all  MO looms are stopped due to the recent high price 
of yarn, they say. 

»6* and 20» are brought from Pardede Spinning Mill, Meden   and 42*/2 
and combed 50s are made In U.S.A. 

t. com WINUM 
i-1   Mtchlnt 

Murata Roto Coners. 
They use this only for dyed hanks. 

f>l   UnrevtUng of He** before Sett Inf Into Winder Creel 

After hank dyeing, these hanks ere usua M y entangled, so the 
operator of winder needs to unravel them very softly and 
carefully, otherwise the quality and productivity of cheese 
will be very Interior end low which causes the weaving eff Ich 
cy dropping very much like this mill at present. 
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7. PIRN WINOIM 

Murata!100 Automatic Pirn Winders. 
The winding vol urn« per on« pirn should be 
raise the weaving   efficiency. 

increased more In order to 

•• tftWIM 
1-1    «echine 

I). 1945 Sectional Warper     3 Nos. 
2). Kawamoto Warper with Stop Motion Feeler on Yarn guide Bar of 

Creel Front (Schlafhorst Typo) and Groyp Turn Over Typo 
Simultaneous Cheese Change System Creel. 

t-1   Cheese Condition on Creel 

Paper cone cheeses are directly brought Into this warpers creel 
In case of grey cloth, many crushed and damaged cones can be 
found there, and the center direction of cone does not coïncide 
with the porcelain yarn guide on the bar. 

•-J   Cheese Chinée Syste» 

As mentioned above,  they have the simultaneous cheese change 
system in the Kawamoto warper, but they don't utilize It at all, 
overy exhausted cheese Is changed one by one by stopping the 
warper, this causes the Inferiority of beam as well as the  low 
warping efficiency.    They noed to change all of cheeses at once 
after some number    of beam warped (Small cheeses remained should, 
of course, bo rewound   In the winding process afterwards), then 
they can get good beam and finally can raise weaving efficiency 
very well. 

8-4    necessity of Rewind I n§ cheese broufht fron Spianino Hill 

They should check the quality of yarn Itsef I and condition of 
cheese winding in the spinning mil I. 
When the spinning mill   Is not so well controlled, they need to 
rewind all of the paper cones brought from that spinning mill 
In order to clean the defective yarn and repair the crushed and 
damaged cheese during transportation to this mill. 
Then they can expect the groat imrpovement of weaving efficiency. 

». S I 1 I N I 

One Kawamoto Ordinary Type Hot Air Slzor with only one pair of squeez- 
ing roller. 
Thl» was stopped and I could not observe the operating condition. 



10. W I A V I N • 

10-1 
1). tafcmoto W ft/t 150 - 140 r/m 

This It too low, but they had better Increase In this speed 
up to 160 r/m after the loom maintenance and baam condition 
ara Improvad. 

t). toktftOto *V */• 140 - 150 r/m 

This Is moderate. 

J). Wwkl W" R/s 120 - 130 r/m 

This Is also too low, but thay naad to wait for raising th© 
speed up to 150 r/m until both tha loom maintenance and the 
baam condition ara Improvad. 

10-1   Aechen Ieel Condition 
Thara ara many machanlcal troubles In this mill, but especially 
picking motion and loosening of bolt, nut and bearing should 
Immediately be checked and maintained. 

10-1   Relationship between loth Spaces of team-Fiante   and Orawlna on 

For plain weave and Ilka, the beam-flange space should be about 
three Inches (8 cm)   more than that of   drawing on the reed    In 
order to avoid the selvedge yarn breakage.    This "three Inches 
has nothing to do with the absolute drawing space. 
In this mill the drawing space Is 46" but the beam-flange space 
Is 47  1/2" only for 42" width shirting, and D.S.  Is 53"    and 
B.F.S.  Is also the same 53" only, the bea» flanges should be 
widened in the above mentioned way. 

10-%   Operator's Action 

The number of looms per operator In this mill  Is very few,    they 
are not so busy and they can spend much of their tine   for 
repairing and amending the terribly Inferior beams' cross yarn, 
etc 
They should almost always be In the backside   of the looms   for 
the above mentioned action,    but   they are now   standing up    In 
Idleness doing nothing,    they should be   trained much more   to 
Improve weaving efficiency    In this way. 



11. IISCUftlON ON UCK! I TV OF SPICIAL WINN* FOA CNftft »Vf IM 

The milt manager asked me about the necessity of special type winder 
for cheese-dyeing, which he is going to carry out in his mill in the 
near future. 
I explained them that the ordinary winder is sufficient for this 
purpose, but the winding tension should be decreased by adjusting 
the tension device for getting soft cone In order to promote the 
penetration of dyestuff Into cheese body end, of course, meta Ite 
perforated cone bobbin needs to be used Instead of ordinary wooden 
bobbin. 

it. cernuti«* 

This mill has also many troubles to be solved for raising weaving 
efficiency, my above mentioned recommendations are, of course, not 
at I of them.    But every technical problem has Its own timing,   In 
their stage at present, they need to follow my these suggestions at 
first, then they can definitely Improves various efficiencies. 

M 
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1.  INfltOMJCTtON 
I visited this mill on April 17,  1972 along with Mr. DJoemena, 
Director of Textile Department, Ministry of  Industry. 
The following Is the summary of my survey, discussion and recommenda- 
tlon for this mill. 

t. MJILOIM 
wooden small  building with cement floor, without office.    In one 
building, all of preparatory and weaving machines are Installed, 

}. WNMROr LOOM 

Sakamoto Cop Change System Automatic Loom, 64" R/s   40 Nos. 
Bandung 4 Djakarta-Made Loom, 66M R/s. Not Installed completely. 

k. PtOWCTIOH 
Now only 20 looms are operated, and they produce 55" width thin grey 
cloth. 

9 e    e^WPW    "WWW 

They are brought from Pardede Spinning Mill  In the state of hank. 

I. COM *ÌN»IN1 
Bandung-Made simple Roto Coner without Silt Gauge Ä Stop Motion. 

30 d x I machine   « 30 d 
20 d x I machine   • 20 d 

Total 50 d 
The vibration of drum Is terrible, because drum-shaft Itself  Is bent 
and Its bearing is worn and not fixed. 

7. »IM VIMINI 

Circular Disc Pirn Winder 
32 spi. x  I machine - 32 spi. 

I. taWIM 
Djakarta-Made Sectional Warper with Screen-Type 204 ch. Creel 
Very primitive one. 
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I. I I I I N • 

Hank-Sizing by hand with Tapioca  (Adhesive Agent) and Rama sheet 
(Softening Agent) and drying In the outside sunlight, 

10. V E A V I N 6 

10-1    Iff Iclency 

About 70Í, the number of  locm per one operator Is one or two 
only, loom speed I s moderate I y 140 r/m. 

10-2   HachenIcal Condition 

(1) Warp Stop Motion 

They don't use this motion at all. 

(2) Loosening of Bolt, Nut ft Dearlnf 

There can be seen so many loosening  in bolt & nut,    and 
especially almost all crank-shaft bearing are loosened 
and vibrated during operation. 

(J)   Picking Notion 

This cannot be said to be maintained and adjusted. 

(k)   tenere 1 Comments 

in this mill, the condition of beam  is comparatively 
good, but the mechanical  condition of   loom is very 
Inferior - they need to appoint skillful mechanics and 
establish maintenance system, otherwise In the near 
future all  of their looms will be completely worn and 
they will   be unable to operate them at all. 

10-}   Operator's Action t Necessity of Trainine; 

They have only one or two  looms per one operator, they are 
not so busy.    They should be almost always backside   to 
correct the  Irregular yarn on the beam In order to Improve 
the efficiency. But many of them are now only standing up In 
Idleness doing nothing, this   is very uneconomical and they 
need to be trained In the above mentioned, way, 

10-*   Relationship between Nam-F lange Space end Drawing Speco on 

For plain weave, the beam-flange space should be about three 
inches (8 cm) more than that of drawing on reed to avoid the 
selvedge yarn breakage.    This "three Inches" has nothing to 
do with the absolute drawing  spaco. 
In this mill,  however, the drawing space  is 57", but the 
beam-flange space is 52" only    -   reversely 5" narrower ! 
This beam-flange should be widened 
now). 

up to 60" (8" moro than 
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M. CWKWtlOU 

Tha «nell factory Ilk« this should receive more technical guidance 
from others, this may be one of the Government's duties at present. 
They aspire after the practical knowledge of weaving on the spot, 
but so far nobody has given them this kind of guidance and training. 
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REPORT ON VISITS WITH Mr. SAFIOCN & Dr. OWCISS 

TO BALI, TIMOR, CELEBES ANO AMBON 
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The party consisting of Mr.  Saf loan, Dr. Owl ss, Mr.   Iman Soatlfpto Oemar, 
A. Ganl Adam and myself   left Djakarta for Ball on April   12,   1972. 

I. Th« first factory visited was Tohpatl, a spinning factory P.N.   Industri 
Sandang belonging to the Central Government. 
There are  15,000 spindles spinning 20s and 40s cotton counts. 
a. Dr. Owe t ss recommended that the efficiency should be   Increased    by 

speeding up the RPM of the SD Indi es to  12,000 revolutions on the 20s 

count and 13,000 for the finer counts. 
b. The manager was Instructed to carry out tests on one frame only and 

to note If there was any Increased vibration or heating up of    the 
electric motor and  to proceed slowly    to  Increase the general   speed 
of al I  the frames. 

c. Dr. Owelss recommended that the 24 twisting frames 400 spindles each 
be converted to    spinning frames.      These measures    according    to 
Dr. Owelss estimate would Increase production by about 70?. 

d. The manager was asked to study the balance of production between the 
preparation and the spinning. It may be found necessary to add one 
scutcher to the blowing room making one lino of three scutchers and 
to add a set of drawing for both the first and second passage may be 
with a roving machine If the twisting frames after convertlon will 
not    be super high draft. 
The manager complained that the quality of spinning  was Inferior due 
to the  Immaturity of  the cotton provided. 

IUITCX 

This factory  Is situated   In Denpasar town and  is local government owned. 
There are warp sizing, pirn winding weaving and finishing departments   and 
the manager  Is a Mr. Ngurah Agung Bk.Teks. 
There are 52  looms of which we saw 37 running and 15 stopped. 
The finishing department consists of tho following machinery s 

Kier - not used 
4 Jiggers 
I  Two section clip stenter   DomIer Temperatures up to I40*C 
Calender, 

The looms are old and obsolete. 
There Is a hand printing department. The azoic dyed cloth was bad to 
rubbing and  I promised to send the Menagor,  some notes on azoic dyeing. 
They work six days instead of seven on two shifts of total   14 hours a day 
Instead of 24 hours a day/seven days a week. 

They complained of being short of working capital. 
The main problem stated was that the cost of production was  too high    and 
this may be because the unit Is below optimum size of 300 - 400 looms. 
Or. Oweiss discussed the various moans of raising capital. 
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Dr. Owelss recommended that the 52 looms must be fully utilizad and that 
the plant works on a four team system throe shifts 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. This will  double the production and reduce the fixed cost more 
than 40f enabling the factory to make a reasonable profit. 
We visited PERTL - a  little weaving factory with 32 looms.  They size-   In 
hank and dye In hanks. There  Is home made steam kettle.  Dr.  Owelss urged 
better machine utilisation as explained   In Balltex recommendation. 
The next visit was to a handicraft  Industry TOGOG Gianjar - Ball. 
There are two factorlos with a total of 600 hand  looms. They arc privately 
owned and weave rayon sarongs up to 700 pieces oer day. 
They hank dye up to 400 kilos per day and much of  it  is weft tic dyed. 
They use vat and azoic colours with the most primitive but    effective 
equlpmont.  They employ about 900 people mostly girls   of all   ages. 
On  14 April  we flew to Kupang and visited a  handicraft factory with    hand 
looms tle-dyelng the warp yarns. 

On the  15 April at 8 a.m we were privileged to meet the Governor of Timor. 
Or. Owelss hada long discussion with him about the Imports and experts of 
the province and he recommended the thorough examination of the feasibili- 
ty of growing raw cotton.   It seemed that the climatic conditions and  the 
length of  wet season were very suitable.  Eight months dry season with four 
months wet. 
The Governor stated that there were 20,000 Hectare of  land available free 
and 30,000 Hectare occupied which could be made available.  The land   is 
flat and can be Irrigated from a river. 
Dr. Owelss suggested that the French cotton mission at present in Jav.T 
should be asked to study the project which In his opinion was possible. 
He suggested that the project consist of cotton growing    with a  : 
1. Ginning mill  to allow the cotton to be economically balled for export. 
2. An oil  mill to «xtract the oil  from cotton seed for food and produce 

cattle feed for the  Island cattle, and 
3. A soap mill to use the oil   in soap making. 

According to the Governor Information    the population of the province was 
2.4 millions with 3Í por annum was Increasing rapidly.     The textiles were 
all   Imported from Java. 
Dr. Owelss suggested that these figures would justify a small  textile 
Industry of say 10,000 spindles with 400  looms. 
This would be sufficient to cover for 60 - 70$ of Timor's requirements. 
It would also give benefits of opportunity for employment and    cheaper 
transport costs. 

16 April   1972. 
We first visited the oldest weaving factory  in Surabaja - Baswedan, 
private owned. 
There aro 1? looms plus a sizing machine but only 5 the   looms were working. 
The machinery Is obsolete and there were few people working. 
According to the figures of Managers the firm Is working at a loss. 
The problem was one of  survival. 

Dr. Owelss rocommendod, 

I. That the cloth  Is made from 20s and 20s not as being done 30 x 20. 
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2. That they work two shifts - this will  bring down tho overheads and the 
cloth can  bo marketed at a  lower prices to meet competition. 

3. That they offer to size on commission and so utilize the machine. 

Dr. Owelss was of the opinion that  If these measures were taken the plant 
would become  profit making. 

Visited P.N.   Industri  Sanding, Pabrlk Pemlntalan Grati. 
Manager Abdul   Muslim B.Sc, Machinery Platts, England. 
There are 30,132 spindles and 973 workers  In four teams working three 
shifts 24 hours a day. 
They spin Totoron/Rayon  20s counts     14 machines 

Cotton 30s counts    40 machines 
Cotton 40s counts    26 machines 

and the production   January       2533  kgs. 
February     2286  kgs. 
March 2296  kgs. 

Or, Owelss complimented  the factory on the production In January   and 
recommended that the unused twisting frames should be converted to spinning 
frames. 
To do this they needed  to convert tho draft system and change tho rings 
and travellers which can  be obtained easily.   It was a simple matter to 
reconvert to twisting but Dr. Owelss thought that twisting  would decline 
as sizing of   yarns Increased. The two fold 40s were being  replaced    by 
size 20s. This was also the opinion of Mr.  Safioen. 
Dr. Owelss asked the manager to chock on his preparing and opening 
capacity and   to experiment with Increase of ring speed from   10,000 - 12,000 
rpm, but to buy new hf.-at resisting travellers. 

Visited P.N.   Industri  Sandang, Pata I   Lawang. 
Manager Said  Abdullah Text Engineer. 
This Is a small factory  with 15,000 spindles machinery by Japanese 
Reparations spinning 20s and 30s count. They spin yarns and deliver on 
hank, bobbin or cheese for hand  loom weaving. 
There Is one opening and  blowing  line and  56 cards. The spinning Is high 
draft 120. 
Or. Owelss recommended  that they change the unused twist i nq  frames to 
spinning frames which would give a 66Í Increase  In production. 
Mr. Said was to experiment careful I y  In increasing ring speed and check 
on preparation and opening. 

17 April   1972. 
Visited Radjut DJatlm Surabaja. 
This Is a cotton weft knitting plant privately owned by Mr.  Slra. 
They make 18,000 dozen cotton vests & 15,000 dozen T shirts a month from 
imported 40 single combed yarns from China and Singapore. 
There are about 20 knitting machino working three shifts of  eight hours- 
6 days a week. 
They are about to move to a new factory site. 
There Is a primitive caustic scouring and bleaching department. 
The turbular cloth being given I  hour boll   In 20s Be NaOH and washed In 
Teepol, and  bleached with Calcium Hypochlorite. 
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They are anxious to do bleaching trial with Hydrogen Peroxide   and 
Mr.  Bennett gave a trial recipe and promised to send another recipe. 
He also arranged to call on them during his next visit. 
Dr.  Oweiss recommended and described four team - 3 shift working and 
arranged to a trial  to be made with Indonesian spun yarn, to meet 
Immediately the  Increasing demand on these products and to cut the cost 
of   Import duties. 
Dr.  Oweiss commented that the only factory  In   Indonesia producing knitt- 
ing yarns of suitable quality  is the Primissima factory In Medarl. 
It   Is essential  that yarn for knitting should  be soft and of  low twist 
to give comfort  In wear with high moisture absorption. 
Despite the softness "low twist" the yarn must be even and of sufficient 
strength.   In order to fulfil these conditions the 40s yarn must be made 
from the longer finer  fibres (Egyptian xvpe of Cotton) with staple length 
of   11/4" or longer.   Indonesian yarn are made from American Cottons staple 
length mostly I   1/16" with a small  quantity of   I   1/8" staple. 
These cottons cannot be made In 40s count to the standard of softness 
required for knitting. 
Dr.  Oweiss Is most anxious to replace these  imported yarns by Indonesian 
productions and  is working to this ond within Bandjaran Spinning    mill 
Bandung. 

Visited Ratatex. 
This magnificent plant was only working at less than 20$ capacity and has 
marketing and financial  problems.  They also complained that widths of 
110 cms were being asked for and they can only process up to 90 cms. 

Dr.  Oweiss Inspected the plant and made the following recommandations, 
1. To air condition the photo engraving department  In order to Improve 

the quality. 
2. To s+udy the chromium plating    of the printing rollers for  longer wear 

and sharper prints. 
3. To consider the purchase of a pantograph and milling machine for 

geometric and   line prints. 
4. He also advised on obtaining finance and suggested commission printing 

and drive for exports, and additional  sales to use the  Idle facilities. 
5. He promised to consider the matter further   in Djakarta. 

It was also arranged for Mr.  Bennett to visit and assess the potential 
production. 

Visited Kamadjajateks,  Sukoredjo, Ma lang. 
This Is a local government factory with 291   looms and a finishing depart- 
ments. 
The  looms were old circular and drop box looms no warp stop motions and 
weave yarn dyed sarongs. 
There Is a yarn dyeing department and a new piece dyeing and printing 
department equipped by the Dutch grant similar to Texln Tega I. 
The department is not yet In production but has boen planned with 
foresIqht and they  Increased the grant expenditure  In order to provide a 
balanced unit. 
The machine consist of a singer,  a Max Gol 1er pad roll, semi continuous 
scouring and bleaching machina with auxiliary  large batching equipment. 



A Stork Rotary screen printing and drying machine. A Rope-o-matlc washing 
range - 4 sections heat setting Famatex Stenter, a calender. 
We were told that there Is an open width machine on order. 
Dr. Owe I ss questioned the balance of machines and recommended that a pro- 
duction study be made. 
There was some delay due to aircraft cancellation and the party left for 
Makassar at 2.30 p.m. 

19 April   1972. 
Visited a privately owned Knitting factory Pabrik Badju Kaos  Istlmewa & Co. 
There are eleven    weft Knitting machine and four hand warping knitting 
machines. 
Six new Japanese machines are being Installed. 
They knit 40s singles carded cotton for manufacturo Into cotton vests 
T shirts and singlets. 
The hand warp knitting machines aro used to knit nylon garments. 
The scouring and bleaching equipment Is simple but seems to bo adequate. 
There are two primitive boilers where the fabric  In scoured. Bleaching  Is 
by Calcium Hypochlorite. 
There Is a making up,  sewing and  Ironing department. The- production  Is 
8000 dozen a month plus 15 dozen Nylon garments. 
There are 86 employees on  I  shift. The yarn  is  Imported from Singapore. 

Visited P.N.   Industri Sandang, Patun Makateks,   1965   Makassar. 
, Manager M. Rapi. 
VThls Is a Government owned  factory with sixty dobby looms a sizing 

machine and a small finishing department. 
» The looms are Japanese weaving drill cloth subsequently dyed with water 

soluble sulphur dyes. 
The finishing department consists of two 500 kg Klers not used and two 
wooden bleaching winches, a singeing machine. 
There are two automatic Jigs Japanese a foulard and 8 cylinder driers 
before a two chamber pin clip stentor. 
There Is a very old calender and a croase and   lapping machine. 
The processing consists of scouring and bleaching on the Jigs with caustic 
soda and soda ash and dyeing. The cloth  Is then sized wet on wet. 
Mr. Bennett recommended that  Increased attention be given to maintenance 
and  Inspection. Production about  12,000 metres a week. 
Dr. Owelss opinion was that the weaving and finishing quality were poor 
and also was the sizing. The gauge in tho warping Is small  and It would 
be bettor to change the creel to avoid rewinding. 
He suggested that Mr. Hoshlyama visit the plant and may be a furthor visit 
by Mr. Bennett   would be useful. 

Visited a handloom silk weaving house making silk sarongs at Rp. 3000,- 
per sarong. 
In tho afternoon there was a meeting of the denartment of  Industry. 

V This was addressed by Mr. Sat loen. 

• 20 April 1972. 
Visit to MATOARI Makassar, primitive building housing »0 handlooms making 
bandages and surgical dressings. 
They use 30 bleached yarn. 
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MALINO 

Visited a house producing real  silk from silk worms at a price of 
Rp. 4,000.- per kilo. 

In Makassar Dr. Owelss   met the Manager of the flour factory which uses 
12,000,000 sq. metres of cotton cloth per annum for maklnq flour baos to 
bag the flour. 
This large quantity of cloth could be produced   In the Province by 6,000 
new spindles and about 200 automatic wide  looms. There  is also to be 
considered the  local consumption of textile apparel cloth. 
Dr. Owelss estimated that with a further 9,000 spindles and 300 looms to 
make the total   15,000 spindles and 500 automatic  looms, the  local market 
could be supplied with reasonable quantities of cloth and the existing 
weaving sheds -   17? looms,  with yarns,  besides meeting the full  require- 
ments of the flour factory.  The flour factory showed Its readiness to 
contact for a full  requirement year per year grey of 20s x 20s    with    a 
width of 90 cms at present at 83 Rps the yard. CO   x 5 c 
After discussing with the managing director of this company  in Djakarta 
their participation  In capital  as a  foreign  Investor ha premised    *c 
study that with the headoff ice in Singapore. 
Dr. Owelss recommended that a spinning and weaving plant be established 
In order to meet the demand;  to avoid freight expenses; and to create 
jobs for the people of the province. 
Later Dr. Owèlss met a  local  clyll  ongincor and architect and questioned 
him about buildings, water and power supplies    local   labour conditions. 
According to the civil  engineer all  buildings and services can be 
supplied cheaply and there  Is an adeauate  labour force  living adjucent 
to the site.    About power supply    from P.L.N.  he replied that  It  Is 
adequate and at 5 Rps/K.W.H. or less according to bargaining. 

21 April   1972. 
Flew to Ambon and visited 
received by Governor. 

22 April   1972. 
Flew back to Djakarta. 

a coconut oil   factory MISA  INA DJAJA and 

; 

CONCLUS ION 

Beside visiting the many factories and enterprises detailed the party 
made an Investigation Into the retail  textile trade by calling at many 
shops In the various provinces. 
It seemed to them that 10% of the apparel cloth wore synthetic blended 
with cotton or rayon cloths and lOf all cotton. 
This represents about 80Í cotton and 20^ synthetic fibres an estimation 
that compares exactly with that of Werner Associates.   It may be than by 
1980 the proportions will  be 70# cotton 30f synthetic. 
The party attended to talks given by Mr. Safloen to the Inspector les 
and  Industry of Celebes and Ambon. 
Mr. Safloen mentioned  In the course of these talks the svaliability of 
the UNIDO experts for advice and consultation on technological, market- 
ing and other managerial    problems. 
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IHTRODUCTIO» TO SaHINAR OH TOXTILE 
hTO ig I.f .g. Játü ¿» - 16. lflJT 

LS EDUCATION 

: 

1. Thia aeminar m sponsored lay the Director General of Textile 
Industries Mr.Safioen, and organised by the I.T.T. Dir«otor, 
Ganaxal SoarJoeoejarao. 

2. Tha subject waa textile Education with tha apecial object of 
upgrading tha knowledge of tha teaching ataffa of both I.T.T. 
and I.T.B. (Ina ti tut Ttknolofi Bandung). 

3. Dr.Oweias waa approaohad by tha I.T.T. to aaaiat by laoturaa 
fro» tha axparta and two papara wara fivan ona by Mr.T.Hoehi- 
yaam on Weaving Today and Tomorrow and tha ether by Mr .John 
E.H.Bennett on Finishing Today and Tomorrow. Mr.A.E.Curran 
praparad a papar on Spinning Today and Tomorrow but unfortu- 
nately waa unabla to praaant tha papar baoauaa of illnaaa • 
oopiaa wara fivan howavar to thoaa praaant. 

4* There were approximately sixty lecturer« fron the two inatitutea 
praaant. Ho Indonealan language tranalationa wara provided aa 
it waa atated that their knowledge of Bngliah waa satisfactory. 

5. Tha Director General of Textile Induatriea gava the opening 
leoture and detailed the etrueture of the induatry ita praaant 
production and planned expanaion.   A_ 
Ha axpreaaad appreciation of the Oil team helping to rehabil- 
itate the induatry. 

6. The two leoturee were followed with keen attention and there 
wax» lively diaouaaiona afterwarda aupplementing the intereat 
arouaed. 

7* Tha eeminar waa oloaad by Mr.Santos* who complemented tha va- 
rio» lecturer« on their papara and «poke with gratitud« of 
tha oontributiona made by Dr.Oweias* 

8. Tha aaainar waa organieed with tha oueteaery effioienoy of 
I.T.T. under direction of Mr.Wibowo. 

e 
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LECTURE FOR 29th JUKE. 1972 - INSTITUTE Of TEXTILE TECHHOiOOT 
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Although   I   ifM asked, when   giving this paper, to   deal with   the 
present and futur« development of the spinning section   of   tbt   textil* 
industry, I should like first to duali for a little) «nil« on the past and 
look at th« development which has taken place up to now. 

In 1938 there was, to my knowledge, only the one mill in Tegel, but 
the potential for »pinning waa very great« aa even then quite a larga 
weaving Motion existed, miking cloth for the Batik dyere. Thii weaving 
aeotion consisted, ae we know, of individual hand looms, small sills of 
multiple hand loom (maybe $, 20 or even up to 50), and also about that 
time small units of power-driven looms were being «et up« 

This spinning mill potential waa observed by two or three groups of 
Dutch companies and so the mills of Djantra, Nebrltex (which la now In* 
britex) and possibly others were planned. However, they were hardly 
under production before the Japaneso came into the war and found their 
way into Java« Consequently,   it was really   the Japanese who   first 
actually ran the mills which came into being during the second stage   of 
the spinning mill development. 

After the war the Republic was set up and took over the mills from 
the Japanese. Now the point which I wish to strema »rises, and that 
point la that the staff taking over the mills at that time was untrained 
and with very little experience, and wo find the mills were running with 
very largo numbers of operatives) oa an example, four spinners to one aide 
of a ting frame, but running also at a very low efficiency. The cotton 
available was also of poor quality, and in short supply. 

Eventually these mills were handed back to their original owners and 
by using trained expatriate staff those mills improved their effioiencdos 
and also took upon themselves the training of   Nationals   of Indonesia j 
also at that time I.T.T. was   in full swing end   able to peas on to   the 
industry a number of technically and   theoretically trained staff« 

It was also about that time that a group of Central Government 
businessmen planned end opened the first 30,000 spindle sill ot TJllat jap, 
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fully stuffed and run by Indonesian Nationals. This was so successful, 

ano the need for yam no grcr.t, that further plants were planned - with 

the result that today Indonesia can claim fifteen larga planta, ell, wit h 

very few excopti oca,  staffed locally* 
This, of course, shows the amount of work in teaching and training 

which has gone on here at I.T.T. for not only are these mills staffed by 

those graduates, but there is also the staffing of the various Government 

departments which have their affiliations with the textile industry, I 

must not say anything about Weaving and Finishing, otherwise my colleagues 

will accuse me of stealing their thunder, but it is sufficient to rewind 

you that those sections have also expended and their expansion again ha« 

been made possible by the work of teaching done at I.T.T. 

PRESENT 

Enough of the past - we must now look at the present« In doing so, 

wc .find that some of the wills are very efficient, whilst others are not 

so efficient« 
On looking into the reasons for inefficiency we find many things to   re- 

view t 
1.    Staff not technically   strong and lacking in experience. 

2e   A lack in the number of senior experienced staff in 3ome mills« 

3„    Shortage of spare parts, productive and control plant. 

lw   Technical faults -   a.   Faulty specifications and planning. 
b. Manufactured article faults. 

c. Lack of maintenance. 

d. Due to spares shortage. 

5, Cotton supplies - wrong grades and or staple lengths. 

6, Lack of knowledge of cotton mixing. 
7, Insufficient work done on studying the available cotton, both in the 

laboratory and in the mill. 
8, hill balance not correct? too low Speed  OB Flyer framo hank and   too 

high drafts, especially on Ring frames« 
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9*   Faulty air conditioning, or insufficient control. 
10. Look of training of operative« and mandoers« 
11 • Lack in idll training of supervisors (Shift managers). 
12« Look of drive and initiative on the port   of   »one ttaff 

here again this may be dut to a look of training and a fear of 
naking mistakes« 

13. Bad market surveys or not keeping up with change« in trend« 
Lack of knowledge a« to «hat the market «ant« and attempting to force 
on to the market «hat can be produced end «hat it is thought they 
ought to have« 

In analysing our heading« i 

1 •   Staff not technically strong - We may find this chiefly in the »ore 
•enior position« «here, due to the rapid   expansion of the spinning 
section, people had to be found to take up senior positions without 
having the necessary training and mill experience.   "Mill experience" 
• an easy thing to say, but   when one start« to think   about it one 
finds it means time.    Tins «pent in   a position of training without 
senior responsibilities, so that learning  can be   acquired without 
having at the sane time to take major decision« ; where one can watch 
and observe the decisions of others going into effeot, (   sometimes 
mistakenly, but good can come out of mistakes, providing   the    same 
mistake« are not made repeatedly     )• 
The younger man having come through I.T.T. will require at least 10 
year« before coming to top management, and providing he has spent 
this 10 years gainfully, he will be in a much better position than 
those «ho went before him and had to manage new mills without first 
acquiring experience« 

2«   When going round the mills,   I find quite a shortage of top   staff, 
often the whole weight of management being on one man« Consequently 
«hen he is away from the mill it is difficult to get a decision   or 
even a small service rendered«    It is difficult to obtain any infor- 
me ti on under such circumstcnce«, as junior management either cannot, 
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or Hill not, assist« 
This situation is olio found after office hours, when those left in 

charge of the shifts have not the responsibility or the pow^r tc 

give a decision« 

3. Shortage of spare parts - In this connection I have never been able 

to find out whether this is due to the mill staff having acted too 

slowly or to a Head Office holding up the forwarding of orders to 

the manufacturer, or again whether it is due to a lack of finance 

to cover the required purchases« 

However, whatever the reason "lack of spares equals loss of produc- 

tion and efficiency" and the loss of for more money than the value 

of the spore parts« 

U,   Technical Faults« 
a«   Faulty specifications and planning.    This can cause untold trou- 

ble to a mill) loss of production because the plant is not   ba- 

lanced; yarn irregularities for tha some reason and also   where 

too high drafts aro demanded from drafting systems.   I frequent- 

ly find this, but very often it is also the fault of the staff 

who do not run the plant efficiently and go coarser and coarser 

on Speed frame hanks, causing the necessity for too high drafts 

from the ring frame systems«   For instance, recontly I crune 

across a 58 draft   on a Casa Blanca system which has a top draft 

of about UO«   Roplanning this mill, I found that instead of the 

0.55 Hk« being used, the mill when efficiently balanced,    could 

run with 1 «1 Hank roving, and only required a draft of 29, 

exactly half of what the mill was using« 
b, Manufactured faults can include faulty design of machines, bad 

workmanship in erection of machinery. It can include insuffi- 

cient or bactLy designed air conditioning plants; badly lcid-out 

plants« There are so many things which the machinist or mill 

planners can do which will always remain with a plant unless 

they are put right, which may involve heavy commitments finan- 

cially« 
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o. Lack of Maintenance ie » question ve should hardly need to con- 
sider, yet so «any managements fall down on this. They nay 
have a first class system on paper but the staff does not put 
the system into effoct. Or they nay say, under pressure for 
production, "We will do it tomorrow« but tomorrow never comes, 

or is delayed for two or three weeks, 
A good maintenance system should always bs planned on paper and 
the use of wall charts and operators' signatures, with good 
staff checke, is almost the only way in which to have efficient 

maintenance« 

d.   Lack of spares - I have rlready spoken of this, but it is a fact 
that much loss of production is due to this cause* 
Attention by the management to a good warning system on spores 
is worth a greet deal) faulty parte continuing to run wear other 
parte until the whole machine oomes to a standstill, proving eac- 
penelve finally, whereas earlier it was only a simple   matter, 

with slight expensive involved» 

5,   Cotton Supplies -  Often   I hear staff members eay "We have to take 
that cotton" and I wonder whether if one could go back into the 
history, whether the remark is true.   There seems to be a great lack 
of knowledge in the mille on this subject, and alio on the   subject 

ofi 

6«   Mixing and Blending» 
This ie a very critical pert of the process, a mixing should repre- 
sent a good average part of the balee stored in the godown, eo that 
the strength produced at the Lea strength tester remtini close to a 

set standard* 
A mixing should bs from a minimum of 2li bales but it would be better 

if it oould be one of ItO bales« 
It should eleo represent about 6 different MARKS of cotton to eat a 
wide variation of typos. Mixing too few types will cause lota of 

variations in the running of the mill« 
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Ono further point the w*\ste should bo nc wore, than %, but it is 

important that the waste, is fed consistently, not ona time Jf> and 

the next 155È, Standard consistant cenditiens is what is required 

all the tine of running, 

If a „mill has two or three lengths of staple they 3hould endevoure 

to run them into separate mixings.,   At all tines ono length only in 

ono mixing.   Introducing two or inora lengths to a mixing is intro- 

ducing irregularity, which is nado worse by the introduction o- 

short staple waste. 

7-   Studying of avail »hie cotton « 

Many mills have, good laboratorios and are in a position to   moka a 

deep study of their cottons»   Even so, the most simple and effective, 

method I know is to run a tost sample of all marks and typos of 

bales as they are delivered to the ndll.   A 100 kilos run through 

the blowing room plant, and on tc make, k bobbins at the ring frame, 

will give sufficient information to formulate a quite   offective 

mixing., using the Counts x Loa strength standards of all the cotton 

marks in the bales stores* 

8.   hill Balance end High Crafts   have already been discussoci,-       Host 

textile machinery manufacturers aro very careful to offer a balanced 

Mil plant and when given the counts, otc. which a ndll wishes   to 

produce! will provo their plant by providing a Spin Han.       It is 

only when a null changes its ideas and starts to produce something 

entirely different that the plant becomes unbalanced.   Even so, an 

efficiently run mill where the staff is getting every    potential 

from the plant, oon usually be ro-cclculatod to give a now balance, 

if the changos are not too big.   It is only in inefficient   mills, 

running say preparation machinery at vary low. efficiencies, whore 

balance becomes *. ma.-'or problem. 

In a highly efficient ndll, one balanced on a knifo^-odgc, the   ma* 

nager con ploy with his bobbin stocks and slight changue in hank, 

just as a pianist can play on a piano, and in such     ciroumstanees 

the mill never falls short in production* 
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9«   Air Conditioning plante seem to giva much trouble«   It   Is hard   to 
believe that reputable companies have Installed faulty plants in In- 
donesia, or   that their controls   are fault« Immediately the thought 
Jumps to mind "maintenance, or lack of it".   Also on the next   sub« 
jectt  • 

10, Lack or Training, This is very important - to do a Job efficiently, 
no matter how simple that job may be, requires training« In most 
mills one operative shows another how to do the job, thus passing 
on not only good habits, but also bod ones, and it is usually much 
easier to pick up a bod habit than a good one» Training is essen- 
tial and for this purpose, a Training Officer is required, together 
with a staff who themselves have been correctly trained« Training 
must also be done "off the job", in a section put apart and equipped 
for this purpose. This method is so Important, but how many mills 
in Indonesia even consider it? 
A mandoer and mechanic learn by watching others, and making ndstnkos, 
which can be oostly and are often repeated, because bad habits stiok 
and only proper training will break those habits«     Early   training 
prevents their being formed« 

11, Laok of Mill Training for Staff. This is almost mors important than 
for operatives. A young man coming to the mill from I.T.T« is full 
of his importance and knowledge, yes, but what about experience? 
This he will not get by standing next to a supervisor or Shift Ma- 
nager« Bad habits he will easily pick up, but experience, lasting 
•nthuslasM and initiative he will only acquire by following a wis« 
Programms of training., which brings me to my item number 12 

12, Lack of Drive and Initiative on the part of some staff members«     I 
am happy to say that I seldom meet this in Indonesia - in fact, of- 
ten the enthusiasm is overwhelming«   However, there ¿£ a lack   in 
some places.   Textiles are very domandlng - they demand that   the 
staff have knowledge and experience, and for this training is the 
key«   Having been properly trained a staff member can face up ts any 
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probien and enjoy itj if he makes a mistake it is a way of gathering 

further experience, but he does not go in fear of doing wrong,   be- 

oause he has. the confidence of his training and knowledge. With such 

staff members a mill efficiency can only rise, and remain at the top« 

13»   Our last point is u very serious one and is really a lack of market 
intelligence«   Today there is a great deal of choice for the custom- 

er« if not in Indonesia, certainly in Europe, America and Japan« The 

young people know what they want and even the older people see the 

advantages of modern fabrics, ao it is no use trying to say "You con* 

not have itj you must take what we make".   This will not do - wc have 

to try to meet their demands and we have to change, otherwise the 

customers will find other means of satisfying their demands, and wo 

all know, that this is possible« 

One of the worst ways of becoming stagnant and inefficient is by 

having a warehouse full of yarn and/or cloth which nobody vrr\*r>« 

Many mills have completely dosed down for this one reason rione. 
Now after all that, we should move on to the Future, and see what it 

holds for us.   My job as a member of the United Nations   Development 

Programme for the Rehabilitation of the Textile Industry of Indonesia 

is, first to get the existing mills up to a good standard of effi- 

ciency«   What does this mean?   To me, it means having the ring spinning 

fully at an efficiency of 92% i    producing a good regular yarn,     soy 

with on Uster C.V. of 12%}   and using a reasonable standard of staff- 

ing, taking into consideration the requirements of Indonesia to pro- 

vide work opportunities for its peopln,   'lowevtr, this ^otj ir": ixv.n 

employing more people than are required to run the mill. 

And now, what are the requirements for an efficient mill? 

To me they list as follows! - 

1.«   Competent trained management« 

2*   Trained and capable operativos and randoers« 

3«   Machinery that is maintained to n high standard;    preventive 

maintenance so that there is no such thing as a "breakdownN   in 

any plant«   Any machine stopped for repair is stopped because 
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auch repair was found to be necessary during the routine main« 

tenanee period. 

I am not reaching for the moon with this} it is a situation 

which ¿a possible, for no textile machinery manufacturer makes 

bad machinery - it is only bad through neglect or inexperience 

of those working it. 

U« Quality control department which is effective and which controls 

quality on the shop floor; which keeps a watohing brief on the 

amount of waste being mode, keeping it to the lowest level con- 

sistent with quality of yarn« 

A further duty would be to watch the quality of cotton going in- 

to the mixing, so that the Orado and Staple are neither too high 

nor too low, again being consistent with the yarn quality. 

This now brings us to two more sections, one of which is still very 

practical and that is 

$„ A well-organi sed spare parts store, organised to onsure that 

spares are available as required, but so that capital or finan- 

cial outlay on spares be kept at a minimum. The control of this 

is usually in the hands of the Finance Director, which makes the 

question of spares more difficult, and it is a critical point 

that the practical mill management must decide on the essential 

spares, whilst giving a minimum order level. 

Such a spares section must work to a point where now orders for 

spares must be placed; this point is decided upon by taking into 

consideration the frequency of breakage or wearing out, and the 

time required to place and reçoive spares from the manufacturer 

or supplier. We all know that from Europe or Japan this can be 

one to two years« 

4. The sixth is a good Costing Department« 

Although I have placed it last, this is probably one of the most 

important departments« One major reason for an industry is that 
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is should be profitable} if it is not profitable, funds or fi- 

nance heve to be obtained from some other source* If all sources 

arc unprofitable, then the organisation cannot continue» There- 

fore it is essential that our industry be run at :. profit  r.nd 

oan contribute to the well-being of the country, in addition to 

providing work for the people and clothing for the community. 

The subject of my paper so far has been of what should be done about 

training management and the practical operations in the mills; this 

I have stressed, and would like to continue stressing throughout the 

whole of this lecture» I make no apology for doing this, because 

when I visit mills I become more and more convinced that these things 

•re neglected» Too many staff members are not taking enough inter- 

est» Laboratory work is not sufficiently conclusive, and much that 

la done la not receiving the attention it deserves» Again, quality 

control is not being carried out and results of tests go into files 

without action being taken» There seems to bo a strong possibility 

that you, the staff of I.T.T», could load your work and lectures 4,o 

stress upon the students passing through the Institute, the neces- 

sity of the main requirements of a Spinning Mill, given here r.gain:- 

Training} 

Maintenance; 

Quality control; 
Costings, which includes spares; standardisation of   amount 

of labour» 
In all of which, each and every member of a mill staff can play   an 

effective port by being Interested» and realising that those subjects 

are tho basis of a spinning mill organisation» 

JSTRY - SPULINO FIANT DEVELÜRENT - PAST. PRESENT AND FUTURE. 

For many years, development was very slow, especially the period 

following the break-through from the first mechanisation to a point, say, 

in the early part of this century, when Ring spinning frames started to 

take over as the most economical method of spinning yarns» 
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It was only after World War 2, that development of spinning machines 

gained the impetus which we non take for granted. 

That 181- 
Openlng plant which is practically self-feeding) 

Opening and feeding of balee by the Digestive methods) 

Automatic HLonding and feeding of the blended material J 

Direct Feeding to Cards; 

Grouping of High Production Cardi to directly feed Draw Frames) 

Automatic control for Level or Evenness of Slivers, both at the Card 

and Draw Frames} 

High Production at the Card and Draw Frames) 

Sliver to Tarn Spinning) 

High speeds at the Ring Frames - 

and now, Open-end Spinning, 

The developments so far mentioned are more er loss those of a standard 

yarn spinning process, that is one in which we finish the processing and 

have a product of a yarn nade up of staple fibres being bound together 

by twist. Today there are a number of other methods of making yarns - 

for example, a process whereby the fibres are held together by site) an- 

other where a yarn is made and the fibres arc held together by rubbing and 

imparting a falso twist in both directions, normal twist and reverse 

twist) another where a tape of synthetic material is made and split into 

fibres later in the process to bo twisted« 

All these are efforts to produco a yam at a lower cost than that 

involved in what we may term conventional means, i.e. a yarn spinning 

process involving processing from bale to a twisted yarn. 
To us, the most important development to consider at present is the 

Automated Short Fibre Spinning process. 

Nearly all the main textile machinery manufacturers from the differ- 

ent countries of the world have some form of automated plant to offer - 

generally they consist of a Bolo Digester or Opener. 

Here, bales with their tares and wrappings removed are placed on 

some form of a lattice. Then, with either a reciprocating action or dif- 
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lnlte move forward! the balad material is gradually stripped fron the 

bole until all is removed, further bales automatically taking the place 

of those processed. 

There nay be two or three of these machines working in parallel to 

eaoh other* but all feeding to a common Automatic Blender« 

This Blender will probably be anything from 8 to 16 meters in 

length and 3 to h meters in height, holding one or two tons of materiel« 

The material being fed from the Bole Opener arrives on to r lattice   at 

the top of the Blender«   This is capable of reversing direction and also 

reciprocating, so that the material is first fed to the right and then 

to tho leftj also, in reciprocating, the lattice travels half the   dis- 

tance inside the Blender and in this way the material being fed is -vc.n- 

ly distributed on the floor of the Blender and is eventually built   up 

into a sandwich, and a number of layers thick.   Then, as the floor   of 

the Blender is in the form of a lattice, this lattice moves forwr.j d to 

deliver the sandwich of blended material to the next machine, at a con- 

stant rate of feed. 
The transfer will probably be by pneumatic means, through pipos ¿nd 

airflow« 

It should be realised that the first Opener of Bole Digester used 

in the line, has very powerful opening capacity and the i^tcr^ca., gener- 

ally cotton, is taken off the bole in small flakes, tht- dirt, so d,, Ki?, 

etc. being allowed to fall away« 

So, following the Blender, the beaters are not required to brock up 

the cotton to the same extent as conventional plant in the older Blowing 

Rooms«   Consequently, the remaining plant will probably require   two 

beaters only, one of which should be a porcupine type and the other   a 

Kirschner situated in the Scutcher«   So, from the Blender, the   material 

would feed direct to a porcupine-typo beater through a two-way distribu- 

tor to feed two lines consisting of a Hopper Feeder and Scutcher with 

kirschner Boater in eaoh line«   The Scutcher would not oe iitteu va ¿a   a 

lap end, the material being fed direct to the back of r. group of 6 or   8 

Cards, 
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These Cordi are fitted with a chute which li interconnected by 

trunking to the Scutcher In such a way that each Card receives the amount 

required, and the excess is returned to the Hopper Feeder behind the 

Scutoher. 

Such a system using, say 6 High Production Cards to a ciroult, would 

probably handle four such circuite, and each circuit would probably prod* 

uce between 220 to 290 Kgs« per hour« 

There aret  of course, a few problems involved with such & system - 

a» control of material, both feed and excess, 

b. breakdown of feed, 
c. carrying of fibre from Blowing Room to Cards* 

All these matters can be, and are, controlled by detection devices, 
electronic or other electrical means» 

Other problems which have to be met at the Cards are - Light feed. 
Card breakdown, and regularity or evenness of sliver« These allowed for 
by automatically speeding up the feed from the other Cards, for, of 
course, the circuit is fed an excess of material from the Scutoher all 
the time« Evenness of sii vor is controlled by some automatic method of 
levelling the sliver, measured usually by passing the sliver through a 
pair of tongue-and-grooved rollers« Co-efficient of Variation about 1«5 

to 3.5 %• 
Feeding from the Cards can be into sliver cans or directly   down   a 

table to the baok of a single-delivery high production draw frame« 
Feeding into cans at 27 to 37 kilos per hour requires the cans to be 

of a largo diameter and these are generally in the region of a meter dia- 

meter by a meter high. 
Direct feeding from 8 Cards to a Draw Frame again requires some form 

of auto-levelling for the sliver, and to do such auto-levelling,     which 
requires a temporary under- or excess production from the Cards,    it   is 
necessary for a small reserve of sliver between the card delivery     and 
draw frame feed;   it is also necessary for the Cards to be controlled for 
stopping and storting of production from the Draw Frame« 
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Draw Frames caputolo of direct feed from such Cords must   have   a 

roller delivery in the region of 600 meter» per minuto,   and as   auto- 

levolling is employed, one would expect a C. of V. within 2,0 %• 

A second passage Draw Frame would foed Speed Frame, and   thi&   in 

turn would feed the Ring Fromos. 
The whole object of the processing here has been to obtain a per- 

fectly level yarn at a lov production cost.   Such a will vovld r*ov-.b« 

ly employ half the operatives of a present-day plant of similar   site. 

Tho technical capabilities of the staff would havo to on of an appru- 

oiably high standard to meet the requirements of automation.   There arc, 

of course, many refinements required in a plant such as described   a- 

bove, one of tho most critical being the removal of waste from the Cards. 

This would be entirely mechanical flat strip and under card waste being 

removed as it is made;   Sliver cans at the Draw Frame automatically 

changed from full to empty and possibly an automatic system of doffing 

and restarting the ring frames on empty bobbin«.   A further refinement 

in process of experimentation is the automatic piecing up of broker,  mds 

at the Ring frame. 
I am sure someone is roady to jump up at this stage and say "What 

about Open-end Spinning instead of Ring Spinning?".   This, of course, is 

now a strong possibility) there are already many spindles in use and, in 

fact, some mills totally equipped with this system. 
The type of system which finds the most favour is one where a sliv- 

er is fed into a cylinder which is revolving at a speed of   U£,0O0   rpm. 

The sliver in this cylinder is split into individuel fibres by centrif- 

ugal force and with the aid of air pressure tlic fibres arc r-^ow-d   ¿vn\ 

the cylinder to form a twisted yarn.   The method of piecing   is   quite 

simply by introducing an outside yarn throuh the delivery noatlc to 

connect with the fibres in the cylinder.   On leaving the cylinder,     the 

yarn is then wound directly on to a cheese. 

Although I have never personally had experience of this system, 

there appear to be a number of difficulties which ore holding it back 

from being universally accepted«   These, however, are sure to be     over- 

come in the not-too-distant future. 
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SOP» machines are double aided, fed from Binali sliver cans 12 incho» 

by 30 Inches high«   Others are single sided, using conventional-type 

•liver cans* 
The count range is said to be fro» 6e Ne to 10s Ne, whilst the 

cheese package weight is up to 2 Kge. No r«5-winding of tho ;*vn :.t. 

necessary« 
It is claimed that these yams ha«© improved reg-jlarlt;, ar.d \'.or~ 

sibility, whilst also being cleaner, being free from trash and nep on 

the surface of the yarn. 
Probably it will be some tine before such spinning machines are in 

use in Indonesia. I think we should now look at the Man-made fibrös, 

and the special techniques which can be used in their processing due to 

their difference from natural fibres - such as cleanliness, dimensions 

and sises formed as required by the producer, also in many physical and 

chemical properties. 

MODIFIED COTTON SPULINO SÏSîEM 

The conventional plant as applied to man-made fibres, uses fibrös 

no longer than uO nit« and a fineness no greater than 3 den« and would 

consist of a short Opening plant, using only two beators, or even only 

a Kirschner beater at the Scutcher, as there is no cleaning to bo dono. 

It may consist of Blenders, bale openers, Hopper Feeder, Porcupine 

beater, Hopper Feeder, Scutcher. The process then being completed with 

Cards, all metallic clothing, two passages of draw frame, flyer frame, 

to ring spinning frame. 
To obtain a handle in fabrics which simulate a wool-like character 

fibres of 50 to 75 mm. of 2«75 to 3.0 denier could be used, and SíúS- 

such long fine staples tend to form nep on this process, the desired 

handle is obtained. This, however, is only a cheap method of obtaining 

something which should be processed on the Worsted system. An alter- 

native processing method would be the use of Opening and Carding as 

above, followed by intersecting Oill boxes and sliver-fed ring frames. 
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A similar system is usod for the production of carpet yarns, but in 

this cene the fibre denier would be in the region of 13, and the ocunts 

0*2« to the main difference being the use of roller end dearer cr.rde, 

with the alternative of Draw Frames or Olli boxes. 

HUE TCvMO-YARN CONVERSION 

In the spinning of staple fibre this is the shortest process of 

yarn production* In it, a group of continuous filaments ere ruptured by 

over tensioning; this is then fed into a spinning machiru with a ring 

frame arrangement« 
Such yarns have a high tensile strength and   a   lower   elongr.tion at 

breaking point, and are mainly for industrial use, conveyor belts, nets, 

etc* 

TSXTORIWQ 

This depends upon the thermoplasticity and strength of the synthetic 

fibres«   The use of such yarns is constantly being increased, esoecially 

in wearing apparel such as socks, underclothing, etc«       There   are many 

methods of processing the continuous filament into a hi^i-buLk ; —n, ^u '» 

asi- 
a«   Texturing by a true or false twist, 

b«    Crimping by stuffer-box muthod, 

o«    Undulated, by being drawn over a blade edge, 

d«   Bulked by air blowing« 
These are only a few of the methods employed« 

OORE-SPUN raws 

The use of this is to produce yarns of various   compositions}     for 

example, combining continuous filament and staple fibre, wiiich   woulc uc 

very strong due to the core of filament yarn but very   soft to the   fed 

when used with a cotton sheath«   A further example is a high daatic yarn 

with a core of polyurothane filaments« 
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One more we ihould look at ia the range of   ORIENTED   FOP,   YAKNS 

(previously Mentioned).   In this system, a polyolofin material is firot 
node into a continuous foil«   It is then out lengthwise   into   narrow 
strips, later drawn across a heatod zone to cross fuse..     Such   she-zia 
can be made up into bags and sacks, being both   strong and durable. 
These, of course, are only a few. of the systems employed, f.nd it is c.a 
well to remember that the Worsted spinning industry probably uses p.s 
mush synthetic fibre in their production     as    is   used   in the cotton 
spinning system. 

3IHTH1TIC OR MMUIMS FIBRES. AND THEIR USES. 

How can wo, in Indonesia, decide on the type of fibre    re   >ou.d 
spin? 
There aro, of course, a number of points to take into consider^1 u> 
1.   availability, 
2«   cost, 
3*   end use, and advantages over other fibres» 

Shall we briefly look at the properties of cotton, wool and   the 
baste fibres, to enable us to moke a comparison with synthetic fibres? 

COT T OH 

It is popular, inexpensive, has very good physiolo^Lcal &:ia u-n^o 
properties«   It is resilient and its recovery from s t id ne is good. 

It has ahigh resistance to the effects of water, which   permits 
frequent washing with little or no deterioration« 

It wears well and is comfortable to wear, therefore it is frequent- 
ly used for lightweight clothing, light and frequently-washed textiles 
for the horns, such as bedding and tabic linen, etc« 

It con be said with confidence that it will continue   to be used as 
slothing for hot and humid climates, but will be blonded with rc.rwoie 
fibres, mainly viscose, polyester and polyvinyl alcohol fibres« 

It also has many advantages with the wash-wear and nnti-mT 
properties imparted by the use of resin finishes. 
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WOOL 

Because of its excellent physiologio and aesthetic qualitius wool 

is readily applicable to a wide range of textile products end it is one 

of the most popular textile fibres.   However, it has poor   strength and 

the resistance to stretching, bending and rubbing is considcivbly iiifor- 

ior to most of the synthetics. 

It has specific properties of resilience to wear and it's ability 

to felt. (The latter, however, is not always an adventcge), It hc.e c 

low thermal conductivity and has a very good spinability. 

All these properties make wool a desirable fibre, especially   in 

wearing apparel, blankets, etc.     It is increasingly used in blends rjith 

viscose to make a lighter, cheaper doth, and with Polyester fibres for 

clothing fabrics, such as suitings and dress materials. 

In the knitwear field it is losing, ¿i'ound to the po].y:.i..-; ;llc      ,v 

aoetate fibres, which are easily bulked and textured.   It is also being 

pushed out of the furnishing and upholstery fabric market;    probrtü., the 

reasons for this are it*s easy felting and vulnerability to moths, and 

the easy replacement in this field by more suitable synthetic fibres. 

BAST FIBRES » FUX. JUTE« RAMI. 

Those fibres are noted for their strength and resistance to moi sture. 

Their main uses have been in saoking, tent cloths, narine us«  io?   rope a, 

fish nets, sails, etc. and to a lesser extent, for pnrments. beds hoot «*, 

table linen, etc. 

Like cotton, they have a poor recovery from defomatr.on,   aid    this 

calls for special finishing processes to improve the   ¿esthetic   appeal 

and wearing properties of the final product. 

Because of the specific spinning techniques involved in the proper» 

ties, their blending with man-nade fibres is very limited. 

In Industrial usage these fibres are losing ground to the synthetic 

fibres such as polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride and polyamides, which 

are found to be more suitable and oheaper for such end uses as bags, ropec 

for marine and fishing purposes« 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF UNMADE FIBRES 

These raanHnnde fibres are of many types and from   many   and varied 

manufacturers.   Some are made for specific purposes and it is, therefore, 

only my intention to deal with the main and best-known groups. 

Viscoso Fibres 

Thuso constitute a separate group of men-made fibres, being regener- 

ated ceiluliotic, and ¿hey ¿Oï a c link between the naUu'-J. -id -h:    c¿r.- 

thetic fibres. 
They are very hygroscopic and have an excellent affinity for   dyo-~ 

stuffsj because of this and their low manufacturing costs, they are wide- 

ly used in the production of most textile goods. 
The principal drawbacks are their very low resistance to moisture, 

low wet strength, brittleness, little resilience, bad thermal insuU.tion 

and high shrinkage in an aqueous media*   All these drawbacks place a lim- 

it on their uses in textile production. 

Modifications heve taken place; one being the increase in tensile 

strength of some types (these find a use in the production of industrial 

goods), another in the production of high crimp wool-dike fibres of great 

bulkiness, with good therrao-insulation and hi<;h resilience >Lth „::¿ \v.¿c 

primarily as outerwear, blankets, carpets and furnishings« 

A third modification, a high wet modulus   having a high tonsilw 

strength both wet and dry, and with a much lower swelling than ordinary 

rayon.   The so-called "polynosic" fibres come into this group and hr.vc a 

high resistance to sodium hydroxide. 

AQQtat 

The properties of acetate neve tensile strength which are low and 

limit their usefulness. Recently the acclylis^d high ter. ;eìt;- <tscrî~ 

fibres such as Tonal on, from Japan, have brought out some improvement. 

Acetate fibres have good warmth-retaining properties; they are :lso 

thermoplastic to the extent that the final product retains its shape« 
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They arc used mainly for dress goods, knitted and woven blouses, n< <•.<- 

ties «ad some goes into the production of lightweight suitings« 

PolyaMde Fibres« 

These were the first synthetic fibres to be produced* They have an 

excellent tenacity and are widely   used* 

Their greatest asset is their resistance to abrasion, which is tvice 

that of polyester, ten times that of cotton, and fifteen tines    that    of 

wool«   Even a small amount in a blend considerably increases the ditrabil» 

ity of a product»   The proportion of polyarddc 3tarlc fibre   ic    lirit>.d 

to a snail percentage« 

The products are usually materials which are subject to intenso 

rubbing, such as socks, stockings, shirts, undergarments, carpets« rugs 

and upholstery« 
The drawbacks are low hygroscopicity, low resistance to light, easy 

pilling and poor handle« 
Polyamides are of great importance to the tyre industry and lcrgely 

replace viscose and cotton« 

Polyester Fibres» 
These fibres probably account for 20 to 2% of all thu synthufci.c 

fibres in use throughout the world« 
Their advantages are - a very high resistance to light, a   good re- 

sistance to creasing, whether wet or dry, excellent tenacity and a thcr- 

moplastioity which enables them to be permanently set in   any   desired 

form«   The properties can be considered to be stable once set« 

The fibres are used chiefly in Blonds, and have an outlet in   voci 

fabrics for suitings, cotton and silk fabrics in shirts,    lighti eight 

coats and dresses and even in Flax-type fabrics for curtains, neckties 

and industrial end uses« 

Until recent years they hr.vc not b-^n ^aed in knitv,:.r of tV  ? rsesc 

construction, with the resultant pilling effect«   However, Dacron 6Jt, 

Terylene WI4 and Trevira Wa, whioh incorporate certain fortign ecu poinds, 

are supposed to diminish slightly the regularity of their structure    and 
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to lower the degree of polymérisation, fibre strength is lowered   and 

the tendency to pill reduced. 

Puiyacrylic Fibras» 
Those fibres constitute the third group of synthetics of major 

economic importance. Their principal advantages include crcctll-nt r-~ 

sistancc to light, a warm "woolly* handle and high bulkiness. Thoy 

are, however, rather brittle and not very resilient. They aro widely 

used in the knitting trade, the structure of such fibres and end use 
of which requires high buHdness, softness and thermoinsulating proper- 

ties. 
As the resistance to abrasion is less than with other synthetic^ 

theso fibres do not oxhibit excessive pilling. 
A further outlet for Polyacrylics and a very large portion of the 

material goes to these fabrics is in imitation furs, furnishing fabrics, 

blankets and some woven dress fabrics. 
There are many polyacrylic co-polymers produced with differing 

properties; each variety having specific advantages - for instanco, the 

American fibre "Orion" has severri types, each for its own special 

purpose. 
Low-cost manufacture combines tc make the prospects    for   further 

development very promising. 

Polypropylene Fibres» 
Theue have features which will p.rrit them to pi 17 r. r .;riou3 rclj 

in the textile field in coming year«.    Physical properties are very 

good; they arc not affected by chemicals, have a small specific gravity 

and their manufacturing cost is low.   One of their biggest drawbacks is 

a very poor resistance to light, low temperature melting point and high 

hydrophobic properties, which prevent the usual dyeing techniques, 

greatly limiting their use in textiles. 
The fibres in this range produced at present are of a type more 

suitable for industrial purposes) filters, cordages, even up to heavy 

hawsers, fishing lines and nets, bags, etc.     However, most of the do- 

mestic uses are in carpets and upholstery«   When, and if, the faults 
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aro eliminated, and the fibres are extended to apparel goods, their low 
cost of manufacture* Kill make thorn r. universal textile material in many 

countries» 

Polyvinyl Chloride Fibre». 
Although this type of fibres belongs to the longest-known synthet- 

ics, they have a United development and use, as many of their   pro^r- 
ties aro unsatisfactory*    For example - their tenacity is poor, they   re 
easily deformed, sensitive to high temperatures, and difficult to dye. 
However, P.V.C, have thoir own specific features, which include non- 
inflamiabllity, resistance to the effects of moisture and chemicals, as 
well as light, also great insulating properties, which put their   fibre 
uses chiefly in the production of flame-resistant fabrics, ovorrlls, 
other industrial articles, blankets, and other types of bedding. 

Polyvinyl Alcohol Fibres. 
Their very difficult processing techniques involving high humidities 

and temperatures, and such drawbacks as brittloness, small resilience 
and difficulty in making-up, make them unsuitable for ordinary uso. 

The fibres are used chiefly for cordage, fishing nets and industri- 
al-type febrios.   In blends with cotton or rayon the fibres can be used 
in apparel goods, particularly underclothes.   It would not opporr likely 
that this type of fibre will find any use in Indonesia, as it is not 

popular in other parts of the world. 

Spondex Fibre. 
This is a synthetic elastomer and replaces rubber for textile usage. 

It's most important feature is it's ability to stretch and recover frora 
being deformed after the stretch oeoscs.   It has a tensile strength two 
or three times greater than rubber, consequently Much finer fil '.i tart 3 on 
be used to produce light comfortable products.    Spandex is easily dyed 
and no sheath fibres arc required.   It is resistant to light,   sea wvter 
and oil staining.   A disadvantage is it is vulnerable to high temper«'.tures 

and bleaching agents. 
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Prices are high« but It find« a ready market in awimwc&r, aporw 
wear, garments, etc« requiring itretoh and return properties•   Even a 
low proportion of Spando« in an article contributos to its high stretch 

properties« 

Other Monade Fibres. 
Only a small proportion of the available synthetic fibres navi been 

discussed, and these are of the major classes«   Mention should be m-Aa 
of such materials as casein fibres, glass, alginates, various metals, 
Polyethylene, Polyvinylidene Chloride, polytetrafluorethylene, etc« and 
etc«   New groups are always being developed and it is nearly iniposslhle 
for the technologist to keep pace with them«   However, it is not expected 
that fibres other than those discussed at length will be found for pro- 
cessing in Indonesia within the near future« 
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SY8TEMATICS OF METHODS FOR SPINNING MAE-MAPE FIBRES 

The techniques of yarn production depend on the proDo-rUor; of the 

fibres from which they are spun.    Among these, length, fineness, crimp, 

adhesiveness,  freedom from impurities arid hygroscopicity are generaliy 

coneidered    as    of basic importance,    since they directly    affect   the 

layout of machines, the number of technical operations e-nd the    design 

of the working elements. 
Three basic kinds of textile fibres    were    in    use whan mechanised 

spinning processes began to be developed during the nineteenth century 

and at the beginning of the twentieth century, namely, wool, cotton and 

bast fibres.        Consequently, three basic    spinning      systems   were 

created and daveloped in tho course  c.f a steady ¡prccr ^•••-   u.c.    .J;. cixil- 

isation of yarn production.    There were thus woollen,    cotton and bast 

fibre spinning techniques, the first becoming divided into the wasted 

and woollen systems. 
Quite a different situation arose when man-made fibres    appeared. 

At first they were prooessed en the then-oxisting equipment, according 

to techniques applied at that time for natural fibres.    Man-made fibres 

were initially prcduced in wool    or cotton-like varieties and ¡?pan with 

a corresponding system, either alone or in blends, the matching of the 

properties of the different fibres being strictly observed.    The steady 

and rapid growth of supplies of man-made fibres brought about the   de- 

velopment of new spinning techniques designad exclusively for the pro- 

cessing of specific man-made fibres into yarns for specif i.? ,a. i- -:i¡?^o. 

All techniques for the production of yam may be divided into the 

four following basic groups, according to the raw materials used; 

a.   natural fibres;    b. blends of natural and man-made fibres: c.blende 

of two or more man-made fibres, and    d. a single kind of man-made fibra. 

All of these group s may be sub-divided according to the properties 

of the fibres and the characteristics and end-uses of the yarns.      The 

Table on page 28 lists various techniques for processing   natural and 

man-made fibres, with indication of the staple length of the letter. 
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It can be seen in this Table that,    of the    22 listed techniques, 

nine refer to natural fibres, namely» worsted, woollen, fine-count, me- 

dium-count and waste-cotton, hackled flax,  tow, jute and hard fibres. 

The conventional worsted system is most generally used   v,ith    inan-made 

fibres.       The system had to be modified,    first of all   because in it 

dyeing is mostly carried out before carding and not in sliver.    C-ird:n(;ì 

conditions also differ for wool and man-made fibres. 

The good rc-sults cchieveu   with    lye i    fív-rrr.    *r     'c11  "   ^TO 

spinning, led the producers oí' man-made fibres to begin the production 

of spun-dyed   fibres.      However,    this did rot    occur   :\    c •'   OJ   -•,--• 

spinning, in which dyed fibres are seldom used.    In the cotton spinning 

system, man-made fibres are processed alone as well as in blends    .it h 

cotton, the spinning techniques being only slightly modified.      Blends 

of man-made fibres   with flax (hemp) have been used only on a    iiiriWl 

scale. 

Recently, however,  prospects for an increased use of such    blends 

can be noted,    because certain oheinical processes have been    ri velopcd 

that can alter tho structure  of fl"x -'.-,  3aoh r-  w?y  Lr. + i ••   r ' r .      ";l1 

more readily blend and be spinnable with man-made fibres.   Yarns    pro- 

duced    in this way will have the    characteristics  cf flax tey+ilc. 

Also, these blends may be spun with both the dry and wet methods. 

In the jute system of spinning, man-niade fibres are span alcrk 

fox the production of carpets or blended with jute to produce sacking 

and the like. 
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SPKCIAL TECHNIQUES FOR MAM-MAIE FIBRES 

Since man-made fibres differ from their natural counterparts as regards 

such characteristics as cleanness, dimenai caia formed at the will of the 

producer, and in many physical and chemical properties, special process- 

ing techniques have been developed all over the world to convert them 

into yarns.     These techniques vary widely because they must be adapted 

to the form of the initial raw material (staple fibres,  tow, fine  tow, 

continuous filament or granulates for foil production). 

CONVERTER SPINNING 

Tew-to-top converters permit shortening of the spinning process, making 

it less costly.    Compared to the conventional combing technique, which 

comprises seven different operations, the  converter technique requires 

only three, namely, converting and two gillings.   The resulting top can 

be processed further, depending on the end use of the yarn, in the fol- 

lowing ways: a. dyed, blended with wool tops and combed as a blend; 

b. spun raw (undyed) to counts up to 40 tex;    or c.    combed and spun 

raw (undyed) to finer counts. 

Converters are of three different kinds, depending on the principle on 

which they operate, namely, a. fibre-cutting; b. plain rupturing and 

o.    controlled breaking. 

The selection of the type of converter depends on the  character of the 

yarns that can be spun from some varieties of fibres;    for example, 

high-bulk or standard yarns from acrylic fibres. 

A combing plant equipped with converters requires 55$ less floor apace 

and requires 60$ less power and 50$ less  labour than one that lacks them. 

THE MODIFIED COTTON SPINNING SYSTEM 

As applied to man-made fibres, the conventional cotton spinning system 

uses fibres no longer than 40 mm and of a fineness no greater than 3 den; 

thicker fibres would spin only to coarse counts;   for example, not below 

33 tex.      For finer spinning, the length of fibres is increased to 50, 

60 or even 75 mm, and the fibres are made coarser than cotton (2.75 to 

3 den). 
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THE HOM-CClï^NG OR SEMI-COMBING SYSTEM 

This system is intended only for man-made fibres spun into yarns for 

hand knitting or industrial use, with counts between 50 and 125 tax. 

Typical equipment for this system is supplied by such manufacturers 

as J. Mackie (Northern Ireland) and Camiti (Italy).   A typical layout 

comprises the following machines J 

- One mixing and opening picker; 
- One high-production card with an output of about 100 kg pr hour; 

- Three intersecting gill boxes, the second of which has an autoleveller; 

and 
- One ring frame adjusted to slivor feeding, spinning on to packages 

weighing 1.6 kg. each. Frames of this kind usually deliver at one 

side and are fed from cans at the other. 

CARPET SYSTEM 

This system is rather similar to the non-combing system and produces 

yarns of 2,000 to 3,000 tex for carpet manufacture. Tho layout of  tn« 

machines is as follows i 

Mixing pickers; 

One single swift card; 

Two intersecting gill boxes, and 

Single-side can-feeding ring frames, as before. 

The specific weight of the sliver fed into the spinning fram« is approx- 

imately 7 g/m. 

Careful blending of the fibres is of great importance, particularly 

because several colour components are commonly used in these blends, 

and also because of the wide variation in fibre fineness, whic*» crm 

range between 20 and 100 tex. 

FINK TOW-TO-YARN CONVERSION 
As far as spinning of staple fibres is concerned, this is the ahortc-Pt 

process of yarn production. The fibres arc obtained by rupturing con- 

tinuous filaments to form a fine tow, which is fed into the spinning 

machines, breaking the filament into fibres of a specified staple len^h 

and then spinning them with use of the ring frame arrangement. 
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These techniques have not yet found wide U3e because of the Mgh ocab 

of producine fine to#.    Also, yarns made from fine tow have properties 

different from those  of conventional yarns;    for example,  they have 

higher tensile strength and lower elongation at the breaking point. 

Consequently, their final destination is for industrial use, such n.3 

for conveyor belts, nets and sacking. 
The most suitable materials for this purpose are polyvinyl a'.coiv-'i 

fibres,  the conventional spinning of which is very much hampered by 

the accumulation of static electricity charges on the fibres. 

Although none of these techniques is yet in widespread us-, several 

prominent machine builders have designed devices for this conversion 

system.     At least nine such design« are known to exist.    They may bo- 

divided into two groups;    those that operate on the principle of a 

plain rupturing and those in which rupturing is controlled. 

TEXTURING 

The thermoplaaticity and great strength of synthetic   fibres permits the use 

of new methods of processing continuous filaments into high-balk, y.-ms. 

Developments in this area have proceeded rapidly everywhere.    In I966 

the production of such yarns amounted to 250,OCC tons, and it has prob- 

ably doubled by thie time. 

There are several methods of texturing, and the resulting yams arc 

classed accordingly as follows : 

a. Textured by true or false twist  (Helanca, Blastil, Fluflon, Super loft, 

Elastic are just a few of about  25 trade marks now in use); 
b. Crimped by the stuffer-box method (Anilon, Ban-Lon, Newlon, Snunin-d, 

Crofron); 

C   Undulated by being drawn over a blade-edge (Agilen, Evalon); 

d. Bi-stabilised by re-setting (As trai on, Crimplene, Saaba, Me Ian, Mer on); 
e. Bulked by air-blowing (Taslan, Skylcft, Mirlan, Suflete). 
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CORE-SPUN YARNS 

The widely differing properties and specific merita of particular types 

of man-made filares create various opportunities to produce yarn3 of 

various compositions. 

For example,  continuous-filament and staple fibres may be combined. 

Thus yarns for specific end uses can be produced.    Some exa^f 1 JB  -»r•; ••>. 

yarn that is very strong because of its synthetic filament core, but 

that feels soft because cotton fibres form its  sheath, r.on-iufl:! ->-" KL" 

yarn with glass filament core and synthetic fibres for the sheath, 

combination yarns and super-elastic yarns with corea of polyurjthane 

filaments. 
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METHODS OF YARN PRODUCTION 

METHOD MATERIAL AND LENGTH OF STAPLE 

1. Conventional worsted 
system 

2. Worsted system, with 
use converters 

3. Abbreviated converter 
system 

4* Woolen system 

5» Medium-count cotton 
system 

6. Fine-count cotton 
system 

7. Waste cotton system 

8. Modified cotton system 

9*   Non-combing system 

10. Hackled flax system 

11. Flax tow system 

12. Jute system 

13. Carpetings 

14. Hard fibres 

15* Fine tow conversion 

16. False-twist texturing 

1?» Stuffer-box texturing 

18. Air-blown texturing 

19* Undulation 

20. Bi-stabilisation 
texturing 

21. Core-spinning 

22*   Orientation and outting 
of foils 

Long and medium-length wool, man-made staple 
fibres (70 - 140 mm) 

Man-made tow,  3.300 - 5,600 tex 

Man-made tow   4.500 - 5.600 tex 

Short wool and reclaimed fibres, man-made 
fibres (50-80 mm), wastes 

Cotton and cotton-like man-made fibres 
(28-40 mm) 

Long staple cotton, cotton like man-made 
fibres (36-40 mm) 

Cotton waste, man-made fibres up to 40 ip 
length, spinning waste. 

Man-made fibres  (50-75 mn) 

Man-made fibres  (80-120 mm) 

Hackled flax and mas>made fibres (90-120 mm) 

Flax tow and hacklings, man-mado fibres 
( 90-100 mm) 

Jute, man-made fibres (14C-20C m/.) 

Man-made fibres (100-200 mm) 

Sisal, hemp, man-made fibres (about 100 mm) 

Continuous filament tow of 110-67C tex 
total fineness 
Continuous filament yam, 2.2-17.0 tex 

Continuous filament yarn, 11-330 tex 

Continuous filament yarn, 5.5-^2 tex 

Continuous filament yarn, 2.2-11 tex 

Continuous filament yarn, 8.5-17 tex 

Continuous filament for cori.  .ir.,"'. cuv-  _/,,ip.... 
fibres for sheath 

Granulated polyolefin materials 
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FUTUBE OF TffiS INDONESIAN TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

Without a shadow of doubt, the futuro is good; the demand for 

oloth and textiles ever-increasing and more people in employment 

oreates higher demands. Increasing population expands the demand etili 

further, but as the standard of living rises so do the demands for 

quality. áub-standard cloths, of irregular and vi^a*. ;/:-aü, \:^ }XT. 

printing and dyeing will not do. Grey cloths of That -.vat; kncvn as ?roy 

baft have already ceased to be in demand - the people want something 

better. 
I have   already discussed the essential of    up-grading- the mills 

by training schemes,    etc.,    but we have    to go    further Vnan th\3, to 

another point which I mentioned previously, and that is    manufacturing 

and supplying what the market demands.    Having this, and quality, theri 

will be no need for people to look elsewhere  for theii requir nents. 

No doubt cotton will always hove an honoured plao« - in fact, most 

01   the people in tropiuai countries w oald #-.a,/   tiu.y ¿r  .V^:.-.a  •; . . .01. ?"u. 

on comparing the various fibres on our table of Fibre Characteristics, 

it is easy to see    why,    for the    only    fault comes    under the  heading 

"Resistance to wrinkling".    Even this can be overcome by resin    treat- 

ment but unfortunately only with losses in some other areas. 

What, then, will be the demand - or in which direction shot.Id th¿ 

industry move? Fortunately, your mills come into two or three large 

groups and, apart from the private concerns, a programe of expansion 

into other yarns and fabrics can be controlled. For example, one mill 

oan be given Combers, and instructed to move in the direction of pro- 

ducing Polyester Cottons, mixing at the Draw Frame and nroducing medium 

to fine oounts. In fact, I am advocating a Central Control of Pro- 

ducts from each mill, rather than eaoh mill ohoosing it's own pclicy. 

It is sufficient for a mill management to concern itself with quality, 

training, etc., rather than with sales policies, and with doubts as to 

whether they are going in the right direction with what they are pro- 

ducing. The Central Control will also know which mills are best suited 

for particular types of produots. 
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You will note that I am accepting the need for the production of 

blends with synthetics, I do this with the opinion that eventually, 

or maybe even in the near future, you will have to diversify, and be 

thinking in the terms of industrial fabrics, ropen, twines, mere 

furnishing fabrics, carpets, curtains, towels, etc. Even with a prob- 

ability of moving into the field of wool, with a market requirement of 

lightweight Polyester woo]  suitings. 

To go back to the question asked on Page 17 - "How can we decide 

on the type of fibre we should spin?". We have considered the main 

types of fibres available, both natural and synthetic and having al- 

ready our industries of natural fibre, it is a case cf marrying these 

to synthetic fibres to give the desired effects. 

In the case of our cotton spinning plants , there ore uèiJically 

two fibres worthy of consideration 1. Viscose rayon fibre and 2. Po- 

lyester fibre. 

Hsoose Rayon Fibre. 

Turning back to cur notes on this, we see that  :- 

1.    They have low manufacturing costs; are 

2     Very hygroscopic, and so have a high affinity for dyes. 

Their drawbacks we can afford to ignore, because we are only thinking 

in terms of blends, and would not consider 10O# viscose as a good   fa- 

bric for Indonesia. 

grtYfgtffl Fitas i 
Turning back to our notes again, we find the advantages arei- 

1. a high resistance to light. 

2. good resistance to creasing. 

3. exoellent tenacity;    good wearing life. 

4. thermoplasticity for permanent setting of garments. 

The main, and probably only, drawback is the fibre cost, but the    ad- 

vantages to this   fibre in blende,    and the uses to which these blended 

cloths are put, greatly offset these extra (over cotton) coats. 
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At thit stage someone may want to add to the list the Polyaorylio 

fibres. These, in my opinion, arc rot of rro.oh advantage in mixing with 

cotton for, aa our notes i.iiform us, they are "woolly" in handle and 

bulky, rather moro useful f.f a blend with wool, although they do have 

some appeal for use in cotton blended yarns for the knitting trade. 

What of the Bast Fibre Spinning Plantr? 

Of those spinning jute, thare appears to be no alternativa to 

this. The fibre offering strong competiti cm to ¿ute is that of poly- 

propylene. This, however, does not require a spinning plant but only 

a twisting machine, as the fibres are fabrilated, i.e. made into 

sheets, cut down to strips and due to the fabrilations split into fi- 

bres as the strips are twisted into yarn. Suoh yarns are then made up 

into twine, rope, carpets, etc. 

For the manufacture of baco xhe ^lypro^l^ne is Irft J" sheet 

form, with strengthening threads fused to the sheets if neoeesary for 

added strength- 

Therefore, any extension considered necessary in this line would 

be in the production of polypropylene or manufacture of oroduots using 

that as the raw material. A rope and twine works could be considered 

as essential to the shipping and fishing industries, for here again I 

would oonsider that Indonesia will expand further in marine activities 

in the not-too-distant future. 

The Rami Plant in Sumatra does not have much activity producing 

rami, due to a shortage rf  +,he w v»t**vi*.\,    but rroV^y tM? oould 

be made up by blending existing supplies with a synthetic fibre, or 

even two fibres in the one blend.  Of those considered, both a coarse 

denier viscose and Polyester fibre would be suitable. 

T* digress for a moment, I am always shocked by the fact that in 

Java there is not one waste spinning plant. Thf» market for yarns and 

fabrics produoed from waste could bo quite considerable, and there is 

oertainly a need for existing mills to be able to unload their waste 
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material». Thia alone would ensure a batter yarn quality from the 

»ills, for at present most are very reluctant to remove any .viste fvon 

their oottona, and even having removed it, they are very e\gov to 

return it. This ia false economy, because it is certain that thure is 

muoh loaa in production due to irregular weak yam, resulting in end- 

breaks, etc. due to thia one reason alone. 
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A P P E I, D I X 

COUNT CONTROL IK THE COTTON ROCM AND BLOWING ROCM 

IMPORTANCE OP GOOD CONTROL IN THE BLOVING ROCM 

Tha aoutcher ia the first point in the spinning mill at which a count 

characteristic - in this case the weight of a lap of given length - is 

imparted to the product. It is also the only point at which the whole 

of the product is tested - by the weighing of the laps. Variations 

introduced at this process can affect all subsequent processes and nay 

be very difficult to remove. On the other hand, if the Scutcher can 

be kept steady, there is a good chance of keeping the reat of the mill 

steady. Good performance and good control in the cotton room and the 

blow room are, therefore, the foundations of good count control. 

In the remainder of this section it will be assumed that the length of 

the laps ia constant, and that adequate control of weight per unit length 

will therefore be achieved if the weight of the laps can be kept constant. 

It is not safe to assume this in the mill, however, and an essential pre- 

liminary of any work aimed at better control of lap weights  : >  ai. a xv,r3- 

ti^mUion of the lengths of lap obtained from the various scutchers. 

Either the scutchers must be adjusted to give the same length for all laps 

of the same quality, or, if thia should prove impossible, a separate Ian 

weight must be fixed for each scutcher, so as to give the same weight per 

meter« 

Ko matter how good the performance of the blowroom, some degree of varia- 

tion in lap weights is inevitable. 3hort4«n§ variations between indi- 

vidual laps passing through the Cards at about the same time are reduced 

by the doublings at the Draw frames, and are not important from the point 

of view of count control. On the other hand, long-term variations, 'such 

M nay be found between two sets of laps separated by several hours, are 

not reduoed. An amount of variation which is insignificant in a single 

lap becomes important, therefore, when it affects the whole production of 

«sverai hours. 

Short term and long term variations in lap weights have some causes in 

common, and, moreover, the small but persistent long term variations aro 

much easier to detect and correct, if the short term lap-to-lap variations 

can be reduoed* 
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Most of the recommendations to be «ade here, although aimed ultimately 

at the elimination of long-term variations, will lead to a reduction in 

short-term variation between and within laps, an end which, with short- 

er processing and fewer doublings, has become very desirable in itself« 

Some of them, particularly those concerned with better blending, will 

also have beneficial effects on other aspects of quality; it is not 

only in connection with variation in yarn count that the blowroom is 

increasingly recognised as one of the critical points for quality control. 

COMPENSATION FOR VARYING MOISTURE CONTENT 

The effect of changes in atmospheric humidity upon the weight of a sample 

if ootton is well known, and yet is often completely ignored in testing 

for count control. If the re.'.ative humidity varies, then a system of 

control which keeps the weight of cotton plus moisture constant will 

generate variations in the count of the cotton. 

In the cotton room and the blowroom, the range of variation ir; relative 

humidity is usually wide, and rapid changes can occur; for example, in 

one mill a change of 155» r.h. was found over a period of four days. 
riven Inhere the mill as a whole has controlled humidity, it is unusual. 

because of the special problems that are involved, to find the control 

extended to the blowroom. In the region of 35-70/o r.h. a change of 10$ 

r.h. results approximately in a 1J-b change in the apparent weight of the 

ootton, so that a change of ^/o r.h., uncompensated, would re3ult in a 

ohange of over f kg. in the weight of cotton in a 20 kg. lap. 

The best basis for compensating for humidity changes would be a direct 

measurement of the regain or moisture content of the laps as they are 

produced, and instruments which do this are available. Failing this, 

the remaining possibility is to compensate on the assumption that the 

regain of the laps can be deduced from the relative humidity of the 

atmosphere. The relationship between the lap and the various atmospheres 

through which i%  passes as it is processed is a complicated one, which 
is not yet fully understood, and moreover the atmosphere inside the 

opening line is not the same as outside. In practice, many mills have 

found that beneficial results can be obtained by taking the atmosphere 

in the blowroom, in the neighbourhood of the lap ends, as the basis for 

compensation. 
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In view of the differences in conditione from mill to mill, however, it 

is desirable, before adopting compensation on this basis, to conduct 

trials to establish whether the relationship between the regain of the 

laps and the relative humidity of the blowrocn is sufficiently close. 

The regain of the laps may be estimated either from the observed weight 

of a sample of cotton of known dry weight, or from measurement3 jf -.an.- 

tive humidity. 

For estimation from samples of cotton, both automatic and non-automatic 

methods of compensation are available. In the automatic method, the 

laps are weighed against a piece of cotton cloth arranged on an open 

framework; since the weight of this varies with the relative humidity, 

automatic compensation is made for the varying moisture content of the 

laps.  A cloth weight of this kind is greatly preferable to the vcights 

of sliver or loose fibre which are often used for the same rurpo¡?c, 

since it responds fairly quiokly to changea in relativ* humidity, wiiüru- 

as sliver can take many hours. 

Alternatively, compensation cari be based on the relative huidity c2  tL- 

atmosphere, as measured by a sling hygrometer. The appWJfltimate rule 

given earlier for the relationship between relative humidity and -ec;ain 

can then be used to determine the amount of compensation required, and 

so to obtain a table such as the following, which relates to a cotton 

lap of nominal weight 20 kgs. at 45/6 r.h. 

Compwiaation for Moisture Content of Laps. 

Observed relative humidity Compensation as per cent 
of nominal weight 

52*- 57* 
47*- 52î 
42* - 47* 
37*- 42* 
32*- 37* 

• 1 

• *• 

-* 

- 1 

, 
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If a fibre other than cotton is being processed, different .roi, .'..• -: 

compensation are required, and if automatically compensating scales are 

to be used, the cloth should be of that fibre. Where sevca-al fibres ari 

used, it will probably be more convenient to take measurements of relative 

humidity, and use a different table for each fibre. The synthetic nan- 

made fibres such as nylon and Terylone take up very little moisture, and 

no compensation is necessary; for blends with cotton, the compensiti on 

should be proportional to the amount of cotton in the blend. 

In addition to moisture, the weight of the lap usually includes the v/tight 

of the lap rod. It may seem obvious that all lap rods used in a mill 

should therefore be of the same standard v/eight, but in a aiir.ber of oases 

differences in rod weights have been found which would have a serious 

effect on the apparent weight of the laps. An occasional weighing of lap 

rods is therefore well worth while, and may produce some surprising results 

when it is first undertaken. 

STABLE MIXINGS AND GOOD BLENDING 

To keep down the variation of weight between and within iapa, as well as 

to maintain good running and good quality throughout the trill. th, o-" po- 

sition of the mixing should be kept as constant as possible, in practice, 

long-term continuity is often unattainable, but it is importar* to ic 

what can be done, by such means as using fresh lots in the order ia whiah 

they are received, introducing only one new mark at a tine, and making 

systematic Micronaire tests. 

Ideally, the number of bales laid down at a time should be Larre, and in 

mills abroad numbers of 100 and more are coranon. The bales can be ir- 

ranged in, say, four similar parts, of which one is being laid down, 

while the others are one-quarter, one-half and three-quarter* used. 

Thus, not more than a quarter of the mixing is changed at any one time. 

There is no Bpace for such larfe nixin,;s ir the ¡uaja^ity v?  :-.: v- ir 

mills, but it is generally desirable to use as many bales as the avail- 

able space will allow. For cottons with similar characteribticr,    a 

mixing of 8 bales or so may be tolerable, but for cottons with widely 

varying characteristics the tolerable minimum may be 30 bales or more. 
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Before using the bales, it is important to let them stand for us Jonc 

aa possible after opening (24 hours is suggested) to allow the cotton 

to expand and condition. 
Where there are blending hoppers, and the constituents of a nixing f.rc 

of varying density, the bales should be arranged so that cottons of 

similar density are fed to the same blender, which should th.n be -adjust- 

ed to give the right rate of feed. 

Where bales of varying density are fed directly by hind to ttv   snr.o 

blender, or where there are no blenders,  the bales should bo laid out 

with high and low densities intermingled,  since this will result in better 

blending if, as is usual,  the cotton is taken from the bales in the order 

in which the feeder reaches thorn, 

A further requirement for good blending is that the pieces t~ken fron 

the bales should be small - say 5 to 4 kgs. - and not  large piv.cc.'   of 

15 to 20 Kgs., such as one often sees being put on lattices.    Where trucks 

are used to collect the pieces, it may be worth considering; putting i*¡ 

partitions which will prevent the loading of large pieces.    Another pos- 

sibility is to place grilles over the feed lattices, through which only 

small pieces can be passed,    A good deal of benefit in blending was 

sacrificed in return for a gain in economy through the genial abandon- 

ment of the stack mixing;    some of this benefit, at least,  e^n be regained 

by the use in the opening line of the Sandwich Blonder or o+h-..->' ?iril?r 

machine. 

A constituent    of the mixing for which evenness of blending io- p-rticul •»-• 

ly important is waste which is fed back either to the same or to another 

mixing.      Irregular feeding of waste is probably the largest single cause 

of laps which deviate badly from the required weight.     Vasto ¡nu3t be fed 

steadily and continuously, and to this end a separate waste hopper is very 

desirable. 

AUTOMATIC REGULATION OF THE SCUTCHER 
When it was first introduced, the conventional mechanical feed regulator 
on the scutcher was a remarkably advanced pi «ce oí coula-c ..ee:. mie.,   ...cl 

it    is still quite effective, provided that it is properly maintained -nd 

adjusted. 
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Pirat, all the parts should be cleaned and lubricated regularlyt 30 as 

to ensure that they can move freely.    Second, the magnification of the 

system should be set correctly for the type of cotton being processed. 

The pedals of the regulator measure the thickness of the feed to the 

scutcher,  and adjust the speed of the f.,ed accordingly, but the amount 

of the adjustment depends on where the fulcrum of the  long lever id set. 

Hot only is it important that the magnification should be checked,  but 

also that  it should be re-set when a change is made to a cottoi: vU\ 

substantially   different physical characteristics,    v/ith a different 

cotton, the density and resilience may be different and, if so, the 

change in weight for a given change in thickness, and the adjustment of 

the feed necessary for keeping the weight constant, will also be different, 

This was one reason why stress was laid in the preceding section cr 

securing constant density by good blending.    The performance of a regu- 

lator will generally be improved if it is fed from a tall hopper with 

a vibrating wall in the delivery «rTiber,  sire- thi?  -/ill   —" v 

even density feed. 

It should also bo noted that the regulator v/orl<3 by va-.-.-i-i.    ;'v   r   V.   c* 

feed, and not by varying the rate at which the lap is formed.    The extent 

to which the rate of feed can be raised when the lap goes lighter is 

limited, however, by the rate of feed at the hopper before  the last 

beater.    It follows,  therefore, that either the rate  of feed at this 

hopper must be automatically adjusted, by driving the upright lattice 

from the driven cone drum of the regulator,  or else there i lust be an 

over-feed which will allow the regulator sufficient margin for adequate 

compensation.    The regulator makes adjustments in the rate of feed tr 

compensate for variations in the thickness of the feed, but does not 

check that the compensation has resulted in a lap of  th,   correct weight. 

The weight is measured by the scutcher attendant, and sine,  the refla- 

te* is not completely effective, it is necessary for him to make further 

adjustments from time to time by means of the tumbuckle in the r^oilator 

linkage.      The measures already described for keeping the composition 
of the feed constant and the regulator in good order should reduce the 
frequency with which this is done, but the need for some provision for 

additional regulation remains. 
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TOLgRANCE LIMITS AND MANUAL REGULATION 

With a view to ensuring that no extreme off-weight laps reach the card- 

room,  instruction are usually given to the scutcher attendants to rejecx 

and re-prooess all lapa with weights beyond certain tolerar rv?,    T .   r : y 

mills, however, there seems to bo little realisation of the true extent 

of the variation from lap to lap, and instructions are given i/hich, if 

applied, would result in the rejection of a third or morv of the laps. 

Even if lap production could be increased sufficiently to ke^p the card- 

room running,  it would be undesirable to reject so many, because the 

damage done to the cotton by re-processing would be more serious than 

the increase in variation. 

In practice, such instructions are commonly recognised as unrealistic, 

and therefore not obeyed - but this is not conducive to good morale. 

Tolerance limits should be based on knowledge  of the yierf ••vvnc.   ••<•'• V-.e 

opening lines concerned, and should be set so as to reject not nore than 

% of the laps. 

In deciding when to make an adjustment, there is a conflict between the 

requirements for reducing the variation of the long-term average lap 

weights, and those for reducing the variation of the individual lr.pa. 

Stability of the long-term average is best served by being very free 

with adjustments,  since this will ensure that the average weight never 

moves far from the required value. 

On the other hand, if a single lap differs from the required value by 

an amount which is within the normal range of inherent Variation, and 

an adjustment is none the less made,   the effect will  De to increase 

the variation of the laps.    However, this variation is of a short-t:}v- 

oharacter, since the adjustment is reviewed when the next lap is weighed, 

and will be reduced by doublings at subsequent processed. 
At one time, with long processing and many doublings - up to 1,729 - it 

would have been true to say that the lap-to-lap variation was of little 

importance. 

With short processing, and as few as 64 doublings,  the lap-to-lap vari- 

ation cannot be neglected, but it is still justifiable to aim primarily 

at reducing long-term variation, even at the cost of some increase in 

lap-to-lap variation. 
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The risk of a run of several light or heavy laps going at the same time 

to carda feeding the same preparation of drawframe3 can be ruduoed if the 

laps are stacked in columns, to form a rectangle, and aro taken away to 

the Cards by rows,.i.e. at right-angles to the direction in which they 

were stacked. 

"Adjust the scutcher after every lap which is off-weight by nor e than 

250 gr.    The adjustment should be made by an amount that corrects for tue 

extent by which this lap is off-weight.     If moro than AV/o of tk.   ia*n aiv 

off-weight by more than 250 gr.   substitute 500 gr.    for 250 f?.    in th:- 

above rule". 

In practice, it is impossible to make an accurato small, adjustment - say, 

50 gr.    and therefore the rule should be  interpreted to mean  "for laps 

off-weight by more than 250 gr., more than  375 gr.    and r.ore    hin 5(0 ¡T., 

adjust by 250 gr.,  375 and 500 respectively". 

There is nothing sacrosanct about this rule, and it can b,_ varied to suit. 

the individual milli     for example, in mills with low variation in lap 

weights,  particularly fine mills, it may  be desirable  ¿e substitute   Uj 

gr., 750 gr.    and    375 gr.    for 250,  375    and 500 gr.    .    Indeed, an ablo 

and experienced scutcher attendant, who takes account not only of  iu^  la;:t 

lap, but also of those which preceded it,  and makes use  of his knowledge 

of local conditions,  can produce- better results than any simple rule. 

An important contribution to count control would be made if the blovrocn 

staff were more generally recognised as having a considerable responsi- 

bility for the good running of the mill, and .vere chosen and treated 

accordingly. 

ROUTINE TESTING IN THB BL0WR0QK 

The need for checking that all scutchers processing the same quality 
produce  laps of the same length was mentioned a*, the beginv.l]r ^ *.hir 

section.    Probably the best way of comparing the lengths of laps ia to 

measure the length of sliver which they produce when passed thvourh t.i. 

same Card, by fitting a revolution counter to the calender rollers of 
the Card.    This test should be repeated from time to time, particularly 

when a new mixing is introduced. 
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1. imODUCTIOW . 

I have passed only six months and almost all the time en the spot 

of various weaving milla in order to improve their productivity, qual- 

ity and reduce the cost. 

Por this reason, I have already been familiar with some    of   the 

technioal common problems in your country's weaving milla, however,    I 

have not been entitled yet to express my general opinion & view on 

your weaving industry's   "today and tomorrow", because like this rath- 

er economical, statistical and forecasting problems I have net got the 

chance to study them so minutely yet. 

The following lecture is only the summary of my very rough   ideas 

which I have occasionally considered on the Indonesian weaving indus- 

try — present and future. 

2. PBSSSNT CONDITION OF INDONESIAN ^SAVING INDUSTRY l 

"Indonesia now has a healthy investment climate in terms of sta- 

bility of government,realistic economic and investment policies, at- 

tractive land for plant sites and a large labor force" —- this is an 
opinir» given by Werner Consulting Company, USA after its on the spot 

survey in Indonesia requested by UNIDO. 

I can agree with this opinion when T compare Indonesia vit1! so">e 

of the other developing countries  in Asia and Africa. 

In these points, Indonesia at present seems to have the best and 

biggest opportunity to rehabilitate and develop its weaving industry 

since the end of the World War II.    But, frankly speaking, Indonesia 

has not throughly utilized its various advantages above- mentioned, and 

its weaving industry's conditions are not so satisfactory yet. 

The main conditions are summarized as follows, in my opinion s  - 

(1) Low productive efficiency 

(2) Inferior quality of products 

(3) High cost of production, 

Sue to the speciality of weaving technology, and it is manytimes 

so not only in the weaving but also in the other industry i those  ,hret 
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points go together and they are »inseparable — when weaving efficien- 

cy is high, it means the yarn breakage is low and als" the mecnamcal 

condition of loom is good, naturally the produced quality is superior 

and at the same time the production cost becomes low, and vice versa. 

In the above, you need to be careful not to misunderstand in   the 

term of "quality" — here I do never use this word 'high quality'    as 

luxurious or expensive one and "low quality" as cheap one itself,    for 

instance, the former does not mean poplin cloth with fine    count   and 

combed yarn and high weaving density compared with the latter shirting 

cloth of course carded yarn and low density.    High "quality" cloth here 

means, for instance, the more well produced shirting cloth with less 

defects than the other one with more defects consiateu o¿" tae same 

specification* 

3. fffUJ^W fffiB THE PRSSSNT CONDITION  > 

In my opinion and impression, the main reasons of the poor condi- 

tions in the previous chapter are as follows i- 

(1) Lack of understanding of the improvement possibility of tho proceas 

without spending any extra money. 

(2) Lack of practical experience and knowledge on the spot of procace. 

(3) Lack of training of labor force. 

(4) Lack of maintenance of machinery and accommodation. 

(5) . Lack of revolving capital. 

(6) Lack of reinvestment from its own profit and others to modernize 

the mills. 
These items are each other the reasons and results themselves and 

also go together and are »inseparable, some of them are, at tho snme 

time, the results of the problems mentioned in the chapter 2. 

4. PRQSPaCTS FOR THS FUTUBE OF piXMESIAN './SAVING INDUSTRY   : 

We can prospect it on the basis of the present conditions of tho 

developed and ulready industrialized countries, because 1 cannot fina 

' 
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any speciality and différencie in the problems of weaving industry be- 

tween industrialized Indonesian society in future and the already in- 

dustrialized countries at present — the trend and tendency of market 

demand and individual economic conditions, etc. can be said   not s« 

different. 

Anyway, the following items are expected to be realized in future. 

(1) Demand for more luxurious quality cloth 

This demand has already begun in Indonesia, for instance, Eoly- 

ester-Cotton cloth is day by day requested more and more by con- 

sumers and many weaving mills are now very keen to replace their 

cotton products into this one, and even in the case of cotton 

oloth the demand for poplin is gradually being increased instead 

of shirting-class one, traditional Batik clothes is no;/ expected 

less dressed by Indonesian people in the near future under the 

Western influence and it has been so already. 

(2) Widening trend of oloth weaving width 

Due to both the change of consumer's demand and the- mod<_vniz'iticn 

of finishing plants, this weaving width become more wider, which 

has already been done and still it is going on in the    developed 

countries. 

(3) Wages base-up trend 

At present, the wages in Indonesia are, fortunately or unfortu- 

nately, very cheap compared with the manufactured goods price and 

also with those of the developed countries;    however,    they    are 

prospected to be increased at the annual rate of 7-BJo —    it 

means nearly double after only 8 years.    For this reason you need 

to install the labor-saving machinery in the n^ar futuro mu oh 

moro than now in order to reduce the total production cost, 

(4) fotfnsifloaUof* 9f ooqpeMJon wjth fore^n oo^rjes 

iäven now Indonesian domestic weaving products are facing the 

better quality but cheaper price cloth imported legally or Ille- 

gally from abroad.    The developed textile countries are now 
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making their desperate efforts on reducing the eosta under 

the condition of already muoh higher labor wages, and,   at 

the same time, many of the other developing countries   are 

also trying their best to improve the quality and to reduoe 

*he cost taking advantage of their cheaper labor cost. 

Prom the both sides of the above mentioned, Indonesia will 

be engulfed into more intensive international textile 

competition than now. 

(5)   fov&asQft fr UnffliM 
Because of -the Westen-» influence and modernization of lifo, 

people are requesting day by day more light, sporty and 

informal cut wears, and knitted goods are prevailing more ft mors 

not only for underwears — this is worldwide tendency, 

from which Indonesia also cannot escape. 

The productivity of knitting is tremendously higher than 

weaving and the cost is naturally very low. 

The enemy of Indonesian weaving industry is not only the 

foreign made cloth, but also this knitted goods. 

S.  C0UNTERMEA3URE .FOR THE FUTURE  I 

This should be considered also for improving present diffi- 

cult problems already mentioned in chapter 2 & 3. 

(i)   Understanding of possibility for raising effioienoy. im- 

proving quality and reducing post under the prosent machin» 

ery & accommodation. 

It should be completely and without any mistake understood 

by all of the mill owner, management, technological átsff, su- 

pervisor and worker that with the present raaohinery and 

accommodations they oan definitely improve their productiv- 

ity and reduce cost without spending extra money, if   they 

oan get more practical knowledge 4 well analysed experience, 

various processes «re completely controlled, they «re trained 
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»ere systematically, rationally t. patiently, and th- machín*« 

are mor© carefully adjusted & well maintained. 

(2) Study of the process 

The various processes should be studied by the  technological 

staff more completely on the spot, and perhaps it will be 

able to be done mere quickly & efficiently with the aid   cf 

well experienced outsiders. 

(3) Training workers and adjusting k maintaining machinery 

Weaving industry is a labor intensivo one, the  prortv.oti'i+:> 

and quality depends upen the worker's action for the mort 
part. 

Initial installation & adjustment only are,  cf  course,    not 

sufficient for the machinery, daily maintenance afterwards 

is necessary and important. 

(4) Changing cloth quality to higher & luxurious one 

As mentioned in 4.-0)»  this change of production needs   to 

be done gradually, and tt is net so technically  easy to 

weave synthetic yarn cloth and fine & high density otte. The 

above mentioned (l)-(3)  in thir. copter should   av-<;;-a    >> 

carried out beforehand also for the preparation of higher 

and luxurious quality cloth. 

(5) Rationalization of labor force 

The absolute anc*mt_cf wasje cf Indonasian worker at present 

is certainly very low, but comparing his/hor productivity 

with the developed oountry's one, it cannot always be said 

cheaper. 

Unnecessary workers should be rationalized after the offerta 

of the above mentioned    (l)-(3) are realized. 

(6) Adoption of laW.nfty^ ft hiflft-flr^uctivitv macninn 

At present, Indonesian worker'swages are low,  it is,  however, 

increasing   7-8^   annually, in the near future the labor- 

saving machinery beoauea much more profitable than ordinary 

•3ne» 
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But veiy mechanically and electrically comp^icatta ".acli:  • 

ery cannot be reoonmended for Indonesian mills,    because 

still now the related industries have not been so irach dc- 

velcped that, for example, when it is cut of order it can- 

not be repaired so ea3ily and quicklyt 

In this point, see my trial calculation in the appendix. 

(7) Integration cf small mill 

In a small mill, everything is uneconomical.    In   weaving» 

at least 30Ü looms 3hould be installed and operated iu on¿ 

mill, because one sizing machine can operate about 300 

looms. 

Due to the trend cf higher and more technically    difficult 

cloth, the necessity cf mechanical sizing is day by day 

increased and the non-sizing or hank-sizing process should 

very quickly be disappeared. 

But tho smallest mills cf only    10-30 looms have the    ad- 

vantage of meeting ability f rr the change of marketing 

situation very speedily« 

Middle olt^s Giill£   z£ 30 - 300 lo cms hr.\ o tv.-: rms*  iff' 

oulty of being attacked by both the smaller and larger 

milla. 

(8) Dissolution cf over-protection policy by the Government 

Over-protection for industry as well aa for our c'iildren 

is very harmful, under it the öntrepreaeur does n.»t try his 

best to rationalize his business so eagerly. 

This kind cf protection policy needs to be dissolved grad- 

ually but as soon as possible, otherwise the nationally 

competitive power cannot be gained for ever. 

(9) M—QlutiCD Of hiA interest policy 

Now the interest of bank loan for initial investment of entur- 

prlf» is 1.0 $ compound for one month, it means about 13^ 

annually, and it is 1.9JC far revolving capital, which means 

about 20?S annually.    They are terribly higher than these of 

international standard. 
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This inheritance of the past economically confused days 

needs to be reduced nearly to the international level, other- 

wise no entrepreneur cannot be interested in the new invest- 

ment and also the existing enterprise cannot get the   proper 

profit. 

(10)    Inoreaae and substantiality of textile teohnjoal A tsohnolofr» 

ioal educational institution 

Por the present stage of Indonesian textile industry, 

the number of graduates with bachelor degrees should be    in« 

oreased and also they should be educated to have the ability 

oí' applying new knowledge into the actual processes   on   the 

mill spot more than now. 

The real situation of the mills where the student ti are 

to be dispatched for training-cn-the-sprt needs to be more 

carefully surveyed, sometimes mis-controlled and mis-managed 

mills art rather harmful for the student's educational pur- 

pose. 

More teohnical high schools are necessary for the super- 

visor olass of the mill. 

Post-graduate course should be more substantial. 

Anyway, the quality, ability, performance and experience 

of the teacher are the most important for the education. The 

candidate for the technSlrgical lecturer or professor should 

be dispatched to some well controlled mills for at least one 

year at his bachelor days and there senior well educated j 

»ell experienced prodactlon-manager-olass technologists 

ahould train him on the snot In the practical way, then   he 

should return to the institute, university or college and 

recieve the master and doctor degree education.      After all 

these courses he oan become a teaoher who has been     trained 

both theoretically and practically, whioh the present   Indo- 

nesia requires so muoh. 
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6. cçflCMETO i 

^ the depression of hoth legali;- & illecslly imported to.-.- 

tile good« and increasing foreign joint mills, the change of 

oanauawr's demand and the sharp base-up of laboror wagj, --he 't.. 

ture of Indonesian weaving industry is not so easy. 

All of the weaving industry relatives should esrefuUy and 

minutely analyze the situations of the present and futura   and 

talee the necessary actions proaptly fer the prosperity of both 

the industry itself and the nation. 
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APPENDIX (Related to 5. - (0   ). 

Estimated comparative calculation of Two Weaving Milla» Tradional 

>lv   Shuttle Automatic oop Change Loom and Innovated Gripper Shuttle 

Weaving Machine in Indonesia« 

This la a roughly estimated comparison of initial investment    & 

production coat between two weaving mills, one is traditional fly 

shuttle automatic cOp change loom ruill  (li-ll  'A')i ^iC otl.r .• i;; 

"Suleer" Type ES 130 weaving Machine (Mill  'B')» which produce    the 

same kind & the same length cloth per day. 

The difference between these two mills exists in only pirn 

winding and weaving processes, and the others are just thu sane,  xor 

this, reason only these two processes were analysed and conp&red as 

1. Teohnioal Condition ft Economical Assumption in Future : 

1-1. Teohnioal Condition. 

(1) Cloth Kind. 

|^0 * ¡}°     x 38M x 40yds x 4,972 ends, Poplin 

(2) Loom of Mill 'A' 

300 looms    (one sizing machine unit) 

44" p/« , 170 r/m, 9QP efficiency 

(3) Shift A Oroup 
3 shift & 4 group system    (22.5 hours/day, No vrooldy 

holiday). 

(4) Product ioti/day 

24,500 yds ( 605 P«s ) 

This is the sarr e in the two Hills. 

(5) Loom of Mill »B« 

74 looms, 130" p/s, 230 r/m, 9$ efficiency 

(3 oloths are woTen simultaneously) 

(6) Necessary Weft Yarn/Day 

930 Kg. 
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(7) Ho of Loou/Operator 

Mill 'A'      10 looms 

Mill »B»        5 loons. 

1-2. Economical Assumption in Future. 

Item Annual Rininc Ratio 

8/o Labor Cost 

Spare Part price 

lteetrio ofcarf» 

Yarn price tí> 

2. Neoeasary Machinery for pirn : 

2-1. MiU 'A'. 

(1) Pirn Winder (»Abbott» Typo Long Quiller,  110 apl/mchino) 

2 machines. 

(2) Bobbin Clearer (Rotary Brush Type) 

1 pachine 

2-2.  MiU 'B*. 

Botti of the above ones ape unnecessary. 

3. Nooossary Worker (Skilled, Semi-Okillod & Unskilled)  : 

3-1 • *ttl  'A' 

s.s Process 

Pirn Winding 

Weaving 

Weaving Maintenance 

Total 

156 

11 

167 

8 

48 

2 

58 

U. 

12 

16 

6 

34 

Jotril 

2C 

220 

4_JLJ 
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3-2. mu 'B' 

4. 

Procesa 

Weaving 

Weaving Maintenance 

Total 

3. 

84 

5 
.__— 

S.S 

12 

2 

U. 

16 

'¿total 

112 

_1_ 89 

 \ 1  
14      !    18   !     '.21        ! 
_ L 

Type of Loon 

Ho. of loom 

Prico/loota (CIP) 

prioe of loom (1) 

Ho. of Pirn Winder 

price/P.W.  (CIP) 

Prioe of P.W.      (2) 

Ho. of Bobbin Cleaner 

Prioe of B.C (CIP) (3) 

Total of Machinery prioe 

L (4) - (1) • (2) + (3) ] 
Land area 

Land priee/m 

Land prioe (5) 

Building price/« 

Building prioe (6) 

Total of Land ft Building 

[ (7) - (5) • (6) ] 

Orand Total (8) « (4) • (7) 

Difference ( "A" - "B" ) 

44" R/B, Cop Change 130" R/s» Suizo 

300 7-1 

US    $    1,500 U3   3   18,000 

US $ 450,000 US $ 1,532,000 

2 

US  $    25,000 

us $   50,000 

1 

US  $      2,500 

J.    iiO 

US $ 5P2,5O0 
2 

2,000 m 

US  $ 1,00 

US % 2,000 

UÜ  $ 50 

US  $ 100,000 

US  $ 102,000 

US  $ 1,332,000 

1,500 m2 

US $ 1.00 

US $ 1,500 

U3 % 50. 

US $ 75,000 

US  $ 76f5O0 

US  $ 604,500 US $ 1.408,500 

(.) $ 804,000 
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5.  rOMPA^TRON Oi? ¿USUAL PRODUCTION COSTS IK THE FIBST Ygfl. 

3«i   Labour Coat. 

At present, the wages for skilled, seai-Bkillcd S unbilled 

workers in the private companies in Indonesia ere re spect i ve ly 

US $ 1.10, US $ 0.80 ft US $ 0.50 

T 

T.C. of Vorlrsr 
(Pirn Viadiag, Weav- 
ing & Weaving Mainte 
nonce 

Wtge/Worker    (US $) 

Wage/Itay        (US $) 

167 58 

1.1C     0.80 

183. TC  k6M 

Wage/Yea?       (US $) 

3k 

Ü       Total  L..3 1 S¿8 I  U Jotal..,, 

259 

0.50 

17.X 2U7.10 

89 

1.10 

97.90 

Difference/Year   at present 

86,1*5       - -     -      | M,33: 

(•)   US $ U5.150 

li» 18 

0.80 

11.20 

O.50 

9.O0 

121 

118. ?.o 

5-2   Depreciation. 
Fixed rate method of 10 yesc-e period Mid 10f balance rmd'jr* 

predated for machinery, constant value p.cthod of 20 ytars 

for building. 

V 
ehfrer* Building 
US $ 

509,500 

iHh 

103,500 
B£ - 3or 
65,500 
52,000 
to.uoo 
32,800 
26.OO0 
20,^00 
l6fUO0 
13,100 

 1 

US $ 
100,000 

' • 

I 5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
" ,000 

Total 

>»v 

1 

108,500 
87,500 
70,500 
57,000 
1*6,000 
37,800 
31,000 
25,700 
21,U00 
18,100 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 

,occ 

"B" 

Machinery 
US $ 

1,332-000 

Building 
US $ 

75,000 

275,000 3,750 
218,000 3,730 
17!» ,000 3,75>0 
137,000 3,750 
109,500 3,750 

86,800 3,750 
63,800 3,750 
55,000 3,750 
!»3,1*00 3,750 
34,600 3,750 

» 3,750 
m 3,750 
„ 3,750 
„ 3,750 
„ 3 ,"U"P 

I 
Total 

Difference/ 
Yew 

(US $) 

2T9.750 J 
221,750 ! 
177,750 ' 
lUO.750 
113.250 

90,550 
72,550 
58,750 
1*7.150 
38,350 

3,750 
3,750 
3,750 
3,750 

J  

-)   170,250 
-) 13M50 

107 »250 
83,750 
6T.250 
52,750 
1*1,550 
33,050 
25 ,"50 
20,25C 
1,250 
1,250 
l,2fO 
1,250 
1   oeo 

-) 
-) 
-i 
-) 
-) 
-) 
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5-3. Spare Parts, 

Machine*-»^ M A .. 

$ 30012 m | 600 

Î   50 
Í, 100 x 300- Z 30,000 

C 30,650 

» B n 

Pirn Winder 

Bobbin Cleaner 

Loom 

Total/ year 

fc 50 it 74 - C 3JOC 

il 3,700 

Difference/year at present (•) Î 26,950 

5-4« Hectrlclty. 

Mill 

Machine 
» A .. » p " 

Pirn Winding 

Bobbin Cleaner 

Loom 

7.5 Kw x 22.5 H x 2 x 350 

. 118,000 KWH. 

1 Kw x 22.5 H x 350 - 
7,900 a/E. 

0.7 Kw x 22,5 x 300 x 350 
. 1,650,000 KWH 

1.5 EYí * 22,5Ä 
7 • :  35'- 

8751000 KwH 

Total/ye« 1,775,900 x 
$ 14/1 »000 KwH 
$ 24,800 

Difference/ ye ar 
at present (•) î 12,500 

875,000 KwR x 
;   14/1,000 KwH 
- 12,300 
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5-5» Yarn Jaste. 

The warp wactp in these mill?, are tho nare, h1'* •.•he vroTt or.o 

in Mill "B"  is about £ of Mill "A"  (25Ó), dut to the absence 

of pirn winding. Process and bunch yarn on the pirn in Weaving. 

The yam price/kg of 40s iaSl?5° a«d the waste price ir, •£. 

The selling price difference/year ir? calculated as follows. 

930 leg x 0.02 x $ x 350 x Z 1.50 x I - ,; 5,500 

5-6. Interit of Investment. 

Compound interest cf 1#mcnth, that Í3 about I3^year. This 

isr terribly higher than ir^erm-Mc-ntf1. lewl. 

The difference cf investment is % 804,000 as shovm in 4, the 

interest for this is ft 104,520/year. 

Thi8 is 50$ of the profit after depreciated , tro; hciday ia 

four yaars. 

5-8, Tax en Fixed Property. 

Tax of thia kind does not exist in Indonesia f.t present. 

6. mm DIFFERENCES OF PRQEWCTION CQSTB PER 1,000 YDS. 

Under the economical afladoption on annual rising ratio shown in 

1-2, oost difference is calculated as follows. 
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0 YdB. 

(«•) means the ooet of Mill "A" is higher than that of Mill "B" 

after tax a« well as deareolaUcn« 

(#)U8$ 10.00' 

(*)U8t   5.00 - 

(•) US$ 5.00' 

•(•ORp.U.OOO 

(•)Rp.2,000 

(-)T?t».2,000 

i 

"(-)Rr.8,ooo 
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AB shown in the above table & diagram, during the firot 8 years 
the cost per 1,000 yds after tax as w«n ^ depreciation in üop 

change Automatic Mill ("A") is lover than »Sulzar» Ba Mill <"B") due 

•,o the lower depi-auiatiua and i^Lercst, >ut ßraü^liy -U o^L ...i 
the Mill «B« becomes lower   than   Mill "A" because of both the   fast 

rise cf labor cost and the rapid drop of depreciation. 

7, ÇQffCfttySIOH 
Comparing the two weaving mills under the technical condition 

and the economical assumption in future shown in 1-2, er.ch of which 

can daily preduce 24,500 yds cf 40s poplin cloth, one mill of 74 
"Sulaer" 130" Type BS Weaving Machines is more Teccnmendable fchar. 

the other mill of 300 Cop Change Automatic 44" Looms. The r**cn is 

the lower    production cost    in the    na¿r fi'tui-e fa^d    ti-* ¿^ ^    -- 

teohnioal difficulty. 
Afterwards, this cost advantage increases much more because of 

the rapid wages base-uo, and it will be more accelerate« by the oco- 

nomic development of Indonesia in future. 
However, there exists financial and marketing difficulties, the 

former is the huge investment difference of $804,000 between the two 

mills, and the latter is the unfamiliar "tuoked-in" selvedge. 

Per this big investment,    a special policy for low interest and 

profit tax is advisable to the Government to promote the installation 

of this kind weaving machine for everting the -v--   _r1'.^v-M <X! 
eempetition.   Por that special selvedge, the consumers respond ehould 

be carefully surveyed   in advance unless the produced clotu is   sold 

to the market in the form of garments. 
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nmSHIWQ SECTOR TOSAI AHD TOMORROW 

John E«H« Bennett 
fsstlls sxpsrt UNDP 

Juno, 30 - 1972. 

X imi rather surprised and token aback when   tir« Wibowo, the sharsdng and 

intelligent Director of Research at I.T.T. asked mc to give a lectura on 

Today and Tomorrow in the Finlfhlng Industry of Indonesia. 

Introduction 
The Indonesian textile industry covers a wide area, it ia much old^r than 

X an, and as I have been only here for a few pionths, it would be very 

arrogant of ne to claim that I know everything that is wrong or good in 

the finishing industry and the path it will take in the future,   I have 

however been long enough to form some definite and general impressions, 

and I hope that you will be interested to take what I have to say not 
as criticism but as a guideline to the future progress of this difficult 

but fascinating industry or sector of the textile trade,    I nutt acknow- 

ledge that many of the statistics have been taken from the üxccllont 

report of a survey nade by Werners U.S.Á, consultants. 

It is not easy to Measure the finishing trade in any country and this 

applies to Indonesia,   Hûike spinning and weaving which are difficult 

enough, textile finishing is »ere demanding and individuel in its capéete. 

Spinners and weavers and knitters produce the raw material of the finisher. 

I take finishing to oover scouring bleaching, dyeing and printing tad cloth 

finishing both in the yarn and ploce, both knitted and woven. 

Spinning and weaving fort orlos are basically the same, you see one and 

you have soon all of theaf   they are «ore easily controlled with far 

fewer variables, and thoir production can be planned long term, there is 

a longer time lag from start to finish than in finishing.   The finishing 

unit is or ho« to be more flexible and   varied,   Vfc as the Oerraane say 

ennoble the fabric   wc deal with the variables of colour, and design, 

and handle, with aesthetic values difficult to moasure, and with customers 

who like to leave their orders in the greigo state as long as possible 

until they have ascertained what the market place wants and is buying. 
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Thoiv la nothing to «wanted at an out of fashion dye or print and wo are 
at the rnsroy of the customer who ¡vd&e to know osaetl? what he or she 
«anta.   Any person you moot in the djalan, r.njroae in thia intaiigont 
audience «HI bealtAt« to pass criticism on spinning and weaving quality 
bat will pose as an expert In judging a colour »toh, or whether he likes 
or dislikes a oortaln doalgn or colour combination. 
Although Indonesia la a dotoloplnf, country it haa a long history of well 
deaigned textile«» unlike for example many of the Afrloan countries. 
The remarkable art and craft of the Batik printing industry illtustretes 
the inborn skill of the Indonesian, and much of thia appreciation of good 
doalgn and colour haa found ita way into the »Any printing, d^ir.p ~.nd 
finishing planta which are aproad over the negojfc. 
There is also, we must not forget th^ groat influence of cllnut   on .-. 
pooploa testilo industry.   In the colder parta of the world, ut r. an- 
mat of tho developed oountrlea the great stimulus to textile Pror ur,ion 
has cone from the demanda for warfflth and protection from the i — < 
vintera and sometimes cold summers.   Fortunately or unfortunct ly *\v.- 
has not boon anything like the same need for warmth and you hav.;  ^ 
able to concentrate on tho «odost requirenenta of decency and to i 
your natural flair for odornnent and fashion) to wear bright crJMvs o" 
gay design} to expresa your personality in clothes that are attr c*:.v 
rather than utilitarian.   Jo must admit that here in thia lov 1:   o •< ^,T 

clothes are not eaauntial aa «any happy looking children ao &]y •-, .-mon- - 
strate.   For «ort of the year a T ohirt and Jean shorts are enou*'- for 
working comfortably whilst tho addition of a aarong or kain provic1 s m 

ample and sufficient wardrobe. 
To digress for a sèment,     think that the aarong is the moat corpr-> r- 
sire garment 1 have e*or seen.   (toe of »y counterparts, c lover   re ri- 
ti*? of Central Jawi, Jogja, when I was travelling with hi», d Tona vr-tcd 
its use as a colourful nether garment, a bathing robe as a <avasinr. >^r. 
and night gown, ao a blanket to keep him war» at night, a« a cap, rn bad 
weather, and aa a dignifod and elegant dross for worship and marri?.',*. 
It is beooning in appearance easy to fasten and quick to tie, In f- rt it 
is the all purpooe garment that would be useful In the so-called dc-lo- d 

oountrlea. 

XVO!.RC 
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I hopo that it «HI be a long ti«t dying« 
I muat return to my thome.   It la hold ty economists that the consumption 
of apparel textile« la a measure of the aoeiol development of a country. 
We "IT1 not argue with thia general assumption exoopt to add that climate 
must have »one effeot on demand«   They point out that annual consumption 
variea per capita fro» oountriea like Africa with 1.5 kg«, to over 13 kgs. 
in the developed oountriea«   In Indonesie the figure ia about 2«9 kg*, of 
which about half ia imported, a gap which the Government is anxious to 
narrow.   Before we oxaadne the Finishing sector in »ore detail it will bo 
useful to consider the general supply and demand picture«   I owe these 
ostimatos to ternera and I will show then on the epidioaoope and as appen- 

diceal    Reference   Werners   Roport   2.3 and 2.L. 

Thoao figurea and projections deserve study«   It ia interesting to read 
the figurea for dyeing and printing and to notice the amali relative in- 
creaae in the traditional fabrica«   The eatimttea of printing capacity 
and the growth in the dyeing sector. 
I agree basically with their estimates but I think and this is only my 
opinion that the growth in synthetios is too small and too alow.   Notice 
theaatimatea of growth in specialised olothj this ia the area of work 
clothes and uniforma which inoreoae rapidly as a country becomes more 
town dwelling and urbanised«   It ia also forecast and I agree that knit- 
ting will increase rapidly for it is well adapted to the new aynthetic 
fibres and ia o very economical way of producing cloth«   Knitting tech- 
nology has made great strides of recent years«   The decline in imported 
goods ia moat marked and I hope that thia occura- there is no reason why 

it should not« 
How we have looked at the general picture it ia time to conaidor the act«* 

•litis*   of to-day« 
Uke moat developing oountriea Indonesia ahowa two contrasting or dual 
economies.   The co-existence of a developed high income economy and a 
far greater underdeveloped economy,   I assume that this well dressed 
audience belong« to the developed higher income economy with sophisticated 
tastes in Ytestorn clothes including polyoator blends, elaborate houee 
furnishings, aporta olothoa and bed linen« 
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There are no figures as to how large this sector is i I estimate that is 

between 5-10)6 of the population but they have a larbe influence on demand 

for fashionable clothes to which the industry is »ore usually geared to 

supply.   The under-developed portion of the economy, the far greater part, 

consists of people in the lower income groups who so far are content with 

the Hartman traditional dress/and singlet with a beautiful sarong or kain 

for special occasions and holidays.   Very broadly the finishing industry 

tries to enter for these two divisions but obviously it is more concerned 

with the high price sector with the opportunities for greater profits« 

There are now in Indonesia large modern plants with specialised sophis- 

ticated modern machinery quite up to world standards, capable of process- 

ing the new synthetic cloths and there is the great mass of handicraft 

or oattage industry with 166,000 hand looms and numerous small establish- 

ments, yarn dyeing and bleaching, tie-dyeing and batik printing operatine 

expensively and adequately in the old somewhat primitive and ad hoc con- 

ditions with ample labour working with poor amenities. 
For raystlf I hove been concerned mainly with the more developed plants 

an# the I.T.T. /shorts 
Now to get down to business as we say, what arw ray impressions« I »v.Vw 

spent forty years in the industry and it always surprises ne hew differ- 

ent and individual firtshine plants are« 
For the most part the buildings of the larger factories renne fron very 

good to satisfactory«   Most of them being fairly new are well built and. 

designed far better in some cases than   comparable factories in the U.K, 

which grew haphazardly as business increased« 
The machinery and equipment have a similar range or gradient from the 

very modern to the old and obsolete.   The printing sector is far and 

away the best equipped and one finds the most modern rotary screen 

machines, roller printing Machines and flat bed and hand scr^u printint 

equipment«    The dyeint sector consists of both old and new but in my 
opinion is not so wU.1 developed as the printing.   The reasons for this 

«re probably two, the inferior raw material, dyeing is the best way to 

Judge your spinning and weaving and/natural bent or liking of the Indone- 

sian for printing«    Werners, and I agree, consider that the printing sec- 

tion is adequate and well up to standard« ¿the 
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How about the processing«   The industry is well advanced with fcood modern 

»achines both for printing and continuous dyeing in the larger plants. 

The areas where it is most weak as a whole, are in the preparation of the 

doth, the scouring and bleaching processes, the finishing both mechanical 

and chemical and in the laboratory* 
The golden rule of dyeing and printing which can never be over-emphasised 

in importance is that you must have a pure and evenly absorbent cloth to 

start with this is basic and will be obvious tc ell of you espec? ally th;. 

scientists who are taught to bc#.n at a firm datum line«   kach of the ba- 

sic operations • desising, alkali treatment, and bleaching in eh.. t'^velcp- 

ed countries aro continuing research and development at a hi ¿h level in 

regard to hypochlorites, hydrogen peroxide ami sodium chlcrite. 

In Indonesia there seems to be a lack of understanding of this importance« 

I have seen only one works and this is a welcome exception, and I hope 

that it will set a target for upgrading and that is at G,K,B,I. indori, 

whore cloth bottoming as wo call it in Lancashire is understood, for the 

rest I have seen the knowledge is minimal»    I am glad to say that I.T.T« 

Ac making some effort to catch up.    I wont go into all the  ¡>ory H t'ilf 

of inadequate knowledge and planning let me say that the plant and the 

Chemist at Q.K.B.I. art excellent, he was I.T.T. trained and there is no 

reason I can see why this standard is not repeated around Indonesia« 

It is also an axiom in modern textile finishing that continuous dyeing 

or printing require continuous scouring and bleaching.   This is because 

of the considerations of quality and uniformity.   *y batch processing 

which im general is the normal way here, either Jig or pad roll you have 

introduced another variable of quality - it is difficult to produce ev^n 

results from a dyeing or printing machine running at sixty yards a minute 

from cloth that varies in colour and purity every thousand or so yards. 

Fabrics can be handled in the rope form or open width; each methods has 

its advantages and disadvantages but both methods require careful, chemical 

control and an appreciation of what one is trying to achieve«   üy and 

largo I find that the managers and technicians have not a comprehensive 

grasp of the importance of this area.   The current method popular   here 

is some form of pad batch, or Jig bleach with hydrogen peroxide with the 

addition of an O.B«A from recipes given by dyestuff makers« 
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All control is visum!» there are no colour matching cabinets with ultra 

violet light or spectrophotometer» to check, with the result that there 

aro enornous variations in the end result which are repeated in the dyeing 

or printing.   Only at Û.K.B.I. have I seen a works doing fluidities or 

D.P. measurements on the ootton cloth and oven there they have as yet no 

colour matching cabinet.   Those tests are necessary and important, for 

we must remember that it is only the finisher who can weaken the cloth 

BO that it is useless.   The spinners waste goos beck in tho mixing, bad 

weaving is improved or hidden by printing and it is the finisher whose 

spoiled and rejected cloth goes as a debit against his profits.   That is 

why quality control is so essential in a finishing works - Indonesia will 

find this out by hard experience« 
In the knitting plants I have seen bleaching is done usually by Calcium 

hypochlorite with even loss appreciation of the difficulties and. the need 

for P.H control!.   It is possible hero that good fabric nade from good 

yarns is being spoiled by lack of elementary knowledgej yams that are 

being imported because they say that local yarns arc not good enough. 

Dr. Oweiss is working hard here to spin local yarns of the required 

quality. 
In tho main the printing sector conpetes for the higher incoae groups 

and is especially aware of the impact of polyester blende so much so that 

they have several heat setting stenters and high pressure steamers. 

Now about printing methods.   The usual system is singe, scour r.nd blenoh, 

pigment print, bake, and calender   for cotton fabrics, with heat setting 

added for polyesters.   This is a cheap and easy way of printing. 
Pigment dyes, if there can be a pigment dye, are inexpensive, no washing 

off is required, and faults are easily seen,    It is merely a wry of paint- 

ing doth and the disadvantages of rough handle, poor rubbing fastness 

and dry cleaning fastness are ignored or not demanded by the customer. 

There are some vat and reactive printing of 1(X# cotton but this is 

becoming unacceptable to tho high income groups.   The problem of polyes- 

ter cloths is that it demands high temperatures evenly balanced, it is 

consequently expensive, and is the most difficult dyein« and printing 

operation. 
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The basic techniques of printing afe **tt understood   as would be expected 

from a Batik conscious population; the ir«aiu disadvar¿¿agec inthe procwSi*in¿í 

as I sec them, are a lack of appreciation of good cloth preparation, to- 

gether with a lack^good finishing technique and the need for quality con- 

trol at all stages.   The Indonesian concentrates on the artistic end and 

forgets or is not interested in the rather wundane means of obtaining a 

good result, means which are Just as important as the fascination of print- 

ed effects. 
The continuous dyeing and printing processes are quite well organised for 

the obvious reasons that these are looked upon as key machines, they are 

expensive and so the makers offer training and so many of the technicians 

lia ve been trainod in Europe or Japan and they arc c°°<*»   T>v ^'P* ^ th- 
eism here is that they have not in most cases laboratory pilot plant and 

so the bulk of the matching is done at the offices of th,  ¿yestuff nr.kt.rs. 

Hy opinions about relying too rauch on the dyestuff makers is rather mixed. 

They certainly do a great Job in helping the industry with its many prob- 

lem and I «m certain that the roason the finishing sector is more advanced 

than I believe the spinning and weaving areas is that the dyers and print- 

ers have hod the backing of the applied research of the makers which is 

enormous«   You certainly cannot dc without them but there are datera w*iich 

I will not emphasise or detail. 
Indonesia keeps a sharp eye en what thu competitors arc  dein;  r V Vc.us-. 

of this I regret that there arc no machines that I have seen where mercer- 

isation is done by the clip chain method.   ¿CLthough production ap-vds ¡ir. 

not so iireat as the chairiless type the cloth is properly mercerised with 

brilliant lustre and not causticised as in the chai riless method* 

Dyeing as I have mentioned is more difficult and exacting than printine 

in that it discovers and brings to light all the spinning and weaving 

imperfections which are usually hidden in printing.   Here again thwiv is 

inadequate understanding of the need for good cloth preparation and the 

finer points of finishing and quality control. 
This does not apply to the yarn dyeine   sector, the ma nstay of the nr.rtnp 

trade, which in the larger works has good and modern equipment,   ¿he chief 
dyeing methods are vat and naphtel not the easiest techniques o" colcnrinp 

fibres and good results are obtained even on the primitive tub handicraft 

dye ho uses. 
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I was roost impressed with the tic dyeing technique in Bali, and I v.s 

amased at the artistic end products from rather crude équipant. 
That is a somewhat short and sketchy oirtline of the machines and methods 

I have observed in Indonesia.    It is at this point that I shouLd repeat 

that the finished   pttsrlal of the spinner and weaver is the raw 
material of the finisher.     According to my colleagues Mr, Curran and Mr. 

Hoehiyama there is rauch roow for inprovrannt i.n the y\&.ty <-f t^sr 

operations.   As the quality of the cloth improves so the ,job of the 

finisher will be better and the standard raised.    It is a team effort. 

Bound up with the question of machines is that of maintenance - the care 

and preservation of the assets of the business.    This is a major area, 

a proble« area of Indonesia, and I must bring it to the attention of thie 

important audience.   There are many reasons for this weakness and I will 

list a few that come to mind» 

i. A heterogeneous grouping of machines from many parts of the wcrld witli 

tho consequent difficulty of obtaining spare parts, 

ii. Jiniehing is becoming more and more r nhendcal engineersrr, tocfcrol oty 

and there is a lack of expertise and realisation of the importance of 

Maintenance, 

ill. Look of capital, 
iv. The importance of the engineering; function and the «.mincer, porge, 

is not fully appreciated.    Ho should bo a member of the management team, 

•„ It is always a temptation for management when bueiness As difficult 

for them to allow the assets to run dewn in order to save expenses 

and show a paper prosit. 
The best answer to these problems, which are not easy is to go in for 

preventive maintenance as opposed to break-down maintenance n.nrf for pooplo 

to realise that it is their duty to preserve the companies assets even 

if they are old.   This brings me tc another important function, that of 

management and men, 
Indonesians have plenty of intelligence and nativo skill.   They are good 

with their hands, as we say, and their eyes are quick, never missing 

anything.   One has only to drive along the djalan-djalan to be made aware 

of this fact.   Tou seo them on their bttjak   and   Jazzy motorcycle 

•nerving and dodging about, weaving intricate patterns, spinning fron 

side to sid« Jw*t «voiding «yolas by nsrrovest of margins. 
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They have nach however to learn in managing and manipulating largo 

industrial concome«   There must bo proper planning with dear objec- 

tives and market    research before machinery is purchased. Work study, 

quality control., market reports,    costing figures relayed to the 

col ourlets and finishers.   The proper organisation must be established. 

I have not yet met a finisher as suph in Indonesia.   This is an important 

potveiv-u in all ¿o jut «val cjiuitrr'.ue*    He should bj a ¿p,ci-a.iCv ir. 

finishing both mechanical and ohemical he also acts as quality 

coi;tr.cl-.e:.r.    In finishing which is aot so labeur intonai^ ca spinning 

and weaving the most important people are the technologists and super- 

visors n 
I „To?« is doing a fine ,1ob in this area but there are not enough of its 

graduates in indiistry and industry has such a need of them that they 

are often given responsible assignment before they are fully experienced. 

X have met many of them and they have a good knowledge of theory and book 

learning. It ia in the practical aspects of the work whero they sometimes 

».j. »own- Tbt.r«. cr: ir   -rj opivii—i 4,.:'( ;r,rs for IMs. 

i.   A lack of modern machinery in the college and a shortage of 

practical instructora. 
ii.,    usually when they enter industry they are given responsible 

Job« without the opportunity to gain adequate experience. 

iii.    thore are not enough of them. 

All these disadvantages will be overcome I am quite sure by the efforts 

of *k. Wibowo and his not only intelligent but good looking staff. 

The other major point I wláh to bring to your notice for you are the 

important peApLe who can help is the importance the supreme importance 

of a veil ¿cuippet' well n-LaTod laboratory.    This dcpartine-* ¡rheuM V 

the key, the golden key of any textile finishing   works. 

A trained experience?, chemist is not an overhead expense, he or sV Le 

an integral part of the management team.   The testing of dyes and chemical*, 

most expensive raw materials, the testing of the substrates   the pilot trials 

before launching into bulk orders, the examination of all processes, qual- 

ity control, fastnens testing, washing and light fastness, colourirnotry 

and advancing technique and tool, the needs are ever growing. 
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TM« should be the nerve centre, the controlling mechanism of any works. 
I repeat that the laboratory of G*K*B«I. Medari is a good exonplo of what 
I am toying.   The question of the laboratory ii made apparently loaa 
urgent for unlike the Spinning and weaving sectors, bleaching dyeing and 
printing have for nany yeara been wot nursed by the large dyostuff makers 
who to sell their products provide excellent laboratory f acuities and 
advice} they take over the task of Matching patterns and so on«   This is 
imgj good in its way and they have certainly helped to raise the standard 
of Indonesian finishing but it is a crutch, quasi? colonisation as it 
were and it should be the object of all here to help Indonesia to stand 
on Its own feet*   The makers are concerned mainly with selling their 
products*   It is difficult to test their dyestuffs union sometimes vary 
for they sake Mistakes and to accept unlimited help at the aase tino. 
Last but not least the laboratory should be the training around for all 
graduates entering industry*   A place to initiate then into the mysteriös 
of works production before they desoend to the shop floor« 
It is in the bread and butter area of the trade we might coll It the 
intermediate technology where there ore many weaknesses* I refer oc jig 
and winch processing*   The jig and winch has been the stand - by of the 
dyeing trade for well over a hundred years and'they still hold a large 
part of the business in the developed countries.   Continuous dyeing or 
printing demand long runs of cloth* 
Jig and winch dyeing are labour intensive - not so labour Intensive as 
Indonesia would moke them • but the operatives have to be skilled and 
experienced, in order to handle efficiently the smaller orders* 
They are of course designed mainly for dyeing at atmoapherie tonperatures 
and are being replaeed in man node fibre processing by bean dyeing maohlnea 
and jet dyeing maohlnea*   Nevertheless they still have a useful part to 
play in scouring and bleaching and should be used efficiently« 

Perhaps this is good time to refer to the equipment of I«T*T* 
They are moving into a neu deportment and it is not before tine«   How can 
one hope to upgrade an industry if the students who  are the mainspring 
and hope of the future are trained on obsoleta «obines and the poorest 
equipment* T 
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The other weak area I refsrred to is in the cloth finishing both aechanlc- 

•1 and chemical.    Here in Indonesia the machines range fro» very good to 

obsolete with the technical knowledge rather low,,fro* the managers down- 

wards.    I refer to drying machines, stenterà, calenders in fact the whole 

processing after the fabric has been dyed or printed or eren Just bleach- 

ed.    Tho renoval of water from cloth is expensive and must be frept to   a 

•ini»».    This is realised so veil here that much drying takei place   in 

the open air, the sunlight.   This is really a cheap way and you are   very 

lucky to have such a oliaste but modem fabrics demand strict control   of 

dimension and in the open air unfortunately this is not possible. 

The drying machines range again from good to obsolete.   Many of the new 
ones lack refinements such as big batch equipment weft aligjmwnt mechanisms, 

This ouest ion of weft «ligament is very important especially in developed 

countries with their mass production methods of garment making and it may 

not be so important here except in the case of check cloths.   Seme of the 

machines are not long enough for economic running and it wouli have been 

as well aa if they were equipped for heat setting.    Indonesia can't be 

blamed here for many of then are grants in aid and in öigland we have a 

saying "you cannot look a gift horse in the mouth" • 
Chemical finishing the application of resins to the cotton and rayon 

components of blendi is carried out with little appreciation of the finer 

point of quality control.   A recipe is obtained from a dyestuff maker and 

away wo go.    Padding expressions, bowl levelness, fixation teats, crease 

recovery angles, pilling tests, abrasion tests are for the most pert 

nlising and if the customer does not demand then why bother.   If imports 

are to be dlmished this will have to change and you should be aware   and 

ready.    This also applies to the good plain cooking area the ordinary day 

to day finishing which is done with tapioca. 
I wont bore and annoy you with unnecessary detail to summaritt the prepa- 

ration, finishing, laboratory control, quality control, maintenance   are 

all weak areas - the actual dyeing and printing techniques are better. 

ITT has as yet poor equipment but has a good nucleus of staff who could 

be used by industry sore than they aro. 
Othe weak areas In ay opinion are marketing costing and training   but 

Dr. Owelsa has emperts arriving in these fields and we must await their 

help. Tho areas are vtak but can be upgraded and that is the purpose of 

this meeting. 
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Bowsd up wit* all this and one of the diffievltie« of •anr.gejimnt i.s 
the «igt system where the bMie wag« i» not so large M the social 

and fringa benefits. 
One has only to Hat these perquisites to see why, 
Benefit for housing, holiday pay, medieal cape, free mala, rice 
allowance, cooking oil, sugar and soap allowance, uniforma, trani- 
portation, birth benafit, daath baneflt, incentive pay, recreation 

and tax«   Quit« a litt. 
Well that is my l<x* «* the textile industry of Indonesia today - 
dont be disheartened once one knot« the weaknesses it is easy to do 
something about it.   There are raany bright spots you have a very 
intelligent people with a latent determination to eatch up sod 

with your help I'm sure they will. 
Mow I am asked to peer into the future of the industry •* this is 
really out of isy expertise but I will do isy best if I dont blame 
Mr. Wibowo.   I can only say that without doubt that us depicted 
in the cultural history of Indonesia the fight between good and 

evil will continue unabated. 
Textile finishing will always be a battle ground until we *re fully 
computerised and   automated which will be in a vary long time to 
eone - we shall haw to make do with intermediate teohnology, 

I have really not beenT&ng enough but we will try« 
The growth of modern knowledge and technology is tremendous) and 
amating.   It increases fro» year to year and the curve is ex- 
ponential.   And yet the   Japanese caught up within a hundred 
years and so you can do it.   How did.   they do it Î   By education at 

all levels and education is the key area. 
What are the immediate objectives 7   First I understand fro» Mr. 
Safloens lecture that you arc to become as self sufficient as 
possible and replace the large testile importa., by upgrading and 
expanding your production.   I have pointed out Jtindly I hopo 
some of the weak areas,   industry will aggregate into larger 
units and the handicraft industries will gradudly foil V '.he 
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The experiences of lurope and Amsrlea are that with the growth of 
•an made fibres requiring expensive machines and equipment the trade 
will become an integral part of a merchanting spinning weaving group 
organised on the linea of the motor oar industry to get the benefits 
of large scale operating with marketing comprising sales and adver- 
tising geared to the production units which are kept fully occupied. 
•I U.S.Á. have continuous bleaching plants with J boxes and autoclaves 
going at speeds of up to 200 yards a Minute with matching dyeing 
thenaoaol and printing rangea. lurope has not so large planta but 
the tendency for the industry thereto move into larger unita. 
What will happen here is not olear but undoubtedly there will be 
some lar«« units probably integrated. 
There are not the same pressures here of high wages and much of the 
development overseas has been because of the increasing cost of 
labour. There ia no doubt that as Indonesia is exposed to world 
computation     that standards mill have to improve as its people 
demand comparable quality.   Xou have an obvioua weakness in the raw 
material area, Dr. Oweiss has suggested some cotton growing for 
which the climate in many parts of Indonesia may be suitable. 
With your oil resources you should be started in the man-made fibre 
industry, polyester and acrylics seem to be indicated«   In my 
opinion a heavy chemical and small dyestuff making plant feasibility 
should be examined.   For many reasons the outlook for Indonesia is 
not depressing but very bright.   You   are not in the forefront of 
research but that cant be helped « but you can pick and ohoose 
whatever is good around as you have done in the mattar of polyester 
blends«    mot for you the trials and struggles of trying to moke 
ootton something it is not meant to be.   The reason for the spate 
of   research and enquiry into ootton resin finishing was a vested 
interest of the Aseriean cotton in competing against the synthetics 
with their crease recovery properties.   But in order to pick and 
ohoose you mutt hive the people ready and trained to take advances 
of what comes along and whatever is growing. 
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ll» growth areas in the developed world are knitting, the cheapest 
way of producing fabric - non«*o*en fabrica which is not too    dif- 
ficult an operation carpeta colourimetry.   There is enemoua interest 
in the measurement of col ou»'.   The application of this tochaologj 
ia quite recent since the World War II and it should be easy to 
catch up - this technology has not only application in textiles 
but the pUnt industry, agriculture, biology, and colour T.V. 
These arc sone points of growth that come to Mind but there aro 
also the weaknesses I have mentioned - cloth preparation and 
finishing, quality control, the importance of the laboratory, Main- 
tenance costing and training in all aspects of modern managesient« 
In all of this development you are the key people.  According to 
Werners estimate industry will require at least 1°6 textile engineers 
per annum.   Hew many are you producing Mr, Wibowo. ?   *f- 
Mot for you the researches into I» fabrios of intricate Molecular 
architecture but the application of pioneer studies «lee i^hcr-.   I 
forgot to mention the growth of transfer printing. 
Your priorities in education and I know that you are cwarc of this 
is concentration on mathematics, the Queen of sciences.    It used to 
be that chemistry required the minimum but all has changed wo need 
mathematics in colourimstry in statistics, we talk about the mrorate 
manager, it enters eoosjosdes and marketing it is the basis of computer 
studies you all know this and are preparing your students. 
Talking about students reminds we of books for them.   This is « 
definite weakness in the I.T.T, Students cannot borrow book from the 
library and they are very expensive to buy. Books are the   life 
blood of education and in my country at all colleges there is a 
central book store that buys books at wholesale prices and sells 
them cheaply to the students*   Could not this be worked höre ? 
I sure that Dr. Ovadas would be able to help in starting the 

money float. 
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Util it is tiss I ended ay look at the Indonesian textil« finishing 
industry.   In *y opinion you have ntde a good start; yo« nrr a 
textile ooneioui people with a proud heritage of printing craft» 
ntnahip«   It le perhaps not auch a glaaerous industry in *,ht 
puttie eyes ss ione others but the flnithing has alwaya «kaaixsW 
•dentiste and in fact the textile industry was the eatalyat in 
the development of organic cheidatiy industry   and the dyeatuff 
Industry and even in the oooncidc devdopnent of the world« 
Tou have been told by n>« äafioon the Ocvcrna»onta plana. 
The Textile has to develop and increase and It requires up- 
grading*    Tou all have a special reaponaibility and I aa 
certain you can do It.   The taak yturs tc upgrade and encoure ,o. 



• 
nmcàss or FABMC DPUHD BY YBM 

(Million« of Pouadi ) 

1971 161 186 369 

1972 193 185 3T8 

1973 205 162 38T 

197* 218 1T9 397 

19T5 232 175 HOT 

1976 250 167 *»17 

1977 269 158 Ii27 

1978 289 1*9 «38 

1979 »• 135 «•9 

I960 3*0 120 «60 

.(2) 

E8TIC IMPORTS 

187 

TSE 

186 373 

20»» 182 386 

223 176 399 

2kk 169 «13 

265 162 •27 

292 130 •«2 

320 137 •57 

250 123 •»73 

386 103 «89 

kl5 80 •95 

(1) Aiian deuaad vili frow at MM rate M population. 

(2) ASSUMI increasing effect of affluence (disposable incoa«) 

by It per rear through I960* 

rmiftlf* 999%' 

Current and future retirements of finished fabrics in Indonesia are 

M fOllOVI. 

WiulW/t» 
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Primai •v* •I*** •ralaa 

Coitele : 19Î0 
1980 

63 
T6 

*»5 
56 

12 
20 

6 
- 

Shirtint t 19T0 
I960 

kl 
62 

19 
20 

6 
18 

- 20 
21* 

Sarong » 19T0 
I960 

27 
2k 

10 
9 

13 
11 

- 1» 
1» 

Saavy t 19T0 
I960 

33 
kB 

- 9 
15 

• 2k 
33 

Boa« i 19Î0 
I960 

Ik 
29 

3 
8 

11 
21 - 

m 

Specialty i 19T0 
I960 

57 
91 

11* 
26 

l»3 
65 - - 

nop« i 19T0 
I960 

3 
li 

3 
1» 

Bags > 19T0 
I960 

kl 
kB 

1*1 
U8 

Hand t 19Î0 
I960 

25 
21» 

5 
5 

î 
7 

• 13 
12 

Knitted i 19T0 
1960 

50 
71 

8 
11 

10 
15 

29 
kî 

3 

Votai i 19?0 
I960 

360 
*77 

IO* 
135 

113 
172 

35 
k5 

108 
125 

w#**#*f 
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G.K.B.I. Textile factory It located in a email village In Central Java 

Provine« callad Wederl, eboet 13 Mi. far from the town of Vogyekarte. 

It It «i Integrated »«It of 34,000 eplndlee, 496 eutometlc looat and a 

blaachlng unit with the cepeclty ©f aaoyt 30 all I lona yarda oar annua. 

G.K.i.l. la a ganaraI cooperativa.    It haa a big number of aaabara 

atthar weevere or prlntera.   Thla factory la receiving UNIOO aaslatanca 

alnca »larch I970.   Although tha production of aplnnlng haa Increaeed by 

aera than 801 and atlll Incraaalng however tha retirement of tha weev- 

Ing ahedt althar tha Intagratad or thoaa balonging to tha aaabara   It 

hlghar than tha potentiality of tha praaant aplnnlng unit. 

Se a program of adding about 10,000 additional eplndlea la undar compia- 

tlon.   Tha Increata In weaving production, tor all unita belonging   to 

tha cooperativa« or the aaabara alnca the eeeletanee of UNIOO, It   tub- 

atantlel.   Thla laeda to a bigger and regular aupply of grey to tha 

blaachlng dapertaent and therefore tha production of this department 

haa Incraaaad during the f Irat half of year 1972 to ebout 100* over tha 

production of 1969.   Thla production la atlll balo*» tha potentiality of 

thla unit which la eatlaated at 30 el 11 lone tthe production during   tha 

tlrat half of year 1972 la about 12 el H lone yarda compered with 

13 etiti«» yarda the  »redactIon of the whole year of 1969) 

Tha praaant problema of thla unit are aa following i 

I.   The unbalancing In the different proceeeee where there la a ahortage 

In tha water wangle and drying capacity. 
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2. Tha poor Mliitwiwiet of t>» «tiffing tacllltla«. 

3. n» Irradiar »up© I y of tha rawaatarlal. 

4. TIM labour forco« »klIII*»» and fno nocottlfy of upgrading. 

Tha datall» of thaaa prob lai» with tfca racowiandatlowa to aolva than are 

In tua raaart of Mr. Banaatt, tha flnlatilno facta» log I at. 
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1. The objects of this retorts are t 

I* To follow up the twoI«untition and the results of the 

previous réhabilitation program drawn by tha ex UNIDO faxt I It 

adviser on management (see report part V Textil« Industry In 

Indonesia rehabilitation programme of the Pabrlk Cambric GKEI 

MedarI   dated) April IO,  1971). 

II. To study th« existing prob la* s and to give recommendations. 

2. Moat of the previ ou a recommendations Including tha removing of the 

bottle-nocks and the extension In the spinning had boon either 

Imp I amentad or under completion, and tha result Is tha big increase 

in the productivity of all units of this factory Including the bleach 

Ing unit. 

3. Tha present Investigation and the result as described in Mr. Bennett's 

following report, show tha existing problems and tha solutions   to 

remove them* 

Grateful thanks ara dase to the Directorate General of Tentilo, 

management end the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other Individuals 

for providing Informations and facilities to do this work. 
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1. Tills It a fir» »od«• bleaching plant Mil designed with good 

extensive bul IdInga. 

2. It It working with high productive efficiency and the processes art 

wall control ltd by tn adequate laboratory etetf by an amai I ont 

cha» 1st. 

I recommend that tha laboratory organ I tat Ion ba takan as a model for 

tt» Indonesian Textil« Industry. 

3. The probità« ara at fol lowt t 

a. Thar« la difficulty In finishing tha good quality Primissima 

ciotti without craaalng. 

b. Tha pressure of mata I In tha gray cloth hat randarad tha water 

Mangi« out of action with consequent lower drying production. 

e. Bollar breakdowns traquant due to acale formation. 

d. Drying capacity bottleneck. 

e. Malfitofwnce It poor. 

f. Operators need upgrading« 

g. Tha factory la not well balanced. 

4. Our recommendations are aa fol lowt : 

a. A metal detector to bo Installed In the weaving department. 

b. Water softening plant required aa aoon aa possible for the bollert. 

c. It la recomaondtd that a f Irat data eupervlaor máchenle It Intro- 

duced Into the department with the object of ttartlng preventive 

malntenence and that more attention be given to machine cleaning. 
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Some of the stenter clips are flow to operate end It recommended 

that they are lubricata with a penetrating oli. Faulty dipt to 

be marked with chalk and checked for quick opening and closing. 

d. Mor« research and development In finishing l.a. variation In 

finishing sizas and différant weights of calendaring. 

a. Two or threa woman to be employed to render "first aid" to stained 

cloth I.a. removing stains with steam laundry gun or soap and 

water In bucket. 

f. That the men behind the machines are trained to Inspect and note 

faults and more attention given to quality control. 

g. That the laboratory Is supplied with : 

I. Spectrophotometer for recording degree of whiteness on cloth. 

II. Colour matching cabinet with ultre violet. This will bo 

useful for detecting oil «tains ?n<f fluorescence. 

HI. A cloth tensile strength testing machine, 

h. If It Is required to Increase production It will be necessary to 

modify If possible the cepaclty of the J boxes, reference to this 

Is to be found In the Project Manager's report - Textile Industry 

In Indonesia Rehabilitation Programme of the Pabrik Cambric G.K.B.I. 

Moderi, dated April 10, 1971 page 23, and to Increase the drying, 

and finishing capacity by the purchase of additional machines. 

5. Conclusion. 

This It en efficient plant which with a little more effort can become 

one the tost examples of a bleaching plant In Indonesia. 
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•PORT OH VISITS TS S.IUS.I. «•# t» ** Ml  
WITH Sr. ««IM, Nr. SMUSSA, Hr..SSITJITS   COaTfTlaVmftT 

I. 

Gebungen Itoperttl Bttlk Indontalt (the lnd«»esien Bstlk Cooperative 

Union) tbbrevittlon O.K.B.I. was founded on September IS, »948   to 

unify the 40 cooperative bttlk organisations representing    about 

16,000 printers members. 

On« of the production uniti belonging to both the menbors end   the 

O.K.B.I. It the Ptbrlk (Rubric O.K.B.I. Moderi  In Yogytkorta. 

P.C. O.K.B.I. madori, officially Inaugurated In 1962 Is a modern 

Integrated unit   spinning, weaving, and bleaching,   with 34,000 

spindles, 496 eutomttlc loons and a bleaching unit.   The spinning 

unit   produco* yern for tha integrated weeing unit and the other 

weaving sheds belonging to the »embers of G.K.B.I. 

The finishing unit blotches and finishes woven cloth produced by all 

those weaving sheds end the Integrated weaving unit. 

There hat alto been added In 1972 a very modern spinning and weaving 

plant, tone few hundred metres away named Primi stima. 

Prlmfatlmt conttlnt 9,000 swindles maker Reiter end ISO looms mode by 

Plcenol. 

It spins and weave* fino quality cambric of 60'i count which Is 

blotched In the O.K.B.I. finishing unit. 

t. Building 

The buildings ere extensive and of modem design with saw toothed roofs. 

The bleaching plant It hotted In t building 100 metre* long    by 

30 metres wide edjecent to the Itrger weaving unit of G.K.B.I. 
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Flnlstilno mm§Êt Mr. Panut Mon. Huaan, Flnl.har Mr. PHJono, 

b I tachar Mr. Samavdln. 

)• Ltaarafory 

Thara It a moat axealltnt laboratory »n th« main off tc« block with a 

fIrtt-rata chawlat In cnarg» Mr. Soapardl. 

Thl. laboratory ahould ba a modal for lndona»lan fimi for It hat 

a good library, adäquat« aqulpaant, an« ponitori tha acourlng   and 

blaachlng procoaalng by carefully control lad chaalcal and fluidity 

tatting. 

a.       *^_^a.   aja^^^^ 

Tha «orkforea la davldad Into four toa», working   thraa thlttt t 

24 hourt day   7 day. a wk.   Thlt tyatam «11 Inttallad thlt yoer 

on the racoataandatlon of tha Projact Managar. 

I »hltt 32 paraont   4 tatua   3 thlftt    128 partont. 

%» Praauatloft 

Tha production figurât ara at follo« i 

1969 12,774,907.83 yd». 

1970 17,908,873.66 ydi. 

1971 22,679,090.4t yd». TotBl 

«If*       6.K.B.I.       ^^^   3 2,023.104.43 yd.. 
Priai »»ima   1,246,307.93 ydt. 

February 1972      O.K.B.I. 937,121.30 ydt.   3 2,033,283.00 ydt. 
Prl»l»«tma   1,096,161.30 ydt. 

March      .972       G.K.B.I.       '^^^ ^   ] 2,1.9,806.30 yd.. 
PrtaltshM   1,117,306.00 yd». 
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Start of 4 taama   3 ahlfta working 

Uprll    1*72       G.K.B...       1,4.6,278.20   yd.. 
PrHMsalma       W8.520.80   yda. J     '     » 

Thay calculeta   tha parcantaga attlclancy of production to be 92.5« 

baaad on a 100* 60 yp» - 24 hra a day production of 86,400 yda.- 

actual production 80,000 yda. 

6. OjMlltlat rrodycad 

Tha qualltlaa producad by O.K.B.I.   ara 

,772    -   I|» \\   44" gray   42" fin., aalllng prlca Rp. 4,400,- 

ptr 50 yda. 

1572     -   !|* !?   44" gray   42* fin., aalllng prlca Rp. 4,650,- 

par 50 yd§. 

It «at arrangad that tha two qualltlaa ahould ba axamlnad for 

avannaaa at I.T.T. Tha ccamant «at made that quality 1772 »ea tha 

•era prof I tab I a. 

7* HaaMnaa 

Tha machlnaa ara «ada by Kyoto of Japan and «ara Iwtal lad In 1962. 

Tha work fio*, la good.   Tha kay niachlfiaa In tha acourlng and blaach- 

liig arocaaa ara two J BOK unita and production muat ba baaad on thalr 

!lty. 

I. Singar 

4 Burnara 52«   «Ida aoaada maxim* 100 yp» 
nomai     70 yp» 

with quanch box 
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¿«sizing racfpa t      Blot« FW2 I kg. 

Taapol 90 ce. 

«at«r 900 It. 

2. Grey    Pitt   -   4 tl l«d     capacity   80,000 yds. 

cloth dwall  In pltt 12 hr§. to dlgett starch flit - automatic 

piling. 

9. J 

Thor« Is • complot« two »too« J box   »cour I no, and b I «aching unit. 

Tha cloth It takan fro* tha gray piti washed twlca and srruratad 

with 3.91 NaOM and pilad Into J Box Ou Root typa 790 lbs capacity 

I hr. dwall two washaa and fad Into. 

J Box Du Font 790 laa capacity I hr dwall In HJ>2 and wsahad Into 

«hit« pita capacity 80,000 yds. with automatic pilar. 

Tha proco«» It ehaiically «onltorod fltitdltloa ranga fro» 6 - 6. 

Spaed 60 yp». 

4. Scutching and ««tar naogl Ing. 

Horizontal acutch and 3 Bowl water .Mangia   tpaad 60 yp». 

9. Oyl Indar drying. 

Two ftack 16 cyl Indar Devo I« draft 60 yp»  cloth half drlad. 

6. Starching machinât. 

Two back alt« typa. 

a. Pad two bowl doctor biada«, larga ceppar cyl Indar. 

b. Pad two bowl doctor blades, larga ooppar cyl Indar plu« 

16 coppar cyllndar« tpaad 60 yp*  cloth damp* 
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Siting rwcipê t      Ttploct 15 I«. 

Mlkophort 360 grt. 

Turque IM Blut G.I.       1.3 grt. 

•I 2 Itt. 

ûiS04 90 grt. 

Wttor 600 Itt. 

7. Sttnttrt 

Two clip typt »tcnlntt toitft tdgt clip», no cooling dtvlctt or wtft 

strtlgnttnlng, no ptdt.   Spttd 60 ypm. 

S. Csltndtrt 

I - 5 Boni - 2 ttttl - 3 wool tod ptptr out of lint tpttd 60 ypm. 

1 - 7 Bowl chttlng ctltntftr 3 ttttl 4 cotton dtmgtd In révolution 

tnrtt bowls uttd spttd 60 ypa. 

9. Intptctlon mtchlntt 

3 pltlt to pltlt I t «odlf ltd cltnplng mtchlnt tpttdt 40 yp». 

10. »taking up 

2 plotting mtcMntt   spttds  40 yp*. 

I Infrt rtd httttd tttnplng Mtchlntt   tpttd 19 yp*. 

I btlt prttt. 

11. Bolltrt 

Totti 4 bolltrt   2 tolltrt  ctptclty 3900 kg. tttt* hrt. 

2 tolltrt  ctptclty 2900 kg. tttt* nrt. 

I, M • t i r 

Tht wtttr It otttlnod fro» ttvtn wtlls htrdnttt 8* 6tr*tn. Thtrt It t 

tnorttgt In tht dry tttton tnt ttttr tntn booming htrdtr. 
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

STANDARD REFERENCE MATEHIAL   1010a 
'ANSI ,IIHI ISO TEST CHART Nu  i\ 
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The water treatment Is ••ration to remove Iron and filtering     no 

»oftenIng treafment.    The usage I» 1500 cubic metres a day   for 

the factory - 1200 cubic metres for the finishing. 

9.  IffltlMt 

Drains to river. 

I«. Jreelems 

a. There Is difficulty In finishing the good quality Primissima 

cloth without creasing. 

b. The presence of metal   In the grey cloth has rendered the water 

mangio out of action with consequont lower drying production. 

c. Bo 11 or breakdown frequent due to scale formation. 

d. Drying capacity bottleneck. 

e. Maintenance Is poor. 

f. Operators need upgrading. 

g. The factory Is not well balanced. 

II. Ceaments ani Cet* lus fem 

a. This is «n excellent plant with good work flow, working to a high 

capacity.    The processes are under the careful chemical control 

of a very good chemist with an adequate laboratory. 

b. The maintenance Is only fair and needs Improving    tt is the 

normal "breakdown"   ma Intanane« system. 

c. There Is the great problem of metal   in the grey cloth so much 

so that the water mangle Is by-passed putting a great strain   on 

the drying capacity. 
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d. Due to the absence of the watermangle the cloth Is half drls-i 

and Is very creased because of lack of expanders.    This militates 

against good quality    I.e.  problems of mildew and dried selvedges. 

e. The five bowl calender  Is out of true causing the cloth to croase. 

The seven bowl calender  Is  In poor condition. 

f. The stenters produce many miss clips and the knife edge clip? are 

Inclined to make double selvedges. 

g. There Is no definite quality control    or research Into new 

finishes. 

*Z. RMonmsjMstions 

a. A metal detector to be Installed In the weaving department. 

b. Wator softening plant required as soon as possible for the 

boilers. 

c. It Is recommended that a first class supervisor mechanic  Ir, 

introduced   Into the department with the object of starting 

preventive maintenance and that more attention be given to 

machine cleaning. 

Some of the stenter clips are slow to operate and It recommended 

that they are lubricated with a penetrating oil.    Faulty clips 

to be marked with chalk and checked for quick opening and 

closing. 

d. More research and develooment In finishing   I.e. variation    In 

finishing sizes and different weights of calendering. 

e. Two or three women to be employed.to render "first aid"   to 

stained cloth    I.e. removing stains with steam laundrv gun   or 

soap and water In bucket. 
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f. That the men behind the machines are trained to Inspect and note 

faults and more attention given to quality control. 

g. That the laboratory is supplied with : 

I. Spectrophotometer for recording degree of whiteness on cloth. 

II. Colour matching cabinet with ultra violet.   This will  be 

useful  for detecting oil stains and fluorescence. 

III. A cloth tensile strength testing machine, 

h.  If It Is required to Increase production »t will  be neco-s^ry xr 

modify    If possible the capacity of the J boxes, reference to this 

Is to be found  In the Project Manager's report - Textile  Industry 

In Indonesia   Rehabilitation Programme of the Pabrik Cambric 

6.K.B.I. Medarl, dated April   10,  1971  page 23, and to increase 

the drying and finishing capacity by the purchase of additional 

machines. 

My thanks are duo to Mr. Human and Mr. Soepardl for tholr help    and 

cooperation.- 
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AMTMCT 

1. Kamedjajatex Is an Integrated unit, weaving and chemical» (bleaching, 

dyeing, printing and finishing) units.    It Is owned by East Java 

Provincial Government.   The report enclose Is dealing only with   the 

chemical department. 

This department Is composed of two separate units but in the same 

place.    One of them is old and consist of yarn and piece dyeing. 

Its machines are old, but they can run although some of them need 

modernization.   The second Is a new unit  In both building and 

machinery.    It has been Inaugurated June I0*h,  1972.    Since then It 

was and this still on trial production and some of the machines   are 

not yet arrived. 

2. The problems of this new factory are : 

1) The processes are not balanced, while some has the potentiality 

of 5 millions metres per year, others have bigger capacity   of 

about 21, or 26 millions metros per annum. 

2) Besides the bottlenecks there  is   a shortage of a mercar I zing 

machine which Is necessary In printing polyester blend. 

3) Also there Is no provision for water softening. 

4) A program for training is absolutely necessary. 

The report enclosed drawn by Mr. Bennett shows In detail the bottlonecks, 

other problems, and the solutions to remove them. 

It  is proposed 3 phases for realizing a good productivity for this 

factory.    In the first phase we put a target tor production about    5.6 

millions metres per annum with the existing machines. 
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The period estimated for this phase will take about 6-12 months during 

which batter study for the marketing pattern and training the labour 

force can take place. The second phase Is to Improve some other bottle- 

necks by adding new facilities which cost US $ 325.000. The production 

target will be raised to 6.8 millions metres. 

The third phase Is to Increase the productivity to 18 millions and to 

add new Investment of about US $ 275.000 also to remove another bottle- 

necks. 
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IMfMNCTIOM 

The purpose and the scop« of this report Ist- 

1. To put the new chemlcel unit In full running condition by studying 

the condition end the balancing of the different processes of the 

feetory. 

2. To put a program for training the labour force. 

3. To organize the function and to put a sure foundation for the 

maintenance function. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, 

management and the staff of the factory,  I.T.T. and other Individuals 

for providing Information and facilities to do this work. 
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MMT ON VISITS TO F.T. MNASJAJATfX 
ON 2» JUNE WITH Nr. AOtTJITO 

This Is a new department of an old established weaving and finishing 

sarong company. 

I. The major problem Is the unbalanced productive capacity of the new 

machines. 

The other problems are : 

(I)        lack of experience In printing and thermosol  dyeing. 

(It)      no provision as yet for a mercer I ser. 

(ill)    no laboratory matching equipment. 

(Iv)      lack of water softening, 

(v)       maintenance. 

Me suggest a three phase development programme. 

PHASE  I 

The running In of the present machines to give experience In bleaching, 

printing and thormosol dyeing and to gain knowledge of the marketing 

possibilities In polyester blends. During this period the staff and 

workers can bo trained with UNIDO assisting as required. 

PHASE II 

This phase to be developed as quickly as possible to a target production 

of 8,820,000 metres per year with three shifts working, four teems, 

24 hours a day, 350 days per year at 10% efficiency on the scouring, 

bleaching, and heat setting.   These are the bottleneck sections and   the 

printing machine can   cope with this  with one shift and overtime. 
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"  Rp. 40,000,000.— 

"  Rp. 40,000,000.— 

The new plant required for this phase will comprise : 

One washing machine approximately cost Rp. 20,000,000.— 

One mercerising machine 

One heat setting stenter 

Plus ancillary equipment for 

laboratory matching and making up 

department. "     "  Rp. 30,000,000.— 

PHASE III 

Further development of the plant will depend upon a number of  Imponde- 

rables,    such as the marketing experience, the product mix,    and the 

finance aval labio. 

We suggest that they should aim at a possible production of  18,000,000 

metres a year, a figure we estimate to bo the limit of the present 

buildings and lay out. 

The purchase of a foulard to freo tho pad roll machine from tho bleaching 

run would enable them to scour and bleach up to 18,000,000 metres per 

year.    Approximate cost Rp.   10,000,000.— 

They would require Increased stonter, washing & drying capacity   and 

ancillary equipment.    Approximate cost Rp.  110,000,000.— and additional 

Boi 1er capacity. 

We understand that the Intention of this venture  is to concentrate    on 

polyester blend fabrics which will be woven en the new 150 Japanese  looms 

which are now being  Installed.    Their production Is estimated at 3,125,000 

metres per year.    Therefore It Is necessary that the plant will seek 

commlslon business In cottons or polyester blends to fill   fhe capacity 

available. 
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MISTO*Y 

P.T. Kamadjajatex Is owned by the provincial government and located 

at Sukorodjo a village about 70 kilometers from Surabaja.    It      is 

managed by Mr. Sulaeman who was In Surabaja.    Me met Mr. Nuri    the 

manager of the new plant.   Mr. Nuri was formely at Ratatex, bleaching, 

dyeing & printing factory. 

The factory was originally established for the weaving of sarongs and 

contains 291 old box looms and a finishing department with Thais Yarn 

Dyeing equipment, hank dyeing machines, four Jigs piece dyeing sulphur 

black and vat shades plus an old  16 cylinder drying machine with   an 

oid conditioning clip machine and six  Inspection machines. 

The yarn dyeing Is under the management of a Mr. Crawford who seems 

very capable. 

The new plant was opened on   June IOth and  it Is now running on trial 

production under the temporary guidance of a Japanese expert who left 

for good.    He agreed with us that the production was unbalanced. 

This new dyolng and printing department has been developed with   the 

Idea of finishing the polyester cotton production from the new 150 

Japanese looms which are now being Installed.    An additional Thermo- 

soling department with new machinery is planned In the near future. 

The factory has benefited from the Dutch Grant similar to Tex In Tega I 

but they themselves have added to the grant and so there has been   a 

wiser choice of more balanced machinery.   For example   the Fametex 

stenter has four chambers and can heat set and there Is a pad roll 

bleaching machine. 

Nevertheless as will be mentioned is this report the unit Is still 

unbalanced. 
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The bullding it new, similar to Texln with a high roof and concreto tiled 

floors. 

Thar« Mams to ba adequata strip lighting. 

The root structure Is of mild steel with a corrugated Iron roof. 

This will have to be well maintained to prevent rust stains from dropping 

on tha cloth. There is adequate laboratory accommodation and a well 

designed areas for the production of the engraved screens. 

ITIAM 

There  is a new boiler capacity 6000 kg per hour maximum pressure 10 

atmosphere, maker   Ac hen bac h 1968. 

WIR 

The water  is filtered from tho adjacent river or stream.   They say    the 

supply    Is adequate.   There is yet no provision for water softening. 

imutm 

This flows untreated Into the river. 

MCHIMS Mm tQMIW*üT 

The machines In the finishing department are new and modern.    The machines 

In the yarn dyeing department are old, but can be modernized. 

There Is on order an Arloll High Temperature Steamer and they are consider- 

ing the purchase of a mercerising machino, and washing machine. 

Discussion have been held with the management about the advantages    and 

disadvantages of cha ini ess mercerising as compared with clip mercerising. 

High temperature steaming was also discussed. 

Thermoso ling machines are to be Installed. 
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1.  tlRftlfll MMMM 

Made by Halter Otthoff 

Speed Nomai 75 mpm 

Maximum 100 mpm 

This machine has no provision for a ¿«sizing   quench tank and we have 

advised them to fItona. 

t. •* toll Scour Inf and »leeching 

Maker   Max Gol lar 

3 raactlon chambars 

Capacity spaad 50 mpm 

This Is a good machina with Impregnating foulard and saturator tank. 

The cloth Is wound on a big batch of 5,000 metres and placed In   a 

steam heated cottage which can be transferred to a spinning station 

tor one hour.    The difficulty now Is that It has to be used for de- 

slxlng, caustic scouring and hydrogen peroxide bleaching - three runs 

on the same machines with Intermediate spinning, washing and drying. 

we estimate that with the present method the production per year 

24 hours a day, seven days a week will be no more than 5,644,800 mpy 

at 70$ efficiency. 

This is one of the major bottlenecks. 

J. wees-o-matlc   -   Stark 

Speed normal 25 mpm 

Maximum 80 mpm. 

This Is a new machine part of the Dutch grant and Is designed primarily 

tor washing off prints.   At Kamadjajatex It ts being used tor washing 

off after deslilng, washing off after scouring and washing off after 

bleaching. 
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Mo have advised them to wash off the desi zing and scour at maximum 

speed 70 mpm and the bleaching wash off at   30 mpm.   This gives an 

overall washing off speed of 16 mpm with a total yearly production 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 70* efficiency of 5,644,000 metres 

a very unbalanced figure. 

k. Parnate* ttenter 

4 sections with heatsettlng total  length 12 metres plus foulard maximum 

drying speed 60 mpm - heat setting 24 mpm   oil heating booster to 

temperature of 220°C. 

This Is a good machine but if  It Is to be used for heat setting, and 

reslnatlng Its overall  speed will be 17 mpm with a total capacity per 

year 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 70* efficiency of 5,997,600 mpy, 

another  low figure. 

5. Rotary Scree« PrintIrwj Hechlne M II Stork 

Speed normal      30 mpm 

Maximum 80 mpm 

If the speed of this machine Is taken as averaging 60 mpm for I year 

24 hours, 7 days at 70* efficiency the total yardage per year would 

amount to 21,168,000 metres. 

Even at half this speed 30 mpm the scouring, bleaching, washing or 

stenter Ing In unable to cope. 

When the printing of polyester blends starts the washing off will 

require further expansion. 

I. Drying Cylinder Heehlne 

This is a good machine with 16 drying cylinders the first tliree being 

coated with Teflon. 
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The width is 2.2 metres and  Is suitable for two draft running speed 

normal 30 mpm, maximum 60 mpm. 

If this machine Is used for twice drying the capacity should bo 

adequate at 21,168,000 metres per year. 

7* Calender 

3 Bowls, 2 cotton,  I steel made by Ram ! se h 4 Co., Krefeld Germany. 

Speed normal 70 mpm« 

This is a good machine of adequate capacity. 

I. eresse and Leppelng  Mainine new 

The making úp department Is Inadequate and will  need more inspection 

and making up machines. 

9. The Ar loll Steamer and the Thermoso 1 are not yet installed. 

Original Finishing Department for yarn dyeing end sarong finishing. 

10. Two cone dyeing Units 

Made by The Is, with scouring and drying machines. 

These are old but  ;n fair condition.   Production 500 kg   a day of 

yarn dyed vats and naphthols.   Several hank dyeing becks for naphthols. 

II. J I g s 

2 Jigs made in Poland 

I jig made In Holland 

3 Jigs locally made, out of order. 

11. Old Cylinder drying machine 

16 cylinders plus foulard for sizing sarong - poor condition. 

IS. Conditioning clip - old. 

14. fix Inspection machines - old. 
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PRODUCTION ANO CAPACITY 

The yarn dyeing department seems to be •   very efficient production unit 

and capably managed.    The old cloth finishing for the sarong cloth 

consists of old machinery and no doubt this will  be transferred to the 

new department In time.    The new department  is starting trial production 

with a cheap cotton cloth 68 pick and this  Is being printed with pigments 

under the guidance of the Japanese. 

The new high temperature steamer Is not yet  Installed.    The capacity Is 

as calculated in the appendix.   The main bottlenecks are In the desfzing 

and bleaching and washing machines and the heat setting. 

The Gol 1er pad roll bleach unit has to be used three times, first to wash 

off after deslzlng, secondly for scouring and thirdly for bleaching   — 

this of course reduces  Its capacity by  or third. 

Another limiting factor will  be the heat setting on the Parnate* and the 

regularlzatlon of the width.    The work force Is divided Into two shifts. 

H€W Of PAftTMtNT 

1. Slnaelng Machine    -    speed 75 - 100 mpm. 

There is no problem    of production capacity here, except that It must 

be fitted with a quench tank for the appi Icatlon of deslzlng liquor 

anrl so free the pad roll machine from the deslzlng process. 

Production   26,400,000 mpy. 

2. Ped*ro1l Scovrtnf »iwi BleachInf 

This machine has a  speed of 50 metros per minute but as It  Is now used 

three timos, for deslzlng, scouring, and bleaching)    Its overall 

resultant speed  is only 16 mpm.    In this machine the cloth  Is    big- 

batched 5,000 m   successively In caustic soda, and hydrogen peroxide 
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and rovo I ved for on© hour In a steam cottage.    After each process It 

Is washed  down the Ropo-o-matlc washing machine, 

One passage Two passages Three passages 

Capacity 17,640,000 mpy     8,820,000 mpy 5,644,800 ropy. 

We propose that this machine has to be free for only bleaching. 

J. R*?pe-o-mat!c washing mahnIn« 

This machine has two washing actions; one reciprocating,  the other 

direct.    Speeds-roc I procatIr»g 30 metres per minute continuous up to 

80 mpm. 

We suggest that the desi zing and scouring washing are dor»« at 70 mpm 

and tho blenching at the reciprocating speed of 30 mom. 

Capacity with present wash run 2 washes at 70 mpm. 

I  wash     at 30 mpm giving a resultant 

speed of   16 metres per minute.      5,644,800 mpm at 10$. 

When the recommended washing machine  Is purchased    this will   deal  with 

the desi zing and reduce the runs to one of 70 mpm and the bleaching at 

30 mpm resultant speed 21 mpm   7,406,BOO mpy   at 70$. 

h. Drying, Cylinders 

This machine of   16 cylinders with a width of 2.2 metres and will  take 

two drafts of cloth.    Speed 30 mpm - 50 mpm.    Taking an average speed 

of 40 mpm    this will give a capacity of 35,280,000 mpy. 

The machine however Is used three times;    drying after des I zing, 

scouring, and bleaching, giving an overall  production of   11,760,000 

mpy. 
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S. Parnate* Stenter 

This Famatex has four section heaters with oil booster with a total 

length of 12 metres.    Heat setting requires 30 second dwell at I80°C 

and so the heat setting speed  Is about 24 metres per minute;    drying 

speed 60 mpm giving a resultant net speed of 17 mpm - 6,116,600 metres 

per year. 

The drying function will mainly consist of reslnarlng the fabric. 

This figure of 6,116,000 mpy Is the limiting figure of production and 

In order to exceed this the machine will  have to be extended or better 

to purchase a stenter for heat setting only to accomplish Phase II, of 

\the proposed plan. 

t. Stork Hetary Screen Printing Kachln« PJ II 

During  Its trials the speed  Is only 30 mpm but with  Increased       ex- 

perience this will   be Increased to a working target speed of 60 mpm; 

the maximum speed  Is 80 mpm.    Calculating on 24 hours per day, 7 days 

per week, 350 days per year at 10% efficiency we get a yearly capacity 

of 21,168,000 metres. 

This potential  production Is far greater than the scouring and bleach- 

ing capacity and  In Phase II we propose to work to a target figure of 

8,820,000 mpy. 

This figure can bo easily obtained by the printing machine working 

one shift plus overtime. 

7. Cal. 

The normal speed of the calender  Is 70 mpm and so there are no problems 

with this machine about capacity. 
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3. Ar loi I Steamer and Tharmosol Dyeing Machine 

Tho Ario!! steamer has arrived  but   îs not yet Installed.    It Is 

similar to the machine at Tex In and will have enormous production 

capacity for eight drafts of cloth can be run simultaneously. 

The Thermosol machine has not yet been Installed and  It  Is therefore 

difficult to estimate production figures except to state that cloth 

for t hermoso ling will require to be heat set on the Famatex stenter. 

J. Maklng-up Machinas 

There Is now only one maklng-up machine and so further machines for 

maklng-up and Inspection wi11  be required. 

PROMICTION AND CAPACITY 

From the graphs Illustrating production figures It can be clearly seen 

that the machines are unbalanced.    The main factors causing this unbalanced 

are the deslzlng, scouring and bleaching processes and the heat setting 

capacity of the stenter. 

We understand that  It is the Intention of Kamadjajatex to concentrate on 

polyester blend fabrics and these qualities will require mercerising   to 

obtain the best results.    Discussions have been held with the management 

comparing the technique of clip chain mercerising compared with chalnless. 

The chalnless machine is cheaper with greater production but the result 

cannot be called mercerising but causticlslng.   They are not yet clear as 

to how the production will  be devlded  between plain dyed and printed 

cloths or between cottons and polyester blends, although as we have 

mentioned the Intention is to concentrate on polyesters which will    be 

made on the new Japanese looms about to be Installed. 
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1. This is an unbalanced plant stamm I ng from thr edhoc natura of tha Dutch 

grant and the limitations of finança.    Evan so It will ba abla to copa 

with tha astlmatad production of 3,125,000 matras pr yaar of polyastar 

bland fabric to be manufacturad on the new Japanese looms. 

2. Tha unit Is starting up In a new field of polyestar dyeing and print- 

ing and the staff and workers are consequently Inexperienced. 

3. There Is as yet no provision for a mercerlser which Is considered 

necessary for polyester cal luíoste blends. 

4. The laboratory has no equipment for the matching of polyesters. 

With high temperature dyeing    It Is absolutely essential to have small 

high temperature ovens and preferably a small pin stenter. 

5. There is no provision tor the repairing of faulty cloth by means   of 

pressure Jiggers or beam dyeing equipment.    It may be of course that 

cloth will not bo repaired but down gradedj this Is a question   of 

policy.    Mistakes do occur In thermosollng and sometimes very large 

quantities of expensive cloth are involved. 

6. There Is as yet no provision for water softening.    Soft water Is 

considered essential for the high temperature dyeing of polyester 

fibres. 

7. Maintenance Is not yet a problem but Judging from our experience It 

wl!l be nocessary to ogranlse this Important function on a sure 

foundation by allocating definite responsibilities. 
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ftlCOMNINOATIOMI 

I. Our suggestion tor dealing with the unbalanced plant of low production 

capacity Is to develop a three phased programme. 

PHASE  I 

In this phase the works would concentrate on gaining experience In 

printing and thermosol dyeing of polyester blend fabrics, In the 

marketing   of their product«, and In the training of the staff   and 

workers.    The Japanese expert would no doubt bo In charge of the 

Initiatory training but UNDP will  be ready to assist In this function. 

We estimate that this period will   last from six to twelve months and 

In this time preparations will  be made for PHASE  II. 

In the first phase wo put as a target the production of the 5,600,000 

mpy. In   phase II wo propose to set a target figuro of 8,820,000 

mpy.     It had been Intended by Kamadjrjjatex to purchase a washing 

machine but It has been held back for financial  reasons. 

It Is necessary In Phase II to buy a washing machine and to add   a 

quench tank to the singeing machine.    This will  reduce the operations 

of the pad roll machine by one passage, and so Increase its production 

to 8,820,000 the figure we are setting as the target. 

The new washing machine so, purchased will have additional capacity   as 

also will the Rope-o-matlc to deal with the washing and cleaning   re- 

quired for the thermosol Ing and probably other printing techniques. 

The stonter capacity will a*to have to be Increased and we suggest 

here the purchase of a stenter designed primarily for heat setting. 

The possibility of the Fawetex being extended has been rejected 

because of lack of space. 
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ftp. 20,000,000.— 

Rp. 40,000,000.— 

Rp. 40,000,000.— 

There Is then the question of a mercerising mich I ne which we consider 

to be essential.    Finally there Is the need for softened water and 

studies must be made to this end. 

Me estimate that the expenditure required to balance the production 

at the stated figure of 8,820,000 mpy   wll  be 

- One washing machine    say    80 mpm 

Approximate cost 

- Hoat setting stenter    appro*. 

- One mercorlser approx. 

- Plus laboratory equipment aneli lar les 

for matching and maklng-up machines 

approx. Rp. 30,000,000.— 

The department will now be balanced at a capacity of 8,820,000 metres 

with one shift plus some overtime working on the Stork Printing. 

PHASE HI 

The third phase of extension will  be to utilise the full capacity of 

the Stork and the Thermosol machines.    There are many Imponderables 

In this aroa such as marketing experience, the product mix, and    the 

finance available. 

We suggest that the management should aim at a possible production of 

say 18,000,000 mpy which In our opinion will  be about the limit of the 

new building space available and the present lay-out. 

We suggest and recommend that In this phase they buy a foulard for 

bleaching which will  free the pad-roll from •   deuble run and raise 

the scouring and bleaching production to 17,640,000 mpy.    This    In- 

crease would require additional stenter capacity and probably an In- 

crease  In the drying cylinders and ancillary equipment. 
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Appro«Iwwt© cost Foulard Rp. 10,000,000,— 

Stenter Drying and ancillary equipment  Rp. 80,000,000.— 

Mashing machine Rp. 20,000,000.— 

We nava aisumcd In all our studies that the works intend to specialise 

on polyester blends and that they will solicit commission work or 

Increase the number of new looms. Cottons can also be printed It 

necessary. 

2. We understand that training will be given by us and we will be available 

for this assistant. 

3. It Is considered necessary to have a mercerlser for the preparation 

of polyester blend fabrics In order to Increase the lustre, Improve 

the handle, and to Improve the dye substantlvlty of the col luíosle 

components. Me would advise them to consider seriously the clip chain 

type and to weigh the various factors of lustre and width stabilisa- 

tion against the cha Ini ess type which has a higher production but 

gives a caustic I sat Ion rather than a mercer I sation. 

4. It Is essential that the laboratory Is provided with a small scale 

machine for heat setting and high temperature dyeing, otherwise the 

control will pass Into the hands of the dyemakers. 

3. The problem of water softening will have to be considered and they 

should seek the advice of I.T.T. who can carry out the tests. 

6. This problem of repairing faulty cloth Is a policy decision. 

It Is better If possible to downgrade fabric rather then try to 

repair but If business Is sought on commission the expense can be 

prohibitive. For cloth repairing a beam dyeing machine would be 

required. 
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7. It Is our advice that maintenance problems are tackled from the start. 

Me recommend that a competent mechanic be put In charge with rosponr 

slblllty for the maintenance of the new printing department. 

Finally we recommen the utilisation of tho present assets hy direct- 

ing attention to the benefits of throe shifts four teams working, 

24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 350 days per year by the workers. 

All our figures have been worked out on this basis. 
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1. TJIpedung thinning factory It located «bout 15 km far fro« the contra 

of Bandung. It hai 30,000 Platt splndlee. This factory fa now. It 

•tartad Ita production In 1967. 

a. Building    : It It modern with suitable aeon, good lighting,    air - 

condltlona and hat flra pro tact Ion, 

b, Machinery i They are all ne«,   motti y from Engllth origin with the 

few Jeeeneee drawing, combing, and apead frame.     Thlt 

Jeeaneee machinery have been erected recently to attltt 

In realizing the balance between the different process- 

es, bet I dot to an 1st In the production of polyetter/ 

cotton yerna. 

2. Problema t They art moat I y mechanical and pert la M y technological. 

The main of both ara i 

a. Air conditioning mutt be automatically control to créete aome 

stability of humidity I ne Id« the factory   deeelte the big change 

In the outer ione. 

b. The ahortage of parta creetet problema In thlt factory.    Three tett 

of ring tramas are out of production for thlt reason. 

c. Ms Intanane« Is poor aoeclally In ring f ramea section where slip 

stick la taking place on the ring frame back bottom steel rollert. 

d. Machine« are not In correct alignment and thla cauaaa breakdown of 

the enea end bad running. 

a. Difficulties In proceaelng of the po I yee ter spec Is My In the blow- 

ing and the carding room« are many. 
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3, Recommandations : As tha big part of the mechanical problems are due 

to bad erection which have taken place by national unexperienced staff, 

so a help should be sought from the machine maker to provide a ski M 

fitter to supervise the re-sett I ng of the machines. 

Detail explanations on this factory Including the recommendations can 

be seen  In the enclosed report drawn by Mr. Curran the spinning tech- 

nologist  In our team of experts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The scope of this report Is TJIpadung spinning factory,   on« of the 

central government spinning units which Is run under the administration 

of P.N. Industri Sandang. 

2. The purpose of the report  Is  : 

a. To follow up the Implementation of the previous advices   given by 

ex UNI DO expert. 

b. To inspect the prevailing conditions, mechanical,    technological 

and managerial. 

c. To detect the existing problems, the reasons and the solutions. 

3. From the following detail  report of Mr. Curran It seems that a lot of 

work has to be carried on to enable the factory to realize the targets 

required. 

4. Grateful thanks are due to the   Directorate General    of Textile, 

P.N.   Industri Sandang, management and the staff of the factory,   I .T.T. 

and the other Individuals for providing Informations and facilities 

to do this work. 
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Agustus,  1972 

ARTHUR E. CURRAN 
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MWT «I m »HIT TO TM WHMIM NIU 
•fcttSaL TJIMMIMÉ    y^JMI    JAMA 

Syomltted to Or. Owelss by A.E. Curran, UNIDO Spinning Expart 

1-0 

This report Is tha raault of observations made and work done during 

my visits, accompanied by my counterpart, Mr. T. Hertono, on   the 

fol lowing dates.t 

16th March, 26th to 26th April, 1st to 3rd May, 12th and 13th June, 

4th and 8th July, and 19 to 23 August, 1972. 

The plant Is one of three supplied by Piatt Brothers (Sales) Limited 

England,  in 1962/1963.    The other mills are Pata I Set Jang at Mage- 

lang and PataI Orati at Pasuruan. 

They aro owned and managed by P.N.  Industri Sandeng. 

Due to delays In erection, the machinery suffered some damage, as 

It was in a packed condition on the site for two or three years. 

There are also some parts missing and,  in fact, some of the plant 

Is still short of parts, particularly three Ring Frames which are 

out of production. 

The plant is a complete project from the one supplier - Building, 

air conditioning, full electrical equipment, diesel engines, 

sprinkler and fire protection equipment. 

The air conditioning system Is reasonably efficient, although some 

difficulty Is encountered during changes In climatic conditions at 

different times of the year. 

Raw material  Is mainly cotton, but this is augmented by the pro- 

duction of Polyester of German manufacture. 



1-0   NttNHWtV 

t. Ile* Ina 

Two opening Unes each having t 

I Maste Blender 

4 Blenders 

I High Speed Lattice 

I Step or Super Cleaner 

I Twin Opener 

I Hopper Feeder 

I Alrstream Cleaner with Klrschner-tyae beater 

1 Two-way   Distributor 

2 Hopper Feeders with extended delivery 

2 Scutchers - Auto Lap Doffer 

Raw Material   : American type Cotton Texas, Californien I  1/16" to 

I 3/32" staple, S.H. Mid. S.L.M. grades. 

-*• Polyester - Trevlra I   1/2",    1.5 denier. 

•. C a r 4 I « • 

Total  108 of conventional  pattern 

78 on Metal I ic wire (Engl tsh Card Clothing); 

30 on Flexible wire. 

One Card on metallic wire has been converted by Graf, Switzerland, 

to seml-hlgh production conditions by fitting new coller to take 

large-size cans, approximately 20" diameter by 42" high. Dust ex- 

traction from flats and doffer/cylinder area, Roller doffing motion, 

Draft unit on calender rollers,   delayed start to doffer   and 

"silver down" stop motion.   Cylinder speeded up to 220 rpm. (from 

180 rpm), Doffer speed and production Increased to approximately 

20 lbs. rper hour. 
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«. trow »ramee - Hau 

6 trim* each with 4 deliveries In two passages. 

3 over 3 drafting« top arm weighting. 

Under cantra colling. Cana 16" dia. x 42" high. 

Front rollar apaad 1,250 rpm. I 1/8" dia. F.R. 

In addition, two aats of Howa Draw Framee hava baan installed; 

•ach has 3 porcupine creels feeding 2 by 8 ende Polyester, 

1 by 6 ends combed cotton, giving a bland of 66 2/3* Polyester, 

33 1/3$ Cotton. 

The Piatt Draw Frames are set out with 3 fremas acting as second 

paseage on this bland, receiving material from the two Howa Draw 

frames. The remaining Piatt Draw frames are set out In four sets 

of two paasaga, leaving one frame stopped. 

d. araw Frames Combing lection 

One frame Toyoda, 4 over 5 drafting, S ends up per delivery, 

2 deliveries to the frame. 

a* Lap Former - 

20 ends Into each lap; porcupine-type creel. 

f. Combers- Toyoee 

3 High speed type machines,each having 8 heeds with 2 deliveries, 

therefore two draft boxea each with a 3 over 4 drafting system. 

g. Spaed Fremei * Matt 

10 frames, each of 102 spindles. I2H lift, 6" dia. bobbin. 

3 over 3 roller drafting with "Tray" weighting. Spindle speed 

700 rpm. 
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h. King. Fronts - Fiait 

81 frames, MCh with 372 spindles.    SKF PK 211    3 over 3 roller 

doubl« apron drafting.    Ring dia. 2",  lift 10", Gauge 3 1/4". 

Counts spun are 40s Blended Cotton Travi raj 

30s Cotton$ 

42s Cotton. 

Spindle Speeds : 40s Blended 

30s Cotton 

42s Cotton 

10,430 rpm.    TP I    24 

11,000 row.    TPI    22.5 

11,000 rpm.    TPI    26.6 

f. Twittini - Ptatt 

Ring frame type, 13 machines each with 324 spindles. 

Ring dia. 2 l/2H, Lift I0M, Gauge 3 3/4". 

Single centre roller beam. 

All machines stopped - no twisting taking place. 

One 0M Twisting machine transferred from Pata I   Lawang : 

Ring dia. 2", Lift 8", Gauge 77 mm. 

J. W I n 4 I rt | 

5 frames doubler winder - Total 480 drums; 

8 frames cone winding - Total 768 drums» 

10 frames Reeling machines, double sided. 

3-0 tuueim* 

Tho building  Is of the Arcon type, having an arched structure over 

wldo bays. 

The walls have no windows, being entirely dependent on artificial 

light provided by two-strip units flush to the celling. 
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The lighting It good end very adequate for processing In all 

départants. 

A fais* calling is sat at approximately 15 teat, tha roof void 

carrying all tha services, air conditioning ducting, electrical 

cables for lighting, sprinkler piping, etc. 

The roof void Is Itself ventilated on an expansion and exhaust 

system by Colt ventilators. The roof void Is also protected by a 

second system of sprinkler units. 

The floor Is of csment tile over concrete. In the past this has 

given a lot of trouble, as it was originally laid too thin. 

Concreto has been relald to give additional strength; that under 

the spinning plant Is completed and work Is proceeding In the 

winding section. 

â-0 lltMTIM 

This Is by Individual  two-strip units at ceiling height. 

Illumination Is very good and adequate In all areas. 

1-0   AIR CMtlTtMINI 

There are no precise complaints, but from time to time some 

difficulty Is experienced  In obtaining the required conditions. 

This Is thought to be due to outside climatic conditions, but more 

time for observation Is required before the writer can be specific 

on this point. 

1-0   FftOKEMf 

a. Shortage of spare parts. 

b. Difficulty In processing Trevlra In the Blowing room. 
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c. Lapping of Trevlra on the Cards, particularly laps run from re- 

processed Polyester fibre. 

d. W<3b on re-processed polyester fibre falling down and catching on 

the shaft of the doffer comb. 

e. Nep In the web on some Cards. 

f. Breaking down of slivers on the porcupine creel of the Howa Draw 

frame.    This machine has a long,   inclined table, and  It Is on 

this table that the sliver stretches and breaks, particularly 

the Polyester. 

g. Sliver irregular from the Draw frames, 

h. Roving  irregular from the Speed frames. 

I. Yarn Irregular from the Ring frames. 

J, Yarn ond breaks at spinning frames;    Roving end breaks at Speed 

frames;    silver end breaks at Draw frames, 

k.  "Slip Stick" taking place on the Ring frame back bottom steel 

rol I ers. 

I. Machines not In correct alignment, which causes breakdowns   and 

bad running. 

7-0 RtCOHAMOATIOH* 

A great deal of work Is necessary In order to Improve this mill. 

Many of the problems are the result of the plant having been erected 

by local fitters, but much of the fault is also due to the fact that 

the plant was originally erected on c weak floor which had no proper, 

firm foundation. This resulted In large portions of the floor 

subsiding, causing the machines to be out of line on both the hori- 

zontal and vertical planes. 



The floor was later strengthened,  but In order to do this the plant 

had to be dlsmatled and later re-erected, again by local  fitters, 

and  It Is evident that the erection was not up to required standards. 

The recommendation Is, therefore, that help should be sought from 

the machinery manufacturer,    I.e. Piatt, England, for a skilled 

fitter   to re-allgn   al the spinning machines and probably also the 

speed frames.    This Is essential. 

a. Blowlnf Room 

The mixing  Is generally good  In this mill, as they have a system of 

trucks patrolling round the bales laid our on the floor, each taking 

only a small amount of cotton from each bale In turn to provide   a 

blond.    However, there is the same fault as at all the other mills, 

In so much as they have no continuity of sorts from one m I icing to 

the next.    The only way to obtain this is to stack the bales  In the 

godown according to the MARK given at ginning, and the mixing to 

contain 5 or 6 MARKS, each MARK having 5 or 6 bales. 

The cotton contained  in each MARK will be known by stapla length, 

grade, mlcronalre;    by running a test sample of  100 lbs.  (or kilos), 

a Count x Strength figure, and a Clean Cotton price can be obtained. 

Using these particulars   a mixing can be laid down to give a continu- 

ous spinning    performance over weeks of running, and the bales will 

be averaged out to give this standard spinning performance. 

At the present time the bales are laid down with a minimum of  Infor- 

mation, which results In variations In performance, no continuity 

and.  If bobbins are mixed, will result In Weft Bars In the cloth, 

particularly when the cloth Is to be dyed one colour. 
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Licking Is taking placa on the Trevlra Scutcher laps and altogether 

the fibres have no cohesion, consequently the laps easily fall apart. 

The main reason for this would appear to be lack of humidity;   ovon 

In the Blowing Room   It Is required to be about 60 to 65* R.H.    The 

best method of  Imparting moisture would be to equip the Hopper Feeder 

behind the Scutcher with sprays Inside the Hopper section. 

Roving bobbins run In with the lap will help to keep the material 

together.    Although Shirley fingers (Lap Falters) can be tried,    It 

could be possible that these could set up static electricity   and 

thereby Increase the problem 

The following technical details should be followed  : 

Short processing. Bale Breaker, Hopper Feeder, Scutcher with Klrsch- 

ner beater.    Klrschner beater speed 750 to 1,000 rpm.   Fan speed 

1,100 to 1,500 rpm. 

Stripping plate as close as possible. 

Klrschner beater to feed roller 1/4" (6.5 mm).   Humidity 60 to 65* 

R.H.     Lap Weight rather light - say 12 ozs. per yard. 

•.Card I n | 

On the Trevlra the laps ara licking rather badly, especially on the 

re-processed material.    Hare again, the only help can be humidity, 

60 to 65* R.H.    This also appi les to the bal lonlng which Is taking 

place at the web. 

It would be appear that card wire grinding  In the past has been too 

heavy, and probably too frequent.   A suggested system of grinding 

has been passed to P.N. Sandang, which Is based on only grinding 

when necessary and only for a short period based on the examination 
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of the wir«.    Illuminated magnifiers are to be distributed to the 

mills, which will enable the maintenance staff member   to examine 

the wire in order to determine when to grind, and also to check 

when the wire has been sufficiently ground.    The periods of grinding 

will be In the region of  10 minutes only. 

Care should be taken to see that the quick traverse grinder is in 

order;    for metal He wire this is a stone of 60 or 80s Grit (varios 

with different wire manufacturer's opinions).    The stone should at 

all  times be grinding over Its whole surface,  but to do this  it 

must be equally balanced and have no sidowobble on the shaft. 

Nep will be improved with better grinding of the wire. 

e. Yarn Irrefularfty 

Once an Improvement has been made in preventing lap licking,  some 

of the sliver and consequently yarn regularity, will be Improved. 

However, some work needs to be done on roller settings and draft 

distribution at the Draw frames and Speed frames.    Piatt's    re - 

commendations for those at the Speed frames have been forwarded to 

the mill.   However, the system of drafting on the Speed frame    is 

causing some difficulty, especially that of weighting the top 

rollers.   A replacement with a modern top arm weighting system would 

be a decided advantage, but also at the same time, the conversion 

should bo made to a conventional three roller    drafting system 

having the BREAK draft in the back zone and the main draft in the 

front zone. 

This would need to be a double apron system If the range of drafts 

required Is to be above 8 - 0   on the Speed frames. 
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à. Ring Frames 

The slip and stick motion of the back steel rollers Is giving cause 

for concern.   Generally this results from two things 

(a) the rollers being badly set and out of line   and 

(b) the lack of oil Ing. 

At this mill, four frames have had the rollers rellned by the 

writer, and something like 30 frames rellned by the staff. 

It Is, however, thought that this Is not enough and that It Is 

essential that the frames be completely re-aligned   under   the 

supervision of a skilled fitter.    Platts have been requested to 

help with this, but to date there has been no reply to the request. 

(A second letter has recently been sent to Platts with a repeated 

request for aid) 

During the period In which the writer re-set the frames,  It was 

found to be necessary tc knock out the fixing pins to Roller Beams 

and Ring rails, and to re-pin the same.    However, this requires the 

skills of a fitter and so was not undertaken. 

More attention can be given to the problem of oil Ing. 

The roller necks (bearings) run In brass bearings which are In 

contact with half of the roller neck.    Such a system requires    a 

constant film of oil and to maintain such a film  It Is essential  to 

have a reserve of oil constantly In touch with the roller neck. 

The machinery manufacturer allows for this by fixing a pad of some 

oll-retalnlng substance to the cap placed above the roller necks. 

It Is essential that the mill staff find some material,  In foam 

rubber or wool  felt, which will retain oil   In reserve for a period 
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between the o I ling timet.    A non-flow oil would be an advantage,  If 

the right typ« of «»tarlai for an oil reserve cannot be obtained. 

Spares ara no longar aval labia from S.K.F. for the P.K.  211 Pendulum 

top arms. 

A suggestion  la mad« by the mill staff, with which I would agree, 

and that Is    that new top arms be purchased for 3 or 5 frames, and 

that these top arms be capable of extra weighting!    13 - 10 - 10 

kilos per line Is suggested. 

These weights are of advantage for running synthetic fibre btends 

(The existing weights are 10 - 8 - 7.5 kilos).    The danger Is that 

additional weight will make the problem of slip stick worse than It 

is at present. 

The P.K. 211  top arms taken off would be used as    spares for other 

frames. 

1-0    lALANCf OF PUNT 

Tha additional Draw frames used in the fibre blend and combing 

section greatly assist the balance of this plant. 

Hanks, Counts and Drafts   are In general as follows:- 

a. Cotton 

Carding 0.13 Hk.      25.91  yds.per min.     27" dot fer. 

Drawing - 1st passage      0.13 Hk.     122 "     n      " 

2nd       M 0.13 Hk.     122 "     "      H 

T.P.I. 

Speed Frames (30s Ne)      0.75 Hk.      1.0        700 rpm.SpIndie Speed. 

(42s Ne)       1,1    Hk.       1.2 730    " H " 

Ring Frames    (30s Ne) 22.5    11,000    » » » 

(42s Na) 26.6    11,000    " M 
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a. Pelyeiter/Cette* It«* 

Carding 

Drawing - Pre-comber 

Super Lap 

Comber 

Blending 

Drawing 

Spaed Frame 

Ring Frame (40s Ne) 

0.16 Hk,      15,3 yds,per min. (average) 

0.16 Hk.    170        H     M     " 

it     t»     H 

ft      »»      n 

ti       n      » 

150 nips per min. 

63.72 grmt/mtr.  275 

0.16 Hk.      48 

0.155 Hk.   180 

0.155 Hk.    84 "     "     " 

1.4   Hk.    T.P.I.  0.96   700 rpm.Spindle Speed 

T.P.I.  24.0   I0,450rpm.    " " 

9-0   COttlUtlOH* 

There Is a great deal of work to be done at this mili.   That In the 

Blowing Room, Carding, Draw Frames can be accomplished by steady per- 

severa neo. 

The Speed frames can be Improved by perseverance, but the suggestions 

regarding drafting conversions should be considered. 

On the Ring frames It Is essential that outside skilled fitter 

experience to obtained, as the work of re-allgnlng must be carri od 

out In a better way than has been done to .date, 

4 10*0   APfMCIATIO* 

I wish to express my thanks for the kind assistance given by Mr. Sope I 

Prawlradllaga, Mr.  Ibnu Hadjar Tahar and Mr. Ruchljat Ellydajat, 

during my many visits. 
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ATTRACT 

!. Tohpatl spinning factory It located in Denoasar on Ball Island Indonesia. 

It Is owned with othar eight spinning factorías by tha cantra I govern- 

ment and run undar tha administration of P.N. Industri Sandang.    It It 

specialized In spinning of both cotton and man made fibras. 

It Is equipped with about 15,000 O.M. Japanese Super High Draft spindles 

with 9,600 Japanese twist spindles which are going to be converted to 

spinning ring frames. 

2. Building. 

a. It Is of sawtooth construction, having a falsa calling following 

the contour of tha building. 

b. The floor Is of concrete, but It Is damaged in some places. 

c. Lighting, air conditioning and fire protection are O.K. although 

the lighting is unsufflctent In some areas. 

3. Machines : 

All machines of this factory can be considered new. 

4. The main problems of this factory are t 

a. Lapp lag on the third roller of the ring frame drafting system 

when working on Rayon staple fibre. 

b. Blending of cotton is not systematic. 

c. The twist In the rayon staple yarns  Is very high, 

d. The R.P.M.  In the ring frames is low. 

5. The recommendations to remove these problems are : 

a. To use    I  1/4" rayon staple length  Instead of I 1/2", 

b. It Is necessary to follow the right principles In blending   by 
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using   a systematical system not only for raw cotto« but «ito for 

Its waste. 

c. We recommend to make tests reducing the twist and to compare :the 

result In the   strength.    It Is enough tor this length of fibre to 

reduce the T.M.I, to three or less. 



INTÄOOÜCTIOH 

1. The field of this resort Is Tohpetl «pinning factory. 

2. The objects art : 

a. To follow up the fulfilment of the previous advices given by the 

OK UNIDO textile adviser. 

b. To continue the rehabilitation and developing program for this 

factory which lead to Increase the productivity and to cut down 

the cost of production. 

c. The present Investigation led to give   new recommendation on 

cotton blending, drafting system In the ring frames, how to make 

the right grinding In carding   and etc. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, P.N.  In- 

dustri Sandang HQs office, management and the staff of the factory,  ITT 

and other Individuals for providing Informations and facilities to do 

this work. 

In the enclosed report of Mr. Curran   the spinning technologist In our 

team of experts   the details of the problems, reasons an* recommendations 

are drawn. 
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1-0 mmv 
This report Is the result of observations made and work done during my 

visit, accompanied by my counterpart, Mr. T. Hartono, from the 7th   to 

the 15th August, 1972. 

The plant was supplied by the O.M. Textile Machine Company of Japan and 

is one of two similar plants, the other being Pata I  Lawang In East Java 

The plant Is situated approximately 10 kilometers from Den Pasar,   on 

the Island of Bal I. 

It Is owned and managed by P.N. Industri Sandang. 

The machinery Is running reasonably satisfactorily, and although thore 

was some dolay between delivery «nd starting up, there seems to b©    no 

serious consoquence of this. 

The building Is of the saw tooth type roof structure, being under-drawn 

with a false celling,  air conditioning ducts, sprinkler installation 

and  lighting cables being contained  in the root void. 

In addition to spinning cotton yarns,  rayon staple fibre has recently 

been Introduced to meet the demands of the local market. 

1-0   NACH I MUY 

a. Slawin« Usan 

2 Raw Material Blenders 

I Waste Blender 

I High Speed Lattice 

I Hopper Feeder (Bale Opener) 

I Super Cleaner 

I  SRRL Opener 

I Two-way Distributor 



2 Cage section combined with : 

2 Hopper Feeders 

2 Scutchers - Klrschner Beaters 

2 Auto Lap Doffers 

Raw Material :-   Cottons American Texas   Mlddl Ing and Strict Low 

Middling    I  1/16",   I   5/32",  I   1/8" staple 

length. 

Rayon Staple Fibre:    I  1/2"  length, I   1/2 don I er, 

Japanese. 

b. Cerding 

56 machines,  all covered with metallic wire.    The flats have a 

flexible wire, but of conventional form. 

e. Draw Freme* 

5 frames, each 8 deliveries,  set in two passages. 

5 1/2" x 24" silver cans. 

4 rollers over 4, graduate draft. 

d. King Frames 

38 machines,  each 400 spindles, O.M. Super Draft System. 

5 rollers over 5, with two zones of double apron drafting. 

I 7/8" dia. ring, 7" lift.    Motors 10 HP. 24 amp. 

Spindle wharve I  1/16 dia.    Tin roller IO" dia. 

Twist Count 

Counts   20s R 3.85 

20s Cotton 4,00 

30        "       4.00 

40        "       4.00 
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Note  :     It tt consider««! that the Twist constant of 3.85 Is too high 
"—~"       for I  1/2  Inch staple rayon and It Is suggested 3,2   would 

be sufficient, spinning tests should be made to find    an 
acceptable count x strength figure   at a   lower constant. 

«. ftlnf Twisters 

22 machines, each 400 spindles. 

2" dia.ring, 8W lift, 3" (77 mm) gauge. 

Stiff.    32 sections of 6 spindles,  2 sections 4   spindles. 

Motor  10 HP.  1,420 rpm. 

All machines stopped;    no twisting taking place. 

f. VineInf 

2 machines single thread winders,  100 drums per  frame; 

3 machines double thread winders,   100 drums pec  frame. 

20s yarn;   4 operatives 100 splndlos. 

30s yarn:   3 operatives 100 spindles. 

3-0   BUILD II* 

This  Is of sawtooth construction, having a false celling following 

the contour of the roof, each bay having a peak which Is approximate- 

ly 4 meters above floor  level. 

This celling Is fitted with glass panels lying  beneath the glass 

vertical section of the roof, all  services being carried In the 

space of the roof void. 

The floor Is of concrete, but there are a number of areas where 

the surface Is damaged due to the heavy user« a«*J traffic In those 

areas    I.e. Blowing Room, Bale Storage, etc. 
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%-0   l UNTI* 

This Is In the form of two tubti por unit, but It was noted that 

some areas are Insufficiently Illuminated,  In particular the 

Carding and Draw Frame   areas. 

J-0   AIR CONOITIONIM 

The room conditions   appear to be good; temperatures <sre reasonable, 

but tend to be  In the high range 28® to 30*C.    However, the humidity 

required can be obtained by the use of  Individually-controlled water 

sprays.    A complaint was made that although general room conditions 

could be maintained, there were places between the frames where the 

humidity averaged only 45< R.H.   This,  however,  Is a genaral 

condition and frequently happens In mills due to the defusers beino 

widely spaced and return air ducts not built around the frames. 

Trunk I ng  Is contained  In the roof void, with the exception of the 

largo main distribution trunks. 

The main problem.- Is that of lapping on the third roller of the 

ring frame drafting system when working on Rayon staple fibre. 

Another problem is that of end breakage at the ring frames, whilst 

a further problem, which Is partially tied up with the second one, 

Is that of dirty conditions In the ring frame drafting zones    due 

to an excess of short fibres. 

7-0   MC0mf*e*TlOKS 

A great deal of work was done to improve conditions during my visit. 

Some   It was not possible to do because   changes are to be mnde 

«• 
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requiring draft wheels which art not aval labia and which have to be 

made (In Surabaya). 

a. Ilawlaf Haan 

Blending - The practlae to date has been to lay down mixings based 

on Staple Length and Grade.    This, however,  Is not sufficient, and 

the recommendation Is that blends of 30 bales or more be laid down 

and Identified by MARK,  I.e. 5 or 6 bales to each   of 5 or 6 MARKS. 

Note :    This  Is the MARK given after ginning and which is stamped 
on as the material   Is baled;    it is not the mark given 
after del ivery. 

These MARK (bales) will  have been tested for mlcronalre;    Grade 

and Staple Length will  be tested and known, and probably Press ley 

fibre strength, as American cotton for Indonesia  Is pre-graded. 

There Is, however, a very simple way available to the Mill Manager 

to control a "mixing" or "blending" of bales, and this Is to run 

through the p.1ant a representative sample of  I0O kilos, drawn 

IO kilos from  IO bales. 

The blowing room Opening Plant is cleaned out of waste and droppings, 

then the I00 kilos test processed, making four laps.   All  the waste 

Is gathered from the test run, and also the waste made at the Cards, 

and with the weight of the good laps and re-usable waste added,    a 

clean Cotton Price can be calculated. 

The four laps are run through the Cards (waste made to be gathered) 

and then 12 sample cans are put to the Draw Frames to be repeated 

at tho second passage.    From this 4 or 8 cans can be processed 

through the Ring Frames and a Count x Strength figure obtained. 

This count x Strength figure Is then used to represent that MARK. 

jmmmmmg^—mmÊm^mm—mmmmtmm•MBÄM 
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The Clean Cotton prie* will alto represent the MARK. 

If this test Is conduct* on all  "MARKS"stocked In tht godown, 

then It It »ImpI« for tht General Manager or Spinning Manager to 

refer to an up-to-date litt of stockt with each MARK allocated with 

It's Count x Strength figura (and later-, whan Costings ara In usa) 

and Clean Cotton price, to decide on a Mixing using average condi- 

tions of all MARKS In tht godown. 

An essential part of tht above Is that the cotton godown be kept In 

a tidy and clean condition and that bales are stacked In their 

MARKS, and not Jumbled up with all bales mixed together, having uaed 

grade and ttaple length as criteria In making up the stacks. 

The above system will enable complete control of the fixings" to 

be In the Manager's hands.    It will ensure s continuation of blend 

and thus mil I running conditions. 

Only approximately 10 to \5% of bales will change when an old MARK 

runs out and a new MARK is Introduced.   This Is essential when yarn 

woven into cloth Is dyed In the place. 

Other recommenda11ont are:- To open the boles. I.e. remove tares 

and bands 24 hours before using, to allow natural expansion of the 

cotton. Use trucks of a handy size to patrol round the line or " 

lines of bales, the operative taking pieces of about 3 kilogrammes 

weight from each bale In turn, feeding the mixture tn the truck to 

the Blender lattice. 

Do not pile the Blender lattices too high. 

To reduce the speed of the Blender feed or creeper lattices. 

To adjust the hopper of the Blender to that the material Is not 

too high, and not to have a vast amount of cotton rolling over and 

over. 

«P 
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To remove the dust screens of the dust extraction ports In Blenders 

and Hopper Feeders.   These are not necessary and nave resulted    in 

the dust accumulating Into thick blankets, with the risk of this 

falling back Into the good material. 

Dust Settling Chambers should be frequently examined, say once per 

week,  by a responsible member of the staff to see that no good 

fibre  Is being extracted. 

The above also appi les to under machine droppings. 

b. HeeeT Feeders and Scutchers 

Again, removal of dust extraction screens from Hopper Feeders. 

To Improve the smoothness of the feed, the vertical  lattice  Inside 

the Hopper Feed deliveries should be closed up to the shute plate. 

These vertical   lattices should be repaired so that they can bo 

correctly tensloned - they will  help to give a smoother foed to 

the Scutcher Feed   lattice. 

It Is recommended that the feed end of these Hopper Feeders    be 

raised by Inserting a 15-Inch wide piece  Into the joint of the 

framing.   This will give additional height to the delivery -    then 

the above-mentioned vertical   lattices can be removed and replaced 

with a vibrating perspex    sheet, which can be set to the chute plate 

and food a continuously   even, regular sheet of material to the 

food  lattice   of the Scutchor. 

Such a conversion will give oxceptlonaly good regularity to the 

lap,   1.5t" Co Ef of    vanatlon is required to give an evon si Ivor at 

Cards Draw frames and Rings. 

The regulator links and the remaining parts of the regulator motion 

^Èmmmmm^m^mmm^mmmÊÊmmmmÊÊÊmamtlÊtimÊtmaÊmmmm 
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at the Scutcher should be dismantled    every three months   and all 

I Inks and fulcrums cleaned, using graphite brushed on   to tho 

bearing places, as this acts as a dry lubricant. 

Grid bars on al I machines should likewise be cleaned, again using 

powdered graphite, for  in this case  It provides a slippery surface 

on the bars, preventing cotton wax and dust from adhering to them. 

Stacking of  laps should be In block form,  building up the stack In 

one direction,  and then removing at right angles to the stacking, 

so that laps made consecutively are not used consecutively;    fn this 

way the laps are averaged out and any variations  In weight, due to 

some form of dréf r, changes in humidity, etc., do not cause a run 

of  light or heavy laps to the Cards. 

e. Vfcst« -    Reworkable 

Much lap  Irregularity  Is caused by the feeding of waste to the 

Blender;    both the types and weights fed must be consistent.    They 

wll I consist of  : 

I. lap waste (fairly compact but not as raw cotton) 

II. Sliver waste (large volume but light  In weight) 

III. Pnuemafil   waste (very large volume and very little weight). 

The three should be blended together and fed at a consistent rate. 

It Is suggested that If more than 8%  is to be returned, a special 

waste mixing can be laid down, run through to Card silver and this 

then be blended   In one silver to five raw cotton at th9 Draw frame. 

Note :    Rayon staple fibre waste should not he re-mlxed with tho 
cotton waste to be returned to the cotton mixing.    If any 
Is to be returned,  It must be processed to yarn completely 
separate from   the  other productions. 

^•» 
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d. C • r d I n 9 

The recommendations are for Flats to be re-set to 10 thousands for 

both Cotton and Rayon staple. 

Grinding of metallic wire on Cylinder and Ooffers to be done moro 

lightly. They should be ground only when the points are showing 

signs of wear, or when damagod. 

The method of detecting wear Is to examine the wire using an 

Illuminated magnifier. When grinding, the spark should bo of medium 

Intensity and have a light yellow colour. An Intense white spark 

(as you were getting) Indicates that the grinding Is too heavy. 

A dull yellow or red spark of low Intensity Indicates that grinding 

is too I Ight. 

After a few minutes of grinding,  It may be found that tho stone 

requires re-adjustment.    Care should be taken to see that the spark 

Is correct, of medium Intensity and a  light yellow colour, as 

stated above.    Constant examination should be to check when the 

wire is sharp and so not to overgrlnd. 

By correct grinding the life of the clothing will  be lengthened 

considerably. 

Flats being of conventional  flexible wire, a regular grinding 

programmo should be followed, say everv 10 working days, for   a 

four-hour   period of light grinding. 

One period of grinding with the Long Dead roller can be followed 

by two periods with a Quick Traverse Roller. 

Taker-In sections can be dismantled and re-set every 3 months. 

Note :    Taker-in wire   cannot  be sharpened and must be renewed. 
Rayon and other synthetic fibres use a Negative Rake wire. 

* P • ^•^•^^^^^^P 
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Undercaslng of cyt Inders »hogId be taken out every six months, 

cleaned with powdered graphita and replaced. 

As the waste from the Blowing Room is only In the ragion of 1.5$ 

It Is recommended that mora short f I bra be ramovad In tha Card 

flat strip.   To prevent tha ramoval of long fibra by making a 

haavlar strip, tha flats should ba spaadad up to 4 or 5 locha» 

par minuta, which Is doubla tha prêtant spaad. 

Rayon Staple fibra strip is not nacassary and so   tha flat strip 

should ba as light as is possible. 

a. tra* Ft 

It was notad that tha »liver waa trragular and tha recommendation 

Is to change tha drafting from Graduated to Two-zone.   To do this 

tha second and third rollers should be run at the same surface 

spaad, giving no draft. 

One third of the total draft will be put In at the back zone   and 

tha remainder in tha front zone. 

A recommandation Is also made for new roller settings to be tried, 

and in this respect the following settings ware suggested : 

Between 1st and 2nd rollers L + 3/16" 

."       2nd and 3rd      " L+ 15/16" 

"       3rd and 4th     " L + 9/16" 

from roller nip to roller nip. 

Unfortunately, no work could be done In this area during my visit 

as the section waa passed for production and also the settings 

should be tried along with tha change to two-zone drafting. 

*5"*e^""^*••"•^^"""""^*—*—m**m 
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f. ftinf Framt 

There Is a complaint of laps forming on the 3rd bottom steel draft- 

ing roller when using the I 1/2" staple Rayon fibre. As this 

roller is only 7/8" In diameter I think this situation can be 

expected, and as the top drafting rollers and apron rollers are set 

at fixed distances, with fixed weighting (approximately 5 kilo- 

grammes) there appears to be very little which can be done to ease 

the situation. I have, however, suggested the following changes, 

but they cannot be effected until new draft wheels are made In 

Surabaya. 

1. Move the 7/8" dia. 3rd bottom steel roller backwards closer to 

the nip of the back pair o draft aprons. 

2. Change the draft between th9 above-mentioned 3rd roller and the 

front zone aprons from Its present 1.73 down to I.I. 

3. Change the draft between the back pair of rollers and the back 

pnlr f dnftlnq apr-ns from Its present 1.5 to 2.0. 

4. Adjust the front zone draft to give the total draft requirement. 

On Cotton the back zone draft may be tried at I.I Instead of the 

2.0 as suggested for the Rayon. In this case the changes are 

suggested In order to effect an Improvement In regularity. 

The following table shows the draft distribution following the 

foregoing suggestions. 
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|. aOt Rayon: 20a Cotton 

Back Draft Zone 

Between back aprons & 
3rd roller 

3rd rol 1er to front 
zone aprons 

Front zone aprons to 
front roller 

h. JOt and M)s Cotton 

Drafts Zone and Total 
Rayon staple ZOs Ne Total 

2.0 

Cotton   Tota I 

I.I 

5.0 

I.I 

10.9 

10.0 6.0 6.6 

.0 I.I 7.26 

12.0        19.0      138 

Drafts Zone and Total 
IGrm ToTaT 40s Ne   Total 

7.1 7.8 7.1 7.8 

I.I 8.1 I.I 8.1 

25.3 207 24.8 200 

Back Draft Zone 

Between back aprons & 
3rd rol 1er 

3rd rol 1er to front 
zone aprons 

Front Zone aprons to 
front roller 

The alternative to I.I   Is the use of 2.0 In the back zone for all 

the counts, but the main purpose Is to keep the drafts low to 

prevent lapping on the 7/8" rollers behind the pairs of   «aprons. 

The official Japanese drafts for these two zones are 1.758    for the 

back zone and  1.585 for the 3rd roller to front pair of rollers. 

These cause lapping at the 3rd roller.    The above table Is the best 

suggestion I can give, but tho whole situation requires experiment 

after change wheels are available. 

A recommendation    has been given for work to be done on Block Creel- 

ing on the Ring frames whereby a measured  length Is put |.nto the 

Finisher Draw Frame Cans.    Those are then changed 40 cans each doff, 
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moaning that one Draw Frame can no Ids 10 ring bobbins. 

This system has many advantages In control and quality. 

It is recommended that a permanent teem be put on the Job of center- 

ing ring spindles to the ring; also to see that the throad guide 

lappets ar© In correct alignment to give no yarn tension variations 

during spinning. 

A full bobbin should be used as a guide for centering the spindle 

to ring. 

On starting this work, two maintenance men may be necessary, but one 

man should be kept permanently on this Job, which requires some 

degree of ski 11. 

•-0 MUNGE OF PLAUT 

The balance of plant Is good but there seems to be constant pressure 

to maintain production. However, this situation is only temporary 

and Is tied up with extending their range of production Into Rayon 

staple, which is giving three separate mixings to be run through 

the plant. 

Lap weight 14 and 15 ozs. per yard. 

a. Card Silver 

20s Rayon 

Cotton 2O»/30s 

Cotton 40s 

55.6   grains per yd.      0,15   Hk. 

68.0 "        "      "       0.121 Hk. 

49.5 "        "      "        0.169 Hk. 

Two Cards run on waste to be mixed on one Draw Frame. 
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i' 

a. Draw Fraaw 1st patta«« (S math Ina« aach 8 dal I variât) 

2 si Iver to 4 on 20s cotton counts. 

20s Rayon             53.7 grains per yd. 0.155 Hk. 

20/30 Cotton        61.3     "          "      » 0.136 Hk. 

40s Cotton            45.5     "          "      « 0.183 Hk. 

Front roller diameter I   1/8";    Speed 410 rpm. 

c. Drew Frane 2nd passate (Silver to Yarn «nail cans) 

20s Rayon             50     grains por yd. 0.167 Hk. 

20/30 Cotton        57.5       «        "      » 0.145 Hk. 

40s Cotton            41.6       "        "      " 0.200 Hk. 

Front roller diameter I  1/8";    Speed 410 rpm. 

Total Draft 

6.2 

6.7 

6.5 

Total Draft 

6.5 

6.4 

6.6 

d. King Frames    -    38 frames, aach 400 spindles.   15,200 total. 

10 frames 20s Rayon    17.0 TPI     10,090 rpm.spindle soeed    J 20 Draft; 

I        "      20s Cotton 17.9 TPI     10,760 rpm.      " "        138       '• 

16       "      30s      "       22.0 TPI     10,880 rpm.      " "        207        " 

M        "      40s      "       25.0 TPI     10,818 rpm.      " "        200       " 

e. Walfht of Yarn Required 

20s Rayon 

20s Cotton 

30s     " 

40       " 

Kfls/hour 

93.952 

9.359 

86.893 

39.147 

Efficiency 

92^ 

94* 

92* 

The mill   Is not achieving these weights,  but It Is running   at 

approximately 89* efficiency,  Inclusive of maintenance time. 
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It is claimed that the motor (10 h.p.) becomes overheated If the 

spindle speeds are raised above those now In use. However, much 

work remains to be done to Improve the quality and regularity 

of the yarn before the speeds are Increased. 

A further point to be considered is that a higher speed  will 

release an Increase of waste In the draft zone. If, and when, 

this becomes tho case, cleaning and maintenance of the Ring frame 

drafting system will have to become more frequent. 

This system of drafting would be better If It ecu Id be restricted 

to the production of 40s counts from a clean cotton. The Rayon 

staple may prove a good alternative to the low cotton counts and 

the use of li- " staple will help to overcome lapping on the 7/8" 

dia. roller. Care must be takon In opening, the S.S.R.L. Beater 

being by-passed - this was discussed with the mill management 

staff. 

There Is a plan to convert the 22 Ring Twisters to Ring Spinning 

frames and for this purpose the frames are Ideally suitable. 

It will, however, be necessary to provide additional preparation 

machinery, and as the Superdraft system Is no longer In favour, 

this additional machinery would consist of the conventional flyer 

frame preparation, I.e. Carding, two passages of Draw frame, one 

passage Speed frame, Ring frames (converted from Twistars). 

The existing Cards could be converted to Seml-HIgh Production 

and provide all the production required by tho existing plant 

and the converted plant, especially If the conversion Included 

the Varga front doffing arrabgement and Cross Rolls. 
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Further Draw frames would be required, but as these would be of 

a high production type, only a few deliveries would be necessary, 

using large diameter cans. 

Two Flyer (Speed) frames would provide the required production. 

This systom  I«? moro suitable for the course counts produced    ?t 

this mill than the Super draft system. 

There appear to be no plans for an extension  In spinning other 

than the conversion of the twisting frames. 

9-0    TRAININO 

As this a small mill with a short process system, the difficulties 

of training and keeping labour up to a good standard of work 

should not be very great. 

It is essential,  however, that new entrants be trained correctly 

and that a specified programme of training be followed.    If    my 

suggestion of  training establishments at mill  of 3C,000 spindles 

and ovor were to be followed,   It could be a policy to send    new 

entrants to Grati, along with the Lawang trainees. 

The same would applv to any re-training, or training for up-jrrv'i.-.g 

operatives to Mandoer, Mechanic, etc. 

During my visit time was spent with the staff during which, with 

the aid of Mr.  Omo Gunakaryana (the Manager), technical and othor 

problems of the mill were discussed, and other subjects, such as 

Drafting, Mixing and Blending of Cotton were lectured upon. 
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10-0   LAtOMTOtY 

1. Mlcronalre 

2. Press ley Strength Tester 

3. Saco Lowell  Silver tester evenness 

4. Twist tester 

5. Shadowgraph 

6. Silver Lap drum Balance 

7. Motor-driven Wrap Reel. 

8. Moisture Tester 

9. Blackboard Wrap Reel 

10. Saco Lowell  Lap tester 

11. Fibre Strength tester  (Textest) 

12. Uster Evenness tester,  recorder and   Integrator 

13. The Evenness testing equipment tas out- of  acTion awairmg rcptlr 

The plent  lacks a Baer  sorter which would  be a useful    edd?t[en  in 

raw material and waste tests. 

11-0   AWftECIATION 

I  should  like to express my appreciation of the help and assistant 

given to me by the staff, and In particular by Mr. Omo Gunakaryana, 

Mr. Sahrll  F. Walykrama, and Mr. Anak Agung Oka Wlrawan, and    also 

my counterpart, Mr. Toni Hartono. 
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AISTftACT ANO INTRODUCTION 

1. The field of this report Is Bekasl spinning mill. 

2. The main objectives of this report are : 

a. To rehabilitate and develop this factory by : 

(I). Detecting the technical problems which exist In this factory, 

(it). Explaining the reasons of these problems, 

(ill). Giving recommendations on how to solve them. 

(Iv). Demonstrating for the staff of this factory how to implement 

those recommendations, 

(v).  Explaining the result of these recommendations. 

b. To cut down the cost of production. 

3. The main problems are the fol lowings : 

a. Power station. 

This unit Is not running satisfactory.    The reason In our opinion 

Is that It Is badly erected.    It had stopped completely for about 

more than one month and  it has Just been repaired and put this week 

In running condition.     It  Is necessary that a fitter from the 

machine maker to pay a visit and assist with the local  staff    In 

resetting these machines. 

b. Blowing lines In need of resetting. 

c. Maintenance Is poor  In carding, combing as  In other processes. 

Therefore asking for assistance from other sister companies    Is 

necessary to put the machine In order besides to train the staff 

of this factory. 

d. Blending of cotton  Is  Incorrect.    It must be systematic. 
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e. Knowledge of the staff Is Insufficient, so the training program Is 

essential. 

f. The drafting system In the speed frame Is not satisfactory, there- 

fore a work in this case is necessary. 

g. Ring frames are not In good order.   Many suggestions have been given 

regarding the rollers setting. 

4. Conclusion. 

a. To have a foreign assistance from the machine makers to check the 

erection and to make the necessary resetting In power station, 

blowing room, carding room  Is very essential until these basic 

sections reach a good standard of operation and efficiency. 

b. The training program   to upgrade the staff  Is necessary. 

c. To have an   adequate stock of the sparepart    Is very Important. 

d. R.P.M.   In the ring frame Is very  low and can be  improved after 

Improving the preparation, 

5. Appreciation. 

Grateful  thanks ere duo to the Directorate General of Textile, P.N.  In- 

dustri Sandang HQs office, management and the staff of the factory,  ITT 

and other  individuals for providing  Informations and facilities to dc 

this work. 

6. In the enclosed report of Mr. Curran, the spinning technologist In our 

team of exports   the details of the problems, reasons and recommendations 

arc drawn. 
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TlXTILf SPINNIM KAMT, PATAt MKASI, »JAKARTA 

tubaltted to Or. OweIts by Arthur I, Curro*, 

UNIDO Upert - SfInnlni 

1-0   SUMMARY 

During the throe months, June, July and August,  1972, this plant has 

received regular visits, each being on average for three days. 

The plant Is one of  Italian manufacture, all  sections,  Including 

buildings and power plant, being supplied from  Italy. 

It is one of 30,000 Ring spinning spindles, details pf the machinery 

being as fol lows  :- 

2-0   MACHINERY 

a. Slowing Room - Marioli 

I. One Oponlng plant, consisting of:- 

3 Blenders, 48 Inches wide 

I Waste Blender 

1 High Speed Lattice 

2 Step or Super Cleaners 

1 Two-way    Distributor 

2 Hopper Feeders 

2 Scutchers with Klrschner beaters, each having automatic lap 

doffors. 

Waste section plant consists of a rotary dust cage and bags, 

and this Is situated In the Blowing Room. 
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II, Typet of Cotton used:- 

Amerlcan 42s Ne. I 1/8 SLM Texan, California 

I 3/32 MLS  "      " 

32s Ne. I 1/16 "   M      " 

I 3/32 SLM  »      " 

III. Polyester fibre from Germany is being Introduced Into the 

plant. The first samples aro being run at present. 

b. Cardini - Marioli, M machInet. 

18 Inch x 42 Inch silver cans. 

Metallic clothing on Cylinder, Doffer and Taker-ln. 

Flats, Eureka type on some Cards, other straight wire. 

These Cards appear to have been by I It for semi high production, 

i.e. cylinder speed 220 rpm. Taker-ln 658 rpm. 

Hank Sliver 0.145. Doffor 11.0 rpm. 

e. ftraw Frames - Marioli. 

I. CARDED SECTION     - 14 machines, 7 set In two passages, 

each machine cf two deliveries. 

Sliver cans 18 Inch x 42 Inches high. 

Drafting system 4 over 5 rollers; 

third top roller rostlng on third and 

fourth bottom rollers. Total draft 

8.0 hank 0.16. Fronth rol 1er del Ivery 

180 meters per min. 35 mm. diameter. 

II. PRE-COMBING SECTION • 2 machines, single passage, each two 

delIverles. 

Sliver cans 18 Inch x 42 Inches high. 
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Drafting system 4 over 4 rollers. 

Total draft 8.15. Hank 0.16. 

Front roller delivery 180 netors por 

min. 35 mm. diameter. 

II. SLIVER LAP FORMER  - Marzoll, I machine. 

48 silvers Into I. Del I vary 67 meters 

per min. 0.16 Hk. siIver; 0.0096 Hank 

Ne Lap. 

(105 Dwts/yd) (178.5 grammes/meter). 

IV. COMBERS - Marzoll, 4 machines each with two 

del(verles. 

Silver cans 18  Inch x 42  inches high. 

Hank silver 0.16.    Waste 16*. 48 meters 

per min. 

4. Meed Frames    -   Sin tierele, 

8 machines each 96 spindles. 

Spindles speed 800 rpm.    Bobbin size   14 inches lift. 

Drafting system 3 over 3 rollers double apron top arm weighting. 

Front roller diameter 32 mm.  (1.26 Ins.). 

Flyers mounted above spindle and separate from the spindle, allows 

doffing to take place without the removal of the flyers. 

Hank roving   32$ Count     -    0.55 Hk. Ne. 

42s Count      -    0.87 Hk. Ne. 

42s Combed    -    1.04 Hk. No. 
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e. Ring Frame»   -   San 6 toro lo 

70 machines each 432 spIndies. 

48 mm.  (1.89 Ins.)    Ring dia., 9 Ins.   lift, 76 mm.  (3 Inch) gauge. 

Drafting system 3 over 3 rollers double apron. 

Casa Blanca type cages, SKF top arm (PK2II) weighting. 

Rot I erf have needle bearings to all   lines. 

69 machines run,  I  stopped for erection parts. 

Spindle speeds 32s Carded      10,500 rpm. 

42s       " 11,500    " 

42s Combed        9,800    " 

Feature of these machines Is   the Tube roller beam; this being 

airtight, carries the broken end suction system. 

f. TWIstars   -   Marioli.. 

36 machines    each 432 spindles. 

50 mm.  (1,97  Ins) Ring dia., 9  inch   lift, 76 mm.  (3 Inch)  gauge. 

Counts 42/2, T.P.I.  18.9.    Spindle speed 10,600 rpm. 

Feature of these machines    Is a tube roller beam;    In this case 

the tube is only about 6 Inches In diameter (about half the dia- 

meter of the tube roller beam on the Ring frames). 

Only 10 of the 36 machines run regularly, but without changing the 

roller beam It is doubtful   whothcr   those machines could be convert- 

ed to spinning machines. 

Changing the roller beams, If this is possible, could be expensive. 

However, the remaining machine particulars are Ideal tor conversion 

Marzoli should be approached for conversion cost quotation. 
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g. COM Winding   -   Savio. 

10 machines. 

Single end winding   4 machines 88 drums. 

Double end winding   6 machines 96 drums. 

Note : Single end winding can be performed on double end machines, 

Winding speed 750 meters per min. 

Half of one frame stopped for spares. 

h. Reeling   -    Savio.   8 machines, each 50 ends.    Double sided. 

3-0    IAÖ0AAT0AY   -   Air conditioned 

Saco Lowell  Silver Evenness Tester. 

Saco Lowe11  Lap Tester. 

Moisture Content Test Oven. 

Shadowgraph. 

Fine Balance. 

6 Quadrant balances, roving, yarn count tost. 

I        " "      »singlo thred strength test. 

1 " "      , hank strength test. 

Roving Wrap Drum    (hank testing) 

Twist Tester. 

Black Board Wrap Reel, 

Sheffield Mlcronalr   Tester. 

Uster Evenness Tester, Recorder and Integrator 

2 Yarn Wrap reels. 

Stroboscope. 

Baer Sorter and Fibre Balance 100 milligramme. 
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k-0   IUILDIMI 

It is a Modular type construction, walls are of brick with plaster 

finish.    On tha outslda aluminium sheet has been usad to give a 

distinctive appearance. 

The building was erected without windows as It Is fully air 

conditioned. 

The celling  is underdrawn, with all the service carried In the root 

void. 

Lighting by fluorescent tubes set In      twin holders. 

Floor  is constructed of  local tiles. 

Return air conditioning ducts aro bullt into the floor, whilst the 

delivery trunks are contained In the roof void, with the defusers 

protruding through the false celling. 

There are no devldlng walls between the different sections    i.e. 

Cardroom processes and Spinning.    The Blowing room is however 

contained separately, devided off by a double brick thick wall and 

steel  door. 

Sprinkler pipes are contained in the roof void with defusers 

protruding through the ceiling. 

Tho buildings, floors and celling are all   In good condition. 

1-0   AIK CONDITIONING 

Refrigera tod chilled water system. 

Conditions  Inside the mill with the plant running are good and these 

appoars to be no difficulty in obtaining the required atmosphere 

conditions. 

Unfortunately due to the constant trouble with diesel engine and 
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power generators It Is very seldom that the air conditioning plant 

Is In operation. 

4-0   Pm* STATION 

This consists of three Diesel Generating units of Italian manufacture. 

The throo units was Installed by local engineers and as the Instal- 

lation was not up to manufacturers, specification all three units 

have given trouble from time to time cumulating Into all three units 

being stopped together, on one the crank case was cracked on another 

crankshaft worn, the third nre minor faults which can bo repaired os 

spares are available. 

Generally two units can run howover by the end of November    It  Is 

expected the mill will  be connected to the National grid power 

supply. 

7-0   M0M.IMS 

The major problem Is the shortage of power, as one of the d I ose I 

generators  Is constantly giving trouble, and  Is therefore frequently 

out of action. 

To obtain the maximum production under these clrcumtances, the pre- 

paration section of the plant Is run with very coarso hanks.    This 

then necessitates spinning frame drafts higher than thosa normally 

In uso;     in fact, too high to give a regular, even yarn. 

Othe problems are:- 

a. The lack of correct blending of cotton  In the mixing section of 

the Blowing Room. 

b. Incorrect adjustment of the Opening Plant. 

c. The Carding Engine wire is In poor operating condition. 
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d. Too high Taker-ln speeds. 

e. Poor maintenance of the Carding Engines In general. 

f. Irregularity In evenness of Sliver, Roving and Yarn, 

g. Poor operation of    Flyer frame», resulting In Irregular roving 

and stretched roving. 

h. Poor operation of Comber Section, resulting In Irregular silver. 

I. Ring frames producing Irregular yarn and having too many ends 

breaking down. 

J. Lack of knowledge and experience amongst the staff, 

k. Lack of training amongst the operatives. 

1-0   MOMESS ¡MM 

a. With the shortage of power still appertaining.     It Is difficult to 

settle some of the problems, particularly these which entail   loss 

of production.    However, there Is assurance that the plant will  bo 

connected to the National Grid system for electricity supply  In 

October of this year, and as this  Is comolated the mill processing 

plant will  be placed on a calculated balance of production,  section 

to section.    This balança will then enable adjustment to bo made 

to the drafting systems at the Ring frmaes so that the draft comes 

within the operating limits. 

In doing this, regularity In evenness of the yarn will automatical- 

ly be  Improved.    Work has been go Inn on to Improve the running 

conditions In the Blowing Room. 

The dust extraction units have, on my recommendation, been removed 

from the room occupied by the operatives to an outs Ida passageway 

opon to the air. 
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These units allow the very fine dust particles, which are 

Injurious to the operatives' health, to escape. 

b. Two Blending Bale Openers have been fitted with a direct feed 

system to the Hopper Feeder behind the Scutcher, as a means of 

short processing the Polyester fibre. 

Blending of raw material has been Improved but the system will 

not be satisfactorily Improved until  such time as It Is possible 

to guarantee a consistent mix of bales, with continuity day after 

day. 

Such a system can only be operated using the Ginning Marks on the 

balos, and before thoy can use these, the cotton bale warehouse 

will  need to bo reorganized, using the Marks as the  criterion for 

the stacks. 

At present all bales are mixed up, only being separated Into Grade 

and Staple. 

Waste droppings at the beaters have been checked and regulated. 

Experiments have been conducted  in an endeavour to Improve the 

yard-by-yard regularity of the lap. At present   this Is In the 

region of 2.5$ co-eff Iclent of regularity.    I want to bring It 

down to 1.5$. 

c. The design of the feed from the Hopper Feeder behind the Scutcher 

Is not conduslve to giving a regular teed of  low tolerance, so 

this may have to be altered, but before this I have requested that 

basic malntenace be given to the Scutcher lap regulating motion. 

On these machines  It Is a major operation to remove the pedal 

regulator motion, pedals and links. 
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The lap produced Is unsatisfactory also because the material  Is not 

fully opened and cleaned. This Is due to the lack of opening and 

cleaning points. There Is only a Step (or Super) Cleaner and a 

Klrschner Beater In the Scutcher. The plant requires a Porcup I no- 

type beator to give the additional  beating and opening required. 

If tho cotton was more open the lap regularity would be better, the 

Cards would have less work to do and the plant would be appreciably 

cleaner. 

d. On the Carding Engines work  is being done, and has been done,  in 

regard to machine speeds.    On those machines the cyl Inder runs at 

220 rpm and the Taker-ln was running at 658 rpm,, whilst the 

production  Is that normally associated with conventional    machina 

speeds. 

As the condition of the wire  is very poor, the web contained a lot 

of nep;  short fibre was being made and whilst tho cotton originally 

has a Prosley strength of 90,000, this was dropping to 75,000 after 

carding. 

e. Exporlmonts have been conducted and are still continuing, with lower 

speeds (180 and  190 rpm) of the Cylinder and Taker-ln, the latter at 

speeds of 420, 470 and 540 rpm.    Thore  Is no doubt that the lower 

Taker-ln speeds give an Improved Pressley strength, and  less nep  In 

the web. 

f. In addition to this work,   It Is necessary tor the grinding of   the 

wire to be Improved,    Unfortunately, the poor standard of grinding 

in the past has done much damage, and  In reality all  the wire 

should bo replaced.    Arrangements are In han^ to replaça wire on 

25< of the Cards, and this programme of replacement should be 
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continued over the next two or three years, whilst the policy 

should be to give more careful attention to the 75f remaining, 

until  that also can be replaced. 

g. A system of grinding has been suggested by me for all the mills. 

This Involves examination of the wire through an Illuminated 

magnifier. 

Several  of these have now been purchased and I   Intend to train the 

Maintenance Engineer on how to exam I no the wire and control the 

grinding operations. 

h. At the present time there Is no special  work Involved at the Draw 

Frames,  as there Is so much involved   In other sections. 

I. The Combing machines are running very badly, and assistance has 

been requested from Pata I Band Jaran for their Combing expert to 

visit BeKasi to train the mechanic responsible for running the 

Combing    machines.    Once and expert is available,  It should take 

him no more than two or three weeks to re-set the machines and 

have them In good running order, as there Is nothing basically 

wrong with them. 

J. Flyer frames have given a fair amount of difficulty; they are not 

the conventional type, but are the new model with non-removable 

flyers. 

The mechanical sections also are of new design, really much too 

complicated for a young Industry such as we have In Indonesia. 

The section of the gearing motion control I Inq the variation In 

surface speed of the bobbin has given quite a  lot of trouble and 

It has been the practice for the roving tension to be controlled 

by tho operative, rather than this being compensated mechanically. 
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We are confident that the trouble can be overcome, as a ratchet 

motion has been fitted which,  In conjunction with brake settings, 

Is capable of progressively controlling the changes In speed 

roqulred by the bobbin to ensure correct roving tensions. 

Increased weight has been put on the bobbins by an additional  turn; 

of roving round the flyer presser arm.    On test It was found 

possible to  Increase from 750 grammes tc  1,120 grammes per bobbin, 

but due to the mechanical trouble with tensioning, the staff have 

not been ab I o to onsure that the operatives maintain the extra turns 

on the flyer presser arm, this being a supervision problem. 

Work Is necessary on the drafting rollers, as tests have proved that 

better regularity can be obtained with now settings.    Changes here, 

however, are awaiting action by the staff.    It is not possible tc 

push too many changos In a short period of time.    Improvement In 

maintenance  Is also required at this point, 

k. Roving guides and condensers are out of   line; also a condenser Is 

being used   In the front zone, which Is doing no good at ill. 

On the Ring frimes, a number of suggestions have been made following 

tests on drafting.    Here again, the work  Is quite slow, as    resetting 

of rollers, etc. takes time and this work has to he dono by an 

already-programmed malntenace crew. 

Black boards are being fitted to the frames, behind the yarn, so 

that the contrast In colour will show up a broken end.  (The roller 

stands are carrlod on a centre round pipe, so there Is no roller 

beam;    Those when fitted are usually painted black, and are used 

as a background for contrasting the ends of yarn). 
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f-0   CONCLUSION 

a. Clos« Maltón will be continuad with this mill and whan tnara Is 

sufficient power available to maintain full production It is 

expected that all tho outstanding problems will  be gradually 

overcome. 

b. More training will be necessary for the operatives and means 

found to Increase the Knowledge of the staff. 

c. During each visit, one whole morning  is set apart for discussions 

with the staff, and encouragement Is given for the staff to 

question   any work done or recommended, so that each problem 

and Its probable solutions can be understood by all concerned. 

d. It will  be noted that no progress has been made beyond the Ring 

frames as too much work is already apparent In    the   other 

sections of the mill.    Actually I would prepare to work only 

In the Blowing room and on the Cards until these sections reached 

a good standard of operation and efficiency, but day to day 

conditions will  not allow this, as an example, roving tensioning 

and the amount of bad work being made  In this section .forced 

me to give my attention to it and this to some extent caused the 

work In the Bloving room and especially on the Cards to bo slowed 

down, for the staff have difficulty In keeping pace with my 

demands and recommendations. 

10-0   Affitte IATI0N 

I would like to express my appreciation of the work done by my 

Counterpart in Bekasl  Ir. Sutarja and of the Manager Kol.SurJanakusuma, 

for his kind assistance, also to the following members of his staff. 

Messrs Ibrahim, Tarjat and Minarne. 
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APPfNtlX 

The following hanks, twist per Inch and drafts are In use, and It will be 

noted that they can go much coarser as yarn production Is Increased. 

Present Spin Plan: 

Hank Draft TPI Spindle 
Speed 

Grammes 
per unit 
per hour 

No. of 
machines 

or 
sp1nd1 es 

Kgs.per 
hour 

Eff. 

i 

CARDING : 

Carded 

Combed 

O.Ì57 

0.157 m — 

11 rpm. 
doffer 
Il rpm. 

6.028 

6.028 

44 

6 

281.82 

36.17 

90 

90 

DRAW FRAMES : 

Carded 0.16 8.15 - I80m/m 31.896 5(4.47) 255.50 80 

Combed 0.16 8.15 - I80m/m 31.896 2(1.12) 35.81 80 

SI Iver Lap 
Former 

•- 178.5 gm 
per meter 

\    - 67m/m 222.6 0.16 
machines 

35.63 90 

Comber 

POST COMBER 

0.16 

" " 

8534 1.76 
machines 

29.93 80 

t 

I 

• 

Draw frame 

Speed frame 

H      If 

0.16 

0.55 

0.83 

3.44 

5.19 

0.89 

1.06 

I80m/m 

970 rpm. 

970 rpm. 

31.896 

891.73 

486.95 

0.46 
machines 

0.98) 
3.53) 

29.33 

249.11 

80 

50 

Combed 1.04 6.50 1.05 970 rpm. 399.73 0.75 28.60 50 

RING FRAMES • No 

Carded 

Combed 

32s 
42s 
42 

58.18 
50.60 
40.33 

23.2 
25.9 
20.1 

10,500 
11,500 
9,800 

11.649 
7.862 
7.862 

15) 
45) 
8 

228.33 

27.17 

85 

75 
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It will be rioted that 50 cards ara used  Instead of 59 ; 5 Draw frames 
F 

against 7 available. 

On Speed frames the production Is very low : a good reasonable efficiency 

would Improve this. 
k 

f Lap Former, Comber and Draw Frames of the section have quite a large 

amount of spare capacity. There must be a reason for this and It lies 

In the fact that the production Is low. Increased efficiencies will 

utilise more of the plant. 

Another factor to be hlghlIghted Is the drafts being used at the Ring 

Frames. 

To give a good regular yarn with the best drafting conditions, tho 

drafting systum employed should use no more than 40 of a total draft; 

It will be noted that 32s Carded has a draft of 50 and the 42s a draft 

of 50, whilst the 42 Combed    has a draft of 40.33 - here 36 would give 

better results. 
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL   1010a 
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART Nu   ?i 
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Te be usad as full power is available, i.e.   Natioi-j 

HACHIRBS 
Rank Roving 

or 
Ciunt 

Ends 
inte 
One 

Draft 
Front Roller 

or 
Spindle Speed 

Twist 
Multi- 
plier 

Turns 
per 
inch 

J¿ waste 
Allowance 

Weight 
in 

Process 
Per 8Hrs 

LBS ^ 

Finisher scutchers 
0.0016 
12.9 o», 
per yd. 

9« 3 
MTS/fclN «* 5817 

Carding Enfia«« Carded 0.157 27.25 
MTS^IN 5* 4740 

Carding Cosbed 0.157 27.25 
MTS/MIN 3* 800 

1st Pa«. Draw Frane Cosbed 0.16 180 
MTS/MIN 

2* 784 

2nd Pas. Draw Frase 

Lap    F o r s e r 0.0096 
178.5 
ORMSAT 

48 2.9 67 
MTS/MIN 0.5 5^ 780 

C o • b e r 0.16 4 66.7 
48 
MTSAIN 
180 
KTS/MIN 

—-—- 

16$ 

2 % 

674 

662 

4646 

Drawing Frases 0.16 8 8.0 

Drawing Franes 0.16 8 8.15 180 
MTSAIIN 

1.03 1.1 

2* 

1 JÉ High Draft speed Frase 1.1 1 6.86 800 4640 

High Draft Speed Frase 1.1 1 6.86 800 1.05 11 i r- 659 

Ring Spinning Frases Carded 32s 1 29 10,500 4.1 23.2 i* 1534 I 

Ring Spinning Franes Carded 42s 1 38.1 11.500 4.0 25.9 1 «s 3013 

Ring Spinning Frases 
J 

Ring Spinning Frases Cosbed 42s 1 11,00 3.1 20.1 1/2* 656 

Ring Doubling Frases 42/2 2 10,600 4.11 18.9 1/2 9¿ 651 I 

Ring Doubling Frases 
Ä ! 

SECTION   1     I 
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13t 
_ti- 
-or 

Turns 
per 
inch 

Ì waste 
Allowance 

6* 

5JÉ 

5* 

2JÉ 

0.5 io 

16 * 

2 5? 

25¿ 

Weight 
in 

Frooeae 
Fer 8H» 

LBS 

5817 

4740 

800 

784 

780 

674 

662 

4646 

1.1 

11 

23.2 

25.9 

1  °/o 

1 $ 

1 * 

1* 

20.1 

18,9 

 J  

1/2?- 

Production 
per Machine 
Delivery or 
Spdl.per 8Hrs 
LBS 

3262 

96.7    . 

96.7    . 

557 

3918 , 

150, 

557 

  

557 

4640 

659 

1534 

3013 

1/2 9¿ 

656 

7.65. 

7.65. 

0.222 

0.155 

Caloulated 
Maohine 
Efficiency 

90 JÉ 

90 JÉ 

90 Jé 

80 JÉ 

90 i 

80 jé 

Calculated Ntaber 
of Maohine» 
Delirarle)«   or 
Spindles 

1.78Maonlnee 

49 Cards 

9 Cards   (8.3) 

1.4 Deliveries 
1 frane  of 
2 deliveries. 

0.2 Deliveries 

Extension in kilos 
23*5 hours 
Production. 

7430 

6324 KgB. 

1O70KfB. 

1050 KgB. 

1046 KgB. 

80 

80 

0.19 

651 0.377 

4~ 

75 

75 

90 

5  HMhÎA©eT4.5T| 
eooh 2 Deliveries 

1 frame of 
2 deliveries  (1.2) 

5 Frames   (8.35) 
2 Deliveries 
Total 10 JDel. 

7 Frames   each 
96 Spindles 
Total 602 

1 Frame of 
96 Spindles 

92 

92 

88 

m.m —— 

16 Frame» each 
432 Spindles 
Total 691 2 

45 Frames each 
432 Spindles 
Total 19.440 

902 KgB. 

886 Kgs. 

6200 Kgs. 

6140 KgB. 

882 KgB. 

2050 Kgs. 

8 Frames   each 
432 spindles 
Total 3456 

4 Frames   each. 
432 Spindles 
Total 1728 

4030 KgB. 

878 KgB. 

870 KgB. 

<     SECTION   2 
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ABSTRACT 

1. The field «>f this report Is Senejan Spinning Mill. 

a. Its location Is Senajan, one of the districts of Jakarta,  Indonesia. 

b. This factory Is owned by the central government and administrated 

with other eight spinning factories by P.N.  Industri Sandang. 

c. It produces cotton, man made fibre and blends« of both. 

2. Building. 

It is a saw tooth construction, having a false celling In the form of an 

apex. Floor, air conditioning and fire protection are all In a good 

condition. 

3. Machines. 

The plant consists of 30.000 Ring spinning spindles supllled by The 

Toyoda Engineering Co.,  In Japan, and produced  In 1962.    So It can be 

considered new. 

4. Problems are  : 

a. Lack of spare parts. 

b. Great deal of short fibres In the drafting system at the ring frames 

Increasing end breaks.    This Is due to many factors among them 

Increase of beating points In the blowing line, using low grade of 

cotton,  blending fibres with big difference In length, and or due 

to Insufficient carding. 

c. No training program Is available, so the staff  Is In need of up- 

grading. 

5. Recommendations are  : 

a. To use better grade of cotton 

b. To decrease the beating points by taking out from the blowing line 

some of the beating points. 

c. To adjust the card flats, to give heavier flat strip and to Increase 

the flat speed In order to remove more short fibres. 

d. Training program   Is essential. 
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INTKOOUCTION 

1. The frame work of this program Is to follow up the Implementation of 

the advices given by ex Unido textile adviser on management. 

2. To continue the rehabilitation and development to Increase   the 

productivity of both the machines and  labour forces either  In   the 

quantity or  In the quality of production. 

3. To cut down the cost of production. 
4. In the present Investigation Important advice has been given concerning 

the use of suitable raw material emphasizing that not only the price 

of the cotton Is the IImlttlng factor but also the characteristic 

and quality and Its effect on the production has also to be taken 

Into consideration. 
5. Grate ful  thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, P.N. 

Industri  Sandang HQs office, management and the staff of the factory, 

I.T.T. and the other  Individuals for providing  Informations and 

facilities to do this work. 
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REPORT ON NY VISIT TO THE SPINNING MILL 
FATAL SINAJAN, JAKARTA, JAVA 

Submitted to Dr. OweIss by A.E. Curran, UNIDO Spinning Expert 

1-0 SUMMARY 

This report is a result of observations made during a number of 

visits view June & July 1972. 

The plant Is manufactured and supplied by the Toyoda Engineering 

Co. of Japan date of manufacture 1962. 

It is owned and managed by P.N. Industri Sandang a government 

agency having their head office In Jakarta. 

The plant consists of 30,000 ring spinning spindles producing 

cotton yarns of 20s and 30s Ne Counts. Recently the management 

as introduced an acrylItlc fibre which they are experimenting in 

I00Í and blends with cotton. 

Production conditions are very good but they have a problem of 

dirty spinning conditions at the ring frame, which Is caused 

mainly by an excess of short fibre In the raw material, cotton. 

The building, power, light,   air conditioning and spindles 

system was all part of the Japanese suppliers contract. 

2-0 MACHINERY ANO PUNT 

t. Ilowtnf ROOM 

This consist of two opening lines, each comprising : 

4 Blenders 

I Waste Blender 

3 Individual and Inter-connected Porpuplne Beaters with cage suction, 

vertical.feeds and by-pass. 

1 Two-way Distributor 

2 Hopper Feeder with cage suction compartment 

2 Scutchers, each having two beater sections 

(a) three-bladed beater (Opener section) 

(b) KIrschner beater       (Finisher section) 
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2 Auto lap doffer sections. 

On the line both the Opener section and Finisher section of   one 

Scutcher are fitted with Klrschner beaters. 

Although each scutcher  Is fitted with a scale,   It Is the practice 

to weigh all   laps on one common lap scale. 

Separate electric panels control each opening  line and scutchers. 

Raw matorial  used   : 

American Cotton S.L.M.   I   1/16" staple. 

Acrylic Fibre supplied from 

2,0 denier. 100$ yarns. No blends or mixtures. 

Lap Weights    : 13.6 ozs.  per yard      Cotton   : 45 yard  lap; 

12.0 ozs.  per yard      Acrylic:  35 yard  lap. 

b. C • r d I n g 

Toyoda 114 machine. Metallic clothing on all cylinders, doffers, 

takers-fn; Straight flexible wire on flats (no Knee). 

14" dia. by 36" high Silver cans :  27" dia. Doffer. 

e. Draw Frames 

Toyoda 20 machines, set 10 machines each in two passages, each 

machine having 4 deliveries. 

14" dia. by 36" high Sliver cans : Drafting system 4 over 5 rollers, 

over centre co 111ng. 

Front roller speed 900 rpm. : Front roller diameter 28.57 mm. 

et Speed Frames 

Toyoda 16 machines each of 96 spindles. Bobbin size 12" lift by 

5" diameter. 

Drafting system 4 rollers over 4 double apron (Casa Blanca system). 

2 lines of rollers, top arm weighting; 

Spindle speed 750 rpm. Front roller diameter I 1/8". 

a. King Frames 

Toyoda 75 machines, each with 400 spindles, 47 mm. (I 7/8") Ring 

dia.; 8" lift, 69 mm. (2 3/4") gauge. 

Drafting system 3 over 3 roller, double apron, S.K.F. type; top arm 

pendulum weighting. 
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Spindle speeds    10,300 rpm.  (20s Count Ne); 

10,500 rpm.  (30s Count Ne). 

f. Cone Winding 

Murata, Japan.    9 frames each with  110 drums, double sided split 

drum type winding. 

7Q0 yards per minute. 

NOTE  : This ml 11   has no DoublIng or Twisting plant. 

3-0    UtOMTORY   Air conditioned. 

1. Molsture Test Oven 

2. Single Thread Strength Tester 

3. Hank Strength Tester 

4. Motor-driven Wrap Reel 

5. Yarn Balance 

6. Roving Wrap Drum 

7. Yarn Twist Tester 

8. Japanese-made Ulster Evenness Tester,   Integrator and 

9. Recorder  (not working) 

10. Baer Sorter 

11. Shirley Analyser 

12. Saco-Lowe 11   Lap Tester 

13. Saco-Lowell  Sliver Evenness Tester 

14. Black board Wrap Reel 

15. Shefflel  Micronalr 

16. Press ley Fibre Strength Tester 

17. Yarn Balance (Fine). 

*-0    WILDINGS 

This is of a saw tooth construction, having a false celling In the 

form of an apex, one side of the apex being constructed of glass 

and being Immediately below the glass lights In the vertical sections 

of the saw tooth construction of the roof. 

Air ducting for the distribution system Is constructed within the 

void behind the false celling, with the dlffusers built flush Into 
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the ceiling.    The return air ducts are constructed  into the floor. 

Lighting  Is good and adequato, fluoroscent being placed up against 

the celling,  but standing proud of the surface. 

A sprinklor system  is  instai Iod with the water piping within    the 

void space and the sprinkler heads protruding through the ceiling. 

Additional   water sprays are provided to assist  in obtaining the 

correct humidity when atmospheric conditions make this necessary. 

The floor surface Is of  locally-made grey tiles   in good condition, 

but a few  in various places are cracked and require repacing. 

5-0    PROBLEMS 

The plant  is running very well and their problems are not acute. 

They consist of   : 

1. Lack of  spare parts. 

2. Great deal  of short fibre In tho drafting system at the Ring 

Frames, causing end breaks,  lapping and the spending of excess 

time  In cleaning,   I.e.  3 times per 8-hour    shift. 

(NOTE  :    Once    should be sufficient). 

6-0    SOLUTION 

To problem 1,  better co-operation between stores ordering, Head 

Office ordering section, Finance, etc. 

Problem 2  :  Here    it was obvious that the waste   In the drafting 

system should have been removed at stages before spinning,     I.e. 

Blowing room and Carding, 

The opening plant appears to bo adequate for dealing with any amouni* 

of short fibre In the raw cotton    and,   in fact,   It was found    that 

the Porcupine beaters were taking out a   large amount of, both short 

and  long fibre. 

* Short fibre can be excessive In the raw material  supplied;    this 

can easily be checked by Baer sorter and Shirley Analyser,  both 

of which   Instruments are  In their Laboratory equipment. 
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Checking should take place from the bale, from the lap and from 

the C*rd and Draw Frame slivers, the object being to find out 

whether short fibre is being made in the processing. Each section 

can bo traced through to find the source, and the necessary 

corrections in Beator or roller settings made. 

However, short fibre Is generally removed in the Card Flat strip, 

this being the main point of removal after the cotton has been 

opened up In passing through the Blowing Room plant. 

On these Cards the short fibre removed was Insufficient because the 

flat speed was only 2 Inches par mlnufe, and the front plate was 

sot to give a very light strip. 

•0 RECOMMENÇATIONS 

It Is recommended that tests bo conducted as outlined above with 

the Baor Sorter and Shirloy Analyser to 

a. find the amount of short fibre In the raw material; 

b. to find If any short fibre is being made In the plant by breaking 

long staple; 

c. analyse waste at the Beaters to see whether short fibre Is being 

removed, and that the proportion of long fibre Is not too great; 

d. at the Cards conduct tests to find the correct flat speed to 

give maximum removal of short fibre. Suggest run at 4 Inches 

per minute as first test; If necessary go to 5 inches, or 

alternatively to 3.5 inches per minute. 

e. conduct tests on front plate settings In conjunction with Flat 

speeds, to get maximum short fibre with the minimum of long 

fibre In the strip. 

NOTE : A good flat strip Is one In which the flat strip hanging In 
a curtain only Just hold together, one strip to another, yet 
the Individual strip must contain a maximum density of short 
fibre. 

Tho most Important point to follow up Is the matter of the short 

fibre which Is being deposited within the drafting systom on the 

Ring frames, where a large deposit Is building up at the tensioning 

point of the botton aprons and the back bottom stell roller. 
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The underc I fearers are not adequately keeping those two points 

clean, mainly because the excess of short fibre builds UD rapidly, 

causing the undercIearer to choke. 

This makes the cleaning cycle by tho operative too long, hence the 

undorclearer stops. 

Because of these conditions many underc Iearers are missing, and not 

In position, therefore the waste becomes free to build up on the 

bottom apron and undercIearers. 

This caused excess end breakage, and In the case of laps on the 

back bottom steel rollers a finer count because the effective 

roller diameter Is Increased by the thickness of the waste lap. 

8-0 REASONS FOR THE SHORT FI ME 

The main reason Is the amount of short fibre In the raw cotton, 

which varies between about 26Í to 33 1/3*, being far too high to 

give the best results in spinning. 

This situation is aided by the conditions in the Blowing Room, 

where 5 beaters are used In each line. These consist of a free- 

fed Porcupine placed In the feed end of the Blending Hopper Bale 

Openers; one free-standing Porcupine beater; one free-standing 

Klrschner beater; one three-Madod beater in the Scutcher, followed 

by a second Klrschner beater In the Scutcher. 

A further free-standing Porcupine in the line Is by-passed and not 

in use. 

The effect of all these beaters Is to string the fibre, and this 

Is the state of the lap delivered to the Card, so it Is quite 

certain that this stringy mass fed to the Taker-in will cause 

further short fibre to be made due to breakage of fibre at this 

point. 

9-0 SUME ST IONS with regard to the above short fibre. 

Again, the principle must be to purchase a better grade of cotton. 

Now they are using Strict Low Middling Light spot. I feel quite 

sure that any saving made by purchasing this grade, will be lost 

by tho loss In production. 
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The mill efficiency Is 86$, when I feel sure It :ould bo as high 

as 92 55. 

Tho next point Is to take out of use one or two the beaters - this 

point Is tricky. 

I would like to see the Porcupine cylinder Incorporato with the 

Blenders taken out of use because this is not striking from rollers 

but the fibre Is free when it drops into beater compartment.  It is 

here that the first hint of stringy fibres is evident and once 

started, stringinoss continues to build up.; 

The next boater I should like to see out of the line is the free- 

standing Kirschner beaten, but this cannot be taken out as 4t is 

the last beater feeding the two-way distri butors.-On these cottons 

an Opening lino does not require two Kirschner beaters. 

ti  further suggestion I have made refers to the Blenders, of which 

the Hopper section, in my opinion, Is overloaded. 

I suggest that the cotton Inside be reduced to 2/3 rds the volume. 

I also suggest slowing down the bottom feed lattice, as with this 

relatively high speed and the large bulk of cotton, all the cotton 

In the hopper Is turning over and over like a large barrel and 

therefore the cotton In the middle of this barrel, or turbulence, 

must remain in the hopper for hours, never leaving It until such 

time as the hopper Is emptied at the end of a shift. Meanwhile, 

the newly-fed cotton on the outside of the turbulence will go 

forward almost Immediately, but not without some degree of 

string Iness having been Imparted to the cotton because of the twist 

action In turning over and over. 

A slower lattice speed and 2/3 rds the volume of cotton, as suggested 

above, should clear this trouble. 

The next point I wish to make Is that the waste under each beater 

should be withdrawn and tho percentage made at each calculated; 

also from each, a sample should bo passed through the Shirley 

analyser., to see what effect each Is having as regards wTste 

extraction. 

A point I should like to make Is that these beaters will not 
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particularly remove short fibre,  but only sand,   leaf and othor 

heavy  impurities, which will   Include  large nep and  knots of fibre. 

Short fibre, being  light in weight,  will carry on  In the stream 

of cotton,  unless It is so short as to be extracted as dust at 

the cages. 

Our only opportunity, then, to remove this short fibre  Is at the 

flats of the Card.    Here at this mill, the flats only travel  2  1/2 

Inches per minute.    When 5 inches would be a better speed, 

Added to this, the top plates ore set to give a very  light flat, 

and so the opportunity to remove much of this short fibre Is lost. 

A suggestion  I make Is to replace all   the flat worm drivas with a 

two-start worm rather than the single-start now  in use; this would, 

of coursu, double the   flat  speed,  and also double the amount of 

short fibre removed.    It would also help to make a  heavier flat 

strip. 

However,  the real answer to the problem Is to buy a better grade 

of cotton and to use fewer beaters  In the Blowing room. 

The object of all  the mills should be to do everything  In their 

power to  improve the efficiency and also to get running conditions 

to such a pitch of efficiency that the Ring frames can be speeded 

up to give maximum production consistent with reasonable end 

breakage.    Anything that detracts from this should  be changed and, 

again  in this case, to a better grade of cotton,  even to the extent 

o* a shorter staple length cotton. 

Arrangements have been made to re-vlsit this mill  early  In August. 

NOTE  :   I am  Informed that these Ring  frames are to be fitted with 
travelling cleaners; this will   help the situation by giving 
cleaner conditions, but the real answer to the problem  is 
as given above in the body of  this report. 

10-0   MAINTENANCE 

This appears to be of a good standard.    Further attention will  be 

given to the systems In use at a  later date. 
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11-0   ORGANIZATION OF DEPARTMENT 

This could be  Improved.    Such systems as Block creai Ing are   not 

In uso,  although both Draw frames and Speed frames are fitted with 

length measuring motions.     Instruction In methods will  be given 

at a  later date. 

12-0   TRAINING 

Thoro Is no definite training programme In the plant.    Emphasis 

should bo placed on this at three levels - operative, mandoor 

and supervisory. 

Without a high standard of training   It Is  Impossible for the staff 

to attain the high degree of efficiency which should be possible 

from this plant. 

Thomlll   has no special  plant available for this purpose, tarinIng 

being by example and done on production machines. 

13-0   IALANCE Of PLANT 

This  Is good nnd thore TTO no outstanding anomalies. 

Higher Ring spindle speeds should bo possible at a  later date and 

the existing preparation machinery will bo able to cone with the • .< 

oxtrn  production roquired. 

Counts spun 21s, 30s Ne single yarns.  TPI   18.6 and 21.5 

respectively. 

Flyer Hanks 0.145 Ne.    TPI   I.I.    Spindle speed 750 rpm. 

Draw Frame 0.145 Ne. 

Carding 0.145 Ne. 

Ring Frame efficiency  Is In the region of 88* with all  the plant 

operative, and  In production. 

1*-0 CONCLUSION 

Some work must be done to eliminate the short fibre In the ring 

frames,  and this can only be thoroughly achieved  by checking each 

section to trace the source of the short fibre,  whether this be 

In tho bales or  Is being made by bad processing. 
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¡n the meantime, Flat speeds on the Cards must  be  Increased to 

take out this short fibre and again tests conducted to find the 

most suitable speed. 

Processing of Acrylic fibre  Is quite new and as  yet none of the 

yarn mede has been sold,  but  I was assured that  there Is a market 

for this and,   In fact, the American supplier   Is  prepared to 

Import yarn  Into America. 

Contact with this mill  will   be continued as there are some 

technical It led  Involved with the drafting systems where Improvement 

of regularity may bo made. 

It is also the writer's opinion that three Porcupine Beaters In 

series as at this mill,   is determental to processing, and   a 

suggestion  is made that one should be removed and transferred to 

the Pata I  Bekasl factory. 

15-0   APPRECIATION 

I  should  like to express my appreciation for the  '!nd assistance 

given by the staff at Pata I   Senajan, thus making   it possible to 

complete this survey.and particular to the Director Mr.  Ismangoen 

and the Manager Mr. Daufril. 
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ABSTRACT 

Delimatex is a privately owned Integrated weaving, dyeing, printing and 

finishing factory established in 1969. But early this year It has been 

leased to another private finishing firm called Margasandang for a fee. 

Delimatex is located in Bandung. It has been moved from the finishing 

of cotton materials to polyester cellulosic blend cloth. Since the 

contracting of the works to Margasandang, they are concentrating on the 

bleaching of polyester/cotton cloth for dyeing at the central works as 

well as on printing the orders allocated to them. 

Building is concrete with corrugated iron roof. The floor is of concrete 

and there is adequata strip lighting. The water supply is from their 

wells without demineralization. 

Machines: Nearly all are new and efficient for the work with the except- 

ion of the new flat screen printing machine which is very limited in 

production (7 metres/minute). 

Production: Figures of production as obtained from the factory is good 

but in our opinion it is more than the potentiality of the facilities 

exist in the factory. 

Problems: The nain problems in this factory are : 

1. This factory is working only 2 shifts instead of 3 shifts due to the 

lack of transport facilities for the worker. 

2. The work flow is from wagon to wagon and there is no big batching 

arrangements. 

3. There is no laboratory for colour tests or quality control. 

U,    Lack of singeing and mercerizing which are Important to finish poly- 

ester/cotton. 

5. The heat setting stenter is a bottleneck and limit the production. 

6. Unadequate maintenance. 

7. Lack of specific baking facilities. 

Recommendation and trials to solve all the above mentioned problems have 

been given to then but it seems after the lease of the factory that 

neither the owners nor the tenant are keen in investing additional 

capital in new investment to improve the condition of work.  Therefore 

it is necessary to reconsider this situation with the government resuming 

the possibility of replacing our assistance to another factory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Delimatex bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing unit is one of the 

selected units by both the government and the project to be assisted 

regularly for rehabilitation 4 development in order to be as model for 

other similar units.    It has been visited by our expert Mr. Bennett for 

several tines during the period from January to August. 

There is no previous investigation for this factory and the aim of the 

present one is firstly to make survey, numerating the problems, how it 

has been detected, what are the recommendation and what will be the 

result technically & economically.    As mentioned in the "abstract", 

there ore so many problème which have been found;    Recommendations have 

been ßiven, trials have been made to »how the result of some of these 

recommendation, and discussion with the management have been held to 

make everything clear and understood by the management. 

But the draw back which will limit the implementation of our recommend- 

ation is the lease of the factory to another producers. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, management 

and the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other individuals for providing 

informations and facilities to do this work. 

** 
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SÜHHAHY 

a.    This la a privately owned weaving, dyeing, end printing factory 

established in 1969 in an industrial estate about 15 kilometers 

from Bandung.    Since the early part of this year    it   has been 

leased to the Margasandang Company of Bandung. 

It now specialises in finishing polyester cellulosic blend fabric. 

The weaving department is not yet completed.      The basic production 

is the preparation and blending of cloth to be dyed at the leasing 

company's main works and printing and finishing order allocated 

to them. 

b. The buildings and the machinery are modern. 

c. According to the management there are no problems but ve would 

list them as follows  :- 
1. There are no singeing or mercerising machines which are 

considered essential in the processing of polyester cellu- 

losic   cloths. 
2. The Kyoto heat setting stenter is the obvious bottleneck 

and a limit to the production for it is used for drying and 

heat setting, resination and baking. 

3. The limited production of the Ichinose Flat Bed Screen 

Printing machine and the inadequate colour kitchen and 

screen engraving facilities. 

U.    The lack of Quality Control and Laboratory organisation. 

5. In our opnion the scouring and bleaching    done by Jiggers 

is uneconomical. 
6. Inadequate maintenance control and responsibility. 

7. Lack of specific baking facilities together with the unused 

steamer and high pressure kiers. 

fl.    Overmanning of the jiggers. 

9.    Industrial effect, 

d.    Our recommendations for dealing with these problems are as 

follows :- 
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1. It would se» to us good policy with the space available to 

purchase and install a singeing machine and a mercerising 

machine at Delimatex.    There is a surplus new singering machine 

at Oarut which may be bought more cheaply than a new one. 

A chainless type merceriser will cost approximately 

Rp.  UO,000,000. 
2. The Kyoto stenter is a very good machine but it is very occupied 

with three functions;    heatsetting, resinating and baking.  It 

should be possible for the unused steamer to be modified as a 

backing machine and we would recommend enquiries to the maker. 

3. It must be pointed out that the productive capacity of a Rotary 

screen printing machine is much superior to that of the flat 

bed Ichinose as at present installed. The colour kitchen is 

very small and is inadequately drained and the screen making 

facilities cramped. With a little expenditure condition could 

be made more pleasant with an improvement in quality of work 

and morale. 
k.    Delimate» manages at the present time without a laboratory or- 

ganization to supervise inspection and testing.    We are told that 

the customers are satisfied.     It may be that in the future as 

customers become more critical this state of affairs will not 

last and it would be advisable to build up the mucleus of a 

testing organisation now.    An analytical chamist can always save 

his salary by checking strengths of dyes and chemicals and by 

research and development on new fibres and new finishes. 

5. We would recommend that   some   semi-continuous batch method of 

bleaching such as a pad-roll machine with hydrogen peroxide. 

This suggestion would need to be evaluated carefully on a cost 

basis, but it should show definite economies and give a more 

consistent bleach than the current Jig bleaching with hydro- 

chlorite. 
6. There should be in all dye and print works a mechanic with the 

definite responsibility for the maintenance and to work out if 

possible a preventive system.    It is the duty of ell managers 
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to ensure that the Meets in their charge are preserved and 

maintained. 

7. Our suggestion to relieve the stenter of the baking function 

is to examine if the unused steamer can he modified to bake. 

The unused kiers should be sold unless their future use can be 

forseen. 

8. According to our advice the number of men on the Jiggers has 

been reduced from one man one jig but the target of one man 

two Jiggers ìB possible as is the usual practise in the de- 

veloped countries. 

In the report there is a description of the works trials carried 

out and the advice given on the preparation and bleaching of cloth, 

on printing problems and on the resin finishing of cloth. 

There are appendices on machinery and a graph on the estimated ca- 

pacity. 

9. Effluent. 
The arrangements for the effluent are perfunctory, it simply 

flows away to a rice paddy drain and we understand that   a 

local farner is complaining.    It is expected that as the 

industrial estate develops central organisations will deal 

with the industrial waste and effluent of this area. 
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REPORT SUBMITTED TO Dr. OK I SS ON DELMATEX SEPTEMBER. 7, 1972 

1-0    INTRODUCTION 

This report is the result of many visits to the factory during the 

course of 1972.    Since the start of our interest the policy has 

been changed as will be seen in the report. 

2-0    HISTORY 

This is a privately owned weaving, dyeing, printing, and finishing 

factory established in 1969.    Since January or the early part of 

thiB year it has been leased to Margasandang of Bandung, for a fee. 

It commenced working in 1971 and was obviously planned for cotton 

production as is indicated by the presence of kiers and hypochlorite 

bleaching tanks.    It is now specialising in polyester cellulosic 

blend cloths and untilising to the full the heat setting capacity 

of the Kyoto stent er.    There has been a definite change in policy 

since our first visits and with the contracting of the works to 

Margascindang they are concertrating on the bleaching of polyester 

cotton cloth for dyeing at  the  central works and printing the 

orders allocated to them. 

3-0   WILD INC S 

It is a rectangular building of two bays devided by pillars with a 

corrugated iron roof.    Approximate measurements situated about 15 

kilometers from Bandung on what is now a developing industrial 

estate. 
The site is level and is drained by a small stream.    The process 

water is pumped from wells and the effluent drains to a small paddy 

outflow. 
There is an administration block housed on a second story of the mair. 

building, and the design department occupies a separate cottage. 

The Boiler house and electricity generators are in a separate 

building not for from the main block. The. floors are of concrete and 
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there is adequate strip lighting.    About a third of the nain building 

is occupied by about 150 second hand weaving looms, maker Suzuki 

Japan. 
These arc not yet in production. 

4-0   STEAM ANO POWER ANO WATER SERVICES 

There is occasionally a shortage of steam as when trials were done 

by us on the steamer.    The water has not yet been tested. 

Electricity seems to be adequate.    The water is obtained from their 

own wells.    Effluent drain   to  rice paddy. 

5-0   MACHINERY    ( See also appendix  ). 

\i)     Scouring 
2 high Pressure kiers-maker Kyoto 1971 capacity 1000 kgs. with 

automatic pilers and   external heaters with pump circulation. 

NOT USED. 

(II) »latching 
2 concrete bleaching tanks capacity 1,000 kgs. with pump circu- 

lation plus rope washing machine.    NOT USED. 

(III) Jigger» 
8 Jiggers, 3 with hoods 5 open. 

Stainless steel fabrication stainless steel rollers, locally 

made in 1971.    Width overall I65 cms. working width lUo cms. 

Capacity 100 kgs. of cloth.    Speed 50 mpm. 

These are a badly designed Jig with very small top rollers which 

are prone to crease the cloth.    Open pipe steam heatting without 

fixed thermomètres and with inadequate water supply. 

(Iv)   Drying 
There is a combined washing and cylinder drying range comprising 

foulard and skying rollers, six washing compartments with 

hydraulic nips and expanders and sixteen drying cylinder. 

Maker Kyoto Japan Year 1970. 

Width overall I65 cms. working width lUo cms. 

Speed maximum 1*5 mpm. Normal 35 mpm. 
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This is a very good machine well constructed of stainless 

steel. 

(v)     Printing 
Flat bed automatic eight colour-hand fed with colour, vith 

dryer. 

Maker Ichinose, Japan. 

Maximum width overall I65 cms. working width lUO ens. 

Speed naximun 10 meters per minute nomai 7 metres per minute. 

This machine is an adequate printing machine but  it has limited 

production capacity and unfortunately is not Just wide enough 

for two passes of cloth.    This is unfortunately for its   idth 

is not fully untilised and on enquiry it is impossible to 

modify. 

(vl)   Stenter 
One stenter.  Maker Kyoto Japan Year 1970. 

Pin clip plus foulard with pneumatic loading and weft straghtening 

devices. Maximum width 165 ens.    Working width lUO cms. 

Speeds maximum 70 metres per minute, Pesinating 1506C 20 mpra. 

normal    1*0 metres per minute. Curing 190°C 30 npn. 

bake    60 metres per minute., Heatsetting    190°C ko lape;. 

It has heat setting chambers oil fired and is a very good machine. 

(vit) Celender 
One 3 bowl two cotton, one steel.    Maximum width overall I65 cms. 

working width lUO cms.    Speed 60 metres per minute, 

(vili) StMNwr 

Rapid Ager maker Kyoto Japan 1970. 

Cloth capacity 150 metres.   Width overall I65 «as. 

Working width lfcO cas. 
Small pre-chamber for acid steaming.    Stainless steel rollers 

with external bearings.    Maximum temperature steam 103 Centigrade. 

This is a good machine but is unused. 
(Ix)   Htke up and Impact Ion 

3 plaiting machines.    1970 speed 750 metres per hour. 
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U)   BolUr 
1 Sunray maker Japan 1969. 

Maximum steam evaporation U,000 kg. per hour. 

Maximum working pressure 10 kg/cm. 

(xl)   Electricity 
Three generators, Diesel Makers. 

1. Rockford        -   out of order. 

2. Meiden 150 KVA. 

3. Mercedes Benx     80 KVA. 

$-0    »AOOUCTIOti 

The production figures are not easy to otte in.    We understand that 

they are processing circa 1*00,000 yards per month but the proportion 

printed   and the proportion prepared for dyeing is not given. 

We estimate that the maximum production seven days a veek 350 days a 

year at 7055 efficiency would bo in the range of 3,25^,000 metres per 

year.    We should put  the capacity of the present buildings to house 

plant capable of o  limit of say 10,000,000 retres per year but this 

would need  substantial expenditures on new machines for stentering 

and semi continuous bleaching. 

It is according to our information impossible to work three shifts 

because of the lock of transport facilities for the workers. 

7-0   PROCESS IH«  ROUTINI 

Cloth is received fron thn nain factory for preparation for dyeing 

and returning to the parent factory of for printing and finishing 

at Delinatex itself.    Some of the dyed goods from Margasandang is 

returned for resin finishing. 

Cloth singed at the main factory is delivered to the grey room 

where it is narked and stamped. 

1. It is then pre-heat set on the stenter. 

2. The cloth is loaded on the Jiggers with an average capacity of 

100 kg. of fabric desixed and scoured and bleached with calcium 

hypochlorite, washed off and further washed and impregnated vith 
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an optical bleaching agent on the combined washing machine 

cylinder drying machine. 

3«    It is then dried and sent either to the main vorks for dyeing or 

printed on the flat bed Ichinose eight colour printing machine. 

The printing system is pigment dyestuff which is simple   not 

requiring washing off and the final finishing treatment is   to 

resinate and bake on the Kyoto stenter. 

Dyed material from the main works is returned for resination 

and backing. 

k.    The cloth is then either folded or plaited for measuring   and 

make up.    The inspection is cursory and standards are ignored. 

We ire told that the customers are very satisfied   with the 

production quality. 

5.    The kiers, calender, and steamer   are so far unused. 

•-0   WORK FLOW AND LAY OUT 

This is f\ level situation and the processing is from wagon to woßon. 

There is no big batching arrangements and as is customary in Indone- 

sia no batching to or from the Jigs. 

9-0   LAMMATOftV 

There is no laboratory and   the   colour kitchen is very small   and 

badly drained making for an untidy work place. 

10-0   LANUft FORCE 

30 men on each two shifts of twelve hours. 

They do not work additional shifts because of the difficulties of 

transport for the workers as many of them live far from the works. 

10 administrative staff.    Wages basic time plus allowances. 

Manager   Mr. Kin. 

11-0    INSPECTION ANO QUALITY CONTROL 

There is little inspection done and according to Mr. Kim;    the 

customers ore satisfied with their production.    There is no testing 

for resination standards or wash fastness or pilling or dimensional 

stability of the fabric delivered. 
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12-0   NMKETINB 

Head office responsibility. Main market Bandung. 

13-0 PROBLEMS 

According to the management there are no problems but we would list 

them as follows:- 

1. There are no singeing or mercerising machines which are consider- 

ed essential in the processing of polyester cellulosic cloths. 

2. The Kyoto heat setting stenter is the obvious bottleneck and a 

limit to the production for it is used for drying and heat 

setting, résinâtion and baking. 

3. The limited production of the Ichinose Flat Bed Screen Printing 

machine and the inadequate colour kitchen and screen engraving 

facilities. 

k.    The lack of Quality and Laboratory organisation. 

5. In our opinion the scouring and bleaching done by Jiggers is 

uneconomical. 

6. Inadequate maintenance control and responsibility. 

7. Lack of specific baking facilities together with the unused 

Steiner and high pressure kiers. 

8. Overmanning of the Jiggers. 

9. Industrial effluent. 

U-0   RECOMMfNMTIONS 
Our recoramendations for dealing with these problems are as follows :- 

1.    It would seem to us good policy with the space available to 

purchase and install a singeing machine and a mercerising machine 

at Delimatex.    There is a surplus machine at Garut which ney be 

bought more cheaply than a new one. 
A. chainleBS type merceriser will cost approximately Rp.1*0,000,000.- 
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2. The Kyoto stenter is a very good machine   but it is   very 

occupied with three functions i    heat setting, resinatine and 

baking.    It should be possible for the unused steamer to be 

modified as a baking machine and we would recommend enquiries 

to the maker. 

3. It must be pointed out that the productive capacity of a Rotary 

screen printing machine is much superior to that of the flat bed 

Ichinose as at present installed.    The colour kitchen is very 

small and is inadequately drained and the screen making facili- 

ties cramped.    With a little expenditure conditions could be 

made more pleasant with an improvement in quality of work and 

morale. 

U.    Delinatex manages at the present time without a laboratory 

organisation to supervise inspection and testing.    We are told 

that the customers are satisfied.    It nay be that in the future 

as customers become more critical this state of affairs will not 

last and it would be advisable to build up the nucleus of a 

testing organisation now.    An analytical chemist can always save 

his salary by checking   strengths   of dyes find chemicals and by 

research and development on new fibres and new finishes. 

5. We would recommend that some seni-continuous batch method   of 

bleaching such as a pad-roll machine with hydrogen peroxide. 

This suggestion would need to be evaluated carefully on a cost 

basis, but it should show definite economies    and give a more 

consistent bleach than the current Jig bleaching with hypo* 

chlorite. 

6. There should be in all dye and print works a mechanic with the 

definite responsibility for the maintenance and to work out    if 

possible a preventive system.    It is the duty of all managers 

to ensure that the assets in their charge are preserved and 

maintained. 
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7. Our suggestion to relieve the stenter of the baking function is 

to examine if the unused steamer can "be modified to bake. The 

unused klers should be sold unless their future use can be 

forseen. 

8. According to our advice the number of men on the Jiggers has 

been reduced from one man one jig    but the target of one man tvo 

Jiggers is possible as is the usual practise in the developed 

countries. 

In the report there is a description of the works trials carried out 

and the advice given on the preparation and bleaching of cloth, on 

printing problems and the resin finishing of cloth. 

There are appendices on machinery and a graph on the estimated capa- 

city. 

9. Effluent. 

The arrangements for the effluent are perfunctory,  it simply 

flows away to a rice paddy drain and we understand that a local 

farmer is complaining.    It is expected that as the industrial 

estate develops central organisations will deal with the indus- 

trial waste and effluent of this  area. 

15-0   MMttfiEMCNT * STAFF 

The staff are competent in printing.    Mr. Kim seems a very bright 

and capable manager and should be encouraged. 

16-0    INSTRUCTION AND TRIALS CANNI ED OUT 

a.   Many discussions have been held with the manager Mr« Kim. 

Among the subjects covered are:- 

1. The question of singeing,   polyester blend cloths and its 

influence on "pilling". 

2. The use of the high pressure kiers in the scouring of cotton 

goods and the plant lay-out  for washing machines and    the 

bleaching with calcium hypochlorite. 
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3.    We have discussed the Jiggers and pointed out the deficiencies 

in their design}    the very small top rollers which are prone 

to make creases;    the inadequate water supply to the jiggers 

extending unnecessarily the time of filling;   the important 

factor of cloth to   liquor ratios and the need for these to 

be standardised in   order  to produce even batches;    the 

filling and emptying of cloth on Jiggers and the possibility 

of batching the cloth prior to filling on the Jigger enabling 

the operation to be done by one man and not two as at present;, 

the need for adequate temperature and the desirability of 

fixing thermometers to each Jigger. 

On our advice Mr. Kim has reduced the number of workers   on 

the Jiggers from one man on Jigger, to six men eight Jiggers 

and is going to reduce this number still further. 

k.    We have discussed the washing and drying range and the 

possibility of using it for Indigosol dyeing and the use of 

sodium bicarbonate as an addition to n wash off section when 

bleaching is done with hydrogen peroxide. 

5. We have recommended tests for the absorbency of cloth before 

printing and commented on the pigment dyes of different 

makers and their systems.    The question of printing with re- 

active dyestuffs and disperse dyes has been explored as well 

as nuphthol grounds for cotton prints. 

We have talked about the various thickeners and emulsifying 

agents for print pestes.    The possibility of running two 

drifts of cloth on the machine has been examined      but    un- 

fortunately the machine is Just not vide enough. 

6. We have given regard to the Kyoto s tent er and explained the 

need to keep the bowls of the foulard in good condition 

stressing the importance of nip tests for levelness and the 

need to measure and be aware of the expression of the nip, 

in other words    the "take up".    Vie have emphasised the need 

to give the screens attention and to watch that they are kept 

clean and so preserve the hentinp and drying efficiency. 
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The whole crease resisting process has been explained together 

with the various tests for crease recovery, abrasion, strength, 

stability, resin content, aid the tests for fixation. 

7. We have given instructions on the care and maintenance of the 

calender and the principles of calendering. 

8. The question of the use the steamer has been explored and 

its alternate uses. The first trial on running the steamer 

was done with our supervision. 

9. Recipes have been given and explained for the hydrogen peroxide 

bleaching of cotton and polyester cellulosic blends. We have 

explained the need to know the size used in the preparation of 

any cloth in order best to renove it and instruction has been 

given on the essential means of testing to check that the cloth 

is size free. 

10. Stock control has been discussed and recommendations made 

about the need to weigh chemicals accurately and the great in- 

fluence of chemicals and dyes on the economics of the trading 

account. 

11. The inportance of having a suitable work's laboratory has 

been stressed and the importance of being able to do one's 

own matching and testing without having to resort always to 

the dyestuff maker. 

12. We have discussed and explained set:i-continuous and continu- 

ous methods of bleaching and recommended especially the pad 

roll hydrogen peroxide bleach for polyester cellulosico. 

13. We have explained the importance of quality control in all 

aspects of finishing and the need to be ready for more and 

better standardisation when the narket becomes more sophis- 

ticated. 

fc. Trial«. 

1. Bleaching trials using different recipes of hydrogen peroxide 

were demonstrated. 
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2. The starch iodide test for starch vas introduced and shown 

to the technician in charge. 

3. A first run on the steaming machine was organised and cloth 

padded on the Jigger with hydrogen peroxide was steaned for 

five minutes in the steamer. 

The white produced was very satisfactory but the management 

decided that the quantity of steam required diminished the 

boiler supply to too great a degree and that they would 

prefer to carry on with the present method of bleaching 

with calcium hypochlorite on the Jiggers. 
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Cyl. Dry« 

Printing 

Stenter 

'.'•king-up 

5,880,000 mpy 

12,3^8,000 mpy 

3,528,000 mpy 

3,256,000 mpy 

6,300,000 mpy 
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APPENDIX III 

ANSWER TO QUESTIONA IRC 

Concordant vith requestion from UNIDO Expert for answer some questions, 

therefore in the following we answer about our factory Delimatex Ltd. 

as follows:- 

1. Until now we not production self, because our mill a finishing 

factory.    The next tine we have a planning for making a weaving 

production for Tetoron Rayon and Tetoron Cotton cloths from Suzuki 

machines made in Japan. 

Our finishing equally/month we received 31 »888 »500 K? form our 

customer   for Dyeing, Bleaching, Printing, Heat setting etc.    from 

some kind cloths. 

2. Labour force the amount 83 man and 1 woman. 

Hours of work 8 hour every day. 

Type of shift system 2  (two) shifts for night and day, if we have 

busy the labours they must duty until finish, and we mean 

They have a axess work. 

Payment tine or incentive is cash every week in Saturday for daily 

labours. 

3. Rough organisation of works staff (7 men and 1 woman).    They has 

finished study from: - One man a Sckolar for Faculteit of Economi 

- One man a Bachelor of Art for Public Relations, 

and the other abiturent of High School and 

they was the experience work. 

Training on our mill until now; not yet. 

U.    Production of bleached, dyed and printed styles; 

The bleaching process we have worked as follows:» 

Machine         Jigger 

recipes     Caustic Soda, Toepol and Soda Ash Caporit, 

Ha Besulfit 
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Dytlitf 

•achine   Jigger 

recipe«   Caustic Soda, Soda Ash and Teepol 

oolour   to depend on the customer what they like. 

5. Types of finish - from three style types of finish we have only 

Resin. 

6. Desizing, Scouring and Mercerizing until now we have not. 

The methods it we to ask recipes to the representative I.C.I, and 

CIBA. 

7. Dyeing process is Direct. 

The Jigger machines we have 8 machines for bleaching and dyeing, 

its all made in Indonesia. 

8. Printing - Type of machine is Screen 

Method is Direct Printing. 

9. Finishing process is Resin finishing 

Curing 

Calender and 

Cylinder Drying Machine. 

10. Making up and Inspection is Crease and plait. 

11. 

12. Laboratory and Dyeing Offices i We still need some equipments for 

above. 

13. Quality control - Not yet. 

1»». Transport and lay out of factory; We think very well, because our 

mill is strategie between two 

cities (Bandung and Madjalaya) 

that is the Industry City. 

15. Steam power we take from the Boiler machine made in Japan, and 

water we take fro» the soil with Pump system and water tourent. 
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16. Internal Administration method; We have acme parts of duty in the 

organization work of staff that is 

Administration of staff, Public 

Relations, Personalia, Book Keeping, 

Managerial and Administration of 

factory. 

17. Costing and Storage; For costing the seme with public marketing, 

and we have not the Storage because its cloths 

we received from our customers for make on the 

process finishing (makloon). 

18. Technical training of staff; Not yet. 

19. The other problems ;  We need working capital for productiviteit 

continuous in our mill. 

Proposal       :  We hope UNIDO to prepare a course or trainings 

for labours especially for skilled man, 

managerial skill and Technical skill. 
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APPEHDIX IV 

STOCK WIITI0N   Jl-tl-1S71 

POSISI STOCK BAHM LAN8SUN6 PER 31-12-1971 

..—_« .__-_• •.-._—._—•-—— .._....-..-_—— —"~——« 

No. DJenis Borong Banjaknja Hnr gft Satuan DJunlah Harga 

(1) (2) (3) (IO (5) 

1. Luminious Green GZ 50 Kg. Pp. 2.282,— Rp. ll.Ul»*,— 

2. "         Blue RLC 150 kg. M 960,- M lU.OOO,— 

3. "         Orango GZ 25 kg. 
II 2.093,- »1 52.325,— 

U. Caustic Soda 50 kg. II 30,- n 1.500,— 

5. Unica Resin 560 FB 50 kg. M 3»»0,~ M 17.000,— 

6. "           MB TO kg. 14 530,- M 37.100,— 

7. Luninious Orange FK8 25 kg. II l.M»0,~ M 36.000,— 

8. Savamine OC 25 kg. ti »•50,- ff 1.125.— 

9. Liofix CHN 180 kg. It 675,- 
n 121.500,— 

10. Reducer Cone  500 100 kg. II 600,— H 60.000,— 

11. Amoniax 10 kg. •1 130,— ff 1.300,— 

12. Asetic Acid 60 kg. II 1U5,~ M 8.700,— 

13. Calsaline oil 85 kg. II U25.— 
ff 36.125,— 

lfc. Tapioca 1.500 kg. II 30.— ff »•5.000,— 

15. Perborat 1U5 kg. II X60,— N 23.200,— 

16. Soda Ash >*15 kg. II U6,- N 19.090,— 

IT. Soda Kue 15 kg. M 56,- ff 8U0,~ 

18. P.V.A. KuraraJ 180 kg. II 6oo,— n 108.000,— 

19. Amonium CL 15 kg. N 150,- M 2.250,— 

20. Urea 65 kg. II 28,- H 1.820,— 

21. Hydrosulfite 8 kg. N 320,— M 2.560,— 

22. Lak nerah 5 kg. I« 1.233,21 n 6.166,05 

23. Disf F Cone 15 kg. II 500,— M 7.500,— 

2k. "      R Rubin« BT 15 kg. N 5.500,— M 82.500,— 

25. "     T 5 G Yellow 21 kg. M »•.550,— ff 95.550,— 
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(1) (2) (3) (U) (5) 

?6. Disf B Orange 16 leg. Rp. 1.700,— Pp. 27.200,-« 

27. "      Fast  Yellow T k R 1U,5 kg. 
M 3.025,— 

« U3.662,50 

28. Caledon Orange 3 G 9 kg. ti 6.800,— t' 61.200,-- 

29. "       Blue XRC 9,5 kg. ti 3.500,— H 33.250,-- 

30. "       Grey M 2U.5 kg. II U.125,— 
it 101.062,50 

31. "       Olive D Grains 23 kg. It 3.800,— H 87.UOO,— 

32. M            "     B     H 21 kg. II U.125,— 
it 86.625,— 

33. Dierek Kongarot 10 kg. II 900,— H 9.000,— 

3U. Direct Grains B 25 kg. II 1.250,— n 31.350," 

35. Direct Salopenhil Yellow FL 10 kg. II 1.200,— it 12.000,— 

36. Direct Orange S 20 kg. II 1.600,— n 32.000,— 

37. Cibaron Blue F3 CA 20 kg. II 6.080,— H I2I.6OO,— 

38. "        Black FBC 7 kg. II 3.520,— II 2U.6UO,— 

39. "       Brown k Gr-A 12,5 kg. H U.130,— It 51.625,- 

uo. Cry»ophenin Yellow G 3,5 kg. 
II 1.000,— n 3.500,- 

Ul. Ultra White BC Cone 30 kg. II 1.200,— n 36.000,— 

U2. Manutex 15 kg. 
ti 1.750,— n 26.25O,— 

U3. Caledon Brown G 3 k«. II U.015,— 
•• I2.OU5,— 

Uk. Teratil Yellow Brown 2 R 20 kg. H 3.560,— n 71.200,— 

U5. "        Navy Blue SGL 12,5 kg. II 3.W0,— M 1*3.500,- 

V6. M        Yellow GVL 10 kg. II 1.880,— H 18.800,— 

U7. BlancoiJor BA k kg. II 1.U50,— N 5.800,— 

U8. Cuprofix Tuquise Blue TBL 7 kg. II 1.300,— II 9.100,— 

U9. Uvitex CID 550 2 kg. N 3.500,— H 7.000,— 

50. Tunescal OPE 25 kg. II 775,— 
H 19.575,- 

DJUMLAH Rp.   1.965.398,05 

Bandung, 31 Deeember 1971. 
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ABSTRACT 

Kamajayatex is an integrated factory woaving & finishing.    It is located 

in a small town called Pandacn about 45 Km south of Surabaya,  tho capital 

of East Java. 

Building is old with very high roof without air conditioning; and other 

modorn oquipmonte therefore it is not suitable for weaving» 

Machines :    The weaving shed is equipped with 291 s orni-automatic old looms 

rolatcd to 1934 & 1940 with tho exception of 46 Suzuki looms which had been 

manufactured in 1967.    There are another 200 Toyoda-Automatic cop change 

looms under eroction. 

The following report is a survey mode by our weaving export Mr. Hoshiyama 

during his visit with hie counterpart Mr. Malikus during August 9 & 10, 

1972. 

The pattern of the production is T-cloth Shirting, twill & the national 

dreso Sarong.    The technical problems which have been detected arc numerous 

i.e.  low quality of yarns bought  from different suppliers,   the nocesnity of 

modernization for some cone winder, bad storage of the raw-yarns,  bad hand 

knotting in cono windin,: and warping,  small size of the pirn bobbins, un- 

economical change system in creel,  unsuitable sizing rocipc,  and the   ob- 

Boloocenoo of most of the present looms.    The result of these probloms is 

a very low efficiency varies between 45¿ - 70$ according to tho conditions 
of the looms. 

In the report of Mr. Hoshiyama there arc recommendations to remove moat of 

these problems which in his opinion can raise the efficiency up to 70$ - 

90fj instead of 4% - 70$.   Wo are going after this survey to demonstrate 

and follow up tho implementation of these recommendations. 
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1NTM0UCTIOM 

Kamajayatex weaving shod is ono of the factories which rocoivos our 

rogular assistant for rehabilitation A duvoloprnont with the aim of 

cutting down th^ cost of production. 

It is intended after the implementation of our assistance that this 

factory becomes as a modol to the others for the purpose of improve- 

ment«    It has boon vißitod,  during this period once "before by the 

Project Manager but the roport of Mr. Hoshiyama is the only survey 

drawn on this faotory« 

Tho unsuitable present building will contributo a handicap. 

It is possibles, after tho completion of    orocting tho now machines, 

for the préparation and tho now looms that the conditions of work 

even for the present old machinery will bo remarkably better. 

Qratcful thanks are duo to thu Directorate Cenerai  of Textile, 

manacement  and the staff of the  factory,  I.T.T.  and  other individuals 

for providing informations  and facilities to do this work» 
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1. INTftOOUOriON 

ThiB is a summary of my survey,  discussion, demonstration and 

recommendation etc. during my first visit to the mill along with 

Mr. Malikus Sudiptyo, my counterpart  (August 9 & 10»  1972). 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MILL 

2-1    Sit« t tulldlnfl 
It is situated in Pandaan, about 45 Km South of Surabaya»  Eaßt 

Java and has weaving mill and finishing plant« 

The building was build originally for a sugar refinery, it has 

high roofs unsuitable for weaving and no air conditioner. 

2-2   Short Mlttory end Mer^emtnt 

1934    ohanged the former sugar refinery to a private weaving 

mill owned by a Dutch family. 

1958 Transfered to the Government of Indonesia, Bappit. 

i960   Transfered to the Government P.N. Busana Yasa* 

1964    Transfered to the Provincial Government Pinda Sandang. 

1971    Transfered to P.T. Kamadjajatex. 

The head office is in Surabaya and now Mr. R. Soerjadi Soerjo- 

pranoto is President Director,  Mr. Sulaeman Mill Manager and 

Mr. Soejono Chief of Weaving Section. 

2-3   Number of Loo« 

(1) Gustav Thiele (1934), Germany,  1x6, Upper picking, 36" R/e    187 

(2) Suzuki (1940), Japan, 1x1 & 1x4, 64" R/P 39 

(3) Suzuki (1967), Japan, 1x1 & 1x4, 64" R/B 46 

(4) Others                               36 - 52"    R/s 19 
. ..a-..-^.. -...-. ..._. . . — ._..._.__.._... . .      . . ........... ... «^-     ........     —..» .»Man»- 

Total 291 

2-4   Cloth Kind Produced At Prêtent 

(1)    Sarong   ^¿^fQf[~ * &"    (After finished, 28-) 

(Pre-dyed yarn) 
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(2) Shirting, T-cloth 

WÂëà^.Tx'ëO'   X 41"    (After «»i«*«*!  38») 

(3) Shirting, T-cloth 

^¿erZ^xTo-   X41" Ufter finiehed, 38") 

U) Ärt11 ^fïïeed SerfTAS *"" (After finirted, 28») 

2-5 Supply of Raw Yarn 

By P.N. Sandang (Orati Mill etc.), Pinda Sandang (Tjilatjap Mill 

etc.) and sometimes local markets, all of them are in the stato 

of paper cone. 

2-6 Waavtng Production 

Total about 4»000,000 m annually, four groups and throe shifts 

operation system. 

2-7 Marketing Condition 

So far there exists no difficulty in marketing, espesially the 

demand for sarong is strong. 

2-8 Ex un» Ion Program» of Waavlng Mill 

Already 200 Toyoda Automat io Looms 65" ti/a  (Typo CH 8 - Cop Change 

& 0M 2 - 1 x 4, eaoh 100 looms) have arrived from Japan, they are 

going to be installed soon. 

3. RAW YARN 

Now their raw yarns are supplied by many spinning mills, naturally the 

quality of yarn is widely fluctuated according to these various mills. 

They need to select the best quality mill and try to get the yarn 

constantly from this mill as much as possible, because tho quality of 

yarn and its stability aro the key-points for raising weaving produc- 

tivity. 
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h, FLOW Of PROCESS 

4-1 Process Chart 

Now   they are weaving two categories of oloth —- one is pro-dyod 

yarn checks sarong (twisted and unsized warp) and the other is grey 

plain and twill weave* 

Only the red yarn for this Sarong is dyed in hank and all the rest 

in cone* 

These prooesces are analyzed as follows : 

Paper Cone Orey Yarn 
 _  

/pv i Cone Winding        J 
*      ! (Paper     Wooden i 

' Cone).  ! 

tMJÙmmm 

(1) 
T 

(4) 

Reeling 

Cone Winding 
(Paper     Metallic 

Cone)• 

4 
Hank Dyeing 
(Red colour only) 

* * 

 —1—I  

(3)1 *•"*' 1 VJ/ »Cone Winding • 
¡(Papor Wooden   ! 
! Cono)     ¡ 
 |-T À 

I 

Cone Dyeing 
(except Red colour) 

U 
Cono Winding 
Hank       Woodon Cono 

(5) Cone Winding 
(Metallic Woodon Cone 

I* li Ài 
Warping or Pirn Winding 

Sizing 

Drawing - in 3 

E 
Weaving 

Cloth Inspooting and Holding U 
(1)    Twist pre-dyed Warp > 

Pre-dyed Weft «--> 

(3)    Cloth 

(2)    Orey Warp  •*-* • —.« 

Oroy Weft   -*-.. — . 

(4) i 

i 

!   shows additional 
1   roe Of ondablo proooss 
 J   mentioned in 4-2-2. 
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4-2    Probi«**   in this Procast Flow 

4-2-1    Yarn Oy«lng 

To economize the production cost   in preparatory process and 

also to improve the cone quality which is one of the key-points 

for raising weaving efficiency,   cone dyeing is much bettor than 

hank-dyeing, bocause both the hank—reeling from paper cone and 

the cone-winding from dyed hank arc much more troublesome and 

inefficient due to the low reeling speed and the entangled yarn 

in the reel etc. 

Por this reason, they need to try to dye the red yarn also in 

cone-dyeing as much as possible» 

But,  aB to dyeing itself, this cone-dyeing is more difficult 

than hank-one in its colour uniformity, and they should improvo 

the dyeing process at present« 

4-2-2    »««winding of P«p«r Con« 

Now the paper cone is directly put  on the warper's creel and 

pirn winder for grey cloth without  rewinding to wooden cono« 

Generally, in the spinning mills  the yarn should bo oleaned 

through the yarn cleaner (blade/saw tc^th typo)  and be properly 

tiod by knotting device in the final cone winding process,  so far 

as I know many spinning mills in Indonooia, howevor, don't take 

care so much of this problem that   in paper cone there still romain 

many slubs .and foreign matters,   the knotting portions arc very 

irregular, and also during transportation many paper cone are 

orushod and deformed due to both the carolcss packing and the 

rough treatment —•- all of thorn finally reduce the weaving produc- 

tivity very much« 

Any»/ay,  all of the paper cone   yarBB should bo rewound their 

own mill to woodon or motallic conos in tho right manner mentioned 

in ohapter 5, ~— even the raw yarn both for grey cloth and before 

reeling for hank-dyeing as shown in in 4-1 Process Chart« 
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5.  CONE WINDING 

5-Ì    Machin« "înd No. of Drum 

(1) Franz Mullcr's R.T. Coner 60 d x 2 m/o • 120 d 

(2) Franz Mullcr's q.T. Conor 100 d x 3 m/o • 320 d 

(3) Richard Schwancrt's Q.T. Coner     80 d x 4 m/c > 320 d 

Richard Schwancrt's Q.T. Conor     60 d x 1  m/c -    60 d 

(4) Murata's No. 60 ( 1964) R.T,  Conor 20d x 2 m/c -   40 i 

 ~ ~       TTtTV*"""*~~"VS^Td' ' 

Stop motions arc disappeared in (2) and (3),  and slit gaugos 

absent in (1) and (3). 

Only new Murata's No.  60 coners arc now and in good condition. 

5-2    Handling and Storaga of Con« 

All of paper, wooden and metallic  cones should be handled 

more carefully, the rough surface-rubbing caueoa the naps of yarn 

and winding-layer out   etc. 

They should completely be covered with plastio cloth when storagod 

on the floor or in the box, now much dust arc found on the cone 

surface which increase  the yarn breakage in the process. 

5-3   Operator's Action and Nacasslty of Knotting Davie« 

They are now knotting the yarn by their own fingers and cutting 

the yarn end by their own nails,   for this roaaon the knotted 

portions arc not properly tied and also the out-ends aro very 

irregular some of them are loosened,  and too long cut-onds 

are entangled by the other yarn especially during weaving and thoy 

stop the looms to reduce the weaving efficiency. 

Universal knottor shown by me in their mill noods to bo bought 

and used immediately by all operators.    The Knottor of this type 

is very cheap, not complicated in maintenance, very easy for training 

of operator how to use it, and very sufficient for cotton yarn. 

Boyee'3 or Todo's weaver's knottor is,  of course, better than the 

above mentioned universal knottor,  büCauee by this knptter thay 

oan get  "weaver's knot" which is  the boat  for weaving, but this is 

very expensive (about  20 times) und the maintonanoe is not BO easy. 
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Anyway, use of knottor is ono of tho moet important problems 

in preparatory soot ion for raising weaving productivity. 

Sufficient tension should be givon to the yarn by operator's 

hand when ho contacts tho cone on the rotating drum, otherwise 

the slackening of yarn will be caused and wound-in inside th« 

cone,  thiß troublos always in the next warping or pirn winding 

process». 

5-*   Yarn Cleener (Silt feu«« or Stub Catcher) 

As mentioned already in 4-2-2, every yarn should once be passed 

through this yarn cleaner when rewound from paper cons to wooden 

or metallic one. The purpose is to cut and remove both the irreg- 

ular knotted portions caused by spinning mills and the slube 

remained in the yarn. 

But the yarn already once rowound through thic yarn cloanor 

should not be again rewound through it, it is unnecessary and 

rathor harmful for yarn quality because the nap of yarn is 

increased by passing it more than once»    That is,  in "Process 

Chart" in 4-1, cono winder of (1),  (2)  and (3) should be equipped 

with those yarn oleaners, but (4),  (5)  and that for rewinding r.-.-.). 

small oonos remained in the warpor's creel (mentioned in 7-3 and 

7^4) should not have these yarn cleaners» 

The gauge (clearance) of this cloaror needs to bo adjusted 

according to the yarn count, yarn quality and winding spood etc. 

For their ootton carded yarn 20s,  30st 40s, 42s and 42s/2, tho 

following gauges are advisable (about 2.5 times of yarn diameter 

for blade-typo cloaror). 

Yarn Count 

20s & 42e/2 

30s 

40s à 42s 

Yarn Diameter 
1/100 mm 

22 

18 

15 

•• .  jfrwi1/1?°-iiri) 
Biado Type rSaw-?3oth 

55 

45 
38 

Type 

65 
55 
45 
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They need to separate their all cone winders to two categorie« 

as mentioned above   one for (l)f (2) and (3)1 the other for 

(4)t (5) and small cone rewinding, and the formor should always 

have yarn cleaners and their gauge nood to be adjusted according 

to the change of yarn, the latter should always have no yarn 

olearcr at all. 

5-S   Yarn Tension 
Every cone of one kind yarn should be wound up uniformly under 

the samo tension at oaoh drum in order to improve the produce 

tivity and quality of weaving, and it is very important espec- 

ially in the motallic cone for cono dyoing to avoid the colour 

difforonco. 

Tho weight kind and number of tension washer,  the bending angle 

of yarn at yarn guido, and yarn speed etc. should be ohooked 

and adjusted in the samo manner« 

4. P!*M WÏN0INC 

4-1   Machine and No. of Spindle 

(1) Murata's Type No. 100 4 spi x 8 m/c - 32 spi. 

(2) Kovopol 4 spi x 8 m/c - 32 spi. 

(3) Schar or 10 spi x 8 m/c - 80 spi. 

Total    - 144 spi« 

4-2   Handling of Cono Operator's Action, Nacatslty of Knott Inf 
Davice and Yarn Tension 

Tho samo advices as already given in 5-2,  5-3 and 5-5 ahould 

bo followed. 

4-3   Unit Yarn leneth of Pirn 

The yarn length of one pirn i«, of course, the longer tho better 

for raising the weaving officiency especially in the caso of 

ordinary and unautomatic shut tlo/c op-change loom as t hoi re. 

In spito of this importance of pirn yarn length, it is almost 

always neglooted in every mill, it is, howovor, one of tho koy- 

points for improving weaving productivity, thoy have to try thoir 

best for increasing this yarn length» 
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To do this, thoy need to incroase the outer diamoter of pirn 

under the same and maximum but not-too-high yarn tension in 

this pirn winding process. 

But boforc doing this,  thoy should maintain all of thoir shuttle 

tongue (spindle) espocially in the point of its direction and 

fixednosE,  otherwise the volume incroasod pirns will be contacted 

with tho inner surfrxso of shuttle 

7. WAÄNH6 

7-1    Hachino 

Sectional warper with JOQ cono crool 4 m/c. 

7-2   Putting Hothod of Paper Con« In Crool 

As already mentioned, paper cono from spinning mill should not be 

uDod directly in tho warping without rewound to wooden cono« 

But when omergently necesoary, at first an empty wooden bobbin 

should be put on the peg in the orcel,  and then the paper cone is 

put on it« 

Now all of their paper cones arc put on the pegs directly, thoir 

ccntor lines don't ooinsido with the porcelain yarn guido, whioh 

cause unsymmetric unwinding-baloning during warping, thon contact 

of yarn to the cono edge and finally many yarn breakages. 

7-3   Con« Chano« Syst«« In Cr««l 

Thoy have to change all cones at once, and should not change them 

one by one when exhausted. 

As thoy change them one by one now,  thoy need to stop tho warper 

so frequently about overy 200 yds., change tho cone and tie the 

yarn. 

It cauoce not only the drop of warping productivity but also th« 

degradation of weaving efficiency and cloth quality due to tho 

inferior beams having many irregular knottod portions« 

In a oortain Indonesian mill,  for oxamplc,  formorly they changed 

cones one by one, tho warping production per one shift was only 

ono beam, but now thoy change all oonos at once and thoy arc pro- 

ducing throe boams per one shift and naturally the beam quality hn» 

boon much improved, which has raised their weaving efficiency so much« 
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Anyway, this is one of the koy-points for improving weaving 

productivity. 

For thie reason, thoy should doff all of thu conos for warp at 

the samo yarn length, as much as possible this yarn length should 

bo     (one warper's beam yarn longth) x (an integral number) 

• (about  1,000 - 2,000 yds). 

Por this also,  they should wind all cones under tho samo yarn 

tención in order to giv» them tho same hardness, because they can 

know tho yarn length of cone only indirectly by its outer diameter. 

Otherwise»  some of them will be too short and should bo changed. 

when exhausted in tho middle of one beam warping, and the others 

arc too long and should be rewound at long distanco in the cone 

winding. 

7'h   Rewinding of Small Con« Remain«* In Creel and  Ita Utage to Weft 

This remained small oone, of which yarn longth is oquivqlcnt to 

about 1,000 - 2,000 yde in 7-3,   needs to bo rewound to full cono 

in winding process without passing through yarn cleaner as already 

mentioned in 5"^« 

This rowound cone should be used as weft yarn as much as possible 

when both the wnrp and tho weft  is the same yarn (for instance, 

their warp 30s for shirting can be used as its weft 30s and twill 

warp 20s also as its weft 20s). 

Becauso tho demanded quality for warp is much more sovoro than 

that for woft,  tho rewound cone which has many knotted portions 

and naps should not bo usod to tho warp if possible. 

7-*   Operator'a Action 

A spring typo scissors should bo given to thorn. 

When thoy start to warp a beam,  they nood to bo «oro caroful of 

giving sufficient tension by thoir hands to tho yam which is 

broken and tied by them. 

8.  S I 2  I N Q 

S-1   Machine 

(1) Hot Air Sisor (unknown Maker) — (Obsolete) Ono 
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Immersion Roll One 

Squeezing Roll Two pairs 

Cavity Box with Ooar Primp 

(2) "West Point" 5-cylindor Sizor —- (under Installation)   Ono 

Immorsion Roll Two 

Squeezing Roll, Rubber Coating (low hardness) Two 

Moisture Monitor 

(3) Woodon Mixing Cistern Two 

(U)    "West Point" Jot Cooker —- (undor Installation) 

8-2   Sits Mela« 
1-2-1    Thalr SIM ftaclpa 

pairs 

Material 
30 s 20 s 

Quantity Ratio Quantity Ratio 

Wat or 600 1 - 600 1 - 

Tapiooa (Adhosive Agent) 85 kg (for water) 
14.2/. 

75 kg (for wat or) 
12.551 

Corimol   "Chiba" 
(Adhosive Agent) 

2.8 1 (for water) 
4.7* 

2.8 1 (for water) 
4.7# 

Finishing oil 
(Softening agent) 

1.6 1 (for Starch) 
1.9* 

1*6 1 (for Staroh) 
2.1* 

Salt 
(Hygrométrie Agent) 

1.5 kg (for Staroh) 1.5 kg (for Starch) 
2.0* 

Total 690.9 kg " 680.9 kg - 

•-2-2   Probi«* In Their Sttt Racla« 
(1) Thoy use salt for moisture-*|bsorbtion agent, indeed it is very 

oheap and has hygrométrie ability, but all iron parts of siso 

mixing equipment, sizing machine, loom and its aocossorio« are 

rustod by this Bait,  and, so far as I know, no weaving mill in 

the world uses salt for warp sizing mat ori al, 

I don't know what the oontcnt of thoir "Finishing oil" is, 

generally spooking, however, oil and fat has hygrometrio ability, 

I think thoy noed not mix special agent for moioture-absorbtion, 

and they had bottor replace this "Finishing oil" by Animal 

(Buffalo) Fat 8 kg. or, if available, Naconol B-19 (Katsunoto 

Yushi Mfg. Co. Japan). 
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(2) Por shirting 30s and ^'will 20s,  they nood not chango the 

quantity of Tapioca.    Por both of thorn, sizing materials 

can be mixod in the samo weight,  and only the water should 

bo chañad — for shirting 30e 600 1, and for Twill 20B 

700 1. 

8-3 Sii« Mixing and Siting Proctitis 

Sizins machine was stopped and I could not survoy thoso processes. 

Next time I will givo thorn my suggestion ospodially for promoting 

the penetration ability of size liquid into the yarn by boiling it 

more longer than at higher temperature in the mixing cistern and both 

size and cavity boxes. 

9. MAVIM6 - IN 

Ton drawing-in stands are equipped, where one pair oporatora draw booms. 

No special problem was seen, 

10. WE AV I MG 

10-1 Efficiency and tfaavar's Action 

Now one weaver has 4-6 looms,  and the efficiency is only 45-5<$ 

for Thiele Looms and 70$ for Old and Now Suzuki. 

The condition of warp boom and weft pirn is not so bad that thoy 

can raise the weaving efficiency up to 70$ and 90/o for each loom 

group only by training   weavers in the right way. 

If they measure and analyse the weaver's work factor at prosont, 

thoy will definitely be surprised by the fact that how much hours 

of weavers arc spent to open the defective cloth especially in 

cheoked sarong  ^ to tie many samshod yarns, and that weavers 

don't concontrate their energy cm their own essential job — 

to repair the irregular yarn of beam,  to watoh the weaving cloth 

condition, to tie the brokon yarn and to change the oxhaustod cop etc. 

According to the individual weaver's production record, thoy nood 

to train and urgo then one by ono for raising officioncy. 
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10-2   Noccitity of Specialist far Defect Iv« cloth Opening and %mtb Knottor 

As already mentionod abovo, thin specialist should be appointed in 

ordor to release the weavers  from these jobs and to lot them con- 

centrate dircotly to raise weaving efficiency. 

At the same time, they had botter increaso the number of sarong 

looms per one weaver up to six looms the samo as shirting and 

Twill but you need to transfer all of tho excellent woavers to 

Sarong and inferior ones to Shirting and Twill. 

10-}   Machanlcal Condition of Loom 

Thoir Thiolc  and Old Suzuki  Looms aro obsolete, but they can and 

should maintain them much bettor than now, we can find in every 

loom many looseness and absence of bolt and they cause,   for example, 

owing of slay-sword, rocking-shaft, crank-shaft,  tappet-shaft and 

transverse-rail  etc.   all of them are very harmful and shorten 

tho lifo of loom terribly. 

Adjustment  of picking motion should also bo done more carefully, 

now many picking-back of shuttle inside shuttle box are found, 

this causes much consumption of picking spare parts.   As I 

demonstrated on the spot,  ^specially the check-strap should bo 

adjusted in tho proper and balanced strength» 

10-*    Specialization of HtcKanlct 

As already explained minutely in your mill,  all mechanics should 

be specialized for every device of loom.    However, of course, 

cvjry mechanic noods to understand even tho other mechanics job, 

bocauso ovcry motion and device of loom is so organically rolatod 

that one adjustment and maintenance should usually be accompaniod 

by the others, 

11. CLOTH INSPECT IN6 

The importance of this process exists in the feed-back of information 

about the preparatory and weaving procesaos into themselves,  the; data 

on cloth quality should bo recorded and utilizod for improving all 

processus» 
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12. CONCLUSION 

Woaving is a labor intonsivo industry and it i» mich different from 

an equipment one like chomical plant, for this reason oach operatore 

action has always groat influence upon tho quality and efficiency of 

production, and they can improve them by training operators and process 

control without sponding extra money so much« 

Thoir most urßont problem at present is to train tho Heavers, and the 

second is to improve preparatory sootion especially cono winding and 

warping process • 

So far only onco I have visitod thie mill for tho initial survey to 

give thsm tho first reoommondation as above mentioned, for this reason 

this mill has not boon improved yot so much» 
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AISTRACT 

Kant J il MM is a privat« owned weaving factory «ituatad in Bangil, South 

of Surabaya, the capital of East Java province. 
Building J It vas formerly equiped vith sugar refinery machinery.    So the 

roof is high and no air conditioning.    Therefore it is not very suitable 

for weaving industry. 
Machines  : It has 205 looms of which 170 looms are new.    It is also equiped 

with all »achines required for preparation. 

Problema and recommendations : 
1. It is not running regularly, only about 60$ of the locsw run continu- 

ously for two shifts, due to shortage of raw materials. 

2. The cost of production is high due to the low productivity. 

3. In cone pirn winding and warping the operators use their hands to 

repair the yarns break-down although they have about 50 pieces of 

knotters. 
k.    The length of pirn is small and can be increased. 
5. The change of. cone and the warping creel is expensive due to the big 

decrease in productivity.    So it is recommended to change all the 

cones at once, and the remained small ones have to be revinded or to 

be used in supplying the pirn winder. 
6. Sizing recipe as well as mixing process have to be changed to give 

better results in weaving. 
7. There is no drying control on the sizing machine, so it is necessary 

to be equipped with any kind of electronic control. 

8. Weaving efficiency during the visit of our expert with his counter- 

part was €0% and the workload which is 2 looms/operator both are low 

and a good program of in plant training can only increase the 

efficiency of these looms to at least B0% and to double the workload/ 

operator. 
9. The beam flange space must be adjusted to be l|" bigger from every 

side.    That is not less than 3H compared vith the reed used spaco on 

the loom. 
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10.    All the loons must be equipped with the weft-fork as & factor   of 

improving the productivity. 

Conclusion    t It is recosnended to resume working 21* hours a day, 7 days 

a week as some other Indonesian weaving sheds in order to 

benefit from the surplus of labour force in the factory 

at present and to cut-down tremendously the cost of 

production. 



INTRODUCTION 

The report drawn by our weaving expert is G survey, studying the conditions 

of this weaving shed, numerating the problems, mentioning the solutions 

and giving the recocxaendationi. 

From this survey we generally put our plan for implementation. 

This is the first visit to this factory which have been selected by the 

government and ourselves to he assisted regularly and to be at the end 

as model to the others« 

The survey had been carried on the 11th &. 12th August 1972. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, 

management and the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other individuals for 

providing informations and facilities to do this work. 
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1. INTMOUCTiaN 

I visited their udii on Auguri 11 & 12, 1972 for ti» first tü» along 
with Mr« Halikoes Soediptyo, my counterpart. 
The following is a summary of ray survey, discussion, demonstration 4 

reecawaendation etc. during this ti sit. 

2. QEMfftAL DESCRIPTION OF HILL 

2-1    Location » Building 

This «ill ii situated in Bangil, about 1*6 Km South of Surabaya, 

East Java* 
Formerly   it ime a sugar refinery, ita building hai high roof 
unsuitable for weaving and no air conditioner« 

2-2    Short History 
1937   The former sugar refinery was changed to a weaving mill 

by a Oorman family« 

19140 Taken over by Dutch Government. 
19141 Transfcred to an Indonesian private company« 

Nov   IDasaad Muain Concern' is its owner, the hoad office is 

in Jakarta. 
Mr. Lahello is Mill Manager and Mr. Sugi Junto   Production Manager. 

2-3    Number of Loo» 
J* Öusckcn (Qermany) with Dobby, 1x1* 56" R/s 50 
J. Öuscken 52" R/s 50 
J. Ousckon with Drill Motion 52" */• 3° 
J. tfûscken with Dobby 52" R/s 20 
Rpocher with Drill Motion, Upper Picking 39" R/i 20 
J« Ouseken with Jacquard, for Towel 90* R/» 10 
J« Ouseken with Dobby, for Towel 90" R/s 10 
Roe cher with Dobby, 1x6, Upper Picking 63" R/s 10 
Kovo (Caochoslovokia) 52" R/s 5 

Total 20$ 

AU J« Quecken's looms were made in 1965, and the others in 1937« 



2-fc   Cloth Kind Producid at Prstcnt 

(3)   flannel ^ x 12        x  36" 
(50 x 2) x 1*8 

U)   Cambric ?°   x ?°—   x  36" 
(61 x 2) x 60 

N.B.     ( A x B ) in denominator shows (Reed Count x No« of yarns 

per one dent)« 

2-5   Supply of Raw Yarn 

In paper cone by P.N. Sen dang & Pinda Sandang Spinning Milla, 
Inbritox. 
In honk by Pakistan etc« 
The supply is recently very insufficient for short of raw cotton, 
and it is also very expensive, about 60J« of total loons only can 
now be operated every month« 
When weaving production is increased, the raw yarn becomes short 
and should be bought from the market about Rp« 3.000/bale more 

expensively« 

2-6   weaving Production 

Total 12$,000m/month approximately, two-shift operation« 

2-7   Marketing Condition 

Due to the expensiveness of raw yarn and cheapness of produced 
doth on the contrary, marketing condition is now v^ry difficult. 
For instance, in 1968   30a yarn was Rp,65,O00/bele and Cambric 
was Rp.3,000/36,5 m, but they are now Rp.106,000 (63* up) and 

Rp«3,20O (6.7$ up only) respectively. 
Formerly the production was delivered to Police Office etc« and 
demand was stable, but now it is impossible« 
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Recently an order was issued for 100,000 m/month 308 grey cloth 

for Batik, but they could not receive it due to the unavailability 

of yarn. 
The former 3-ehift operation has been changed to 2-shift, and the 

surplus workers' wages arc now raising production cost very much« 

3. RAW YARN 

The biggest factor for weaving efficiency is the quality and its 

stability of raw yarn, for this reason they need always to test the 

various yarns carefully supplied by many spinning nails, to select 

the best one and then to be supplied only by this best spinning mill 

as much as possible« 
This policy is also the best stimulation to spinning mills and it is 

very necessary for improving thorn« 

«i. C0M€ WINDING 

4-1    Machins * Ho. of Dru* 
Frani Müller   Rt Coner (New)        120   x I* m/c   - 1*80 

4-2   Operator1! Action t Neccftlty of Knotting Dovlca 

They are now knotting yam by their own fingers and cutting the 

yarn end by their own nails, for these reasons the knotted por- 

tion is not properly tied and the cut-end is very irregular — 

some of them are loosened and the too long cut-end is entangled 

by the other yam especially in the weaving and they stop looms 

to reduce weaving efficiency and quality« 
Thoy have now about 50piocosof Knotter made in England but keep 

them idle — they have to utilise them, because use of Knotter 

is one of the key-points for raising weaving productivity» 

Sufficient yarn tension should be given by operator's hands when ho 

contacts the cone on the winding drum, otherwise the slackening of 

yam is causod and woundnin inside the cone as found now so many 

ccsos in their mill — this troubles always in the next warping 

or pirn winding, degrades the beam & pirn quality and finally 

reduces weaving efficiency & quality« 
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4-J   Yarn Cleaner (Silt Gauge or Slub Catcher) 

They oro now rewinding paper cones for warp yarn supplied by 

spinning mills to wooden cono, but not for weft yarn — this 

rewinding is very necessary and one of the key-points for get- 

ting good quality beams and pirn they need to rewind paper cones 

for weft also, because many spinning mills, cone winding process« 
es arc not well controlled for producing good quality cones« 

But, in this rewinding procesa of paper cono, they should pass 

all of the yarn through yarn cleaner in order to remove all 

knotted portions & slubs etc», and to knot them again in the 

right manner« 
At present in their mill, some of them are passed through yarn 

cleaner, but the others are not« 
The following gauges (ol o arance) are advisable for their cotton 

carded yarn (about 2,5 times of yarn diameter for blade-type 

cleaner) • 

Yarn 
Count 

Yarn 
Diameter (1/100 mm«) 

Gauge 
( 1/100 mm« ) 

12fl 28 70 

208 22 55 

30a 18 16 

M   Winding Yarn Tension 
Every yarn of one kind should be wound up uniformly under the 

same tension at each drum in order to improve the warp beam» 

The kind, weight & number of tension washer, the bending angle of 

yarn at yarn guide and yam speed etc« should be checked & adjust« 

ed in the same manner«   Their cene at present is generally too 

soft, this winding tension needs to be increased« 

$.  »IM WINDING 

5-1    Machino • No. of SpliwJle 

Hacoba Automatic Pirn Minder (Wow) h*^ xi6w/o •  loo-1* 
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5-2   Operator's Action, Nacatslty of Knotting Davlca and Yarn Tant I on 

The sane advice» already given for cone winding in i*-2 4t M* 

should be followed, 

5*3   Unit Yarn Langth of Pirn 
The yarn length of one pirn la, of courte, the longer the botter 

for raising the weaving efficiency especially in the caae pf 

ordinary and unautomatic shuttle/cop-change loom as theirs. 

In spite of this importance of pirn yarn length, it is almost 

always neglected in every mill, it is, however one of the key- 

points for improving weaving productivity, they have to try your 

best for increasing this yarn length. 
To do this, they need to increase the outer diameter of pirn 

under the same and maximum but not-too-high yarn tension in this 

pirn winding process« 
But before doing this, they should maintain all of your shuttle 

tongue (spindle) especially in the point of its direction and 

fixedness, otherwise the volume-increased pirn will bo contacted 

with the inner surface of shuttle, 

6. W A ft • I H 6 

6-1    Machin« 
(1) Schlafhorst's Beam Warper with $ljO ch.   Creel One 

Obsolete, without stop motion but 350 yda/m 

(2) Sucker's Sectional Warper   ( Old ) One 

(3) Hacoba's Sectional Warper   ( Now ) Two 

6-2    Condition of Warper'« Bea» Yarn Snaat Saan In lackt Ida of Siting 
Machina 

By this appearance, they can always understand the situation of 

xnrping process as well as cone winding.   Production manager 

should at least once a day observe it along with his staffs and, 

if necessary, show the defects in the yarn sheet to the operators 

of the both processes and train them.   Now many irregularly knot- 
ted yarn ends, broken yarns, fly-wastes and si uba etc, are found 

there in your mill. 
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t-3   Con« Chano* Syst«« In Cr««1 
They have to change all cones et one«, and should not change 

them one by one when exhausted. 
As they change thorn one by one how, they need to stop the warper 

so frequently about every 200 yds, change the cone and tie the 

ynm.   It causes not only the drop of warping productivity but 

also the degradation of weaving efficiency and cloth quality, due 

to the inferior beams having many irregular knotted portions. 

In a certain Indonesian will, for example, formerly they changed 

cones one by one, the warping production per one shift was only 

one beam, but now they change all cones at once and they are 

producing three beams per one shift and naturally the beam 

quality bo« been much iinproved, which has raised their weaving 

efficiency so much. 
Anyway, this is one of the key-points for improving productivity. 

For this reason, they should doff all of the cones for warp at 

the same yam length, as much as possible this yam length should 

be   {(one warper's beam yarn length) x (an integral number)}* 

(about 1,000 - 2,000 yds). 
For this also, they should wind all cones under the same yam 

tension in order to give thorn the same hardness, because they can 

know thu yam length of cene only indirectly by its outer diame- 

ter.   Otherwise, sonic of thorn will be too short and should be 

changed when exhausted in the middle of one beam warping, and 

the others are too long and should bo rewound at long distance 

in the cone winding. 

M   ftowlndlnf of Small Con« K«MlfMd In Cr««1 «ntf Its Usaf« to Wtft 
This remained small cone, of which yarn length is equivalent to 

about 1,000 — 2,000 yds, in 6-3, *»eds to be rewound to full 

cone in winding process without passing through yarn cleaner as 

already   mentioned in U-3« 
This rewound cone should be used as weft yarn as much as possible 

when both the warp and the weft is the same yam (for instance, 

their warp 20 s for Wet t Flannel can be used as weft 20 s for 

Not, and 'tfarp 30 S for Wot and Cambric also as weft 30 S for 

their weft). 
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Because the demanded quality for warp is much more severe than 

that Tor weft, the rewovxid cone which has may knotted portions 

c"ú nape should net bo again used for the warp if possible« 

6-5   Operator's Action 

A Spring typo scissors should be given to them. 

When they start to warp a beam, they need to be more core ful of 

giving sufficient tension by. their hands to the yam which has 

been broken and tied by them« 

7. S  I 2 I N fi 

7-1    Machine I Mixing Equipment 

(1 )   Suckers Hot Air Sixer One 

Obsolete, without, cavity box, two pairs 

of squeezing roll« 

(2)    Small day Pan with Agitator One 

7-2   Iti« Recipe 

iinnianMmitnnHiiimMMMt 

MATERIAL 
••••»———•• 

Quantity 

350 1. 

35     kg. 

2.5 kg. 

»*     kg. 

Patio 

(for water) 
lot 

(for water) 
0.72* 

(for starch) 
11. M 

Water 

Tapioca (Adhesive Agent) 

Tyloco CR 700 N (Adhesive Agent) 

Kaoline (Anti Friction * 
Weighting Agent) 

Textile Pinish Oil (Softening 
Agent ) 

Sapamine OC (Softening Agent) 

Teepol (Wetting Agent) 

2     1. 

1     1. 

(for starch) 
5.7* 

(for starch) 
2.9* 

1     1. 

0.5 1. 

396     kg. 

(for starch) 
2.9* 

(for starch) 
l.fc* 

Copper Sulphate (Anticeptlc 
Agent) 

Total 
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For enti-friction agono, h Kg, of Kaoline (11,1$ against Starch I 

Usually it should bo 2 — 3% only) is unnecessary, because the other 

two softening aganta have sxtfficient smoothness, and as Kaoline 

Iscks adhesiveness the sized fiber «¡wast e is increased especially, 

7-3    Size Mixing Process 

This time I had no chance to see this process, next time I vili do 

it and give them necessary advice» 

They told me that they boil the mixture only one hour in a mixing 

cistern, it is very insufficient for promoting the penetration abi- 

lity of Tapioca into yarn body especially for your sizing machine 

which has no cavity box, it should be boiled at least two hours at 

boiling temperature    (about 95°C). 

7-*   Sizing Process 

7-*-1    Boiling In Size Ion 

Size liquid should always be boiled at 9i*-95°C continuously, 

because generally natural starch needs to be pasted & gelatinized 

for having stick-ability and its viscosity needs to be lower for 

proracting penetration-ability. 

Their temperature of size liquid inside size box is only $6 C and 

the viscosity measured by Visco-cup, of which drawing was given to 

theniin their mill, is 30 see, (it should be down to 15 — 20 sec«)« 

This is the main reason for their so much sized fiber-waste under 

looms — it has |" fiber length«   Because their sizing is done 

only over the yarn surface and not inside the yarn body, it is 

very easily stripped down from the surface by shedding and beating 

motion« 

7-^-2    Immersion of Yarn 
For avoiding the direct touch of Tarn to the immersion roll in 

the air, and for promoting penetration above mentioned, they should 

put down this immersion roll more deeply«   Also it is necessary 

for avoiding insufficient take-up % of size after following my 

advice given in 7-3 & 7—*U—1.. because at lower viscosity the take- 

up % is lower than at higher viscosity. 
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7-4-3   SquMtlng of Sliad Yarn 

For promoting tho penetration, the squeeiing pressure should be 

increased, but, of course, over-pressure causes the insufficiency 

of take-up %, so this pressure needs to be adjusted considering 

both the density & viscosity of sise liquid and the sised fly- 

wr.stc in weaving» 

Their squeezing rolls'  cotton cloth is very dirty with much cotton 

waste, nep and foreign matter etc», which is degrading the 

aqueeiing offect so much«   This cover-doth should be changed 

every shift at least, be kept inside clean water and washed. 

7-k-k   Drying of Sli.d Yarn 

When overdried, even tho water which is tho content of cotton 

fiber itself is so extracted that the fiber loses its elasticity 

and humidity   absorption speed becomes very low in weaving room, 

also starch sise is completely dried up and becomes fragile» 

This overdrying is now one of the reasons of much sized fly-waste 

in your weaving, they need to be careful of overdrying as well as 

short-drying » 

S. MAWIM -   IN 

Mis-drawing should be checked and repaired more carefully« 

9. W C A V I N 6 

9-1    Efficiency t wstvsr't Action 

The weaving, efficiency is now 60^ and number of looms per one weaver 

is only two« 

Considering the condition of warp beam and weft pirn, this efficiency 

under this loom number per one weaver should be at least 8($« 

They can see many weavers doing nothing and sitting down on wooden 

boxes idly I   They should be trained one by one to watch and repair 

the Irregular yarn of beam before the yarn is broken — the weaver's 

standing position should be more in the backside of loom for this 
reason« 
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The moat foolish action of weaver is only waiting for the yarn 

breakage and then knotting the yarn.   Weavers have to always watch 

tho defective yarns of beam & its irregular shedding and to repair 

them before their breakage & loom stoppage« 

9-2   Nacatsity of Spacialltt    for Datactlva Cloth Opanirtg I Smith Knot- 
ting and Incraass of Loom Numsr par Ona Wtavar 

For letting weavers concentrate their energy on raising efficiency 

only, specialists for opening defective cloth and for knotting 

smashed yarn need to be appointed*   At the same time they can and 

should increase the loom number per one weaver from two at present 
to four» 

Mow many weavers open cloths and knott smashed yarn without paying 

attention on the other working and stopping looms« 

9-J   *—á Hark and Haight of Back-Ratt 

Reed mark of grey cloth is alnost disappeared when passed through 

finishing plant, but that of grey cloth which is. tc be sold direct- 

ly to the market should not be caused in weaving« 

Generally, when both upper and lower shedding angles are the sonic, 

tho warp breakage is minimum but the reed mark is maximum, on the 

contrary, when these two angles ore different, the warp breakage is 

increased but the reed mark is decreased« 

If they have claims for this reud mark from the market, they need to 

raise the back rest i"   for 10 looms at first trial and then extend 
it more« 

$-k   Urn Pianga Spaca 

For plain weave, this beam flange spaco should be about 3 inches 

wider than that of drawing-in on reed in order to decrease the 
selvedge yarn breakage« 

Theirs of J.tíuscken loom Cambric is U*i" in drawing-in and 16" in 

flange •». the difference is only 1$", the latter should be extended 
up to 1*8" « 
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9-5   weft Pork 

This should be equipped on all looms, it is &   fundamental device 

for loom to raise productivity 1 quality and to increase the number 

of loom per one weaver« 

Even they new J.Guscken looms have now no weft forks, those should 

immediately be put on the looms« 

10. CLOTH INSPECTING 

Tho ir,Tportn.ncc of this procesa exists in the feed-back of information 

r.bout the preparatory and weaving processes into themselves, the data on 

cloth quality should be recorded and utilized for improving all processes* 

11. CONCLUSION 

Due tc tho expensive yarn and cheap doth, they are facing how big 

difficulty, this is, however, not only for them but also for every 

weaving mill in Indonesia at present«   In the end, only the mills who 

can produce the best quality cloth at the lowest cost can survive well, 

for this reason they need to improve their various processes and train 

their workers following my advices above given in order to raise the 

efficiency and upgrade the quality« 

ïhe three-shift operation should be resumed at four grcup system to 

reduce their production cost by utilising their surplus labor forces 

whom they cannot dismiss now, and the raw yarn should be got more 

sufficiently« 

According to their calculation, by three-shift operation total production 

will be up about k($ but total cost only about 2Cff, i.e. tho unit cost 
will be down 2Ç$, 

If they cannot resume this threo-shift operation on all looms and riso 

cannot rationalize the worker, they will soon have to close their mill 
completely« 

The bad circulation of revolving capital absence, low operation ratio, 

high cost and low profit should be cut immediately, otherwise like many 

weaving mills in the past theirs also will go bankrupt at lost« 

So far only once I have visited this mill for tho initial survey to give 

them the first recommendation as above, mentioned, for this reason this 
mill has not been improved yet so much« 
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AiSTRACT 

Asratex    il a small weaving shed of 78 automatic shuttle change locas 

and a small bleaching range, located in Padang   the capital of Central 

Sumatera province. 
Beside the looms, this factory has the preparation (warping, sizing, 

dravlng in, pirn winding) facilities for weaving. 

The building is n concrete one with zink roof and open air ventilation 

window at the top side, lighting is suitable. 

The machines are mostly new Chinese ones installed in 19€U by Chinese 

fitters. 
The pattern of production is cotton shirting, T-cloth of 20'S yarns. 

Before the assistance of our weaving expert the efficiency was only 

about 60Ï and according to a letter from the owner of the factory there 

is now about 25* increase in the efficiency besides improvement in the 

quality, due to the implementation of the advices given by our expert. 

Even with this improvement the factory productivity is still far beyond 

the potentiality of the machines, so to continue our assistant for this 

factory is essential. 

The most important problems in this factory are : 

1. The knowledge of the worker and supervisors is short, so training 

program is necessary. 
2. Increase of weft pirn yam length has been adopted. 

3. The smashed beams t defective cloth opening has to be repaired by a 

specialized operator and not by the weaver, in order that the latter 

gives more attention to the good running of the loom. 

I*. The change of cones on the warping creel has to be carried on for all 

the cones. 
5. Cones must be of nearly the same length. 
6. The size recipe has to be changed and to adopt the recipe given by us. 

7. Re«ular resetting of the loom is very important such as adjustment of 

pick notion, and automatic shuttle change motion. 
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IUTHOPUCTIOK 

The frame work of thii report it to continu« our rehabilitation for 

Asrates. weaving factory as It is one of our weaving regular assistsd 

units. Our weaving technologist Mr. Hoshlyama has visited tbe factory 

twice on April and September 19T2. The duration of the two risiti were 

6 days. This factory has been closed for soste tin« du« to commercial 

problems but restarted again its production. The owner of this factory 

is jealous to improve his factory where there are many technical probi 

as explained in our expert following report. 

The object of our assistance to this factory is to improve the product- 

ivity and to cut-down the cost of production. A significant progress 

has been realised but additional assistance vith following up program 

is required. 

This investigation of this factory after reopening ha* shown that there 

are so many problems can easily be solved and give satisfactory result 

as shown in details in the report. 

The productivity before our assistance was very low, It has been clearly 

improved but still below the good level which can be attained by this 

factory with both our assistance and the good activity of the owner. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, 

management and the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other individuals 

for providing Informations and facilities to do this work. 
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I. nmmucTiON 
Thia i§ a suaaary of ay surrey, discussion, advice, deaonatratlon, 

aeaaura and iaplenentation for rehabilitation and developing this 

weaving Bill till now. 

•a. DATI * Hniop or m nu OWMTIOM 

April         10 * 11, 1972              2 days 

September 26-29, 1972 » days 

Total 6 day« (Escludine tha day* for 
travel). 

J. «EMUL OIKMPTIOU Of MILL 

1-1   Typ« of Nili 
This i« a «tall mill consisting of 78 loca» weaving •»* •©»• 

bleaching plant. 

J-I   Location, fit« l lui 14Inf 
It is aitunted in Padane, Cantral Sumatra and «bout ssveral 

kilonetare distant from tha vastan» coast of Sumatra Island. 

It has sufficient spaca for   aill extension in futura. 

Tha building is a concrata ona with sine roof and opan air 

ventilation window at tha top sida, tha floor is boarded with 

wood plata.    Air conditioner   is not equippad. 

y.í   Mochlnary for • rotati 
3-3-1   Com Vtnoar 

(1) Chinaaa-Mada Bota Conar 
100 drua   x   1 «et   •   100 d 

(2) Chinaaa-Mada QT Typa Windar 
100 drua   x   1 tat   •   100 d 

)-}-!   »Ira Windar 
(1) Murata'• Typa Ho.100 

a api   x   5 aat        "20 «pi. 

(2) Chinaaa-Mada Hacoba Typa 
a «pi   x   15 tut       «60 «pi. 
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J-J-J   Warper 
On« Chinese-Made Ordinary Typ« Dnav-Driren Warper   with 

630 Cones Malaiin«   Creel.    Schlafhorst Typ« Stop Motion. 

J-J-*   Sil« Mixlnf tavlaaant 
Two Stall Mixin» Cisterns with Frrne Agitator (Urstairs). 

J-J-5   S I i • r 
One Chinese-Made Ordinary Typ« Hot-Air Bliar. 

Carity Box, Skelton Typ« Iaaersion Roll, 2 pair« Squ««sing 

Roll with riann«l (D«ad W«ifht Pressure, Unadjustabl«). 

J-J-4 Drawing-In Stani 

Siapleit Wooden Fra««       l1» «et. 

1-1-7 Loo« 
Chinese-Made 63" R/s Shuttle Chang« Autoaatic Loon 

with U-line   V8M. 
with 16 Healdr Dobby Motion    50 i«t 

without Dobby Motion 27 set 

Total 78 set 

Inatalled 196U by Chinese Technicians. 

All »echanisas are Just the sas« as Toyoda's 0 Typ« Loca. 

All of the shuttle change motions are now broken and 

non-automated. 

J-a   Raw Vara 
Th«y buy of th« raw yarn fro« outsid« in paper con« — Fatal 

Spinning Mill - Paleaban«, American Product etc. 

J-$   tfatvlna Proawctlofi 
S-f-l   Cloth Klna* »roaacai ,        2 

(1) Cotton Shirting, T-Cloth   ^ g ffi   x 36" (2,3** and«) 

(2) Cotton Shirting, T-Cloth   ^ * |j|   x 5»" (3,6*0 «nds). 

According to the aarket situation, these kinds of cloth 

ar« very frequently changed each other. 



)-5-2 WMvInf Ifficltncy 

Whan I visited this mill in April 1972 for the fisrt tine, 

th« weaving effieitncy woa only 59** and ont weaver 

operated only 3 - * loom«. 

J-é Operation Systa» 

How it if 3-shifts and 3-group« system — on« day 22.5 hour« and 

on« week 6 days working. 

k.  »ftOftLEM AND RECOMMENDATION 

In this mill I can find so many problems to b« solved for improving 

th« productivity, quality and cost, and some of th« are very important 

and urgent but the others are not »o urgent. 

Th« order of urgency at present is a« follows : 

(1) Training of Weaver 

(2) Increase of Weft Pirn Yarn Length 

(3) Specialization of Smash Knotting and Defective Cloth Opening 

(k)   Rationalization of Cone change system in Warping 

(5) Maintenance of Loom Warp Stop Motion 

(6) Rationalization of Weaver's Bean Flange Space 

(T) Rationalization of Size Recipe, Mixing Process and Sizing Process 

(8) Adjustment of Heald Frame Hanging and Temple Box Position 

(9) Rationalization of Drawing-in System 

(10) Maintenance and Adjustment of Loom Picking Motion 

(11) Maintenance and Adjustment of Automatic Shuttle Change Motion 

In the following chapters these problems will be explained. 

k-\   Traini* of Waavar and Specialization of taash Knotting ano 
OafactIva Cloth Oaanlnf 

t-M Training of waavar 

Their production is now 20a Shirting T-Cloth — very 

coarse and easy one for weaving, and the number of locos 

per one weaver is only 3 - *»» the weaving efficiency, 

however, is TO - 80* only. 
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Considering the condition of warp bean (their 20s yarn is 

now American made and it has very superior quality)   and 

weft pirn, this efficiency can and should imnediately be 

raised up to 85 - 90? under the present condition. 

Now we can see many weavers only standing up and waiting 

for the yarn breakage very uselessly in front of looms. 

The most important Job of a weaver is to let his loons not 

stop by repairing and arranging irregular warp, and the 

most nonsense activity is to wait only for the yarn break- 

age and loom stoppage and then to knot the broken yarn. 

Weavers have to always go around their looms to watch the 

yarn sheet of beam and shedding condition in order   to 

remove and arrange the defective and irregular portions 

before they are broken and the loons are stopped. 

For this reason, a weaver's standing position should be 

more in the backside of loon than in the frontside. 

Their weaver's should   immediately and continuously   be 

trained in this way, after that their weaving efficiency 

and quality will definitely be raised so much even without 

the other action at all. 

4-1-2   toaclal dation of Smash Knot tir* ans) Defective Cloth 
Opening 

Weaver's should concentrate their attention and energy 

only upon the Increase of their weaving efficiency and 

quality.    But now we, however, can see that all of these 

smash yarns (due to, for instance, shuttle's irregular 

flying» «tc.) are knotted by veaver and defective cloth 

on the loon are opened by them. 

During these tines, weavers cannot watch the condition 

of beca and shedding, and then naturally many loons will 

be stopped and efficiency will be reduced in vain. 

These Jobs should be done by specialists only. 
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k'2   Incrosta of Waft Pirn Yarn Langth 

The yarn length of one pirn is, of course, the longer the better 

for raising the weaving efficiency especially in the case of non- 

automatic shuttle/cop change loon as theirs. 

In spite of this importance, it is almost always neglected in every 

mill of Indonesia, it is, however, one of the key-points for 

improving weaving productivity. 
To do this, they need to increase the other diameter of pirn up to 

30 m/m for their shuttle by using wooden diameter gauge shown by ne 

and already nade by their carpenter. 

At the sane tine, they should maintain all of their shuttle tongues 

(spindle) especially in the points of its direction and fixedness, 

otherwise the volume-increased pirns will be contacted with the 

inner surface of shuttle and the weft yarn will be broken. 

The yarn tension in pirn winding should be increased more then now 

under the sane quantity, because their weft is  20s and course, 

it is not so weak and the increase of yarn tension is, of course, 

useful for the increase of yarn length of one pirn. 

Before this increase their pirn was exhausted only after 5 minutes, 

but now it continues about 9 minutes — 80Ï has been increased. 

It means that during 8 hours a weaver operating b looms should 

have changed his weft pirn   8 x ^        ° x 0.75 • 288 times previously 

but now he needs to change only Q   '   •   x 0.75 • l60 times, — 

128 times decreased, it means, of course, that the looms stoppage 

due to the exhaustion of pirn per U looms for 8 hours has been 

decreased 128 times, the necessity of bobbin cleaning and change of 

empty bobbin in pirn winding has been decreased in the same number. 

— all of them are very useful for their mill, but this big 

improvement has not cost them any money at all. 

t»   Rat Iona 11 iati on of Cons Changa Syst «m In Warp Inf 

To get superior quality beam is the key-point for improving 

weaving productivity, quality and cost, and not to atop warping 

machine by yarn breakage during operation is the key-point for 

getting superior quality beam. 
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As they change of the cones in the creel one by one now, they need 

to atop the warper so frequently about every 200 yds., change the 

cone and tie the yarn. 
It causes not only the drop of warping productivity but also   the 

degradation of weaving efficiency and cloth quality due to the 

inferior beans having many   irregular knotted portions. 

They have to change all cones at once, and should not change them 

one by one when exhausted. 
In a certain Indonesian mill, for example, formerly they changed 

cones one by one, the warping production per one shift was only 

one beam, but now they change all cones at once and they are 

producing three beams per one shift and naturally the beam quality 

has been much improved, which has raised their weaving efficiency 

so much. 
Anyway, this is one of the key-points for improving productivity. 

M   Ma Intanane« of Loom W.S.N. 
Row they have received the spare parts of WSM from the maker, they 

need to put on them properly as soon as possible, also one special 

mechanic should be appointed only for the maintenance and arrange- 

ment of this WBM for all of their 78 looms.    He should always 

inspect the motion of WSM one by one and adjust it. 

t-S   nationalization of Weave'• turn Fling« ft>ec« 
Por plain veave, this beam flange space should be about 3 inches 

wider than that of drawing-in on reed in order to decrease the 

selvedge yarn breakage. 
At present, there is 5" wider for the narrow cloth and 13 1/2" wider 

for the wide cloth. 
Especially the latter one should immediately be made narrower to 

only 3" wider than drawing-in space. 

*-l   nationalization of Sica Recipe, Mixing * Siting Proc«t»«* 

Th«ir siaed yarn at present is only coated on the surface, and the 

sise liquid is not well penetrated inside the yarn. 

For this reason, the sized fibers are much stripped down both in 
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the siting and weaving process, and the anti-abrasion ability is 

very inferior in comparison of high taking-up sise percentage. 

t-i-1    Six* Recipe 

Their cloth production is coarse 20e shirting now, so they 

eon simplify and economise the size recipe like the other 

weaving mills in Indonesia. 

The following one is advisable for them at present. 

Material Quantity Ratio 

Water UOO 1 

Tapioca (Adhesive Agent)                   60 kg.                (For Water) 
 15*  

Teepol (Wetting Agent) O.k. 1 (For J^}"*' 

Animal Fat (Softening Agent) 5.5 kg. <For ^fj00** 

Copper Sulphate (Anticeptic Agent) 0.1 kg. *For J^ííj 

Total                              1*66.0 kg. 

(1) This 60 kg. Tapioca should be decreased down to 50 kg.    if 

they get over-sited yarn. 

(2) Generally, every kind of sizing material should be inspected 

very carefully when purchased, because even though the neme 

is just the same, but the real content and characteristic is 

sometimos very different. For example, Tapioca is very 

different according to its kind, production area and harvest 

time, etc., and Animal Fat is also in the same case. 

*-4-t   Nixing Process 
For the above mentioned recipe, the next process should be 

followed. 

(1) Nixing cistern is completely cleaned with hot water. 

(2) Woo 1 water is poured into the cistern* 
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(3) Agitation is started. 

(It) 0.1» 1 Teepol is poured into the ciitern. 

(5) 0.1 kg. well crushed Copper Sulphate particle is thrown 

into the cistern. 

(6) After 10 minutes agitation, 60 kg. Tapioca is thrown into the 

cistern as slowly a« possible go that undissolved lumps nay 

not be caused. 

(7) After 30 minutes agitation, steaming is started up to boiling. 

(8) Steaming is stopped. 

(9) When the liquid temperature comes down to about 80°C well 

crushed 5.5 kg. Animal Fat. (When it contains much dirty 

foreign matter, it can be melted and filtered at about i»0°C 

beforehand). 

(10) After 10 minutes agitation, steaming is started up to boiling 

and it is continued until the viscosity measured by "Visco- 

Cup" reaches down about 15 - 20 sec. (about 1.5 hours). 

4-6-3 Siting Procast 

(1) Supe»y of Sii« Liquid 

In order to get the stability of sizing, which is the essence 

for improving weaving efficiency, the supply of sise liquid 

into the size box should be done constantly and continuously 

so that the quality and liquid level of size may be constant. 

For this reason, size liquid should be supplied into a cavity 

box through pipe which is always opened just enough for size 

consumption, both overflow from the size box to the cavity 

box and circulation by a geared pump between these two boxes 

are also essential. 

(2) Boiling of Sin Liquid 

For getting low and constant viscosity of Tapioca starch 

liquid and for melting away cotton wax over cotton fiber 

surface, the size liquid should always be boiled at 9b - 95°C 

continuously both in size and cavity boxes, it Is essential 

for penetrated and stable sizing. 
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(3) Daath of iMttrsioft Roller In SIM leu 

This should be adjusted according to the necessary take-up 

site percentage and the properties of site liquid, the 

isnersion roller has to be put in the depth so that the 

initial contact of yarn to this inmersión roller may be done 

not in the air but in the liquid for avoiding heat-dry 

contact which causes the degradation of yarn. 

(U) Pressure of SeAieeilna «oiler 

This pressure of squeesing roller should be regulated 

according to the sise liquid condition, yarn count, number 

of yarn and expected taking-up percentage of sise, etc« 

For exmple, their narrow cloth's number of 20's yarn is 

2,3M, but their wide cloth ha« 3,660 20's yarn at present, 

in comparison of the former, for the latter the squeesing 

pressure should be increased, otherwise the squeesing effect 

per one yarn of wide cloth will be about 6o£ lower than that 

of the narrow cloth and the taking-up percentage will be much 

increased. 

Unfortunately their siting machine has no pressure regulator 

for the squeesing rollers, they need to make it by themselves 

as I showed them in their mill —- spring or dead weight 

system. 

(5) Temperature lut le« Dry ChssÉsr 

Generally, the water content of sise yarn after dried should 

be 6 - 7%t when it is under this value the sited yarn is 

over-dried and the water which is the component of cotton 

fiber itself is extracted — the fiber loses its elasticity 

and the humidity absorption speed in the weaving process 

becomes too low, and also the starch site film is completely 

dries up and becomes fragile. 

They need to be careful of this over-drying as well as 

short-drying. 
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(6) Yarn Tons Ion 
Over-tension of yarn during sizing process causes the 

decrease of yarn elongation too much and it increases 

the weaving yarn breakage. 

Short-tension, however, causes the difficulty of yam 

devide at deviding rod and front comb, and also it causes 

too soft beam which is unfit for weaving. 

For cotton yarn, the draft of yam during sizing should be 

controlled about 1%. 

The thickness and number of cloth wound on the wood roller 

in the front of sizing machine should be checked for this 

tension control. 

(7) Pressure of Steam from loMer 

This should always be controlled constantly, otherwise 

every stability of sizing process cannot be maintained and 

eventually the sized beam quality will be fluct ated   so 

widely —- it causes weaving efficiency degradation. 

Por this reason, the control of boiler should be done very 

carefully, it is one of the key-points for rehabilitating 

the sizing process. 

4-7   Adjust*«** of Heals* Frame Hen«Ina ano Temple loa Position 

4-7-1    HM 14 Prema Hanf Inf 

Now we can find many heald frames unsuitably hanged — 

too high, too low or unparalleled to the wood thrush plate 

on the slay. 

At the time of maximum shedding, all of the lower warps 

should be on paper thickness up from the wood thrush plate 

surface, otherwise especially the selvedge yarn will be 

broken so frequently. 

A-7-2   Tomolo le* Position 
Also this temple box position has big Influence upon the 

selvedge yarn breakage.    The bottom surface should be k mm 

above the wood thrush plate and 2 mm back from the reed at 
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the time cf front center. 

Nov there can be seen so many temple boxes positioned un- 

suitably. 

4-8 Rationalität ion of DrawIn«-In System 

To avoid the mis-drawing by drawer and weaver, and to decrease the 

yarn breakage, the dropper also should be draw-in in the order of 

1-3-2-U, Just the same as the heald-drawing. 

This is the simplest way for operator and weaver, and each yarn 

length between heald and dropper is the sane for all yarns, which 

contributes the yarn tension unformity and decrease the yarn 

breakage. 

4-9 Nalntananca t Adjustment of LOOM Pick Inf Motion 

The most important motion of loom is this picking one, its unfit 

maintenance and adjustment causea much consumption of picking 

spare parts — check-strap, picker, stick and shuttle etc. — 

as well reduced weaving productivity and quality. 

Especially the motion of check-strap should more carefully be 

controlled, now many over-rigidly or unbaluncedly adjusted ones 

are found in their looms. 

4-10 Ha Intanane« g Adjustment of Automatic Shuttle Chano« Notton 

Very recently they received the apare porta of shuttle change 

motion from the maker, which should immediately be put on all of 

their 78 looms using prescribed gauges very carefully. 

The exhaustion of weft on the pirn should be detected not by a 

weft fork but by a weft fealer, otherwise every change portion 

on the cloth will have "double-pick" defect. 

Every three months this shuttle change motion should be over- 

hauled and adjusted, for this reason one special mechanic needs 

to be a appointed only for this Job and he ia to be skillful 

very sufficiently. 

It is the key-point of maintaining the effect of automatic loom« 

for a long time, otherwise like before all of the change motion 

will be broken very soon. 
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5. PROMISI MAM 

During ay last four-day visit to the mill, according to a letter fron 

the mill owner dated 23 October 1972, they could increase their weav- 

ing production 25%  followed my various suggestions faithfully — the 

previous weekly one was about U,000 meters only but now it is more 

than 5,000 meters. 

The effect of improved warp beams, pirns and machinery maintenance 

will enable them to improve their productivity, quality and cost much 

more in the near future. 

t. FMMMMNE FOU FUTURI 

The rehabilitation programme in this mill was actually started in my 

last visit time September 1972 — it has begun only its first step. 

More instructions will be given to them for completing their first 

step and then second & third one in the near future. 

7. CONCLUSIMI 

This mill is situated in Central Sumatra and they have no convenience 

for getting technical information and advice, the^r staffs are also 

not graduates from technical school. They are very keen on improving 

their mill and anxious for technical guidance from our UNIDO programme, 

and actually they have already followed my various suggestions and 

have succeeded in achieving the beginning of their first step. 

,We can expect their furthermore improvement in the near future giving 

them the next recommendation. 
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AMTMCT 

Infittx it a mall old established weaving and finishing plant belonging 

to Pinda Sandang, the provincial government organi tat ion of Central Java. 

It's location at TJeper, a village near Solo in Central Java. 

The factory has at present some old semi automatic loons with 150 additi- 

onal new cop change looas are under erection and a small bleaching    and 

finishing old unit. 

According to the management information there vili be a program for ex- 

tension in the finishing department to meet the additional production of 

the 150 new automctic looms and to the anticipated increase in quantities 

to be finished on commision base. 

The estimation of the management is that the capacity required to meet 

this Increase in Batik production and the quantities to be finished    on 

commis ion base will be 800,000 metres/month and all will be polyester/ 

cotton and they have asked our finishing expert to assist them in plan- 

ning the extension to attain this target. 

The report of Mr. Bennett which is enclosed contains a three phase plan of 

expansion for flexibility and for the spreading of the financial burden. 

The first phase the report plans a production of about U50,000 metres/ 

month or about 5j millions metres/year.    In this phase the financial 

burden is estimated at 85 millions rupiah (one US* • Ul5 rupiah). 

In the second phase it plans the same quantity of production as phase 1» 

but to shift to more dyeing capacity and the additional financial burden 

is estimated at 50 Millions rupiah. 

But the third and the final phase, to attain the target of 8 millions 

metres/year needs additional facilities, the equipment required for 

simple efficient laboratory and a training program for the staff   and 

operators. 
The report includes indication to the importance necessity of maintenance, 

the water supply and the quality control. 
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INTKOOUCTION 

The scope of the r^ort is a survey on the extension of Infitex by which 

the units are to be capable of bleaching, dyeing and finishing of about 

800,000 metres/month of cloth naterial polyester/cotton. 

This factory is one of the units selected to receive our assistance for 

rehabilitation & development of   the  existing units plus studies   to 

extension as requested   by the management of the factory. 

Mr. Bennett has studied this case with the management and drawn his en- 

closed report.    The study has been carried out during the period    from 
May to October. 

He has shown the importance of a good selection for the facilities 

required given some indications to the systems and kind of machines which 

•how high efficiency in the now-a-day practical life.    The report did not 

miss to mention that the implementation of these proposals as it has been 

planned by our expert depends to a great extent on the availability of 
capitals obtained free grants. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, management 

and the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other individuals for providing 

informations and facilities to do this work. 
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1 • This is a small, old established weaving and finishing plant at 

TJeper a village close to Solo, It was opened in 1958 with 7* 

loons and small finishing capacity. 
The buildings aro modern and occupy a level site near to the main 

road to Jogjakarta* 
It is a producing unit factory of Pinda Sandang and has boon chosen 

for an expansion programme•   150 now Japanese cop change looms   $2* 

are in the course of erection, which according to estimates will 

ultimately produce around 100,000 motors per month of cotton or 

polyester cotton cloth,    expansion is also planned in the finishing 

department which has been virtually unused and two new   jiggers 

have been installed« 

2«   With the development of the weaving sector and the move in the area 

to a demand for polyester cotton fabrics which is estimated by tho 

manager to reach figures of 1*00,000 per month together   with the 

present polyester cotton bleached production   of 100,000 yds    per 

month, the various factors aro detailed for policy decision, are 

enumerated resulting in the main and key problem« 

3.   How far to develop the finishing productive capacity of Infitox 

and to what extent into polyester blend bloaching and dyeing and 

finishing    problems« 

lu   Depending on how this vital and important question is answered 

follow the consequent minor problems of 

Jul The selection and purchase of tho new machinory required 

li« 2 The training and recruitment of suitable staff and workers 

lu3 The provision of laboratory facilities 

lull Maintenance 

lu5 Quality control 
It» 6 Water supply and quality 
lu7 The examination of the steam and power facilities 

li»8 Building capability   . 

U»9 Organisation overhaul« 
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Before we recommend how these problem should bo tackled we enumerate 

the factors which we consider relevant to the nein policy decision on 

which our plan depends» 

These are i 

1 •   Infitex is in the centre of a batik producing area which is becoming 

more and more interested in polyester cotton contructions.   This is 

confined by the present production of the factory of 100,000 yds 

of bleached resinated polyester cotton per month* 

2»   We think it reasonable that this demand will continue and increase 

for polyester cotton fabrics have désirable qualities of handle, 

of lustre in appearance of li^itness of weight and are strong with 

good crease, resisting properties and are well advertised in the 

world press« 

3«   The new Japanese looms will have a potential production of circe 

1*00,000 meters per month of polyester fabric and the manager 

estimates that a similar quality will be available from the local 

weavers« 

U«   Baaed on these estimated which oan be confirmed by the Head office 

wc would suggest that Infitex is established as a bleaching and 

dyeing unit with a capability of 800,000 m per month« 

Assuming that this proposition is accepted as feasible wc suggest 

a three phase plan of expansion which will be fairly expensive and 

will depend upon the policy decided and the finance available« 

The plan is divided into three phases for reasons of flexibility 

and for the spreading of the financial burdon. 

Phase 1 «    To develop the capacity to a target figure of $,$00,000 mpy 

requiring an overall machine speed of 1$ mpm as compared 

with the present figure of less than $ mpm« 

tie assume that the production will consist mainly of bluachcd 

polyester cloth with dyeing, trials continueing on the new 
jiggers« 

Hew machinery required t 
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2 locally made Jiggers 

1 four or five chamber Heat Sotting Stenter 

1 Mercerlser 

Laboratory Equipment 

Total cost approximate Rp. 8$,000,000.— 

Phase 2«     The target production to romain the same but the polyester 

dyeing facility increased in accordance with market expe- 

rience by the purchase    of two Beam Dyeing machines with 

batching arrangement, and a Baking machine cum flue dryer« 
Machinery recommended i 

2 Boom Dyeing Machines plus batcher 

1 Baking Machine plus andllarles 

Total cost approximate Rp, 50,000,000.— 

Phase 3«     In this phase which may be short or long depending on 

experience the plant is developed to the potential target 

of 8,000,000 mpyear with an average machine speed of 2$ mprn« 

In this phase building extensions will probably be required 

together with additional steam and power services» 

Additional machines required i 

Cylinder Dryer 

SemL«4ontinuouB Bleaching range 

Washing machine open width 

Additional Mercerising Capacity 

Sanforise or Everset compressive shrinking machine 

Probably an additional Boiler 

Total Cost Approximate Rp. 150,000,000,— 

Should this plan be accepted in principle the other problems will fall 

into place« The selection and purchase of the new machinery is a moat 

important matter depending on grants or finance available« 

The recruitment and training of staff and workers can commence 

immediately«   A simple laboratory can and we recomed that it be 
established« 
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The chief engineer con consider the setting up of a planned maintenance 

or preventive maintenance system and a responsible mechanic should be 

detailed to the finishing department« 

The water supply and quality should be tested and appraised as soon as 

possible« The steam and olectricity supplies should be chucked against 

the plan to equalise supply and demand* 

A survey should be made of the buildings and space available with a view 

to calculating if any extension will bo necessary« 

A study of the organisation and documentation necessary for the programme 

should be commenced with especial note being given to store control and 

costing« 

This report gives a brief survey of the courses open to Infitex and a 

suggested plan«   There are appendices on the machinery and instructions 

given and estimated approximate costs« 
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TECHNICAL REPORT ON INFITEX 
Subititttd to Dr. El-Stytd M. Owtlst, by John E.H. Btnnttt 

Hovtmbtr 1972 

INTRODUCTION 

TM.3 smell factory was first visited on May 10     in company with Dr» 

Owed s s and Mr. Santo so. when the new manager had beed in charge for only 

two months«   Since that time my counterpart Mr« Rut Jit o and I have 

visited twice in September and October cf this year and we have been 

surprised to sec what progress has been made«    There is now an expansion 

programme which is in the course of being implemented« and 150 new 

Japanese Sakamoto 52" cop change looms are about to be installed together 

with two now Jiggors and a scutcher and we are told that the purpose is 

to weave and finish polyester cotton fabrics« 

NI STORY 

This is an old established weaving and finishing factory covering the 

needs of the. local weavers of batik cloth in the famous batik producing, 

area of Solo,   Infitex means Induk Finishing Tekstil or Textile Finishing 

Centre and the present manager is Mr« Achmad Mathrab.    It is owned by 

the local Provincial Government Finds Sandong of which the Managing 

Director is Mr« Matohir. The Head Office is in Semerang« 

Infitex is situated at Tjeper, a village dose to Solo, about kO Kilo* 

meters from Jogjakarta to which it is connected by a main road« 

On our first visit it contained only 71 old looms and some cotton 

finishing machinery which was unused apart fron the «tester«   With the 

acquisition of the now looms the buildings have been extended« 

BUUDINt 
It is a nodorn building erected on a level site«   An extension has been 

added for the new weaving department«   There is modern strip lighting 

and high roofs with concrete floors in the finishing department« 

They seem rather short of space and it is not an ideal lay-out for the 

work flow and the machinery« 
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STEAM PRODUCTION 

There is one boiler which wo have not yet examined* 

MATCH SUPPLY 

This is obtained from two walls« No analysis of the water has been made 

so far« 

EFFLUENT 

This has not yet been studied but we understand it goes to a drain« 

»ACNINERV 

Seo appendix for further details« 
The machines are a mixture of old and modern, mostly old and was original« 

ly planned for a small cctton piece goods and yarn production« 

1«   8íTU>QT 

This Is an old machine running satisfactorily.   Itade by Wakoyana 

Japan«   Two burner ^as flame,   liomal speed 70 npm« Width 165 cm« 

2.    JLLiLL 
There is one small kier made by Kerag, capacity 1<00 kgs, with 

washing and hot water tanks«   It dates from 1956 and is in fair 

condition although it has not been used for some time« 

3«   Winch 
An old machine of similar date«   Unused« 

U»   JiKfcor 
There are three opon atmospheric Jiccers, two made by Benninger 

and one by Kyoto,   They probably date from the opening of the 

factory.   They are automatic and in fair condition. 

Two now underwater jiggers have been recently installed. 

The approximate capacity of all these jiggers if 100 kgs« per 

jigger« 



5.   Yam Dyeing Machine 

Maker Hisoki.    This machine is little used*   Capacity 100 kg* 

Year 1962. 

6«   Cylinder Drying Machino 

This is a. modern machine of ei^ht stainless 3teel cylinders speed 

up 15 mpm.   Year 1972. 

It has boon placed in tandem vdth the stent er drying machine. 

7.    Stenter 

One machine made by Doroicr Hanbolt«    Year 1957, width 165 cms« 

Two chambers, pin clip chail with overfeed. 

Maximum Temperature 150CC plaiting exit end.   Flus two bowl foulard 

vdth feed tank and dyeing through, pneumatic loading. 

About 15 years old.   Drying ¿peed 10 npnu 

This is a very good machine with limited capacity.   It is used for 

a partial heat setting operation and drying and resinatine thereby 

reducing its overall speed to less than 5 mpnu   The maximum temper- 

ature possible is too low for proper heat setting and in our opinion 

it would be unMise to modify it for this purpose on the following 

¿rounds t 

(a) It would be expensive 

(b) The capacity would be small 

(c) Modern synthothlc fibres require modern machines to process 

them satisfactorily for it is essential to have a perfect 

balance, of heat distribution and this is unusual with an old 

machine« 

8*   Calender 

There is one modern calender, maker Maag.    It is a throe bowl, one 

steel, two cotton, width 150 cms with pneumatic loading. 

This is a good machine speed 60 mpm« 

9«   Scutcher 

Recently installed.   Maker Kyoto« 
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10,   Making UP and Inspection Machines 
Inapeotion machine,   Maker Kyoto Npw, 

Folding Machine,   Maker Maag.    Now, 

PRODUCTION AND CAPACITY 

At the moment they are bleaching around 100,000 yards of polyester cotton 

per month«   This cloth is produced by the local factories and according 

to the. manager this Hill increase to about 1*00,000 yards per month in the 

future« . Some of their own production is sold in the grey and some is 

bloached«    They also finish bleached cloth from the local weavers. 

The présent estimated capacity y 2k hrs per day, 350 dajrd per year at 

10f> efficiency. 

Singer speed   70 mpm 
Kier UOO kg capacity 

Jiggers 5 at 100 kgs capacity 3 rounds 
2U hrs« 

2Ji,696,000 mpy 

1,960,000 mpy 

3,675,000 mpy 

5,292,000 mpy 

1,76U,000 mpy 

21,068,000 mpy 

Cylinder Dryer 8 cylinders Speed 15 mpm 

Stonter Speed 10 mpm Two runs dry and 
resinate 5 mpm. 

Calender Speed 60 mpm 

Winch machine and yarn dyeing machine unestimated but will hove no 

significant effect on the total production. 

From these figures it can be clearly seen that the limiting factor is 

the stonter production and as its temperature is too low for heat sett- 

ing this is the bottleneck. 

PROCESSING ROUTINI 
The cotton goods are singed, scoured and bleached on the Jiggers with 

caustic soda and hydrogen peroxide«, blued and dried on the stentor, 

calendered inspected and dispatched« 

The polyester cotton blends are singed, partially heat set on the 

stonter, jigger scoured desited and bleached and then are dried and 

resinated and baked on the stentor with r. Japanese resin Sumitcx M3 

a melanine formaldehydo type resin, i$ß> strength using the rocoinnonded 

Sundtox catalyst. 
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Tht goods are then inspected and made»up.   The present production 
is mainly bleaching but dyeing trials have been carried out on the 
open jiggers of the polyester cotton cloth so far without success 
although the results «re promising except for some creasing. 
The management hope that the two underwater Jiggers just installod 
will enable them to dye these blends satisfactorily but wo are very 
doubtful that they will make much improvement. 
The expedient of partially heat setting on the Dornior stentor is a 
praiseworthy attempt to overcome machine deficiencies but as this means 
two or thore extended passages alon^ the stentor its already low 
production is further diminished.   According to the manager the 
customers are well satisfied with the result. 

LABOMTOftV 

There is at present no facilities or personnel for laboratory testing« 

QUALITY CONTROL 

There is no quality control as such«   The goods are inspected without 
detailed examination. 

MATERIAL NANDLIN8 

The normal, way is from batch to batch or wagon to wagon to batch and 
vice versa«   There is no big batching or palletisation. 

WORK FLOW 

The floors are level and in a fair state of repair.   The flow is in 
the form of a rather cramped "IF,   There is little free space available 
and if machines are added much thought will be required and the pos* 
sibility of further extensions considerea« 

STAT ANO 0R8ANISATI0N 

Mr, Mathrab is qualified in dyeing and finishing and is obviously keen« 
intelligent, and ambitious to make progress with the polyester blends. 
He should be supported. 
On expansion more technicians will be needed anu will have to be found 
recruited and trainod. 
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The woxters are fairly experienced«   The wage system is normal for 

Indonesia being paid a bAsio time rete plus the usual allowances for 

rice etc« 
There ore about throe hundred employées all told in the weaving 

winding and ancillary departments working throe shifts of four teams« 

We haw not yet examined the method of documentation, or production 

control, or stores and costing but wo should imagine that it needs 

improvement« 

MAINTENANCE 

There is no system of "preventive maintenance r.s such and no mechanic 

detailed for tho finishing department« 

NARKETIN6 

On our first visit to the factory in May of this year with Dr« Oweiss 

and Mr« Santosa, the present manager had only recently been appointed 

to the position«   He said then that business was bad and he attributed 

it to the lack of purchasing power of the population«    We questionod 

him at length about the reasons for poor trade«   Was it due to price, 

quality, imports, marketing or the change in fashion because of the 

shift from the traditional batik to Western cloths ? 
We pointed out that his stock was very high, namely 600,000 meters 

and yet they were proceeding to re-equip the factory with 150 modern 

Japanese looms«   The finishing department at that time was virtually 

unused apart from the stenter which was employed in finishing bleached 

material for the local Batik monufacturies«   Mr« Mathrab found dif- 

ficulty in replying to this examination except to return to his theory 

of lack of purchasing power«   He was not clear about the Marketing 

function but he told us that they had two customers in Solo and one 

in Jogjakarta whom he visited rarely« 
It was   suggested that *he Q.N.P. was increasing according to statistics 

and that the textile business in Bandung was expanding«    We recommended 

that  .he study the market more closely, visit his customers for their 

estimated business, and be prepared to switoh if possible to cloths 

which wore in demand«   We encouraged him to consult with his Managing 

Director and the people responsible for the marketing function« 
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On our next visit in September, the position and outlook had changed 
enormously and completely.   The stocks had been liquidated and the 
demand for polyester cotton cloth had advanced considerably* 
The present production of demand is according to Mr« Mathrab most 
encouraging and satisfactory and he estimates that future demand for 
polyester cotton cloth will reach 800,000 meters per month in the 
near future«   For this reason he is anxious to develop to the fullest 
extent the capacity of Inf it ex«   He foresees no marketing problem only 
the problem of production especially in the synthetic blend field« 

PUÒ«. Ml 

1 «   The main and key problems is how for to develop the finishing 
productive capacity of Infitex and to what extent and how far 
to develop the production of polyester cotton bleaching and 
dyeing. 
Depending on how this vital question is answered will follow the 
consequent problems such as : 

2«   The selection and purchase of the new macginery required« 
3«   The training and recruitment of suitable staff and workers« 
U«   The provision of laboratory facilities« 
5«    Maintenance« 
6«   Quality Control« 
7«   Water supply and quality« 
8«    Examination of the steam and power facilities« 
9.    Building capability« 
10« Organisation overhaul« 

MCOMHf MOAT IONS 

We do not know the policy of Plndu Sondano for Infitex will be but we 
would respectfully draw their attention to the following factors which 
in our opinion are worthy of notice« 

1 •   Infitex is in the centre of a batik producing area which is becoming 
more and more interested in the use of polyester cotton doth« 
This is clear from the present production of the factory which is 
around 100,000 yards per month and is being bleached and finished 
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to the satisfaction of the customers. 

2«   Wc think it is reasonable to assume that this demand will continue 

into the future for polyester cotton fabrics have vory desirable 

qualities of handle« beine lustrous inappearance, light of weight, 

streng with good croate resisting properties! and extensively a 

advertised in the world press» 

3«   The new Japanese looms ore going to be able to produce good quality 

polyester fabric to around a figure of UOO,000 meters per month and 

Mr* Mathrab estimates that there will be a sinLler demand from the 

local printers« 
k.   Based on these estimates which the head Office can easily confirm 

it would suggest that Infitox is established as a bleaching and 

dyeing unit with a capability of arcund 8,000,000 meters per year. 

Working this figuro out at 7QÈ efficiency the overall target for 

each machine or process would need to bo around 23 mpm which 

conpares with the present figure of less than $ mpm* 

This will entail considerable expansion and expense for polyester 

cloths require heat setting to develop their stability to laundering 

and they are usually treated with a rosin to enhance the crease 

resisting of the cotton or rayon component •   Re si nati on of course 

implies curing or baking in addition« 
5»   In our opinion it would therefore be necessary to have a heat setting 

stenter and in order to have an overall production speed of 23 mpm 

it would be necessary to have a machine of four or five heating 

chambers with suitable pins for heat sotting«   To modify the present 

stenter would be in our opinion inadvisable except as a very 

temporary expendient for it is bad pclicy to try to process modern 

fibres with inappropriate machines« 
6«   Bleaching of the synthetics can be continued on the present Jiggers 

but if it were decided to extend there ore other cheaper and better 

methods such as send continuous bleaching ranges for période or 

sodium chlorite bleaching. 

7«   We are not oonvinced that the new underwater Jiggers will not be 

the answer to the dyeing problems with these blends and for small 
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bitch dyeing of woven cloth it has been rotti to go in for bean 
dyeing machines capable of the high temperatures necessary to dye 
the polyester economically and successfully« 

8*   It is usually the practice to mercerise these polyester materials 
and so some form of mercarisation or caustlcisation would be needed* 

9«   A Baking machine would reduce the demands on the stenter and so this 
would be required. 
If on balancing these factors after paying due regard to the expense 
and the policy of the company it is decided to go ahead with the 
development of Infitex as a self contained bleaching and dyeing unit 
with a polyester celluiosic capability we would recommend the 
following programme»   We divido the programme into throe phases in 
order to give flexibility to the plan and to spread out the expenditure, 

SUUESTED PLAN 

•MASI 1 

To develop the capacity to a target figure of 5,500,000 meters per year 
requiring and overall speed of approximately 15 ropm.   We assume that 
the bulk of the production will be bloaohed white comprising cotton and . 
polyester cotton goods«   Trial dyeings will continue on the open Jiggers« 
The goods will be resinated where necessary« 
The following machines will be required i 
One four or five chamber Heat Setting stenter with suitable pinning 
arrangement« cooling device* weft alignent mechanism, and alternative 
w big batching " Approximate cost     Rp. 50,000,000,— 
Two Jiggers locally made to spécification for additional bleaching 

Approximate cost Rp« 5,000,000.— 
Mercerising machine either batch or continuous 

Approximate cost Rp« 20,000,000.— 
Laboratory equipment Approximate cost Rp. 10,000.OOP.— 
Total Rp. 85,000,000.— 

It is assumed that the present unexamined Boiler and Power plant will cope. 
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ESTIMATED «WOUCTIOH 

21* hit, per day   350 days per year 7QC   efficiency 

Singer   70 mpm 21*, 696,000 npy 

Jiggers   7   100 kg« cap» each 5*115,000 npy 

Kier              1|00 kg« cap« 1,960,000 npy 

Cylinder Drier   15 «p» 5*292,000 npy 

Stenter DontLer Haubolt   10 mpm 3,526,000 npy 

Calender   60 mpm 21,066,000 npy 

Fropoaed Stenter 60 npn 3 runa 
Drying Heat Setting, Resin over«!       7*056,000 npy 

20 npm 

Meroeriser   10 mpm 3,526,000 npy 

Inspection and Making-up to 
fttlfuU target« 
Depending on experience and marketing forecast to develop the dyeing 

capacity by the addition of Beam Dyeing Machines In 

PHASE 2 

The target figure   of 5*500,000 «ill stil be maintained with greater 

dyeing capacity» 

Beam Dyeing Machines   2 plus 
Batching Machine approximate cost   Rp» 20,000,000.«— 

Baking machine cum Flue Dryer 
25 mpm approximate cost   Rp* 20,000,000,— 

Aneillarics Bj>. 1O»000,00O,— 

total RP» 50,000,000.— 

PHASE ! 

In this phase whioh may bo short or long a further appreciation of the 
potential business to be obtained will be assessed and the plant develop« 
ed to a potential target of 8,000,000 meters per year with an average 
machine production of 25 asmu 
Considerable building extension may be required together Kith adequate 
service facilities» 
The addition of plant then to be considered i 
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Cylinder Drier 65 mpm 

Send-Continuous Bloaching 
Range 20 mpm 

Washing rechino 60 mpm 

Additional Mercerising capacity 

Sanforiser or Everset Machine 

Ancillaries 

Total 

Approximate cost     Rp,   12,000,000.*— 

m It Rp.   30,000,000,— 
m n Rp,    20,000,000,— 
n « Rp.   30,000,000,— 
N H Rp.    25,000,000,— 
II ii Rp«   33,000,000.— 

Rp. 150,000,000.— 

Production Estimated Phase 3 

2ii hrs per day 350 days per year 70$ efficiency 

Singer   70 mpm 2l*,6o6,OOO.i 

Kior   1*00 kg 1,960,000 mpy 

Jigger   7   100 kgs each Jigger            5,115,000 mpy 
Boom Dyeing   2 

Cylinder Dryer   65 mpm overall 
speed   22 mpm 

Stenter Dornier Haubolt 10 mpm 

Calender   60 mpm 

New stenter   60 mpm overall 20 mpm 
Mercuri ser   20 mpre 

Bleaching rango 1*0 mpm overall 
speed 2 runs 20 mpin 

Washing machine   60 mpm 

Baker/Flue Dryer 25 mpm 

Sanforiser/Eversot 50 mpm 

2,9i|0,000 mpy 

7,761,600 mpy 

3,528,000 mpy 

21,066,000 mpy 

7,056,000 mpy 

7,056,000 mpy 

7,056,000.mpy 

7,056,000 mpy 

8,820,000 mpy 

17,61*0,000 mpy 

Inspection and making up machines to deal with production as necessary. 

This plan is very flexible and can be adjusted as the factors change or 
opportunities appear. 

Should it be decided to follow the policy outlined the remaining problems 
will fall into placo. 

The selection and purchase of the new additional machinery required is 

a most important matter depending on grants or finance available. 

Tenders should be demanded from the major textile engineers and trials 
carriod out where possible. 
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The recruitment and training of suitable staff eon be carried out from 

the start of the plan as also can thu establishment of oven the most 

simple laboratory facilities« 

MAINTENANCE 

A mechanic should be detailed to each department and the chief engineer 

should work out a system of preventive maintenance. The importance of 

this function should be brought to the notice of the various managers» 

QUALITY CONTROL 

The setting up of laboratory facilities will be a start nad if an 

analytical chemist is recruited be could test the various chemicals and 

monitor processes with a view to standardising the quality« 

The water supply should be tested as soon as possible«   Polyester blond 

dyeing needs softened water« 

The steam and power supplies should also be checked with the suggested 

plan in ordor to oqualiso the production with the probable demand« 

A survey should be made of the buildings and space available with the 

proposed expansion in mind.   It may be that in the third phase some 

extensions will be necessary« 

A study of the organisation and documentation necessary for the programme 

should be commenced with especial note being gl von to the need for stores 

control and costing« 

This report gives a brief survey of the courses open to Infitcx«   It has 

been worked out without the vzxy detailed study necessary but it should 

give a framework within which a policy and a plan can be integrated« 

The estimated cost are yery approximated« 

My thanks arc due to Mr, Matohir and Mr« Mathrab for their cooperation 

and also to my counterpart Mr« Rutjito for his collaboration« 
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DISCUSSIONS ANO ADVICE 8IVEN TO TMt NANA6ENENT Of  IMFITEX 

1 •   Wo have discussed tho problems of marketing and what a manager can 

do himself auch as constant visiting of customers soliciting their 
forecasts and collecting market intelligence« 

2«   The processing routine of polyester cotton cloths has been covered 

in several talks.   The question of "pilling" of cellulosic blends 

has been discussed and the prevention of this fault by careful 
singeing procedure emphasised. 

3»   The technique of "heat sotting" of polyester fabrics has been ex- 

plained and the need for a specially designed pin to keep the cloth 

from tho hot clip so as to prevent clip marking caused by tompera- 
ture differentials« 

U» The effect of setting on cloth stability and crease recovery proper» 
tics has been explained« 

5»   The crease resisting of polyester fabrics has been covered with 

descriptions of the various resins, the effect on strength, the 

necessary tests required and the need for strict laboratory control. 

Amongst the test discussed were those of crease recovery, abrasion, 
strength, resin content. 

6« Thcrmosol dyeing techniques have been explained and high temperature 

dyeing cf small batched by bean and Jet machines. Pamphlets on beam 

dyeing machines have been left with the manager. 

7»   Bleaching recipes have been given and the bleaching with Sodium 

Chlorite mentioned.   Semi-continuous and continuous bleaching machines 
novo been covered, 

8»   Jigeer processing has been explained sad the present Jiggers criticised 

and compared with high temperature machines«   We have examined tho 

trials on polyester dyeings which they have carried out and made 
suggestions fur further trials« 

9»   Staffing problems and manning requirements have been referred to 
examination« 
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10«   The calendering process has been explained end instruction given 

in the care end maintenance of calender bovis« 

11«    Compressive shrinkage and its effect on finish has been covered 

in our talks and the manager hoc beun ¿¿.von noto3 en c:-mpr.Esivc 

shrinking* 

12»   The importance of having a Laboratory and a competent chomist 

has been emphasised and notes on the basic laboratory equipment 

have been handed to the manager« 

13*   The important question of the supply and quality of the water 

has been impressed on the manager« 
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HACWKWY AS AT PRISENT    IN       I  N F I T E X 

Machine Type 

Singer (Wakaycmia)two bcrnor 

Kior Pressure 
Winch 

Year   Capacity   Speed     Width 

70 mpm   165 cms dd 

eld 

cad 
Jiggers Kyoto,     3 open automatic   old 

Benninger 

Kyoto       2 under water 1972 
Tarn Dyeing Hisaki old 

Cylinder Dryer Kyoto 8 stainless     1972 
steel 

Stontcr Dornier Haubolt 
2 chambers       old 

Scutcher Kyoto I972 

Calender   Maag 3 bovi 
2 cotton 
1 steel 

Inspection machine     Kyoto 

Folding Machine Maag 
Boiler   1 uninspected. 

bOO kg 

100 kg 

100 kg 

100 kg 

11*0 cms 

11*0 cms 

150 cms 

60 rapm 

Condition 

Fairljr Good 

Unusud but fair 

Poor 

Fair 

Very Good 

Vuiy £ÛCCi 

Satisfactory 
Very good 

Very good 
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ApptntflK 
MftCHINtftV 

Machinery required to fulfil suggested lian Mitt« 1 

Stentor Heat Setting $ chamber 
Jiggers locally made    2 

Merccriaer batch of ehainless 1 

Laboratory Equipment 

Ancillary inspection and making up machines« 

•hats S 

2 Beam Dyeing Machines plus batching machine 

1 Baker cum Hot Flue 

Ptwts 3 
1 Semi-continuous bleaching range 

1 Washing machine 

Additional mercerising capacity 

1 Sanforise or Everset type compressive machine 

1 Additional cylinder drying capacity 

Flus ancillary equipment such as rollers trucks botching stands 

inspestion and mnking-up machines« 
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AMTMCT mtf INTRODUCTION 

Texin factory has already been reported twice btfort shoving the 

description, the history» the problems and the recommendation. 

This report is a statistical one to show the improvement in weaving 

during the short part of life of our project in a factory equipped 

mostly with old looms and sesie of than are obsolete. It is the 

largest weaving shed in all Indonesia as there are 125b looss. 

Out of this number, there are only 120 new autcaatic Japanese shuttle 

change looss and the remains are power old loons. With the increased 

of 1351 in the new automatic looms they reach to nearly the efficiency 

as it is in the developed countries. 

The increase in the old power loom which is comparatively small but 

it is big if ve take in consideration the conditions of both the looms 

and labour forces. In this stage and this factory the In plant 

training with an efficient maintenance progran we hope that we can 

push this factory with another step in the improvement direction. 

The following is the report of Mr. Hoshlyana our weaving technologist 

in which be explained in detailed figures the zones of improvement. 

Grateful thanks are due to the Directorate General of Textile, 

management and the staff of the factory, I.T.T. and other individuals 

for providing informations and facilities to do this work. 
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1.  INTMWICTION 

Thli la a etetlstioel import following   " Teehnieel Report - 
Rehabilitation of Texln   weaving mil May 5, 1972 « 

I. »ATI a PERIOD Of PUL OPIRATION 

23»   1971 1 day 

January 17 - 21, 1972 $ day« 

M»«* 1 - 5,   1972 5 days 

April 30 & Nay 1, 1972 2 daya 

July 11, 12 & 1U, 1972 3 daya 

atptanber 11, 1972 1 day 

Total 17 daya (Imluding tin da * for 
travel) 

J. NY ACTIVITY 

Bafora I wrote tba abort Motioned technical report, I flatted thia 
rill total 13 daya to aurvey the technical altuatlon and given the 
neoeeeary guidance aa described la it.   After that I vent there tuo 
tiaee «ainly to lnapect their real aituation of following ay various 
suggestione already given previously and to give new advioes on the 
polyeater - Cotton Heaving. 

%. PftOMtSS NAM 

*-l   Daily Cloth Production In Yard l Pick 

The average dally cloth production length and pteka fro« 
July 1971 to October 1972 are monthly ahoun in the next table. 
Specification of cloth waa ao frequently changed due to narketing 
condition that weaving picka aa well aa cloth length should be 
aleo calculated for graeping the tranaition of production. 
Namely, in eonparieon with the production of the last one year 
(1971) before ay field operation, the latest four monthe average 
producUon cloth length (July - October 1972), waa increased 91* 
in Toyoda $6» R/a Automtic Loom, (?> in SuavM ft Texin 50" R/t 
Ordinary Loon, 76* In Stroki 70» •/• Ordinary Loon and 18* in 
total. 

The weaving picka ware similarly increaeed 135* in Toyoda $6" V», 
9* in SuButd ft Texln $c* R/»» 97* in Susuki 70" and 27* in total. 
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*-I   tolly Cloth Production In »Icke/Loon and Efficiency 

Sonetinee they «top a mater of loo« dut to the ntrketing condi- 
tion, for thli reaeon tha maabar of working loom la ao fluotuatad 
that wa naad to calculât« tha production pioti par ona working 
loon par ona da/ aa follona» 

ühfortunataly aa tha number of atoppad IOOM for Suiuki 70»« R/f 
loom vu not raoorded   in tha part, pioka/Loon/day oould ba 
oaloulatad only for Toyoda 56" Va and Suauki & TaxLn 50" R/« 
loone« 

Nanely, pioka/Loon/day waa inoraaaad 139 in Toyoda 56" */• Loon 
and 1 CK in Suiuki & Taxin 50" R/a Loon. 

Tha »Bin raaaon for thia vary aharp inoraaaa of Toyoda Automatic 
$6» R/a Loon during only 9 nontha ia thair niaundaratanding «id 
tha lack of technological knowledge on ao - callad autonatio loon 
thay believed tha poaaibility of ita auparior productivity ainply 
baoauaa it ia vary up-to-date and automatic, did not taka technical 
action« aapacially naoaaaary for autonatio loom, laft than aa 
they «era, and only had bean waiting for natural inoraaaa of their 
productivity in vain ainoa the beginning of thair full operation 
in July 1971 — theee ware the real altuatlona whan. I viaitad 
thia nill at firat in December 1971 and January 1972. 
Then I gave then nany auggeetione aa already mentioned in tha 
previouB technical report and they followed then eo willingly and 
faithfully that they have attained thia brilliant reault« 
Aa to Suauki & Toxin 50" R/e Ordinary Loon, due to the quality 
improvement of warp beam and waft pirn, ita productivity waa 10J 
inereaeed, however, the difficulty of training weaver« baaed on 
their averagely old egee ia «till preventing then fron rolaing 
«oro efficiency« 

*-)   Cloth Quality   ami Production Coat 
Becauee of the inaeparabUity of weaving productivity, cloth 
quality and ita coat — thia la a epeelolity of weaving techno- 
logy — theee cloth quality and production coat nuet have been 
aleo inproved, the data for theee pointa, however, I have not 
received yet and cannot show here, to ray regret« 
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120 Locus 901* Loons 

»... Month 

Toyoda 56" R/s 
Automatic Loon (165 rpt) 

Susuki k Toxin 50" R/s 
Ordinary Loon (159 rpn) 

xeni 
Picks/Loom 

Dey 
Effici- 
ency (56) 

Increase 
Ratio 

Picks/Loo* 
Day 

Effici- 
ency (JO 

Increase 
Ratio 

July 75,11*2 33,8 99,706 1*6,5 
August 70,066 31,i» 87,776 1*1,0 

1971 September 87,931t 39,5 - 95,051 1*1*,2 - 

October 95,11* 1*2,5 92,31*1 1*3,0 
November 87,971 39,1* 86,968 1*0,5 
December 93,323 1*1,8 88,035 1*1,2 

July - .December 
Average 81,931 38,0 100 91,61*6 1*2,7 100 

January 108,139 1*8,5 89,1*01 1*1,8 
February 127,808 57,5 95,328 1*1*, 2 
Moron 163,125 73,0 10l*,672 1*8,8 

ma April 161,033 72,0 - 107,1*11 50,2 - 

May 150,767 67,5 107,232 50,2 
June 160,666 72,0 103,51*0 1*8,2 

January - June 
Average 

11*5,256 65,0 172 101,261* 1*7,2 Ill 

July 177,1*71» 79,5 95,883 1*1*,7 
August 202,269 90,0 - 102,911 1*8,0 - 

Soptember 209,389 9l*,0 98,611 1*6,0 
October 209,936 91», 0 105,961* 1*9,5 

July - October 
Average 199,767 89,5 235 100,81*2 1*6,8 110 
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S. CONCLUSION 

Their total weaving production «a increased 1* in cloth length and 
similarly 27% in waving picks and simultaneously the quality and 
cost of the product« «ore improved during these nine months since the 
beginning of my activity« 

The main reason for these improvements is, I believe« the good co- 
operation between the Mill and our tWDO Project, 
The next main step to be carried out for this «<11 is the sufficient 
training of old wavers and the establishment of maintenance system 
for machinery» 

I hopo the same good cooperation as before between the Hill and the 
Project in order to get more excellent attainment in the near future. 

4 
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